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BLM MISSION STATEMENT

The Bureau of Land Management is responsible for the balanced management of Public Lands and
resources and their various values so that they are considered in the combination of uses that takes into

account the long-term needs of future generations for renewable and nonrenewable resources. These
resources include recreation, range, timber, minerals, watershed, fish and wildlife, wilderness and natural,

scenic, scientific and cultural values.
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EEftP MJOWmTIK WrrnKRMRFK fTTOPy AREA (W5A)

(CDCA-276)

1. THE STUDY AREA. 47,971 acres

The Dead Mofuntains WSA is located in eastern San Bernardino County, on the
eastern edge of the California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA) . The nearest
cities are Needles, California, 12 miles southeast; and Lau^ilin, Nevada, 15

miles northeast. The WSA contains 34,727 acres of public land under the
jurisdiction of the Bureau of land Management (BIM) , 2,887 acres of State
land, and private inholdings totalling 10,357 acres (see Map 1 and Table 1)

.

On the northwest, the WSA boundary is a utility corridor identified in the
1980 Western Regional Corridor Stuc^. The corridor contains a Southern
California Edison pcwerline, one and three-quarter miles of which is inside
the WSA. The WSA boundary follows the California/Nevada state line on the
northeast, a series of section lines rou^ily paralleling the administrative
boundary of the California Desert Conservation Area on the east forming a
cherrystem around a gravel pit and road, a combination of a Southern
California Gas Ccsripany pipeline, Interstate 40, Santa Fe Railroad main line,
and private land on the south, and a ccaiibination of Piute Wash, private
land and a Santa Fe Railroad maintenance road on the west.

The study area is dominated by the mountain range for vtiich it is named.
The spine of the Dead Mountains runs frcan north to south throu^ the WSA, a
jagged, ste^, rust-colored range, crcwned by Jfount Manchester at 3,598
feet. The mountains give way to sweeping bajadas that gradually sl(^)e

tcward the Piute Valley on the west, and the Colorado River on the east.

The 21,853-acre Dead Ifountains Area of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC)
is within the WSA, established to recognize and protect the area's
significant Native American values.

The WSA was studied under Section 603 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FLfMA) . Four alternatives were analyzed in the Draft and
Final Environmental Inpact Stateaiients (EISs) for the CDCA Plan: protection,
use, balanced, and no action; a summary of the area's wilderness Vcilues was
included in i^pendix III of the Final EIS. Three different suitability
recommendations were analyzed in the EISs: no wilderness and two particd
wilderness reccmmendations including 97% and 60% of the WSA as suitable.

-2. RECCMIENDATTON AND RATTONAIE

34,727

acres reccanmended for
wilderness
BIM acres recommended or
nonwildemess

No wilderness is the reccaranendation for the Dead Mountains WSA. The entire
acreage in this WSA is released for uses other than wilderness. This
recommendation will be inplemented in a manner vAiich will use all practical
means to avoid or minimize environmental inpacts.



The Balanced Alternative is the environmentally preferable alternative as
outlined in the CDCA Plan and further explained in the California Wilderness
Study Overview.

The no-wilderness reccsmmendation is based on the following rationale:
(1) the landforms and ecosystem of the Dead Mountains are already well
r^resented in other areas reccxtimended for wilderness designation; (2) the
special features of this WSA can be protected throu^ ACEC management;

(3) d^xDsits of saleable minerals such as sand, gravel, and rip-rap rock
that are abundant within the WSA, are strategically located for several
uses, and could not be extracted in the event of wilderness designation; and
(4) wilderness designation would potentially conflict with develc^xnent of
future energy and conraunications transmission facilities.

Ihe Dead Mountains WSA is typical of the tapograptiy and vegetation displayed
in the surrounding mountains and valleys. Nearby VKAs reccsnmended for
wilderness designation display the same physical and biological resources
found within this VSA. There are 14 BLM study areas reccanmended for
wilderness designation within 50 miles of the Dead Mountains WSA. These 14
areas possess very high quality wilderness values, and provide a good
r^resentative sairple of the Mojave and Great Basin Deserts in their wild
state. There are approximately 30 miles of routes of travel including
primitive ways, washes and other unmaintained routes of access v^ch will
remain available for vehicular use.

Other than its inportance fream a cultural resource and Native American
perspective, the VKA offers no unique features. An area of 21,853 acres
encompassing the inportant archeological sites and the areas of special
significance to the Mdtiave and Chemehuevi tribes was designated an ACEC in
1980. The ACEC Plan guides management efforts, assuring that prcper
protection measures will be stipulated as part of any consunptive resource
uses that may be authorized. The ACEC Plan assures the future integrity of
these inportant sites without wilderness designation.

Because of the Dead Mountains proximity to the Colorado River, portions of
the range have been used as a source of rip-rap for flood control projects.
Currently the Bureau of Reclamation operates a five-acre quarry site in an
area that has been cherrystemmed out of the east side of the WSA. The
Bureau of Reclamation has ej^ressed an interest in additional sites on the
east face of the Dead ^fountains. The VISA is also adjacent to the mainline
of the Santa Fe Railroad. The railroad has expressed a need to utilize both
the mountains and adjacent bajadas within the WSA as sources of rock for
flood control develcpnents, as well as a need for vehicular access in
portions of the VKA for access for flood control and derailment work.

The north boundary of the WSA is within an energy and utility transmission
corridor designated in the 1980 Western Regional Corridor Study. This
corridor presently contains an electrical powerline, a portion of vAiich is
actually inside the VKA. Wilderness designation could constrain the
placement of future facilities within the corridor.



TABLE 1 - Land Status and Acreage Summary of the Study Area

Within Wilderness Study Area Acres
BUM (surface and subsurface) 34,727
Split Estate (ELM surface only)

Iriholdings

State 2,887
Private 10,357

Ttotal 47,971

Within the Recoanmended Wilderness Boundary Acres
BIM (within WSA)
BIM (outside WSA)

Split Estate (within WSA)
Split Estate (outside WSA)

Total BIM Land Recommended for Wilderness

Inholdings
State
Private

Within the Area Not Reccanmended for Wilderness Acres
BLM (surface and subsurface) 34,727
Split Estate (BIM surface only)

Total BIM Land Not Reccramended for Wilderness 34,727

3. CRITERIA CONSIDERED IN DEVEIDPING THE WILDERNESS REOCMffiNDATIONS

A. Wilderness Characteristics

1. Naturalness ; Ihe area has been affected primarily by natural
forces, with man's iirprint substantially unnoticeable within the WSA
as a ^ole. Due to the area's rugged terrain and limited vehicle
access, inpacts frcan past human activity are primarily temporary
routes of travel in larger sand washes, and small isolated
prospects. An abandoned way in the northern portion of the VISA is
reverting to a natural condition. The most evident alteration to
naturalness is at the northwest edge of the WSA, vy^iere about one and
three-quarter miles of a major powerline is inside the stuc^ area.
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2. Solitude : The range's large winding canyons and rugged terrain
cxeate an environment v^ere solitude can usually be achieved
without disrt^jtion.

Ihis W5A is periodically overflown by mlitary aircraft as part of
the national defense mission taking place in afproved military
c^)erating areas and fli^t corridors. The visual intrusions and
associated noise create periodic tenporary effects on solitude vAiich

are deemed necessary and aoc^Jtable as a part of the defense
pr^)aredness of the nation.

3. Primitive and Unconfined Recreation : Primitive forms of recreation
can be enjoyed within most of the WSA. Opportunities are enhanced
by the area's rugged terrain, winding canyons, size, diversity of
geological landforms throu^out, and lack of any noticeable man-made
intrusions.

4. Special Features : Two unusual plant assemblages (UPA) occur within
the WSA. The first, the Piute Wash Smoketree Assemblage, is the
northernmost occurrence of smoketree (Psorothamnus spinosus ) in the
California Desert Conservation Area. The second UPA occurs at seeps
and springs including Picture Canyon and Red Spring. No BIM
sensitive plants and no Federal- or State-listed raire, threatened,
or endangered plants are known to occur within the Dead Mountains
WSA.

The mountain range affords suitable foraging and nesting habitat for
sane of the more common raptors, such as red-tailed hawks, prairie
falcons, and prcAably golden eagles. Desert tortoise inhabit the
flats and bajadas in densities of 20 to 50 individuals per square
mile, and 1:5) to 100 per square mile in scsne areas. The Dead
Mountains formerly were thou^t to sufport only transient bi^om
she^ range; however, more recent evidence indicates that bi^om
inhabit this range on a permanent basis. It is currently thou^t
that as many as 30 bighorn she^ inhabit the Dead ^fountains. Both
the Desert Tortoise and Desert Bighorn Sheep are on BLM's sensitive
species list in California. In addition, the Desert Tortoise is
under status review by the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service for possible
Federal listing as a threatened or endangered species.

The eastern portion of the study area has been determined to be
hi^ily sensitive for cultural resources. With only 640 acres of the
study area surveyed, the existing record of cultural resources is
scant. There are seven recorded archaeological sites v*iich are
thou^t to represent a small fraction of v*iat is actually present.
There are three petroglypAi sites, including Picture Canyon, v^iich

with 300 to 500 elements, is one of the major petrogly^i locations
in the eastern Mojave Desert. This site is also a potential
candidate for listing on the National Register of Historic Places.
There are two rock shelter sites; one is associated with scattered
pottery sherds, the other with bedrock mortars, projectile points,
debris from stone tool manufacturing, and portable milling tools.



other kncwn cultural resources include an aboriginal trails system
on the east and west sides of the Dead Mountains.

The Dead Mountains r^resent an area of particular religious and
cultural significance to several Native American groi^xs. The eirea

is significant in the origin iryth of the ^fciiave and other oral
narratives of both the Mc^iave and the Qiemehuevi. Ihe region is
kncwn to the Mciiave as "Natmanhe-Ahathayueh, " and includes an
additional, more specific location of inportance; "Eehoo-Kusia."
Ihe Dead Mountain range is kncwn as "Avi-Mat'ta." Traditional
heritage values and cultural concerns in the area pertain to areas
of traditional collection of both floral and faunal articles,
ceremonial sites, occipation sites, as well as the pervasive
religious sensitivity of the range associated with Mohave myth. One
of the major springs in the study area is mentioned in Mcdiave myth
and may be the spring v^ch is said to have spiritual and healing
power. In addition to the spring, there are numerous areas in the
Dead Mountains which have sacred or ritual association for the
Mchave. ¥ncMn hawk and eagle feather gathering areas utilized by
the Mchave are located in the eastern half of the WSA. The
southeast portion of the study area may have been the site of a
battle between the yidnave and the Southern Piute, and a war between
Mdiave and i^che. An area in the northern portion of the VISA was
apparently used in the late prehistoric and early historic periods
for cremations.

B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System
(NWPS)

1. Assessing the diversity of natural systems and features as
represented by ecosystems ; This WSA contains 34,727 acres of the
American Desert/Creosote bush eccsystem. The Dead Mountains would
not increase the diversity of the types of ecosystems represented in
the NWPS. This province is widespread thrco^out the California
Desert and is contained within other WSAs in the CDCA that are
recommended for wilderness designation.

Table 2 - Ecosystem Representation

Bailey-Kuchler
Classification NWPS Areas Other BIM Studies
Domain/Province/FtlV areas acres areas acres

NATIONWIDE

American Desert/Creosote Bush 1 343,753 117 4,233,182

CALIFORNIA

American Desert/Creosote Bush 1 343,753 88 3,619,378



2. Expandincf the opportunities for solitude or primitive recreation within
a days driving time (five hours) of manor population centers ; The WSA
is within a five-hour drive of six major population centers. Table 3

summarizes the number and acreage of wilderness areas and other BIM
study areas within a five-hour drive of these population centers.

Table 3

Wilderness Opportunities for Residents
of Major Pcpulation Centers

Pcpjlation
Centers

NWPS areas
areas acres

Other BIM Studies
areas acres

California

Anaheim-Santa Ana
Bakersfield
Los Angeles-long Beach
Riverside-San Bernardino

25
32
27
22

2,823,534
4,071,358
2,876,234
2,031,054

153
128
135
205

5,703,616
3,998,548
4,958,751
7,658,649

Arizona

Fhoenix 40 1,758,456 118 4,449,908

Nevada

Tas Vegas 46 3,507,293 311 11,186,463

3 . Balancincf the qe(xiraDhic distribution of wilderness areas The
nearest designated wilderness is Joshua Tree Wilderness in Joshua
Tree National Monument, managed by the National Park Service,
approximately 75 air miles southwest. Within 50 air miles are 14
BIM study areas reccramended for wilderness designation: six in
Arizona's Rioenix District, one in Nevada's Las Vegas District, and
seven in the California Desert District.

C. Manageability

The Dead Mountains WSA is manageable as wilderness,
factors ccatplicate manageability.

However, several

Preservation of wilderness values could not be assured without
acquisition of inholdings, V\^ch constitute approximately one-quarter of
the total land area of this WSA.

Designating the study area as wilderness has potential to conflict with
develcpment of future ccaranunications and energy transmission facilities.
The northwest boundary is within a four to six mile wide utility
corridor identified in the 1980 Western Regional Corridor Stucfy. This
corridor has not reached its develcpnent capacity although many of the
16 utility corridors identified in the CDCA Plan are nearing capacity.
Wilderness designation of the Dead Mountains WSA could prc^iibit full



develcpfnent of the cxjrridor, forcing installation of new energy
transmission lines in other areas not previously disturbed. D^)ending
iqxDn v*iich WSAs are ultimately designated wilderness within the CDCA,
there may be constraints placed upon the long-term energy and
ccmiraunication transmission capabilities in the southwestern United
States.

Military overfli<^ts in this WSA must be considered to maintain the
integrity of the existing and future national defense mission as well as
the wilderness resource.

D. Enercty and Mineral Resource Values

1. Summary of Information Known at the Time of the Preliminary
Suitability Reccanmendation : The Dead Mountains WSA is in the Haner
Mountain Geology-Energy-Minerals (G-E^i) Resource Area (GRA) . GRA
data in 1980 indicated a moderate to hi^ potential for the
occurrence of copper and manganese in the south-central area of the
WSA. During Vforld War I there were a few hundred ounces of
manganese produced from the Black ^fc)untain mine. The mine was also
prospected for hi<^-grade cc^per during the 1860s; however, there
are no r^»rted production figures for this mine. Based on aerial
ge(^3hysical surveys, uranium and uraniunv/thorium ratio anomalies
were identified in the northern part of the Dead Mountain range.
Near the east-central part of the VBA large amounts of rip-rap were
quarried for constructing levees by the Water and Pcwer Resources
Service. This quarry was cherrystemmed out of the WSA along the
eastern boundary. There was prospecting for hi^ quality bentonite
and montmorillonite clays just south of the quarry, for use as
drilling muds for the oil industry and for extraction of aluminum.
This same area was also indicated to have potential for zeolites.
There were at least 15 urpatented mining claims recorded with BIM in
1980 in the south-central part of the VKA. An area of less than 320
acres in the southeast comer of the WSA was under a BIM mineral
material free-use permit in 1980 to the State of California.

On the basis of the 1978 U.S. Geological Survey (USGS)

classification of this area as prospectively valuable for oil and
gas, BIM considered the western third and southeast part of the WSA
as having a moderate potential for the occurrence of oil and gas.

Piute Wash was considered to have a high potential for the
occurrence of sand and gravel, as indicated on Map 2.

2. Summary of Significant New Mineral Resource Data Collected Since the
Preliminary Suitability Recommendation Which Should be Considered in

the Final Decision : No USGS and U.S. Bureau of Mines (BC*4) mineral
survey has been conducted for this VISA because it is reccanmended

nonsuitable for wilderness designation.

As of December 1987, the California Division of Mines and Geology
(CEMG) conopleted mineral surveys of the Needles 1x2 degree
quadrangle, San Bernardino County, California in Open File Report

8



(OFR) 85-18 SAC and of Lanfair Valley, Homer Mountain, and Davis Dam
15 minute quadrangles in OFR 84-30 SAC. Ihe OM; mineral land
classifications covered the entire area of the Dead Mountains VfSA

and more clearly define the mineral occurrence potential for the
WSA. Ihe CCM3 r^xDrts outline an area in the southeastern part of
the WSA as having a moderate occurrence potential for oc^per, gold,

silver and barite. This area is indicated on Map 2 and is a
reduction from the hi^ occurrence potential ascribed in the 1980
BIM GRA files for the same minerals. The manganese potenticil

described by BIM in 1980 is not considered in the mineral discussion
by the CCMG.

A small airea along the northwest boundary of the WSA was considered
by the CDM3 to have a moderate potential for gold, silver and
cc^per. The CCM3 also classified the montmorillonitic clays
identified by ELM in the east-central part of the WSA, giving it a
hi^ potential for occurrence under the BLM classification system.
As of December 1987, the clays had not been produced, but Southern
Pacific is r^xDrted to have conducted an economic suitability study
on the clays in 1964 and concluded that the economics were favorable
at that time.

No exploration inteirest has been ejq)ressed for oil and gas in ttiis

WSA since about 1981. Therefore, the areas considered in the 1980
BIM GRA report as having a moderate potential rating for the
occurrence of oil and gas, have been lowered to a lew potential.

As of December 1987, no mining or exploration plans had been filed
with BIM in this WSA. Unpatented lode mining claims are
concentrated in the south and east-central portion of the WSA. Ihe
following table summarizes uipatented mining claims recorded with
BIM as of December 1987.

Table 4 - Mining Claims

TYPE NTMRKR ACRES
MINING CIAIM SUITABIE NONSUIT. TOTAL SUITABIE NONSUIT. TOTAL

Lode
Placer
Mill Site

N/A
N/A
N/A

5 5 N/A
N/A
N/A

100 100

Total N/A 5 5 N/A 100 100

E. Summary of Environmental Consequences of the Proposed Action

1. Impact on Wilderness Values ; Wilderness values will decline over
the long term as esqjloration and development occurs in areas of
moderate to hi^ mineral potential, as portions of the WSA are
quarried for ccanmon variety mineral materials, and in areas used for
CHV recreation. Wilderness values will be retained in the portions
of the WSA not subjected to these uses.



2. Inpact on Locatable Mineral Exploration and Develcpnent : The
prcposed action will have no iirpact. Further exploration and
development can proceed subject to a plan of c^jeration and other
guidelines described in the CDCA Plan.

3. Impact on Bureau of Reclamation Colorado River Project : Ihe BIM
will consider requests by the Bureau of Reclamation to remove rip-
rap from portions of the WSA, an action v^ch was previously
precluded by the Interim Management Policy for Lands under
Wilderness Review.

4. Impact on Sensitive Wildlife Species ; Future planned actions will
be subject to environmental analysis to identify any potential
irrpacts to desert tortoise or bi^om sheep, alleging develcpnent
and inplementation of appropriate mitigation measures.

5. Impact on Unusual Plant Assemblages : UPAs will continue to be
managed in accordance with the CDCA Plan, requiring special
consideration in environmental analyses to avoid or minimize
inpacts, and development of rehabilitation measures v*iere iirpacts

are unavoidable.

6. Impact on Native American Uses and Values : Native American access
to traditional religious sites will be retained. Sacred features
will be subject to protection under the American Indian Religious
Freedcan Act. Any changes in j^iysical appearance or use of sacred
sites will be made only with the concurrence of the affected Native
American group.

7. Impact on Archeological Resources : All proposed surface-disturbing
activities will be subjected to environmental analysis to allcw the
detection and salvage of any resources. Some sites may be
unintentionally damaged by casual cev recreational activity.

8. Impact on Santa Fe Railroad Maintenance : No inpact. Requests for
mineral materials and vehicular access to acconplish necessary
maintenance and repairs can be considered.

F. Local Social and Economic Considerations

No local social or economic considerations were identified in the CDCA
Plan and EIS. Therefore, no further discussion of this tcpic will occur
in this document.

G. Summary of WSA-Specific Public Ccanments

Public ccanments were solicited throughout all piiases in the develcpnent
of the CDCA Plan, finalized in 1980. Issues raised by the public during
the Inventory and Study Ehase were taken into account during development
of the Draft Plan Alternatives and Proposed Plan. The follcwing is a
summary of all comments received. Known inaccuracies or e3q)lanations

deemed useful to the reader are noted in parentheses.
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1. Inventory Phase : Those ccsnments pertaining to the inventory agreed
with the findings. Several cxxtiments mentioned additional roads and
ways, and a mine. After field checks, ajprcpriate changes were
made.

2. Study Riase : Eleven ccanments were received on this WSA. Ten
cppDsed further wilderness study, and one favored wilderness.

Texaco Corporation noted the potential for oil, gas, and geothermal
resources in the southern and western portions of the unit. The
Santa Fe Railroad Ccanpany stated that off-hi^way vehicle access
would be needed for drainage surveys, flash flood surveys,
derailments, and to maintain dikes. The Bureau of Reclamation
requested that lands on the eastern face of the mountains be
deleted, as this area is an inpDrtant source of rip-rap for managing
the Colorado River for flood control, river regulation and
stabilization, and water storage and conservation. One respondent
claimed that because of the dryness, heat, and lack of vegetation,
the area was of interest only to rockhounds and prospectors; in
addition, it was claimed that Sections 12 and 13 may contain large
d^xDsits of titanium ore. The County of San Bernardino urged that
the boundary be pulled away from the area of urban expansion for the
City of Needles (Needles is 12 miles from the study area)

.

Several features were mentioned v^ch respondents believed were
inccxipatible with wilderness classifications. These included:
transmission lines and tcwers, private ownership of 35% of the land
within the WSA, the presence of a rock quarry and its access road,
and assorted roads not listed in the inventory. These factors were
said to be responsible for a lack of solitude or primeval character
in the area.

The one respondent favoring wilderness designation viewed the Dead
Mountains as providing excellent c^portunities for solitude and
mentioned st^jerior archeological and historical values within the
unit.

There were no ccanments in response to the Public Iiput Workbook.

3. Draft Plan Alternatives : Few public comments specific to this VISA

were received in response to the Draft Plan Alternatives. However,
this WSA was one of those ojposed by the National Outdoor Coalition
(NOC) , a coalition of rockhounding, mining, and off-hi^way vehicle
groups. A large number of club members sent in printed forms or
letters sufporting the position of the coalition, v^ich was
presented to the Bureau in the form of a "multiple use" map. The
map was not sufficiently detailed to determine exact boundaries, but
it indicated that NOC recommended "limited use" for the mountainous
portion of the WSA and "moderate use" for the remainder. This was
partly in agreement with the Use and No Action Alternatives.
Conservation grxxips preferred the Protection Alternative, since it

reccanmended wilderness designation for the entire WSA, v^iereas the

12



Balanced Alternative would designate only the Dead Mountain portion
as wilderness.

Proposed Plan : There were few specific comments on this WSA.
Neither group made a concerted coitplaint about the Prcposed Plan's
reccaranendation of "limited use" for WSA 267, althoui^ scafne groups
held out for wilderness designation for all WSAs.

No ccaranents were received from local governments.
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PIUIE MJUWEMNS WnrfRRWRRS flTOPy AREA (VGA)

(CDCA-288)

1. THE STUDY AREA 28,522 acres

Ihe Piute Mcfuntains WSA is located in eastern San Bernardino County, near
the eastern edge of the California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA) . Ihe
nearest ccsmraunity is Needles, California, 20 road miles east. The study
area contains 20,279 acres of public land under the jurisdiction of the
Bureau of Land Management (BUM), 1,374 acres of State lard, and private
inholdings totalling 6,869 acres (see Map 1 and Table 1)

.

The WSA is bordered on the north by the National Trails Hi^way
(State Route 66) and Interstate 40. The eastern and southern boundaries are
formed by a gas transmission line maintenance road. The western border is a
mine access road v*iich separates this WSA from the neighboring Essex WSA
(CDCA-288A)

.

The appearance of the Piute ^fountains WSA is typical of WSAs in the
surrounding region, consisting of a mountainous central area, the
surrounding bajada, and an extensive flat "apron" of unconsolidated
alluvium. The Piute Mountains themselves ejdiibit strong color contrasts and
a texture that varies from very angular, jagged volcanics to rounded, smooth
hills. The ridges are cut by numerous canyons and washes.

A small area in the southwestern portion of the WSA is withdrawn for public
water reserve purposes under Executive Order of July 10, 1919 (Public Water
Reserve 22) . About 6,400 acres along the WSA's eastern edge have been
possibly contaminated by unexploded military ordnance, a remnant of World
War II maneuvers.

The VSA was studied under Section 603 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FLEMA) . Four alternatives were analyzed in the Draft and
Final Environmental Iirpact Statements (EISs) for the CDCA Plan: protection,
use, balanced, and no action; a summary of the area's wilderness values was
included in i^pendix III of the Final EIS.

2. RECCMlENDATKaJ AND RATIONALE

20,279

acres recommended for
wilderness
BIM acres recommended
for nonwildemess

No wilderness is the recommendation for the Piute Mountains WSA. The entire
acreage in this WSA is released for uses other than wilderness. This
recconendation will be iirplemented in a manner v^ich will use all practical
means to avoid or minimize environmental iirpacts.



Ihe Bcilanced Alternative is the environmentally preferable alternative as
outlined in the CDCA Plan and further ejqjlained in the California Wilderness
Study Overview.

The no-^ildemess recommendation is based on the following rationale:

(1) the WSA does not contain any noteworthy special features and would not
contribute to the diversity of the National Wilderness Preservation System;

(2) there is almost no demand for primitive recreational opportunities
within this V^A; and (3) manageability as wilderness is ccjtplicated by the
presence of sizable non-Federal inholdings.

Ihe Piute Mountains WSA, v*iile natural in character, contains no unusual
features or resources, and is merely an area of undeveloped public land.
Designation of this area as wilderness would not contribute to the diversity
of the National Wilderness Preservation System. It is ecologiccilly similar
to other areas identified for wilderness designation. Within 50 miles are
ten other BLM study areas recommended for addition to the National
Wilderness Preservation System. Many of these ten areas display the same
ecosystem and landforms as this WSA, and also contain notable ^jecial
features of scientific and general sightseeing interest.

There are approximately three miles of routes of travel including primitive
ways, washes and other unmaintained routes of access v*iich will remain
available for vehicular use. The WSA receives 1cm recreation use (less than
100 visitor-use days annually) , v^ch is almost exclusively motorized use
for rockhounding and ipland game hunting. Demand for primitive recreation
opportunities in this VKA is virtually nonexistent. The area receives
little use presumably because there is little to attract visitors, v^o are
drawn instead to the other nearby areas containing a wealth of special
features.

Manageability as wilderness is conplicated by the presence of considerable
non-Federal inholdings. ^proximately 30% of the Piute >kxmtains WSA is
ccaiposed of non-Federal lands. This sizable acreage, consisting of numerous
individual parcels, would have to be acquired to assure that uses
inconpatible with wilderness management do not occur. Its location in a
north-south alignment throu^out the WSA would further impact the Bureau's
ability to manage the area as a unit.
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TABLE 1 - Land Status and Acreage Summary of the Study Area

Within Wilderness Study Area Acres
BIM (surface and subsurface) 20,279
Split Estate (BJM surface only)

Inholdings
State 1,374
Private 6,869

Itotal 28,522

Within the Reccanmended Wilderness Boundary Acres
BIM (within WSA)
BIM (outside WSA)
Split Estate (within WSA)
Split Estate (outside WSA)

Tbtal BIM Land Reccsnmended for Wilderness

Inholdings
State
Private

Within the Area Not Recommended for Wilderness Acres
BLM (surface and subsurface) 20,279
Split Estate (BIM surface only)

Total BIM Land Not Recommended for Wilderness 20,279

3. CRITERIA a3NSIDERED IN DEVELOPING THE WILDERNESS REOCMffiNDATIONS

A. Wilderness Characteristics

1. Naturalness ; With a feM exceptions, this area is genercilly free of
human inprints. Evidence of motorized vehicle activity can be found
near the boundaries of the area. A few ways, mainly in the
northern section, run from the eastern and western borders toward
the foothills. These ways either disappear or are lost in washes
before they penetrate, into the mountains.



2. Solitude ; Opportunities for solitude are available within the WSA.

The area's washes, canyons, and rou^ landforms provide both
tcpographic relief and vegetative cover necessary to convey a
feeling of isolation and solitude.

Ihis WSA is periodically overflown by military aircraft as part of
the national defense mission taking place in approved military
cperating areas and fli<^t corridors. The visual intrusions and
associated noise create periodic tenporary effects on solitude v*iich

are deemed necessary and acceptable as a part of the defense
pr^>aredness of the nation.

3. Primitive and Unconfined Recreation ; Althou^ the WSA does provide
(Importunities for a primitive recreational ej^jerience, it does not
contain any features to attract visitor use.

4. Special Features ; Two BIM sensitive wildlife species occur in the
WSA, the desert tortoise and desert bighorn sheep. The tortoise is
also under status review by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service for
possible listing as threatened or endangered. The flats and
bajadas, as well as some of the larger washes of the WSA provide
habitat for the desert tortoise; population densities range ip to 50
per square mile. Bi^om sheep range is only transient, since the
Piute Mountains are too small and too sparsely watered to
accommodate a permanent population. The Piute Mountains WSA
contains no unusual plant assemblages, no BIM sensitive plants, and
no Federal- or State-listed rare, threatened, or endangered plants
are kncwn to occur in this V^A.

There are no inventoried cultural resource sites within the WSA, but
the archaeological record of nearby areas suggests that prehistoric
humans seasonally exploited vegetation and wildlife species here.
There are no special areas of kncwn cultural resource sensitivity or
significance within this WSA.

The Piute ^fountain Pange, kncwn to the Mohave as "KwiJcantsoka," is
considered a sacred place. Chemehuevi, ^fohave, and Panamint
Shoshone continue to enploy this area for hunting bi^om sheep and
deer, and seasonal collection of traditionally used plant materials.

B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System
(NWPS)

1. Assessing the diversity of natural systems and features as
represented by ecosystems ; The WSA falls contains 20,279 acres of
the American Desert Province - Creosote bush (Larrea ) ecosystem,
vdiich is widespread throu^out the California Desert and is
currently represented within the NWPS.



Table 2 - Ecosystem R^resentation

Bailey-Kuchler
Classification
DomaiiVProvince/FtiV

NWPS Areas
areas acres

NATIONWIDE

Other BLM Studies
areas acres

American Desert/Creosote Bush 1 343,753 117 4,247,630

CALIFORNIA

American Desert/Creosote Bush 1 343,753 88 3,633,826

2. Expanding the opportunities for solitude or primitive recreation
within a days driving time (five hours) of major population centers ;

The WSA is within a five-hour drive of six major population centers.
Table 3 summarizes the number and acreage of wilderness areas and
other BLM stu(^ areas within a five-hour drive of these pc^xilation
centers.

Table 3

Wilderness Opportunities for Residents
of Major Peculation Centers

Population
Centers

California

Anaheim-Santa Ana
Bakersfield
Los Angeles-Long Beach
Riverside-San Bernardino

Arizona

Phoenix

Nevada
Las Vegas

NWPS areas (

acres
)ther B]IM Studies

areas areas acres

25 2,823,534 153 5,703,616
32 4,071,358 128 3,998,548
27 2,876,234 135 4,958,751
22 2,031,054 205 7,658,649

40 1,758,456 118 4,449,908

46 3,507,293 311 11,186,463

3. Balancincf the geoctrarAiic distribution of wilderness areas : The
closest designated area is Joshua Tree Wilderness at Joshua Tree
Nationeil Wbnument, approximately 55 air miles southwest. Ten BIM
study areas recommended for wilderness designation are within 50 air
miles of the Piute Mountains WSA, nine in the California Desert
District and one in Arizona's Rioenix District.



C. Manageability

Ihe Piute Mountains WSA is manageable as wilderness. Hcwever, if left
unresolved, two factors would severely conplicate manageability: the
WSA borders a paved hi^way, and the WSA is oorposed of afproximately
30% private and state land.

On the north the WSA borders directly on the National Trails Midway
(former U.S. Route 66) . Since there is no longer a ri^t-of-way on
record, the WSA boundary is the edge of the paved surface. However, San
Bernardino County continues to maintain the route, an action that could
not be allowed were the VKA to be designated wilderness.

^proximately 30% of the Piute Jfountains WSA is conposed of non-Federal
lands. This sizable acreage, consisting of numerous individual parcels
and two bands of north-south aligned sections, would have to be acquired
to assure that uses incaiTpatible with wilderness management do not
occur. Under the County General Plan designation the parcels are
designated for Rural Conservation (RCN-40) with a 40-acre minimum.
Zoning is considered to be "A-1-5" v*iich allows five acre parcels. If
fully developed, over 1000 private parcels could be allowed within the
WSA, under current planning guidelines.

A portion of the Lazy Daisy grazing allotment is within the WSA. Of the
total 3,192 Animal Unit Monttis (AUMs) available in the lease,
approximately 261 AUMs (8.2 percent) are within the boundaries of the
WSA. Few conflicts are expected; however, should the area be designated
as wilderness, construction and maintenance of new range iitprovements
could be hindered.

Military overfli^ts in this WSA must be considered to maintain the
integrity of the existing and future national defense mission as well as
the wilderness resource.

D. Enerctv and Mineral Resource Values

1. Summary of Information Kiown at the Time of the Preliminary
Suitability Reccanmendation ; The Piute Mountains WSA is within the
Piute Mountains Geology-Energy-Minerals (G-EH4) Resource Area (GBA)

.

GRA file data as it specificcilly relates to this WSA had not been
fully analyzed and interpreted v*ien the preliminary wilderness
recommendations were published as part of the 1980 CDCA Plan.
However, the WSA was tentatively assigned potential for metals,
uranium, thorium, barite, limestone, and oil and gas. As of
December 12, 1979, there were no mining claims recorded within the
WSA.

The Needles Geologic Map Sheet, part of the Geologic Map of
California (CDM3 1963) , outlines small areas of Precambrian cotrplex
in this WSA vMoh may contain marble outcrops. However, the
potential for the occurrence of limestone remains uncertain.



The potential indicated in the 1980 GRA Report for the occurrence of
uranium and thorium was based on airborne ancanalies from a National
Uranium Reconnaissance Evaluation (NURE) survey. These anomalies
were possibly caused by potassium bearing minerals in granitic
rocks. A research study by CEM3 on open file (Rapp, John S. , 1976,
Uranium and Thorium in California , CCMG) indicates no uranium or
thorium occurrences in this WSA.

A review of the metal mines and prospects listed in the 1980 GRA
Ri^xDrt indicates this WSA had past production for cc^per. No doubt,
there are showings of cc^per as indicated from a few mines and
shafts shewn on the 15-minute Fenner tc^iograj^c map, possibly
associated with other base metals and minor gold and/or silver that
may have been produced in the vicinity. These mines and prospects
are probably similar to the Piute gold-cc^per-lead mine about one-
half mile north of this WSA (north of 1-40) that produced over 150
tons of oc^iper during the period fron 1916 to 1917 as reported in
Copper in California (California Division of Mines, 1948, Bulletin
144).

The potential for barite occurrence remains unknown as does the
potential for oil and gas mentioned in the 1980 GRA Report. There
has been no exploration or production of oil and gas.

Of the above-mentioned mineral ccramodities that occur to some degree
in this WSA, namely copper, limestone, and possibly barite, none are
considered to have more than a 1cm occurrence potential and
therefore no mineral occurrence potential map has been prepared.

2. Summary of Significant New Mineral Resource Data Collected Since the
Preliminary Suitability Recommendation Which Should be Considered in
the Final Decision : No U.S. Geological Survey, U.S. Bureau of Mines
or recent California Division of Mines and Geology mineral surveys
were conducted in this area because the area was reccmmended
nonsuitable for wilderness designation.

As of DecQTiber 1987, no mining or exploration plans of operation
have been filed with the BIM for areas within the WSA. Most mining
claims within the WSA are located in the northwestern portion. As
of December 1987 there were 77 urpatented mining claims within the
WSA recorded with BIM.

Table 4 - Mining Claims

TYPE NUMRFR ACRES
MINING CIAIM SUTTABIE NONSUIT. TOTAL SUTTABIE NONSUTT. TOTAL
Lode
Placer
Mill Site

N/A
N/A
N/A

55
22

55
22

N/A
N/A
N/A

1,100
880

1,100
880

Ttotal N/A 77 77 N/A 1.980 1.980



E. Summary of Environmental Consequences of the Proposed Action

1. Impact on Wilderness Values ; Naturalness may decline sli<^tly over
the long term at scattered sites due to the cumulative effects of
continuing OtN recreation and the develcpment of the private
parcels. Wilderness values will be retained in the portions of the
WSA not subjected to this or other surface disturbing uses.

2. Impact on Sensitive Wildlife Species : Future planned actions will
be subject to environmental aneilysis to identify any potential
iiipacts to desert tortoise or desert bi^om she^, allowing
develcpnent and iirplementation of ajprcpriate mitigation measures.

3. Impact on Native American Uses and Values : Native American access
to traditional collection areas and religious sites will be
retained. Sacred features will be protected under the American
Indian Religious Freedcan Act. Any changes in ^lysical appearance or
use of sacred sites will be made only with the concurrence of the
affected Native American grot?).

4. Impact on Cultural Resources : All proposed surface-disturbing
activities will be subjected to environmental analysis to allow the
detection and salvage of any resources.

5. Impact on Development and Use of Private Land : All parcels would be
useable and developable follcwing County established guidelines.

F. local Social and Econcmic considerations

No local social or economic considerations were identified in the CDGA
Plan and EIS. Therefore, no further discussion of this tcpic will occur
in this document.

G. Summary of WSA-Specific Public Ccanments

Public comments were solicited throu<^out all 0iases in the development
of the CDCA Plan, finalized in 1980. Issues raised by the public during
the Inventory and Study Phase were taJcen into account during develcpment
of the Draft Plan Alternatives and Prcposed Plan. Ihe following is a
summary of all comments received. Kiown inaccuracies are noted in
parentheses.

1. Inventory Phase : During this stage, the Piute ^fountains WSA and
neii^iboring Essex WSA (CDCA-288A) were considered one area. This
decision Wcis re-evaluated on the basis of public comments vAiich

mentioned a road throu^ the middle of the area, resulting in the
division of the original area into the two WSAs. Some respondents
disagreed with the findings concerning opportunities available in
WSA 288 for solitude and primitive recreation.

2. Study Phase : Of the 14 comments received on this V^A, 12 were
opposed and two favored further wilderness consideration.



TexacsD Corporation noted the potential for oil, gas, and geothermal
resources in the unit (there is no identified potential for any of
these resources) . Ihe Santa Fe Railroad Ccsipany stated that off-
hic^Tway vehicle access would be needed for drainage surveys, flash
flood surveys, derailments, and to maintain dikes. The Southern
Pacific Land Ccatpany was concerned about the large amount of
Southern Pacific-owned land in the WSA and about access to prc^jerty
under lease for minerals. A mining cc«tpany was concerned about
access for off-hi(^way haul trucks to an area leased for limestone.

Several features were mentioned vtiich respondents believed were
inccmpatible with wilderness classification. These included si^ts
and sounds such as pcwerlines and facilities, a railroad station,
city li^ts, the use of roads by heavy vehicles during the cattle-
moving season, grazing facilities, a maintained ranch road, and a
windmill.

Wilderness propjonents said that the area meets the 2(c) criteria of
the Wilderness Act, and that it offers outstanding opportunities for
solitude and primitive recreation.

No ccatnments were received in response to the Public Iiput WorWoook
of 3/15/79.

3. Draft Plan Alternatives : Few public ccanments specific to this WSA
were received in response to the Draft Plan Alternatives. Hovever,
this WSA was one of those c^^posed by the National CXitdoor Coalition
(NCX:) , a coalition of mining, rocWiounding, and off-hi^way vehicle
organizations. A large number of club members sent in letters and
printed coi^xDns supporting the position of NOC, v*iich was a
reccanmendation for a multiple-use classification of "moderate use"
for this unit. This reccarroendation was in agreement with the
Balanced and Use Alternatives. Conservation groij^js also sent in
many letters supporting the Protection Alternative, v^ch
reccsmmended wilderness designation for VISA 288.

4. Proposed Plan : There were few specific comments on this WSA. The
NCX;; and others opposed to wilderness were satisfied with the
Prcposed Plan, v*iich reccanmended a "moderate use" classification for
WSA 288. Wilderness proponents were not happy with the reccanmen-

dation but did not conduct a letter-ivriting campaign on this unit.

No ccanments were received fron local governments.
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ESSEX wnnRRMFyK .crnjpy area fwsA)

(CaX3^-28aA)

1. IHE SIUDY AREA 17,096 acres

The Essex WSA is located in eastern San Bernardino County, near the eastern
edge of the California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA) . The nearest city is
Needles, California, 25 road miles east. The stvic^ area contains 13,331
acres of public land administered by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM)

,

648 acres of State land, and private inholdings totalling 3,117 acres (see

Map 1 and Table 1)

.

The WSA's eastern boundary is a mine access road vAiich separates this WSA
frcm the nei^iboring Piute Mountains WSA (CDCA 288) . The northern boundary
is formed by the Old National Trails Hi^way. The western boundary follows
section lines and Sunflower Spring Road south for approximately six miles
until it reaches the unmaintained ranch road v^ich forms the southern
boundary.

The WSA is 55% alluvial fans and 45% hills and mountains. The alluvieil fans
are sparsely vegetated with creosote bush scrub, Vy^le vegetation beccsnes

more dense and varied at hi^er elevations. The mountains are jagged and
colorful, with steep-i(i/alled canyons. The greatest tcpograj^iic relief is in
the southern portion of the WSA, v^iere the hi(^est peak reaches an elevation
of over 3,600 feet. The study area contains one permanent water source.
Barrel Spring, on private property at the southern end of the area.

The WSA Wcis studied under Section 603 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FLFMA) . Four alternatives were analyzed in the Draft and
Final Environmental Irrpact Statements (EISs) for the CDCA Plan: protection,
use, balanced, and no action: a summary of the area's wilderness values was
included in /^pendix III of the Final EIS.

2. RECCMMENDATTOJ ANP RATTOKTATF Q acres recommended for
wilderness

13,331 BLM acres recommended
for nonwildemess

No wilderness is the reccramendation for the Essex WSA. The entire acreage
in this WSA is released for uses other than wilderness. Management
guidelines will be iirplemented using all practical means to avoid or
mitigate environmental inpacts.

The Balanced Alternative is the environmentally preferable alternative as
outlined in the CDCA Plan and further explained in the California Wilderness
Study Overview.



The no wilderness reconmendation is based on the follcwing rationale:
(1) designation of this area as wilderness would not contribute any
additional unique or interesting features to the National Wilderness
Preservation System; and (2) a portion of the VKA has hi^ potential for
sand and gravel, for v*iich there is demonstrated demand.

The Essex WSA, vAiile natural in character, contains no unusual features or
resources, and is merely an area of undeveloped public land. It is
ecologically similar to other areas identified for wilderness designation.
Within 50 miles are ten other BIM study areas reconmended for addition to
the National Wilderness Preservation System. Many of these ten areas
display the same ecosystem and landforms as this WSA, and also contain
notable ^)ecial features of scientific and general si^tseeing interest.

The VKA receives lew recreation use (less than 100 visitor-use days
annually) , vdiich is almost exclusively motorized use for roddiounding and
li^land game hunting. Demand for primitive recreational opportunities in
this WSA is virtually nonexistent. The area receives little use presumably
because there is little to attract visitors, vdio are drawn instead to the
other nearby areas containing a wealth of special features. There are no
known primitive routes within the WSA.

D^X3sits of sand and gravel occur along the northern edge of the WSA. The
primary demand for this material is from the Atchison, Tcpeka and Santa Fe
Railroad and the California Department of Transportation (CalTrans) for
diversion dikes, flood control, and hi(^way maintenance. CalTrans new
extracts sand and gravel immediately north of the WSA, from an authorized
material site that extends inside the study area. The material site
authorization predated the establishment of the WSA, and extraction could
proceed even in the event of wilderness designation.
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TABLE 1 - Land Status and Acreage Summary of the Stucfy Area

Within Wilderness Study Area Acres
BIM (surface and subsurface) 13,331
Split Estate (BLM surface only)

Inholdings
State 648
Private 3,117

Total 17,096

Within the Reccanmended Wildejmess Boundary Acres
BIJM (within WSA)
BIM (outside WSA)

Split Estate (within WSA)
Split Estate (outside WSA)

Total BIM Land Reccramended for Wilderness

Inholdings
State
Private

Within the Area Not Recommended for Wilderness Acres
BIM (surface and subsurface) 13,331
Split Estate (BIM surface only)

Total BIM land Not Reccmnended for Wilderness 13,331

3. CRITERIA CX^SIDERED IN DEVEIOPING THE WIIDERNESS REOOMMENDATKaTS

A. Wilderness Qiaracteristics

1. Naturalness ; Except for the northern edge of the WSA, the area has
been affected primarily by natural forces, with man's inprint
substantially unnoticeable. Occasional mining claim markers and
small prospects are widespread, thou^ undDtrusive, signs of human
activity. Natural conditions have been significantly altered along
the northern edge of the study area, v^ch contains diversion dikes
and ditches to prevent flash floods frcan threatening Old Route 66.

These structures continue to be maintained by San Bernardino County.



2. Solitude : Primitive character, lew visitation, and rugged mountain
tc^xDgrajiiy combine to ensure opportunities for solitude.

Ihis VISA is periodically overflown by military aircraft as part of
the national defense mission taking place in approved military
cperating areas and fli^t corridors. The visual intrusions and
associated noise create periodic tenporary effects on solitude v*iich

are deemed necessary and acceptable as a part of the defense
preparedness of the nation.

3. Primitive and Unconfined Recreation ; Although the WSA does provide
cpportunities for a primitive recreational experience, it does not
contain any features to attract visitor use.

4. Special Features : Two BLM sensitive wildlife species occur in the
WSA, the desert tortoise and desert bi^om she^. The tortoise is
also under status review by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service for
possible listing as threatened or endangered. Tortoise densities
range ip to 50 per square mile. Bi^om sheep range is only
transient, since the Piute Mountains are too small and too sparsely
watered to acccanmodate a permanent population. The Essex WSA
contains no other BLM sensitive wildlife species and no State- or
Federal- or State-listed rare, threatened or endangered species of
wildlife or plants are known to occur in the study area.

Ihere are three kncwn cultural resource sites in the southwestern
comer of the WSA, near Barrel Springs. Two are historic mining
claim cairns; the other, one of prehistoric occupation, as indicated
by pottery sherds and debris frcm stone tool production. The site
also has buried conponents within culturally-altered soils, or
midden, at least two meters thick. A three square mile area in the
southern part of the WSA has been assigned a hi<^ cultural resources
sensitivity, and likely contains additional prehistoric sites,
although it has not been systematically surveyed. The eastern half
of the WSA continues to be eitployed by Cheroehuevi, Mdiave, and
Panamint Shoshone for deer hunting and seasonal collection.

B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System

1. Assessincf the diversity of natural systems and features as
represented by ecosystems ; The WSA contains 13,331 acres of the
American Desert/Creosote Bush (Larrea ) ecosystem. This ecosystem is
r^resented by other areas either included or identified for
wilderness preservation.



Table 2 - EcxDsystem R^resentation

Bailey-Kuchler
Classification
DomaiiyProvince/RW

NWPS Areas
areas acres

NAnC»WIDE

Other BIM Studies
areas acres

American Desert/Creosote Bush 1 343,753 117 4,254,578

CALIFORNIA

American Desert/Creosote Bush 1 343,753 88 3,640,774

2. Expanding the opportunities for solitude or primitive recreation within
a days driving time (five hours) of major population centers ; The WSA
is within a five-hour drive of six major peculation centers. Table 3

summarizes the number and acreage of wilderness areas and other BIM
study areas within a five-hour drive of these peculation centers.

Table 3

Wilderness Opportunities for Residents
of Major Population Centers

Population
Centers

NWPS areas
areas acres

Other BIM Studies
areas acres

California

Anaheim-Santa Ana
Rakersfield
Los Angeles-Long Beach
Riverside-San Bernardino

25
32
27

22

2,823,534
4,071,358
2,876,234
2,031,054

153
128
135
205

5,703,616
3,998,548
4,958,751
7,658,649

Arizona

Phoenix 40 1,758,456 118 4,449,908

Nevada

Tas Vegas 46 3,507,293 311 11,186,463

3. Balancing the geoqrdidiic distribution of wilderness areas The
closest designated wilderness cirea is Joshua Tree Wilderness within
the Joshua Tree National Monument, approximately 50 air miles
southwest. Ten BIM study areas reccammended for wilderness
designation are within 50 air miles of the Essex VISA, nine in the
California Desert District and one in Arizona's Phoenix District.



C. Manaqeability

The Essex WSA is manageable as wilderness. However, two factors would
severely complicate manageability: the fact that the WSA directly
borders a paved hi^way, and the presence of an authorized materials
site inside the north edge of the study area.

On the north the WSA borders directly on the National Trails Hi(^way
(formerly U.S. Route 66) . Since there is no longer a ri^t-of-v^ay on
record, the WSA boundary is the edge of the paved surface. Hcwever, San
Bernardino County continues to maintain the route, an action that could
not be allowed were the WSA to be designated wilderness.

Approximately half of an authorized CalTrans sand and gravel materials
site is within the VKA. Althou^ to date CalTrans has only removed
material from outside the WSA, the agency was authorized to remove
material from inside the study area before it became a WSA.

Military overfli^ts in this VSA must be considered to maintain the
integrity of the existing and future national defense mission as well as
the wilderness resource.

D. Energy and Mineral Resource Values

1. Summary of Information Known at the Time of the Preliminary
Suitability Reccanmendation ; The Essex WSA is within the Piute
Mountains Geology-Energy-Minerals (G-E-M) Resource Area (GRA) . GRA
file data as it specifically relates to this VISA had not been fully
analyzed and interpreted v^en the preliminary wilderness
recanmendations were published as part of the 1980 CDCA Plan.
However, the WSA was tentatively assigned a known potential for
limestone, and an unclassified potential for sand and gravel,
unspecified metals, uranium, and thorium. As of December 12, 1979,

there were six mpatented mining claims within the Essex WSA.

Review of the pre-1980 California Division of Mines and Geology
(CCMG) mineral commodity publications identified no significant
cc^per, gold, lead, zinc, or uranium occurrences. Because of the
lack of documentation of any metallic occurrence in this WSA, it is
reasonable to consider the occurrence potential for metals, uranium,
and thorium as low.

Ihe potential for limestone occurrence remains uncertain, but as in
the Piute Mountains WSA to the northeast, small areas outlined as
Precambrian rock ccatplex may contain marble outcrops with limestone
potential. CalTrans is presently using a large sand and gravel
quarry immediately outside the northwestern boundary of the WSA.
Over 200 million cubic yards of material has been mined from this
location.



Therefore, the two areas of sand and gravel that extend into the WSA
from this deposit are classified as having a hi^ potential for sand
and gravel. Map 2 reflects the mineral resource potenticil of the
WSA.

2. Summary of Significant New Mineral Resource Data Collected Since the
Preliminary Suitability Reccanmendation Which Should be Considered in
the Final Decision : The U.S. Geological Survey and the U.S. Bureau
of Mines have not conducted any minercil surveys in this WSA, nor has
there been any recent CCM3 survey because the area was recconranended

nonsuitable for wilderness designation.

As of December 1987, no mining or exploration plans of operation
had been filed for areas within this VSk. Uipatented claims are
concentrated in the northwest portion of the study area. As of
December 1987 there were 36 uipatented claims inside the WSA
recorded with BLM, as summarized below.

Table 4 - Mining Claims

TYPE NI.1MBER ACRES
MINING CLAIM SUTTABIE NONSUIT. TOTAL SUITABLE NONSUIT. TOTAL
Lode
Placer
Mill Site

N/A
N/A
N/A

36 36 N/A
N/A
N/A

720 720

Total N/A 36 36 N/A 720 720

E. Summary of Environmental Consequences of the Proposed Action

1. Impact on Wilderness Values ; Wilderness values will significantly
decline in the northern portion of the WSA vdien sand and gravel
extraction occurs. Naturalness may decline sli^tly at scattered
sites due to the cumulative effects of continuing OHV recreation.
Wilderness values will be retained in the portions of the V^A not
subjected to these two uses.

2. Impact on Sensitive Wildlife Species ; Future planned actions will
be subject to environmental analysis to identify any potential
iirpacts to desert tortoise or desert bi<^om sheep, cillcwing

develc^3inent and implementation of apprcpriate mitigation measures.

3. Impact on Native American Uses and Values ; Native American access
to traditional collection areas will be retained.

4. Impact on Cultural Resources ; All proposed surface-disturbing
activities will be subjected to environmental analysis to allow the
detection and salvage of any resources. Seme sites may be
unintentionally damaged by casual OHV use.
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5. Iinpac± on Sand cind Gravel Extractiai : CcilTrans may cxntinue to use
its sand and gravel materieils site, including the porticsi that
extends into the WSA. BLM will cxvisider requests from other
entities for scdeable mineral materieds.

F. Local Socicil and Ecxyonic Consideraticms

No local socicd or econcmic considerations were identified in the dXA
Plan and EIS. Iherefore, no further discussic^ of this topic will occur
in this document.

G. Summarv of WSA-Specific Public Ccanments

Public canments were solicited throu^out 2dl phases in the develc^ment
of the CDCA Plan, finalized in 1980. Hcwever, b^ond the inventory
phase, no ccmnents were received that specificsdly addressed this MSA.

1. Inventory Phase ; During this stage, the Essex WSA and nei^iboring
Piute Mountains WSA (CDCA-288) were considered one area. This
decision Wcis re-evaluated on the bcisis of public oonments v^ch
mentioned a road throuc^ the middle of the area, resulting in the
division of the origincil ctrea into the two WSAs.

No coaranents were received from locsd governments.
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BaCGEDJW CHDIXA GftROa? WHTERNESS STUEY AREA fWEA)

(CDCA-290)

1. THE STUDY AREA 14,337 acres

The Bigelcw Cholla Garden WSA is located in eastern San Bernardino County,
near the eastern edge of the California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA)

.

The nearest ooraraunity is Needles, California, situated along the Colorado
River, approximately 18 miles east of the WSA. The study area contains
10,105 acres of public land under the jurisdiction of the Bureau of Land
Management (BLM) , 779 acres of State land, and private inholdings totalling
3,453 acres (see Map 1 and Table 1)

,

This elongated, triangular WSA has its northern border as Interstate 40.

The southeastern border is a gas pipeline ri^t-of-way. The southeastern
boundary is a pcwerline ri^t-of-^way.

The Bigelow Cholla Garden WSA contains 60% hills, 20% dissected fans, ten
percent alluvial fans, and five percent pediments. The major landform
feature of the area is the northern end of the Sacramento Mountains. The
mountains consist of very dark rock of volcanic origin, hi^ily eroded and
displaying much vertical relief. Elevations within the V^A range from 1,400
feet in the sharply eroded bajada at the eastern end of the WSA to 3,314
feet at Bannock, the hic^est peak.

The densest concentration of Bigelcw cholla cactus in the California Desert
occurs within the WSA and the surrounding area, and has been designated as
the Sacramento/Stqpladder Mountains Teddy-bear cholla Unusual Plant
Assemblage (UPA) by the CDCA Plan. The southern half of the 80-acre Bigelow
Cholla Natural Area, vhich is witlidrawn from mineral entry and closed to
vehicles, is included within the boundaries of the WSA.

The WSA was studied under Section 603 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FLFMA) . Four alternatives were ancilyzed in the Draft and
Final Environmental Inpact Statements (EISs) for the CDCA Plan: protection,
use, balanced, and no action; a summary of the area's wilderness values was
included in ;^}pendix III of the Final EIS.

2. RECOMMENDATICM AND RATIONALE —

10,105

acres recommended for
wilderness
BIM acres recommended
for nonwildemess

No wilderness is the reccanmendation for the Bigelow Cholla Garden WSA. The
entire acreage in this WSA is released for uses other than wilderness. This
reccaranendation will be iiiplemented in a manner Vy^iich will use all practiced
means to avoid or minimize environmental inpacts.



Ihe Bcilanced Alternative is the environmentally preferable alternative as
cfutlined in the CDCA Plan and further explained in the California Wilderness
Stucty Overview.

Ihe no-wilderness reccnimendation is based on the following rationale:

(1) the area does not possess any unique or outstanding features that are
not r^resented in areas either cilready part of, or reccanmiended for
inclusion within the National Wilderness Preservation System; and (2) the
area's value as wilderness is overshadowed by its value for motorized
recreation, minercil develcpnent, and energy transmission.

Ihere are no unique special features in this WSA. The WSA's tc^xjgraphy and
vegetation are very similar to that found in nearby wilderness study areas
that are recommended suitable. Aside from the Bigelcw cholla garden, the
WSA is cciiprised of common desert plant assemblages and contains no unique
or special wildlife habitats or populations. An abundance of areas in the
general region are reccsnmended for addition to the National Wilderness
Preservation System. The study area is within 50 air miles of 14 BUM WSAs
reccmimended for wilderness designation.

Recreational use of the WSA is almost 1,000 visitor-use days annually.
Almost all of this use is vehicle based, and would therefore be displaced by
wilderness designation. The roost popular activities are four-v^eel drive
sightseeing and touring. Most recreation use is generated locally from the
Needles and Mchave Valley areas, as the WSA's proximity is ideal for day use
visits. There are approximately two miles of routes of travel including
primitive ways, washes and other unmaintained routes of access vtiich will
remain available for vehicular use. Other activities known to occur include
rockhounding, iQDland game hunting, target shooting, and nature study. The
Universities of California, among others, use the portion of the UPA in the
northern extremes of the WSA as a teaching and research site. This area
receives i:?) to four visits annually by educational institutions. The WSA
attracts very little hiking and backpacking use.

The northern portion of the VSA has moderate potential for gold, silver,
copper, and barite. Wilderness designation would preclude further
exploration for these minerals.

Designating the study area as wilderness would have potential to conflict
with develcpnent of future coanmunication and energy transmission facilities.
The north boundary is within a energy and utility transmission corridor
designated by the CDCA Plan, v^ch is also the route of a four to six mile
wide utility corridor for the state of California identified in the Western
Regional Corridor Study (1980) . The west boundary is also within an area
identified as a planned corridor for the period 1990-2020 by the Western
Regional Corridor Study.





TABLE 1 - Land Status and Acreage Summary of the Study Area

Within Wilderness Study Area Acres
BLM (surface and subsurface) 10,105
Split Estate (BLM surface only)

Inholdings
State 779
Private 3 , 453

Total 14,337

Within the Reccanmended Wilderness Boundary Acres
BIM (within WSA)
BIM (outside WSA)
Split Estate (within WSA)
Split Estate (outside WSA)

Total BIM Land Reccanmended for Wilderness

Inholdings
State
Private

Within the Area Not Reccanmended for Wilderness Acres
BIM (surface and subsurface) 10,105
Split Estate (BIM surface only)

Total BIM Land Not Reccramended for Wilderness 10,105

CRITERIA OONSIDERED IN DEVELOPING THE WIIDERNESS RECJOMMENDATIONS

A. Wilderness Cliaracteristics

1. Naturalness : Within the area there are very few structures viiich

eilter the primeval character of the land. Two diversion dikes to
divert flash flood waters frcm Interstate 40 are at the northern
edge of the WSA. A small prospect is located near the eastern edge
of the southern border. This scar is small and well screened by the
irregular tc^xjgrajiiy surrounding it. There are no routes of travel
into the area to reduce the apparent naturalness and no noticeable
scars from the use of motorized vehicles.



2. Solitude : Ihe area's irregular tcpograj*iy and size helps scxeen
views and isolate visitors. Most washes are lined with ironwood,
acacia, and mesquite v^ich also tend to sufport a feeling of
solitude and isolation. However, the si(^ts and sounds of traffic
on Interstate 40 penetrate into the northern edge of the WSA for a
mile or more, d^sending on tcpograj^iy. Ihis intrusion is
significant, considering the small size of the study area.

This WSA is periodically overflown by military aircraft as part of
the national defense mission taking place in approved military
operating areas and fli^t corridors. The visual intrusions and
associated noise create periodic tertporary effects on solitude vdiich

are deemed necessary and acceptable as a part of the defense
prqparedness of the nation.

3. Primitive and Unoonfined Recreation : Opportunities for hiking and
nature study are enhanced by the area's natui^lness and well-
develqped system of washes v*iich provide access to most of the WSA.
The presence of the Bigelov cholla "garden" in the northern extreme
of the WSA adds to the iitportance of the area for both formal and
informal nature study.

4. Special Features : Several square miles of desert tortoise habitat
exists on the flats and bajadas with peculation densities ranging up
to 50 per square mile. A permanent population of desert bi^om
sheep exists in the Sacramento ^fountains. Some of these animals
occur periodically in the western portion of the mountain range
within the boundaries of the WSA. The desert tortoise and desert
bi^om sheep are BIM sensitive species. The desert tortoise is
clLso currently under status review by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service for possible listing as a threatened species. Suitable
foraging and nesting habitat for some of the more ccanmon raptor
species exists, primarily in the hi^er elevations of the Sacramento
Mountains. The WSA does not contain important habitat for any other
BIM sensitive wildlife species and no Federal- or State-listed
species of wildlife are known to occur in the Bigelow Cholla Garden
WSA.

As previously discussed, the WSA contains the Sacramento/Stepladder
Mountains Teddy-bear cholla UPA v*iich contains the densest
concentration of Bigelow cholla cactus in the CDCA. No BIM
sensitive plants, and no Federal- or State-listed rare, threatened,
or endangered plants are known to occur in this WSA.

The study area is of importance to Native Americans. The northern
portion of the WSA is crossed by a trading route and trail v^ch is
currently used by Mohave and Chemehuevi Indians residing along the
Colorado River. Included in the Bigelow Qiolla Garden WSA are areas
employed by Native Americans for collection of hawk and eagle



feathers, vdiich figure inportantly in Native American religicxjs
beliefs. Many of the peate in the Sacrramento Range are referred to
in Mohave oral traditions, and have religious and seasonal ritual
iirportancse. Native Americans have es^ressed concern that these
areas remain cpen for their traditioncil collection and ritual uses.

There have been no systematic surveys to identify cultural resources
within the WSA.

B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System
g^WPS)

1. Assessing the diversity of natural systems and features as
represented by ecosystems : This WSA contains 10,105 acres of the
American Desert/Creosote Bush ecosystem. This province is
widespread thrtxj^out the California Desert and is currently
represented within the NWPS.

Table 2 - Ecosystem Representation

Bailey-Kuchler
Classification NWPS Areas Other BLM Studies
Damain/Province/FNV areas acres areas acres

NATIONWIDE

American Desert/Creosote Bush 1 343,753 117 4,257,804

CALIFORNIA

American Desert/Creosote Bush 1 343,753 88 3,644,000

2. Expanding the opportunities for solitude or primitive recreation within a
days driving time (five hours) of major population centers : The WSA is
within a five-hour drive of six major peculation centers. Table 3

summarizes the number and acreage of wilderness areas and other BIM study
areas within a five-hour drive of these pcpolation centers.



Table 3

Wilderness Opportunities for Residents
of Major Population Centers

Peculation
Centers

California

Anaheim-Santa Ana
Bakersfield
Los Angeles-Long Beach
Riverside-San Bernardino

Arizona

Fhoenix

Nevada

Las Vegas

NWPS areas Other BIM Studies
areas acres areas acres

25 2,823,534 153 5,703,616
32 4,071,358 128 3,998,548
27 2,876,234 135 4,958,751
22 2,031,054 205 7,658,649

40 1,758,456 118 4,449,908

46 3,507,293 311 11,186,463

3. Balancincf the qeoqra]:Jiic distribution of wilderness areas : The
closest designated area is the Joshua Tree Wilderness in Joshua Tree
National Monument, approximately 60 air miles southwest. Within 50
air miles of the Bigelcw Cholla Garden WSA are 14 BIM stuc^ areas
reccinmended for wilderness designation: seven in the California
Desert District, five in Arizona's Fhoenix District, and two in
Arizona's Yuma District.

C. Manageability

Ihe Bigelcw Cholla Garden VKA is manageable as wilderness. Hovever,
several factors conplicate manageability.

The WSA's proximity to the city of Needles would ccaiplicate management
as local residents have enjoyed a long history of motorized recreation
use of the area. Long-term use patterns may be difficult to change.
Management as wilderness would thus require a significant field
presence, particularly at first, to ensure the integrity of the area.

Preservation of wilderness values could not be assured without
acquisition of inholdings, vAiich constitute 30% of the total land area
of this WSA.

Designating the stucfy area as wilderness has potential to conflict with
developnent of future ccxnraunication and energy transmission facilities.
The north boundary is within a utility corridor identified both in the
CDCA Plan and the Western Regional Corridor Study (1980) . Ihis corridor
has not reached its development capacity although many of the 16 utility
corridors identified in the CDCA Plan are nearing capacity. Wilderness



designation of tiie Bigelcw Cholla Garden WSA could prc*iibit full
develcpnent of the corridor, forcing installation of new energy
transmission lines in other corridors or in areas not previously
disturbed. D^jending upon vAiich WSAs are ultiinately designated
wilderness within the CDCA, there may be constraints placed i:5XDn long-
term energy and ccniraunication transmission capabilities in the
southwestern United States.

Military overfli^ts in this WSA must be considered to maintain the
integrity of the existing and future national defense mission as well as
the wilderness resource.

D. Enercty and Mineral Resource Values

1. Summary of Information Known at the Time of the Preliminary
Suitability Recommendation : The Bigelcw Cholla Garden VKA is in the
BIM Sacramento Mountains Geology-Energy^linerals (G-E^) Resource
Area (GRA) . The G-E-M analysis for this WSA was done in the EIS for
the CDCA Plan and did not fully analyze, integrate, and interpret
the available data. However, the EIS did state that the WSA has an
unclassified potential for metals, and sand and gravel. As of
December 12, 1979 there were no uipatented mining claims recorded
with the BIM wi-hin the WSA.

2. Summary of Significant New Mineral Resource Data Collected Since the
Preliminary Suitability Recommendation Which Should be Considered in
the Final Decision : No U.S. Geological Survey or U.S. Bureau of
Mines mineral surveys were conducted for the WSA because it is
recommended nonsuitable for wilderness designation. Hcwever, the
California Division of Mines and Geology published an c^pen file
r^xDrt in 1985 that assessed the mineral potential of the northeast
quarter of the Needles one by two degree quadrangle map. Ihe r^xjrt
indicated a moderate occurrence potential for gold, silver, cc^per
and barite along the north part of the VISA (see Map 2)

.

Mineralization occurs mainly along northeast-trending fault zones
within Precambrian gneissic granite. Outcrcps of these gneissic
rocks can be seen along the north boundary of the WSA adjacent to
Interstate 40.

Ihree prospects are shewn within this WSA, hcwever, there was no
r^xDrted mineral production.

Sand and gravel also occurs in the southern and western extremities
of the VISA. No interest has been expressed for these ccanmon mineral
materials. Under the BIM classification system, sand and gravel
resources would be considered at this time as having a lew occur-
rence potential based solely on the favorable geologic environment.

Prior to December 1987, one mining plan of cperations had been filed
with the BIM within the WSA. BIM records dated December, 1987,

indicate no active uipatented mining claims are located within the
WSA.
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E. Sumtnary of Environmentcil Consequences of the Proposed Action

1. Impact on Wilderness Values ; Wilderness values will decline over
the long term as exploration and develc^xnent occurs in areas of
moderate mineral potential, and in areas used for OHS7 recreation.
Wilderness values will be retained in the portions of the WSA not
subjected to these two uses.

2. Iitpact on Locatable Mineral Exploration and Development : The
proposed action will have no iupact. Further exploration and claim
location can proceed subject to applicable laws and regulations plus
any additional constraints stated in the CDCA Plan.

3. Iitpact on the Sacramento/Stepladder Mountains Teddy-bear Cholla
Unusual Plant Assemblage ; The UPA will continue to be managed
according to the guidelines provided for this resource in the CDCA
Plan. Forty acres have been withdrawn from mineral entry and closed
to motor vehicle use, a protection measure v*iich will continue under
the Prcposed Action.

4. Impact on Sensitive Wildlife Species ; Future planned actions will
be subject to environmental analysis to identify any potential
inpacts to desert tortoise or bi^om she^, allowing develcpnent
and implementation of appropriate mitigation measures.

5. Impact on Native American Uses and Values ; Native American access
to traditional religious sites will be retained. Sacred features
such as mountain peaks will be subject to administrative protection
under the American Indian Religious Freedom Act. Any changes in
pAiysical appearance or use will be made with the concurrence of the
affected Native American groips.

6. Impact on Regional Energy Transmission ; The prcposed action will
allcw full develcpnent of existing energy and communications
transmission corridors, consistent with CDCA Plan guidelines.

F. Local Social and Econonic Considerations

No local social or econcsnic considerations were identified in the CDCA
Plan and EIS. Therefore, no further discussion of this tcpic will occur
in this document.

G. Sumtnary of WSA-Specific Public Ccanments

Public ccatments were solicited throu^out all phases in the develcpnnent

of the CDCA Plan, finalized in 1980. Issues raised by the public during
the Inventory and Study Riase were taken into account during develcpnent
of the Draft Plan Alternatives and Prqposed Plan. The following is a
sumtnary of all cotnments received. Kxwn inaccuracies are noted in
parentheses.
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1. Inventory Phase : Qanments indicated rockhounding interest,
potential for mineral develcpnent, unique ecxDlogical factors, and
natural integrity of the landscape.

2. Study Phase : Most of the nine canments received on this WSA
mentioned factors v^ch detract from wilderness quality. One
respondent noted the presence of Interstate 40 along the northern
border and the small village of Camino with an adjacent landing
field. Mining activity was mentioned by two respondents, and one
major oil company listed this WSA along with many others v*iich may
have potential for oil, gas, and geothermal resources. Rockhounds
wanted the area kept open for their hobby. The nearby presence of a
transmission line and pipeline was felt to be detrimental to the
naturcdness of the area. The City of Needles opposed restriction of
access to materials for flood control. Access was also desired for
railroad maintenance.

Respondents favoring wilderness designation for this area mentioned
the stands of tedc^ bear cholla, vAiich are among the best in the
California Desert.

TWO coBomrvents were received in response to the Public Irput Workbook.
The first mentioned the hi^ biological values, particularly the
unusually dense stand of Bigelcw (teddy bear) cholla and reccanmended
careful management.

Ihe second respondent was a rockhounding organization v^iich wanted
the area kept partly c^Den for rockhounds and prospectors.

3. Draft Plan Alternatives : There were few ccanments specific to
this WSA in response to the Draft Plan Alternatives. Hcwever, this
WSA was one of those exposed by the National Outdoor Coalition, a
coalition of mining, rocWiounding, and off-highway vehicle
organizations. A large number of club members sent in printed
coipDns SL^^porting a multiple use classification of "moderate use"
for this area. This position was in agreement with the
reconmendation of the No Action Alternative. Conservation-oriented
individuals and organizations approved the Protection Alternative
vAiich reccnmended wilderness designation for this area.

4. Proposed Plan : Conservation organizations and vehicle-oriented
recreation groips maintained the same positions stated for the Draft
Plan Alternatives.

No ccjtiments were received from local governments.
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(CDCA-292)

1. THE STUDY AREA. 49,069 acres

The Sacramento Mountains WSA is located in eastern San Bernardino County, on
the eastern edge of the California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA) . Ihe
nearest cxatiraunity is Needles, California, approximately four miles to the
east. Ihe stuc^ ar^ea contains 34,582 acres of public land under the
jurisdiction of the Bureau of Land Management (BUM), 2,227 acres of State
land, and private inholdings totalling 12,260 acres (see Map 1 and Table 1)

.

Ihe VISA is bounded on the northwest by a Southern California Gas Company
pipeline and service road. On the north, the boundary is an imaginary line
running in a general east-west direction, drawn to avoid mining develcptoits
along the northern fringes of the mountain range. On the east, the boundary
is a line rou^ily paralleling the base of the mountain range but excludes a
large rock quarry caiplex near Eagle Pass. The southern boundary goes
cross-country and is within a utility and energy trcinsmission corridor
identified in both the CDCA Plan and the 1980 Western Regional Corridors
Study. Ihe western boundary follows an imaginary line running in a general
northwest-southeast direction rou(^ily parallelirg a transmission line and
service road three miles to the east.

The Sacramento IVksuntains WSA lies at the center of the 18-mile long
Sacramento Mountain range. Rugged rust-colored peaks, jagged ridges, and
sloping terraces rise abrL:5)tly above the hi^ily eroded bajada leading dcwn
to Needles and the Colorado River beyond. Dominant landmarks include Eagle
Peak, 3,308 feet, near the center of the WSA, and the black volcanic pea]cs

of Flat Tc^ Mountain, 3,029 feet, at the northern end of the area. Eagle
Pass forms the major break in the continuity of the range. Along the
western margin of the VISA the mountain range slopes gently into the high
desert setting of Ward Valley. Ihe WSA contains 80% mountains, hills, and
rock outcrcps, with the remaining 20% cortposed of alluvial fans and washes.
Creosote bush scrub is the major vegetation type of the WSA, with the
creosote bush (Larrea tridentata ) , the dominant species. An unusually dense
stand of teddy bear cholla cactus (Opuntra bicfelovii ) also occurs within the
WSA.

Ihe WSA was studied under Section 603 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FLFMA) . Four alternatives were analyzed in the Draft and
Final Environmental Irrpact Statements (EIS) for the CDCA Plan: protection,
use, balanced, and no action; a summary of the area's wilderness values was
included in ^^pendix III of the Final EIS.



2. REOOMMENDATION AND RATIC^iAIE

34,582

acares recxatnmended for
wilderness
BIM acres reccxnmended
for nonwildemess

No wilderness is the recanmendation for the Sacramento Mountains VKA. The
entire acreage in this WSA is released for uses other than wilderness. This
recanmendation will be inplemented in a manner vMch will use all practical
means to avoid or minimize environmental inpacts.

The Balanced Alternative is the environmentally preferable alternative as
outlined in the CDCA Plan and further explained in the California Wilderness
Study Overview.

The no-^ildemess recanmendation is based on the following rationale:
(1) the area does not possess any unique or outstanding features that are
not represented in areas either already part of, or recatimended for,
inclusion within the National Wilderness Preservation System and (2) the
area's value as wilderness is overshadaved by its value for motorized
recreation, mineral develcpinent, and energy transmission.

The WSA's tcpography and vegetation are very similar to that found in the
surrounding wilderness study areas. An abundance of areas in the general
region are recatimended for addition to the National Wilderness Preservation
System. The study area is within 50 air miles of 14 BIM WSAs recommended
for wilderness designation. There are no unique special features in this
WSA. The Sacramento ^fountains WSA does contain a small portion of the
Sacramento/Stepladder Mountains Teddy-bear Cholla (Opuntia biqelovii )

Unusual Plant Assemblage (UPA) . Hovever, the adjacent Bigelcw Cholla WSA
(CIXA-290) contains greater concentrations over a wider area. The
Stepladder Mountains WSA (CIX:a-294) to the south also contains an extensive
stand of teddy bear cholla.

There are approximately 29 miles of routes of travel including primitive
ways, washes and other unmaintained routes of access vliich will remain
available for vehicular use. Recreational use of the WSA is less than 1,000
visitor-use days annually. The most popular activities are four-^v^eel drive
sii^tseeing and touring. MDst recreation use is generated locally from the
Needles and Mc*iave Valley areas, as the WSA's proximity is ideal for day use
visits. Other activities known to occur include rockhounding, ipland game
hunting, target shooting, and nature study. The Univeirsities of California,
among others, use the portion of the UPA in the northern extremes of the WSA
as a teaching and research site. This area receives up to four visits
annually fron pre-college, college, and university students. The WSA
attracts very little hiking and backpacking use.

Portions of the WSA have moderate potential for gold, silver, ccpper, lead,

magnesite, and barite. Portions of the WSA are adjacent to Bureau of
Reclamation rip-rap quarry sites v^ere material is removed for Colorado
River bank stabilization. The Bureau of Reclamation has expressed an
interest in obtaining additional rip-rap material from inside the WSA.



Designating the stu^ area cis wilderness would have potenticil to conflic±
with develcpnfient of future cxxmnunication and energy transmission facilities.
The south boundary is within a designated energy and utility transmission
corridor identified in the CDCA Plan, v*iich is also the route of a four to
six mile wide utility corridor for the State of California as identified in
the Western Regional Corridor Stuc^ (1980)

.

TABIE 1 - Land Status and Acreage Summary of the Stu(fy Area

Within Wilderness Study Area
BIM (surface and subsurface)
Split Estate (BIM surface only)

Acres
34,582

Inholdings
State
Private

2,227
12,260

Total 49,069

Within the Reccanmended Wilderness Boundary
BIM
BIM
Split Estate
Split Estate

(within WSA)
(outside WSA)
(within WSA)
(outside WSA)

Acres

Total BIM Land Reccanmended for Wilderness

Inholdings
State
Private

Within the Area Not Reccanroended for Wilderness
BIM (surface and subsurface)
Split Estate (BIM surface only)

Acres
34,582

Total BIM Land Not Reccanmended for Wilderness 34,582





3. CKETERIA CX^SIDERED IN DEVEIOPING THE WILDERNESS REOCM4ENDAnONS

A. Wilderness Characteristics

1. Naturalness : Ihe eirea has been affected primarily by natural forces
with man's iirprint substantially unnoticeable. Ihe only signs of
man's presence are occasional mining claim markers and a loose
network of old mining access routes. Most of these follow drainage
courses, but may cross over intervening ridges or hills to connect
with other washes. Routes located in washes are subject to flash
flooding, \»diich erases their evidence on a regular basis.
Connecting routes aj^Dear to be slcwly feilling into an unusable
condition and over time will not be noticeable to the uninformed
visitor.

2. Solitude : Opportunities for solitude are available throu^out the
WSA. Ihe area's irregular topogra^iy and size helps screen views
and isolate visitors. Most washes are laced with ironwood, acacia,
and mesquite trees, v^ich also tend to sujport a feeling of solitude
and isolation.

Ihis WSA is periodically overflown by military aircraft as part of
the national defense mission taking place in approved military
cperating areas and flight corridors. Ihe visual intrusions and
associated noise create periodic tenporary effects on solitude v^ch
are deemed necessary and acceptable as a part of the defense
preparedness of the nation.

3. Primitive and Unconfined Recreation : Opportunities for hiking and
nature study are enhanced by the lack of man-made intrusions and a
well-develcped system of washes vdiich provide access to most of the
VKA. Ihe presence of the Bigelcw cholla "garden" in the northern
extreme of the WSA adds to the importance of the area for
educational purposes.

4. Sijecial Features : Ihe Sacramento Mountains WSA is a large portion
of the range for the Sacramento Mountains desert bi(^om sheep herd
v^ch numbers approximately 60 animals. Several key water sources
exist in the Sacramento Mountain range, two of v^ch have been
develcped into big-game guzzlers primarily for desert bi^om sheep.
A small area of alluvial fan on the WSA's southwestern and western
margin sufports a desert tortoise population of ip to 50 individuals
per square mile. Both the desert tortoise and the desert bi(^om
she^ are BIM sensitive species in California. Ihe desert tortoise
is also under status review by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
for possible Federal listing as a threatened species.

Ihe Sacramento MDuntains WSA affords good nesting and foraging
habitat for raptors such as red-tailed hawks, prairie falcons,
kestrels, golden eagles, and several species of cwls. Known aeries
exist in the mountain range.



Ihe Sacramento Mountains contain an unusually dense stand of teddy
bear cholla cactus (Opuntia bigelgvii) (also kncwn as Bigelcw
cholla) along north and west facing slcpes at mid to li^per

elevations. It is a portion of a designated unusual plant
assemblage.

Native American use of the stuc^ area continued into historic times
and is maintained today. Some water sources, mountain peaks, and
petroglyphs are considered sacred by modem Native Americans. Both
ChoBGhuevi and Mc^iave groips conduct seasonal religious and ritual
pilgrimages into the Sacramento Mountains.

B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System
(NWPS)

1. Assessincf the diversity of natural systems and features as
represented by ecosystems ; This WSA contains 34,582 acres of the
American Etesert/Creosote Bush ecosystem. It is currently
represented within the NWPS in Joshua Tree National Monument and
within several of the WSAs proposed for wilderness designation in
the aXA.

Table 2 - Ecosystem Representation

Bailey-Kuchler
Classification NWPS Areas Other BLM Studies
Domain/Province/HJV areas acres areas acres

NATIONWIDE

American Desert/Creosote Bush 1 343,753 117 4,233,327

CALIFORNIA

American Desert/Creosote Bush 1 343,753 88 3,619,523

2. Expanding the opportunities for solitude or primitive recreation
within a day's driving time (five hours) of major population
centers : Ihe WSA is within a five-hour drive of six major
pc^xiLation centers. Table 3 summarizes the number and acreage of
wilderness areas and other BIM study areas within a five-hour drive
of these peculation centers.



Table 3

Wilderness Opportunities for Residents
of Major Pcpulation Centers

Population
Centers

NWPS
areas

areas
acres

Other BIM Studies
areas acres

California

Anaheim-Santa Ana
Bakersfield
Los Angeles-Long Beach
Riverside-San Bernardino

25
32
27
22

2,823,534
4,071,358
2,876,234
2,031,054

153
128
135
205

5,703,616
3,998,548
4,958,751
7,658,649

Arizona

Phoenix 40 1,758,456 118 4,449,908

Nevada

Tas Vegas 46 3,507,293 311 11,186,463

3. Balancircf the qeoqrdtiiic distribution of wilderness areas The
closest designated area is the Joshua Tree Wilderness in Joshua Tree
National Monument, approximately 70 air miles southwest. Within 50
air miles of the Sacramento Mountains WSA are 14 BIM stucty areas
reccanmended for wilderness designation, seven in the California
Desert District, five in Arizona's Phoenix District, and two in
Arizona's Yuma District.

C. Manageability

The Sacramento Mountains WSA is manageable as wilderness. Access to the
area is limited to a few established vehicle routes including the gas
pipeline maintenance road on the north, Eagle Pass near the center, and
Monument Pass along the southern boundary. Each of these routes could
be signed and/or blocked. The WSA's proximity to the city of Needles
does cxxiplicate management as local residents have enjoyed a long
history of cxxnmercial and recreation use of the area. Long-term use
patterns may be difficult to change. Management of wilderness would
thus require a significant field presence, particularly at first, to
ensure the integrity of the area.

Presently, two guzzlers for desert bi^om she^ are located within the
WSA. Maintenance of these guzzlers is required approximately two times
per year. Maintenance activities normally require mechanized equipment
and vehicle access for transportation of materials to the site.

Designating the stucty area as wilderness has potential to conflict with
development of future communication and energy transmission facilities.
The south boundary is within a utility corridor identified both in the



C3XA Plan and the Vfestem Regional Corridor Study (1980) . This cx)rridor
has not reached its develcpnent capacity althoiK^ many of the other 16
utility corridors identified in the CDCA Plan are nearing capacity.
Wilderness designation of the Sacramento Mountains WSA could prcAiibit
full develc^ament of the corridor, forcing installation of new energy
transmission lines in other corridors or in areas not previously
disturtjed.

Milit^ury overfli^ts in this WSA must be considered to inaintain the
integrity of the existing and future national defense mission as well as
the wilderness resource.

D. Enercry and Mineral Resource Values

1. Summary of Information Kiown at the Time of the Preliminary
Suitability Reccanmendation ; The Sacramento Mountains WSA is located
in the BIM Sacramento Mountains Geology-Energy^linerals (G-E^)
Resource Area (GRA) . The G-E-^ analysis in the CDCA Plan EIS for
this WSA was not ccarplete and had not been fully examined and
analyzed, integrated, and interpreted at the time the wilderness
reccsranendation was made. However, it did indicate that this WSA had
a potential for metals (manganese and cojper) magnesite, barite,
fluorite, and ccstimon mineral materials such as sand, gravel and
decorative rock. There was no stated potential for the occurrence
of leasable commodities, including oil, gas, sodium, or potassium.
As of December, 1979, there were no claims recorded with the BIM
within the Sacramento Mountains WSA.

2. Summary of Significant New Mineral Resourr:e Data Collected Since the
Preliminary Suitability Recommendation Which Should be Considered in
the Final Recommendation : No U.S. Geological Survey or Bureau of
Mines mineral surveys were conducted in this WSA because it is
recommended nonsuitable for wilderness designation. However, the
California Division of Mines and Geology (CCMG) published an cpen
file report in 1985 that assessed the mineral potential of this VBA
(OFR 85-18 SAC) . The CCM3 report suf^x^rted the 1980 EIS but
provided more detailed information on the mineral potential within
the WSA. The mineral potenticil classifications shown on Map 2 are
based on this CEM3 report using the BIM mineral occurrence
classification scheme.

The CEMG report indicated that the most widespread area for
gold-cc^per deposits was within and adjacent to the northeast part
of the WSA, known as the Copper Gulch area, ^^proximately 60 tons
of copper-gold ore was mined from Copper Gulch, although most of
this production came from outside the WSA. CEMS identified a
mineralized area surrounding the Cherokee Mine along the
southeastern border of this WSA showing a moderate occurrence
potential for gold, silver and copper. The Cherokee Mine lies about
2,000 feet outside the WSA boundary. The mineralized fracture
system of the Cherokee area extends into the WSA and was extensively
drilled in 1983 and 1984 by a major mining ccirpany and assay values
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ranged frcm 0.005 to 0.57 ounces per ton of gold with over $500,000
of ore reserve. No production records were available. Ihe r^x>rt
indicated a moderate occurrence potenticil for gold, silver, cc^per
and barite in the northern most portion of the WSA.

The Eagle Pass area in the east-central part of the WSA has a
moderate occurrence potential for gold, silver, cc^pper, and lead
minercilization. The main production (according to the Bureau of
Mines) from the Big Four Mine was about 3,302 pounds of cc^Dper and
15,306 pounds of lead, with very minor gold and silver, in 1915 and
1916. An elongated area also along the east border of the WSA
about one and one-half miles south of Eagle Pass has a moderate
potential for gold, silver and cqpper. There is no recorded mineral
production.

The area indicated with a hi^ occurrence potential for magnesite in
the central part of the WSA surrounds the Needles magnesite deposit
about one mile west of Eagle Peak. These magnesite beds are exposed
for over 2,400 linear feet. An evaluation of the mineral resource
potential is presented in the Sacramento Mountains G-E-M file by
S. Hagerty (ELM, 1982) . This report, based mainly on overlays by
Terradata, Inc. and mineral r^xDrts prepared by geologists for the
Southern Pacific Land Coirpany, listed numerous occurrences of metals
and nonmetals within the WSA. Substantial reserves of magnesite
exist at the Needles magnesite deposit with 78 percent magnesium
carbonate. Vitaliano (1950, Needles magnesite deTX)sit . CCMG,
California Journal of Mines and Geology, Volume 46) determined the
indicated reserves for the Needles magnesite deposit at 117,000 tons
and inferred reserves at 410,000 tons. Another small area of
moderate occurrence for magnesite is about one and one-half miles
southwest of the Needles magnesite area and near the southwest
boundary of the WSA.

As of January 1988, BLM records show the WSA contained 129
unpatented lode mining claims, vdiich enccarpassed 2,580 acres, or
7.1% of the total study area (see Table 4) . About 92 (1,840 acres)
are along the northern boundary, with the remainder along the
southeastern boundary.

Table 4 - Mineral Interest

TYPE NT.1MRER ACRES
MINING CLAIM SUITABLE NONSUIT. TOTAL SUITABLE NONSUIT. TOTAL
lode
Placer
Mill Site

N/A
N/A
N/A

129 129 N/A
N/A
N/A

2,580 2,580

Ttotal N/A 129 129 N/A 2.580 2.580
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E. Summary of Environmental Consequences of the Proposed Action

1. Impact on Wilderness Values : Wilderness values will decline over
the long-term as esqjloration and develcpnent occurs in areas of
moderate mineral potential, and in areas used for off-highway
vehicle (OtN) recreation. Wilderness values will be retained in the
portions of the WSA not subjected to these two uses.

2. Impact on Locatable Mineral Exploration and Development : Ihe
proposed action will have no iirpact. Further exploration, as well
as develc^xnent of the 129 existing claims, can proceed subject to
regulations stated in 43 CFR 3809 and guidelines defined in the CDCA
Plan.

3. Impact on Bureau of Reclamation Colorado River Project : BIM will
consider requests by the Bureau of Reclamation to remove rip-rap
frcm portions of the WSA, an action v4iich was previously precluded
by the Interim Management Policy for Lands under Wilderness Review.

4. Impact on the Sacramento/Stepladder Mountains Teddy-bear Cholla
Unusual Plant Asseinblaae : Ihe majority of this UPA is outside the
Sacramento Mountains WSA. Ihe UPA will continue to be managed
according to the guidelines provided for this resource in the CDCA
Plan.

5. Impact on Sensitive Wildlife Species : Future planned actions will
be subject to environmental analysis to identify any potential
inpacts to desert tortoise or bi^om sheep, alleging develcpment
and inplementation of appropriate mitigation mecisures.

6. Impact on Native American Uses and Values : Native American access
to traditional religious sites will be retained. Scane sacred
features such as mountain peaks or water sources will be subject to
administrative protection under the American Indian Religious
Freedom Act. Any changes in fdiysical afpearance or use will be made
with the concurrence of the affected Native American groi^).

7. Impact on Archeolocfical Resources : All proposed surface disturbing
activities will be subjected to environmental analysis to allow the
detection and salvage of any resources.

8. Impact on Regional Enercry Transmission : Ihe prcposed action will
allow full develop8:nent of existing energy and ccanraunication

transmission corridors, consistent with CDCA Plan guidelines.

F. Local Social and Econcatiic Considerations

No local social or economic considerations were identified in the CDCA
Plan and EIS. Therefore, no further discussion of this topic will occur
in this document.
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G. Summary of WSA - Stjecific Public Ccanments

Public comments were solicited throughout all jiiases in the develcprrvent

of the CECA Plan, finalized in 1980. Issues raised by the public during
the Inventory and Study ttiase were taken into account during develcpnent
of the Draft Plan Alternatives and Prcposed Plan. Ihe following is a
summary of all ccxnments received. Known inaccuracies are noted in
parentheses.

1. Inventory Riase : Comments indicate that the mining in the
northeastern Sacramento Mountains is substantially unnoticeable;
numerous ways occur along the eastern bajada. Ihe area provides
outstanding c^^xDrtunities for solitude and primitive recreation.

2. Study Phase ; Of the 18 ccanments received on this VISA, 11 favored
multiple use management for this unit, v*iile seven preferred
wilderness designation. Southern California Gas Conpany was
concerned over their plans to build a 30-inch pipeline between
ccmpression stations near Tcpock and Needles; the pipeline would
form the southeastern border of the VKA. *Ihe cotpany suggested
changing the boundary to exclude the pipeline as well as
transmission facilities. Southern California Edison Ccatpany also
expressed concern about gas pipelines. Texaco Corporation stated
that the area has potential for oil, gas, and geothermal resources
and should be available for subsurface entry. Santa Fe Railroad
expressed a need for access into the WSA for drainage surveys, flash
flood control, etc. A landowner was concerned about maintaining
access to seme landlocked property. The City Council of the City
of Needles also ejq^ressed a need for access for flood control
purposes. Mineralization of the area was noted by one respondent;
gold, silver, cc^per, and magnesite were said to be present.
Factors said to detract from wilderness quality included mining
facilities to the northeast; dwellings, a railroad, an airfield,
radio towers, and CHV activity.

Supporters of wilderness designation felt that the area met the 2(c)

qualifications and that the eastern portion of the Sacramento
Mountains should be added. Ihey stated that mining activities could
be screened by the area's diverse tcpograj^y and that the bajada
area should be included. Hi^ scenic quality and the teddy bear
cholla were ^)ecifically noted.

Nineteen letters were received in response to the Public Irput
Workbook. Sixteen wanted the area e>panded on the north and east.

Cultural resources, vegetation, and generally hi(^ quality
wilderness values were given as the rationale. Two respondents
mentioned keeping the area open for mineral development and for
prospecting and roc>±iounding. Ihe University of California's
natural land and water reserves system r^resentative spoke of the
Reserve of Bigelow Cholla cactus in T. 9 N. , R. 20 E., section 21,

and requested its careful consideration by BIM managers.
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3. Draft Plan Alternatives : There were few cxxtiments specific to this
WSA in response to the Draft Plan Alternatives. However, this WSA
was one of those exposed by the National Outdoor Coalition, a
coalition of mining, rockhounding, and off-hi^iway vehicle
organizations. A large number of club members sent in printed
cot^xjns supporting a multiple use classification of moderate use for
this cirea. This was not in agreement with any of the four
alternatives. Ctonservation-oriented organizations approved the
Protection Alternative vshich reccsnmended wilderness designation for
this unit.

4. Proposed Plan : Conservation organizations and vehicle-oriented
recreation and mining grotps maintained the same positions stated
for the Draft Plan Alternatives.

No ccanments were received from local governments.
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SEEFTAECFR MmWTAIWS WIIDEKNESS STOEY ARB^ fWEA)

(CDCA-294)

1. THE SIUDY AREA 153,395 acres

Ihe St^ladder Mountains VISA is located in San BemarxlLno County in the
eastern portion of the California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA) . The
nearest cities are Needles, California, 25 road miles northeast; Parker,
Arizona, 35 road miles southeast; and Late Havasu Cit^, Arizona, 55 road
miles east. Ihe study area contains 125,754 acres of public land under the
jurisdiction of the Bureau of Land Management (BIM) , 6,448 acres of State
land, and private inholdings totalling 21,193 acres (see Map 1 and Table 1)

.

The north WSA boundary is a gas/tel^iione utility line maintenance road.
The southeastern boundary is a utility transmissiOTi line ri^t-of-way. The
southern boundary is a combination of a county-maintained road and a
maintained mining claim access road. Ihe west boundary is a utility
transmission line ri^t-of-way. All of the WSA boundaries are easily
accessible by two-^v\*ieel drive vehicles. Ihe northern and western
boundaries are within energy and utility transmission corridors identified
by BIM in the CDCA Plan, and also by the Western Regional Corridor Stu(^.
Portions of the northeastern boundary are also within a corridor identified
in the CDCA Plan and identified as a planned future corridor in the Western
Regional Corridor Study.

In the center of the WSA is the St^ladder Mountains, a bleak, relatively
lew, elongated mountain range extending about ten miles in a north-south
direction and ccmprising approximately 15% of the WSA. Ihe remaining 85% of
the VfSh consists of flat bajadas dominated by creosote bush scrub. Two
Iftiusual Plant Assemblages (UPAs) are within the WSA: a small stand of
crucifixion thorn, and a large, dense stand of Bigelcw cholla, covering
about 45 square miles in the northern portion of the WSA and extending well
beyond the boundaries.

Ihe WSA was studied under Section 603 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FLEMA) . Four alternatives were analyzed in the Draft and
Final Environmental linpact Statements (EIS) for the CDCA Plan: protection,
use, balanced, and no action; a summary of the area's wilderness values was
included in i^pendix III of the Final EIS. Two different suitability
recommendations were analyzed in the EISs: no wilderness and partial
wilderness (90% suitable)

.



2. REOaVIMENDAnON AND RATIONAIE

125,754

acres recxanmended for
wilderness
BLM acres recommended
for nonwildemess

No wilderness is the reooartimendation for the St^ladder Mountains WSA. Ihe
entire acreage in this WSA is released for uses other than wilderness. This
reccmmendation will be iirplemented in a manner v*iich will use all practical
means to avoid or minimize environmental impacts.

Ihe Balanced Alternative is the environmentally preferable ciltemative as
outlined in the CDCA Plan and further ej^lained in the California Wilderness
Study Overview.

The no-wilderness recanmendation is based on the following rationale:

(1) the landforms and ecosystem of this WSA are already well represented in
other areas identified for wilderness preservation; (2) the area's value as
wilderness is overshadcwed by its potential for motorized recreation,
mining, and oil and gas exploration and production; (3) the area's specicd
features can be protected without wilderness designation, under existing
management guidelines; and (4) wilderness designation has the potential to
conflict with futuire energy transmission needs.

The WSA is typical of the desert environments within the transition zone
between the Sonoran and Mojave Deserts. A more extensive and diverse
representation of the region's ecologic and geograjAiic features is found
within other CDCA study areas recommended for wilderness designation,
including the Turtle Mountains (CDCA-307) and Chemehuevi Mountains
(CDCA-310) WSAs, located a mere 20 miles frcm the Stepladder Mountains WSA.

There are approximately 58 miles of routes of travel including primitive
ways, washes and other unmaintained routes of access v^iich will remain
available for vehicular use. Current recreation use within the Stepladder
Mountains VKA is almost exclusively motorized, and would therefore be
displaced by wilderness designation. Use is estimated at 500 visitor-use
days annually, and the predominant activity is rockhounding, v*iich primarily
takes place in the southern portion of the VISA. Hunting and trajping also
occur.

Portions of the WSA have moderate potential for gold, silver, and copper.
Other areas within the WSA have moderate oil and gas potential. Wilderness
designation would conflict with full development of these potential
resources, since the area would be withdrawn from mineral entry and leasing.
Conversely, since valid existing mining claims could be develcped, this
activity would conflict with maintenance of wilderness values.

The features of major significance in this WSA are the two areas classified
by the CDCA Plan as Unusual Plant Assemblages, and high quality desert
tortoise habitat. Both UPAs and the desert tortoise habitat are within the
boundaries of the Fenner/Chemehuevi Valley Habitat Management Area, for



vAiich a habitat manageament plan (HMP) will be prepared. The HMP will
provide protective measures for these sensitive biological features in a
framework of multiple use management.

The north and west boundaries of the WSA are within energy and utility
transmission corridors designated by both the QXA Plan and the 1980 Western
Regional Corridor Study. Portions of the east bounc3ary are within a
corridor established by the CDCA Plan and identified as a planned future
corridor ty the Western Regional Corridor Study. Wilderness designation
could constrain the placement of future facilities within these three
corridors.

TABLE 1 - Land Status and Acreage Sumrtvary of the Study Area

Within Wilderness Study Area Acres
BIM (surface and subsurface) 125,754
Split Estate (BLM surface only)

Inholdings
State 6,448
Private 21,193

Total 153,395

Within the Recoaonmended Wilderness Bpundarv Acres
BIM (within WSA)
BIM (outside WSA)
Split Estate (within WSA)
Split Estate (outside WSA)

Total BIM Land Recaranended for Wilderness

Inholdings
State
Private

Within the Area Not Recommended for Wilderness Acres
BIM (surface and subsurface) 125,754
Split Estate (BIM surface only)

Total BIM Land Not Recommended for Wilderness 125,754
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3. CRTIERIA OONSIDERED IN DEVELOPING THE WIIDERNESS REaDMMENEftnC^S

A. Wilderness Characteristics

1. Naturalness ; The WSA is essentially untrainmeled by man. Ihe only
signs of man's presence are occasional mining claim markers and one
abandoned water tank located in the southeastern comer of the WSA.

All are substantially unnotioeable v*ien considered in the context of
the WSA as a vAiole.

2. Solitude : Opportunities for solitude are present thrtxi^out the
WSA. The densely vegetated bajadas, rolling hills, and washes tend
to screen the minimal amount of users frcm one another. Very little
vehicular traffic is present along the boundaries v^ch also
enhances the feeling of solitude.

This WSA is periodically overflown by military aircraft as part of
the national defense mission taking place in approved military
cperating areas and flight corridors. The visual intrusions and
associated noise create periodic tenporary effects on solitude vtiich

are de©:ned necessary and acceptable as a part of the defense
preparedness of the nation.

3. Primitive and Unconfined Recreation ; Opportunities for hiking,
backpacking, and nature study abound because of the large spaces
involved, the dissected tcpograf^y in the hi<^iLands, natural
vegetative screening and the lack of any noticeable man-made
iirpacts.

4. Special Features ; A small stand of crucifixion thorn (Holacantha
emoryi ) occurs ctLong Homer Wash in the northwest comer of the WSA.
Althou^ crucifixion thorn is ccanmon in southwest Arizona, it
reaches the limit of its distribution in the California deserts and
is therefore classified as an unusual plant assemblage. The other
UPA in the WSA is a very dense stand of teddy bear cholla (Opuntia
bigelgvii) covering approximately 45 square miles in the northern
portion of the WSA. No BIM sensitive plant species, and no Federal-
or State-listed rare, threatened, or endangered plant species are
kncwn to occur in this WSA.

The WSA's bajadas and larger washes provide good habitat for the
desert tortoise, with densities up to 100 per square mile. The
desert tortoise is a BLM sensitive species and is under status
review by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service for listing as a
threatened species. The desert bi^om sheep is also a BIM
sensitive species and occasionally occurs in the WSA, but on a
transient basis. No permanent water sources are known to exist in
the Stepladder Mountains. The Stepladder Mountains WSA contains no
other BLM sensitive wildlife species. No Federal- or State-listed
rare, threatened, or endangered wildlife species are kncwn to occur
in this WSA.



To date, cxily 480 acres within the WSA have been surveyed for
cultUTcil resouirces, but the central portion of the study area is
ccaisidered hi^ily sensitive. Caves used as shelters occur in
associaticMi with numerous petroglyphs, and a network of trails
radiate from these prehistoric occupation areas. This area was used
by CJiemehuevi, Mc^iave and Panamint Shoshone pec^les. Numerous
tenporctry cairps are anticipated to exist between the Ward and
Chemehuevi valleys, as bi^om she^ ranged in the mountainous areas
during prehistoric times. These areas are still used by Chotiehuevi
Indians for seasonal collecting and hunting. Isolated projectile
points occur in this WSA. Located in the southern portion of the
study cirea is an extensive litMc scatter. It is predicted that a
Chemehuevi village related to bi<^om she^ and deer hunting in the
nearby Turtle Mountains may be based in this area. Kxiwn cultural
resources in this WSA have been incorporated into the North Turtle
Mountain Archaeological District. This District has been determined
to be ineligible for listing on the National Register of Historic
Places.

Portions of the study area were part of the Desert Training Center,
used for military maneuvers in the early 1940s. These old abandoned
camps new carry historic significance for World War II history
txiffs. The potential for spent or live orxSnance still exists.
These materials are considered public property, but are hi^ily
sou^t after as memorabilia and can be extremely hazardous.

B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System
(NWPS)

1. Assessing the diversity of natural systems and features as
represented by ecosystems ; The WSA contains 125,754 acres of the
American Desert/Creosote Bush-Bur sage ecosystem. This ecosystem is
currently r^resented within the NWPS.

Table 2 - Ecosystem Representation

Bailey-Kuchler
Classification NWPS Areas Other BLM Studies
Dcroain/Province/FNV areas acres areas acres

NATIONWIDE

American Desert/Creosote
Bush-Bur Sage 3 126,033 48 1,446,311

CALIFORNIA

American Desert/Creosote
Bush-Bur Sage 2 26,427 20 815,850
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2 . Expanding the opportunities for solitude or primitive recreation
within a day's driving time (five hours) of major population
centers ; The WSA is within a five-hour drive of five major
population centers. Table 3 summarizes the number and acreage of
wilderness areas and other BLM stuc^ areas within a five-hour drive
of these peculation centers.

Table 3

Wilderness Opportunities for Residents
of Major Pqpulation Centers

Population
Centers

California

Anaheim-Santa Ana
Los Angeles-Long Beach
Riverside-San Berncirdino

Arizona

Hioenix

Nevada

Las Vegas

NWPS Jareas Other BIM Studies
areas acres areas acres

25 2,823,534 153 5,703,616
27 2,876,234 135 4,958,751
22 2,031,054 205 7,658,649

40 1,758,456 118 4,449,908

46 3,507,293 311 11,186,463

3. Balancing the geoqra}±iic distribution of wilderness areas : Ihe
closest designated area is Joshua Tree Wilderness at Joshua Tree
Nationcil Monument, approximately 50 air miles southwest. Nine BIM
WSAs recommended for wilderness designation are within 50 air miles,
seven in the California Desert District and two in Arizona's Phoenix
District.

C. Manageability

The St^ladder Mountains WSA is manageable as wilderness. However,
because many of the area's 52 mining claims are within the zone
predicted to have moderate potential for gold, silver, and cc^per, it is
likely that at least a portion of the claims would withstand a validity
examination. Unless the United States can acquire the valid mineral
ri^ts, those claims could be developed, vdiich could degrade wilderness
values.

Maintenance of wilderness values is also at risk because 20% of this WSA
is in non-Federal ownership. Unless all or most of these inholdings can
be acquired, it will be inpossible to assure that uses incompatible with
wilderness management will not occur.



Designating the stuc^ area as wilderness has potential to conflict with
develcpnent of future ccaranunication and energy transmission facilities.
Ihe north and west boundaries are within energy transmission corridors
designated by the CDCA Plan, v^iich are also delineated cis four to six
mile wide utility corridors by the 1980 Western Regioncil Corridor Study.
The east boundary is partially within a corridor designated by the CDCA
Plan, and identified as a planned future corridor by the Vfestem
Regional Corridor Study. Wilderness designation of the St^ladder
Mountains WSA could prohibit full develcpnent of the three corridors,
forcing installation of new energy transmission lines in other corridors
or in areas not previously disturbed.

Military overfli^ts in this WSA must be considered to maintain the
integrity of the existing and future national defense mission as well as
the wilderness resource.

D. Enercry and Mineral Resource Values

1. Summary of Inforroation Known at the Time of the Preliminary
Suitability Reconunendation ; The Stepladder Mountains WSA is within
the BLM St^ladder Geology-EnergyHMineral (G-E-M) Resource Area
(GRA) , and a small southern portion of the WSA is in the Turtle
Mountain GRA. In 1980, an unclassified potential was assigned for
metallic minerals, uranium, and oil and gas. In December 1979,
there were over 100 uipatented mining claims in the WSA.

Sediments on the west and east sides of the WSA are in a potential
geologic structure classified by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS)

in 1978, and assigned a moderate potential for the occurrence of oil
and gas under the BLM classification system. Map 2 reflects the
mineral resource potential of the WSA.

Several abandoned gold mines are located just outside the northern
boundary of the WSA. In the southern portion that lies within the
Turtle Mountain GRA there is an unknown mine shewn on the 1963
California Division of Mines and Geology Needles geologic map sheet.
These ar^eas were classified in the 1980 GRA as having a moderate
potenticil for the occurrence of gold, silver, lead, zinc, tungsten,
and cc^per based on similar geology to precious and base metal mines
adjacent to the WSA in the Old Woman and Turtle mountains.

2. Summary of Significant Hew Mineral Resource Data Collected Since the
Preliminary Suitability Recommendation Which Should be Considered in
the Final Recommendation ; No U.S. Bureau of Mines or USGS mineral
surveys were performed within this WSA because it is recommended
nonsuitable for wilderness designation.

Unpatented placer and lode mining claims are concentrated in the
southwestern and south-central portions of the VGA. Ihe following
table summarizes the urpatented mining claims located within the WSA
and recorded with BIM as of December 1987.



Table 4 - Mining Claims

TYPE NUMBER ACRES
MINING CLAIM SUITABLE NC»TSUn. TOTAL SUITABIE NC»TSUIT. TOTAL
Tnde
Placjp.r

Mill Site

N/A
N/A
N/A

24
28

24
28

N/A
N/A
N/A

480
1,120

480
1,120

Total N/A 52 52 N/A 1.600 1.600

E. Summary of Environmental Consequences of the Prcjposed Action

1. Impact on Wilderness Values ; Wilderness values will decline over
the long-term as es^loration and develcpnrient occurs in cireas of
moderate mineral and oil and gas potential, and in areas used for
off-hi^Tway vehicle (CHV) recreation. Wilderness values will be
retained in the portions of the WSA not subjected to these uses.

2. Impact on Locatable Mineral Exploration and Developnent : The
prc^xDsed action will have no iirpact. Further ejqjloration, as well
as development of the 52 existing claims, can proceed subject to
guidelines contained in the CDCA Plan.

3. Impact on Sensitive Wildlife Species : Future planned actions will
be subject to environmental analysis to identify any potential
impacts to desert tortoise or bi^om sheep, allowing development
and implementation of appropriate mitigation measures.

4. Impact on Unusual Plant Assemblages ; UPAs will continue to be
managed in accordance with the CDCA Plan, requiring special
consideration in environmental analyses to avoid or minimize
iirpacts, and develcpment of rehabilitation measures vdiere impacts
are unavoidable.

5. Impact on Native American Uses and Values ; Native American access
to traditional hunting areas and collection sites will be retained.

6. Impact on Archeoloaical Resources ; All prcposed surface-disturbing
activities will be subjected to environmental analysis to allow the
detection and salvage of any resources.

7. Impact on Regional Energy Transmission ; The prcposed action will
allcw full development of existing energy and coraraunication
transmission corridors, consistent with CDCA Plan guidelines.

F. Local Social and Economic Considerations

No local social or econcanic considerations were identified in the CDCA
Plan and EIS. Therefore, no further discussion of this tcpic will occur
in this document.
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G. Summary of WSA-Specific Public Coanments

Public comments were solicited thrxxj^out all phases in the develcpnent
of the CDCA Plan, finalized in 1980. Issues raised by the public during
the Inventory and Study Phase were talcen into account during develcpnent
of the Draft Plan Alternatives and Prcposed Plan. Ihe following is a
summary of all ccanments received. Kricwn inaccuracies are noted in
parentheses.

1. Inventory Phase : Comments stated that the area meets the 2(c)

wilderness criteria, with outstanding c^^xDrtunities for solitude and
primitive and unoonfined recreation.

2. Study Phase : Of the 14 ccinments received on this WSA, 11 favored
continued multiple use management of the area, two preferred
wilderness designation, and one recommended wilderness for those
portions of the WSA v\*iich had not been used for military training in
World War II or for the desert strike maneuvers in 1964.

Many conditions v^ich detract frcan wilderness quality were said to
be present. These included pcwerlines, roads, mining cperations,
fences, pipelines, past military use, structures, hi^iway noise, and
scars frcan off-hi^way vehicle use. Grazing was said to occupy
2,562 acres. Rockhounds asked for vehicular access to this favorite
spot, v^iile another respondent wanted access for recreation and
mineral exploration. An oil ccarrpany feared that wilderness
designation would preclude exploration for potential sources of oil,
gas, and geothermal resources. One respondent claimed that the area
contains less than 5,000 acres of public land and should therefore
be drc^ped from wilderness consideration.

Wilderness designation was urged by those v*io want protection of
scientific, educational, ecological, and geological values in the
area. Among features cited were fine creosote flats, and the i:?^)er

reaches of Sacramento Wash.

Two ccmments were received in response to the Public Iiput Workbook
of 3/15/79. One wanted the area kept open for the enjoyment of
rockhounds, photographers, and other hc**)yists, and recreationists.
The second respondent asked that the eastern boundary be moved away
from Hi^way 95 and the western boundary away from the transmission
lines.

3. Draft Plan Alternatives : There were few ccmments specific to this
WSA in response to the Draft Plan Alternatives. Hcwever, this WSA
was one of those exposed by the National Outdoor Coalition (NOC) , a
coalition of mining, rockhounding, and off-hi^way vehicle
organizations. A large number of club members sent in printed
coL^xDns sL^jporting a multiple use classification of moderate use for
this area. This was in agreement with the Use Alternative.

11



OOTiservation-oriented individusLLs were mostly in agreement with the
ProtectiCTi Alternative v*iich reoantnended wilderness designation for
this unit. Some wanted even more wilderness than that stated in the
ProtecticMi Alternative.

4. Proposed Plan : The plan recxaranended a limited use classification
for this WSA, so was not approved by either the vehicle oriented or
the conservation-oriented groi^DS. Positions of these two types of
respondents remained the same as for the Draft Plan Alternatives.

No comments were received frcm IocclL governments.
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(CDCA-295)

1. TOE glUDY AREA 42,942 acanes

The Pilot Peak WSA is Icxated in San Bemartiino County in the southeastern
portion of the California Desert. Conservation Area (CDCA) . The nearest
canmunities are Needles, California, 35 road miles northeast; Parker,

Arizona, 65 road miles southeast; and Lake Havasu City, Arizona, 95 road
miles east. Ihe WSA incliKies 30,526 acr^ of public lands managed by the
Bureau of Land Management (BIM) , 1,919 acres of lands belonging to the State
of California and private inholdings totaling afproximately 10,497 acres.
No split-estate lands exist within the WSA boundaries (see Map 1 and Table
1).

The WSA is bordered on the north by a gas pipeline ri^t-of-way and
associated maintenance road, on the east by a powerline right-of-way, and on
the southwest by Sunflower Springs Road. The west boundary is composed of
gravel roads and section lines. A two mile road that intrudes frcan the west
boundary is cherrystemmed from the WSA. Approximately 28% of the WSA is
caiposed of non-public land laid out in north-south oriented strips in a
reoccurring but uneven pattern. There is a small public water reserve in
the east-central portion of the area, ^proximately 16 sections located in
the northern portion of the study area have been contaminated by unexploded
military ordnance, a remnant of World War II training maneuvers.

The public land acres within the WSA contain landforras consisting of 50%
alluvial fans, 25% hills, 20% pediments and five percent dissected fans.
The bleak Little Piute Mountains are the dominant visual landform within the
study area. In the extreme southern comer are three uplifted rises, the
dominant one being Pilot Peak. The bajadas are cut from east to west by
four large washes. West frcan the Little Piute Mountains is a large, gently
slcping valley and the last vestiges of the Old Wcanan ^fountains.

Vegetation within the WSA is transitional from the lower Colorado Desert to
the Mojave Desert, resulting in a relatively mundane vegetative cover.
Creosote bush scrub and desert dry wash are the major vegetation
associations of this WSA. The creosote bush scrub is dominated by creosote
bush with a sparse understory of white bur sage, brittlebush and other small
shrubs with an occasional MDJave yucca to break \jp the monotony. In the
northwestern portion of the WSA, the understory is more diverse with desert
buckv^ieat, California joint-fir, desert cassia, silver cholla, pencil
cholla, and Big galleta grass occurring with v^ite bur sage and
brittlebrush. Mojave yucca occurs more readily within this northwestern
portion. No unusual plant assemblages occur in the WSA. No BIM sensitive
plant species or Federal/State-listed rare, threatened and/or endangered
plant species are known to occur.



Ihe WSA was studied under Section 603 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FLFMA) . Four alternatives were analyzed in the Draft and
Final Environmental Iirpact Statements (EIS) for the COCA Plan: protection,
use, balanced, and no action; a summary of the area's wilderness values was
included in ^pendix III of the Final EIS.

2. REOCMMENDATIC^ AND RATIONAIE

30,526

acres reccsnmended
for wilderness
BIM acres reccniroended

for nonwildemess

No wilderness is the reccsnmendation for this WSA. Ihe entire acreage in
this VBA is released for uses other than wilderness. Ihis recommendation
will be inoplemented in a manner v*iich will use all practical means to avoid
or minimize environmental inpacts. Ihe Balanced Alternative is the
enviixDnmentally preferable alternative as outlined in the CDCA Plan and
further explained in the California Wilderness Study Overview.

Ihe nonsuitable recanmendation is based on the follcv^ing rationale: (1) the
area's value as wilderness is overshadoved by its potential for motorized
recreation and mining; (2) the extensive amount of private lands would
encumber management of the area as wilderness; (3) wilderness designation
has the potential to conflict with future energy and transmission needs; and
(4) the area's special features can be protected without wilderness
designation, under existing management guidelines.

Ihe addition of the Pilot Peak WSA to the National Wilderness Preservation
System (NWPS) would not add to the diversity or uniqueness of the system,
nor would it add significantly to the wilderness recreation (importunities
available in the region. Ihese factors, combined with the fact that this
WSA has only marginal wilderness values, led to the nonwildemess
reccanmendation

.

Ihe Pilot Peak WSA, vAiile natural in character, contains no unusual features
or resources, and is merely an area of undevelcped public land. It is

ecologically similar to other areas identified for wilderness preservation.
Within 50 air miles are 12 other BIM study areas reccammended for addition to
the National Wilderness Preservation System. Many of these 12 areas display
the same ecosystem and landforms as this WSA, and also contain notable
special features of scientific and general si(^tseeing interest. Ihree
nearby WSAs, Granite Mountains WSA (CDCA-256) , 25 air miles northwest; Fort
Piute VISA (CDCA-267) , 20 air miles north; and the Turtle Mountains WSA
(aXA-307) , ten air miles east contain a ccmbined total of over 100,000
acres v^iich BLM is reccanmending for wilderness designation. All are
mountaincus, and cill contain a more diverse r^resentation of the same type
of ecosystem found in the Pilot Peak WSA.

Ihere are approximately 18 miles of routes of travel including primitive
ways, washes and other unmaintained routes of access v^dch will remain
available for vehicular use. Ihe Pilot Peak WSA currently receives
approximately 500 visitor-use days annually. Most use occurs in the form of
rockhounding within the Little Piute Mountains as two upland valleys afford



rxxddiounders the c^portunity to search for Vau^in marble, onyx, orbicular
jasper and other gemstones. Demand for primitive recreationcil opportunities
in the study area are virtually nonexistent. Ihe area receives little use
presumably because there is little to attract visitors, v^o are drawn
instead to the other nearby areas containing a wealth of special features.

The WSA has a moderate occurrence potential for a variety of minercils and is
presently encumbered by 62 urpatented mining claims. Althou^ an attempt
was made to exclude frcan the WSA mines v*iich have been major past producers,
geologic data suggests that the deposits associated with the mines extend
into the WSA. In the event of wilderness designation, BIM's cissessment of
the WSA's mineral potential suggests that some of the 62 claims would prove
VcLLid. Holders of valid claims would be able to proceed with develcpnent,
vAiich would mate it difficult to protect wilderness values. Since the
wilderness values are not notable, the VISA ajpears to have greater value for
carefully managed minercil exploration and develcpnent than it does for
wilderness.

TAELE 1 - Land Status and Acreage Summary of the Study Area

Within Wilderness Study Area Acres
BUM (surface and subsurface) 30,526
Split Estate (BIM surface only)

Iriholdings

State 1,919
Private 10,497

Total 42,942

Within the Recoaomnended Wilderness Boundary Acres
BIM (within WSA)
BIM (outside WSA)

Split Estate (within WSA)
Split Estate (outside WSA)

Total BIM Land Reccraraended for Wilderness

Iriholdings

State
Private

Within the Area Not Recommended for Wilderness Acres
BIM (surface and subsurface) 30,526
Split Estate (BIM surface only)

Total BIM Land Not Reccanmended for Wilderness 30,526





3. CRITERIA OONSIDERED IN DEVEIDPING THE WII13ERNESS REOOMMENDATICg^S

A. Wilderness Charac±eristics

1. Naturalness : The area is essentially in a primitive and natural
condition. A few mining prospects are located near the point v*iere

Big Wash crosses Sunflower Springs Road. However, because of the
hill immediately east of the prospect area, the prospects are
visually screened fron the rest of the cirea. Hence, effects on the
natural character of the land are minimal. A primitive way skirts
the western side and the southern tip of the Little Piute Mountains.
Ihe dense vegetation renders the route unnoticeable from the
majority of the WSA.

2. Solitude : C^portunities for solitude are good throut^out the VISA.

The densely vegetated bajadas, rolling hills and washes of the VBA
tend to screen users frcxn one another. Lew levels of vehicle
traffic present witliin and adjacent to the study area also enhance
the feeling of solitude.

This WSA is periodically overflown by military aircraft as part of
the national defense mission taking place in approved military
operating areas and fli^t corridors. The visual intrxisions and
associated noise create periodic tertporary effects on solitude vdiich

are deemed necessary and acc^table as a part of the defense
pr^>aredness of the nation.

3. Primitive and Unconfined Recreation : Althouqfi the VISA does provide
c^portunities for a primitive recreational experience, it has
attracted almost no use of this type.

4. Special Features : Native American utilization of the WSA continued
into historic times. The southern portion of the study area was
used for cintelcpe and deer hunting by the Oiemehuevi until 1926.
Seasonal collecting continues to date. There is potential for
additional tenporary occupation sites, petroglyEdis, pictograpAis,

lithic and ceramic scatters. In addition, burial sites may be
located within the V^A. At this time, one potential burial site is
located just outside of the VISA boundary and others have been
recorded within the nearby Old Woman Mountains WSA, (crCA-299)

.

Portions of the study area were used for military maneuvers in the
early 1940 's as part of the Desert Training Center. The potential
for unejqjloded ordnance exists. These materials are considered
public property, but are hi^ily sought after as memorabilia and can
prove to be extremely hazardous. With the exception of prehistoric
cultural resources, the remains of human activities are extremely
limited within this WSA.

A portion of the Pilot Peak WSA is within the Fenner-Chemehuevi
Vcilley Habitat Management Area. The primary management <±)jective

for this area is the protection and enhancement of wildlife habitat



eind wash vegetation with ernphasis on protection of desert tortoise
habitat. Ihe bajadas and larger washes provide good habitat for the
desert tortoise, with densities often exceeding 100 per square mile.
Ihe desert tortoise is a BIM Sensitive species and is under status
review by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service for listing eis a
threatened species. Ihe desert bi^om sheep is also a BIM
sensitive species and occasionally occurs in the WSA, but an a
transient basis. No permanent bi^om populations or permanent
water sources are known to exist in the Pilot Peak WSA. No Federal-
or State-listed rare, threatened or endangered wildlife species aoce

known to occur in this WSA.

B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System
(NWPS)

1. Assessing the diversity of natural svstems and features as
represented by ecosystems : The WSA contains 30,526 acres of the
American Desert/Creosote Bush (Larrea ) ecosystem. Ihis ecosystem is
widespread in the California Desert and is currently r^resented
within the NWPS.

Table 2 - Ecosystem Representation

Bailey-Kuchler
Classification NWPS Areas Other BLM Studies
Dcanain/Province/HJV areas acres areas acres

NATIONWIDE

American Desert/Creosote
Bush 1 343,753 117 4,237,383

CAUFORNIA

American Desert/Creosote
Bush 1 343,753 88 3,623,579

2. Expanding the opportunities for solitude or primitive recreation
within a day's driving time (five hours) of manor population
centers : The VKA is within a five-hour drive of six major
population centers. Table 3 summarizes the number and acreage of
designated areas and other BIM study areas within a five-hour drive
of the population centers.



Table 3

Wilderness Ofportunities for Residents
of Major Population Centers

Pcpulaticai

Centers

California

Anaheim-Santa Ana
Bakersfield
Los Angeles-Lcaig Beach
Riverside-San Bernardino

Arizona

Phoenix

Nevada

Las Vegas

NWPS areas Other BIM Studies
areas acres areas acres

25 2,823,534 153 5,703,616
32 4,071,358 128 3,998,548
27 2,876,234 135 4,958,751
22 2,031,054 205 7,658,649

40 1,758,456 118 4,449,908

46 3,507,293 311 11,186,463

3. Balancing the qeoqrat±iic distribution of wilderness areas : The WSA
is within 50 air miles of 12 BIM VKAs recommended for wilderness
designation; 11 are within the CDCA and one is administered by
Arizona's Fhoenix District. The closest designated wilderness area
is in Joshua Tree National Monument, managed by the National Park
Service, 60 miles southwest.

C. Manageability

The Pilot Peak WSA is manageable as wilderness. However, manageability
is ccmplicated ky the following factors: (1) a large zone of moderate
mineral potential coupled with a large number of mining claims; (2) the
presence of a designated utility corridor partially within the northern
and southern boundaries of the WSA; and (3) the presence of large blocks
of private lands.

The WSA contains areas of moderate mineral potential for a variety of
minercils and is presently encumbered by 62 mining claims. Holders of
Vcilid claims would be able to proceed with develcpnents deemed necessary
or reasonably incidental to their mining cperation mining develcpnents
could significantly alter natural conditions at the site and potentially
disn^jt (^3portunities for solitude over a much greater area.

Designation as wilderness has the potential to conflict with develc^anent
of future ooaooDounication and energy transmission facilities. The
northern and eastern boundaries are within a four-mile wide energy and
utility transmission corridor identified by the BIM and the State of
California in their Western Regional Corridor Study (1980) . Wilderness
designation of the Pilot Peak WSA (CDCA-295) , the St^ladder Mountains



WSA (CDCA-294) or the Bigelow Qiolla WSA (CDCA-290) would prohibit full
develcpnent of this cxarridor, forcing installation of new energy

^

transmissicHi lines in other cxirridors or in areas not previously \

disturbed. D^>ending i:5)on v*iich WSAs are ultimately designated
wilderness within the CDCA, there may be constraints placed upon the :

long-term energy and ccoranunication transmission capabilities in the «

southwestern United States.
i

I

^proximately 29% of the VSA is ccxrposed of non-Federal lands. This )

sizeable acreage, consisting of numerous individual parcels, would have '

to be acquired to assure that uses inccnpatible with wilderness '

management do not occur.

Military overfli^ts in this VISA must be considered to maintain the
integrity of tlie existing and future national defense mission as well as
the wilderness resource.

D. Energy and Mineral Resource Values J

New data not available during the develcpnent of the CDCA Plan i^Dgraded

the quality of the mineral data regarding the WSA. Map 2 reflects the
j

mineral resource potential of the VKA based on this new data. !

1. Summary of Information Kno^/n at the Time of the Preliminary
Suitability Reccanmendation ; Ihe Pilot Peak WSA is located in the
BIM Piute Mountain and the BLM Old Wcaran Mountains
Geology-Energy-Minerals (G-E-M) Resource Areas (GRA) . The 1980
G-E-M resource data in the wilderness section of the CDCA Plan EIS
(Volume B, ^^pendix III) for this WSA had not been fully analyzed,

j

integrated and interpreted at the time the wilderness recommendation
I

was made. G-E-M data in the EIS did state that the WSA had a
j

potential for metals, uranium, limestone and oil and gas (eastern
quarter of the WSA) . As of December, 1979, there were 67 claims
recorded with the BLM.

Ihe Piute Mountains GRA file data was not available for review, but
mineral resource data for the adjacent Old Wc«nan Mountains GKA file i

was available.

I

BIM file data in 1980 for the Old Woman GRA indicated a moderate ,

occurrence potential for copper, lead, silver, and zinc in the ,

west-central part of the VBA surrounding the Cc^^Der King Mine, i

located just outside the western WSA boundary. According to the GRA '

r^xDrt, the mineralization at the Cc^per King Mine occurs in a
Paleozoic limestone host. Other file data for the Old Woman GRA
identified a medium potential for oil and gas in the southeastern

|

part of this VKA. Large bodies of limestone and or dolcatnite occur
j

around Carbonate peak about five miles southwest of this WSA; the
j

same geology extends northeast into the VISA (including the area of
i

the Cop^per King Mine) . The southwestern part of the WSA was
\

considered favorable, but unclassified, for uranium.



No mines or prospects are JoTcwn to occur in this WSA. EXae to the
emission of file data from the Piute Mountains GRA, the occurrence
potentieils for uranium and limestone cannot be adequately
supported. Similar geologic environments as observed at the C3cpper

King, Lucky Jim, and Oro Plata mines (just outside the western
boundary of the WSA) were noted in other areas within the WSA.

Summary of Significant New Mineral Resource Data Collected Since the
Preliminary Suitability Reccanmendation Which Should Be Considered in
the Fined Recommendation ; No U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) or U.S.

Bureau of Mines (BCM) mineral surveys were conducted for this WSA
because it recommended nonsuitable for wilderness designation.

As of January, 1988, there had been no interest in or ea^loration
for oil and gas in this WSA. This would reduce the 1980 medium
potential classification to unclassified under the HEM mineral
resource classification system based on lack of sufficient resource
data.

All 62 uipatented mining claims in the WSA are located in the
southeastern portion of the WSA and were believed to be staked for
uranium. As of December, 1987, no mining or exploration plans of
operation had been filed with the BLM within the WSA. Uipatented
mining claims in the VISA are summarized by the following table taken
from BLM records dated December, 1987.

Table 4 - Mining Claims

TYPE NI.JMBER ACRES
MINING CIAIM SUTTABIE NOTSUn. TOTAL SUITABLE WytiSUTT. TOTAL
Tnde
Placer
Mill Site

N/A
N/A
N/A

62 62 N/A
N/A
N/A

1,240 1,240

Total N/A 62 62 N/A 1.240 1,240

E. Summary of Environmental Consequences of the Proposed Action

1. Impact on Wilderness Values : There will be no immediate iropact or
wilderness values. Over the long-term, existing solitude will
gradually decline with projected gradually increasing off-hi^tway
vehicle (OtN) use of the area. Noise and surface disturbance
associated with mineral exploration and develcponent will result in a
gradual decline in solitude and naturalness. This adverse impact is
considered minor since OtN use, exploration and develc^xnent levels
are not expected to substantially increase beyond current use
levels. Any surface disturbing activities would be constrained by
existing management guidelines.
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2. Impact cai Habitat of Sensitive Wildlife Species : Ihere will be have
a minor adverse iiipact on wildlife habitat. Monitoring and patrol
efforts and mitigation measures to be stipulated as part of any
authorized resource developnent activities will assure that
sensitive species receive adequate protection. Ejctensive baseline
data and monitoring studies will be undertaken as cxitlined in the
Fenner/Chemehuevi Vcilley Habitat Management Plan, with annual review
to provide a basis for establishing additioneil protective measures,
if necessary.

3. Impact on Locatable Mineral E?03loration and Developnvent :

Opportunities for future eiqploration and development would be
available. Mining activities would be restricted as a result of
regulations and management guidelines outlined in the CDCA and
EMNSA Plans vdiich.

4. Impact on Motorized Recreation Use Levels : Motorized recreation use
would continue on designated routes of travel within the WSA as
identified in the EMNSA Plan.

5. Impact on Energy and Utility Corridors : Full utilization of the
utility corridor would be cillcwed consistent with CDCk Plan
guidelines.

6. Impact on Cultural Resources : Some loss of archaeological values
will occur as a result of mineral ejqDloration and develcponent. This
loss will be localized, primarily concentrated in the areas of
iwDderate mineral potential coaooprising ten percent of the WSA.
Existing Federal laws and BIM policy plans will lessen the magnitude
of this loss by requiring extensive mitigation or avoidance of any
iitpacts to these sites.

7. Impact on Native American Uses and Values : Vehicle access to
traditional collection sites will be retained.

F. local Social and Economic Considerations

No IocclL social or econoooaic considerations were identified in the Fined
CDCA Plan and EIS. Iherefore, no further discussion of this topic will
occur in this document.

G. Summary of V^A - Specific Public CCanments

Public comments were solicited throu^out all phases in the develcpnnent
of the CDCA Plan, finalized in 1980. Issues raised by the public during
the Inventory and Study Kiase were taken into account during develc^xnent
of the Draft Plan Alternatives and Prcposed Plan. The following is a
summary of all comments received. Inaccuracies that are known to exist
are noted in parentheses.

1. Inventory Phase : Comments pertaining to inventory criteria
supported the findings.
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2. Study Phase : Ten cxaonments were received on this WSA, with six i

favoring wilderness designation and four wishing to continue
multiple use management. Those favoring wilderness were dismayed
that this area had not been included in the early inventory. They
cited the fine wilderness "values - excellent opportunities for
solitude and primitive and unconfined recreation and the scenic
beauty of the Little Piute Mountains, vAiose marble forms
spectacular pinnacles and cliffs.

Features vdiich seme felt interfere with the wilderness experience
were transmission lines, pipelines, scattered buildings, a railroad
and station, and 2,560 acres of grazing land. The unit was listed

j

as part of the Old Wonan mining district and was said to contain
,

copper, tungsten, mercury, lead, gold and silver. Pockhounds want |

access to search for vau^m marble, onyx, orbicular jasper, and
other gemstones.

There were no letters responding to the Public Irpit Workbook of ]

3/15/79. i... \

3. Draft Plan Alternatives : No public comments specific to this WSA
were received in response to the Draft Plan Alternatives. However,
this was one of the many WSAs cpposed fcy the National CXitdoor

\

Coalition (NOC) , a coalition of miniivg, rocldiounding, and off-
|

hi^way vehicle organizations. A large number of club members sent
in printed coupons si^jporting multiple use classification of
moderate use for this area. This was in agreement with the
reccsTiroendation of the Use Alternative. Conservation-oriented
individuals and organizations aj^roved the Protection Alternatives j

vAiich recommended wilderness designation for this area.

4. Proposed Plan : Motorized vehicle oriented recreationists and
j

conservation groups maintained the same positions stated for the I

Draft Plan Alternatives. Ccanments were general, rather than •

specific to this particular WSA.

No comments were received from local governments.
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OLD WCMaN MJUNTMNS wrrnRRMFyy; STOPy AREA (VtSA)

(CDCA-299)

1. IHE STUDY AREA 153,763 acres

The Old Wcgnan Mountains WSA is located in San Bernardino County within the
south central portion of the California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA) . Ite
nearest town is Needles, California located 35 miles east of the Old Woman
Mountains northeastern boundary. The WSA includes 116,505 acres of public
land under the jurisdiction of the Bureau of Land Management (BIM) , 30,249
acres of private land and 7,009 acres of land owned by the State of
California. No split estate lands exist within the WSA (see Map 1 and Table
1).

The northwestern boundary parallels an underground natural gas pipeline
right-of-way and maintained road heading west for five miles. This ri^t-of-
way and portions of the WSA are within a designated energy and utility
corridor (see Manageability) . On the western side of the Old Wcanan

JfcHjntains, the boundary drcps south and traverses a paved road for one and
one-half miles to Skeleton Pass. From this point, the boundary continues
east for seven miles and cherrystems the Carbonate Gulch road and the road to
a Public Water Reserve in section 33, T. 6 N. , R. 17 E., SBEM. Two miles
south of Skeleton Pass, the boundary continues east for seven miles and the
Scanlon Gulch road and blocks of private lands. At the intersection of
Scanlon Gulch road and the Atkison, Tcpeka & Santa Fe (ATS&F) railroad track,
the boundary traverses southeast for 12.5 miles to the railroad siding of
Chuktoock. Ten miles of road and associated mining scars northeast of
Chul±ock are cherrysteramed from the WSA boundary. The remaining southwestern
boundary follows the railroad maintained diversion dikes or a maintained road
for 15 miles from ChulAxxdc to three and one-half miles east of Milligan.
From this point, the boundary turns north following a 200KV transmission line
ri^t-of-way for 17 miles to the Lucky Jim Mine. This ri^t-of-way and
portions of the WSA are also within a designated energy and utility corridor
(see Manageability) . From the lucky Jim Mine heading northwest, the boundary
is not easily discernible on the ground as it was drawn to exclude extensive
surface disturbance from past mining activities and does not follow any
c±(vious natural features. It continues for 12 miles viiere it intersects with
the natural gas pipeline maintenance road.

^proximately one-quarter of the WSA is non-public land. These sections cire

oriented in north-south alternating strips and effectively divide the WSA
into two segments.

The 116,505 public land acres within the WSA contain landforrns consisting of
35% alluvial fans, 40% mountains, 13% sand-covered hills, ten percent
dissected fans and two percent pediments. Elevations range from 800 feet in
the drainage bottoms to over 5300 feet atop Old Woman Peak. Other prominent
peaks include the Old Woman Statue (5,000 feet), a granite monolith
resembling the figure of an old woman from v*iich the range takes its name.



The massive, fault-lifted Old Wcsnan Mountains dominate the WSA, extending
sane 35 miles north-south and 1:5) to 28 miles in an east-west direction.
Ihe WSA falls within a transition zone between the ICMer Colorado and Mojave
deserts and existing resources r^licate those found throui^out the entire
CDCA, althou^ sensitive wildlife species may be found within the Old Wcanan

Mountains (See Special Features) . Overall, creosote bush scrub dcatninates the
Icwer elevations, grading into a mixed desert scrub at the middle elevations
with a juniper-pinyon pine woodland located in the hi(^er elevations. A
desert dry wash association exists along the washes. No BIM sensitive or
Federcil- or State-listed rare, threatened and/or endangered plant species are
kncwn to exist within the WSA.

The WSA was studied under Section 603 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FLEMA) . Four alternatives were ancilyzed in the Draft and
Final Environmental Iirpact Statements (EIS) for the CDCA Plan: protection,
use, balanced, and no action; a summary of the area's wilderness values was
included in i^pendix III of the Final EIS.

2. REOOMMENDATK^ AND RATIONAIE

116,505

acres reccaranended for
wilderness
BIM acres reccramended for
nonwildemess

No wilderness is the reccranendation for the Old Wanan Mountains WSA. Ihe
entire acreage in this WSA is released for uses other than wilderness. This
recommendation will be inpleroented in a manner vdiich will use all practical
means to avoid or minimize environmental impacts.

Ihe Balanced Alternative is the environmentally preferable alternative as
outlined in the CDCA Plan and further explained in the California Wilderness
Study Overview.

Ihe kncwn mineral values and potenticil for develcpnent, the need to ke^ the
land available for e>qDansion of designated and planned energy and utility
corridors, coupled with the mosaic pattern of land ownership and the lack of
outstanding wilderness resources, outwei(^ the area's value for
recommendation as a unit within the National Wilderness Preservation System
(NWPS).

Ihe WSA has been a historic producer of precious metals, tungsten, lead,

antimony, mercury and limestone. Within the Old Wonan Mountains, gold has
been produced from the Blue Eagle, Long Shot, and Black Beauty Mines and
silver, lead and zinc from the Jumbo Tungsten, Howe, Hidden Value, and Udsogn
Mines. R^xsrted mineral occurrences include two of limestone-dolomite, and
one of silver.

/proximately 25% of the WSA is nonpublic land. Ihis mosaic land ownership
pattern breaks the WSA into north-south alternating strips of public lands
with many isolated east-vest fingerlike extensions. Ihe eastern half of the



WSA is next contiguous with the western half. This pattern of ownership
substantially reduces the ability of the BIM to manage this area for
wilderness as it is difficult to assure that wilderness values would be
maintained.

Historical recreation use is considered lav to moderate and is d^^endent on
motorized vehicular access. There ctre ^proximately 23 miles of routes of
travel including primitive ways, washes and other unmaintained routes of
access v*iich will remain available for vehicular use. Use is primarily
associated with rockhounding, nature stucty, and hunting. Most of the
motorized vehicle use is concentrated along and beyond the cherrystemmed
routes, to Carbonate and Scanlon Gulch, and Browns Wash. She^ Camp spring,
within the heart of the Old Woaonan Mountains, is cdso a popular spot for
rocMiounders and hunters. Ihe interior valleys of the Old Wcxnan Mountains
afford rockhounders the c^portunity to collect quartz crystals, marble, and
trilc±>ites. Good quail, chukar and deer hunting cpportunities exist
throu^out the WSA. Very little ovemi^t camping takes place, due in part to
the remoteness of the WSA, the lack of easy access, permanent potable water
sources, and the availability of more varied WSA's located within a one-hour
drive of the Old Worvan Mountains.

Management of the Old Woman Mountains in the absence of wilderness
designation would follcw prescriptions for low and moderate intensity use
guidelines as outlined in the CDCA plan. In addition, the existing Fenner-
Chemehuevi Habitat Management Plan currently ittposes further site-specific
restrictions in order to protect cultural resource sites and enhance wildlife
habitat and wash vegetation. Management under these guidelines would
preserve the wildlife resources and kncwn areas of cultural resource
sensitivity as a result of limiting motorized vehicle access to a^^roved
routes of travel.
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TABLE 1 - Land Status and Acreage Summary of the Study Area

Within Wilderness Study Area Acres
BLM (surfacje and subsurface) 116,505
Split Estate (BLM surface only)

Inholdings
State 7,009
Private 30,249

Total 153,763

Within the Reccanmended Wilderness Boundary Acres
BLM (within WSA)
BLM (outside WSA)
Split Estate (within WSA)
Split Estate (outside WSA)

Totcil BLM Land Recoramended for Wilderness

Inholdings
State
Private

Within the Area Not Recommended for Wilderness Acres
BLM (surface and subsurface) 116,505
Split Estate (BLM surface only)

Total BLM Land Not Recommended for Wilderness 116,505

3. CRITERIA OC^SIDERED IN DEVELOPING TOE WILDERNESS REXXMMENDATia^S

A. Wilderness Characteristics

1. Naturalness : Numerous mining prospects, corrals, water tanks and
evidence of motorized recreational travel are within the WSA. These
iirpacts are fairly isolated; thus the majority of the WSA still
remains largely unaffected ty man's works.

2. Solitude : Despite the presence of outside influences, including the
railroad on the south and v^icle traffic along the utility
transmission line road on the east, c^iportunities for solitude
remain good due to the large size, remoteness, and dispersed levels



of visitor use within this WSA. Althom^ there are no imique
features of note, the area does offer a variety of terrain and
vegetation that provide the visitor good opportunities for solitude
and primitive recreation.

This WSA is periodically overflown by military aircraft as part of
the national defense mission taking place in approved military
operating areas and fli^t corridors. The visual intrusions and
associated noise create periodic terrporary effects on solitude vAiich

are deemed necessary and aoc^jtable as a part of the defense
pr^)aredness of the nation.

3. Primitive and Unconfined Recreation ; Ihe wide open spaces of the
bajadas and internal valleys with expansive views towards the
Turtle, Ship, and St^ladder Mountains VSA's, add to the feeling of
spaciousness and unconfinement. Narrow canyons, rocky and ste^
ridges and peaks tend to screen visitors from the sight of one
another.

4. Special Features ; Wildlife diversity is fairly hi^ as many
different habitat types are enconpassed. The desert bi^om sheep,
a BIM sensitive species, is prctoably the most iitportant wildlife
resource in the VBA. A population of at least 40, and perhaps as
many as 60 bi^om sheep exist in the Old Woman Mountains.
Concentrations appear to be in and around Dripping Spring and Long
Spring in the northern part of the range and around Sheep Cairp

Spring in the more southern portion of the WSA. The desert bajadas
and larger washes provide good habitat for the desert tortoise, with
densities of up to 50 individuals per square mile. The desert
tortoise is a protected ^jecies in the State of California and is
also a BIM sensitive species and is currently under status review by
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service for listing as a threatened
species.

The Old Woman Mountains have substantial areas of rocky outcrcps and
rugged peaks v^iich are suitable for raptors. Good foraging habitat
for raptors exists in the canyons, lower slcpes of the mountains,
and on the bajadas and flats. Raptor species likely to be
encountered include red-tailed hawks, prairie falcons, golden
eagles, Coc^Der's hawks, American kestrels, as well as several
species of owls. The washes and canyons provide good habitat for
quail and chukar as well as numerous species of son^irds. Bird
densities and species diversity is further enhanced by the presence
of numerous water sources.

Cultural resources resulting from prehistoric exploitation of the
natural resources in the WSA cire widespread but are more densely
distributed near springs and mountain margins. While only four
archaeological sites and one historic site have been officially
recorded in the Old Woman Mountains, less than one percent of the
study area has been formally surveyed. The existence of additional
sites is prcA)able. The northern half of this WSA has been



designated as sensitive/significant in terms of cultural resources.
Recorded prehistoric sites include rock shelters with well-develcped
middens, numerous potsherd loci, lithics, and faunal remains.
Petroglyphs and pictogra0is are located just outside of the WSA
boundary.

Chemehuevi, Mojave and Panamint Shoshone pec^les apparently visited
the mountains seasonally for collection purposes and to hunt bi^om
she^ and deer. Native Americans have indicated the presence of
numerous ritual sites, hunting blinds, burial and collection areas
within the Old Wanan Mountains. The valley floor south and east of
the range is crossed by numerous trails. Traditional seasonal
collection of food and medicinal herbs continues to date. With the
exc^xtion of the prehistoric cultural resources, the recorded
remains of human activities are extremely limited within this WSA.

B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System

1. Assessincf the diversity of natural systems and features as
represented by ecosystems : This WSA contains 54,685 acres of the
American Desert/Palo Verde Cactus Shrub, 54,149 acres of the
American Deset/Creosote Bush-Bur Sage, and 7,671 acres of the
American Desert/Saltbush-greasewood ecosystems. Ihe American
Desert/Salt bush-greasewood ecosystem is not currently represented
in the NWPS. Althoo^ this WSA would add diversity in the types of
ecosystems repiresented in the NWPS the Bureau has reccatimended three
WSAs with this ecosystem (Saline Valley WSA Inyo Mountains VISA, and
North Algodones Dunes WSA) as suitable for wilderness designation.
A more extensive and diverse r^resentation of ecologic and
geogra^iic features is found within other suitably reccaonmended CDCA
WSA's including the Providence (CDCA-263) and Turtle Mountains
(ax:A-307) WSAs located rou^ily 30 miles (north and south) of the
Old WcEnan Mountains WSA.



Table 2 - Ecxjsystem Pi^resentation

Bailey-Kachler
Classification
Domain/Province/RJV

American Desert/Palo Verde-
Cactus Shrub

American Desert/Creosote Bush-
Bur Sage

American Descjrt/Saltbush-
Greasewood

American Desert/Palo Verde-
Cactus Shrub

American Desert/Creosote Bush-
Bur Sage

American Desert/Saltbush-
Greasewood

NWPS Areas Other BIM Studies
areas acres areas acres

NATIOIWIDE

2 271,403 42 1,490,942

3 126,033 48 1,517,796

7 242,021

CALIFORNIA

11 538,963

2 26,427 20 923,335

7 242,021

2. Expanding the c^jportunities for solitude or primitive recreation
within a day's driving tiine (five hours) of major population
centers ; The WSA is within a five-hour drive of seven major
peculation centers. Table 3 summarizes the number and acreage of
designated areas and other BIM study areas within a five-hour drive
of the population centers.

Table 3

Wilderness Opportunities for Residents
of Major Peculation Centers

Population NWPS areas Other BIM Studies
Centers areas acres areas acres

California
Anaheim-Santa Ana 25 2,823,534 153 5,703,616
Bakersfield 32 4,071,358 128 3,998,548
Los Angeles-Long Beach 27 2,876,234 135 4,958,751
Riverside-San Bernardino 22 2,031,054 205 7,658,649
San Diego 15 1,043,680 100 3,378,814

Arizona

Phoenix 40 1,758,456 118 4,449,908

Nevada

Tas Vegas 46 3,507,293 311 11,186,463
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3. Balancing the aeoctratAiic distribution of wilderness areas : The VISA

is within 50 air miles of 13 BLM WSAs reccxnmended for wilderness
designation. The closest designated wilderness area is in Joshua
Tree National Monument, managed by the National Park Service,
located 80 miles southwest of the Old Wcxnan Mountains WSA.

C. Manageability

Ihe Old Woman Mountains WSA is manageable as wilderness althou^ there
are several significant issues v^ich would ccmplicate manageability of
the area as such.

ihe VKA has a long history of mineral exploration. The boundary is
rimmed with evidence of mineral extraction and the interior areas shew a
kncwn potenticil for geothermal resources and minerals including ccjiper,

tungsten, lead, gold, and silver (See Energy and Mineral Resource
Values)

.

The iirpacts of designating the area as wilderness have the potential to
conflict with development and use of future communication and energy
transmission facilities. All or portions of each boundary are within
designated or planned energy and transmission utility corridors
designated in the Western Regioncil Corridor Study (1980) and by the
final CDCA plan. At this time. Corridor G (north) contains one 30"

natural gas pipeline maintained by Southern California Gas (SOG)

.

corridor E (east) contains two 230KV transmission lines maintained by
Southern California Edison (SCE) . Two corridors on the west and
southwest are designated as four to six miles wide. Designation of the
Old Wcaian Mountain WSA (CDCA-299) or any of the adjacent WSA's including
the suitably reccsranended Turtle Mountain WSA (ClXA-307) or Ship
Mountains VBA (CDCA-300) would prohibit any further develcpnent in these
corridors.

The amount of private inholdings (20% of WSA) and the mosaic pattern of
land ownership makes it extremely difficult to assure that existing
wilderness values can be maintained in the foreseeable future.
Reasonable access to the majority of the inholdings does not currently
exist. Anticipated use and development of these inholdings is very
likely not to be cartpatible with wilderness values. During the time
required to initiate and conplete acquisition for specific parcels,
uses not coirpatible with wilderness may likely occur on other parcels.
The wilderness integrity of the entire cirea could not be assured.

Presently, three guzzlers for desert bi^om she^ are located within
the V^A. Maintenance of these guzzlers is required afproximately two
times per year and normally requires mechanized equipment and vehicles
for transportation of materials to the site.



Railroad maintenance crews and the State of California D^)artment of
Transportation (CALITRANS) require vehicular access for flood control,
derailment r^jair and dike maintenance. In many cases materials
necessary for r^jair are outside of their existing ri<^t-of-way
resulting in a future need to enter the WSA.

There arB two regions, one in the north and one in the south, which are
possibly ccHitaminated by unexploded military ordnance, a remnant of
Vforld War II desert training maneuvers.

Military overfli^ts in this VISA must be considered to maintain the
integrity of the existing and future nationcil defense mission as well as
the wilderness resource.

D. Enercry and Mineral Resource Values

1. Summary of Information Kiown at the Time of the Preliminciry
Suitability Recommendation ; The Old Wcanan Mountains WSA is located
in the BIM Old Wcjnan Geology-Energy-Minercils (G-E-M) Resource Airea

(GRA) . The 1980 G-E-^ write-i^ in the wilderness section of the
aXA Plan EIS (Volume B, Appendix III) indicated that mineral
resource data for this WSA had not been fully analyzed, integrated
and interpreted at the time the reccramendation was made. However,
the EIS stated that this WSA had a known potential for tungsten and
possible potential for other metals (gold, silver, lead, mercury,
antimony) , limestone and uranium. As of December 12, 1979, there
were 20 claims recorded with the BIM in this WSA.

BIM GRA file data in 1980 indicated a hi^ occurrence potential for
tungsten in the north-central part of the VISA, as shewn on the
acccBipanying mineral occurrence potential map. The Hidden Valley
Mine near the center of this tungsten area, but cherry-stemmed out
of the WSA, is a scheelite-bearing tactite zone, 250 to 300 feet
wide, in marble near a granite contact. The scheelite-rich lenses
are 10 to 36 feet wide and up to 250 feet long. The mine
r^xDrtedly produced over 500 units of tungsten oxide frcam 1943 to
1952. At least two other mines produced a small amount of tungsten
from this area.

Overlapping the tungsten zone is an area with hi<^ occurrence
potential for base metals (copper, lead and zinc) , frequently
associated with silver and gold. Silver was mined from northwest-
trending quartz veins mainly in the central and southern portions of
the Old Wcanan Mountains (often occurring with gold) . Lead and zinc
were often produced as by-products. The principal silver producers
were the Lucky Jim, Gemco and Silver Wave Mines. Conbined
production from these three silver mines between 1902 and 1936 is

estimated to be $72,000. Copper was noted in numerous occurrences
throu^out the area, but usually as thin seams and as a minor
constituent.
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The extreme north-central part of the WSA was identified in the 1980
GRA as having a hi^ ocx^urrence potential for gold. The gold
typically occurs in northwest-trending quartz veins in granitic
rock. Enccnpassing all previously mentioned metallic deposits and
extending south towards the central portion of the WSA is a moderate
occurrence potential for gold, silver, cc^per, lead and zinc.

Large bodies of limestone and dolanite marble occur on steep slcpes
north of Scanlon Gulch and on Carbonate Peak, near the northeast
border of the WSA. This area was classified as having a high
potential for the occurrence of limestone and dolanite on the
acccirpanying mineral occurrence potenticil map. Tonnage and grade of
these occurrences are not known. Exploration for uranium from 1971
throu^ 1977 was known to occur on a large claim block, southeast of
Pilot Peak. Contrary to the EIS statement, the GRA files shewed no
indication of uranium mineralization in the WSA.

2. Summary of Significant New Mineral Resource Data Collected Since the
Preliminary Suitability Recomnendation Which Should Be Considered in
the Final Recommendation : No U.S. Geological Survey or U.S. Bureau
of Mines mineral surveys were conducted in this WSA because it is
recommended nonsuitable for wilderness designation.

The geologic environment hosting the deposits of the Lucky Jim and
Ora Plata mines in the northeastern portion of the WSA is considered
to have a hi^ potential for silver, lead, and zinc.

Ur^tented lode and placer mining claims are concentrated in areas
of past mineral production in the north and central portions of the
WSA. As of December, 1987, no mining or exploration plans of
operations had been filed with the BIM within the VSA. Urpatented
mining claims located in the WSA are summarized in the following
table taken from BIM records dated December, 1987.

Table 4 - Mining Claims

TYPE NUMBER ACRES
MINING CIAIM SUTTABIE NONSUIT. TOTAL SUTTABIE NONSUIT. TOTAL
Lode
Placer
Mill Site

N/A
N/A
N/A

67
5

67
5

N/A
N/A
N/A

1,340
200

1,340
200

Total N/A 72 72 N/A 1.540 1.540

E. Summary of Environmental Consequences of the Proposed Action

1. Impact on Wilderness Values ; There would be no immediate adverse
iirpact. Over time, existing wilderness values could gradually
decline as a result of the projected increase in visitors utilizing
dNs for access. Wilderness values may also ejqDerience moderate
adverse site-specific adverse iitpacts (40% of the WSA) as a result
of noise and surface disturbance associated with mineral
esqDloration and development. Current restrictive actions cited in
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the Fenner-aiemehuevi Habitat ^fenagement Plan, CDCA plan and
existing regulations serve to lessen potential iiTpac±s to the
sensitive wildlife habitat and cultural resources that are located
within the Old Wcanan Mountains.

2. Impact on locatable Mineral Exploration and Developr^ent :

0|^»rtunities for future coloration and develcpnent would continue
to be available. However mining activities would be restricted as a
result of existing laws and regulations cind management guidelines
outlined in the CDCA Plan v*iich limit vehicle access and mitigates
adverse effects on sensitive resource values.

3. Impact on Motorized Recreation Use Levels ; Motorizai recreation use
would continue on designated routes of travel within the WSA as
identified in the CDCA Plan.

4. Impact on Desert Bighorn Sheep Habitat : Impacts to desert bi^om
sheqp and their habitat will be negligible, consisting of minor
site-specific habitat loss as a result of surface disturbance
associated with ON use and mineral exploration and develcpnent.

5. Impact on Desert Tortoise Habitat : localized impacts caused by
vehicle use and surface disturbance associated and mineral
exploration and develcpnent will be minor. Management guidelines in
the CDCA Plan alorg with enforcement of State laws will provide
protection of this species.

6. Impact on Cultural Resources : Some loss of archaeological values
will occur as a result of mineral exploration and developjnent. This
loss will be localized, primarily concentrated in the areas of hi<^
and moderate mineral potential, conprising 40% of the WSA. Existing
Federal laws and BIM guidelines, as outlined in the CDCA Plan, will
lessen the magnitude of this loss by requiring extensive mitigation
of any impacts.

7. Impact on Native American Values : Ihere will be no impacts.

Opportunities for collecting at traditional use sites will continue
as they have in the past.

8. Impact on Enercrv and Utility Corridor Develocroent : Ihese
(Importunities will remain available subject to restrictions outlined
in the CDCA Plan.

F. local Social and Economic Considerations

No local social or econcsnic inpacts were identified in the Final CDCA
Plan and EIS. Because this topic was not explored in the EIS, no
further discussion of it will occur in this document.
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G. Summary of WSA - Specific Public CCanments

Public comments were solicited throu^out cill phases in the develcpnent
of the CDCA Plan, finalized in 1980. Issues raised by the public during
the Inventory and Study Phase were taken into account during development
of the Draft Plan Alternatives and Proposed Plan. Ihe follcwing is a
summary of edl canments received. Inaccuracies that are known to exist
are noted in parentheses.

1. Inventory Phase : Ccsmments shew general agreement with the
findings. Many specific roads and mining activities were
delineated. These were reflected in the WSA boundaries.

2. Study Phase ; Many of the 34 letters received concerning this WSA
discussed 2(c) inventory criteria in reference to roads and mines.
A variety of resource uses were mentioned, including energy and
mining, recreation and railroad maintenance. The area has potential
for geothermal resources and mineralization including cc^per,
tungsten, lead, gold, and silver. Pockhounds collect quartz
crystals, marble, and trilobites. Ihe Old Wanan Mountains are a
favorite area for these roddiounds and other recreationists vAio

require motorized vehicles. People v^o ocsnmented stated that more
land is needed for recreation in the State, not less. Additionally,
railroad maintenance crews require access for flood control,
derailment r^jair, and dike maintenance. Wilderness designation
would curtail many of these activities.

Another reason given for exposing wilderness designation of this WSA
is the presence of private land, vdiich bisects the area from north
to south and constitutes a large percentage of the total WSA there
are less than 5,000 contiguous acres of public lands. Other
factors detracting frcm wilderness quality include the use of the
cirea by military artillery in the past; the railroad, vAiich borders
the WSA; the transmission line and roads v*iich cross the area; and
the presence of a salt plant and landing field (not within the WSA)

.

letters supporting wilderness designation of the area cited
recreational, scientific, geologic and natural values in the area.
Washes provide excellent trails for hiking to more remote areas.
Rugged hiking in the Old Wanan Mountains offers spectacular views of
the desert and good cairpsites. Historic Mines (1889-1902) are
worthy of visits and other cultural resources exist throui^out the
area. Wildlife, including bi(^om sheep and scenic values were
mentioned. Several respondents reccanmended adding the excluded
northeast portion of the WSA because the historic mining, geologic
features and natural values are worthy of wilderness designation.
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3. Draft Desert Plan Alternatives : Several cxxnments were received.
One wanted more wilderness designated. Another disagreed with the
Balanced Alternative. General ccanmnents included the belief that
ej^loratiCTi for and develcpnent of oil, gas, and geothermal
resources under the No Action Alternative is the best use for this
WSA.

4. Proposed Plan . Conservation- and vehicle-oriented organizations
maintained the same positions as for the draft plan alternatives.
There were few conments specific to this WSA.

No ccsnmaents were received from local governments.
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SHIP MDOymTTK WTTCERNESS STOPy AREA fWEA)

(CDCA-300)

1. THE SHJDY AREA 36,008 acres

The Ship Mountains WSA is located in San Bernardino County in the south-
central portion of the California Desert Conservation Area (CDGA) . The WSA
includes 24,757 acres of public land under the jurisdiction of the Bureau
of Land Management (BIM) , 1,494 acres of land belonging to the State of
California and private inholdings totaling afproximately 9,757 acres. No
split-estate land exists within the WSA boundaries (see Map 1 and Table 1)

.

Beginning east to west, the northwest boundary follcws the southern edge of
a gas pipeline utility maintenance road, excluding the road and surface
disturbance eissociated with the Vulcan Mine. The southwest boundary
generally follows the Atkison, Tcpeka and Sante Fe (AT&SF) Railroad
diversion dikes heading southeast to the railroad siding of Chufctoock. From
here, the eastern boundary follows a gas pipeline maintenance road north
until it intersects with the gas pipeline road vAiich forms the northwest
boundary. Portions of the east and northwest boundaries are within a four
to six mile wide utility/energy transmission corridor identified by the
State of California and BIM.

The Ship Mountains lie within the northern one-third of the WSA and
dominate the northwestern portion of the V^A extending scsne seven miles
north-south and approximately five miles in an east-west direction. The
mountains have many de^ canyons, rises, flat-tc^iped buttes, crags, and
i^ires. The northeast comer of the range shews evidence of block-tilted
hills and some sand in the form of forerunners to dunes. Long, sancfy,

gently sloping bajadas occur on the east and west sides of the Ship
Mountains. Vegetation consists primarily of a creosote bush scrub and
desert dry wash association.

The small size of the mountain range coi:5)led with the lack of permanent
water sources, seems to preclude the existence of any significant wildlife
habitat or wildlife populations. No permanent bi^om she^ populations
exist; only transient range is indicated. The surrounding desert flats are
too sparsely vegetated to support any significant desert tortoise
populations. WSA 300 contains no iirportant wildlife habitat for any BIM
sensitive species and no Federal- or State-listed plant or wildlife species
are known to occur within the WSA.

No archaeological sites have been recorded and given the thin vegetative
cover and lack of permanent wat^r sources, very few sites are predicted.
Some Native American uses still occur within the Ship Mountains (see Special
Features)

.



Ihe WSA was studied under Section 603 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FLEMA) . Four alternatives were analyzed in the Draft and
Final Environmental Irnpact Statements (EIS) for the CDCA Plan: protection,
use, talanced, and no action: a summary of the area's wilderness values Wcis

included in i^^pendix III of the Final EIS.

2. REOOMMENDATKaJ AND RATIOJALE

24,757

acres reccinmended for
wilderness
BIM acres reccsTDTiended

for nonwildemess

No wilderness is the reccxnmendation for the Ship Mountains WSA. Ihe entire
acreage in this WSA is released for uses other than wilderness. Ihis
reocsnmendation will be inplemented in a manner vdiich will use cill practical
means to avoid or minimize environmental inpacts.

The Bcdanced Alternative is the environmentally preferable alternative as
outlined in the CDCA Plan and further explained in the California Wilderness
Study Overview.

Ihe nonsuitable recoinmendation is based on the following rationale: (1) the
area does not possess any unique or outstanding features that are not
r^resented in areas either already part of, or reccmmended for wilderness
designation; (2) the area's value as wilderness is overshadcwed by its value
for motorized recreation, mineral develcpnent and energy transmission; and
(3) the extensive amount of private lands would conplicate management of the
area as wilderness.

Ihe addition of the Ship Mountains WSA to the National Wilderness
Preservation System (NWPS) would not add to the diversity or uniqueness of
the system, nor would it add significantly to the wilderness recreational
opportunities available in the region. Ihese factors, combined with the
fact that this WSA has only marginal wilderness Vcilues, led to the
nonwildemess recoanmendation.

Ihe WSA, v*iile natural in character, contains no unusual features or
resources, and is merely an area of undeveloped public land. It is
ecologically similar to other areas identified for wilderness preservation.
Within 50 air miles are 12 other BIM study areas recanmended for addition to
the National Wilderness Preservation System. Many of these 12 areas display
the same ecosystem and landforms as this WSA, and also contain notable
special features of scientific and general si(^tseeing interest. Ihree
nearby WSAs, Granite Mountains WSA (CDCA-256) , 25 air miles northwest; Fort
Piute WSA (CDCA-267) , 20 air miles north; and the Turtle Mountains WSA
(CDCA-307) , ten air miles east, contain a combined total of over 100,000
acres v^iich BIM is recommending for wilderness designation. All are
mountainous, and all contain a more diverse representation of the same type
of ecosystem found in the Ship Mountains WSA.



The study area currently r-eceives aj^roximately 500 visitor-use days
annually. Most use cxxaars in the form of rockhounding within the northern
portion as the area affords rocWiounders the opportunity to search for onyx,
jasper and other gemstones. Demand for primitive recreation opportunities
in the study area are virtually nonexistent. Ihe area receives little use
presumably because there is little to attract visitors, v*io are drawn
instead to the other nearby areas containing a wealth of specicil features.
Ihere are no kncwn primitive routes within the WSA. There are afproximately
18 miles of routes of travel including primitive ways, washes, and other
unmaintained routes of access vdiich will remain available for vehicular use.

The WSA has a moderate to hi<^ occurrence potential for a variety of
minercils and is presently encumbered by 15 mining claims. Geologic data
suggests that mineral deposits extend into the WSA. After wilderness
designation, holders of valid claims would be able to proceed with
develcpn»ent, vAiich would make it difficult to protect wilderness values.
Since the wilderness values are not notable, the WSA appears to have greater
value for carefully managed mineral exploration and develcpinent than it does
for wilderness.

Designating the study area as wilderness has the potential to conflict with
develcpment of future communication and energy transmission facilities. The
north and east boundaries are within energy and utility transmission
corridors identified by the State of California in the Western Regional
Corridor Study (1980) . Designation of the Ship Mountains WSA and Old Woman
Mountains WSA (CDCA-299) would preclude any further develcpnent forcing
insteillation of facilities in other corridors or in areas not previously
disturbed.

Approximately 30% of the VGA is non-Federcil lands, v*iich are widely
scattered in a checkerboard pattern over the study area. This situation
makes it litely that uses incoirpatible with wilderness management will occur
sometime in the future.

Follcwing its release from wilderness consideration, the Ship Mountains WSA
will be managed according to the guidelines for lew intensity use as
outlined in the CDCA Plan. This prescription will protect botanical and
wildlife resources vdiile permitting controlled access for mineral and energy
esqjloration and development.
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TABIE 1 - Land Status and Acreage Summary of the Study Area

Within Wilderness Study Area Acres
BIM (surface and subsurface) 24,757
Split Estate (BIM surface OTily)

Ihholdings
State 1,494
Private 9,757

Total 36,008

Within the Reocgnmended Wilderness Boundary Acres
BEM (within WSA)
BIM (outside WSA)
Split Estate (within WSA)
Split Estate (outside WSA)

Total BIM Land Reocsnroended for Wilderness

Inholdings
State
Private

Within the Area Not Reccanmended for Wilderness Acres
ELM (surface and subsurface) 24,757
Split Estate (BIM surface only)

Total BIM Land Not Reccanmended for Wilderness 24,757

3. CRITERIA OOWSIDERED IN DEVELOPING THE WIIDERNESS REOOMMENDATIC^S

A. Wilderness Characteristics

1. Naturalness ; Overall, the WSA is primarily affected by the forces
of nature with man's iiiprint substantially unnoticeable. TWo
abandoned mines exist on the west slcpes of the Ship Mountains WSA,
but their iitpact on the overall WSA is negligible.

2. Solitude ; Opportunities for solitude are available. However, they
are constrained by the outside sounds from trains on the AT&SF
Railroad which forms the western boundary.



This WSA is periodically overflcwn by military aircraft as part of
the national defense mission taJcing place in approved military
c^)erating areas and fli^t corridors. The visual intrusions and
associated noise create periodic terrporary effects on solitude v*iich

are deemed necessary and acc^xtable as a part of the defense
preparedness of the nation.

3. Primitive and Unconfined Recreation : Althou^ these opportunities
are available, the resources within the study area do not attract
recreaticMiists interested in these activities.

4. Special Features : Ihe Ship Mountains WSA were used as a bi^om
she^ hunting area by various groups throu^out historic times.
Native American informants have indicated that Indian trails cross
the valley east of Ship Mountains, leading to and from the Old Woman
Mountains. Native Americans still use the Vcilley floor to collect
food and medicinal herbs.

B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System
(NWPS)

1. Assessing the diversity of natural systems and features as
represented by ecosystems : This WSA contains 24,757 acres of the
American Desert/Creosote Bush-Bur Sage ecosystem. This ecosystem is
widespread in the California Etesert and is currently represented
within the NWPS.

Table 2 - Ecosystem Representation

Bailey-Kuchler
Classification NWPS Areas Other BLM Studies
Damain/Province/FNV areas acres areas acres

NATIONWIDE

American Desert/Creosote Bush-
Bur Sage 3 126,033 48 1,547,308

CALIFORNIA

American Desert/Creosote Bush-
Bur Sage 2 26,427 20 952,847

2. Expanding the opportunities for solitude or primitive recreation
within a day's driving time (five hours) of major population
centers : The VBA is within a five-hour drive of seven major
population centers. Table 3 summarizes the number and acreage of
designated areas and other BIM study areas within a five-hour drive
of the pc^xiLation centers.



Table 3

Wilderness Opportunities for Residents
of Major Pcpulation Centers

Peculation
Centers

California

Anaheim-Santa Ana
BaJcersfield

Los Angeles-Long Beach
Riverside-San Bernardino
San Diego

Arizona

Phoenix

Nevada

Las Vegas

NWPS «areas (

acres
)ther BIM Studies

areas areas acres

25 2,823,534 153 5,703,616
32 4,071,358 128 3,998,548
27 2,876,234 135 4,958,751
22 2,031,054 205 7,658,649
15 1,043,680 100 3,378,814

40 1,758,456 118 4,449,908

46 3,507,293 311 11,186,463

3. Balancing the geographic distribution of wilderness areas : The WSA
is within 50 air miles of 13 BIM WSAs reccxnmended for wilderness
designation. The closest designated wilderness area is Joshua Tree
National Monument, managed by the National Park Service, 50 air
miles south of the Ship Mountains WSA.

C. Manageability

Ihe WSA is manageable as wilderness. However, manageability is
complicated by large zones of moderate mineral potential encumbered with
mining claims and the presence of large blocks of private lands.

Ihe WSA contains areas of moderate to high mineral potential for
tungsten, iron, gold, copper and manganese and is presently encumbered
by 15 uipatented mining claims.

^proximately 30% of the WSA is ccarposed of non-Federal lands. This
sizeable acreage, consisting of numerous individual parcels, would have
to be acquired to assure that uses inccaipatible with wilderness
management do not occur.

Military overfli<^ts in this WSA must be considered to maintain the
integrity of the existing and future national defense mission as well as
the wilderness resource.



D. Energy cmd Mineral Rescxirce Values

1. Summary of Information Knovn at the Time of the Preliminary
Suitability Recxmmendation ; Ihe Ship Mountains WSA (CIXA-300) is
located in the Marble Mountains Geology-Energy-Minerals (G-E-M)
Resource Area (GRA) . BIM G-E-M data in the Wilderness section of
the aXA Plan EIS (Volume B, J^pendix III) in 1980 was not ccqplete
and had not been fully analyzed, integrated and interpreted at the
time of the preliminary wilderness reccsoranendaticai. The G-E^
netrrative in the EIS did state, hcwever, that the WSA had potential
for irOTi and other metals, limestone cind silica. BIM records shewed
that ten unpatented mining claims were on record in the WSA as of
December 12, 1979.

M^ 2 reflects the mineral resouroe potential of the WSA. BIM GRA
file data (1980) indicated different degrees of probability for the
occurrence of different elements \^^ch is translated into either
hi^ or moderate occurrence potenticil and shewn on the accorpanying
mineral occurrence potenticil map. In the northern part of the WSA,
there is hi^ occurrence potential for tungsten, iron and gold eind

cc^per. Manganese has a moderate potential for occurrence in the
mid-northern part of the WSA as shewn.

There was no uranium ancanaly indicated by airborne survey over the
WSA, and other data was insufficient to interpret the occurrence
potential for other metals.

Two qucirtzite, one limestone and one doleandte occurrence was
identified within the WSA, and are shewn on the accoirpanying mineral
occurrence potential map as having hi^ occurrence potential. Ihe
County Report for San Bernardino County by Wri(^t and Others (1953,
Journal of Mines and Geology, Volume 49) lists two mines near the
VKA. These mines are close to the northern boundary. The Ship
Mountain Mine is located at the north end of the Ship Mountains and
consists of iron lenses in a brecciated igneous complex. According
to Wri^t and Others (1953) , 1,500 tons of ore were mined in 1918,

and reserves amount to 42,000 tons of indicated iron ore and 38,000
tons inferred. Ihe Vulcan Mine, about one-half of a mile north of
the WSA, consists of two parallel quartz veins, one for copper and
one for gold. Ihe major mining activity at this mine occurred
between 1935 and 1937, and between 1941 and 1942 with production
valued at nearly $80,000 worth of cc^^)er and gold.

Wri^t and Others (1953) reported one pumicite occurrence is within
this WSA. Ihe pumicite deposit is located in the northeastern part
of the WSA and occurs in a 50 feet thick tuff layer overlain by
bascilt. Ihere are severed shallew cuts, but no production.
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2. Summary of Significant New Mineral Resource Data Collected Since the
Preliminary Suitability Recammendation Vfliich Should Be Considered in
the Final Reconn^ndation ; No U.S. Geological Survey or U.S. Bureau
of Mines mineral surveys were conducted in this WSA because it is

reooramended nonsuitable for wilderness designation.

As of December 12, 1987, one mining exploration plan of c^Der-ation

has been filed with the BLM within the WSA, but was denied as the
resultir^ surface disturbance would not meet the wilderr^ss interim
management criteria. BLM mining claim records shew uipatented
mining claims within and along the northern boundary of the WSA.

Ihe claim locations overlap the hi^ potenticil zone for metcLLlic

minerals shown on the accorrpanying map. Uipatented mining claims
located in the WSA are summarized toy the follcwing table taken from
BLM records dated December, 1987.

Table 4 - Mining Claims

TYPE NUMBEK ACRES
MINING CLAIM SUTTABIE NONSUIT. TOTAL SUITABLE NONSUIT. TOTAL
Tnde
Placer
Mill Site

N/A
N/A
N/A

11
4

11
4

N/A
N/A
N/A

220
160

220
160

Itotal N/A 15 15 N/A 380 380

E. Summary of Environmental Consecaiences of the Proposed Action

1. Impact on Wilcamess Values : Under moderate intensity multiple use
management, existing solitude will gradually decline with projected
increasing ON use of the area. Noise and surface disturbances
associated with mineral ejq)loration and develcprient will result in a
gradual decline in wilderness values.

2. Impact on Locatable Mineral Exploration and Develcy»nent :

Opportunities for future exploration and develcpment would continue
to be available subject to the 43 CFR 3809 regulations and the
minimal restrictions under the moderate use guidelines contained
within the California Desert Plan.

3. Impact on ^fc>torized Recreation Use Levels : Motorized recreation use
v«Duld continue on designated routes of travel within the WSA as
identified in the CDCA Plan.

4. Impact on Desert Bicdiom Sheep Habitat : Iirpacts to bi^om sheep
and their habitat will be negligible, consisting of minor site-
specific habitat loss as a result of surface disturbance associated
with mineral e>q)loration and development.

5. Impact on Enerov and Utility Corridors : Full utilization of the
utility corridor would be allowed consistent with CDCA Plan
guidelines.
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6. Impact on Archaeolcxfical Resources ; Iirpacts will be site-specific
and primarily concentrated in the areas of moderate mineral
potential conprising 30% of the WSA. Existing Federal laws and BIM
policy along with restrictions outlined in existing management plans
will lessen the magnitude of this loss by requiring extensive
mitigation or avoidance of any iirpacts to these sites.

7. Impact on Native American Uses and Values ; Sacred features will be
subject to protection under the American Indian Religious Freedom
Act. Any changes in physical ajpearanoe or use of sacred sites will
be made only with the concurrence of the affected Native American
Grot?). Native American access to traditional religious sites will
be retained.

F. Local Social and Economic Considerations

No local social or economic considerations were identified in the Final
CDCA Plan and EIS. Iherefore, no further discussion of this tcpic will
occur in this document.

G. Summary of WSA - Specific Public Comments

Public costnments were solicited throu^out all (biases in the develcpnent
of the CDCA Plan, finalized in 1980. Issues raised by the public during
the Inventory and Study Phase were taken into account during develc^ament
of the Draft Plan Alternatives and Prcposed Plan. Ihe following is a
summary of all comments received. Inaccuracies that cure kncwn to exist
are noted in parentheses.

1. Inventory Phase ; Ccsnments supported the findings and also
identified mineral potential and possible energy potential.

2. Study Fhase ; Of the ten ccanments received on this WSA, eight
exposed and two supported wilderness designation, exponents
mentioned several factors v*iich inopair the naturcilness and solitude
vAiich aire needed for the wilderness experience, including mines,
roads, and a railway. Ihe mines and tunnels are prcaninent on the
northern side of the WSA and are visible due to a lack of vegetative
screening. Ihe railroad and a pipeline were claimed to have a two
and a half mile zone of influence within vtiich their noise and
visibility interferes with wilderness quality. Respondents claimed
that the area has potential for iron containing minerals and oil,
gas, and geothermal energy resources. Ihe California Mining
Association stated that the unit contains less than 5000 continuous
acres of public land and is, therefore, not qualified for wilderness
designation. Ihe Santa Fe Railway wanted continued vehicular access
for maintaining dikes and for conducting flash flood surveys and
drainage surveys.

Proponents of wilderness designation for this WSA stated that human
inprints are unnoticeable except around the Vulcan Mine and that the
unit provides outstanding opportunities for solitude and primitive
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and imcjonfined recaneation. One respondent felt that the WSA should
be part of the Old Woman WSA, since the road between the two units
does not meet the qucilifications of a road.

Only one ccBDmnent was received in response to the Public Iiput
Wor}±ook (3/15/79) . A rockhound organization asked that the area be
neither c^jen or closed but recammerded a limited use classification
to allcw for access by rockhounds.

3. Draft Plan Alternatives : Ihere were few comments specific to this
WSA in response to the Draft Plan Alternatives. However, this was
one of the many WSAs opposed by the Nationcil CXitdoor Coalition
(NOG) , a coalition of mining, rockhounding, and off-hi^iway vehicle
groi^js. A large number of club members sent in printed coi^xDns

si^Dporting a multiple use classification of moderate use for this
area. Ihis was in agreement with recommendations of both the Use
Alternative and the Balanced Alternative. Conservation-oriented
groi:?)s and individuals approved the Protection Alternatives vdiich

reccinmended wilderness for this area.

4. Proposed Plan : There were few specific comments on this WSA. In
general, the groups needing vehicular access for their recreation
of mineral exploration were pleased with the Proposed Plan
recommendation of moderate use for this WSA. Wilderness proponents
were, of course, in disagreement.

No comments were received from local governments.
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(CDCA-304)

1. IHE STUDY AREA 33,249 acres

Ihe Cle^iom Lakes WSA is located in San Bernardino County within the south-
central portion of the California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA) . The
ccmiunil^ of TVjentynine PcQins is 16 miles to the west. Ihe WSA includes
26,324 acres of public land under the jurisdiction of the Bureau of land
Manageaonent (BIM) , 284 acres cwned by the State of California, and 6,641
acres of private land (see Map 1 and Table 1)

.

The northern boundary of the rectangular WSA is the United States TWentynine
Palms Marine Corp's Bcise. The east boundary is formed by the paved Aniboy

Road and transmission, tel^iione, and gas line rights-of-way. A tBlephom
line si:5}port road forms the southern border. Ihe west boundary is a
strai^t line that angles northwest and traverses the bajada that flanks the
Bullion Mountains.

Ihe WSA includes the southern tip of the rugged Bullion Mountains. land-
forms within the mountains vary with rock type and contain both rugged,
boulder, granitic rocks and the more rounded metamorphic rocks. Large
alluvial ^rons or bajadas slc^ eastward and westward on each side of the
mountains. Ihe dry Cle^om Lakes are located within an interior VcLLley of
the mountain range. Elevations in the area rise frcan 1,400 to 4,079 feet
within four miles. Ihe vegetative ccnposition includes a typical creosote
bush scrub plant assemblage that exhibits scane variability based on
elevation. Annual precipitation varies between three and six inches.

Ihe WSA was studied under Section 603 of the Federal Land Policy and
MEUiagement Act (FLEMA) . Four ciltematives were analyzed in the Draft and
Final Environmental Irtpact Statements (EIS) for the CDCA Plan: protection,
use, balanced, and no action; a summary of the area's wilderness values was
included in i^ipendix III of the Final EIS.

2. RECCMMENDATICN AND RATTnMATK acres recommended for
wilderness

26,324 ELM acres recommended for
nonwildemess

No wilderness is the reccanmendation for the Cle^om Lakes WSA. Ihe entire
acreage in this WSA is released for uses other than wilderness. Ihis
reocnimendation will be iirplemented in a manner v*iich will use clLI practical
means to avoid or minimize environmental inpacts. Future activities will be
CCTTtrolled by a combination of lew and moderate intensity use management as
prescribed in the CDCA Plan.

Ihe Bedanced Alternative is the environmentally preferable alternative as
outlined in the CDCA Plan and further explained in the California Wilderness
Study Overview.



Kicwn and potential mineral reserves, land ownership patterns, and the needs
of the adjacent Marine Corp Base were of greater significance than the
area's Vcilue as wilderness. Designation of the area as wilderness would not
contribute any additional unique or distinct features to the National
Wilderness Preservation System (NWPS) . Other VKAs in the California Desert
that are reccinmended suitable offer a more extensive and diverse
r^resentation of desert wilderness values.

Ihe WSA has long been recognized for its mineral wealth. Roddiounders are
cilso kncwn to frequent the area. The majority of the WSA has moderate
potenticil for the occurrence of placer gold. These resources are actively
being explored just across the soathem border of the WSA. In addition,
just east of the WSA, the Sheep Hole Mine has 165,000 tons of identified
gold resources present. An area within the southwest portion of the WSA has
a hi(^ potential for iron and includes the Copper World Mine. Ihis mine
produced 1,000 tons of iron in 1944. Substantial portions of the VKA also
have areas with moderate potentials for sodium, radioactive resources, sand
and gravel, and silica. Currently there are identified needs and use for
the sand and gravel reserves within the WSA.

Existing land ownership patterns substantially reduce the ability of the BIM
to manage the area for wilderness. 20% of the WSA is non-public land and
there are a minimum of 16 individual private parcels. The majority of these
inholdings are in the northern one-third of the WSA and many sections of
public land (each 640 acres) are isolated and not contiguous to the rest of
the WSA. Ihere are ajproximately 18 miles of routes of travel including
primitive ways, washes and other unmaintained routes of access vdiich will
remain available for vehicular use. The majority of the private inholdings
do not have existing access.

Ihe Marine Corp Base officially requested a ri^t-of-way for an access route
throu^ the central portion of the WSA. BIM denied this request because of
the potential for irrpairment to wilderness values. Hovever, the Marine Corp
base still is interested in the ri^t-of-way and believes the access route
is vital to the mission of the combat training center v^ch is located on
the base. It would provide access by military vehicles (tanks, etc.) to a
portion of the Base that is currently inaccessible due to terrain.

Ihe wildlife and vegetative resources within the area are typical of the
surrounding desert. The area contains no Fedreal- or State-listed
threatened or endangered plant or animal species. Two BIM sensitive
species, the desert tortoise and the desert bi^om sheep, are kncwn to
occur in the VISA. However, under the land use prescriptions for the area in
the CDCA Plan, these species will receive priority consideration over
conflicting land uses regardless of wilderness designation. The tortoise is

under status review by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service for possible
listing as a threatened or endangered species. The CDCA Plan also affords
special managenent attention to the Crucifixion Thorn Unusual Plant
Assemblage v^ch is on the eastern edge of the area.

There are no arecis of kncwn cultural resource sensitivity and no Native
American resources have been documented for the WSA.



Ihe WSA would be best managed and maintained under nonwildemess and a
cxaiibination of lew and moderate intensity multiple use management guidelines
as prescribed in the CDCA Plan. Wilderness values for the most part would
be maintained within the Bullion Mountains themselves. Mineral exploration
and development would be allowed to continue within the mountains but with
special consideration being given to sensitive resource values. Ihe ri^t-
of-way for the United States Marine Corp's Twentynine Palms Combat Training
Center could be granted. Ihe bajada that slc^jes west frcan the Bullion
Mountains would, however, be subject to less restrictive land use controls.
This area contains a concentration of kncwn mineral values.

TABLE 1 - Land Status and Acreage Summary of the Study Area

Within Wilderness Study Area Acres
BUM (surface and subsurface) 26,324
Split Estate (BIM surface only)

Inholdings
State 284
Private 6,641

Total 33,249

Within the Recommended Wilderness Boundarv Acres
BIM (within WSA)
BIM (outside WSA)
Split Estate (within WSA)
Split Estate (outside WSA)

Total BUM Land Reccanmended for Wilderness

Inholdings
State
Private

Within the Area Not Reccanmended for Wilderness Acres
BIM (surface and subsurface) 26,324
Split Estate (BIM surface only)

Total BIM Land Not Reccinmended for Wilderness 26,324
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3. CRITERIA (XNSIDEI^ED IN DEVELOPING IHE WILDERNESS REXXMlENDATiaJS

A. Wilderness Characteristics

1. Naturalness : The Cle^om Lakes WSA generally retains its natural
character. However, scenic values are considered only moderate.
Terrain variation in the Bullion Mountains and the overall size of
the area screens out the influence of the few man-made features
located within the boundaries. These features include a few
unmaintained routes of travel and abandoned mines. Overall, man's
influence in the area is substantially unnoticeable.

2. Solitude : Outstanding cpportunities for solitude are available
within the area, primarily in the mcuntainous portion v/here terrain
variety provides visual screening. On the broad bajadas, such
screening is lacking because of the lack of vegetation and
tcpografiiic diversity. Noise from military aerial training
exercises as well as tremors and noise frcm ordnance explosions in
the adjacent Ccaiibat Training Center also limit opportunities.

This WSA is periodically overflown by military aircraft as part of
the national defense mission taking place in approved military
operating areas cind fli^t corridors. The visual intrusions and
associated noise create periodJ.c temporary effects on solitude v^iich

are deemed necessary and acc^table as a part of the defense
pr^>aredness of the nation.

3. Primitive and Unconfined Recreation ; Outstanding c^portunities for
primitive and unconfined types of recreation are available. With
both mountain and valley types of terrain in the area, primitive
type recreationcil ejq^eriences can be either of the intimate,
enclosed type or of the vast cpen type.

4. Special Features : There are three square miles of desert tortoise
habitat within the WSA with densities of 20 to 50 individuals per
square mile. The tortoise is currently a candidate for formal
listing as a threatened species by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service. The WSA also contains a small population of desert bi^om
she^ (1979 - three individuals) vtiich are considered a BLM
sensitive species. There are 14 square miles of seasonal bi^om
she^ range and 11 square miles of permanent bighorn range in the
Bullion Mountains.

The Crucifixion Thorn Unusual Plant Assemblage is present on the
eastern edge of the WSA. This assemblage r^resents a disjunct
population of the crucifixion thorn that is well outside its normal
range. This species is more commonly found in the Sonoran Desert.
The remaining landforms, ecological diversity, and geological
features are not imusued, they are typical of features caramon
throu(^out the surrounding deserts and mountains.



B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System
(NWPS)

1. Assessinor the diyersity of natural systems and features cis

represented by ecxasystems ; The WSA contains 26,324 acres of the
American Desert/Creosote bush (Larrea ) ecosystem, vdiich is
r^resented in other WSAs that reccsnmended suitable for wilderness
designation in the CDCA. The Cle^om Lakes WSA would not increase
the diyersity of the types of ecosystems r^resented in the NWPS.

Table 2 - Ecosystem R^resentation

Bailey-Kuchler
Classification
Domain/Proyince/RJV

NWPS Areas
areas acres

Other BLM Studies
areas acres

NATTOJWIDE

American Desert/Creosote Bush 1 343,753 117 4,241,585

CALIFORNIA

American Desert/Creosote Bush 1 343,753 88 3,627,781

2. Expanding the opportunities for solitude or primitiye recreation
within a day's driving time ffiye hours) of major population
centers ; The WSA is within a five-hour drive of ei^t major
pc^xilation centers. Table 3 summarizes the number and acreage of
designated areas and BIM stucty areas within a five-hour drive of the
pt^xilation centers.



Table 3

Wilderness Opportunities for Residents
of Major Peculation Centers

Population
Centers

California

Anaheim-Santa Ana
Bakersfield
Los Angeles-Long Beach
Oxnard-Ventura
Riverside-San Bernardino
San Diego

Arizona

NWPS areas Other em Studies
areeis acres areas acres

25 2,823,534 153 5,703,616
32 4,071,358 128 3,998,548
27 2,876,234 135 4,958,751
23 2,195,198 85 2,703,260
22 2,031,054 205 7,658,649
15 1,043,680 100 3,378,814

Fhoenix

Nevada

Las Vegas

40 1,758,456 118 4,449,908

46 3,507,293 311 11,186,463

3. Balancing the qeoqra|±iic distribution of wilderness areas ; The WSA
is within 50 air miles of 13 BLM ViKAs recoaranended for wilderness
designation. The closest designated wilderness area is Joshua Tree
Wilderness, administered by Joshua Tree National Monument, 20 miles
south of the WSA.

C. Manaaeability

The Cle^om Lakes WSA is manageable as wilderness. Hcwever several
significant issues would complicate manageability of the area for
wilderness.

The WSA and surrounding area has a long history of mineral eaqjloration
and develc^roent. The area contains known mineral values. Full-scale
develcpment of any valid mining claims has hi^ potential to irtpact a
significant portion of the WSA. Access requirements for such
develc^roents would result in similar iirpacts.

Private inholdings oonprise 20% of the WSA and the mosaic pattern of
land ownership breaks the WSA into many noncontiguous parcels. It would
be difficult to assure that wilderness values are maintained in the
northern third of the WSA. Soome of these private lands also have
moderate potenticds for mineral wealth. Anticipated use and develcpnent
of these inholdings is very likely not to be coartpatible with wilderness
values. Reasonable access does not currently exist to roost of the
inholdings.



The BIM is again being asked to consider the ri^t-of-way request for
the Caiibat Training Center at the Twentynine Palms Marine Corp Base.
The need is genuine and there are few other alternatives. However, such
an access route would seriously undermine the integrity of the area.

Military overfli^ts in this WSA must be considered to maintain the
integrity of the existing and future national defense mission as well as
the wilderness resource.

D. Energy and Mineral Resource Values

1. Summary of Information Kxjwn at the Time of the Preliminary
Suitability Recommendation ; The Cle^om Lakes WSA (CDCA-304) is
located in the BIM Dale Lake Geology-Energy-Minerals (G-E-M)
Resource Area (GRA) . BIM G-E-M data in the wilderness portion of
the Desert plan EIS (Volume B, ^^^^endix III) indicated in 1980 that
the resource data for this VISk had not been fully analyzed,
integrated, and interpreted. Ihe 1980 GRA did indicate, however,
that the VKA had possible potential for iron, uranium and other
metals. BIM mining claim records dated December 12, 1979, showed 20
uipatented mining claims within the VSA.

Ihe draft 1980 GRA report shewed that an area in the southwestern
portion of the WSA had hi^ potential for the occurrence of iron
based on past production of 1,000 tons in 1944 from the Cc^^jer World
mine (Cc^per World mining district) . Ihe alluvial areas in the
southeastern portion of the VISA were classified as having moderate
potential for the occurrence of placer gold. A moderate potential
for the occurrence of lode gold was assigned in the 1980 GRA file
and report for the WSA. Ihis was based on the placer gold
occurrences. Ihe potential for base metal occurrence was not
classified, and \ is therefore, unknown. An area in the northeast
portion of the WSA was classified as having hi(^ potential for the
occurrence of silica resources was evidenced by the presence of a
vein of quartz 100 feet long by 30 feet wide.

An area of Tertiary rocks in the southeast portion of WSA was clas-
sified as having moderate potential for the occurrence of zeolites.
Ihe southwest part of the WBA has moderate potential for the
occurrence of sodium cortpounds based on the prospectively valuable
classification by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) in 1978 and past
production of sodium minerals from nearby Dale Lake. Two areas in
the WSA were identified in the GRA file to have moderate potential
for the occurrence of radioactive resources. Ihis classification
was based on the National Uranium Resource Evaluation airborne gamma
ray survey, and drill hole exploration by American Copper and Nickel
Co. in 1979. Ihe ccaipany abandoned their claims for uranium in
1981.

Ihe 1980 GRA hi^ potential for silica resource occurrence based on
the quartz outcrop in the northeast part of the WSA is considered
moderate under the BIM classification system because the quartz is
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stained with iron and manganese oxides. It can only be considered a
"possible" silica sourcje and it cannot be considered reserves.
Hiis change in classification is identified on M^ 2.

The G3RA zeolite outcrcp identified in the 1980 oy^ Wcis misclassified
as moderate. Since Tertiary sediments only have "potential" for
zeolites they eire not an occuinrenoe of zeolites. Iherefore, the
potential should have been classified as lew potentieil based on a
favor-able geologic environment.

2. Summary of Significant New Mineral Resource Data Collected Since the
Preliminary Suitability Reconmendation Which Should be Considered in
the Final Reccanmendation : No USGS or U.S. Bureau of Mines (BCM)

mineral survey was conducted for this WSA because the WSA is
reccramended nonsuitable for wilderness designation. However, a
mineral survey was conducted by BCM for the adjacent She^ahole-Cadiz
WSA to the east. New data not available during the develcpnent of
the CDCA Plan substantially upgraded the quality of the mineral data
regarding the Cle^om Lakes WSA. Map 2 reflects the mineral
resource potentiail of the WSA beised on this new data.

Open File Ri^xDrt (OFR 82-957) describes the results of this survey
and indicates that new data generated in the southern portion of the
WSA confirms the 1980 GRA moderate rating for placer gold. Ihe
Bureau of Mines data in 1982 indicated the presence of 165,000 tons
of gold resources at the nearby Sheephole Mine located just east of
the WSA. In 1986, Lawrence Street filed "Notices" for placer mining
encompassing 1,600 acres along the southern border of the WSA.
Under the ELM classification system, the portion of the WSA is con-
sidered as having a moderate potential for the occurrence of gold
d^xjsits.

The continuing develcpnent of the combat training center at the
Marine base and the need for aggregate to si^port the expansion has
a bearing on the iirportance of sand and gravel in the area. Ihe
deposit in the WSA has at least moderate potenticil because of
limited reserves in the local area. As of December, 1987,
ccjtpetition for the local aggregate market ranged as far away as 65
miles.

Uipatented mining claims located in the WSA are summarized in the
following table taJcen from BLM mineral records as of Decetnber, 1987.

Table 4 - Mining Claiins

TYPE Nr.lNBER ACRES
MINING CIAIM SUTTABIE NONSUIT. TOTAL SUTTABIE N(»JSUn. TOTAL

lode
Placer
Mill Site

N/A
N/A
N/A

1 1 N/A
N/A
N/A

20 20

Total N/A 1 1 N/A 20 20
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E. Summary of Environmental Consecaienoes of the Proposed Action

1. Impact on Wilderness Values : Noise, surface disturbance and access
requirements for mineral exploration and develcpoaent will impact
naturcilness, solitude, and primitive and unconfined types of
recreation. Althou^ the majority of the WSA has identified mineral
values and the long-term probability of develc^snent is good, inpacts
will be localized to specific areas of develcptnent. Military
aircraft conducting lew-level training maneuvers will continue to
inomentarily disrt^ solitude.

2. Impact on Minerals Exploration and Development : Opportunities for
e3q)loration and develcpment of minerals will continue to be
available subject to applicable laws, regulations and the lew and
moderate intensity, management guidelines established in the CDCA
Plan.

3. Impact on Desert Bictfiom Sheep ^ Desert Tortoise and Crucifixion
Ihom Habitat : Management guidelines in the CIXA Plan provide for
protection of the habitat over conflicting land uses regardless of
wilderness designation. Such protection includes controlling of
hi(^way vehicle travel and limiting mining access and ejq)loration
during the lambing secison. Hcwever, should an econcatiical body of
ore be discovered or a sand and gravel operation be approved within
critical habitat, the habitat would be lost. Individual crucifixion
thorn plants would be lost or have to be transplanted.

4. Impact on IWentvnine Palms Marine Corps Base : Consistent with CDCA
Plan guidelines the BIM could entertain an application for a
military ri^t-of-way through the area.

F. Local Social and Economic Considerations

No local socicd or economic considerations were identified in the Final
CDCA Plan and EIS. Therefore, no further discussion of this tcpic will
occur in this document.

G. Summary of W5A - Specific Public CDmments

Public ocaranents were solicited throu^out all phases in the develcpment
of the CDCA Plan, finalized in 1980. Issues raised by the public during
the Inventory and Study Phase were taken into account during develepnent
of the Draft Plan Alternatives and Prcposed Plan. The following is a
summary of all comments received. Inaccuracies that are known to exist
are noted in parentheses.

1. Inventory Fhase : Ccanments supported the findings and indicated
potential for minerals and energy resources.

2. Study Phase : Of the ten ceanments received on this WSA, seven
exposed and three sii^ported wilderness. Opponents mentioned access
needs for mineral and energy exploration and develcpment and for
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educational, scientific and recreational uses, particularly
roddiounding. Excellent exaitples of feld^>ar phenocryst were said
to exist in the Sheep Hole Pass area. One respondent conplciined
that the amount of contiguous public land amounted to less than 5000
acres. A spokesperson for the Twentynine Palms Marine Base stated
that adjacent lands would be affected by the noise froon overflying
aircraft and by tremors and noise frcxn ordnance explosiais. Amboy
Road and a telephone line v^iich border the WSA were cited as a
disturbing factor for the wilderness experience.

Prc^xDnents of wilderness designation for this unit claimed that the
area is affected primarily by the forces of nature and that the
inprint of human activities is unnoticeable. Ihey said that
excellent c^portunities for solitude and primitive recreaticHi core

available.

One canment was received in response to the Public Iiput Vforldxwk

(3/15/79) . Ihis was a second letter fran the U.S. Navy concerning
the nearby Twentynine Palms Marine Base and its effects oti the
quality of this WSA.

3. Draft Plan Alternatives ; Ihere were few comments specific to this
WSA in response to the Draft Plan Alternatives. However, this WSA
was one of those exposed by the National Outdoor Coalition, a
coalition of mining, rockhounding, and off-highway vehicle groi:^.
A large number of club members sent in printed forms si^Dporting a
multiple use classification of moderate use for this cirea. Ihis
recanmendation was in agreement with the Use and No ActicHi

Alternatives but partly in disagreement with the Balanced
Alternative which called for a classification of limited use in the
eastern portion of the WSA. Conservation-oriented individuals and
organizations preferred the Protection Alternative v*iich reoonnended
a wilderness classification for this area.

4. Proposed Plan ; There were few specific ccxnments on this unit. In
general, the groups needing vehicular access for recreaticxi or
mineral exploration were mostly exposed to the Proposed Plan vAiich

was similar to the Balanced Alternative in that it recoanmended

limited use for the eastern portion of the WSA. Conservationists
were also displeased with the Proposed Plan since it did not
recoranoTd wilderness for this area.

No ccniments were received from local governments.
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AMBOY CRATTR WTTHRWHESS gTOPg ARE^ (VISA)

(CDCA-304A)

1. THE STUDY AREA 14,895 acres

The Airiboy Crater WSA is Icxzated in south-central San Bernardino County, near
the center of the California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA) . The nearest
cities are Needles, California 85 road miles northeast; Twentynine Palms,
California 50 road miles southwest; and Barstcw, California 80 road miles
northwest. The stuc^ area contains 12,527 acres of public land under the
jurisdictiCTi of the Bureau of Land Management (BIM) , and 2,368 acres of
private inholdings (see Map 1 and Table 1)

.

The WSA borders the National Trails Hi^way on the north, excluding section
1 TSN rile and section 36 TGN rile, and Twentynine Palms Marine Corps Base
on the west and south. A road accessing the American Mine forms the
southernmost one and one-quarter miles of the east boundary. The remainder
of the ecist boundary is not aligned with any physical or specific legal
feature, but was drawn to exclude private prcperty and public lands lacking
wilderness characteristics.

The ste^>-sided, black cinder cone of Amboy Crater and the surrounding lava
flews are the dominant features in this study area. The WSA is composed of
60% lava flews, 15% playas, 15% alluvial fans, and ten percent plains. The
WSA's sparse vegetation is creosote bush scrub and allscaile scrub. Very
little vegetation has been able to gain a foothold on the lava flews, and
the cone itself is void of plant life.

The WSA was studied under Section 603 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FLFMA) . Four alternatives were analyzed in the Draft and
Final Environmental Iirpact Statements (EISs) for the CDCA Plan: protection,
use, balanced, and no action; a summary of the area's wilderness values was
included in i^pendix III of the Final EIS.

2. REOOMMENDftTTON AND RATTONAIE

12,527

acres reccmimended for
wilderness
BIM acres reccanmended
for nonwildemess

No wilderness is the recommendation for the Aniboy Crater WSA. The entire
acreage in this WSA is released for uses other than wilderness. This
reccanmendation will be iitplemented in a manner vdiich will use all practical
means to avoid or minimize environmental irrpacts.

The Balanced Alternative is the environmentally preferable ciltemative as
outlined in the CDCA Plan and further e3q)lained in the California Wilderness
Study Overview.



The no-wilderness recoaranendation is based on the follcwing rationale:
(1) the WSA does not possess any unique features or resources that are not
already r^resented in areas identified for wilderness preservation; (2) the
area has csnly marginal wilderness charac±eristics; (3) the WSA's value as
wilderness is overshadowed by its value for motorized recreation; and
(4) the WSA contains scileable mineral materials for vAiich there is a
demonstrated demand.

Amboy Crater is a good exaitple of a volcanic cinder cone. Hcwever, it is
not unique to this area. An equally inpressive display of recent volcanic
activity can be found in the Cinder Cones WSA (CDCA-239) , v*iich is
reccjnmended for wilderness designation. Aniboy Crater WSA's ecosystem is
typical of the surrounding Mojave Desert. The VKA is ccnprised of common
desert plant assemblages and contains no special wildlife populations.
Within 50 air miles of this VISA are 15 BLM study areas recoramended for
wilderness designation. These 15 areas enccjipass the region's most
outstanding special features, and in addition provide a representative
saitple of typical Mojave Desert wildlands.

The WSA's naturalness and opportunities for solitude are mediocre.
Primitive vehicle ways wind through the lava flews, established throu*^
years of off-hi^way vehicle (OHV) touring and military training activities.
Section 34 in the northwest comer of the WSA has been utilized as a mineral
materials source. Random tank tracks from decades of military maneuvers
occur throu^out the WSA. The air space above the VISA is restricted to the
military, and is regularly used for lew-level military aircraft training
maneuvers. Further disruptions to solitude occasionally occur adjacent to
the WSA's east side area from heavy equipment working the salt deposits of
Bristol Dry Lake, and trucks hauling the material to the nearby salt plant.
The flat tepography and sparse vegetation of this area do little to screen
the sights and sounds of the salt mining activity. Adjacent to the
southeast comer of the WSA is the America Mine; its activities are also
audible and visible within the adjacent portion of the study area. On the
north boundary of the WSA, the busy National Trails Highway and the railroad
tracks parallel to it lessen opportunities for solitude on the lava flews
within the WSA.

There are afproximately 17 miles of routes of travel including primitive
ways, washes and other unmaintained routes of acess vliich will remain
available for vehicular use. Within the Amboy Crater WSA, there is a
moderate demand for motorized vehicle access. Routes of travel into the WSA
are utilized for military training activity by Twentynine Palms Marine Corps
Base, v*iich borders the WSA on the west. Vehicle travel into the WSA is

also associated with recreational use (1,500 visitor-use days annually)

principally four-vtieel drive touring and canping, and teaching and research
at Amboy Crater.



Ihe WSA is cx)nveniently lcx:ated adjacent to the well-traveled National
Trails Hi^iway, Arnboy Poad, and Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe Railroad.
Consequently, there is demand from numerous agencies, including the
California Department of Transportation, AT&SF Railroad, and Southern
Ccilifomia Gas Cctrpany for mineral materials from within the margins of the
WSA for flood control, diversion diJces, and hi<^Tway and facility maintenance
projects.

After releeise from wilderness consideration, the majority of the WSA will be
managed under the CDCA Plan's lew intensity use guidelines. Ihis
management prescription would permit restricted vehicular access for mineral
matericils, military training maneuvers, and continued recreational and
research opportunities v*iile protecting the identified natural and cultural
resources. A small area in the south-central portion is reconmended for
hi^-intensity use management. Ihis designation, vAiich enocnpasses
approximately 20% of the total WSA acreage, would eillcw develcpnent in that
portion of the WSA where the majority of mining claims are located.

TABLE 1 - Land Status and Acreage Summary of the Study Area

Within Wilderness Studv Area Acres
BIM (surface and subsurface) 12,527
Split Estate (BUM surface only)

Inholdings
State
Private 2,368

Total 14,895

Within the Reccmmended Wilderness Boundary Acres
BIM (within WSA)
BIM (outside WSA)
Split Estate (within WSA)
Split Estate (outside WSA)

Total BIM Land Recommended for Wilderness

Inholdings
State
Private

Within the Area Not Reccanmended for Wilderness Acres
BIM (surface and subsurface) 12,527
Split Estate (BIM surface only)

Total BIM Land Not Recommended for Wilderness 12,527
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3. CRITERIA OONSIDERED IN DEVEIDPING IHE WILDERNESS RECXMyENDftTIONS

A. Wilderness Characteristics

1. Naturalness : Ihere are numerous vehicle ways and paths on the
crater and lava flews. Tank tracks cire scattered randanily

throu^out the WSA. Section 34 in the northwest comer of the WSA
has been utilized as a minercil materials sourcje. However, v*ien

viewed as a vAiole, the area has been affected primarily by natural
forces.

2. Solitude : Opportunities for solitude are diminished by the busy
nature of the WSA's surroundings, and its lack of tcpographic and
vegetative screening. Salt mining and hauling activity on the east,
cperations at the America Mine to the southeast, and traffic on the
National Trails Hi^way (formerly U.S. Route 66) and railroad to the
north are all audible and visible within the adjacent portions of
the WSA.

This WSA is periodically overflown by military aircraft as pari: of
the national defense mission taking place in approved military
operating areas and fli<^t corridors. Ihe visual intrusions and
associated noise create periodic tenporary effects on solitude v^ddh
are deemed necessary and acceptable as a part of the defense
preparedness of the nation.

3. Primitive and Unconfined Recreation : 0{^x3rtunities for primitive
recreation exist within the WSA, although the quality is reduced
somev^iat by the area's lack of solitude.

4. Special Features : Ihe most significant feature in the WSA is Amboy
Crater itself, one of a series of volcanic cones between Barstow and
Amboy. Only the western half of the crater is within the VKA. Ihe
other half was excluded from the study area because it was in
private ownership, thou^ it has since been acquired by the United
States. It is not known vAien Amboy Crater last erupted; estimates
range frcan 6,000 years to 500 years ago. Geologists believe that
there may have been a series of erL^^tions. Ihe cone rises some 200
feet above the surrounding lava flews and is 10 to 30 feet thick. A
number of volcanic features can be seen here. These include
basaltic black lava, pahoehoe (smooth, rc^jy-surfaced lava) , cinders,
and bojnbs fron the crater. Ihe extensive lava flews contained huge
buJ±)les of gas. When the lava cooled many of these split, forming
chambers, and in some cases, tunnels. Occasionally, the older
desert alluvium that was covered by the lava flow can be seen at the
bottom of these blisters.

Much of the WSA was used prehistorically for both sacred and
seasonal collecting purposes. Kiewn archaeological sites include
tenporary cairps, stone tool manufacturing areas, and pottery
fragments. Tenporary caiips associated with salt procurement occur



cdong the shores of Bristol Dry late. Aihboy Crater cxxitinues to be
significant to modem Native Americans. The crater is peurt of the
Ifohave oral traditions of creation and preservatiOTi.

B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System
fNWPS)

1. Assessing the diversity of natural systems and features as
represented by ecosystems : Ihe WSA ccxTtains 12,527 acres of the
American Desert/Creosote bush (Larrea ) ecosystem. Ihis province is
ubiquitous in the California desert and is currently r^resented in
cireas recommended for the NWPS.

Table 2 - Ecosystem R^resentaticai

Bailey-Kudhler
Classification NWPS Areas Other BIM Studies
Damain/Province/FNV areas acres cireas acres

NATKa^WIDE

American Desert/Creosote Bush 1 343,753 117 4,255,382

CAUFORNIA

American Desert/Creosote Bush 1 343,753 88 3,641,578

2. Expanding the opportunities for solitude or primitive recreation
within a day's driving time (five hours) of manor pcpulaticai
centers : Ihe WSA is within a five-hour drive of ei^t major
pc^xilation centers. Table 3 summarizes the number and acreage of
wilderness areas and other BLM study eirecis within a five-+j<xjr drive
of these population centers.



Table 3

Wilderness Ofportunities for Residents
of Major Peculation Centers

Population
centers

California

Anaheim-Santa Ana
Bakersfield
Los Angeles-Long Beach
Qxnard-Ventura
Riverside-San Bernardino
San Diego
Visalia-Tulare-Porterville

Nevada

Las Vegas

NWPS .areas Other BLM Studies
areas acres areas acres

25 2,823,534 153 5,703,616
32 4,071,358 128 3,998,548
27 2,876,234 135 4,958,751
23 2,195,198 85 2,703,260
22 2,031,054 205 7,658,649
15 1,043,680 100 3,378,814
34 4,431,635 61 1,681,921

46 3,507,293 311 11,186,463

3. Balancing the qeocfraphic distribution of wilderness areas : Ihe
closest designated wilderness is 15 miles south in Joshua Tree
National Monument, vMch is managed by the National Park Service.
Within 50 air miles of the Amboy Crater WSA are 15 BIM stucfy areas
recaranended for wilderness designation, all of them within the
California Desert Conservation Area.

C. Manaqeability

The Amboy Crater WSA is manageable as wilderness. Hcwever, it will be
difficult to protect wilderriess values, and particularly to ensure
opportunities for solitude. Also, if left unresolved, another factor
would severely ccarplicate manageability: the WSA directly borders a
paved hi^way.

The WSA is in a busy area where opportunities for solitude are already
constrained by outside sights and sounds of mining, vehicle, and railway
traffic. All of these activities would continue to disrupt solitude
were the WSA to be designated wilderness.

The WSA's narrcw shape, with eight linear miles only one and one-half to
two and three-quarter miles wide, makes acquisition of private
inholdings a necessity. Otherwise, future developments on the private
property could reduce naturalness and opportunities for solitude to the
point vdiere the vestigal area ejdiibiting wilderness characteristics is
effectively split into severed units.



On the north, the WSA borders directly on the National Trails Hi^way.
Since there is no longer a ri^t-of-way on record, the WSA boundary is
the edge of the paved surface. Hcwever, San Bernardino County
continues to maintain the route.

Military overfli(^ts in this WSA must be considered to maintain the
integrity of the existing and future national defense mission as well as
the wilderness resource.

D. Energy and Mineral Resource Values

1. Summary of Information KnoA/n at the Time of the Preliminary
Siiitability Recommendation ; The Amboy Crater WSA is located in the
BLM Bristol Lake Geology-Energy^tlneral (G-E-^1) Resource Area (GRA)

.

Ihe WSA's mineral resources had not been fully analyzed, integrated,
and interpreted at the time of the reccanmendation process in 1980.
However, the CDCA Plan EIS did indicate that the WSA had potential
for cinders, geothermal energy, sodium, calcium, and strontium. A
block of 131 urpatented mining claims extended into the
south-central portion of the WSA in 1980. No mineral d^xDsits in
the WSA were kncwn to be in production at the time of the
reconmendation process.

Additional data in the 1980 BIM GRA file indicated that the area had
potential for the occurrence of uranium, lithium, and industrial
materials. Ihe Bristol Lake salt evaporation ponds lie two to three
miles east of the WSA. Ihis area had been classified as a Khcwn
Leasing Area for sodium by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) in
1978. Due to the proximity of the VKA to the c^Derations at Bristol
Lake, the WSA is within an area classified ky the GRA as having a
moderate potential for sodium minerals. In addition, the area was
classified as having a moderate potential for the occurrence of
lithium based on favorable geology and similar mineral environments
to lithium operations in saline environments (e.g. , Searles Lake)

.

A small portion of the WSA in the ujper northeastern comer was
classified in the GRA file as having a moderate potential for the
occurrence of uranium minerals. Ihe uranium potential is based on
an airtome gamma-ray anomaly and a favorable geologic and mineral
environment.

2. Summary of Significant New Mineral Resource Data Collected Since the
Preliminary Suitability Recommendation Which Should be Considered in
the Final Recommendation ; No USGS or U.S. Bureau of Mines mineral
surveys were conducted in the WSA because it is recommended
nonsuitable for wilderness designation.

Althou^ the GE?A classified the northeastern portion of the WSA as
having a moderate potential for the occurrence of uranium, the
favorable environment for uranium is limited to more acidic volcanic
rocks than are found in the WSA (Cox, Dennis P. , Singer, Donald A.

,

1986, Descriptive model of volcanogenetic U in Mineral Deposit
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Models . USGS, Bulletin 1693, pg. 162, 163). The volcanic rocks in
the WSA are catposed of more basic rocks such as basalt. No
uranium has been mined in the VISh, and there has not been any
interest in e5q)loration for this ccrannodity in the WSA. Based on
this data, the area is considered as having a lew potential for the
occurrence of uranium in the WSA, a down-grade from the 1980 GRA
moderate classification.

The western boundary of Bristol Dry Late bed is avoided by the
eastern boundary of this WSA, thus excluding the favorable geologic
environment supporting the 1980 GRA moderate potential
classificaticais for sodium, calcium, strontium, and lithium
evaporite minerals. Under the BLM classification system, the WSA is
considered as having a lew potenticLL for occurrence of these
minerals.

Cinders are known to occur in the north half of the WSA in a
favorable environment for these resources. Under the BIM
classification system and based on the abundance of basaltic rock
and cinders surrounding Amboy Crater, the north half of the WSA is
indicated on Map 2 as having a hi(^ occurrence potenticd for
volcanic cinders.

A map by Majmundar (1983, Technical Map of the Geothermal Resources
of California . California Division of Mines and Geology, scale
1:750,000) shows the WSA to be in an area with potential for the
occurrence of geothermal energy resources. Ihe geothermal potential
of this WSA is untested and une^qjlored. Ihere has been no interest
shown in this area since the preliminary wilderness recommendations
in 1980; therefore the occurrence potential is considered to be low
under the BLM classification system.

There have been no plans of cperation submitted with the BLM for
either ejqjloration or mining in this WSA. In February 1988, a small
e3q)loration partnership expressed interest in removing cinders
adjacent to the eastern boundary of the VGA in order to process them
for precious metals.

As of December 1987, there were 12 placer claims within the VISA,

encumbering a total of 480 acres, recorded with BIM (Table 4) . Ten
of these claims are on volcanic cinder terrain surrounding Amboy
Crater in the northern part of the WSA. Two of the placer claims
surround Bristol Dry Lake in the central part of the WSA.



Table 4 - Mining Claims

TYPE NUMBER ACRES
MINING CLAIM SUITABLE NONSUIT. TOTAL SUITABIE NONSUIT. TOTAL
Trde
Placer
Mill Site

N/A
N/A
N/A

12 12

N/A
N/A
N/A

480 480

Ttotal N/A 12 12 N/A 480 480

E. Summary of Environmental Consequences of the Prcfposed Action

1. Ijopact on Wilderness Values ; Naturalness eind c^portunities for
solitude will decline sli^tly over the long term as a result of
mining and ccanmon variety mineral material extraction, and
ccartinuing OtN recreation. Outside influences will continue to
disn^jt solitude as they do at present.

2. Impact on Native American Values ; Sacred features will be protected
under the American Indian Religious Freedom Act. Any changes in
physical appearance or use of sacred sites will be made only with
consultation with the affected Native American grotp.

3. Impact on Cultural Resources ; All prcposed surface-disturbing
activities will be subjected to environmental analysis to cillcw the
detection and salvage of any resources. Scxne sites may be
unintentionally damaged by casual OtN use.

4. Impact on the Value of Amboy Crater as a Geological Teaching and
Research Site ; Althou^ the site's value will be sli^tly reduced
v*ien the crater and surrounding area are disturbed by cinder removal
cperations, 50 miles north, the Cinder Cones WSA will preserve in
its natural state a similar exairple of volcanic phencmena.

5. Impact on Motorized Recreation ; Ihe prcposed action will have no
inpact. All routes currently approved for motorized use will
continue to be accessible.

6. Impact on Leasable Mineral Extraction ; The prcposed action will
have no inpact. Ihe WSA will be available for e3q)loration and
develcpnent, consistent with applicable laws and regulations and
CDCA Plan guidelines.

F. Local Social and Economic Considerations

No local social or econcanic considerations were identified in the CDCA
Plan and EIS. Therefore, no further discussion of this tcpic will occur
in this document.
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G. Summary of WSA-Specific Public Comments

Public ccanments were solicited throughout all phases in the develc^Dinent

of the CDCA Plan, finalized in 1980. Issues raised by the public during
the Inventory and Study Phase were taken into account during develc^xnent
of the Draft Plan Alternatives and Prqposed Plan. The follcwing is a
summary of all coranents received. Khcwn inaccuracies are noted in
parentheses.

1. Inventory Phase : Comments supported the findings.

2. Study Riase ; Sixteen ccanments were received on this WSA, of v^ch
ten favored continual multiple use of the area, and six favored
wilderness designation.

Two respondents mentioned the value of the area for educational and
scientific uses as well as for rockhounding; one wanted to establish
an "ecological study area" at the crater. Other respondents listed
factors which they believed conflict with wilderness quality in this
unit, including the old hi^way "Route 66" and Santa Fe railroad to
the north, the town of Amhx^y with its landing field to the
northeast, the Amboy road to the east, and unidentified human
activities v*iich are not screened by vegetation or tcpograpiiy. A
representative of the Twentynine Palms Marine Base pointed out the
noise and tremors caused by e^loding ordnance and overflying
aircraft. Ihe need for access for exploration for geothermal
resources was also mentioned.

Most prcponents of wilderness for this area enphasized the need to
protect this unusual volcanic area for students, present and future,
and noted the value of the area for teaching evolution and adaption.
Ihe primitive condition and rugged terrain make this an excellent
area for hiking, backpacking, nature study, and other wilderness
recreation. Ihe Amboy Crater and lava flows provide beautiful
recreation cpportunities, according to several respondents.

3. Draft Plan Alternatives ; Ihere were few ccanments specific to this
VKA in response to the Draft Plan Alternatives. Hovever, this was
one of the many WSAs opposed by the National Outdoor Coalition
(NOC) , a coalition of mining, rockhounding, and off-hi(^way vehicle
organizations. A large number of club members sent in printed
coupons si^porting multiple use classification of "moderate use" for
this area. Ihis was in agreenient with the recommendation of the Use
Alternative. Conservation-oriented groups and individuals either
approved the Protection Alternative, vAiich reccanmended wilderness
for this unit, or asked for more wilderness than that reccannvended by
the Protection Alternative.

4. Proposed Plan ; Ihere were few specific ccanments on this VBA. Ihe
reccanmendation of the Proposed Plan to maJce most of the unit
Class L, or "limited use," with the Bristol Lake portion designated
"intensive use," was not v^olly in accordance with the positions of
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either the conservationists or the vehicle dependent recreationists
and miners. The area was not of sufficient interest to the public
to bring out a letter caiipaign.

No ccraments were received frcm local governments.
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SHEEFH0lJE/f^nT7. WTTITFlglESS STOPy AREA (WSA)

(CDCA-305)

1. THE STODY AREA 186,859 acres

The She^*iole/Cadiz WSA is in southern San Bernardino County, in the south-
central portion of the California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA) . The
nearest ccsnooonunity is Twentynine Palms, California, about 25 miles to the
west. The study area consists of 155,069 acres of public land under the
jurisdiction of the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) , 3,021 acres of State
land and private inholdings totaling 28,769 acres (see Map 1 and Table 1)

.

The WSA is bounded on the south by State Hi^way 62 (Twentynine Palms
Hi^way) . Frcm the southwest comer, the western boundary follcws a dirt
road north for six miles then generally parallels and remains one mile east
of constructed roads north for four miles. At Sheephole Summit, the
boundary heads northeast about one-half mile east of, and parallel to, a
graded dirt road for 16 miles. Approximately one mile east of the Calumet
Mine, the boundary follows Patton's Trail south for fifteen miles. At a
point in section 14, T. IN., R. 15 E., the boundary bends southwest for
approximately one and one-half miles then runs south-southeast again, one
and one-half miles west of and parallel to Patton's Trail for afproxijnately
five and one-half miles to State Hi^way 62. The perimeter of the
Sheepiiole/Cadiz WSA totals approximately 85 miles.

The major landmarks in the WSA are the Shee^iole Mountains and the Calumet
Mountains. Both mountain ranges trend northwest-southeast and occupy about
35% of the WSA. The remainder of the WSA enconpasses two broad desert
Vcilleys; She^^hole Valley, v^iich separates the Sheephole Mountains and the
Calumet Mountains, and Cadiz Valley, a sandy and sparsely vegetated valley
to the east of the Calumet Mountains. 1cm sand dunes occt^y the
southwestern comer of the VISA. The Sheephole Mountains are a steep,
boulder-strewn, granitic mountain mass and are the hi^er of the two
mountain ranges. The Calumet Mountains are also granitic, fairly ste^, but
not nearly as boulder-strewn as the Sheepholes. The Calumet Mountains rise
to 3,723 feet above sea level, some 2,000 feet above their bcise. The
hi^est point in the Sheephole Mountains is 4,613 feet above sea level and
r^resents about a 2,500-foot ascent frcm Sheephole Valley. The study area
pxDssesses several unique varieties of plants and animals, as ej^lained in
the Special Features section.

The VISA was studied under Section 603 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FLFMA) . Four ciltematives were analyzed in the Draft and
Final Environmental Iirpact Statements (EISs) for the CDCA Plan: protection,
use, balanced, and no action; a summary of the area's wilderness values was
included in i^ipendix III of the Final EIS. Three different suitability
reccanmendations were analyzed in the EISs: all wilderness, no wilderness,
and 98 percent suitable partial suitable wilderness.



2. REOCglMENDAnc^ AND RATIC^IAU] acres recxaranended for
wilderness

155,069 BLM acres reconmended for
nonwildemess

No wilderness is the reocammendation for the She^3hole/Cadiz WSA. Ihe entire
acreage in this WSA is released for uses other than wilderness. This
reccnimendation was incorporated into the CDCA Plan as a 1982 plan amendment.
This reccnimendation will be iirplemented in a manner v*iich will use all
practical means to avoid or minimize environmental iirpacts.

The no-wilderness reccnimendation is based on the following rationale:

(1) the WSA does not contain any noteworthy special features and would not
contribute to the diversity of the National Wilderness Preservation System;

(2) the WSA's wilderness values cire outwei^ed by its potenticil for energy
and mineral resources; (3) manageability as wilderness is complicated by the
presence of widely scattered non-Federcil inholdings; and (4) there is almost
no demand for primitive recreation c^jportunities within this WSA.

The She^]hole/Cadiz WSA contains no unusual features or resources, and is
merely an area of undevelc^jed public land. Designation of this area as
wilderness would not contribute to the diversity of the National Wilderness
Preservation System and is ecologically similar to other areas identified
for wilderness designation. Within 50 miles cire ten other BIM study areas
reconmended for addition to the National Wilderness Preservation System
(NWPS) . Many of these ten areas display the same ecosystem and landforms as
this WSA, and also contain notable special features of scientific and
general si^tseeing interest.

Significant portions of this VSA have moderate potential for a variety of
mineral resources. The area contains 91 mining claims that encumber an
estimated 3,480 acres of the WSA.

In addition, 17% of the WSA is non-Federal land, vdiich are widely scattered
in a checkertxDard pattern over the northern two-thirds of the study area.

This situation makes it likely that uses incorpatible with wilderness
management will occur sometime in the futuire. The Consolidated General Plan
of San Bernardino County classifies the parcels for Rural Conservation. The
minimum allowable acreage is 40 per parcel except on parcels v^ch existed
prior to 1979. Based upon a 40-acre figure as average, under current County
guidelines it would be possible to create nearly 800 separate parcels for
residential, commercial and industrial use within the WSA.

There are approximately 11.5 miles of routes of travel including primitive
ways, washes and other unmaintained routes of access v^ch will remain
available for vehicular use. The WSA receives lew recreation use of less
than 200 visitor-use days annually, vAiich is almost exclusively motorized
use for rockhounding, hunting, and target shooting. Demand for primitive
recreation cpportunities in this WSA is virtually nonexistent. The area
receives little use presumably because there is little to attract visitors,
vAlo are drawn instead to the other nearby areas containing a wealth of
special features.



Following its release frcm wilderness consideration, the She^Aiole/Cadiz WSA
will be managed acxx>rding to the guidelines for lew-intensity use as
outlined in the California Desert Plan. Ihis prescription will protect
botanical and wildlife resources v*iile permitting controlled access for
mineral and energy ejqjloration and develcpment.

All wilderness is the environmentaLLly preferable cLLtemative because it
would result in the least change to the existing natural environment over
the long-term. It is not the reccammendation for this WSA, however, for the
reasons discussed above.

TABLE 1 - Land Status and Acreage Summary of the Study Area

Within Wilderness Study Area Acres
BLM (surface and subsurface) 155,069
Split Estate (BLM surface only)

Inholdings
State 3,021
Private 28,769

Itatal 186,859

Within the Reccaranended Wilderness Boundary Acres
BIM (within WSA)
BIM (outside WSA)
Split Estate (within WSA)
Split Estate (outside WSA)

Total BIM Land Recommended for Wilderness

Inholdings
State
Private

Within the Area Not Recommended for Wilderness Acres
BIM (surface and subsurface) 155,069
Split Estate (BIM surface only)

Total BIM Land Not Reccmnended for Wilderness 155,069









3. CRITEJ^IA OONSIDERED IN DEVELOPING THE VHilDERNESS REOCTIMENDATiaJS

A. Wilderness Characteristics

1. Naturalness : Ihe area has been affected primarily by natural forces
with man's iirprint substantially unnoticeable. The only signs of
man's presence are occasioned mining claim markers and a loose
network of old mining access routes, most of v^ch follow drainage
courses but vAiich occasionally cross over intervening ridges to
ccamect with other washes. Routes located in washes are subject to
flash flooding, v*iich erases their evidence on a regular basis.
Connecting routes appear to be slcwly falling into an unusable
ccaidition and over time will not be noticeable to the uninformed
visitor.

2. Solitude ; Opportunities for solitude are available within the WSA.
Ihe area's irregular tc^xDgraphy, particularly in the Sheephole
Mountains, helps to screen views and to isolate visitors.

Ihis WSA is periodically overflown by military arrcrraft as part of
the national defense mission talcing place in approved military
qperating areas and fli^t corridors. Ihe visual intrusions and
associated noise create periodic tenporary effects on solitude v*iich

are deemed necessary and acceptable as a part of the defense
pr^aredness of the nation.

3. Primitive and Unconfined Recreation : Opportunities for hiking and
nature study ctre enhanced by the lack of any noticeable man-made
intrusions.

4. Special Features : In November 1984, the California D^iartment of
Fish and Game transplanted 11 bi^om she^ into the Sheep*iole
Mountains, followed by an additioncd. 16 in July 1985, to supplement
the small native population of 12 animals. There is one permanent
spring and a big game guzzler in the Sheephole Mountains.

Ihe desert tortoise, under status review by the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service (USF&VK) for possible listing as a threatened or
endangered species, occurs in densities of up to 50 per square mile
in portions of She^jhole and Cadiz Valleys.

No unusual plant assemblages occur in this WSA. Alverson's
pincushiCTi cactus (Cory):Aiantha vivipara var. alversonii ) , under
status review by the USF&WS for possible listing as threatened or
endangered, is reported to occur cilong the northwest boundary of the
WSA. Borrego milkvetch (Astragalus lentiqinosus var. borreqanus )

occurs in the sand dunes and is listed by the California Native Plant
Society as rare and endangered in California.



Approximately 12 square miles in the northern peirt of the She^iiole
Mountains is a well-documented traditional collection and hunting
area for the Twentynine Palms Band of the Chemehuevi and southern
Shoshone Indians.

B. Diversity in the Nationcil Wilderness Preservation System

1. Assessing the diversity of natural systems and features as
represented by ecosystems : The VISA contains 155,069 acres of the
American Desert/Creosote Bush fLarrea ) ecosystem. This ecosystem is
widespread thrcii^out the California Desert and is currently
r^resented by other WSAs that are reccgnmended suitable for
wilderness designation.

Table 2 - Ecosystem R^resentation

Bailey-Kuchler
Classification NWPS Areas Other BIM Studies
Damain/Province/FNV areas acres areas acres

NATIONWIDE

American Desert/Creosote Bush 1 343,753 117 4,112,840

CALIFORNIA

American Desert/Creosote Bush 1 343.753 88 3.499.036

2. Expanding the opportunities for solitude or primitive recreation
within a day's driving time (five hours) of major population
centers : The WSA is within a five-hour drive of ei^t major
peculation centers. Table 3 summarizes the number and acreage of
wilderness areas and other BIM study areas within a five-hour drive
of these population centers.



Table 3

Wilderness Opportunities for Residents
of Major Pc^xilation Centers

Population
Centers
California

Anaheim-Santa Ana
BaJcersfield
Los Angeles-Long Beach
Qxnard-Ventura
Riverside-San Bernardino
San Diego

Arizona

Fhoenix

Nevada

Las Vegas

NWPS areas Other BIM Studies
areas acres areas acres

25 2,823,534 153 5,703,616
32 4,071,358 128 3,998,548
27 2,876,234 135 4,958,751
23 2,195,198 85 2,703,260
22 2,031,054 205 7,658,649
15 1,043,680 100 3,378,814

40 1,758,456 118 4,449,908

46 3,507,293 311 11,186,463

3. Balancincf the qeoqratJiic distribution of wilderness areas ; Ihe
closest designated wilderness is five miles south in Joshua Tree
National Monument, vAiich is managed by the National Park Service.
Within 50 air miles of the She^Dhole-Cadiz WSA are ten BIM stucfy

areas reocsmmended for wilderness designation.

C. Manageability

The She^3hole/Cadiz WSA is manageable as wilderness. Hcwever,
mainteneince of wilderness values cannot be assured without acquisition
of the non-Federal inholdings, vdiich make up 17 percent of the WSA's
totcLL acreage. Ihese non-Federal lands occur throu^out in the northern
two-thirds of the study area, and are widely scattered in a checkerboard
pattern. The potenticil for nearly 800 private parcels and necessities
for access, cause a significant manageability pr(±)lem.

Wilderness management would require extensive posting to delineate the
entire west and north boundaries, and the southern eight miles of the
east boundary, which cire not aligned with any recognizable p*iysiccil

feature.

Presently, one bi^om sheep guzzler is located within the WSA.
Maintenance is required approximately two times per yecir and normally
requires mechanized equipsnent and vehicles for transportation of
materials to the site.



wilderness manageability cxxild be enhanced throu^ acxjiisition of the
valid existing ri^ts, vdiich, v*ien cxxjpled with acxjuisition of non-
Federal lands, would ensure that wilderness values could be permanently
protected and maintained at their existing level. Significant portions
of the wilderness study area have moderate potential for gold, iron,
molybdenum, silver, and saline minerals (see Energy and Mineral Resource
Vcilues) . The WSA has 91 mining claims. In view of the identified
mineral potentieLL, it is liJoely that scroe of these claims would
withstand a validity examination, making their develcpuent possible. To
cissure the loig-term protection of wilderness values, it would beccanne

necessciry to acquire the valid mineral ri(^ts.

Military overfli^ts in this WSA must be considered to maintain the
integrity of the existing and future naticaial defense mission as well as
the wilderness resource.

D. Energy and Mineral Resource Values

1. Summary of Information Known at the Time of the PreliminarY
Suitability Recoanmendation : The Sheej±iole/C^diz WSA is in the BIM
Bristol Lake Geology-Energy-Minerals G-E-41 Resource Area (GRA)

.

Existing mineral resource data for this VKA had not been fully
ancilyzed, integrated, and interpreted at the time the wilderness
reccmroendation was made. However, potential was recognized for
metals and uranium in the She^iiole and Calumet Mountains, and for
sodium in Dale Lake. There were 14 urpatented mining claims in this
WSA on December 12, 1979.

Althou^ no BIM classification was pr^Dared, data in the 1980 BIM
GRA file indicated that the area had kncwn occurrences of gold and
silver. Favorable areas were identified for the occurrence of
uranium (based on gamma ray ^)ectroscopy) , sand, gravel, industrial
minerals, iron, and sodium.

2. Summary of Significant New Mineral Resource Data Collected Since the
Preliminary Suitability Reccanmendation Which Should be Considered in
the Final Recommendation : In 1982, the U.S. Bureau of Mines (BCM)

and U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) published results of their mineral
surveys for this WSA; as Mineral Land Assessment 110-82 (BCM) and
Open-File R^xDrt 82-957

, (USGS and BCM) . These r^»rts generally
si:5:ported BLM's earlier assessments and identified 28 unpatented
placer and 37 unpatented lode mining claims within and contiguous to
the WSA. Mining since 1917 had been largely confined to small
hydrothermal gold deposits at the Aljac, Big Horn, and She^ Hole
mines, but there were no substantive production records available.
Althou(^ there were no producing mines at the time of their survey,
the two agencies identified 1cm to moderate potential areas for
gold, silver, cop^per, mol^ladenum, decorative stone, and geothermal
resources, and undefined (speculative) potential for saline minerals
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and oil and gas. Areas identified as having a moderate or hi^
potenticil for the ocxiwrrence of mineral resources using the BUM
classification scheme, and based on the USGS/BCM mineral survey
r^x)rts, are shown on M^ 2.

Placer mining claims eire located within the south and western
porticxis of the WSA. Lode mining claims are located in the northern
portic»i of the WSA. Unpatented mining claims located within the
WSA are summarized in the following table taken fron BLM records
dated December 1987.

Table 4 - Mining Claims

TYPE NUMBER ACRES
MINING CLAIM SUITABIE NC»ISUIT. TOTAL SUITABIE NONSUIT. TOTAL

Tndft

Placer
Mill Site

N/A
N/A
N/A

8
83

8
83

N/A
N/A
N/A

160
3,320

160
3,320

Total N/A 91 91 N/A 3,480 3,480

E. Summary of Environmental Consequences of the Proposed Action

1. Impact on Wilderness Values : Wilderness values will decline over
the long-term as exploration and develcpnent occurs in eurecis of
moderate mineral potenticil, in areas used for off-hi<^Tway vehicle
{CtN) recreation, and on private lands within the WSA develc^Ded for
residentiEd or coranercicd purposes. Opportunities for solitude will
be diminished on public land adjacent to the private ihholdings
vdiich may be develc^jed. Wilderness Vcilues will be retained in the
porticais of the WSA not influenced by these uses.

2. Impact on Bicdiom Sheep Reintroduction Efforts ; No ittpact.

Motorized vehicles can continue to be used in she^ transplants and
water maintenance activities.

3. Impact on Species under Federal Status Review for Possible Listing
as Threatened or Endangered : Future planned actions will be subject
to environmental analysis to identify any potentied impacts to
desert tortoise or Alverson's pincushion cactus, cdlcwing
develcpnent and implementation of apprcpriate mitigation measures.

4. Impact on Mineral Exploration and Development : The proposed action
will have no inpact. Further exploration, as well as developnent of
the 91 existing claims, can proceed subject to existing laws and
regulations and guidelines defined in the CDCA Plan.

5. Impact on Native American Uses : Native American access to
traditional hunting areas and collection sites will be retained.

6. Impact on Private Lands Development : Private lands will be able to
be developed according to local jurisdictional discretion. Access
will be allowed according to BIM policy.



F. local Socicil and Econcmic Considerations

No loccil socicLL or econcmic considerations v^ere identified in the CDCA
Plan and EIS. Therefore, no further discussicai of this topic will occur
in this document.

G. Summary of WSA-Specific Public Ocanments

Public conments were solicited throu^out all phases in the developnent
of the CDCA Plan, finalized in 1980. Issues raised by the public during
the Inventory and Study Phase were taken into account during developnent
of the Draft Plan Alternatives and Prcposed Plan. Ihe follcwing is a
summary of cill conments received. Khcwn inaccuracies are noted in
peirentheses.

1. Inventory Phase : A large number of conments indicated that the
wilderness study area should be expanded. Other conments referred
to access routes into this area v*iich was shewn cis having wilderness
VcLLues. No changes were made in the findings as a result of these
comments.

2. Study Phase ; Ninety-one written conments were received on this
WSA. Sixty-nine favored further wilderness study for the area;
most of the letters (64) addressed the excluded eastern portion of
the WSA. Ihis area, V\*iich contains Cadiz Valley, Ward Vcdley and
Iron Mountain, was described as breathtaking, extremely striking,
vast, beautiful, and a Sahara-like scenery unique in the desert.
Features which were said to be rare and in need of wilderness
protection included: the sand dunes area vAiich has potenticil

scientific value cis an unstudied stable and active dune system;
unique endemic species of insects, a land snail, and several plant
conmunities; and two dry late beds v*iich provide short-term habitat
for water birds after heavy rainfall.

Respondents felt that deletion of the eastern portion of this WSA
was due to BLM bias against low-profile telegraphy and broad valley
floors in the wilderness inventory. One noted that a viewer can
ejqjerience the vastness of desert lands fron a flat area vdiere

topography does not preclude views many miles distant. This
contrasted with the view of a respondent v*io opposed wilderness for
this area because it contains no natural features.

Wilderness proponents further stated that they agreed with deleting
certain portions of the eastern half because of human iirpacts, but
that the entire area should not be excluded. Ihey said that
boundaries could be set to eliminate the salt mine, pumping plants,
and transmission lines. Motorized vehicle scars on the valley floor
could be rehabilitated. Many urged that the area not be c^)ened to
off-hi(^Tway vehicle activity.
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Hie western portion of this WSA was praised for its r^jtile and
bird life, clean air, scenic vistas, wildflower displays, and even
for streams v*iich flew in the springtime. Both the western and
ecistem part of the WSA were said to provide outstanding
c^^portunities for solitude and primitive recreation.

Twenty-two respondents favored multiple use rather than wilderness
for this WSA. Several noted that the area lends itself to
unlimited motorized vehicle use, driving for pleasure, and dune
buggy riding. General family-type recreation (wildlife study,
photography, trail riding, camping, rocWiounding, etc.) is available
to the vehicle-oriented recreationist. In addition, enjoyment of
the educational and scientific values in the western half, including
feldspar phenocyst in She^^hole Pass, requires access.

Characteristics of the area vdiich were said to detract from its
wilderness quality were the following: the proximity of the
Twentynine Palms Marine Corps Base; the lack of outstanding natural
features; evidence of mining activities; and the si^ts and sounds
of the nearby railroad, Amboy Road, and some wood-pole pcwerlines.
The checkerboard private land holdings in the northern part of the
area were also listed as non-compatible. Energy interests noted
that this area has potential for oil, gas, and geothermal resources,
vdiich could not be developed if the area were designated wilderness.
A power company stated the need for future installation of
costiraunications facilities at Iron Mountain and requested that this
area be deleted from the WSA.

Twenty-two comments were received in response to the Public Input
WorWxxDk (3/15/79) . All of them favored wilderness designation and
supported the need for recreation, education, and preservation.
They cill recommended that the eastern portion of the cu:ea (Cadiz and
Ward Valleys and Iron Mountain) be included as wilderness.

3. Draft Plan Alternatives : Few comments specific to this WSA were
received in response to the Draft Plan Alternatives. This was one
of the many WSAs opposed by the National Outdoor Coalition (NOC) , a
coalition of mining, rockhounding, and off-highway vehicle groips.
A large number of club members sent in coupons sipporting the
recommendation of NOC to designate the entire WSA as Class I,

intensive use, a position vfliich was not in agreement with any of the
alternatives. Conservation-minded individuals and organizations
preferred the Protection Alternatives v^iich recommended Class C, or
wilderness, for this WSA. One specific comment recommended that the
area be left for ej^^loration for oil, gas, and geothermal resources.

4. Proposed Plan : There were few specific comments on this WSA in
response to the Proposed Plan, vAiich recommended Class C, or
wilderness for most of the study area. Ihe prc^xjsal satisfied most
wilderness proponents, thou^ some still held out for an esqjansion
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of this WSA to the east. Off-hi^way vehicle groups and other
vehicle-oriented recreationists were displeased with v*iat they
peix»ived to be too much reconimended wilderness in the Prcposed
Plan.

5. 1982 CDCA Plan Amendments : In 1981, a petroleum oarpany prc^XDsed an
amendment to the Desert Plan to reevciluate the southeast boundary of
this WSA to eliminate ocxiflicting uses (graded roads) , and change
the multiple use class of the deleted portion frcxn C (controlled
use) to M (medium use) . This prc^xascil was deferred until the 1982
ainendment process to allcw time for further study and field review.

In 1982, it was proposed to change the wilderness reccKimendation
frcan suitable to non suitable for the entire WSA and designate the
area Class L (limited use) . Ihe amendment was approved.

The reasons were the large amount of checkerboard land cwnership in
the northern half, geothermal potential, and interest in locatable
minerals. There were 270 canments on the Draft Environmental Iirpact

Statement on this amendment, eight in favor of the change in
wilderness recommendation and 262 against it. Proponents for the
amendment mentioned the difficulty of managing the checkerboard land
pattern and the inpact of roads and tank tracks left from military
training exercises in the 1940s. Respondents wishing to retain the
wilderness recommendation spoke of the vastness and natural
wilderness scenery of this large desert valley and flcinking mountain
ranges. They also noted that the permanent bi^om she^ range at
the She^ihole Mountains could be iirpacted by geothermal develcpnent.
One respondent suggested joint management of the checkerboard land
and eaqjloration of the possibility of land exchange.

The Final Environmental Impact Statement drew 11 ccjnments, one in
favor and ten against the amendment. Reasons were similar to those
just listed.

No comments were received from local governments.
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(C3XA-307)

1. THE glUDY AREA, 274,997 acres

The Turtle Ifountains WSA is just west of U.S. Hi^way 95 in southeastern San
Bernardino County, in the east-central portion of the California Desert
Conservation Area (CDCA) . The WSA is 60 miles north of the small rural
oonirnunities of Blythe, California, and 40 miles south of Needles,
California. The closest cit^ is Parker, Arizona, ^proximately 25 miles
southeast. The stixfy area consists of 264,272 acres of public land under
the jurisdicticai of the Bureau of Land Management (BIM) , 6,665 acres of
State land, and private inholdings totalling 4,060 acres (see M^ 1 and
Table 1)

.

Beginning at the northwest comer, the north WSA boundary follows a Ccunty-
maintained east for about 11-1/2 miles. The boundary then cherrystems a
road to a State section and the section itself. Returning to the graded
road for a half mile, the boundary leaves it again to skirt a State section,
and then dips south to exclude iitproved dirt roads, structures, and old mine
workings in the Carson Well area. The boundary joins the Turtle Mountain
Road for about two miles, then follows a primitive way southeast for about
11 miles. Leaving the way, the boundary continues southeast, running cross-
country for almost seven miles until it meets U.S. Hi(^way 95. The WSA
boundary then follcws the edge of the hi<^way ri^t-of-way south for six
miles excluding section 36 T. 2 N. , R. 22 E. The south boundary follows a
primitive way that parallels the Colorado River Aqueduct but v*iich skirts
the private prcperty and diversion dikes associated with it. At the
southwest comer, the boundary meets another primitive way v^iich it follows
north for about ei^t miles. A large indentation in the WSA's west boundary
excludes lands with several ways and other human cilterations to the natural
environment. The boundary then returns to the way it met at the southwest
comer, and follows it north for seven more miles until it meets a telefiione
line maintenance road. This road forms the final nine miles of the west
boundary.

The WSA encompasses a diverse landscape, ranging from broad, open bajadas to
hi^ily eroded volcanic peaks, spires, and cliffs. The volcanic formations
of the northern Turtle Mountains are colorful, varying from deep reds,
browns, tans and grays, to black. The southwest section of the Turtle
Mountains has a ste^ but rounded form. Between the two mountain sections
lies a large, flat interior valley bisected by numerous shallow washes.
Vegetation is relatively lush on the bajadas v^ch conpletely surround the
mountains.

Several special designations overlie portions of the Turtle Mountains WSA.
Mcpah Spring and adjacent Mcpah Peaks were designated an Area of Critical
Environmental Concern (ACEC) in 1980, to protecrt and recognize the area's
significant archeological resources. Much of the Turtle Mountain range has
been designated as a National Natural Landmark in recognition of its



exceptional natural values. One withdrawal (FDD 5224) for the protecticai of
recreation and public veilues covers the southeast quarter of Section 28,
T. 3 N., R. 21 E.

The WSA was studied under Section 603 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FLFMA) . Four alternatives were analyzed in the Draft and
Final Environmental Inpact Statements (EISs) for the CDCA Plan: protection,
use, balanced, and no action; a summary of the cirea's wilderness values was
included in ^^^jendix III of the Final EIS,

2. REOOMMENDftngj ANn rattomatk 119,625 acres reccmimended for
wilderness

147,792 BLM acres recommended
for nonwildemess

Forty-four percent partial wilderness is the recommendation for the Turtle
Mountains WSA. The 147,792 acres in this WSA reccanmended nonsuitable are
released for uses other than wilderness. In addition to the Federal acreage
reocmmended for wilderness, BIM reccmmends that 3,134 acres of State land be
acquired throu^ exchange or purchase and designated as wilderness along
with 11 acres of private lands. With acquisition of these inholdings, a
total of 119,625 acres are reccmmended for wilderness, i^pendix 1 lists cill

inholdings and provides additional information on their acquisition. This
reccramendation will be irtplonented in a manner vtiich will use all practical
means to avoid or minimize environmental inpacts.

Ihe Balanced Alternative is the environmentally preferable alternative as
outlined in the CDCA Plan and further explained in the California Wilderness
Stuc^ Overview.

The partial-wilderness reccmmendation is based on the following rationale:

(1) the lands reccmmended for wilderness eodiibit exeirplary wilderness
values; (2) wilderness values are not outstanding on the portion recommended
for nonwildemess; (3) the prc^xDsed partial wilderness will resolve
conflicts between motorized and nonmotorized recreation, providing
c^portunities for each; and (4) designation of the reccmmended acreage as
wilderness is consistent with previous management over much of the area, and
will result in the least displacement of existing uses.

The lands recommended for wilderness possess an outstanding primitive
character exenplifying the qualities described in Section 2(c) of the
Wilderness Act. The diverse tcpography and relatively dense vegetation
offer visual screening vdiich enhances primitive recreation and creates
numerous c^portunities for solitude. The ste^ volcanic and granitic cliffs
and ^ires provide excellent locations for rock climbing. The presence of
isolated springs among the canyon walls enhances the area's primitive
recreational potential. The Turtle Mountains offer rare opportunities to
view such elusive creatures as the desert bi^om sheqp and golden eagle in
their natural habitat. The c^portunities contribute to the area's appeal.

Within the Turtle Mountains VKA, "the earth and its community of life are
untrammeled by man," and "man is truly a visitor v^o does not remain."



Ihe suitability recxanraendation will preclude any further vehicular use of
approximately 25 miles of primitive access routes of travel.

Arecis reocnimended nonsuitable for wilderness are primarily located on the
plains and bajadas surrounding the Turtle Mountains. Also excluded from the
recommended wilderness area is a mountainous region along the northeast
boundary of the WSA. These areas have been excluded due to the evidence of
man's past activities including mining, military cperations, and activity
associated with maintenance of the Colorado River Aqueduct.

Ihe WSA has been used for years for both motorized and nonmotorized
recreation. The rugged interior terrain has traditionally supported
primitive types of recreation. Ihe Mcpah Peaks are recognized as a
challenge for climbers, and are included on the Sierra Club's list of
California Desert Peaks. Motorized vehicle use is pqpular primarily in the
southeast and north portions of the WSA. Riotography, off-hic^way vehicle
{ON) touring, rockhounding, cairping, and si^tseeing are the primary
activities. Ihe greatest demand for rockhounding is in the northern portion
of the WSA, in the area to remain nonwildemess. Ihe prcposed action will
separatB motorized and nonmotorized uses, thereby helping to eliminate
conflicts between the two. Opportunities for primitive recreation will be
enhanced in the interior of the WSA, vAiile motorized activities can continue
on the surrounding area.

Ihe central portion of the WSA, including most of the area reooinmended for
wilderness, has been closed to motor vehicle use since 1976. Consequently,
recreation use patterns in this area are for the most part coanpatible with
wilderness designation. Ihe public's familiarity with the existing vehicle
closure will minimize enforcement pr(±)lems in the new wilderness area,
althou^ some additional vehicle routes will be closed.









TABLE 1 - Land Status and Acreage Summary of the Stuc^ Area

Within Wilderness Study Area Acres
BIM (surface and subsurface) 264,272
Split Estate (BIM surface only)

Iriholdings
State 6,665
Private 4,060

Total 274,997

Within the Reccmmended Wilderness Boundary Acres
BIM (within WSA) 116,480
BIM (outside WSA)

Split Estate (within WSA) ^

Split Estate (outside WSA) ^

Toted BIM Land Reccnimended for Wilderness 116,480

Inholdings-*-

State 3,134
Private 11

Within the Area Not Recoromended for Wilderness Acres
BIM (surface and subsurface) 147,792
Split Estate (BIM surface only)

Total BIM Lands Not Reccnimended for Wilderness 147,792

^ ^jpendix 1 is a detailed description of ihholdings and split
estate tracts included within the stixfy. For purposes of this report,
split estate lands are defined only as those lanc3s with Federal surface
and non Federal subsurface (minerals) . Lands that have Federal
minerals tut non FedercLL surface should be classified in this r^xDrt by
the cwner of the surface estate.



3. CRITERIA CONSIDERED IN DEVEIDPING THE WILDERNESS REOOMMENDftTIC^S

A. Wilderness Characteristics

1. Naturalness : Tlie eirea reccsnmended for wilderness ^^pecirs to have
been affected primarily by the forces of nature. Human alterations
to the naturcil environment consist mainly of a few scattered mining
prospects, and are substantially unnoticeable within the area as a
v*iole. Ihe fire-charred palms at Mc^ah Spring have been vandalized
by visitors, vdio have carved their initials in the blackened trunJcs.

Within the area reocsnmended for nonwildemess, evidence of previous
human activity is more concentrated. Although most claims ctre now
inactive, the ruins of old structures, access roads, and mine
tunnels and pits attest to the considerable mining and prospecting
activity of the past.

2. Solitude ; Within the reccsnmended wilderness area, diverse
tc^xjgraphy and relatively dense vegetation provide visual screening
that enhances a visitor's perc^tion of solitude. Use tends to be
concentrated at well-known sites such as Mcpah Spring. Ihrou^out
the remainder of the area, lack of visitation further accentuates
feelings of solitude and isolation.

In the reccanmended nonwildemess, evidence of human activity
mentioned in the discussion of naturalness soma^^iat reduces the
feeling of remoteness. Also, this area borders directly on well-
traveled routes, including U.S Hi<^way 95. Si^ts and sounds of
traffic on these routes reduces the c^portunity for solitude on the
adjacent portions of the study area.

Ihis WSA is periodically overflcMn by military aircraft as part of
the national defense mission taking place in approved military
operating areas and fli^t corridors. The visual intrusions and
associated noise create periodic teirporary effects on solitude vdiich

are deemed necessary and acceptable as a part of the defense
pr^Daredness of the nation.

3. Primitive and Unconfined Recreation ; Primitive recreation
experiences are available throu^out the WSA. However, the
reconmended wilderness presents hi^er quality c^portunities than
the reccanmended nonwildemess, because its siperior naturalness and
opportunities for solitude enhance the primitive experience.

4. Special Features : Vegetation associated with water sources is

classified in the CDCA Plan as hi<^y sensitive Unusual Plant
Assemblages (UPAs) . A point of special botanical interest is found
at Mcpah Spring vhere there is a stand of five mature California fan
palms and a clurrp of four immature palms. Althou^ a species native
to the California desert, fan palms generally range further south
and did not exist at Mopah Spring until 1924, vtien they were planted
there. While the fan palms of Mopah Spring have been identified as



the northernmost extension of this species, this distinction must be
terrpered by the fact that they are not native to the Turtle
Mountains. No rare, threatened, endangered or sensitive plant
species are kncwn to occur in the WSA.

Wildlife of the Turtle Mountains WSA includes the desert bi^om
she^, prairie falcon, and golden eagle, all BIM sensitive species,

and the desert tortoise, under status review by the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service for possible listing as a threatened or endangered
species. Seversd water sources for bi^om she^ have been
develc^jed, a coc^jerative effort between the Bureau of Land
Management and the California D^iartment of Fish and Game.

The Turtle Mountains WSA enccmpasses a region of hi^ cultural
resource sensitivity. A total of ajproximately 30 archaeological
sites have been recorded within the range, most of v^iich are
associated with springs and seeps. Site types include tenporary
cairps, rock shelters, rock art, rock alignments, tool production
stations and quarry sites. Of special significance is the Mcpah
Springs site near the eastern boundary of the WSA. Here, an
extensive array of resources including petroglyfiis, trails, trail
shrines and markers, and habitation sites occur in a concentrated
area less than one-quarter acre in size. In recognition of the
significance of the site, the Bureau of Land Management designated
the spring and adjacent Mcpah Peaks as an Area of Critical
Environmental Concern (ACEC) in 1980.

The western part of the Turtle Mountains WSA is an area formerly
occtpied by the Chemehuevi tribe, for which the Turtle Mountains
have ritual significance. A Chemehuevi campsite lies in the middle
of the Turtle Mountains in the northeast section of the WSA. A
Chemehuevi trail enters the WSA in the northeast and runs adjacent
to the entire northern border.

The Turtle Mountains are nationally kncwn to hci±)yist rock and
mineral collectors as the source of chalcedony deposits known as
"Mcpah Roses" because of their resemblance to the folded petals of a
rose.

B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System

1. Assessing the diversity of natural systems and features as
represented by ecosystems : Two major ecosystems overlap in the
Turtle Mountains WSA. This WSA contains 148,590 acres of the
American Desert/Creosote Bush-Bur Sage (Larrea-Franseria ) , and
115,682 acres of the American Desert/Palo Verde-cactus shrub
(Cercidium-Opuntia ) ecosystems. Because of its position in an
ecological transition zone, the WSA contains an unusual diversity of
plant and aniiral species.



Table 2 - EcxDsystem R^resentation

Bailey-Kachler
Classificaticxi NWPS Areas Other BIM Studies
Domain/Province/FNV areas acres areas acres

American Desert/Creosote
Bush-Bur Sage 3 126,033 48 1,423,067

American Desert/Palo Verde-
Cactus Shrub 2 271,403

CALIFORNIA

42 1,429,749

American Desert/Creosote
Bush-Bur Sage 2 26,427 20 828,606

American Desert/Palo Verde-
Cactus Shrub 11 477,770

2. Expanding the opportunities for solitude or primitive recreation
within a day's driving time (five hours) of major population
centers : The WSA is within a five-hour drive of six major
population centers. Table 3 summarizes the number and acreage of
wilderness arecis and other BLM stuc^ areas within a five-hour drive
of these population centers.

Table 3

Wilderness Opportunities for Residents
of Major Population Centers

Pc^xilation

Centers
NWPS cireas

cireas acres
Other BIM Studies

areas acres

California

Anaheim-Santa Ana
Los Angeles-Long Beach
Riverside-San Bernardino
San Diego

25
27
22

15

2,823,534
2,876,234
2,031,054
1,043,680

153
135
205
100

5,703,616
4,958,751
7,658,649
3,378,814

Arizona

Fhoenix 40 1,758,456 118 4,449,908

Nevada

Tas Vegas 46 3,507,293 311 11,186,463
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3. Balancing the gecxTraphic distribution of wilderness areas : The
closest designated wilderness area is in Joshua Tree National
Monument, managed by the National Park Service, approximately 35
miles southwest. Within 50 air miles of the Turtle Mountains WSA
are nine other BIM study areas recommended for wilderness
designation, eigjit in the California Desert Conservation Area and
one in Arizona's Rioenix District.

C. Manageability

The Turtle Mountains WSA is manageable as wilderness. However, there
cire differences in the ease of manageability between the reccaranended

wilderness and nonwildemess portions of the study area.

The bulk of the reconimended wilderness has been managed as a vehicle
closed area since 1976, so the public is already familiar with the
exclusion of motor vehicles. Ihe reccaranended nonwildemess contains a
system of primitive ways currently cpen to motorized use, and v^ch are
pqpular for CHV touring, canping, hunting, and rockhounding access for
collecting Mcpah roses and other mineral specimens. If this area were
to be designated wilderness, an intensive enforcement effort would be
required to end this established use.

The recommended wilderness does extend beyond the current vehicle
closure, and the south boundary and portions of the east and west
boundari^ follow unsurveyed section lines rather than piiysical

features. These areas will require more posting than other sections of
the boundary to direct recreation users. Hovever, the situation is not
unmanageable because visitors generally use one of five routes into the
area v*iere the bulk of signing and patrol efforts can be focused.

/proximately 80% of the WSA's 102 mining claims are located within the
reocinmended nonwildemess area. Consequently, the prcposed wilderness
will minimize the number of validity exams that will be required, and
thereby minimize potential conflicts between exercise of valid ri^ts
and protection of wilderness values. However, portions of the
r«33nmended wilderness have moderate to high potential for gold and
silver, making it probable that at least some of the claims within this
cirea would withstand a Vcdidity examination, making their develcpnent
possible within a designated wilderness. Manageability of the
recommended wilderness area could be enhanced throu^ acquisition of
valid ri^ts. If future mineral develcpnent occurs here, naturalness
and c^jportunities for solitude will be reduced.

Within the reccnntended wilderness area 3,3 34 acres are owned by the
State of Ccilifomia. These lands are in an undeveloped, pristine
condition and contain hi^ quality wilderness resources. Acquisition of
these lands will enhance the protection of these values and inprove the
overall manageability of the wilderness area.



Military overfli^ts in this WSA must be considered to maintain the
integrity of the existing and future national defense mission as well as
the wilderness resource.

D. Energy and Mineral Resource Values

New data not available during the develcpnent of the C3XA Plan ii^jgraded

the quality of the mineral data regarding the WSA. Map 2 reflects the
minercil resource potential of the VISh based on this new data.

1. Summary of Information Known at the Time of the Preliminary
Suitability Reccanmendation : The Turtle Mountains VKA is located in
the BIM Turtle Mountains Geology-Energy-^lineral (G-E-M) Resource
Area (GKA) . Ihe mineral resource data for this WSA had not been
fully analyzed, integrated, and interpreted at the time the
preliminary suitability recommendation was made. Ihe CECA Plan EIS
did indicate, however, that a possible potential for metals,
uranium, thorium, oil and gas, perlite, and other industricLL
minerals exists in the VGA. As of December 12, 1979, there were 22
urpatented mining claims in this WSA.

2. Summary of Significant New Mineral Resource Data Collected Since the
Preliminary Suitability Recommendation Which Should be Considered in
the Final Reccanmendation : A BIM executive summary ccirpleted in
1982, indicates areas of hi^ to moderate potential exist throu^out
the VBA for metallic minerals, sL^^xDrting the EIS statements. Ihe
r^xDrt identifies these metallic minerals as gold and cc^per with
scaiie silver and iron minerals. Ihese hi^ and moderate potential
areas are predominately located in the southern, west-central, and
extreme northern parts of the Turtle Mountains. Small isolated
areas of high to moderate potential areas are majped at scattered
locations around known mining sites. Moderate potential for
nonmetallic minerals is indicated in the east-central (Mcpah Peaks)
cirea, northwest to the extreme northern part of the WSA. Ihese
minerals are identified as perlite and semi-precious stones and are
majped in isolated areas. Althou^ the CDCA Plan EIS indicated a
potential for uranium, thorium, and oil and gas, the report shewed
only a speculative (lew) potential for these resources.

Ihe U.S. Bureau of Mines (BOM) and U.S. Geologic Survey (USGS)

conducted mineral surveys of the reccanmended suitable portion of the
VSA. BOM. released Mineral Land Assessment (MIA) 6-84 in 1984, and
in December 1987, USGS provided a draft preliminary cc^y of the
joint r^xsrt on the results of the surveys to BIM. Ihe mineral
resource potential on Map 2 for the nonsuitable areas reflect the
previous BIM classification, v^ereas the classification of the
recommended suitable areas are based on the USGS and BCM findings.

Ihe USGS and BCM rqports supported BIM's data as it ajplied to
metcillic minerals but disagreed on the nonmetallic and energy
related minerals.
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Itie USGS r^xjrt identifies large areas of the suitable area that
have a hi^ to moderate potential for gold and silver with by-
product recjovery of cc^per, lead, zinc, inoliiDdenum, and tungsten.

The r^»rt documents the existence of sand and gravel resources but
assigned them a lew potential due to economic reasons. In a letter
dated August 9, 1988 from the Director of the BCM to the Director of
the BLM, it is indicated that a large gold reserve exists on
prcperty adjacent to the study area. Estimates indicate that 10
million tons of gold ore exists.

Ihe USGS r^xDrt differed from BIM's assessment in determining that
only a low potenticd exists for manganese, uranium, thorium,
perlite, ornamental stone, pegmatite minerals (onyx, beryl) , and oil
and gas in the reccxnmended suitable portion of the WSA.

^plications for seven oil and gas leases are pending within the
reccanmended suitable (640 acres) and nonsuitable (5,123 acres)

western portion of the WSA. BLM was directed not to e>5)end

afprcpriated funds on processing oil and gas leases in WSAs under
the ajprcpriation legislation. Uipatented placer and lode mining
claims are concentrated in the north-central portion of the
recorarnended nonsuitable area of the WSA.

Ur^tented lode mining claims are also concentrated in the north-
central portion of the reccaranended suitable area of the WSA.
Urpatented mining claims located in the WSA are summarized in the
following table taken from BIM records dated December, 1987.

Table 4 - Mining Claims

TYPE NUMBER ACRES
MINING CLAIM SUITABLE NONSUIT. TOTAL SUITABLE NONSUIT. TOTAL

lode
Placer
Mill Site

22 20
58
2

42
58
2

440 400
2,320

10

880
2,320

10
Total 22 80 102 440 2.730 3.170

E. Summary of Environmental Consequences of the Proposed Action

1. Impact on Wilderness Values : With the exception of potenticd site-
specific adverse iitpacts caused by mineral develc^srent of valid
claims, existing hi^ quality wilderness values will be retained on
the 44% of the WSA to be designated wilderness. The lover quality
wilderness values on the 56% of the VKA will generally be retained
at their existing levels, with the following exc^jtions: Wilderness
values will gradually decline adjacent to any areas develcped for
mineral production, routes used for dN recreation, and future
wildlife iirprovement projects will have site-specific iirpacts on
naturalness.
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] Recommended tor

J Wilderness

1 Recommended for

j Non Wilderness

1 Land outside WSA
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2. Impacjt on Motorized Recreation : Approximately 16 miles of primitive
ways vAiicii are presently approved vehicle routes will be closed to
motorized use, primarily in the southern porticai of the WSA. The
bulk of the new wilderness is within an area that has been closed to
vehicles since 1976. The remaining cpen routes will continue to be
available for use.

3. Impact on Roddioundincf Opportunities ; There will be no change in
opportunities in the portion of the WSA north of Gary Wash,
including the Carson Well ctrea, the favored location for collecting
Mcpah roses. Current motorized access to this area will continue.
Opportunities will be severely restricted, however, in areas closed
to vehicles because of wilderness designation.

4. Impact on IMisual Plant Assemblages; UPAs at water sources outside
the proposed wilderness will continue to be managed in accordance
with the CDCA Plan, requiring special consideration in environmental
analyses to avoid or minimize impacts, and develc^anent of
rehabilitation measures v^iere impacts are unavoidable. UPAs within
the wilderness will also receive the special consideration mandated
by the CDCA Plan, plus the special legislative protection against
surface-disturbing activities that wilderness designation will
provide.

5. Impact on Native American Values : Sacred features will be subject
to protection under the American Indian Religious Freedom Act. Any
changes in j^ysical appearance or use of sacred sites will be made
only with the concurrence of the affected Native American qrcuap.

Native Aiierican access to traditionally used sites within the
wilderness area will be restricted to nonmotorized means.

6. Impact on Archeoloqical Resources ; Most resources are concentrated
around Mcpah Spring, v^ich will be included within the wilderness
area and thus protected from surface disturbance to the maximum
extent possible. Outside the wilderness, all formally prcposed
acrtions will be subjected to environmental analysis to allow the
detection and salvage of any resources.

7. Impact on Habitat of Wildlife Species of Special Concern : Both
within and outside the wilderness, future planned actions will be
subject to environmental analysis to identify any potential inpacts
to desert tortoise, bi^om sheep, golden eagles, and prairie
falcons, allowing development and inplementation of appropriate
mitigation measures. The bi(^om habitat is almost entirely
contained within the recognmended wilderness, v*iich will help assure
its preservation in a natural state.

8. Impact on Locatable Minerals : Forty-four percent of the WSA will be
withdrawn from mineral entry, including mineral leasing, resulting
in a moderate adverse iitpact to exploration and develcproent since
only those claims with a valid discovery can proceed with
develcpment. The remaining 56% of the WSA not recoammerded for
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wilderness designation will remain cpen for mineral development
based cai explicable laws and regulations and guidelines defined in
the CDCA Plan.

F. Local Social and Etooncmtic Considerations

No local social or econcanic considerations were identified in the CDCA
Plan cind EIS. Therefore, no further discussion of this topic will occur
in this document.

G. Summary of WSA-Specific Public Ccanments

Public ccanments were solicited throu^out cdl phases in the development
of the CDCA Plcin, finalized in 1980. Issues raised 1^ the public during
the Inventory and Study Fhase were taken into account during development
of the Draft Plan Alternatives and Prcposed Plan. The following is a
summary of all comments received. Kiown inaccuracies are noted in
parentheses.

1. Inventory Phase ; Seventeen comments were received. They referred
to the following aspects of the WSA: presence of "roads" within the
WSA, mineral potential, unique geology, outstanding primitive
recreation potential, and outstanding solitude. The "roads" were
field-checked and found to not meet the legal definition. Some
areas were excluded from the recommended area due to mining
activities.

2. Study Riase : Fifty of the letters received during the study phase
favored wilderness designation. Many urged the inclusion of the
northeast portion of the WSA to protect the values of the Chemehuevi
Wash v*iich include the northern limit of ironwood stands, smoke
trees, palo verde, and crucifixion thorn, as well as habitat for
unique species of wood-boring beetles, spadefoot toad, and other
wildlife and a major drainage system for several mountain ranges.
Respondents felt that these hi^ values warrant the rehabilitation
of irrpacts of past mining and motorized vehicle use, much of the
latter a result of the Parker 400 race. Several respondents
recommended deleting the route from the WSA, rerouting it, or
designating only a narrow corridor for the race so that wilderness
qualities could be protected in the rest of the area.

Other areas mentioned specifically for protection inclixied Cotton
Valley, Vidal Valley, Mcpah Peak, Stepladder Mountains (the

St^ladder Mountains are not within this WSA) , Mcpah Springs, and
Homer Wash. Values in need of protection within these areas include
volcanic formations. Nelson bighorn sheep, creosote shrubland,
historic mines, and archaeological sites. The area was described as
a "good biologic guidepost" that could be designated as an
outstanding natural area or cis part of a larger East Mojave National
Park. Day hikes and backpacking were described as excellent in this
area, viiioh is wild and little visited.
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Saone respondents stated that wilderness values exist only in the
interior of the Turtle Mountains, in the middle 30 percent of the
roadless area away fream the visual influence of the aqueduct and
hi^Tways and away from the noise of the railroad and auto traffic.
Other si^ts and sounds said to detract frcm wilderness qucLLity were
aircraft overfli^ts, poverlines, remains of structures, and li<^ts
of nearby ocnraunities at ni^t.

Values more inportant than wilderness, according to some
respCTTdents, include vehicle-related recreation such as four-v*ieel

driving and motorcycle riding, prospecting, rock climbing, trail
riding, canping, and driving for pleasure. Rockhounds mentioned the
loss of the interior of the Turtle Mountains because of the lack of
vehicle access to collect turquoise chrysocolla, banded moss agate,
and the famed "Mc^>ah Roses."

Much of the WSA has good mineral potential, according to seme
respondents. D^xDsits at Horn mine indicate possible significant
amounts of gold, silver, and copper in the area. A need for access
for flood control and derailment work was expressed by the AT&SF
railroad.

Ei^teen comments were received in response to the Public Irpit
Workbook (3/15/79) . Fourteen favored wilderness designation, and
many of these urged inclusion of the northeast Chemehuevi Wash
portion. Three respondents exposed wilderness, preferring
continuation of existing uses.

3. Draft Plan Alternatives : A variety of comments specific to this WSA
were received in response to the Draft Plan Alternatives. Several
agreed with the Protection Alternative v*iich reccsnmended almost all
of this WSA as suitable. Inclusion of the nonmountainous wilderness
in the Chem^uevi Wash area was again mentioned. One respondent
agreed with the amount of wilderness recommended in the Balanced
Alternative, vdiile another disagreed. General comments included the
reccmmendation to add a buffer strip around the wilderness and the
c^inion that exploration for and develc^^ment of oil, gas, and
geothermal resources under the No Action Alternative would be the
best use of the WSA.

The National Outdoor Coalition (NOC) , a coalition of mining,
rockhounding, and off-hi^way vehicle groups, reccmmended wilderness
designaticai for a portion of this WSA, similcir to, but not
identical with, the amount reccmmended in the Use Alternative.
Hundreds of club members sent in printed coi^xjns or letters
supporting this position. Conservation-oriented groups and
individuals supported the Sierra Club position of recommending
cdmost all of the WSA as suitable.
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4. Proposed Plan ; Hundreds of respondents cxarplained that the WSA had
been reduced to just the "ice and rocks, essentially the vertical
cliffs of the Turtle Mountains." They wanted the area es^anded to
that reocnimended in the Protection Alternative of the Draft Plan.
The State of Ccilifomia Department of Resources took this positiOTi.

Some other respondents r^)eated the request that the area be left
open for rockhounding.

No ccsrtiments were received frcm local governments.
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APPENDIX 1

ESTIMATED COSTS OF ACQUISITION OF NON-FEDERAL HOLDINGS WITHIN

AREAS RECOMMENDED FOR DESIGNATION

TURTLE MOUNTAINS WSA (CDCA-307)

TYPE OF ESTIMATED

OWNERSHIP COST OF

BY ESTATE ACQUISITION

LEGAL

DESCRIPTION NUMBER PRESENTLY PREFERRED LAND PROCESSING

PARCEL TOTAL OF SURFACE SUBSURFACE PROPOSED FOR METHOD OF COSTS COSTS

No. TWNSHP RNG SEC MERIDIAN ACREAGE OWNERS ESTATE ESTATE ACQUISITION ACQUISITION ($1000) ($1000)

1 3N. 20E. 16 SBM 640 STATE STATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

2 3N. 20E. 36 SBM 640 STATE STATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

3 3N. 21E. 16 SBM 600 STATE STATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

4 3N. 21E. 36 SBM 640 STATE STATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

5 2N. 20E. 16 SBM 625 STATE STATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

These figures were derived from Bureau Land Records and provide for more detail than GIS estimates and therefore

may differ from acreage summaries in Table 1.
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1. THE STUDY AREA. 87,983 acres

The Chemehuevi Mountains WSA is at the eastern edge of San Bernardino County
and the California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA) . Ihe nearest cities are
Needles, California, 12 miles northwest; and Lake Havasu City, Arizona, 40
road miles east. The stiidy area contains 61,853 acres of public land under
the jurisdicticxi of the Bureau of Land Management (BIM) , 3,158 acres of
State land, and 22,972 private land (see Map 1 and Table 1)

.

U.S. Hi<^Tway 95 borders the WSA on the west. The north boundary is a
combination of section lines and a gas line maintenance road. At the
northeast comer, the WSA boundary follcws the administrative boundary of
the CDCA until it meets the Havasu National Wildlife Refuge. The east WSA
boundary coincides with the wildlife refuge boundary, and the Chemehuevi
Indian Reservation boundary. The Colorado River is one-half of a mile to
four miles from the WSA's east edge. The south boundary of the WSA is
Havasu Landing Road and a paver transmission line.

The Chemehuevi Mountains are a horseshoe-shaped range, with the open end
facing eastward toward the Colorado River. Contained within the arms of the
horseshoe is a large central valley with low rolling hills covered by dense
stands of cholla and other cactus, ocotillo, and an occasional agave. On
the west, the mountains drcp sharply to a bajada that leads into Chemehuevi
Valley. Viewed frcm the west, the strikingly li^t, almost v^te, granite
peaks contrast sharply with the rich green creosote and cactus-covered
bajada. A few miles from the Colorado River, the mountains change
dramatically frcm li^t-colored granite to dark red and gray volcanic spires
and mesas. Broad, sandy, tree-lined washes cross the WSA from west to
east. The largest of these washes, Trairpas, has cut its way throu*^ the
mountains, providing the easiest access into the interior of the WSA for
hikers, and the only access route for vehicles to the Colorado River.

The WSA was studied under Section 603 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FLFMA) . Four alternatives were analyzed in the Draft and
Final Environmental Iirpact Statements (EISs) for the CDCA Plan: protection,
use, balanced, and no action; a summary of the area's wilderness values was
included in Afpendix III of the Final EIS.

2. REOOMMENDATTON AND RATinNfATR 87,375 acres recommended for
wilderness
BLM acres recommended
for nonwildemess

All wilderness is the reccanmendation for this WSA. In addition to the
Federal acreage reccnimended for wilderness, BIM recommends that 3,158 acres
of State land, and 22,364 acres of private land be acquired throu^ exchange
or purchase and designated as wilderness. With acquisition of these



iriholdings, a toted of 87,375 acres are recxamended for wilderness. I

i^pendix 1 lists all iriholdings and provides additional information on their !

acquisition. All wilderness is the balanced alternative and environmentally |

preferable alternative, as outlined in the CDCA Plan and further eaqjlained ';

in the California Wilderness Study Overview.

Ihe all-wilderness reccamraendation is based on the following rationale:
(1) the stuK^ area's wilderness qualities exeirplify the definition of
wilderness provided in the Wilderness Act, and provide unconmon primitive
recreation cjportunities; (2) wilderness designation would preserve, in its |

natural state, a portion of a ecologicail transition zone with unijsual

diversity of plant and animal species; and (3) wilderness designation would |

create few conflicts with other resource uses.
1

The WSA's diverse topography and relatively dense vegetation offer visual '

screening v^ch creates numerous opportunities for solitude. The ste^
j

volcanic and granitic cliffs and spires provide excellent locations for
\

desert rock climbing and exploration. The closeness of the Ctolorado River
|

makes a ccambined desert hiJdjig and canoeing trip possible, a combination of \

recreational cpportunities found in few other recommended wilderness areeis

in the California desert. Good scenic quality and cpportunities to view
desert bi^om she^ and hunt desert mule deer contribute to the ajpecil of I

this primitive region. The suitability recommendation will preclude any 1

further vehicular use of ajproximately 35 miles of primitive access routes
of travel.

A thin strip of land between the Chemehuevi Mountains WSA and the Colorado
River is administered by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (Havasu National

|

Wildlife Refuge) and Arizona BIM's Yuma District. The 960 acres of '

Qiemehuevi/Needles AD WSA (AZ-050-004) have been recommended suitable for
I

wilderness designation. In 1978, the President recoaranended that 2,510 acres I

of contiguous Refuge lands and lands on the east bank of the river be
i

included within the National Wilderness Preservation System. Inclusion of
j

both BIM and Refuge lands in the Wilderness System would result in a
combined wilderness of over 60,000 acres and afford unique c^portunities for i

a combined desert hiking/bac}q)acking/canoeing experience. Since Refuge
j

lands are closed to canping, ELM wilderness lands within a mile of the river
j

would be an iiiportant coatponent of the overall experience. The combined
BIM-U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service wilderness would also enhance overall

|

protection of the unique variety of wildlife habitats found in the area. i

The VKA contains a mixture of Sonoran and Mojave Desert species. The flora
and fauna of the area are also influenced by the proximity of the Colorado
River. The VISA'S position between two desert ecosystems, plus the infusion
of river species and ^Decies found principcilly to the east in Arizona, give j

this area an unusually high species diversity. Wilderness designation would i

protect the rich diversity of plant and animal life by preserving their
habitat in its natural state.

In addition to the outstanding scenic, wildlife, and primitive recreational
\

values, U.S. Bureau of Mines BOM & U.S. Geological Survey (USGS)
j

investigations conducted in the VISA indicate that nearly the entire area has
\



low potential for mineral and energy resources. The WSA currently contains
no urpatented mining claims. Therefore, wilderness designation will create
very few conflicts with other resource uses.

TABLE 1 - Land Status and Acreage Summary of the Study Area

Within Wilderness Study Area
BIM (surface and subsurface)
Split Estate (BIM surface only)

Inholdings
State
Private

Total

Within the Reccanmended Wilderness Boundary
BIM (within WSA)
BIM (outside WSA)
Split Estate (within WSA) ^

Split Estate (outside WSA)

^

Total BIM land Reooanmended for Wilderness

Inholdings^
State
Private

Within the Area Not Reconmended for Wilderness
BIM (surface and subsurface)
Split Estate (BIM surface only)

Total BIM Land Not Reconmended for Wilderness

Acres
61,853

3,158
22,972

87,983

Acres
61,853

61,853

3,158
22,364

Acres

^ ^3pendix 1 is a detailed description of inholdings and split
estate tracts included within the stuc^. For purposes of this r^xDrt,
split estate lands are defined only as those lands with Federal surface
and non Federal subsurface (minerals) . Lands that have Federal
minerals but non Federal surface should be classified in this r^xDrt by
the owner of the surface estate.
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3. CRITERIA OONSIDERED IN DEVE3X>PING THE WILDERNESS REOOMMENDftTICKS

A. Wilderness Charac±eristics

1. Naturalness ; Most of this large area has been affected primarily by
natural forces, with man's inprint substantially unnoticeable. An
unmaintained off-hi^way vehicle trail splits the area, running from
the west boundary throu^ the mountains and Trairpas Wash to the
Colorado River. Ihis access route is located in sancty washes, vAiere

tracks eire erased with each rain storm. There is one big-game
guzzler in the central portion of the WSA. An unmaintained way runs
thrxxK^ the WSA for four miles on the west side of the small
Sawtooth Range, but has little effect i^xDn the naturalness of the
area as the surrounding vegetation provides effective screening.

2. Solitude : Ihe diverse tcpogr^]hy and dense vegetation offers a
degree of visual screening v*iich creates numerous opportunities for
solitude.

This WSA is periodically overflown by military aircraft as part of
the national defense mission taking place in approved military
operating areas and fli^t corridors. The visual intrusions and
associated noise create periodic tenporary effects on solitude which
are deemed necessary and acc^jtable as a part of the defense
pn^jaredness of the nation.

3. Primitive and Unconfined Recreation ; The area has a variety of
challenging terrain for hikers, and coipled with the relatively low
visitation, opportunities for a primitive recreation experienca are
abundant. The ste^ volcanic and granitic cliffs and spires provide
excellent locations for desert rock climbing and exploration.

4. Special Features ; Althou^ the area is predicted to be rich in
cultural resources, only about 30 sites have been recorded because
less than one and one-half square miles have been systematically
inventoried by archaeologists. The sites located so far are stone
tool quarries and production sites, habitation areas including rock
shelters and c^Den air canps as indicated by slewing circles and
fire rings, and rock art. One of the finest exairples of rock eirt in
the Mojave Desert is a pictograph on the ceiling of a rock shelter
in the southern Chemehuevi Mountains. It shows a large cracked and
split red sphere about three feet across being held by two black
hands. Pottery, stone tools, cind other material remains of
prehistoric cultures have been found cilong the trails and at
abandoned canps or shelters.

The Chemehuevi Mountains mark the southern end of the territory
formerly oocxpied by the Mchave Indians, making it likely that most
of the prehistoric materials found here were left by their
ancestors. The WSA's pictographs and petroglyjAis are sacred images
to the Mciiave living in Parker and Needles.



Hie eastern side of the Chemehuevi Mcfuntains are inhabited by a band
of wild cUTd free-roaming burros. The mountains sii^jport a herd of 25
to 30 desert bi^om she^, a BIM sensitive species in California,
One big-game guzzler has been installed to suj^ort this population
eind the eirea is of hi^ priority for eventual bi^om she^
transplants fron other areas. The WSA contains habitat for the
desert tortoise, a ^jecies under status review by the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service for possible listing as threatened or endangered,
.^jproximately five square miles of the VKA supports population
densities of 50 to 100 tortoises per square mile. Another 13 square
miles support densities of 20 to 50 tortoises per square mile.

B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System

1. Assessincf the diversity of natural systems and features as
represented by ecosystenis : The WSA is located vAiere the Sonoran and
Mojave Deserts meet. This VGA contains 32,682 acres of the American
Desert/Creosote bush (Larrea ) and 29,171 acres of the American
Desert/Creosote Bush-Bur Sage (Larrea-Franseria ) ecosystem. The
WSA's position between these two desert ecosystems, ccgtibined with
its location on the Colorado River, give this area an uncanmonly
rich diversity of plant and animal species.

Table 2 - Ecosystem R^resentation

Bailey-Kuchler
Classification
Dcgnain/Province/HJV

American Desert/Creosote Bush
American Desert/Creosote Bush-

Bur Sage

American Desert/Creosote Bush
American Desert/Creosote Bush-

Bur Sage

NWPS Areas Other ELM Studies
areas acres areas acres

NATIONWIDE

1 343,753 117 4,235,158

3 126,033 48 1,542,833

CALIFORNIA

1 343,753 88 3,621,354

2 26,427 20 948,372

2. Expanding the opportunities for solitude or primitive recreation
within a day's drivincr tme (five hours) of major tx)pulation

centers ; The WSA is within a five-hour drive of five major
population centers. Table 3 summarizes the number and acreage of
wilderness areas and other BIM study areas within a five-hour drive
of these peculation centers.



Table 3

Wilderness Opportunities for Residents
of Major Peculation Centers

PopulaticMi
Centers

California

Anaheim-Santa Ana
Los Angeles-Long Beach
Riverside-San Bernardino

Arizona

Phoenix

Nevada

Las Vegas

NWPS areas Other BIM Studies
areas acres cireas acres

25 2,823,534 153 5,703,616
27 2,876,234 135 4,958,751
22 2,031,054 205 7,658,649

40 1,758,456 118 4,449,908

46 3,507,293 311 11,126,463

3. Bcilancinq the aeoqra]:^ic distribution of wilderness areas : Ihe
closest designated wilderness is in Joshua Tree National Monument,
managed by the National Park Service, 60 air miles southwest. Nine
BIM stucty areas reoanmended for wilderness designation are within 50
air miles of the Chemehuevi Mountains WSA, five in Arizona's Phoenix
District, one in Arizona's Yuma District, and three in the
California Desert District.

C. Manageability

The Chemehuevi Mountains WSA is manageable as wilderness. Ihe north,
west, and south boundaries follow readily identifiable features v*iich

would limit posting requirements. Ihe east boundary is contiguous with
lands proposed for wilderness by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and
Arizona BLM's Yuma District.

To make all lands within the boundary wilderness, 97 sections of private
lands and four sections belonging to the State of California will need
to be acquired.

A portion of the Colorado River Burro Herd Management Area is within the
WSA. Wilderness designation could have inpacts on management of the
burro population, as current census and round-ip techniques may not be
coaoppatible with wilderness management.

Presently, the vehicle route throu^ Traitpas Wash provides inportant
access to the WSA, for ELM and California Department of Fish and Game
administrative purposes, maintenance of the bi^om she^ guzzler, and
for recreational purposes, both motorized and nonmotorized. Continued



motorized use in Tranpas Wash is a viable management c^ion for C3c»Tgress

to consider. Points in Tranpas Wash presently serve as trailheads for
hiking and backpacking.

Military overfli^ts in this WSA must be considered to maintain the
integrity of the existing and future national defense missicai as well as
the wilderness resource.

D. Enertyy and Mineral Resource Values

1. Summar/ of Information Khcv/n at the Time of the Preliminary
Suitability Reccanmendation ; Ihe Chemehuevi Mountains WSA is located
in the BIM Sacramento Mountains Geology-Energy-^tLnercLL (G-E-M)
Resource Area (GKA) . Ihe minerEd resource data for the WSA had not
been fully analyzed and interpreted at the time of the preliminary
suitability reccnimendation. However, the CDCA Plan EIS did indicate
that there was an unclassified potentieil for metals, clay, and sand
and gravel in the WSA. As of December 1979 there were no urpatented
mining claims located in the WSA; however, there were two large
blocks of 597 uipatented mining claims just outside the western
boundary of the WSA.

2. Summary of Significant New Mineral Resource Data Collected Since the
Preliminary Suitability Recommendation Which Should be Considered in
the Final Reccanmendation ; USGS and BCM conducted mineral surveys of
the WSA from 1981 to 1982. Ihe BCM released a r^ort of their
activity in 1983 (MLA-42-83) . Results of these surveys were
released in a ccanbined mineral survey summary r^x)rt. Ihis r^wrt
determined that the entire Oiemehuevi Mountains WSA had only a lew
potential for mineral resources. Surface mineralization was
identified at the Blue Boy Mine, in the north-central portion of the
WSA. Ihe Blue Boy develcprents consist of a shaft 40 feet de^ on a
fault zone, with surface staining of cc^per oxides. Sanples taken
by the BCM indicated secondary concentrations of ccpper (20,000
parts per million) and gold (50 parts per million) . It was found
that the mineralization was lew grade, and is probably a near-
surface secondary enrichment not extending to d^>th. Ihe analysis
of sanples fron the Blue Boy Mine shews that ccpper ranges at two
percent, and gold at one and one-half ounces per ton. Based on the
BIM classification system, the area of the fault structure develcped
by the Blue Boy Mine in the north central portion of the WSA is

classified as having a moderate potential for the occurrence of
cejper and gold, as shewn on Map 2.

Sand and gravel deposits were identified near the margins of the
mountains along the southern and eastern boundaries of the WSA.

Because there are more readily accessible deposits outside the WSA,

USGS classified these deposits as having a lew potential.

As of December 1987, there were no urpatented mining claims,

located within the WSA, recorded with the BIM.
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E. Summary of Environmental Consecaiences of the Proposed Action

1. Impact on Wilderness Vcdues : Wilderness values will be maintained
throuc^ wilderness designation of the entire study area. If the
vehicle route through Traitpas Wash is closed, ofportunities for
primitive recreation will be constrained by a lade of access to the
area.

2. Impact on Motorized Recreation : ^proximately 21 miles of primitive
ways and washes v*iich serve as vehicle routes will be closed to cill

motorized use. If the 11-mile Traitpas Wash route is left open to
motor vehicles, the prcposed action will have only a minimal
negative inpact.

3. Impact on Management of Bicdiom Sheep and Desert Tortoise
Populations : Ihe habitat of these species will be preserved in a
natural condition. However, restrictions will be placed on
motorized access for management activities such as sheep transplants
and water source maintenance. Once the area is designated
wilderness, an administrative determination will be made to provide
for maintenance of bi<^om she^ guzzlers.

4. Impact on Cultural Resources : Reduction of vehicular access will
reduce vandalism to archeological sites. Hovever, restrictions will
be placed on resource stabilization and scientific excavation.

5. Impact on Native American Uses and Values : Access to sacred sites
will be restricted to nonmotorized means. Sites with religious
significance will be protected under the American Indian Religious
Freedcxn Act.

6. Impact on Management of Wild Burro Population : Wilderness
designation would have minor adverse inpacts on burro management in
the area. Viable, healthy pcpulations of wild burros will be
maintained in the wilderness area as prescribed in the Wild
Free-Roaming Horse and Burro Act of 1971, as amended. Periodic
forage studies, herd counts, and roundups will be required to
maintain the wild burro population of the Chemehuevi Mountain within
the carrying capacity determined by the Colorado River Herd
Management Area Plan. Scane techniques currently used will have to
be discontinued as they are not carpatible with wilderness
management.

F. IocclL Social and Econcmic Considerations

No local socicLL or econcsnic considerations were identified in the CDCA
Plan and EIS. Therefore, no further discussion of this tcpic will occur
in this document.
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G. Summary of WSA-Specific Public Ccannvents

Public ccranents were solicited thrxxK^out all phases in the develcpment
of the CDCA Plan, finalized in 1980. Issues raised by the public during
the Inventory and Study Phase were taken into account during develcponent
of the Draft Plan Alternatives and Prcposed Plan. The follcwing is a
summciry of all ccmments received. VncMn inaccuracies are noted in
parentheses.

1. Inventory Phase ; Comments dealing with inventory indicated the
existence of the je^ trail throu^ Tranpas Wash. Other canments

' agreed with the findings.

2. Study Phase : Of the 12 ccaoranents received on this WSA, six were in
favor of wilderness designation. Features noted in support of this
reccsnmendation include special wildlife values - the Great Plains
toad, Great Basin Spadefoot toad, tree lizard, western ground
snake, Sonoran lyre snake, bi<^om sheep, and mountain lions. Other
features were scenic rock grcxjpings, archaeological artifacts, and,
as one respondent put it, "beautiful groipings of rocks, palo verde
and cacti in a setting of utter solitude." One respondent suggested
ccanbining the Cliemehuevi Valley, Turtle Mountains, and Whijple
Mountains into a contiguous wilderness area.

Requests for access for various multiple uses included the
following: potential for oil, gas, and geothermal resources may
exist in the area; the Bureau of Reclamation may need the east face
of the mountains for the Colorado River Project rip-r^ sites; AT&SF
Railroad personnel need access for flood control, drainage surveys
and derailment work.

Only the middle 50 percent of the V^A has outstanding wilderness
values according to one letter. Another respondent pointed out
features vstiich degrade wilderness quality in the outer portions of
the WSA. These include the Southern California Gas Company
Pipeline, the Metropolitan Water District's 230 KV transmission
line. State Route 95 and Lake Havasu Road, all of v*iich were said to
present a visual influence for one to two miles into the WSA.

Concern about the effect of private land holdings was also stressed.

Three ccsmments were received in response to the Public Irpjt
Workbook (3/15/79) . They reccinmended boundary changes to enhance
wilderness quality, to maximize wilderness, or to restrict motorized
vehicle use. One stated that access is inadequate for entering
exploration areas.

3. Draft Plan Alternatives : Several coaranents specific to this WSA were
received in response to the Draft Plan Alternatives. Some
respondents agreed with the Protection Alternative. Others wanted
more wilderness added by combining inventory units 309 and 309A.
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General canments include the opinion that exploration for and
develc^xnent of oil, gas, and geothermal resources under the No
Acticxi Alternative would be the best use of the WSA.

Ihe National Outdoor Coalition (NOC) , a coalition of mining,
rocJdiounding, and off-highway vehicle groi:qps, reccmnended that the
center of the WSA should be designated wilderness, the western
portion Class "M" (medium use) , and the eastern portion Class "L"

(limited use) . This position was si^jported by cot^xjns and letters
sent by hundreds of members of NOC organizations. Hie Sierra Club
and other conservation-oriented groi^ si:?ported the Beilanced

Alternative, v*iidi recommended the entire WSA as suitable.

4. Proposed Plan : Few specific ccanments addressed this particulcir WSA
in response to the Prcposed Plan and Final EIS. One new issue was
brou^t up by an applicant for a grazing lease vAiich overlapped the
southern portion of the WSA.

5. 1981 CDGA Plan Amendments ; In 1981, a proposal was made to add a
new grazing allotment to the WSA. The new allotment would cover the
southern portion of WSA 310, part of the Chemehuevi Valley. Ihe
amendment was approved.

Fifteen letters were received in response to this prcposal, four in
favor and eleven opposed. One person favoring approval stated that
the allotment had apparently been overlooked in the original surveys
and that it would be unfair to penalize the pecple v*io claimed to
have been grazing in the area for decades. Another said that if the
allotment is ajproved, the BIM should require that one burro be
removed for each ten cattle authorized.

Most persons v*io exposed the grazing allotment were concerned about
potential inpact on the desert tortoise v^ch is at present in hi^
concentrations in the Fenner-CJiemehuevi Veilley. Others mentioned
the danger to the resources of soil and wildlife.

No canments were received frcan loccil governments.
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APPENDIX 1

ESTIMATED COSTS OF ACQUISITION OF NON-FEDERAL HOLDINGS WITHIN

AREAS RECOMMENDED FOR DESIGNATION

CHEMEHUEVI MOUNTAINS WSA (CDCA-310)

TYPE OF ESTIMATED

OWNERSHIP COST OF

BY ESTATE ACQUISITION

LEGAL

DESCRIPTION NUMBER PRESENTLY PREFERRED LAND PROCESSING

PARCEL TOTAL 1}F SURFACE SUBSURFACE PROPOSED FOR METHOD OF COSTS COSTS

No. TWNSHP RNG SEC MERIDIAN ACREAGE OWNERS ESTATE ESTATE ACOUISITION ACOUISITION ($1000) ($1000)

1 5N. 23E. 36 SBM 520 1 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 52.0 2.5

2 7N. 23E. 13 SBM 640 1 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

3 7N, 23E. 16 SBM *(100) 3 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE (10.0) 7.5

4 7N. 23E. 21 SBM 640 1 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

5 7N. 23E. 25 SBM 640 1 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

6 7N. 23E. 29 SBM 640 1 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

7 7N. 23E. 33 SBM 640 1 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

8 7N. 23E. 36 SBM 640 1 STATE STATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

9 6N. 23E. 1 SBM 640 I PRIVATE PRIVATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

10 6N. 23E. 5 SBM 640 I PRIVATE PRIVATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

n 6N. 23E. 9 SBM 650 1 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

12 6N. 23E. 13 SBM 640 1 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

13 6N. 23E. 16 SBM 640 I STATE STATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

14 6N. 23E. 17 SBM 640 1 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

15 6N. 23E. 21 SBM 640 1 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

16 6N. 23E. 25 SBM 640 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

17 6N. 23E. 29 SBM 640 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

18 6N. 23E. 33 SBM 640 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

19 6N. 23E. 36 SBM 640 STATE STATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

20 6N. 22E. 1 SBM 320 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

21 6N. 22E. 13 SBM 480 1 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

22 6N. 22E. 25 SBM 640 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

23 6N. 22E. 36 SBM *(640) s;5 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE (64.0) 132.5

24 5N. 22E. 1 SBM 580 1 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

25 5N. 23E. 1 SBM 640 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

26 5N. 23E. 5 SBM 640 1 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

27 5N. 23E. 9 SBM 640 1 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

28 5N. 23E. 13 SBM 320 1 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

29 5N. 23E. 16 SBM 640 1 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

30 5N. 23E. 17 SBM 320 1 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

31 5N. 24E. 5 SBM 640 1 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

32 5N. 24E. 9 SBM *(640) 2: PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE (64.0) 5.0

33 5N. 24E. 16 SBM 640 1 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 64.0 2.5

34 5N. 24E. 17 SBM 120 1 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 12.0 2.5

35 6N. 24E. 5 SBM 640 1 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

36 6N. 24E. 9 SBM 640 1 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

These figures were derived from Bureau Land Records and provide for more detail than GIS estimates and therefore

may differ from acreage summaries in Table 1.



(APPENDIX 1 CHEMEHUEVI MOUNTAINS WSA CON'T)

TYPE OF ESTIMATED

OWNERSHIP COST OF

BY ESTATE ACQUISITION

LEGAL

DESCRIPTION NUMBER PRESENTLY PREFERRED LAND PROCESSING

PARCEL TOTAL OF SURFACE SUBSURFACE PROPOSED FOR METHOD OF COSTS COSTS

No. TWNSHP RNG SEC MERIDIAN ACREAGE OWNERS ESTATE ESTATE ACQUISITION ACQUISITION ($1000) ($1000)

37 6N. 24E. 16 SBM 640 STATE STATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

38 6N. 24E. 17 SBM 640 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

39 6N. 24E. 21 SBM 640 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

40 6N. 24E. 29 SBM 640 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

41 6N. 24E. 33 SBM 640 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

42 7N. 24E. 21 SBM 640 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

43 7N. 24E. 29 SBM 640 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

44 7N. 24E. 33 SBM 640 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

* Indicates that exact parcel acreage is unknown,

in a particular section are shown in ( ).

Total acreage and total estimated costs for all such parcels

These figures were derived from Bureau Land Records and provide for more detail than GIS estimates and therefore

may differ from acreage summaries in Table 1.
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1. THE STUDY AREA 92,282 acres

The Whipple Mountains WSA is located in San Bernardino County in the eastern
portion of the California Desert Conservation Area (CDGA) . Ihe nearest
ccsrranunity is Pcirker, Arizcaia, located ten miles southeast. Ihe WSA includes
87,333 acres of public land under the jurisdiction of the Bureau of Land
Management (BIM) , 4,120 acres of State lands and 829 acres of private lands
(see Map 1 and Table 1)

.

The stucfy area is bounded on the northeast by a pcwerline, and in places its
associated access road. The Chemehuevi Indian Reservation lands ailso form a
portion of the northern boundary. To the east, the boundary is delineated
by land withdrawn to the Bureau of Reclamation, and then it diverges tcward
the center of the study area to avoid surface disturbances caused by
historic mining. Ihe southern boundary follows tlie edge of a dirt road
\«^ch accesses the Colorado River Aqueduct, and then trends west follcwing
the tcpograf^iy of the Whipple Mountain formation. On the west side, the
boundary is defined by a series of dirt roads.

The Whijple Mountains ccamprise the dominant Icindform within this WSA. The
mountains are a large east-west oriented massif. The western one-hcilf is
composed of pale green formations. A lew angle fault separates the pale
green formations of the western side from the striking brick-red, steely
carved volcanics to the east. Landforms are diverse and range from valley
floors and washes to ste^)-walled canyons, doanned peate and eroded spires
towering to 4,000 feet in elevation. Among the rugged peaks and meandering
washes are natural bridges of red-brown lava and horizontally striped,
brick-red sedimentary rock capped with gray-green sediment. Flowing
westward from these color contrasting spires, domes and bridges are bajadas
with isolated lava rock masses and red sandstone outcrcps. Large areas of
desert pavement can also be found. Two major vegetation associations are
present within the study area; the Sonoran creosote bush scrub and the
Sonoran thorn forest. Dcaminant vegetation is creosote bush scrub, and
locally dense stands of palo verde, ironwood, smoke tree and numerous
species of cacti including cholla, saguaro, foxtail and Mojave prickly pear.

Ihe Whipple Mountains contain concentrations of some of the most significant
and sensitive cultural resources in the California Desert. Over 30
archaeological sites are known within the WSA. Ihe entire eastern half of
the VSA is marked by extreme sensitivity to Native Americans. In 1981,
portions of the eastern Whipple Mountains were designated as an Area of
Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC) to provide for the protection of the
cultural and Native American resources present in the area. Ihe ACEC
overlaps less than one percent of the WSA.



The WSA was studied under Section 603 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FLTMA) . Various suitability recommendations were analyzed
in the Draft and Final Enviroranenteil Iitpact Statements (EIS) for the CDCA
Plan and a summary of the area's wilderness values was incliided in Appendix
III of the Final EIS. Six different suitability recommendations were
analyzed in the EIS's: all wilderness, no wilderness and four partial
alternatives ranging frcm 85% to 90% suitable.

2. REpgyiMENDATION AND RATIONAIE 74,515 acres reccmmended for
wilderness

15,270 BIM acres recanmended
for nonwildemess

Partial wilderness (81% suitable) is the reccammendation for this WSA. Ihe
15,270 acres in this WSA reccanmended nonsuitable are released for uses other
tlian wilderness. In addition to the Federal acreage reccammended for
wilderness, BLM reccsnmends that 173 acres of private land and 2,279 acres of
State lands be acquired through purchase or exchange and designated as
wilderness. With acquisition of these inholdings, a total of 74,515 acres
are reccsnmended for wilderness, i^pendix 1 lists all inholdings and
provides additional information on their acquisition. This reccanmendation
will be iirplemented in a manner vAiich will use all practical means to avoid
or minimize environmental iirpacts.

Ihe Balanced Alternative is the environmentally preferable alternative as
outlined in the CDCA Plan and further explained in the California Wilderness
Study Overview.

Those lands reccsnmended suitable possess an outstanding primitive character
exenplifying the qualities described in the definition of wilderness
contained in Section 2(c) of the Wilderness Act. In addition to these
exertional wilderness values, the area contains many special features that
would benefit fron the protection afforded a designated wilderness area.

Because of the rou^iness of the terrain, the area is undisturbed by man and
is affected primarily by natural forces. Most of the area in the Whipple
Mountains v^ch is recommended suitable has been closed to vehicle use since
1973. In the area not closed, vehicle use has been limited to designated
routes of travel. The suitability recommendation will preclude any further
vehicular use of approximately nine miles of primitive access routes of
travel. Impacts associated with this activity, v^le ccmmon in other
areas, are absent in the Whifples. Within the Whipple Mountains, the "earth
and its conraunity of life are untrammeled by man" and "man himself is a
visitor v*io does not remain." The diverse and unique landforms offer
excellent c^portunities for hiking, backpacking, photography and other
primitive and unconfined types of recreation. Dew visitation and the
screening effects of rugged peaks and canyons insure anple c^portunities for
the seeker of solitude. The variety of recreational c^portunities are
limited only by the capabilities and interests of the visitor.



Ihe Whipple Mountains cxaitain an abundance of special features vdiich enhance
the eurea's value as wilderness. Here, one can find seme of the desert's
most interesting landfonns and color displays. Ihe ste^, brick-red
mountains rise sharply frcro the Colorado River and extend westward, cut by
countless ste^j-^^alled canyons. Many varieties of vegetation, including
agave, yucca and diolla add to the outstanding scenic quality of the area.
The regicai st^Dports numerous mammal species, including the desert mule deer
and the desert bi^om she^, a BIM sensitive species, reintroduced to the
area in 1983. The bajadas, swe^ing dcwn fron the mountain's western slope,
provide excellent habitat for the desert tortoise, another BIM sensitive
species. Within these mountains, there are many areas vAiere the remnants of
prehistoric Native American cultures are evident.

Ihere is one significant resource conflict that affects this WSA. Ihe
Whipple Mountains have, historically, been an area vdiere mineral resources
have been extensively eaqslored and developed. There has been production of
gold, cc^per, and manganese, and within these mountains, there remain
substantial demonstrated ccpper reserves. Within this WSA, there are areas
with hi<^ potenticil for the occurrence of ccypper, gold, silver, and
manganese. Areas of moderate potenticil exist for the occurrence of arsenic,
molybdenum, silver, gold, ccpper, manganese and uranium.

The CDCA plan determined that, within the portion of the WSA reccinmended as
suitable, the value of the wilderness resources exceeded the value of the
mineral resource. Wilderness designation of the suitably reccanmended

portion of the Whipple Mountain WSA would enhance the inportant scenic,
wildlife, natural, and cultural resources of the area.

The remaining portion of this WSA is not recoranended for wilderness
designation. Within this nonsuitable area, conflicts between mineral
exploration and development and wilderness designation were recognized,
^proximately 15,270 acres of public land in the WSA are recoinmended as
nonsuitable for wilderness designation. This nonsuitable designation would
allow access for mineral exploration and development and still protect the
identified wildlife, scenic, cultural and Native American resources.

Within the nonsuitable area, wilderness values lack significance. Here,
naturalness has been reduced by historic mining activity. A route network,
constructed to support this mineral develcpnent, is kept open by the passage
of vehicles. The natural forces acting in the nonsuitable area have created
a landscape that is nondescript. The area possesses neither phencmenal
landforms, nor striking desert-scapes that are the essence of desert
wilderness.
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TABLE 1 - Land Status and Acreage Summary of the Study Area

Within Wilderness Study Area Acres
BIM (surface and subsurface) 87,333
Split Estate (BIM surface only)

Inholdings
State 4,120
Private 829

TtJtal 92,282

Within the Recommended Wilderness Boundary Acres
BUM (within WSA) 72,063
BIM (outside WSA)

Split Estate (within WSA)

Split Estate (outside WSA)

Totcil BIM Land Recommended for Wilderness 72,063

Inholdings^
State 2,279
Private 173

Within the Area Not Reccanmended for Wilderness Acres
BLM (surface and subsurface) 15,270
Split Estate (BIM surface only)

Total BIM Land Not Recommended for Wilderness 15,270

^ i^pendix 1 is a detailed description of inholdings and split
estate tracts included within the study. For purposes of this r^x)rt,
split estate lands are defined only as those lands with Federal surface
and non Federal subsurface (minerals) . Lands that have Federal
minerals but non Federal surface should be classified in this r^xjrt by
the owner of the surface estate.



3. CRITERIA (CONSIDERED IN DEVEIDPING THE WIIDERNESS REOOMMENDATIONS

A. Wilderness Characteristics

1. Naturcilness : Ihe suitable area is essentially untrammeled by man.
The only signs of man are aiTchaeological features, trails, posts and
other monuments associated with mining claim location, prospect
holes, and mining shafts. Prior to 1973, v*ien the vehicle closure
went into effect, vehicle use occurred on many ways and washes
penetrating the area, primarily frcm the southern and eastern
borders. Since 1973, with the majority of these ways and washes
closed, the natural forces of wind and water have eliminated many of
the ways. These signs of past human use are unnoticeable exc^jt
under the closest scrutiny.

In the nonsuitable area, historic mining activities have reduced
naturalness. Ihe route network associated with the prospects is
visually noticeable. Ihe routes, outside of the vehicle closure,
are kept c^Den by the continued passage of vehicles.

2. Solitude : Opportunities for solitude are outstandiiig due to the
size of the area and the aspects of terrain. Ihe rugged mountain
peaks, intricately eroded spires and deep canyons provide excellent
tcpograjiiical screening.

This WSA is periodically overflown by military aircraft eis part of
the national defense mission taking place in approved military
operating areas and fli^t corridors. Ihe visual intrusions and
associated noise create periodic teirporary effects on solitude v*iich

are deemed necessary and acceptable as a part of the defense
preparedness of the nation.

3. Primitive and Unconfined Recreation ; Ihis is one of the few WSAs in
California v*iere hundreds of visitors can engage in primitive types
of recreation before the area reaches its carrying capacity. Ihe
area's terrain ensures that the visitor will experience freedom of
movement, unhindered by man-made physical barriers.

4. Special Features : Several exaitples of a unique plant assemblage
(UPA)—^Vegetation Associated with Seeps and Springs—exist within
this WSA. Ihe UPA is classified in the CDCA Plan as hi(^y
sensitive due to its extreme rarity in the CDCA and its iiiportance

to the survival of desert wildlife. On the extreme easternmost
point of the suitable portion of the WSA, a few natural stands of
saguaro cactus are found. Althou^ not extensive, this is one of
only three such stands in California. Saguaro, thou^ found
extensively in Arizona, are rare in California, and cire thus
protected under California law.

Ihe diverse vegetative life zones and terrain of the Whipple
Mountains support an abundance of wildlife. Ihe area affords
siperior nesting and foraging habitat for a number of species of



raptors, including the prairie falcon, golden eagle, red-tailed
hawk, Ooc^)er's hawk, and historiccLLly, the peregrine fcilcon. Bam
owls, great homed cmIs and scnreech cwls are also found in relative
abundance.

Ihe WSA's western slc^jes provide excellent habitat for the desert
tortoise. Densities have been recorded at 50 to 100 desert tortoise
per square mile. The tortoise is under status review by the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service for possible listing as a threatened or
endangered species. The area also supports many small mammals and
big game species. One of the most significant species is the desert
mule deer, v*iich inhabits the lover canyon washes dominated by palo
verde and ircMiwood.

In 1983, the VJhipple Mountain Habitat Management Plan (HMP) was
ocmpleted. This document was pr^jared by the BLM in conjunction
with the California D^>artment of Fish and Game. The cfojective of
the HMP is to reestablish a pc^julation of desert bi(^om sheep in
the Whipple Mountains. Reintroduction efforts have been successful.
Currently, the Whipple Mountain bi^om sheep herd has an estimated
population of 80 animals. Permanent water is provided at three
guzzlers within the WSA.

Portions of the Whipple Mountains WSA were intensively used hy
prehistoric inhabitants. Some of the most concentrated
distributions of culturally sensitive resources located in the
Sonoran Desert cire found in this area. The diversity of vegetation,
wildlife and proximity of the area to the Colorado River accounts
for the intensity of use. EthnograjAiic evidence documents the use
of the entire eastern half of this WSA by Chemehuevi, Mchave and
Halchidhcma Indians. Numerous areas of mythological associations
plus burial, religious ritual and occupation sites are found in this
area. The Whipple Mountains were used prehistorically by Native
Americans to hunt bi<^om sheep and deer and to gather native food-
bearing plants. These mountains are cilso important to the Chemehuevi
and Haldhidhcma religious mythology.

Owing to the sensitivity of the resources, portions of the
southeastern Whipple Mountains were identified in 1981 as an T^ea of
Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC) . The ACEC management plan for
this area was ccsnopleted in 1987, prx^viding for the protection of the
Native American, cultural and related natural resources identified
within the ACEC.

Today, one teaching and research area exists within the WSA. It
attracts frequent annual visits frcan college and university grot^Ds.

The Whipple Mountains offer an excellent c^portunity to closely
study the marked climatic changes that have occurred in ^lat is new
desert. Packrat middens in the area contain organic materials from
as long as 40,000 years ago. These record the existence of
woodlands and forest communities, more common in a wetter climate
that persisted until about 8,000 years ago.



Primary recreational participation involves canping, si^tseeing,
hunting, hiking, and nature stuc^. VBiijple Mountain (4130'),
included cai the Desert Peaks list of the Sierra Club, is reguleirly
climbed by hikers.

The Whipple Mountains contain seme of the desert's most scenic
contrasting landforms and color displays. Landforms range from
red-brcwn domed mountain peaks, spires, pinnacles, and natural
bridges to brick-red sedimentary rock capped with gray-green
sediment. Meandering washes and ste^>-walled canyons cut their way
thrxxK^ the range. From the eastern peaks, a prominent regional
landmark is visible: the brilliant blue Colorado River. Ihe western
side of the WSA offers panoramic views of Chemehuevi Valley,
Chemehuevi Mountains and the Turtle Mountains. The variety of
vegetation, including cacti, shrubs and trees, add to the scenic
interest of the area.

The longest canyon is Whipple Wash, with a length of about 14
miles. The tcwering canyon walls rise over a thousand feet with
craggy summits that are reminiscent of the walls of Zion Canyon in
Utah. This Wash is one of the key destination points for visitors
to the area.

B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System

1. Assessing the diversity of natural systems and features as
represented by ecosystems ; This WSA contains 45,090 acres of the
American Desert/Creosote Bush-Bur Sage and 42,243 acres of the
American Desert/Palo Verde-Cactus Shrub ecosystems. The WSA lies
within a transition zone between the relatively higher, colder
Mojave Desert and the lower, warmer Sonoran Desert. The vegetation
in the area is sparse, a characteristic of the Mojave Desert, and is

dominated by creosote bush scrub. Cactus scrub is also prominent
locally. Unique to the area are a few natural stands of saguaro
cactus.



Table 2 - Ecosystem Pqpresentation

Bailey-Kuchler
Classification
Domain/Provinoe/FNV

NWPS Areas
areas acres

Other BIM Studies
areas acres

NATIONWIDE

American Desert/Creosote Bush-
bur Sage

American Desert/Palo Verde-
Cactus Shrub

3 126,033

2 271,403

CALIFORNIA

48

42

1,527,001

1,503,530

American Desert/Creosote Bush-
bur Sage

American Desert/Palo Verde-
Cactus Shrub

2 26,427 20

11

932,540

551,551

2. Expanding the opportunities for solitude or primitive recreation
within a day's driving time (five hours) of major population
centers : Ihe WSA is within a five-hour drive of five major
population centers. Table 3 summarizes the number and acreage of
designated ctreas and other BIM study areas within a five-hour drive
of the population centers.

Table 3

Wilderness Opportunities for Residents
of Major Peculation Centers

Peculation
Centers

NWPS areas
areas acres

Other BIM Studies
areas acres

California

Anaheim-Santa Ana
Los Angeles-Long Beach
Riverside-San Bernardino

Arizona

Phoenix

Nevada

25
27
22

40

2,823,534
2,876,234
2,031,054

153
135
205

5,703,616
4,958,751
7,658,649

1,758,456 118 4,449,908

Las Vegas 46 3,507,293 311 11,186,463



3. Bcilancincr the qeocrray^ic distribution of wilderness areas ; Ihe WSA
is within 50 air miles of four BIM WSAs recctramended for wilderness
designaticai. Joshua Tree National Monument, managed by the Nationcil

Park Service, is located approximately 120 miles southwest, contains
the closest designated wilderness area.

C. Manageability

Ihe VJiipple Mountains WSA is manageable as wilderness. There are,
hcwever, a few issues that will ccnplicate manageability.

Excluding the southern boundary, all other borders of the suitable
portion are easily discemable, following mining access roads, section
lines, and a power line road. The southern boundary, delineated only by
the tqpogr^jhy of the Whipple Mountains, will require signing and
mapping to avoid unintentional intrusions by off-hi^iway vehicles.

Within the suitably recanmended borders, 2,279 acres of land belonging
to the State of California are prcposed for acquisition. These lands
are in undevelcped, pristine condition and contain outstanding
wilderness resources and desert bighorn sheep habitat. Acquisition of
the State of California lands would enhance the protection of these
resources and irtprove the overall manageability of the wilderness area.

Ihe Whipple Mountain Habitat Management Plan calls for the construction
of fcur guzzlers within the suitably recommended area over the next four
years. Ihese permanent installations to maintain conditions for
wildlife, primarily desert bighorn she^ populations, are ccwpatible
with the preservation of the wilderness character and consistent with
wilderness management objectives. Ihey represent the minimum tools
necessary to acoonplish the task of reestablishing a heeilthy, stable,
and vigorous herd of desert bighorn sheep in the Whipple Mountains.
Once designated wilderness, and administrative determination will be
made to provide for maintenance of these guzzlers.

Ihe suitable area contains 122 urpatented mining claims. Ihose mining
claims that prove valid will retain ri^ts to continue with mining
activities that are necessary and reasonably incidental to the mining
operation, even after designation occurs. Ihe only restrictions placed
on these activities is that they not cause unnecessary or undue
degradation, leaving sufficient latitude to cause severe inpacts to
surrounding wilderness values. Ihis issue has the potential to gravely
ccsiplicate BIM's ability to manage the Whipple Mountains as wilderness.

In the southeast comer of the VKA, in the suitable area, lies a small

portion of the Colorado River Aqueduct. In this location, the aqueduct
is underground, pjassing throu^ a tunnel. However, over the long-term,

maintenance of this aqueduct may require surface disturbance. Ihe fact
that this structure is included in the study area r^resents another
manageability prcfclem.
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The nonsuitable cirea clLso contains mining claims and State lands and,

therefore, would be subject to the same management concerns as stated
for the suitable portion of this WSA.

Military overfli^ts in this WSA must be considered to maintain the
integrity of the existing and future national defense mission as well as
the wilderness rescuroe.

D. Enerny and Minercil Resource Values

1. Summary of Information Known at the Time of the Preliminary
Suitability ReccanPDTvendation : The VJhipple Mountains VKA is located in
the BIM Whipple Mountain Geology-Energy-Mineral (G-E-M) Pesouroe
Area (C3?A) . The G-E-M information in the wilderness portion of the
CDCA Plan EIS (Volume B, Appendix III) indicated a potential for
copper, gold, silver, lead, manganese, thorium and uranium.

Near the eastern part of the WSA, the new American Eagle Mine
produced 122,194 pounds of cqpper and the Stewart Mine produced
18,830 pounds of manganese. Just in and out of the western
boundary of the WSA the Monument King and Moulton Mines respectively
produced 144,936 pounds of manganese and an unkncwn amount of
ccfper. The Copper Basin Mine had demonstrated reserves of 14.4
million pounds of copper ore. An unknown amount of silver and lead
had also been reportedly produced from within the VBA. There have
been numerous cqpper shews in the WSA but information is scarce and
inccanoplete. Geochemiccd saitpling shewed anesnalies for silver, lead,

zinc, mol>iDdenum, tin, uranium, and thorium. An undetermined amount
of urpatented mining claims existed along the northern, eastern and
southwestern boundaries of the WSA in December, 1979.

This information is sii^ported by the 1980 BIM GRA file.

2. Summary of Significant New Mineral Resource Data Collected Since the
Preliminary Suitability Reccanmendation Which Should Be Considered in
the Final Reccaranendation ; The U.S. Bureau of Mines (BCM) and the
U.S. Geologic Survey conducted mineral surveys of the suitable
portion of the WSA in 1980 and 1981. The BCM released a report of
their activity in 1982 (MIA-25-82) . The results of these surveys
were published as Open File Ri^»rt 82-956, released in 1982.

The r^»rt indicated that the mineralized zones in the WSA eire

predominately cissociated with either a detachment fault system or
granitic plutons. The major mineralization occurs along the
perimeter of the WSA with only minor mineralization toward the
center. Along the western boundary of the WSA, the Whijple Mountain
detachment fault system was found to have a moderate to locally hi^
potential for the occurrence of gold, silver, cc^per, arsenic,
and/or molybdenum. This mineralization occurs on both the ij^jper and
lower fault plates. An area in the eastern most portion of the WSA
has a hi^ potential for gold, silver and cc^^^er. Along the
southeast boundary, an eirea with moderate potential for the
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cxxxirrenoe of gold, silver, and copper, and one samall cirea of hi^
potentieil for the ocxamrence of capper can be found. Ihese zones
are associated with the granitic plutons. Two areas of moderate
potential for the occurrence of uranium are located in the central
emd eastern portions of the WSA. This classification is based on
aerial ananalies cind scintillometer readings taJcen during field
visits.

Two areas, one located along the north boundary and one on the east
side, have moderate potential for the occurrence of manganese
resource. A small area on the north side had a hi^ potential for
the occurrence of manganese.

Ihe r^x>rt also identified a potential for the occurrence of sand
and gravel, rip-rap, and decorative building stone. Small d^xDsits
of sand and gravel are located in washes and alluvial fans
thrco^out the area. Rock, suitable for crushing or for rip-rap is
found throu^out the central portion of the VBA in isolated pockets.
A small area in the southern portion Wcis found to contain over 1,000
tons of decorative rock material. Although these resources have
been identified, their limited quantity suggests that their value is
margincil.

Urpatented lode mining claims in the WSA are concentrated in the
east, southeast and south-central portions of the VISA. Most
unpatented placer mining claims are concentrated in the reccanmended
nonsuitable north-central portion of the WSA. Two urpatented placer
claims are located in the south-central recommended suitable portion
of the WSA. Unpatented mining claims located in the WSA are
summarized in the following table taken from ELM records dated
December, 1987.

Table 4 - Mining Claims

TYPE NUMBER ACRES
MINING CIAIM SUTTABIE NONSUIT. TOTAL SUTTABDE NONSUIT. TOTAL

Lode
Placer
Mill Site

120
2 16

120
18

2,400
80 640

2,400
720

TVrjtxil 122 16 138 2.480 640 3.120

E. Summary of Environmental Consequen-:«s of the Proposed Action

1. Impact on Wilderness Values : In the suitable area, with the
exertion of localized iitpacts caused by develcpnent of valid mining
claims, wilderness values will be maintained. In the nonsuitable
area, mineral e3q)loratioiVdevelcpnent and CHV use will cause
localized inpacts to naturalness. Opportunities for solitude and
for primitive and unconfined types of recreation will be adversely
inpacted along designated routes of travel by the continued use of
motorized vehicles. In the nonsuitable area, approximately 15 miles
of routes will remain cpen,
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2. Impact on Locatable Mineral Exploration and Development : The
proposed action will cause significant adverse iirpacts to this
activity in the suitable portion of the VGA. Existing claims must
undergo validity exams before develcpient can occur. In the
nonsuitable area, exploration and develc^anent of mineral resources
will be allcwed to continue, subject to the regulaticMis stated in 43
CFR 3809 regarding surface disturbance, as well as any additional
constraints stated in the CDCA Plan.

3. Impact on Desert Bicdiom Sheep/Habitat : Habitat throo^out the area
will remain essentially in its present ccxidition. Placement and

* maintenance of inprovements such as water guzzlers, and herd
management may be constrained by wilderness designation because of
the restrictions placed on motorized vehicles, specifically
helicopters and mechanized equipment. However, an administrative
determination will be made to provide for maintenance of existing
guzzlers.

4. Impact on Desert Tortoise/Habitat ; Habitat within the suitable
portion will remain essentially in its present condition. In the
nonsuitable area, seme habitat loss will occur as a result of
potential mineral ejq^loration and develqpment. Iitpacts to
individual animals will consist of occasional disnption by human
intrusion.

5. Impact on Cultural Resources ; The areas of cultured
significance/sensitivity are located in the suitable portion of this
VISA. Designation will result in both beneficial and adverse inpacts
to these sites. Beneficial inpacts consist of increased protection
under wilderness designation. Sli(^t adverse iirpacts will result
because study of these sites will be hanpered by the riestrictions

placed on the use of mechanized equipment.

6. Impact on Native American Values : The prcposed action will result
in sli<^t beneficial inpacts by preserving the traditional
collection areas and ritual sites in their present state for
generations to ccme. However, access to sites will be restricted,

7. Impact on Unusual Plant Assemblage : Ihis habitat will be
essentially maintained under the prcposed action.

8. Impact on Saguaro Cactus Habitat : Ihe stands of saguaro, found in
the suitable area, will be afforded a measure of protection under
the prcposed action.

9. Impact on Grazing ; The prcposed action will have no impact on this
activity.
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F. Lcxal Socied emd Ecoronic Considerations

No loceil socicil or eocaxxnic considerations were identified in the CDCA
Plan and ETS. Therefore, no further discussion of this topic will occur
in this document.

G. Summary of WSA - Specific Public Qanments

Public ccraments were solicited throu^out all phases in the development
of the CDCA Plan, finalized in 1980. Issues raised by the public during
the Inventory and Study Phase were taken into account during development
of the Draft Plan Alternatives and Prcposed Plan. Ihe follcwing is a
summary of cdl canments received. Inaccuracies that are kncwn to exist
are noted in parentheses.

1. Inventory Phase : Several public ccsmments were received vdiich agreed
with the findings but stated that the southern boundary should be
the Colorado River Aqueduct. No changes were made because of
extensive mining activity between the southern boundary of the
potential wilderness stucfy area and the nort±iem boundary of the
Aqueduct.

2. Study Phase : Of the 33 comments received on this WSA, 20 favored
wilderness designation. Ihis rugged eurea was said to be one of the
top potential desert wilderness areas, providing excellent
opportunities for solitude and primitive recreation. Features cited
include the variety of landforms, geologic study c^portunities, the
blending of Colorado and Mojave desert terrains, and flora and
fauna, including one of the few saguaro cactus stands in California.
A large number of those v*io commented wanted to include in the
suitable area the southern portion of the WSA, disagreeing with the
BIM's identification of certain "roads." Ihis area was said to be
composed of rolling hills with numerous de^, thickly vegetated
wa^es, the combination providing outstanding oiportunities for
primitive and unoonfined recreation such as hiking and backpacking
up to the Whipple Mountains. One respondent prcposed combining the
Chem^uevi Valley with the Whipple and Turtle Mountains into one
vast WSA.

Opponents of wilderness mentioned the attractiveness of this area
for vehicular recreation, rocWiounding, cairping, and just "getting
away from the crcv^." Ihe need for vehicular access was
errphasized, particularly by those interested in mineral esqjloration
and develqpment. Potential deposits of gold, silver, and manganese
may exist in the region, as well as cc^per v*iich has been found in
the nearby Capper Basin Reservoir. Concern was expressed by Texaco
Corp. for the area's une55)lored potential for oil, gas, and
geothermal resources. Ihe Bur^eau of Reclamation wanted to ke^
suitable quarries on the east face of the Whijples open as possible
sources of rock for flood reclamation purposes. They also wanted
consideration given to the prcposed Whipple Wash Puirp-Storage
Project (this project is no longer under consideration)

.
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Si^ts and scxinds v^iich were said to detract fron wilderness quality
were aircraft flyovers, boats, li^ts frcm the conramunities of Earp,
Parker and Lake Havasu City, and the Colorado River Aqueduct. One
perscai described the area as a "worthless, remote, ugly, hot and dry
piece of rock."

One comment, received in response to the Public Irput WbrWxxDk
(3/15/79) reocramended maintaining existing uses pending final
designation of the eirea as wilderness.

3. Draft Plan Alternatives : A variety of comments specific to WSA 312
were received in response to the Draft Desert Plan Alternatives.
Severed agreed with the Protection Alternative. One ccmnent wanted
more wilderness, Oiemehuevi Valley in particular. One ccrament

disagreed with the Balanced Alternative - no wilderness should be
designated. General ccmments and suggestions included: mention of
the substantially noticeable inpacts of man within the WSA;
designation of the area as a geologic ACEC, rather than as
wilderness; and creation of a buffer zone around wilderness.

The Nationed Outdoor Coalition (NOC) , a coalition of mining,
rockhounding, and off-highway vehicle grot^js, was in agreement with
conservation groi^js on this WSA, both reccmmending that it be
designated wilderness. Hundreds of letters were received from the
many organizations under these two umbrellcis.

Ihe State Office of BIM in Arizona wrote that the Whipple Mountains
have been the subject of exploratory drilling for minerals and may
contain mining claims that pre-date the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act and would be prcfcleans for wilderness management.

4. Proposed Plan : The issues raised by the Draft Plan Alternatives
were again topics of discussion in response to the Prcposed Plan and
Final EIS. Potential mineralization of the Whipples and existing
mining claims were believed to be detrimental to wilderness
management. Two mining claimants spoke of roads crisscrossing the
terrain and the lack of "true wilderness." The U.S. Bureau of
Reclamation reminded BIM about the Whipple Wash Puiip-Storage
Project vdiich was in the feasibility study stage (this project is no
longer under consideration) . This proposed three reservoir
hydroelectric facility would be in a portion of the Whifples
reccffnmended as suitable for wilderness.

There were a few requests to ban livestock grazing and ORV use in
the area. Burros were also an issue. Respondents urged that the
population be reduced to zero in the Whipple Mountains so that the
bi^om could be reintroduced into this historic range.

No comments were received from local governments.
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1981 CDCA Plan Amendments : In 1981 a pzxjposcd was made to add a new
grcizing 2LLlotment in the area just north of the portioi of this WSA
reocmmended as suitable. Ihe northwest comer of the VtSA fell
within this cirea. Ihe amendment was approved.

Fifteen letters were received in response to this prcposcil, four in
favor and eleven opposed. One person favoring appra^ml stated that
the eLLlotment had apparently been overlooked in the original surveys
and that it would be unfair to penalize the people vtK) claimed to
have been grazing in the area for decades. Another said that if the
allotment is approved, BLM should require that one burro be removed
for each ten cattle authorized.

Most of the people \Avo opposed the grazing eillotment were concerned
about potenticil impact an the desert tortoise; since this ^)ecies is
found further north in the Fenner-Chemehuevi Valley, this argument
was not relevant to this WSA. Others mentioned the danger to the
resources of soil and wildlife.
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APPENDIX 1

ESTIMATED COSTS OF ACQUISITION OF NON-FEDERAL HOLDINGS WITHIN

AREAS RECOMMENDED FOR DESIGNATION

WHIPPLE MOUNTAINS WSA (CDCA-312)

TYPE OF ESTIMATED

OWNERSHIP COST OF

BY ESTATE ACQUISITION

LEGAL

DESCRIPTION NUMBER PRESENTLY PREFERRED LAND PROCESSING

PARCEL TOTAL OF SURFACE SUBSURFACE PROPOSED FOR METHOD OF COSTS COSTS

No. TWNSHP RNG SEC MERIDIAN ACREAGE OWNERS ESTATE ESTATE ACQUISITION ACQUISITION ($1000) ($1000)

1 2N. 24E. 5 SBM 40 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 2.0 2.5

• 2 2N. 24E. 16 SBM 480 STATE STATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

3 3N. 24E. 36 SBM 640 STATE STATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

4 3N. 25E. 16 SBM 640 STATE STATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

5 3N. 25E. 36 SBM 640 STATE STATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

6 2N. 25E. 16 SBM 640 STATE STATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

These figures were derived from Bureau Land Records and provide for more detail than GIS estimates and therefore

may differ from acreage summaries in Table 1.
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BIG MRRIA MJT^^^ATMS wrrnRRMRgs .STOEY AREA fWSA)

(CDCA-321)

1. THE STUDY AREA. 70,533 acres

Ihe Big Maria Mountains WSA is located in the extreme ecistem end of
Riverside County, in the southern portiOTi of the California Desert
conservation Area (CDCA) . Blythe, located ten miles south of the WSA, is
the nearest city. The WSA includes 66,529 acres of BIM lands, State cwned
iriholdings totalling 3,376 acres and 628 acres of private land. The area
contains no split estate prc^jerties (see Map 1 and Table 1)

.

The WSA consists of two distinct, noncontiguous sections: one surrounding
the Riverside Mountains to the north, the other enccaoopassing the Big Maria
Mountains farther south. The areas are s^arated by a major drainage kncwn
as Big Wash v*iich is not a part of the WSA. Running north to south, the WSA
rou^ily parallels State Hi^way 95 and the Colorado River, both of v4iich run
eilong its eastern edge.

The boundaries of each portion cire defined by contours, section lines and
tcpograj*iic features. The northern portion is bounded on the west by an
unnamed wash running in a north-south alignment and a portion of a pcwerline
ri^t-of-way. To the south, the boundary parallels Big Wash. To the east
section lines, the CDCA boundary, and then contours of the Riverside
Mountains mark the WSA's edge. To the north, the boundary follcws mountain
contours and a wash.

The larger, southern portion's boundaries are as follcws: to the north,
contours of the Big Maria Mountains delineate the WSA; to the west, the
boundary follcws a pcwerline ri(^t-of-way and then the edge of the
mountains; the southern boundary follcws a second pcwerline, this one
trending east-west; and to the east, the boundary runs along the base of the
mountain, excluding areas of surface disturbance.

The terrain of both segments varies from gently slewing bajadas to ste^,
rugged interiors. Washes, emerging from the mountains' canyons and clefts,
dissect the bajadas belcw. Both ranges fcLLl within the broad classification
of American Desert Province and contain plant communities characterized by
creosote bush, burrobush, ocotillo, and beavertail, cholla, and bcirrel

cactus over most of the area, with palo verde and ironwood in the washes.
Elevation Vcuries in the Riverside Mountains from approximately 400' on the
southern bajada to nearly 1,200' in the rugged interior. There cire numerous
peaks in this small mountain chain, lending to its rou^, craggy appearance.
Equally cis roui^ are the Big Maria Mountains. This larger mountain chain
three miles to the south, consists of numerous peaks disjoined by ste^
canyons. The elevation varies from 500' on the flat bajada along the
eastern edge to western peaks reaching to 3,400 feet.



Ihere are two WSAs, administered by Arizona BLM, that adjoin the Big Maria
Mountains VBA. The Big Maria Mountains Northern Addition WSA (AZ-050-18) is
a small cirea of caily 415 acres. It abuts the southeast comer of the
northern portion of the Big Maria WSA. The second area, Big Maria Southern
Addition WSA (AZ-050-19) is larger, 1,420 acres, and is adjacent to the
eastern tcfundary of the southern portion containing the Big Maria Mountains.
Since both of these WSAs will be discussed s^jarately in r^»rts specific to
each eurea, no further discussion of them will occur in this r^xDrt.

The WSA was studied under Section 603 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FIfMA) . Four alternatives were analyzed in the E)raft and
Final Environmental Inpact Statements (EIS) for the CDCA Plan: protection,
use, balanced, and no action; a summary of the area's wilderness values was
included in ^pendix III of the Final KES.

2. RECPMMENDMTai AND RAnONAI£

66,529

acres reccanmended for
wilderness
BUM acres reccanmended

for nonwildemess

No wilderness is the reccanmendation for this WSA. The entire acreage in
this WSA is released for uses other than wilderness. This reccanmendation
will be implemented in a manner v*iich will use all practical means to avoid
or minimize environmenteil iirpacts.

The Bcilanced Alternative is the environmentally preferable alternative as
outlined in the CDCA Plan and further e3q)lained in the California Wilderness
Stucfy Overview.

For the purpose of clarity, throui^out the rest of this report the northern
portion of the WSA will be referred to as Segment A and the southern
portion will be referred to as Segment B.

The WSA is reccanmended as nonsuitable for wilderness designation because its
mineral resource potential and c^portunities for motorized recreation
outweigh the area's wilderness values. Althou^ the area possesses
wilderness values that adequately satisfied the criteria set forth in
Section 2(c) of the 1964 Wilderness Act, they are not distinctive enou^ to
ov€irride the area's other uses nor warrant inclusion into the National
Wilderness Preservation System (NWPS)

.

The Big Maria Mountains, Segment B, has areas of hi^ potential for the
occurrence of gold, wollastonite and limestone and areas of moderate
potential for capper, lead, silver, uranium and thorium. Decorative stone,
used as a building material, has been gathered in the Big Maria Mountains
(Segment B) for years and was the primary cause of many areas being excluded
from the VBA boundary. Within Segment A, the Riverside Mountains, hi^
potential exists for gold, silver and gypsum occurrences, and moderate



potenticil exists for cxxairrences of cag^per, manganese, molybdenum, and lead.

Historically, the Riverside and Big Maria Mountains have supported a number
of mining cfjerations. A variety of minerals have been extracted from this
area since 1867. More than 1,100 claims were filed in this area before
1929. BIM records show 683 unpatented mining claims are active within the
boundaries of the WSA.

The mountains have also beccnie a major attraction for off-highway vehicle
users travelling from carops eilong the Colorado River. As increeised

recreational c^jportunities develop cilong the river, pressure to utilize this
cirea for motorized recreatic«i will increase. The major access point is

throQ^ Big Wash. While the routes throu^ this area are rou^ enou^ to
preclude use by many vehicles, their challenging nature is enjoyed by many
off-hi^way vehicle enthusiasts. One point of destination, a captured sand
dune on the west face of the Big Maria Mountains, attracts hundreds of AIV
riders each season. In coirparison to other recreation cireas in the CDCA,
recreationcd use of this area is li^t, but steadily increasing. There are
approximately 23 miles of routes of travel including primitive ways, washes
and other unmaintained routes of access v^ch will remain available for
vehicular use.

When weired against these uses, the area's wilderness values fall short.
Little primitive and unconfined recreationcd use takes place in this WSA.
Activities are limited to occcisional bac]q>ackers and hikers. Use of this
type is limited to a short winter season since lack of water in the area and
extreme summer tenperatures make the area unccanfortable at best and at
worst, fatal. Naturalness of both segments has been affected by past mining
activities and motorized recreation. The condition of the mining areas
after they were abandoned differ but evidence of old routes, structures, and
debris is not unccmmon. Only in the rugged interior of both segments is
man's work substantially unnoticeable. Within the WSA, c^portunities for
solitude vary. Isolation is virtually assured within the rugged interior,
hcwever, on the bajadas, secluded areas are hard to locate. In the vicinity
of the washes supporting off-hi^iway vehicle use, unbuffered sounds could
reduce the quality of the experience.

In terms of uniqueness, the landforms and ecosystems are reflected in the
surrounding mountains and are typical of most mountainous areas within the
eastern portion of the California Desert. Designation of this WSA as
wilderness would add little to the overall balance of the NWPS.

This WSA does possess scsne special features. Within the airea are two BUM
sensitive plant species: foxtail cactus and California barrel cactus. Both
species are currently candidates for Federal listing as either threatened or
endangered. Cultural resource sensitivity is hi^ in Segment B, the Big
Maria Mountains. This area is thought to have been used extensively by
aboriginal cultures, thou^ only a few prehistoric sites have been recorded.

This area. Segment B, is also of value to Native Americans, namely the
Colorado River tribal groips. These special features will be protected by
the management guidelines v*iich will be iitplemented in this area and by
strict Federal and State laws alreacfy in place.









TABLE 1 - Land Status and Acreage Summary of the Study Area

Within Wilderness Study Area Acr^s
BUM (surface and subsurface) 66,529
Split Estate (BIM surface only)

Inholdings
State 3,376
Private 628

Itotal 70,533

Within the Reccanmended Wilderness Boundary Acres
BLM (within WSA)

BIM (outside WSA)

Split Estate (within WSA)

Split Estate (outside WSA)

Total BLM Land Pecommended for Wilderness

Inholdings
State
Private

Within the Area Not Reccarmiended for Wilderness Acres
BLM (surface and subsurface) 66,529
Split Estate (BLM surface only)

Total BIM Land Not Reccinmended for Wilderness 66,529

3. CRITERIA g^SIDERED IN DEVEIDPING THE WIIDERNESS RECPMMENDATIQNS

A. Wilderness caToracteristics

1. Naturalness: Ihe area's naturalness has been eroded by over a
century of mining activity and many decades of motorized
recreational activity. Outlying portions of this WSA contain areas
v*iere man's cwn works are very evident within the landscetpe. Scars
of areas scraped by bulldozers, adits and the accotrpanying slom^ed
waste, and countless vehicle tracks mar the area's natural beauty.
Only the interior areas retain their true primitive character and
still enjoy outstanding naturalness.



2. Solitude: The areas are large with varied terrain so, d^)ending cai

the location, the opportunities for solitude can Vciry. In the
rugged interior, isolation frcro outside influences can easily be
achieved. Hcwever, on the flat bajadas, screening is marginEd.
Here, cxily in the washes is there sufficient vegetation to allcw for
a sense of seclusion. The sounds of recreational vehicles,
operating outside of the WSA, will significantly reduce solitude on
the bajadas.

This WSA is periodiccilly overflown by military aircraft as part of
the national defense mission talcing place in approved military
operating arecis and fli^t corridors. Ihe visual intrusions and
associated noise create periodic tenporary effects on solitude vAiioh

are deemed necessary and acc^rtable as a part of the defense
pr^jaredness of the nation.

3. Primitive and Unconfined Recreation; The interior portions of this
WSA are extremely rugged and hikers and baclq^ackers face many
physically demanding experiences. The most limiting factor is the
lack of available water. Recreationists must carry v*iatever amount
they will need for their stay. Extreme summer heat and low humidity
basiccilly preclude this area from use exc^t in the cool winter
season. Despite these limitations and a current low use level,
oiportunities for primitive and unconfined types of recreation are
considered to be outstanding in the areas' interior. Both eireas

are free of restrictions and can provide many areas for unconfined
recreation.

4. Special Features; There are some special features of this WSA that
merit attention. There cire two BUM sensitive plant species; foxtail
cactus, (Cory|::ATantha vivipara var. alversonii ) and Ccilifomia barrel
cactus,

(

Ferocactus acanthodes var. acanthodes ) . Both foxtail
cactus and California barrel cactus are threatened by private and
coranercicLl collecting and are currently candidates for Federal
listing as threatened or endangered. The Riverside Mountains
(Segment A) supports a declining peculation of burro deer. Loss of
habitat cilong the river is the suspected cause of that species'
decline. There are three existing big game guzzlers within the WSA.
These guzzlers were constructed by the California D^jartment of Fish
and Game to provide permanent water for the deer herd.

Segment B, the Big Maria Mountains, is thought to have been an area
of greater than usual aboriginal occupation and/or use, but few
prehistoric sites have been recorded here. The low number of
recorded sites may be a factor of the rugged terrain and low level
of archaeological investigation. Iitportant site conplexes have been
recorded on the flanks of the Big Marias and aboriginal trails are
known to run into the mountains from both the east and west. For
this recison, much of this portion of the WSA is rated as having hi^
sensitivity for cultural resources. Of the recorded archaeological
sites, only about hcLLf cure eissociated with prehistoric cultural
resource. The remaining sites are related to the historic mining



activities of the area. Segment A has few recorded circhaeological
sites, most of which are associated with historic mining remains.

Related to the area's cultured resource, the Big Maria Mountains as
a v*iole (Segment B) are valued by the Ctolorado River tribal groi?)s.

These mountains are a traditional occi:5)ation area. Villages and
associated burial eireas have been r^xDrted within the WSA. There
are eilso associations with the intaglios or geoglyphs located
between the Colorado River and the mountains, outside of the WSA.

There are no kncwn areas of peirticular Native American value or
concern in the Riverside Mountains (Segment A)

.

B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System
(NWPS)

1. Assessing the diversity of natural systems and features as
represented by ecosystems ; This WSA contains 55,965 acres of the
American Desert/Palo Verde-Cactus Shrub and 10,564 acres of the
American Desert/Creosote Bush-bur Sage ecosystem. The Big Maria
Mountains WSA would not increase the diversity of the types of
ecosystems r^resented in the NWPS.

Table 2 - Ecosystem Representation

Bailey-Kuchler
Classification NWPS Areas Other BIM Studies
Dcanain/Provin(^/PVN areas acres

NATTC»WIDE

areas acres

American Desert/Palo Verde-
Cactus Shrxjb 2 271,403 42 1,489,696

American Desert/Creosote Bush-
bur Sage 3 126,033

CALIPORNIA

48 1,561,484

American Desert/Palo Verde-
Cactus Shrub 11 537,717

American Desert/Creosote Bush-
bur Sage 2 26,427 20 967,023

2. Expanding the opportunities for solitude or primitive recreation
within a dav's driving time (five hours) of major population
centers : The WSA is within a five hour drive of six major
population centers. Table 3 summarizes the number and acreage of
designated areas and other BIM study areas within a five hour drive
of the population centers.



Table 3

Wilderness (Importunities for Residents
of Major Peculation Centers

Population NWPS areas Other BIM Studies
Centers areas acres ctreas acres

California

Anaheim-Santa Ana 25 2,823,534 153 5,703,616
Los Angeles-Long Beach 27 2,876,234 135 4,958,751
Riverside-San Bernardino 22 2,031,054 205 7,658,649
San Diego 15 1,043,680 100 3,378,814

Arizona

Fhoenix 40 1,758,456 118 4,449,908

Nevada

Las Vegas 46 3,507,293 311 11,186,463

3. Balancing the ge<xjrachic distribution of wilderness areas: Joshua
Tree Wilderness Area, administered by Joshua Tree NationcLL
Monument, located 40 miles to the west, is the closest designated
wilderness areas. Hovever, there are 18 BLM suitably reocmmended
stucfy areas within 50 miles, many r^resenting the same ecosystem
and landforms as found within the Big Maria WSA.

C. Manageability

The Big Maria WSA is manageable as wilderness, but only with great
difficulty. Ihe Riverside Mountain range and the Big Maria Mountain
range are s^jarated by Big Wash. With few exc^jtions, the boundaries of
either unit are not well defined on the ground. For the most part, the
borders of the WSA were established along section lines, contour lines
and occasionally, topography. Extensive signing would be needed to
adequately manage the boundaries.

Presently, three big game guzzlers are located within the WSA.
Maintenance is required approximately two times per year and requires
mechanized euqipment and vehicles for transportation of matericils to the
site.

Recreational use of the Colorado River is rapidly increasing. The Big
Wash area attracts many of the CHV users that caiip on the river. Ways,
develcped in suiport of early mining operations, lace the bajadas of
both ranges. Althoui^ few penetrate the study area, they provide easy
access to the boundaries for the increasing numbers of off-hi<^Tway
vehicle recreationists. As this use increases, management of the area
for wilderness will become even more difficult.
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The potential for mineral develc^xnent within the WSA is hi^. If
develqped, noise, surface disturbance and related access needs will
make management of the WSA for wilderness difficult.

Military overfli<^ts in this WSA must be considered to maintain the
integrity of the existing and future national defense mission as well as
the wilderness resource.

D. Energy and Mineral Resource Vcilues

1. Summary of Information Known At the Tiine of the Preliminary
Suitability Reccanmendation : The Big Maria WSA is located in the
BIM Big Maria Geology-Energy-^Iineral (G-E-M) Resource Area (GKA)

.

Ihe G-E-M information in the wilderness portion of the CDCA Plan EIS
(Volume B, Appendix III) indicated that the WSA had a high potential
for mineralization. In the northern portion, there was past
production of gold, silver, and cc^per, plus several manganese
d^xDsits. The eastern portion of the Riverside Mountains was
considered as having a hi(^ potential for gold, silver, o^^per, and
manganese. Indications of a moderate to speculative potential for
uranium, thorium, manganese, gold, lead, zinc, iron, silver,

moliiDdenum, and the industrial mineral limestone, silica, and gypsum
were identified in the southern portion of the WSA. In their
ccanments to the draft EIS, the U.S. Water and Pcwer Resources
Service indicated a possible need for rip-rap sources on the east
side of the WSA.

Data in the 1980 GRA files indicate that the WSA encatpasses two
hi^ily mineralized mountain ranges, the Big Maria Mountains and the
Riverside Mountains. Ihe rock formations and geology of these
mountains are similar. These mountains consist predominately of
Precanibrian granite and gneiss in faulted contact with pre-
Cretaceous and Paleozoic metamorfAiosed rock, principally marbles.
Data frcan the 1980 GRA files indicated that areas in the northwest
portion and on the east side of the Riverside Mountains have a hi^
potential for the occurrence of gold, silver, and manganese in
replacement deposits in limestone. These deposits, ip to 15 feet
thick, were developed from mines in the Bendigo gold mining
district. A hi^ potential for the occurrence of gypsum was
indicated by the 1980 GRA for the eastern Riverside Mountains. A
moderate potential area, frcan 1980 GRA files, for the occurrence of
uranium was indicated frcan gamma-ray anomalies associated with
Triassic-age intrusive rocks in the central portion of the Big Maria
Mountains.

2. Summary of Significant New Mineral Resource Data Collected Since the
Preliminary Suitability Reccanmendation Which Should Be Considered in
the Final Reccanmendation : The U.S. Bureau of Mines (BCM) released a
summary report of their investigation of the WSA in Open File
R^)ort MIA 142-82 in 1982. No mineral survey has been conducted in
the WSA by the U.S. Geological Survey. The BCM report supports the
1980 GRA data. Both the Big Maria Mountains and the Riverside



Mountains have eireeis of moderate to hi<^ potenticil for precious and
strategic metals under the BIM mineral classificaticxi system. The
r^»rt indicates that twelve properties in the eeist side of the
Riverside Mountains have moderate to higji potentiad for the
occurrence of silver, gold, copper, and mol^iDdenum under the HEM
cleissificatiCTi system. In addition, the BCM r^»rt indicates that
six properties in the Big Maria Mountains have a moderate potential
for the occurrence of zinc, lead, ocpper, silver, and a hi^
potentiaLl for the occurrence of iron, limestone, and building staie.
Four properties in or near the south portion of the WSA have low
grade gold, silver, and copper resources totalling more that 300,000
tons. An estimated 29 million tons of limestone and dolomite, and
620,000 Icaig tcxis of iron ore were identified in the Big Maria
Mountains by BCM. Most d^xDsits were found to be in fault/shear
zones and same cire associated with intrusive diloas or hydrothermcil
quartz veins. In the Riverside Mountains, copper, manganese,
moli^Ddenum, lead, zinc and/or iron are often eissociated with gold
and silver d^xDsits.

Numerous quarries exist on the western slc^ses of the Big Maria
Mountains for both wollastonite and marble. Several prcperties have
been patented immediately west of the WSA boundary. These minerals
have industricil uses as food additives, and in the manufacture of
iron cind cement. The limestone and wollastonite minerals extend
acrc^s frcxn the southwest comer to the west central porticai of the
Big Maria Mountains in the WSA. Towards the south portion of the
WSA, d^xDsits are r^xDrted to consist of cilmost pure marble, v*iile

the beds to the north consist of pure wollastonite. Marble and
wollastonite d^xDsits in the Big Maria Mountains porticxi of the WSA
have a hi^ potenticil for occurrence under the BIM classification
system.

Ihe decorative stone mentioned in the BCM report, driftwood rock, is
a surface deposit resulting frcm the weathering of wollastonite and
limestone outcrops. Ihese deposits occur as surface sluff rock on
the hill sides. It is gathered and sorted by hand frcm hill sides
and sold to rock retailers, locally. Uipatented mining claims
located in the WSA cure summarized in the follcwing table taken from
BIM records dated December, 1987,

Table 4 - Mining Claims

TYPE NTIMRER ACRES
MINING CLAIM SUITABIE NONSUIT. TOTAL SUTTABIZ NONSUIT. TOTAL

Tnde
Placer
Mill Sites

N/A
N/A
N/A

655
28

655
28

N/A
N/A
N/A

13,100
1,120

13,100
1,120

Totals: N/A 683 683 N/A 14.220 14.220
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E. Summary of Environmental Consecaienoes of the Proposed Ac±ion

1. Impact on Wilderness Values : Naturalness and c^jportunities for
solitude in both segments will be significantly reduced by localized
to extensive inpacts smnrounding mineral develc^xnent. Ihis is
likely to occur in the areas of hi^ and moderate mineral potential,
rou^ily 75% of the entire WSA. Adverse inpacts to solitude and a
reduction in quality of primitive and unoonfined types of recreation
will occur along approximately 20 miles of designated routes of
travel vdiich will remain cpen.

2. Impact on locatable Mineral Exploration and Development :

Opportunities for exploration and develcpnent of locatable minerals
will continue to be available, subject to the regulations stated in
43 CFR 3809 regarding surface disturbance as well as any additional
constraints listed in the CDCA Plan.

3. Impacts on Deer/Habitat : Inpacts on deer and their habitat will be
negligible, consisting of insignificant habitat loss caused by
mineral develqproent. Management guidelines, mitigating mecisures and
stipulations will provide adequate protection for this species.

4. Impact on Motorized Recreation Opportunities : Opportunities for
motorized recreation will continue on approximately 20 miles of
designated routes of travel.

5. Impact on Cultural Resources : Scame loss of archaeological values
will occur as a result of mineral exploration and develcpment. Ihis
loss will be focused primarily in the areas of hi^ and moderate
mineral potential, ccsiprising 75% of the WSA. Existing Federal laws
and BLM guidelines, as listed in the CIXA Plan, will be utilized to
reduce any inpacts.

6. Impact on BIM Sensitive Plant Species : Loss of habitat, caused by
potential mineral develcpnent, will occur. Althou^ within this
WSA, inpacts may be extensive, these species have broad ranges so
these inpacts will affect an insignificant portion of their totcil

habitat. BIM management guidelines, as outlined in the CDCA Plan
will protect these species to seme extent through avoidance and
rehabilitation stipulations v*iere possible.

F. Local Social and Economic Considerations

No loccil social or econcanic considerations were identified in the Final
CDCA Plan and EIS. Therefore, no further discussion of this tcpic will
occur in this document.
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G. Summary of WSA - Specific Public Ccanments

Public oatntnents were solicited throu^out cdl phases in the develcfraeiTt

of the CDCA Plan, finalized in 1980. Issues raised by the public during
the Inventory and Stufy Fhases were taken into account during
development of the Draft Plan Alternatives and Prc^xDsed Plan. Ihe
following is a summary of all cotiments received. Inaccuracies that are
kncwn to exist are noted in parentheses.

1. Inventory Phase : The majority of public cctnments si^Dported the
BIM's findings. Seme canments mentioned mining operations \4iidi

will be considered in the study phase.

2. Study Phase ; Ihe 21 letters received on this WSA were evenly
divided between support and cppDsition for wilderness designaticn.
Several factors were listed by exponents as being inccxipatible with
wilderness, including present and former rock quarrying cperaticBTS

and the associated roads, debris, and scenic scars. Wilderness
prc^xDnents claimed that the areas were c^jable of being
rehabilitated and that the Bureau should coqperatB with the County
of Riverside in cutting off or mitigating these operations.

Another factor mentioned as interfering with wilderness quality uas
the proposed microwave relay locator v^ch would connect the
Southern California Edison and Arizona Power Service microwave
systems to service the proposed Palo Verde power plant. In
addition, the Bureau of Reclamation stated a need to leave this l^id
open for rock removal for the purposes of flood control, river
regulation and stabilization, and water storage and conseryation.
An oil company urged that the land be maintained under multiple use
management for future oil and gas and geothermal e3q)loration. A
railroad wanted to retain access to areas for drainage surveys,
flash flood surveys, derailments, and dike maintenance. There were
also a coi^jle of requests to leave the area c^jen to four-v*ieel drive
vehicles.

One wilderness opponent stated that the natural condition of the
area was conpromised by the proximity of Blythe, by recreaticai
developments on the Colorado River east of the area's boundary, and
the substantial mining activities, ON use and low-level overflig^its
by military aircraft. In contrast, a proponent of wilderness
consideration stated that it was beneficicil to have this grand,
remote area with its outstanding opportunities for primitive
recreation and solitude so close to an interstate hi^iway, to
agricultural land, and to the Colorado River recreation spots.

Wilderness proponents rated the area excellent in scenic quality,
noting the spectacular cliffs, viewsc^Des from hi^er eiltitudes, and
vast spaces and bajadas. The river orientation was felt to be a
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positive feature, sincje only two proposed WSAs share this
ctiaracteristic. One respondent urged that the intaglios in sections
22, 23, 26, 27, 34, and 35 of T. 4 S., R. 23 E., be included within
the WSA boundary.

One oonment was received in response to the Public Input WorW^ook
(3/25/79) . It reccsoranended boundary changes to exclude surface marks
^Aiich degrade wilderness.

3. Draft Plan Alternatives : Ihere were few ccmments specific to this
WSA in resjponse to the Draft Plan Alternatives. Hcwever, this WSA
Wcis one of those opposed by the National Outdoor Coalition (NOG) , a
coalition of mining, rocWiounding, and off-hi^way vehicle
organizations. A large number of club members sent in printed
cottons si;5porting a classification of "moderate use" for the
Riverside Mountains, and a "limited use" classification for the WSA
portion of the Big Maria Mountains. This cpinion agreed, in part,
with the reccjnmendation of the Use Alternative. Conservation-
oriented individuals and organizations approved the Protection
Alternative v*iich reccamtiended wilderness designation for this area.

The California Department of Transportation requested that the
boundary of the WSA be changed to exclude an irrportant site for
<±)taining sand and gravel, about six miles north of Blythe.

4. Proposed Plan ; Again, there were few specific ccaranents on this WSA.

The Federal Water and Pcwer Resources Service (Boulder, Nevada)
wanted adjustments in the boundaries of this WSA to allow stucty and
possible construction of quarry sites. Conservation organizations
eind groips such as NOC maintained the same positions as for the
Draft Plan Alternatives.

No comments were received frcm local governments.
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RICE VAUiEY WHJDERNESS STOEY AREA fWSA)

(aX3i~322)

1. THE STUDY AREA 51,248 acres

The Rice Valley WSA is Icxated in the extreme northeastern comer of
Riverside County, in the southern portion of the California Desert
Conservation Area (CDCA) , approximately 26 miles northwest of Blythe,
California. The WSA includes 48,133 acres of public land administered by
the Bureau of Land Management (ELM) , 93 acres State land and 3 , 022 private
acres (see Map 1 and Table 1)

.

The western boundary of the WSA follows a je^ trail south to the Santa Fe
Railroad, then heads southeast follcwing the ridgeline of the western
extension of the Big Maria Wtauntains. Ihe southern boundary proceeds east
cilong this ridgeline until it intersects a pcwerline right-of-way. The
eastern boundary follc^ra this northeast-southwest trending right-of-way to a
maintenance road. Then, following this feature, the boundary proceeds
north. The northern boundary follows section lines between the maintenance
road and the je^ trail.

The WSA includes most of the broad, flat plains of Rice Valley and the
northwestern tip of the steep, rugged Big Maria Mountains. The Rice Valley
Dunes, a system of fairly small dunes rising 30' to 40' above the surface,
form a long narrcw band v*iich runs through the middle of the valley. Rice
Valley is the southern terminus of an extensive sand sheet that extends frcan

Cadiz Vcilley throu^ Ward Valley, and represents a part of one of the
largest dune systems in the California Desert Conservation Area. Elevation
varies from a low of approximately 700' in the vicinity of the dunes in the
northeast portion of the WSA to a hi^ of 2,000' in the Big Maria Mountains
in the south.

The WSA was studied under Section 603 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FLFMA) . Four alternatives were analyzed in the Draft and
Final Environmental Iirpact Statement (EIS) for the CDCA Plan: protection,
use, balanced, and no action; a summary of the area's wilderness values was
included in i^^pendix III of the Final EIS.

2. REOOMMENDATTQN AND RATTQNAIE

48,133

acres recommended for
wilderness
BIM acres recommended
for nonwildemess

No wilderness is the recoraroendation for this WSA. The entire acreage in
this WSA is released for uses other than wilderness. This reccaranendation

will be inpleroented in a manner v^ich will use all practical means to avoid
or minimize envjjnonmental iirpacts.



The Balanced Alternative is the environmentally preferable alternative as
outlined in the CDCA Plan and further ejq)lained in the California Wilderness
Study Overview.

The WSA is recoaranended nonsuitable because its potential for motorized
recreation, and mineral ejqsloration and development outwei(^ the area's
marginal wilderness values. Within this WSA, wilderness values are
mediocre. In part, this is due to the activities of man, such as
recreation, mineral exploration and develcpnent, and military training.
Hcwever, even without these intrusions, the wilderness values lack
distinction and singularity. In those areas untouched by man, the forces of
nature have created a bleak landscape, destitute of interesting and unique
features.

Hie natuTcil condition of the area has been marred by primitive routes and
ways, tank tracks, unejq)loded military onJnance, and surface disturbances
related to mineral develcp^nent. During World War II, Rice Valley was used
by the U.S. Army for military training. The Rice Air Base, located just
outside of the VSA's northern boundary, was used to train pilots in aerial
maneuvers. Rice Valley was used for bcmbing and strafing practice and the
area still contains unexploded ordnance hidden beneath the sand. There are
approximately seven miles of routes of travel including primitive ways,
washes and other unmaintained routes of access v^ch will remain available
for vehicular use.

O^xjrtunities for solitude and primitive and unconfined types of recreation
are available in the WSA's interior only. This area provides expansive
vistas, iirparting to the visitor a sense of vastness and desolation. Where
one can see for miles, solitude is limited. The flat terrain offers few
hiding places. Only in the washes or among the highest dunes can a feeling
of seclusion be achieved.

Because there are no man-made constraints, the VISA offers the freedom of
unconfined movement. However, primitive recreation c^portunities are
limited to activities v^iich require only the most basic of skills such as
day hiking. The flat terrain precludes many of the more difficult and
technical types of primitive recreation such as rock climbing or
orienteering. Because of the poor habitat, activities such as hunting,
wildlife viewing and bird watching do not occur in this WSA.

With the exertion of the small dune system, the area reflects the
tcpogra^iy and vegetation displayed in the surrounding valleys. Althou^
the dunes are unique in the local area they are relatively insignificant
vAien ccnpared with others within the CDCA. Vegetation on the sand sheet and
the surrounding bajadas is typical of that found in the Colorado desert.

The WSA is well suited to sL^port motorized recreation. The extensive sand
surfaces offer a challenging array of motorized recreational opportunities.
Ihe Rice Valley OHV Area lies entirely within this WSA, adjacent to the
area's eastern boundary. Ihis area, consisting of several isolated dune
fields, receives a significant amount of use annually. Recreational use
also occurs on the WSA's many ways. Most of these routes, originally



caneated to support military cperations, have been l<Bpt open by CHV use, and
new provide access to locations throughout the WSA. Virtually all users
travel frcm cairps along the Colorado River. As increased recreational
opportunities develcp along the river, pressure to utilize this area for
motorized recreation will also increase.

Within the southwestern portion of the WSA, there is hi^ potential for
lead, silver, zinc, and cc^^Der. There are also kncwn d^xjsits of industrial
grade wollastonite, gypsum and hi^ grade limestone in the southwest area
(see Energy and Mineral Resource Values)

.

TABLE 1 - Land Status and Acreage Summary of the Study Area

Within Wilderness Study Area Acres
BIM (surface and subsurface) 48,133
^lit Estate (BLM surface only)

Inholdings
State 93
Private 3 , 022

Total 51,248

Within the Recanmended Wilderness Boundary Acres
ELM (within WSA)
BLM (outside WSA)
Split Estate (within WSA)
Split Estate (outside WSA)

Total BLM Land Recoanmended for Wilderness

Inholdings
State
Private

Within the Area Not Recommended for Wilderness Acres
BLM (surface and subsurface) 48,133
Split Estate (BLM surface only)

Total BLM Land Not Recommended for Wilderness 48,133
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3. CRITERIA O0NSIDE3RED IN DEVEIDPING THE MIDERNESS REOCMMENDATICa^S

A. Wilderness C3iaracteristics

1. Naturalness : Naturalness has been adversely affected by the past
uses vMch have occajrred in Rice Valley, primarily related to
military training. A U.S. Array Air Base (Rice Air Base, Icxated
just north and outside of the WSA) was used for training during
World War II. Rice Valley was used for bonbing and strafing
practice and the northeastern one-third still contains remnant signs
warning of the danger of uneo^loded subsurface ordnance. Current
use consists almost exclusively of motorized recreation. A few dirt
routes used originally to st^Dport military c^jerations have been kept
open by CHV use. Ihe majority of this use, hcwever, occurs in the
Rice Valley GiN Area, a free-play area. Rice Vcilley is ej^)eriencing
an ever increasing amount of off-hi^way vehicle use originating
from the caitpsites along the Colorado River.

2. Solitude ; Ihe c^^xDrtunities for solitude vary between locations.
In the vreishes, vegetation is tall enou^ to conceal users from each
other but on the bajadas the vegetation is sparse and lew, offering
little shielding. Activities between the dunes remain isolated but
on or around the dunes few c^portunities for solitude exist. The
flatness of most of the area provides miles of unrestricted views in
cill directions. Off-hi^way vehicle sounds are not buffered and
carry for great distances, further reducing the sense of seclusion.

This WSA is periodically overflown by military aircraft as part of
the national defense mission taking place in approved military
cperating areas and fli-^t corridors. Ihe visual intrusions and
associated noise create periodic tertporary effects on solitude v*iich

are deemed necessary and acceptable as a part of the defense
pr^aredness of the nation.

3. Primitive and Unconfined Recreation ; Flat terrain with little
diversity preclijde difficult and technical types of primitive or
unconfined recreation such as rockclimbing or orienteering. Also,
(Importunities for hunting, birdwatching and wildlife viewing are
virtually nonexistent because of a lack of suitable habitat for
these creatures. Extreme daytime summer tenperatures and a lack of
water limit hiking and bacJqsacking cpportunities.

4. Special Features ; None exist within this WSA.

B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System

1. Assessing the diversity of natural systen^ and features as
represented by ecosystems : This WSA contains 48,133 acres of the
American Desert/Creosote Bush-bur Sage ecosystem. The Rice Valley
WSA would not increase the diversity of the types of ecosystems
represented in the NWPS.



Table 2 - Ecosystem R^resentation

Bailey-Ruchler
Classificaticm
Dcgnain/Prcivinoe/RJV

NWPS Areas Other BIM Studies
cireas acres areas acres

NMTgJWIDE

American Desert/Creosote Bush-
bur Sage 3 126,033

CAIJPORNIA

American Desert/Creosote Bush-
bur Sage 2 26,427

48 1,523,932

20 929,471

2. Expanding the opportunities for solitude or primitive recreation
within a day's driving time (five hours) of major population
centers : Ihe WSA is within a five-hour drive of six major
population centers. Table 3 summarizes the number and acreage of
designated areas and other BLM study areas within a five-hour drive
of the pc^xilation centers.

Table 3

Wilderness C^portunities for Residents
of Major Pc^xilation Centers

Pc^xilation NWPS areas Other BIM Studies
(Centers areas acres areas acres

California

Anaheim-Santa Ana 25 2,823,534 153 5,703,616
Los Angeles--Long Beach 27 2,876,234 135 4,958,751
Riverside-San Bernardino 22 2,031,054 205 7,658,649
San Diego 15 1,043,680 100 3,378,814

Arizona

Fhoenix 40 1,758,456 118 4,449,908

Nevada

Tas Vegas 46 3,507,293 311 11,186,463

3. Balancing the geoqrar^iic distribution of wilderness areas: The WSA
is within 50 air miles of 18 BLM VKAs reccramended for wilderness
designation. Joshua Tree Wilderness Areas, administered by Joshua
Tree National Monument, 30 miles to the west, are the nearest
designated wilderness areas.



C. Manageability

The Rice Veilley WSA is manageable as wilderness, but only with extreme
difficulty. Frequent signing, detailed roaps and intensive patrolling
along mich of the border would be required to insure the integrity of
the unit. The smsill dunes and surrounding washes located within the WSA
are attractive play areas for all types of motorized vehicles. These
are the only dunes in the immediate area and as recreational use cilong

the (Colorado River and in the Coachella Vailley increases the WSA will
eoqjerience increased use pressure. Constant surveillance would be
required to protect the wilderness values.

Management would be further ccsiplicated by the fact that the
northeastern third of the WSA was previously designated as
"contaminated" by the U.S. Arrry with unexploded ordnance remaining from
the training activities during World War II. At present, the degree of
danger is unknown. A thorou*^ swe^ of the area by ej^losive ordnance
disposal personnel would be necessary to assure safety at the site.

Some iirpairment to the wilderness values mi^t result from this t^pe of
cleam^) operation.

Military overfli^ts in this VISA must be considered to maintain the
integrity of the existing and future national defense mission as well as
the wilderness resource.

D. Enerciv and Mineral Resource Values

1. Summary of Information Known at the Time of the Preliminary
Suitability Reccanmendation : The suitability reconmendation made in
1980 was based on the data contained in the BIM Big Maria Geology-
Energy-Minerals (GEM) Resource Area (GRA) files. ELM GEM data in
the wilderness portion of the EIS (Volume B, ^pendix III)

indicated in 1980 that the southwestern part of the WSA had a
moderate potential for the occurrence of several types of mineral
resources. The Rice Valley WSA is ccaiposed of mostly Quaternary
(recent) alluvium and dune sand, and Pleistocene nonmarine sediments
consisting of blocky rock and clay mixed with sand. Based on the
1980 GRA data, a moderate potential exists for the occurrence of
sand and gravel resources in this alluvium. The entire WSA north of
the Big Maria Mountains in the alluvial valley area was classified
(1979) by the US Geological Survey (USGS) as a Potential Geologic
Structure (PGS) for oil and gas (new Prospectively Valuable under
BIM classification)

.

The extreme southern portion of the WSA (approximately 10%)
encoirpasses the northern limb of the Big Maria Mountains and is
ccjiposed predcsninately of Precambrian gneiss (a hi^ grade
metamorphic rock) in thrust fault contact with the metamorphic pre-
Cretaceous marine rocks consisting mostly of limestone/marble and
Pcileozoic marine rocks locally grading between marble/wollastonite/
gypsum. These latter two formations are locally kncwn for the
production of industrial grade gypsum, wollastonite (used in the



ceramics industry) , and high grade (98% pure) limestone/marble (used
in the iron and cement industry and as fcxxi additives) . The old
Bald Eagle Mine lies just outside the scxithem boundary of the WSA.
In the early 1950 's, this mine produced 1,576 ounces of silver, 108
pounds of copper, 68,407 pounds of lead, and 1,901 pounds of zinc.
The rock formation which this mine worked (pre-Cretaceous
metasedimentary rocks) extends into the WSA and was classified in
the GRA as having hi^ potential for the occurrence of these
minerals. These hills were also classified as having moderate
potential for uranium based on gamma-ray survey anomalies.

Simmary of Significant New Mineral Resource Data Collected Since the
Preliminary Suitability Recomroendation Which Should Be Considered in
the Final Reccmmendation ; No USGS or Bureau of Mines (BCM) minercil

surveys were ccsTpleted because this VISA was reccanmended nonsuitable
for wilderness designation.

Althoui^ classified as a PGS by the USGS and as prospectively
valuable by the BIM (1987) based on this PGS classification, there
has been no production of oil and gas frcm the WSA. All oil and gas
leases in this area were abandoned in 1985 and 1986. The BIM has
maintained a moratorium on leasing within the WSA as directed by the
Congress since 1983. Based on these reasons, the WSA is consider^
cis having a lew potential for the occurrence of oil and gas
resources under the BLM classification system.

Althou^ the EIS stated that the hills of the southern part of the
WSA have a moderate potential for uranium, direct field evidence is
available and this moderate potential classification cannot be
sij^ported.

Driftwood rock is a surface weathering texture occurring on rock
"sluff" on the hillsides of the Big Maria Mountains. This rock is

used as an ornamental stone in landscape applications, and is
currently being mined frcan mining claims in the Big Maria Mountains.
Resources are very limited within the WSA, however, under the BIM
classification system, the geology, known d^xDsits, and historical
interest indicate a hi(^ potential for the ocxaorrence of this rock
within the southern portion of the WSA. A hi^ potential exists
under the BLM classification system for a quartzite called Rosetta
Stone v^ch is presently under ajplication for a sale on a hillside
in the southern portion of the WSA. The hill and deposit are
bisected by the VISA boundary and the sale proposal affects the area
outside the WSA.

Isolation from available markets, poor quality, and a lack of
interest indicated by a lack of Free Use Permits or contract sales
issued in recent history indicates that this area has a low
potential for sand and gravel resources based on the BIM
classification system.



The EIS states that this study area has had a "recent" history of
mining. Information availcsble from the GKA and recent BIM records
indicate that past mining has occurred just outside the WSA but no
known mining has occurred witiiin the boundary of the WSA. There is

no current mining activity in the WSA and the only interest shewn in
minercil develcprvent is in the hills in the southern portion of the
WSA for the known deposits of industrial grade wollastonite, gypsum,

or limestone. As of December 15, 1987, there were no uipatented
mining claims recorded with the BIM within the WSA.

E. Summary of Environmental Consequences of the Proposed Action

1. Impact on Wilderness Values : Naturalness of the area will suffer
significant adverse iitpacts within the boundaries of the Rice Valley
OtN Area, constituting approximately 5%of the WSA, due to the
passage of increasing numbers of off-hi<^way vehicles. Vehicle
noise will cdso cause moderate adverse iirqpacts to solitude and
reduce the quality of primitive and unconfined types of recreation
throu^out. Leasable mineral exploration and develcpnent will cause
minor loccdized adverse iirpacts to naturalness in the hi(^ily

mineralized southwest portion of the WSA.

2. Impact on Motorized Recreation Opportunities ; C^sportunities for
motorized recreation both on designated routes of travel and within
the open area (5% of the WSA) will continue to be available. Future
trends indicate that use in this WSA will increase gradually.

3. Impact on Locatable Mineral Exploration and Develocaiient :

Opportunities for exploration and develcpfnent of locatable minerals
will continue to be available in the WSA. Exploration and
development of mineral resources will be subject to the regulations
stated in 43 CFR 3809 regarding surface disturbance as well as any
additional constraints listed in the CDCA Plan.

F. local Social and Econcatiic Considerations

No local social or economic considerations were identified in the Final
CDCA Plan and EIS. Therefore, no further discussion of this tcpic will
occur in this document.

G. Summary of WSA - Specific Public Comments

Public comments were solicited throu(^out all fiiases in the develcponent
of the CDCA Plan, finalized in 1980. Issues raised by the public during
the Inventory and Study Hiases were taken into account during
develcponent of the Draft Plan Alternatives and Pmposed Plan. The
following is a summary of all comments received. Inaccuracies that are
kncMi to exist are noted in parentheses.
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1. Inventory Phase : Of the forty-five oonments received during the
inventory phase, forty-one (91%) favored inclusion of Rice Valley as
a Wilderness Stucfy Area. The inventory team had originally
determined that the area did not meet the Wilderness Act Section 2

(c) criteria. As a result of the response the area Wcis reevaluated
and determined to meet the criteria and identified cis a WSA.

Several letters (e.g. Desert Protective Council and Sierra Club)

thou^t that this type of landform (broad desert valley) was under-
r^resented in the desert-wide inventory. Others voiced concern
about protecting the Vcilley and the plant and animal community \fthich

is d^)endent iQXDn sandy terrain. Other values mentioned were "fine
exairples" of desert pavement, ccaooplex mountain outcrqcpings in the
Big Maria Mountains, and the potential for extended back pack trips,
day hikes, photogra^iy and other recreational activities. Many
comments favored expansion of the boundaries to include the West
Riverside Mountains, and the entire northwest section, excluding the
oomnunity of Rice and mining intrusions, so that the entire
mountain-valley system could be represented.

Some factors that detract from the wilderness values that were
mentioned were the Federal Aviation Administration transmitter and
pcwer transformer, graded roads, railroad tracks, roads, aqueduct
and powerlines outside of the area. Some respondents stated that
ofportunities for solitude were poor because of the flat terrain,
and that a better use for the area would be as a motorized vehicle
play area for use primarily by residents of Blythe, 26 miles away.

2. Study Phase ; Only one Public Response Sheet from the Public Irpat
Wbr]dxx)k of March 15, 1979 was received. It favored wilderness
designation for the valley and the restriction of dirt bikes and
four-vdieel drive vehicles from the area.

3. Draft Plan Alternatives ; Few cojnments specific to the Rice Valley
WSA were received in response to the Draft Desert Plan Alternatives.
The National Outdoor Coalition (NOC) a coalition of mining,
roddiound and off-road vehicle groi^ provided an ciltemate proposal
and map reccaranending moderate use guidelines for this general area.
A large number of club members sutantiitted letters and coupons
si^jporting NOC's position. Conservation groups, including the
Sierra Club and the Wilderness Society sufported wilderness
designation for the entire WSA. Many public relies reflected this
point of view.

4. P>roposed Plan : Practically every ccmment received in response to
the Prcposed Plan was general in nature. Ihe motorized vehicle
gixxqps and the conservation organizations restated their overall
positions, which reflected those provided in response to the Draft
Plan Alternatives.

No comments were received from local governments.
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PATrai-MppOfy WHJDERNESS STOEY AREA fWSA)

(CDCA-325)

1. IHE glUDY AREA 284,730 acnes

The Palen-MoCJcy WSA is located in eastern Riverside County, in the
southeastern portion of the California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA) . It
lies ajproximately 15 miles east of Desert Center, and 25 miles west of
Blythe. The WSA includes 268,917 acres of public land administered by the
Bureau of Land Management (BIM) , 8,319 acres of State land and private
inholdings totalling 7,494 acres (see Map 1 and Table 1)

.

Frcan the northeast comer, the WSA's northern boundary follows section
lines to a cherrysteramed road, then proceeds southwest across country to
the northern edge of the Granite Mountains. To the west, the boundary
follows State Highway 177, excluding one cherrysteramed road, then trends
southeast avoiding private land. The southern boundary follows a pcwerline
and gasline ri^t-of-way, omitting a third cherrysteramed road. To the east,
the boundary follows the tcpografAiy of the eastern side of the McCoy
Mountains, then heads west to the eastern side of the Palen ^fc>untains,

avoiding patented mining claims and areas of surface disturbance. Ihen
again swinging east, the boundary follows the ridgeline of the Little Maria
Mountains, until finally, it heads north to meet the northern boundary.

Within this VKA are four distinct mountain ranges and the broad, slewing
bajadas that s^jarate them. Because this large area incorporates so many
major geologic features, the diversity of landforms and vegetation is
exceptional

.

The Palen-McCoy WSA falls within the category identified cis the American
Desert Province. Vegetation consists of creosote scrub on the mountain
slopes and alluvial plains, and desert micrqphyll woodland in the large dry
washes. Doaninant plant species within the creosote bush scrub ccamraunity are
creosote bush, burro bush, brittle brush and cheese bush. Within this
coraraunity, scattered ocotillo, barrel cactus, pencil cholla, cotton-top
cactus and pygray cedar can also be found. The micrcphyll woodland coraraunity

is charaorterized by ironwood, palo verde and desert lavender.

The WSA was studied under Section 603 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FLEMA) . Four alternatives were analyzed in the Draft and
Final Environmental Iropact Statement (EIS) for the CDCA Plan: protection,
use, balanced, and no action; a summary of the area's wilderness values was
included in i^pendix III of the Final EIS.



2. REO^IMENDftnqj ANP PATrnMATF 80,128 acres recxxnmerded for
wilderness

193,252 BUM acres reccanmended
for nonwildemess

Partial wilderness (28% suitable) is the reccniitiendation for this WSA. The
193,252 acres in this WSA reccsranended nonsuitable are released for uses
other than wilderness. In addition to the Federal acreage reccanmended for
wilderness, BIM recommends that 1,236 acres of private land and 3,227 acres
of State land be acquired through exchange or purchase and designated as
wilderness. With acquisition of these inholdings, a total of 80,128 acres
are reccanmended for wilderness, ^pendix 1 lists all inholdings and
provides acMitional information on their acquisition. This recommendation
will be iirplemented in a manner v*iich will use all practical means to avoid
or minimize environmental iitpacts.

The Balanced Alternative is the environmentally preferable alternative as
outlined in the CDCA Plan and further esqDlained in the California Wilderness
Study Overview.

The portion of this WSA endorsed for inclusion in the National Wilderness
Preservation System (NWPS) is reccanmended for the follcwing reasons: (1)

the area possesses outstanding wilderness values; (2) a large portion of the
area is r^resentative of a landform rarely reccanmended suitable in other
BIM study areas; and (3) the area contains numerous special features.
Because of these iitportant factors, preservation of this area as wilderness
outwei<^is any alternative uses of the area.

The area being reccanmended for designation possesses outstanding wilderness
qualities. The rugged southern portion of the Palen ^fountains and the
enormous valley v*iich separates them frcan the McCoy Mountains exhibit great
potenticil for diverse types of primitive recreation. Here, c^portunities
for solitude abound. The Palen >kxintains are extremely rugged and local
surface variation, in addition to scattered vegetation, ensures a sense of
isolation and remoteness. In the washes, heavy vegetation assures
solitude. Naturalness in the area has been preserved by the rugged terrain
and the remoteness of the area. Because wilderness values are so
significant, the suitability recommendation will preclude any further
vehicular use of approxiinately 42 miles of primitive access routes of
travel.

This area is scannewhat unique among other reccanmended areas in the CDCA
because it includes a large bajada landform. The two major geological
features vdiich ccatprise the WSA's suitable area are the southern portion of
the Palen Mountains and the northern extension of the Chuckwalla Valley.
This major valley area is one of only a few large, flat bajada-wash type of
landforms reccanmended as suitable within the CDCA. The area provides a true
cross-section of vAiat one eo^^ects in a typical desert environment. Blow
sand, sandy washes tangled with ironwood thickets, large expanses of



untouched desert pavement, bajadas, interior valleys and canyons, and rugged
crags and peaks intersperse in an ever changing pattern. The continuously
changing landforms provide backdrcps vAiich support feelings vAiich can range

from confinement to absolute freedcxn.

Within the suitable area exists a variety of special features. Ihey include

an extensive undisturbed ironwood wash ecosystem, several sensitive plant
and animal species, and significant cultural resources. A more detailed
discussion of these special features is given in the Wilderness
Ciiciracteristics section.

Within the suitable portion of the WSA, few resource conflicts exist. The
only one of significance involves exploration and develcpment of minercil

resources. Within the suitable portion, 24 mining claims have been filed
with BLM. Thou^ none of these claims are currently producing, the CDCA
Plan EIS has identified the southwestern Palen Mountains as having known
deposits of hi^-grade iron ore and talc. Two active mining cperations have
been cherrysteramed out of the WSA. In the decision-making process, it was
recognized that conflicts exist between mineral resources and wilderness
values, but it was decided that, within the suitable area, the value of the
wilderness resource was more significant than the conpeting mineral
resources.

The majority, 193,252 acres, of the Palen-^fcCJoy WSA is recommended as
nonsuitable for wilderness designation. In this portion of the WSA,
wilderness values are marginal, resource conflicts involving irrportant

mineral resources and recreational cpportunities are more prevalent, and
management as wilderness would be extremely difficult.

Within the nonsuitable area, wilderness values only marginally met the
criteria set forth in Section 2(c) of the Wilderness Act of 1964. Here,
naturalness is lessened by evidence of historic mining activities, a web-
like network of primitive ways, and the remnants of past military activity.
(Importunities for both solitude and primitive and unconfined types of
recreation are not as readily available here, as in the suitable area.

Throui^out this area, development of inportant mineral resources would be
foregone if wilderness designation occurred. There are 356 mining claims
scattered throu^out the nonsuitable portion of the WSA. Around the turn of
the century, two mines in the central Palen Mountains produced undetermined
amounts of rich ore containing ip to 60% copper, plus silver and gold. The
area is new actively explored for copper and silver. Gec^ysiccil
data, suggests an ore body belcw the surface. Therefore, this area has hi^
potential for mineral resources. The northern Palen Mountains are
mineralized and altered similarly to the cojper deposits in the central
Palen Mountains. Prior to 1918, the St. Jdtm Mine produced an undetermined
amount of ore containing up to 40% copper, in addition to silver and gold.
Also in this area are at least 12 past producers of manganese. This area
has high potential for copper, manganese, gold and silver.



Ihe Palen Pass ai-ea contains known resources of gypsum, a vital
agricultural matericd; fluor^)ar, used in steel making; plus silica and
oc^jper. Geochemiccil data indicate moderate potential for molybdenum, zinc,
and lead in southeastern Palen Pass.

Traditional recreational uses of the nonsuitable area have required the use
of motorizai vehicles for access. Primitive cairping, off-hi^way vehicle
touring, hunting, and rockhounding are traditional activities for this area.
Wilderness designation of this area would virtually eliminate these
activities. Althou^ caitping, rock collecting and hunting would still be
cillcwed under wilderness management guidelines, the extreme ruggedness of
the Little Maria, Granite, McCoy, and northern Pcilen Mountains would
preclude access to all but the most 0iysically fit, ther^Dy reducing use
levels to near zero. Ihis issue was raised many times in public ccxtiments.

Many people conmenting on wilderness recommendations for the area
identified the potential loss of these family-oriented activities as reasons
for nonsuitable reoonmendations. There are approximately 100 miles of
routes of travel including primitive ways, washes and other unmaintained
routes of access v*iich will remain available for vehicular use.
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TABIE 1 - Land Status and Acrreage Summary of the Study Area

Within Wilderness Study Area Acres
BIM (surface and subsurface) 268,917
Split Estate (BIM surface only)

Inholdings
State 8,319
Private 7,494

Ibtal 284,730

Within the Reccanmended Wilderness Boundary Acres
BIM (within WSA) 75,665
BIM (outside WSA)

Split Estate (within WSA)

Split Estate (outside WSA)

Total BIM Land Reccsmmended for Wilderness 75,665

Inholdings-^

State 3,227
Private 1,236

Within the Area Not Recomroended for Wilderness Acres
BIM (surface and subsurface) 193,252
Split Estate (BIM surface only)

Total BIM Land Not Recommended for Wilderness 193,252

-' i^pendix 1 is a detailed description of inholdings and split
estate tracts included within the study. For purposes of this report,
split estate lands are defined only as those lands with Federal surface
and non Federal subsurface (minerals) . Lands that have Federal
minerals but non Federal surface should be classified in this report by
the cwner of the surface estate.



3. CRITERIA CONSIDERED IN DEVEIOPING THE WILDERNESS REO^IMENDftnONS

A. Wilderness Characteristics

1. Naturalness ; Ihe natural cxDndition of the recxanmended suitable area
has been substantially unaffec±ed by man. Past activities, limited
to mining and li^t recreation, have not caused an appreciable
reduction in naturalness. Tcpographic variation throughout and
vegetative screening in the valleys serve to reduce the irrpact of
any evidence of man. Ihe interior of the Palen Mountains is
especially pristine.

Within the nonsuitable portion, naturalness has suffered greater
iirpacts frcan the works of man. Here, mining scars and off-hi^way
vehicle trails are common intrusions. This portion of the WSA has
also suffered adverse iirpacts by its past use as a military training
area. EXiring World War II, training maneuvers utilizing tank corps
and infantry ranged over vast areas. Today, remnants of a training
canp, Canp Granite, are visible on the north slope of the Granite
Mountains. Surface disturbances include old roads, rock alignments
and countless tank tracks.

2. Solitude ; Ihrou<^out much of the area, c^portunities for solitude
are abundant. Ihe Palen Mountains are extremely rugged. Within
their confines, local surface variation works with scattered
vegetation to provide countless hideaways. In the washes of the
Chuckwalla Valley, dense vegetation ensures solitude.

In the interiors of the Granite, Little Maria and McCoy Mountains,
located in the nonsuitable area, opportunities for solitude also
exist. On the bajada areas in Palen Valley and the sand draw
between the Granites and the Little Marias, opportunities for
solitude are diminished by a lack of tcpograpiiic variation and
sparse lew vegetation.

This WSA is periodically overflown by military aircraft as part of
the national defense mission taking place in approved military
operating areas and flight corridors. Ihe visual intrusions and
associated noise create periodic tenporary effects on solitude V\hich

are deemed necessary and acceptable as a part of the defense
preparedness of the nation.

3. Primitive and Unconfined Recreation ; Ihe suitable area is large
and conpletely lacking in restrictions of any type. Recreationists
would be afforded the opportunity to utilize the area in ccaiplete

freedcm. Ihe diversity of landform and terrain provide for a range
of primitive types of recreation. Ihe nonsuitable portion of the
WSA vhich has traditionally been used by motorized recreationist,
has similar opportunities for primitive recreationists. However,
these activities are somev\Aiat constrained by the area's past uses.

For instance, abandoned mines constitute hazards to be avoided by
hikers or backpackers.



4. Special Features : Within the area reccammended as suitable, many
^Decial features exist. The northern portion of the Chuckwalla
Valley, included in the suitable area between the Palen and McCoy
Mountains, is a large alluvial outwash plain laced with
southwesterly running washes v*iich drain the scarce rainfall into
Palen Dry Lake. Ihis area represents an outstanding exairple of
ironwood wash. The desert micrc^yll woodland ccsmraunity typified in
this wash system, is the most productive habitat type in the
Colorado Desert. Ihe trees found in this woodland provide food,

cover and nesting sites for a variety of desert wildlife. Desert
burro deer use this wash habitat extensively sharing it with large
desert carnivores such as coyote, bctocat, kit and gray fox, and
mountain lion v^o use the dense ironwood thickets for foraging.

A small herd of approximately 15 desert bi^om sheep is known to
use the WSA. One big game guzzler has been constructed on State
lands within the VISA to provide permanent water for this small herd
of bi^om.

One BIM sensitive plant species is kncwn to occur within the WSA.
Alverson's foxtail cactus (Coryphantha vivipara var. alversonii ) is
limited in distribution to the eastern Colorado Desert. This plant,
endangered by over-collection, is a candidate for Federal listing by
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and is on the California Native
Plant Society's list of rare and endangered species.

Within the reccanmended portion of the study area, lies an area
identified as Desert Cahuilla territory vdiich contains a permanent
village site, springs of ritual association and burial locations.
Two areas of kncwn cultural resource sensitivity/significance are
located within the recommended area. One of these areas, located
in the southeast portion of the area contains temporary camps,
potsherd scatters, trails, lithic scatters, cleared circles and
isolated tools. A second area, located near the eastern boundary of
the suitable area, is coirprised of a temporary camp, trails, rock
art and other materials of cultural significance. Ihese
archaeological sites were placed on the National Register of
Historic Places in May, 1982.

In the nonsuitable portion, few special features exist. However, on
the north slcpe of the Granite Mountains lies an area of historical
interest because of its use during World War II for training. One
of General Patton's cairps. Camp Granite was located here. Remnants
of the camp still remain and signs of tank tracks are still evident.

B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System

1. Assessing the diversity of natural systems and features as
represented by ecosystems ; This WSA contains 135,459 acres of the
American Desert/Creosote Bush-Bur Sage and 133,458 acres of the
American Desert/Palo Verde-Cactus Shrub ecosystems. Ihe extensive
bajada landform, located in the southeastern portion of the WSA, is



one of the few such landforms in the CDCA v^ch has been reccatimended

suitable. The majority of wilderness areas being recoraraended in the
CDCA are mountain ranges. It is essential that landforms
r^resenting other features be included in the wilderness system to
ensure a premier balance. Ihe ccanbination of the Palen Ifcuntains
and the Chuckwalla Valley provides an outstanding exaiiple of the
variety of landforms and their transition.

Table 2 - Ecosystem Representation

Bailey-Kuchler
Classification
Domain/Province/HW

NWPS Areas
areas acres

Other BLM Studies
areas acres

NATIONWIDE

American Desert/Creosote Bush-
bur Sage

American Desert/Palo Verde-
Cactus Shrub

3

2

126,033

271,403

CAUPORNIA

American Desert/Creosote Bush-
bur Sage

American Desert/Palo Verde-
Cactus Shrub

2 26,427

48 1,436,700

42 1,412,382

20 842,239

11 460,403

2. Expanding the cpportunities for solitude or primitive recreation
within a day's driving time (five hours) of major population
centers ; The WSA is within a five-hour drive of seven major
pcpjlation centers. Table 3 summarizes the number and acreage of
designated areas and other BLM study areas within a five-hour drive
of the population centers.



Table 3

Wilderness Opportunities for Residents
of Major Peculation Centers

Population
centers

California

Anaheim-Santa Ana
Dos Angeles-Long Beach
Qxnard-Ventiira
Riverside-San Bernardino
San Diego

Arizona

Ehoenix

Nevada

NWPS areas Other BIM Studies
areas acrres areas acres

25 2,823,534 153 5,703,616
27 2,876,234 135 4,958,751
23 2,195,198 85 2,703,260
22 2,031,054 205 7,658,649
15 1,043,680 100 3,378,814

40 1,758,456 118 4,449,908

Las Vegas 46 3,507,293 311 11,186,463

3. Balancing the geographic distribution of wilderness areas : The WSA
is within 50 air miles of 21 BIM WSAs recommended for wilderness
designation. Joshua Tree Wilderness Areas, administered by Joshua
Tree National Monument, 15 miles to the west, is the nearest
location v*iere designated wilderness can be found.

C. Manageability

Ihe Palen-^fcCoy WSA is manageable as wilderness. While suitably
reccxnmended area is manageable as wilderness, management of the
nonsuitable area would be extremely difficult.

Within the suitable area, there are some minor issues vM.ch require
additional management consideration. All of the western border and
approximately half of the southern border of the suitable area are
defined by well used dirt roads v^iich can easily be identified on the
ground. The northern border follows washes and althoui^ not large, they
provide suitable means of identification. Ihe northern boundary and the
remainder of the southern boundary, for the most part, follow contours
and tcpograpiiy and would require detailed maps and frequent signing to
ensure their integrity. Ihe ability for users to accurately locate the
northern border is critical since the adjoining land will be managed
under moderate intensity guidelines. Without adequate identification,
inadvertent penetration by off-hi^way vehicles could result.
Confrontations and possible conflicts between users anc3/or wilderness
degradation could result. Ihis would not be a problem along the eastern
border v^iere terrain precludes conflicting uses.
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There are four privately cwned parcels within the suitable portion, all
of v^iich are prcposed for acxjuisition. Because of their remoteness, the
develc^xnent potential for these parcels is limited. Their presence
should not reduce manageability significantly.

Presently, there is one bi^om sheep guzzler located on State land
within the VKA. Once designated wilderness, an administrative
determination will be made to provide for maintenance of this guzzler by
the California D^^artment of Fish and Game.

There are 24 mining claims within the suitably reccaratiended area along
with areas of hi^ and moderate mineral potentiail. Etevelcprtvent of valid
claims within wilderness would create manageability prctolems.

On the other hand, the nonsuitable area would be extremely difficult to
manage as wilderness. The contorted eastern boundary, winding around
the mountain chains has a length of nearly 80 miles. This entire
boundary would require extensive signing and detailed mapping to prevent
inadvertent intrusions by motorized vehicles.

there are additional management concerns for this nonsuitable area.
Mining cperations located immediately outside of the WSA may have
detrimental effects on wilderness qualities by producing considerable
noise, visual impacts and dust vhich will intrude several miles into the
area's interior. Also, mining operations within the WSA, have the
potential for creating management prctolems. Mining claims with valid
existing rights could continue.

Military overfli^ts in this WSA must be considered to maintain the
integrity of the existing and future national defense mission as well as
the wilderness resource.

D. Energy and Mineral Resource Values

1. Summary of Information Known at the Time of the Preliminary
Suitability Recommendation : The Palen/McCoy WSA is located in the
BLM Palen/McCoy and western Big Maria Geology-Energy-41ineral (G-E^)
Resource Areas (GRA) . The G-E^ section of the wilderness portion
of the OXA Plan EIS (Volume B, Appendix III) stated that the WSA
had seven areas identified as having hi^ mineral potential. The
1980 EIS indicated that a portion of the Ford Dry Lake K3RA extended
into the southern part of the WSA. In the central Palen Mountains,
two mines produced cc^per, silver, and gold stating that the area
should be considered as having an extremely hi^ potential for the
strategic minerals silver and copper. In the northern McCoy
Mountains, the Saint J(*in Mine produced hi^ grade cc^per, gold and
silver ore prior to 1918. At least twelve mines in the area
produced 25,000 short tons of manganese ore (a strategic mineral) by
1960. The central IfcCoy Mountains were considered in the EIS as
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having hi^ mineral potential. The Arica Mountains were noted in
the EIS as having a hi<^ potential for iiiet£LLs based on three mines
vdiich produced 1,174 ounces of gold, 534 ounces of silver, 6,911
pounds of cc^per, and 920 pounds of lead.

In the Palen Pass area, the EIS recognized hi^ potential for gypsum
and fluorite based on kncwn resources and a present producer (1980)

,

with the area classified extending into the WSA. In addition, the
EIS recognized 12 areas of medium potential in the WSA for metallic
and nonmetallic minerals, geothermal, and uranium energy resources,
and ccxnmon mineral materials (sand and gravel, building stone)

.

The 1980 GRA files si:5)port the EIS statements. The accorrpanying

mineral potential map shews the areas classified for mineral
resource occurrence by the G-EH^ process identified in the EIS. GRA
file data indicated in 1980 that the WSA contained a large area that
enccarpasses four hi<^ily mineralized mcxintain ranges, the Palen,
McCoy, Little Maria, and Granite Mountains. Both G3RA files state
that numerous mines in the central Palen and northern McCoy
Mountains have produced manganese (Black Jack, Arlington, St. John
mines in the Manganese Canyon Mining District) and cc^per. These
areas were classified in the GRA as having a hi(^ occurrence
potential for those metals. Past mining activity and geochemical
ancmalies supported the GRA moderate occurrence potential
classification for manganese in the northern and southern Palen,
northern McCoy, and southern Granite Mountains.

The Big Maria GRA file showed two areas of moderate potential for
the occurrence of limestone in the Arica and northern Little Maria
Mountains within northeast portion of the WSA. A small area in the
Arica Mountains, in the northeast portion of the WSA, was classified
as having a hi^ potential for gold, silver, lead, and cofper based
on past mining activity in the Arica gold mining district. At the
time of the 1980 reccanmendation, the central Palen ^fountains were
being explored for copper (Palen Copper mine) and was classified as
having a hi^ potential for the occurrence of copper.

In addition, moderate occurrence potential classifications were made
in the Granite and southern Palen ^fountains for ccpper based on
favorable geology and geochemical data. GRA file data classified
the northern portion of the WSA in the Granite Mountains as having a
moderate potential for the occurrence of chramium and mol^iadenum
based on geochemical anomalies.

The southwest and south boundary of the WSA was classified by the
U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) as a Potential Geothermal Resource
Area (PGRA) in 1978. A small portion of the Ford Dry Lake Known
Geothermal Resource Area (KGI^) , classified in the GRA as having a
high potential for the occurrence of geothermal resources also
extends into the southern portion of the WSA. In addition, the
southern and southwestern boundaries were classified by the USGS as
prospectively valuable for sodium and potassium minerals (1978)

.
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Ihese areas classified PV or PGRA were subsequently classified in
the GRA files as having a moderate occurrence potential for
geothermal, sodium and potassium.

Most of the southern McCoy Mountains were under uipatented mining
claim for uranium. The GRA classified a portion of the southern
McCoy Mountains as having a high potenticil for the occurrence of
uranium and thoriimi resources based on over 1,000 tons of uranium
ore produced in the area during the 1950 's. Areas of moderate
occurrence potential for uranium and thorium were classified in the
northern McCoy, northern, southern and eastern Palen, and Granite
Mountains based on favorable geology and radiometric ancsnalies.

Areas of past production of talc and iron were classified as hi^
occurrence potential in the reccaranended suitable southern portion of
the Palen Mountains.

2. Sumrrary of Significant New Mineral Resource Data Collected Since the
Preliminary Suitability Recommendation VJhich Should Be Considered in
the Final Recommendation : The USGS and U.S. Bureau of Mines (BOM)

conducted mineral surveys of the suitable portion of the VKA. Ihe
data frcam these surveys were released by USGS and BCM in joint
r^x5rt (Bulletin 1710-A) in 1985. BCM released a report of their
activity in 1984 (MLA-17-84) . The USGS and BOM Bulletin identified
two areas in the suitable portion of the southwestern Palen
Mountains as having mineral potential. One area was classified as
hi(^ potential for the occurrence of iron which si^ported the 1980
EIS and BLM GRA classification. The other area was classified as
having a moderate potential for pyrc^yllite, a soft aluminum
silicate v/ith several industrial mineral uses and is incorporated on
the acccaipanying mineral potential map.

Portions of the alluvial areas of the WSA were classified as
prospectively valuable for oil and gas by the BLM in 1982. Under
the BIM classification system, the area is considered as having a
lew potential for the occurrence of oil and gas resources.

Unpatented mining claims appear to be located in the central and
western portion of the recommended unsuitable portion of the WSA,
and in the southwestern portion of the recommended suitable portion
of the WSA. Uipatented mining claims located in the WSA are
summarized in the follaving table taken from BLM records dated
December 1987.

Table 4 - Mining Claims

TYPE NUMRFR ACRES
MINING CLAIM SUITABLE NONSUIT. TOTAL suri'ABLfc: NONSUIT. TOTAL
Lode
Placer
Mill Site

24 124
232

148
232

480 2,480
9,280

2,

9-

,960

,280

Total 24 356 380 480 11.760 12,,240
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E. Summary of Environmental Consequences of the Proposed Action

1. Impact on Wilderness Values : In the suitable portion of the WSA,

overall wilderness values will be maintained. Hovever, severe site-
specific adverse iitpacts to wilderness values will occur if any
valid mining claims are developed. In the nonsuitable areas,
mineral developnnent will cause localized inpacts to naturcilness.

Ihese inpacts will occur in the mineralized portion of the WSA,
covering rou^ily 25% of the WSA. Opportunities for solitude and
primitive and unconfined types of recreation will be adversely
inpacted along designated routes of travel by the continued use of
off-hi^way vehicles, ^proximately 70 miles of routes will remain
cpen.

2. Impact on Locatable Mineral Exploration and Development ; The
prcposed action will cause significant adverse inpacts to this
activity in the suitable portion of the WSA. In the nonsuitable
cirea, exploration and develcpnent of mir^ral resources will be
allcwed to continue, subject to the regulations stated in 43 CFR
3809 regarding surface disturbance, as well as any additional
constraints stated in the CDCA Plan.

3. Impact on Access and Motorized Recreation (importunities : In the
suitable portion of the WSA, motorized access will be eliminated.
In the remainder of the area, motorized vehicles will continue to be
allowed on designated routes of travel, ^^proximately 70 miles of
routes located within the boundaries of this VISA will remain cpen.

4. Impact on Desert Bighorn Sheep habitat : Desert bi^om sheep
habitat will generally be protected from surface disturbing
activities under wilderness designation. However, location of
additional water develc^anents to ejqjand the herd will be constrained
by restrictions on motorized access. Maintenance of the existing
guzzler will be provided for thorui^ administrative designation.

5. Impact on Alverson's Foxtail Cactus/Habitat : In the suitable area,
this species habitat will be maintained in its present condition.
Because this species grows on rocky slcpes within the area, terrain
will protect the majority of the habitat in the nonsuitable ar^ea.

Only slight localized adverse inpacts, caused by minercil
exploration and development, will affect cactus habitat.
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Explanation Commodity Symbols

Land outside WSA
Recommended for
Wilderness

Private "

Paten/McCoy
Mineral Resource Potential

High Potenial for the

xvssxs^vs^ Occurrence of Energy and/or
^ Non-energy Minerals

Moderate Potential for the
Occurrence of Energy and/or
Non-energy Minerals

Moderate Mineral Potential
Location in a High Mineral
Potential Area

High Mineral Potential
Location in a Moderate Mineral
Potential Area

Ag Silver

All Gold

Cr Chromium

CU Copper

F© Iron

Fl Fluorite

G Geothermal

Gy Gypsum

K Potassium

LS Limestone

Mo Molybdenum

Mn Manganese

Na Sodium

Pb Lead

Pr Pyrophylite

Tc Talc

Th Thorium

U Uranium

W Tungsten

Zn Zinc
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6. Impact on Cultural Resources : Those sites located within the
suitable area will enjoy increased protection under the prcposed
action. Designation of the area will result in sli^t adverse
iirpacts because study of these sites will be haitpered by the
restrictions placed on the use of mechanized equipment. In the
nonsuitable area, scsne loss of archaeological values will occur as a
result of mineral e5q)loration and develc^xnent. Ihis loss will be
localized, primarily concentrated in the areas of hi^ and moderate
mineral potential, ccmoprising rou^ily 25% of the WSA. Existing
Federal laws and ELM. guidelines, as listed in the OXA Plan, will
lessen the rate of this loss by requiring mitigation of any inpacts.

7. Impact on Camp Granite ; Ihe proposed action will have no iirpact on
Camp Granite. Ihe management actions and protection measures called
for in the Desert Training Center, California-Arizona Maneuver Area
Interpretive Plan will continue to be implemented.

F. Local Social and Economic Considerations

No local social or economic considerations were identified in the Final
CDCA Plan and EIS. Therefore, no further discussion of this topic will
occur in this document.

G. Summary of WSA •- Specific Public Comments

Public ccsooments were solicited throu^out all biases in the develc^ment
of the CDCA Plan, finalized in 1980. Issues raised by the public during
the Inventory and Study Riases were taken into account during
develcpnnent of the Draft Plan Alternatives and Prcposed Plan. The
follcwing is a summary of all comments received.

1. Inventory Hiase : Most comments agreed with the findings. A large
number urged the inclusion of the area north of the Little Maria
Mountains and east of the Granite >kxintains in the potential study
area. This area has since been included. Other ccanments dealt with
roads and mining activities v^ich were excluded from the study area
after further field checking.

2. Study Phase : One hundred thirteen comments were received
addressing this WSA. The majority (63) of these favored wilderness
designation for the WSA, vhile 24 wanted to continue multiple use of
the area. The rest of the comments addressed specific featur^es

v*iich they felt detract from wilderness quality and should not be
included in the recommended area. Examples of these features were
roads, mines, mining scars and military tank tracks.

Prc^xDnents of wilderness study designation frequently mentioned the
geological diversity of the WSA's four distinct mountain ranges and
the (importunities for solitude and protection of natural values
afforded by its large size. Thirty of those v^o responded requested
ejqansion of the recommended area by adding the Arica Mountains, the
Little Maria Mountains and the valley in between. They stated that
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the evidence of General Patton's World War II training maneuvers
were starting to fade from this area. While these tank tracks were
held by many to be inccsipatible with wilderness, others argued the
tracks were only a small part of the valley's desert pavement and
that they could soon be qualified as historical features.

Features in the area recoDnmended for wilderness v^iich proponents
listed as worthy of protection included the largest ironwood forest
in the desert; the scenic value to the Big Maria Mountains;
archaeologiccil values at McCoy Springs; exotic rock formations;
scenic values of the ccsmbination of mountains, sand formations and
broad valleys; the presence of such plants and wildlife as bi^om
she^, fringe-toed lizards, raptors, desert holly, the Palen Valley
lily; the large bird population of Palen Valley; the presence of the
largest pristine wash system in the desert; and outstanding
c^portunities for fiiotogra^iy, hiJcing, and other related recreation.

Several respondents mentioned sights and sounds v^dh they felt
intrude into the area and require boundary adjustments. These
include: a railroad; a pipeline; general aircraft, particularly
those from Desert Center Airport; visibility of the lights of Blythe
at ni^t; State Route 62 and Interstate 10. The extent and impact
of private land holdings were felt to negate wilderness suitability
of the area. Ihe intrusive inpacts of General Patton's activities
were noted. Two stone dwellings within the area were mentioned.

The existence of and need for several access routes in the area were
mentioned including: roads developed for fire control; motorized
vehicle roads on the west face of the McCoy Mountains to be used for
hunting, mining exploration, and recreation; vehicle access for a
loop throu^ the war games area; access to "Tom's Cabin", Packard
Well; and Palen Pass Road for ranchers, recreationists and miners.

Scane valley areas had value as future enduro event sites. The dunes
provide c^portunities for dune-buggy recreation, v^ich is iiiportant

to Desert Center's economy. Travel in washes provides access to the
area with little environmental iitpact, and education about inpacts
is preferable to closure of the area to vehicles.

Rockhounders value the area for crystals, halite, calcite,
selenite, and other minerals viiich mi^t be destroyed or buried
because of the effects of weather. Copper, gemstones, azurite,
malachite and chrysocolla also attract the many visitors v*io are
retired and winter in Blythe; they mi^t be adversely affected
economically by a restriction of vehicle access. The area is dry
and too large for hiking any distance. Wiley Well Road, the
northern part of the McCoy Mountains, and the Palen Mountains are
inportant to these users.
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Mineral potential was another reason for requesting a nonwildemess
designation. Ihis includes d^xjsits and potenticil d^xasits of
uranium in the McC3oy Mountains, iron veins in sections 19 and 20, T.

5 S., R. 18 E., pyrc^yllite in section 18, T. 5 S., R. 5 E. , and
ccpper, gypsum and manganese, genercilly. Potential for oil, gas,

and geothermal resources exists within the WSA.

Several comments were received in response to the Public Irput
WbrWDOok (3/15/79) . A few favored wilderness designation because
of archaeological values, bi<^om she^ habitat, and wildlife
variety. Other respondents recommended maintaining existing use as
a motorized vehicle area. One comment noted the need for further
study of the area and suggested considering family recreation.

3. Draft Plan Alternatives : A variety of public comments specific to
this WSA was received in response to the Draft Desert Plan
Alternatives. Several agreed with the Protection Alternative.
Others agreed with the Balanced Alternative. One agreed with the
Use Alternative. Several respondents wanted more wilderness and
suggested adding the Desert Holly (Desert Lily) sanctuary. Many
respondents disagreed with the Balanced Alternative and recommended
adding more nonmountainous wilderness and Chuckwalla Valley to this
WSA. General ccraments included the recommendation to retain
existing vehicle access routes for motorized vehicles aixi

rockhounding. It was also suggested that the exploration for and
develcpnent of oil, gas and geothermal resources under the No Action
Alternative are the best uses of this WSA.

Ihe National CXitdoor Coalition (NOC) , a coalition of mining,
roddiounding and ORV groups agreed with none of the alternatives but
reccanmended wilderness designation for a small portion of the Palen
Mountains, limited use for parts of the Little Maria and McCoy
Mountains, and medium use for the remainder of the WSA. This
position was supported by hundreds of club members v*io sent in
coipons or letters. Conservation oriented individuals and clubs
took a variety of positions, all wanting expansion of the area
recommended as wilderness in the Balanced Alternative.

4. Proposed Plan ; Persons responding to the Proposed Plan/Final EIS
mentioned many of the issues described above. RocWiounds were still
eager to assure access to their favorite collection sites. Ihe City
of Blythe wanted a road from the Wiley Well off-ranp from
Interstate 10 to the north end of the MiCoy Mountains. Ihe City
also wanted an access road to the WSA following the Midland road via
the Inca rail siding to the north end of the McCoy Mountains and
northwest throu^ the Palen Pass and ending at the Desert Center-
Rice Hi^way. A large number of respondents requested that Ford Dry
Lake be designated an ACEC, since its portion of the WSA was being
reccjnmended as nonsuitable.
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APPENDIX 1

ESTIMATED COSTS OF ACQUISITION OF NON-FEDERAL HOLDINGS WITHIN

AREAS RECOMMENDED FOR DESIGNATION

PALEN/McCOY WSA (CDCA-325)

TYPE OF ESTIMATED

OWNERSHIP COST OF

BY ESTATE ACQUISITION

LEGAL

DESCRIPTION NUMBER PRESENTLY PREFERRED LAND PROCESSING

PARCEL TOTAL OF SURFACE SUBSURFACE PROPOSED FOR METHOD OF COSTS COSTS

No. TWNSHP RNG SEC MERIDIAN ACREAGE OWNERS ESTATE ESTATE ACQUISITION ACQUISITION ($1000) ($1000)

1 4S. 18E. 16 SBM 320 STATE STATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

2 4S. 18E. 36 SBM 640 STATE STATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

3 4S. 17E. 36 SBM 480 STATE STATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

4 4S. 17E. 36 SBM 160 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 3.2 2.5

5 5S. 18E. 16 SBM 640 STATE STATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

6 5S. IBE. 36 SBM 640 4 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 128.0 2.5

7 4S. 19E. 36 SBM 200 STATE STATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

8 4S. 19E. 36 SBM 130 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 26.0 2.5

9 5S. 19E. 16 SBM 640 STATE STATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

10 5S. 19E. 36 SBM 640 STATE STATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

These figures were derived from Bureau Land Records and provide for more detail than GIS estimates and therefore

may differ from acreage summaries in Table 1.
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CDXOCMB MJfffTATTg; wTrnRRNRRS STUPy AREA (VBA)

(CDCA-328)

1. THE SIUDY AREA. 75,008 acnes

Ihe Coxcomb Mountains WSA spans the boundary between San Bernardino and
Riverside Counties in the southern portion of the California Desert
Conservation Area (CDGA) . Ihe closest ccxranunity is Twentynine Palms, located
30 miles west. The WSA includes 70,993 acres of BIM land, 2,286 acres of
State lands and private inholdings totalling 1,729 acres (see Map 1 and Table
1).

This WSA wraps around the northeast comer of Joshua Tree National Monument
(JTNM) enccmpassing portions of the Pinto and Coxcomb Mountains. Frcm the
WSA's northwest tip, the northern boundary follcws the base of the Pinto
Mountains to Clark's Pass. From this point, the boundary proceeds along
Hi^way 62, Twentynine Palms Hi(^way, until it intersects with the Colorado
River Aqueduct. The eastern boundary follows the aqueduct, then trends
southeast to avoid water diversion dikes. Ihe eastern boundary then follows
a transmission line ri^t-of-way road to the base of the Coxcomb Mountains.
The boundary skirts around the southern tip of the Coxcomb Mountains and then
proceeds along the edge of five diversion dikes until it reaches the JTtM
boundary. Most of the WSA's western boundary is shared with the JINM's
northeastern boundary. In the extreme northwestern portion of the WSA, the
boundary d^)arts from JTNM and follows the base of the Pinto Mountains to the
WSA's northwest tip.

Included within the borders of the study area is terrain that is as diver-se
and ccmplex as any found within the California Desert. Ihe major landforms
within this WSA are the Coxcomb and Pinto Mountains and the transition area
between them. Vegetation is typical of the surrounding areas and
representative of that found in both the Mojave and Colorado Deserts.
Transition areas, v*iere the deserts overlap, display a mixture of vegetative
types. Creosote is doaninant throughout the area exc^t in and near the
washes v^ere smoke trees, desert willow and palo verde are more noticeable.
From a distance the mountain sides appear barren, but they actually support a
large variety of shrubs and cacti. Desert bighorn sheep and burro deer
inhabit the area.

Ihe WSA was studied under Section 603 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FLEMA) . Four alternatives were analyzed in the Draft and
Final Environmental Iirpact Statements (EIS) for the CDCA Plan: protection,
use, balanced and no action alternatives and a summary of the area's
wilderness values was included in i^pendix III of the Final EIS.



2. RE0CM4ENDAn(aJ AND RATIONALE 56,154 acres recxHiimended for
wilderness

18,211 BIM acres reoanmended for
nonwildemess

Partial wilderness (75% suitable) is the reccatnmendation for this VBA. The
remaining 18,211 acres in this VSA are released for uses other than
wilderness. In addition to the Federal acreage reccanmended for wilderness,
BLM recommends that 2,286 acres of State land, 937 acres of private land and
149 acres of split estate be acquired throu^ exchange or purchase and
designated as wilderness. With acquisition of these inholdings, a total of
56,154 acres are reccammended for wilderness, i^pendix 1 lists all
inholdings and provides additional information on their acquisition. This
reccaranendation will be iitplemented in a manner v^ch will use all practical
means to avoid or minimize environmental inpacts.

Ihe Balanced Alternative is the environmentally preferable alternative as
outlined in the Desert Plan and further explained in the California
Wilderness Overview.

The portion of the Coxcc«tib Mountains WSA reccanmended suitable for inclusion
in the NWPS possesses wilderness qualities v\*iich, in every measure, far
exceed the criteria outlined in the Wilderness Act of 1964. In addition to
outstanding wilderness qualities, the existence of few conflicting resources
within the WSA and the area's ccanmon boundary with existing designated
wilderness also contribute to the suitable recommendation.

Within the suitable area, the wilderness values of naturalness, and
opportunities for solitude and primitive and unconfined types of recreation
are outstanding. Ihe rugged Coxcomb ffountains have been affected solely by
the forces of nature. Here, the rugged terrain has acted as a barrier to
entry, precluding access to all but the most determined. The gentler Pinto
Mountains and the adjacent washes and bajadas have received insignificant
iiipacts to naturalness over the years. Terrain and vegetation assure
solitude throu^out. Views into the JTNM are available frcm most peaJcs, and
the vastness and sense of isolation are overv^^elming. On the rock-strewn
slcpes and the dissected bajadas, vegetation and landform provide abundant
secluded areas. Primitive and unconfined types of recreation are available
throu^out. The jumbled granite rock piles provide unccannmon (^portunities
for scrambling and free climbing. Opportunities for bacJqjacking, day hiking,
j±iotograj*iy and nature study are also available here. The suitability
recomroendation will preclude any further vehicular use of approximately 25
miles of primitive access routes of travel.

Resource conflicts within the suitable portion are limited to mineral
resource developnent and extraction. As of December, 1987, 75 mining claims
have been located in the suitable area. Areas of hi<^ potential for the
occurrence of barite and gold, and areas of moderate potential for the
occurrence of gold, silver, ccpper, lead, tungsten, and molybdenum are
located in the suitable area.



Hie remaining 18,211 acares of the Coxcxxiib Mountains VISA are not recxjinmended

for designatiOTi as wilderness because the potenticLL for mineral exploration
and developnent outweighs the area's less than outstanding wilderness values.
In the southern extension of the Coxcoamb Mountains, 14 uipatented mining
claims have been located. Studies by the U.S. Geological Survey and the U.S.
Bureau of Mines have indicated that the area has moderate potential for the
occurrence of vein gold, silver, cc^per and ircMi. Because of the large
number of claims, develcpnent of these minercil resources is hi^ily prc±)able.

Manageability problems are greater in the nonsuitable area. A pcwerline
ri^t-of-way, in place during the inventory, bisects the southern Coxcombs
from the rest of the WSA. Likewise, the CJolorado River Aqueduct tunnels
across the center of the nonsuitable area. These prior existing rights-of-
way will not be abrogated by wilderness legislation, and thus, will diminish
wilderness values, affecting BIM's ability to manage the area as wilderness.

On the eastern bajada, also recommended nonsuitable, wilderness values barely
met the Section 2(c) criteria for wilderness as outlined in the 1964
Wilderness Act. Naturalness in this flat ar^ea has been iirpacted by off-
hic^way vehicles ranging from dirt bikes to military tanks. Althou^
(Importunities for solitude and primitive and unconfined types of recreation
exist, they eire not monrarable. Ihere are approximately ten miles of routes
of travel including primitive ways, washes and other unmaintained routes of
access v^iich will remain available for vehicular use.
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TABLE 1 - Land Status and Acreage Summary of the Stuc^ Area

Within Wilderness Study Area Aop^
BIM (surface and subsurface) 70,993
Split Estate (BIM surface only)

Inholdings
State 2,286
Private 1,729

Total 75,008

Within the Reccamnended Wilderness Boundary Acres
BLM (within WSA) 52,782
BIM (outside WSA)
Split Estate (within WSA) ^

^lit Estate (outside WSA) ^

Total BIM Land Reccamnended for Wilderness 52,782

Inholdings-'-

State 2 , 286
Private 1,086

Within the Area Not Recommended for Wilderness Acres
BIM (surface and subsurface) 18,211
Split Estate (BIM surface only)

Total BIM Land Not Reccanmended for Wilderness 18,211

^ Appendix 1 is a detailed description of inholdings and split
estate tracts included within the stu(^. For purposes of this report,
split estate lands are defined only as those lands with Federal surface
and non Federal subsurface (minerals) . Lands that have Federal
minerals but non Federal surface should be classified in this report by
the owner of the surface estate.



3. CRITERIA OC^SIDERED IN DEVEIDPING THE VmiDERNESS REOOMMENDATIQNS

A. Wilderness Characteristics

1. Naturalness ; Ihe forces of nature that created this VBA continue to
be the suitable area's primary influence. Ihrou^out roost of the
cirea, the landscape exhibits a primitive character. Rugged terrain
insulates much of the suitable area frcan the effects of man-made
features such as highways, mining activities and facilities
associated with the Colorado River Aqueduct. In the nonsuitable
portion of the V^A, man's influence is more apparent. A pcwerline,
existing at the time of inventory, forms the suitable/nonsuitable
boundary. Throughout the southern portion of the area, the scars of
past mining activities has a detrimental effect on naturalness.
Off-highway vehicle tracks can be found on the flat, eastern
bajadas, also reccanmended nonsuitable.

2. Solitude: Opportunities for solitude vary due to the diversity of
the landforms and variation in vegetative patterns resulting from
the differences found in the ^fojave and Colorado Deserts. Ihe
relatively flat bajada and shallow washes along the nonsuitable
eastern edge si:5)port primarily lav graving shrubs \«^ch provide
little physical shielding. In the larger sandy washes in the
north, vegetation is taller and generally more dense. Here, tall
creosote and smoke trees in addition to other types of vegetation
help provide a feeling of seclusion and isolation. Within the
jumbled rocky mountains and outcrops, the opportunities abound. Ihe
texture of the surface is such that even at relatively close range
the sense of solitude and seclusion would prevail. VLoms into
Joshua Tree National Ifonument are available frcan most peaks, and the
vastness and sense of isolation is overvAielming. Overall, the area
offers outstanding opportunities for solitude.

This VSh is periodically overflown by military aircraft as part of
the national defense mission during approved military operations.
Ihe visual intrusions and associated noise create tertporary effects
on solitude vdiich are deemed acceptable and necessary as a part of
the defense preparedness of the nation.

3. Primitive and Unconfined Recreation: Ihe ruggedness of the
mountains lends itself to primitive recreation by virtually barring
the use of vehicles. Ihe area is pristine, and evidence of past use
is limited. Ihere is no feeling of confinement and the entire area
supports outstanding opportunities for primitive and unconfined
types of recreation.

4. Special Features: Wildlife in the Coxcomb and Pinto mountains
reflects that found in and around Joshua Tree National Monument.
Desert bighorn sheep and burro deer inhabit the area and
ajproximately four square miles of desert tortoise habitat are
located within the boundaries. Ihe tortoise is under status review
by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service for possible listing as a
threatened or endangered species. Ihe southwestern portion of the



WSA sufports at least one prairie falcon eyrie. Two "drinkers" have
been developed in the area to stpplement other water sources during
the arid summer months.

CXitstanding scenic quality is a specicil feature of this WSA. Here,
the elements of color, line, form, and texture create unrivaled
natural masterpieces. Ihe crest of the Coxccanb Mountains is
ccatposed of a series of irregularly spaced, sharp peaks v^ich
provide a dramatic silhouette against the lighter sky. Ihe
rock-covered slopes along the face of the range are scarred by
de^ly eroded canyons and shallow washes v\^ch drcp and cut the
bajada into intricate patterns. Randcan rock outcrops, reflecting
miniaturized versions of the surrounding mountains, rise abruptly
frcm the bajada like islands rising from a sea of sand. Layered
landforms combine to create vAiat appears from a distance to be a
dark iiipenetrable surface. A closer look provides glinpses of
gentle washes, interior valleys and a maze of canyons v^ich unlock
the solid mass and provide access to the interior. Althou^ varying
only sli^tly more than 2,000 feet in elevation between the hi^est
and Icwest points, the irregular shape, coarseness and dark color,
rising rapidly from a smooth desert floor, supports the irrpression
of a much greater variation.

B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System

1. Assessing the diversity of natural systems and features as
represented by ecx>systems : This WSA contains 36,256 acres of the
American Desert/Creosote Bush and 34,737 acres of the American
Desert/Creosote Bush-bur Sage ecosystems. Located in the transition
zone between the Mojave and Colorado Deserts, this study area is a
natural extension of the diverse landforms found in Joshua Tree
National rfonument. Washes, canyons, alluvial fans, bajadas,
pediments, desert varnish, and blow-sand all interact with the wide
variety of vegetative patterns to form an ever-changing mosaic with
infinite variations. Althou^ other desert areas possess seme of
these characteristics, few possess them all in such abundance.



Table 2 - Ecosyston R^resentation

Bailey-Kuchler
Classification
Dcanain/Province/R^V

American Desert/Creosote Bush
American Desert/Creosote Bush-
bur Sage

American Desert/Creosote Bush
American Desert/Creosote Bush-
bur Sage

NWPS Areas Other BIM Studies
areas acres arecis acres

NATIONWIDE

1 343,753 117 4,231,655

3 126,033 48 1,537,311

CAUFORNIA

1 343,753 88 3,617,851

2 26,427 20 942,850

2. ExparKJing the opportunities for solitude or primitive recreation
within a day's driving time (five hours) of major population
centers : The WSA is within a five hour drive of ei<^t major
peculation centers. Table 3 summarizes the number and acreage of
designated areas and other ELM study areas within a five hour drive
of the peculation centers.

Table 3

Wilderness Opportunities for Residents
of Major Peculation Centers

Population
Centers

California

Anaheim-Santa Ana
Bakersfield
Ijos Angeles-Long Beach
Oxnard-Ventura
Riverside-San Bernardino
San Diego

Arizona

Phoenix

Nevada

Las Vegas

NWPS areas Other BLM Studies
areas acres areas acres

25 2,823,534 153 5,703,616
32 4,071,358 128 3,998,548
27 2,876,234 135 4,958,751
23 2,195,198 85 2,703,260
22 2,031,054 205 7,658,649
15 1,043,680 100 3,378,814

40 1,758,456 118 4,449,908

46 3,507,293 311 11,186,463

3. Balancing the qeoqrai:±iic distribution of wilderness areas ; Ihe WSA
is within 50 air miles of 12 BLM WSAs reccanmended for wilderness
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designation. The closest designated wilderness areas eire located in
Joshua Tree National Monument, managed by the Nationcil Park Service,
adjacent to the WSA's western boundary.

C. Manageability

Ihe Coxocinb Mountains WSA is manageable as wilderness. In the suitable
area, there are no significant issues v4iich will preclude the effective
and efficient management of the area as wilderness. However, management
of the nonsuitable area to maintain wilderness values will be
ccsooplicated by a number of issues.

In the suitable area, over half the boundary joins designated
wilderness. Managonent along the coanroon boundary will be done in
conjunction with the National Park Service. Identical uses on each side
will preclude conflicts. Most of the remaining bourKiary is easily
identifiable on the ground. Signing and develcpivent and distribution of
maps are all that is required to ensure the integrity of the remaining
boundary. Develcpnent of any of the private inholdings or mining claims
is not anticipated because of the difficult terrain. However,
acquisition of these inholdings is reccanmended to facilitate
management.

Once designated wilderness, an administrative determination will be made
to provide for maintenance of the two existing wildlife water
develc^mients

.

In the nonsuitable area, manageability is affected by numerous prior
existing ri^ts. In the nonsuitable area, two pre-FUMA ri^ts-of-way
cut across the width of the study area. These ri^ts-of-way will
require routine maintenance v^ch will affect naturalness. In addition
to these rights-of-^way, 14 mining claims have been located in the
southern Coxccanb Mountains. Althou^ validity examinations will negate
many of these claims, those that prove valid have the potential to
severely affect BIM's ability to maintain the integrity of wilderness
values.

Military overfli^ts in this WSA must be considered to maintain the
integrity of the existing and future nationcil defense mission as well as
the wilderness resource.

D. Energy and Mineral Resource Values

1. Summary of Information Knovn at the Time of the Preliminary
Suitability Recommendation; The Coxcomb WSA is located in the BIM
Eagle Mountain Geology-Energy-Mineral (G-E^) Resource Area (GRA)

.

The 1980 G-E-M data in the wilderness portion of the CDCA Plan EIS
(Volume B, i^pendix III) stated that mineral resource data had not
been fully analyzed, integrated, and interpreted. However, a
"possible" potential for metals occurring in the WSA was stated in
the EIS. Public ccanments on the draft EIS indicated that the WSA
was a good rockhounding area.



GdE?A data indicate that 14 geochemical saitples had been taken in and
just outside the WSA. The <3iA concluded that all areas of the VKA
were classified interroediate or unknown. The Moser gold mine was
the only mining site documented by the GE^ within the WSA. No
mention of production frcan this mine was mentioned in the GRA.

2. Summary of Significant New Mineral Resource Data Collected Since the
Preliminary Suitability Recommendation Which Should Be Considered in
the Final Recommendation : During the period frcm 1981 to 1983 the
U.S. Geologic Survey (USGS) and U.S. Bureau of Mines (BCM) conducted
mineral surveys of the recciiimended suitable portion of the Coxcomb
Mountains V^A. The BCM released the results of their investigation
of the mines and mineral properties of the area throu^ Mineral Land
Assessment MLA-94-82. The USGS released, in 1983, Open File R^xDrt
OFR-83-12 Vs*iich evaluated the analysis of the 216 geochemiccLL
sairples. The joint report USGS and BCM was published in 1983 as
miscellaneous field study map MF-1601-A and acccaoopanying report.
MF-1601-A reiterated the conclusions of the BOl r^xDrt MLA-94-82.
The acccjrpanying map shews areas within the WSA having a hi^ or
moderate potential for the occurrence of a mineral resource using
the BIM mineral classification system. These potential ratings are
hi^er than USGS report, OFR-83-12, because the USGS used a
classification system based on economic (developnent) potential and
BIM uses a classification based on occurrence potential. Scsne areas
majped by the BIM (1980 GRA) are not shewn on the USGS map, because,
even thou*^ they were noted in the text, they were not considered to
have econcanic potential in the foreseeable future. Generally, the
mineralized zones in this WSA occur in northwest trending fault
zones predominately as fault gouge and hydrothermal quartz veins.
In the northwestern portion of the WSA is an area with hi^
potential for the occurrence of hydrothermal vein barite, used in
heavy drilling fluids, and moderate potential for the occurrence of
vein gold, silver, and copper in granitic rocks. This area may be a
southeastward extension of the Dale gold mining district two to
three miles west of the WSA.

A second area in the northwest has moderate potential for the
occurrence of vein gold, silver, and cc^per. In the eastern portion
of the VISA is the high potential area around the Moser Mine vMch is

estimated to have 150,000 tons of subeconcmic ore reserves averaging
1.7 parts per million {ppm) gold. Fault gouge had results as hi^
as 100 j^xn gold and 50 ppm silver.

Just south of the Moser Mine there is an area of moderate potential
for vein lead, tungsten, and moli^denum. Farther south in the
extreme southern Coxcomb Mountains is an area of moderate potential
for vein gold, silver, copper, and iron. This later area is also
considered as having a moderate potential for the occurrence of iron
because the geologic environment, consisting of granitic-meta-
sediments in faulted contact, is the same as that found ei^t miles
to the west at the Eagle Mountain Mine site. The Eagle Mountain
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Mine prxDdaced over 100,000,000 tons of iron (1986) from two open
pits.

Unpatented mining claims located within the WSA cire summarized in
the follcwing table taken from BIM records dated December, 1987.

Table 4 - Mining Claims

TYPE NUMBER ACRES
MINING CIAIM SiriTABIE NONSUIT. TOTAL SUITABIE NONSUIT. TOTAL
Lode
Placer
Mill Site

8
66
1

14

8

80
1

160
2,640

5

560
160

3,200
5

Ttotal 75 14 89 2.805 560 3.365

E. Summary of Environmentcil Consec|uences of the Proposed Action

1. Impact on Wilderness Values : In the suitable portion of the WSA, as
a v*iole, wilderness values will be maintained. However, in the
areas with hi^ to moderate mineral potential and valid mining
claims, site-specific iirpacts on wilderness values could occur. In
the nonsuitable areas, a loss of naturalness caused by localized
mineral develc^jment is ej^jected.

2. Impact on Locatable Mineral Exploration and Developanent : Locatable
mineral e3q)loration and development will suffer significant adverse
iirpacts in those site-specific areas v^ere develcprent potential
exists. In the nonsuitable portions of the WSA, esqDloration and
development of mineral resources will continue, subject to the
regulations stated in 43 CFR 3809 regarding surface disturbance as
well as any additional constraints listed in the CDCA Plan.

3. Impact on Bighorn Sheep/Habitat : Within this WSA, virtually all
bi^om sheep habitat is located in the suitable area. Ihis habitat
will remain in its present condition.

4. Impact on Desert Tortoise/Habitat : Tortoise habitat will be
maintained in the suitable portion of this WSA. Negligible impacts
to this species are expected in the nonsuitable areas. These
irrpacts consist of occasional disturbances of individual tortoises
by human intrusion.

F. Local Social and Economic Considerations

No local social or economic considerations were identified in the CDCA
Plan and EIS. Therefore, no further discussion of this topic will occur
in this document.
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G. Summary of WSA - Specific Public Ccanments

Public oaranents were solicited throui^out all ptoses in the developonent

of the CDCA Plan, finalized in 1980. Issues raised by the public during
the Inventory and Study Ihase were taken into account during develcpnent
of the Draft Plan Alternatives and Prcposed Plan. Itie following is a
summary of all ocaiments received. Inaccuracies that are kncwn to exist
are noted in parentheses.

1. Inventory Phase : Comments generally agreed with the inventory team
findings. An overvitielining majority addressed the southern portion
of the Coxccmbs, stating that this portion met wilderness criteria.
A few comments mentioned specific intrusions, such as roads and
mines. After field checks, the applicable intrusions were excluded
frcro the reconmended area.

2. Study Phase : Of the 25 comments received on this WSA, 17 favored
wilderness designation. The majority of these urged the addition of
the southern part of the Coxcombs, describing this area as "rugged,
with parklike valleys" and as habitat for bi^om sheep. Seven
respondents stated that the VKA should be designated because of its
contiguity with designated wilderness Joshua Tree National
Monument, and its ccarplement to the ffonument's wilderness
qualities. Features listed as contributing to the area's
wilderness values included rugged topography, cpportunities for
backpacking and "scrambling," Class I air quality, wildlife (bi(^om
she^ and kit fox) , vegetation (one-leaf pinyon pine and cat-claw)

,

natural water tanks, and the transition zone between Sonoran and
Mojave Desert.

Three people v^o commented were adamant against wilderness
designation for this area, v^ile five others mentioned si^ts and
sounds v*iich they thou^t would interfere with wilderness qualities,
and necessitate boundary adjustments. Among these were the Colorado
River Aqueduct and its service roads. State Route 177, a
transmission line, evidence of mines, past military activities, and
motorized vehicle use.

Several of those vlio responded favored a designation of the area
that would allow general recreational use, including four-vAieel
driving, canping, hunting, trailriding, backpacking, picnicking,
nature studies, and motorcycles. Ihe area has historic sites to
visit, and is close enou^ to population centers for weekend use by
urban residents. Two coanments mentioned rockhounding as good in the
area. Another multiple-use concern was mineral potential; one
corainent listed the mines v^ich were near the roadless area,
indicating perceived mineral potenticil in the Coxcomb Mountains.

Two comments were received in response to the Public Irput worWDOok
(3/15/79) . Ihey recommended excluding the area from wilderness
consideration because it cannot be practically managed.
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3. Draft Plan Alternatives : Few ccaranents specific to this WSA were
received in response to the Draft Plan Alternatives. The National
Outdoor Cocilition (NOC) , a coalition of mining, roddiounding, and
ORV groi^Ds, reccmmended wilderness designation for all of the Class
C area shewn in the Balanced Alternative exc^rt: that portion north
of the Joshua Tree National Monument and west of the Coxccsonb

Mountains. The Sierra Club wanted wilderness status for the entire
WSA.

4. Proposed Plan : Use oriented grot^s and conservation groi^DS

maintained the same positions described for the Draft Plan
Alternative.

No ccsonments were received frcm local governments.
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APPENDIX 1

ESTIMATED COSTS OF ACQUISITION OF NON-FEDERAL HOLDINGS WITHIN

AREAS RECOMMENDED FOR DESIGNATION

COXCOMB MOUNTAINS WSA (CDCA-328)

TYPE OF ESTIMATED

OWNERSHIP COST OF

BY ESTATE ACQUISITION

LEGAL

DESCRIPTION NUMBER PRESENTLY PREFERRED LAND PROCESSING

PARCEL TOTAL OF SURFACE SUBSURFACE PROPOSED FOR METHOD OF COSTS COSTS

No. TWNSHP RNG SEC MERIDIAN ACREAGE OWNERS ESTATE ESTATE ACOUISITION ACOUISITION ($1000) ($1000)

1 IS. 13E. 16 SBM 60 STATE STATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

2 IS. 13E. 36 SBM 640 STATE STATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

3 IS. 14E. 16 SBM 20 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 2.0 2.5

4 IS. 14E. 16 SBM 20 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 2.0 2.5

5 IS. 14E. 16 SBM 20 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 2.0 2.5

6 IS. 14E. 16 SBM 20 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 2.0 2.5

7 IS. 14E. 16 SBM 20 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 2.0 2.5

8 IS. 14E. 16 SBM 20 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 2.0 2.5

9 IS. 14E. 16 SBM 20 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 2.0 2.5

10 IS. 14E. 16 SBM 20 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 2.0 2.5

11 IS. 14E. 16 SBM 480 STATE STATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

12 IS. 15E. 36 SBM *(640) 4 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 64.0 10.0

13 IS. 15E. 36 SBM 160 STATE STATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

14 IS. 15E. 16 SBM 480 STATE STATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

15 2S. 16E. 16 SBM 160 STATE STATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

16 2S. 16E. 16 SBM 480 STATE STATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

Indicates parcel acreage is unknown. Total acreage for all parcels in a particular section are shown in ( )

These figures were derived from Bureau Land Records and provide for more detail than GIS estimates and therefore

may differ from acreage summaries in Table 1.
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EaGEE MJl^y^AT^F; wrrnFCTJRSs grupy AREA (W5A)

(CDCA-334)

1. THE STUDY AREA 61,640 acres

The Eagle Mountains WSA is located in central Riverside County in the central
portion of the California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA) . Desert Center,

located approximately five miles southeast of the WSA, is the nearest
cotiraunity. The WSA includes 58,462 acres of public land, administered by the
Bureau of Land Management (BIM) and 3,178 acres of State lands (see Map 1 and
Table 1).

Ihe WSA is adjacent to Joshua Tree National Monument (JTNM) , abutting a
designated wilderness area within the Monument. The WSA's southern boundary
is a narrow strip of private land containing the Colorado River Aqueduct
tunnel. The eaistem boundary continues along the aqueduct land, and
tcpogra^iic features. The northern boundary follo;s tcpographic features
and the Black Eagle Mine Road. The Rainbow's End Mine, a patented mining
claim, and the access road leading to the prospect have been cherrysteramed

out of the WSA. The western boundary is the JTNM boundary.

The major features of this WSA are the Eagle Mountains and a large wash,
known as Big Wash. Big Wash is the primary drainage for the eastern slope of
this mountain range. The area is rugged and, exc^t in the washes, sparsely
vegetated. The topography of the area is diverse and extremely ccatplex.

Elevation varies frcm 4000 feet in the northern mountain peal^, to 1600 in
the eastern end of Big Wash. Steep peaks, shear canyons, rugged rock
outcrcps, smooth bajadas, and large sheets of tJie desert-varnished rocks
called desert pavement combine in constantly changing displays of desert
scenery. The study area possesses unique vegetation as described in the
Special Features section.

The WSA was studied under Section 603 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FLFMA) . Various suitability recommendations were analyzed in
the Draft and Final Environmental Iitpact Statements (EIS) for the CDCA Plan
and a summary of the area's wilderness values was included in i^pendix III of
the Final EIS. Four different suitability recommendations were analyzed in
the EIS's: no wilderness, all wilderness, and two partial wilderness
reccanmendations of approximately 90% and 99% suitable.

2. REO^^MENDATTON AND PATTONATF 54,612 acres recommended for
wilderness

7,028 BIM acres recommended for
nonwildemess

Partial wilderness (90%) is the recommendation for this WSA. The remaining
7,028 acres in this WSA recommended nonsuitable ar^ released for uses other
than wilderness. In addition to the Federal acreage recommended for
wilderness, BIM reccanroends that 3,178 acres of State land be acquired through
purchase or exchange and designated as wilderness. With acquisition of these
inholdings, a totcil of 54,612 acres are reccaranended for wilderness.



^jpendix 1 lists all inholdings and provides additional information on their
acxjoisition. This reccstnmendation will be iirplemented in a manner v^ch will
use cill practical means to avoid or minimize environmental irrpacts.

The Balanced Alternative is the environmentally preferable alternative as
outlined in the C3XA Plan and further ejq)lained in the California Wilderness
Study Overview.

The major portion of this WSA is reccaranended suitable because: (1) the area
possesses outstanding wilderness values; (2) the area is adjacent to existing
wilderness in JTNM; and (3) the area possesses numerous special features that
would benefit frcm wilderness designation.

Wilderness values present within this area are outstanding. The area has
been affected primarily by natural forces and man's iirprint is substantially
unnoticeable. The terrain is varied and many elevation changes are rapid and
dramatic. Opportunities for solitude and primitive and unconfined types of
recreation ctre outstanding, influenced by the diversity of landforms. A
network of washes, varying in size frcan a few feet wide to almost two miles
wide, lace their way in and out of the numerous canyon passages, providing
countless hideaways. Isolated rock outcrops rising abn¥»tly out of the
washes, internal valleys, jumbles of smooth round boulders and sharp angular
volcanic formations ccaribine to form a fascinating and challenging panorama
for the primitive recreationist. The suitabilitly reccanmendation will
preclude any further vehicular use of ajproximately 30 miles of primitive
access routes of travel.

Like the adjoining wilderness in JTNM, the Eagle Mountains WSA r^resents an
outstanding exaitple of diversity in the California Desert. The National
Monument was established in the 1930 's to protect V\*iat is considered to be
sc«ne of the most unique terrain in the southwestern United States. Eagle
Mountains WSA was originally a part of the monument but was removed during
World War II in order to allow the develcpnent of the vast iron deposits in
the north part of the mountain. The boundary that was established at that
time was arbitrarily defined and not intended to mark the extent of the rare
ccanbination of landforms, vegetation, wildlife and scenic beauty found in the
Monument. The Eagle Mountains VKA is a natural extension of this outstanding
area. Designation of this area would enhance manageability of both the
existing and prcposed wilderness arecis.

Special features within this suitable area include bighorn she^ habitat,
desert tortoise habitat, potential occurrence of two sensitive plant species,
and the existence of sensitive cultural resources. These special features
are e3q)lained more fully in the Wilderness Characteristics section.

In the suitable area, conflicts with other resources are minor. Occasional
off-hi^way vehicle use occurs in Big Wash. This use accounts for less than
200 visitor-use days annually. The area is hi^ily mineralized throu^out
much of its extent; however, as of December, 1987, only four mining claims
had been recorded in the suitable portion of this WSA. These mining claims
cover only 80 acres, a very small part of the total WSA acreage.



The remaining portiOTi of this WSA is not reccammended for wilderness
designation because it possesses iiiportant mineral resources that outwei^
its wilderness Veilues. Within the northeastern portion of the WSA, hi^
potential for the occurrence of gold and silver exists. As of December,
1987, 89 mining claims were located in this area, indicating a high level of
interest in minercil ejq)loration and development. There are ^proximately
five miles of routes of travel including primitive ways, washes and other
unmaintained routes of access v*iich will remain available for vehicular use.
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TABIE 1 - Land Status and Acreage Summary of the Study Area

Within Wilderness Study Area Acres
BIM (surface and subsurface) 58,462
Split Estate (BUM surface only)

Iriholdings

State 3,178
Private

IV^tal 61,640

Within the Recommended Wilderness Boundary Acres
BLM (within WSA) 51,434
BIM (outside WSA}
Split Estate (within WSA) ^

Split Estate (outside WSA)1

Total BIM Land ReccanoDrtvended for Wilderness 51,434

Iriholdings-'-

State 3,178
Private

Within the Area Not Recanmended for Wilderness Acres
BIM (surface and subsurface) 7,028
Split Estate (BIM surface only)

Total BIM Land Not Recommended for Wilderness 7,028

-' ^pendix 1 is a detailed description of inholdings and split
estate tracts included within the stuc^. For purposes of this r^xDrt,
split estate lands are defined only as those lands with Federal surface
and non Federal subsurface (minerals) . Lands that have Federal
minerals but non Federcil surface should be classified in this r^xDrt by
the owner of the surface estate.



3. CRITERIA OONSIDERED IN DEVEIDPING THE WHDERNESS REXXMMENDATK^S

A. Wilderness CJiaracteristics

1. Naturalness ; Ihere are few intrusions into the WSA and the majority
of the area appears to have been affected primarily by natural
forces. Within the interior and in the Big Wash area, only a few
past mining operations are visible and these have been <±)scured by
the elements over time. Ihese indistinct scars do not detract frcm
the primitive character of the land. The WSA's many sandy washes
are used by off-hi^iway vehicles, but signs of use are eliminated by
rainfall. Joshua Tree National Monument to the west has acted as a
barrier to eliminate randan vehicle use.

2. Solitude : Opportunities for solitude can be found throu^out the
WSA. Canyons, boulder piles, interior valleys and, in the washes,
vegetation, provide an unlimited source of intimate spaces. Outside
of these areas, a sense of spaciousness with unlimited vistas in
all directions exists. The opportunities for solitude are magnified
by the isolation afforded by the proximity of JTNM.

This WSA is periodically overflown by military aircraft as part of
the national defense mission taJcing place in approved military
operating areas and fli^t corridors. The visual intrusions and
associated noise create periodic tenpDrary effects on solitude vdiich

cire deemed necessary and acc^xtable as a part of the defense
pr^jaredness of the nation.

3. Primitive and Unconfined Recreation : Opportunities for primitive
and unconfined types of recreation abound within this WSA, and in
conjunction with the wilderness opportunities available in the
Monument, the variety of recreational experiences to be had are
exc^jtioncil. Picnicking, hUcing, rockhounding, and ipland game
hunting are popular activities within this VKA.

4. StJecial Features : Three areas of cultural sensitivity have been
identified within the suitable area. Two are located in the
northern portion and the third in the central portion of the WSA.
In the north, stoneworking tools and debris have been recorded. In
the central area, a number of prehistoric sites are located, the
majority of v»*iich are petroglyph sites. This area is prcposed to be
nominated to the National Register of Historic Places. An average
of five sites per square mile has been predicted in this area. This
is substantially greater than the norm for this region.

One rare plant species has been reported near the southwest comer
of the WSA on the slopes northeast of Cholla Wash. This species,

Alverson's foxtail cac±us (Cor/t^iantha vivipara var. alversonii ) . is

a candidate for Fedeiral listing as threatened/erdangered and is

currently under review by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. This
small cactus grows on roc]<y slcpes in the Chuckwalla, Eagle and
Little San Bernardino Mountains and may occur elsev^ere in the WSA.

Another rare plant has been documented in Boulder Canyon just



outside the southeastern boundary of the stut^ area. Ihis large
shrub, California snakebush fColubrina califomica ) , has also been
prcposed as a candidate for Federal listing as threatened/
endangered. This species grcws in sandy washes and ste^ gullies on
the south face of the Eagle Mountains and in the Chuckwalla
Mountains. Due to similar habitat available inside the WSA and
proximity to known locations, California Snakebush is expected to
occur within the stuc^ area.

Ihe varied tqpography of this stucfy area and the presence of three
intermittent springs, suj^xDrt a variety of irrportant wildlife
species. Included among the wildlife v*iich inhabit this area are
desert bi^om and burro deer. Ihe habitat within the study area is

essential to the daily maintenance of these populations. Ihe Eagle
Mountains bi^om herd is estimated at 15 individuals. Ihe eastern
edge of this area includes five square miles of crucial habitat for
desert tortoise.

B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System

1. Assessing the diversity of natural systems and features as
represented by ecosystems : Ihis WSA contains 58,462 acres of the
American Desert/Creosote Bush-bur Sage ecosystem. Ihe geological
diversity and the variety of landforms within this WSA is a
reflection of JINM to the west and the Chuckwalla Valley to the
east. Ihe rugged mountain mass dictates the general character of
the stucfy area and provides a significant contrast to the
surrounding alluvicil fans and gently sloping Wcishes. Ihe WSA is
exenplary of the Colorado Desert mountain ranges.

Table 2 - Ecosystem Representation

Bailey-Kuchler
Classification NWPS Areas Other BLM Studies
Dcatain/Province/FNV areas acres areas acres

NATIONWIDE

American Desert/Creosote Bush-
bur Sage 3 126,033 48 1,513,602

CALIFORNIA

American Desert/Creosote Bush-
bur Sage 2 26,427 20 919,141

2. Expandincf the opportunities for solitude or primitive recreation
within a dav's driving time (five hour-s) of major population
centers : Ihe WSA is within a five-hour drive of seven major
peculation centers. Table 3 summarizes the number and acreage of
designated areas and other BIM study areas within a five-hour drive
of the peculation centers.



Table 3

Wilderness Opportunities for Residents
of Major Peculation Centers

Pcpulation
Centers

NWPS areas
areas acres

Other BIM Studies
areas acres

California

Anaheim-Santa Ana 25 2,823,534 153 5,703,616
Los Angeles-Long Beach 27 2,876,234 135 4,958,751
Oxnard-Ventura 23 2,195,198 85 2,703,260
Riverside-San Bernardino 22 2,031,054 205 7,658,649
San Diego 15 1,043,680 100 3,378,814

Arizona

Phoenix 40 1,758,456 118 4,449,908

Nevada

Tas Vegas 46 3,507,293 311 11,186,463

3. Balancincf the qeoqrdr*iic distribution of wilderness areas: Ihe WSA
is within 50 air miles of eight BIM WSAs reccanmended for wilderness
designation. The WSA is located adjacent to designated wilderness,
administered by JTtM. Also within a 50 mile radius are Santa Rosa
Wilderness Area, administered by San Bernardino National Forest and
Anza Borrego Desert State Wilderness Area.

C. Manaqeability

The Eagle Mountains WSA is manageable as wilderness. Within the
suitable area, there are few factors v^iich would iirpede manageability.
Havever, the nonsuitable area would be more difficult to manage.

The boundaries of the suitable areas are based on a combination of
maintained dirt roads, topografiiic features and political boundaries.
For the most part, these are easily manageable boundaries. The portion
defined by roads will pose fav prc±)lems since on the ground
identification is easy. The portion defined by tcpogra^iy will require
detailed maps and extensive signing to avoid inadvertent intrusions by
vehicles. The remaining border, separating JTNM and the study area,
althou*^ unidentifiable on the ground, would cause few, if any,

prctolems. Wilderness uses on both sides would be ccatpatible,

eliminating the need for extensive boundary marking.

State lands within the VISA are proposed for acquisition (see i^pendix

1) . Because of their remoteness, the developn:vent potential for these
parcels is limited. Their presence should not reduce manageability
significantly

.



Ihe nonsuitable eirea would be extxemely difficult to manage as
wilderness. The northern boundary is almost entirely delineated by
tcpograjAiy. Because of the intensive mineral activity to the north,
this boundary would have to be heavily signed to ensure adjacent
wilderness values are maintained. Ihe area also contains 89 mining
claims, as of December, 1987. Those claims with valid existing ri^ts
will be able to continue with mining activities that are necessary and
reasonably incidental to the mining operation after designation. The
only restrictions placed on these activities is that they not cause
unnecessary or undue degradation, leaving sufficient latitude to caiase

severe impacts to existing wilderness values.

Military overfli^ts in this VISA must be considered to maintain the
integrity of the existing and future national defense mission as well as
the wilderness resource.

D. Energy and Mineral Resource Values

1. Summary of Information Known at the Time of the Preliminary
Suitability Recommendation ; Ihe Eagle Mountain WSA is in the BIM
Eagle Mountain Geology-Energy-Mineral (G-E-M) Resource Area (GRA)

.

The wilderness portion of the 1980 CDCA Plan EIS (Volume B, ^^pendix
III) stated that mineral resource data for the WSA had not been
fully analyzed, integrated, and interpreted. However , the EIS did
state that the WSA had "possible" potential for metals and saleable
mineral resources. As of December, 1979 there were nine patented
and "numerous" urpatented mining claims in the northern part of the
WSA.

In 1980, at the time of the suitability recommendation, mineral data
in the GRA file for the Eagle Mountain GRA was not assessed for
potential for occurrence, except for the area in the northeastern
comer of the WSA, adjacent to the area of the Eagle Mountain iron
mine. The GRA identified an unclassified potential for the
occurrence of metals, uranium, and Scileable materials in locations
around this WSA.

2. Summary of Significant New Mineral Resource Data Collected Since the
Preliminary Suitability Recommendation Which Should Be Considered in
the Final Reccanmendation ; In 1983, the U.S. Geological Survey
(USGS) and the U.S. Bureau of Mines (BC^) conducted a mineral survey
of the suitable portion of the WSA. The results of the BCM survey
were published in MLA 101-83, released in 1983. The following year,
the joint report, OFR 84-631, produced by both USGS and BC^, was
released. MIA 101-83 concluded that the geological features
containing the productive deposits of iron, gold, lead, silver, and
copper that have beien mined throughout the Iron Mountain mining
district, appear to be absent within the study area. However, the
USGS/BCM joint report, OFR 84-631, indicated that the geologic
environment is hi(^y favorable for the occurrence of metallic
mineral resources such as gold, silver, tungsten, molybdenum,
bismuth, lead, and copper. This conclusion was based on additional
sampling of the area as well as geological inference.



stream sediment saiiples sticMed anonalous mineral cnncentrations for
lead, bisanauth, and tin in the WSA. Ihrouc^ the use of geologic,
geochemical, and geophysiceil data and a survey of mines and
prospects, USGS and BCM were able to classify the suitable portion
of the WSA. Ihey caicluded that those parts of the WSA that cire

intruded by eiltered mafic di)oes with associated quartz veins and
shear zones have moderate to high potentieil for the presence of
undiscovered gold, silver, and tungsten. Hi^ stream sediment
concentrations of mol^iadenum also suggested that parts of those
areas intruded by the dikes contain molybdenum minerals. The major
portion of the WSA is classified under the BIM clcissification system
as having a moderate potentieil for gold, silver, tungsten, and
moli^Ddenum resources. Localized areas of hi^ potential for the
occurrence of gold and silver resources in the northwest, central
and south-central portions of the WSA were also r^xDrted by the USGS
and BCM.

Althou^ the GRA mentioned the possible existence of uranium in the
WSA, the USGS/BCM r^xDrt did not indicate any potential for uranium.
The r^xDrt did address the existence of anonalously hi^ thorium
concentrations, hcwever, the principal ore-bearing materials for
this element were not present. Using the BLM classification
system, a lew potential for the occurrence of thorium was cissigned

to this WSA.

The USGS/BLM r^xDrt identified sand and gravel resources in the WSA.

However, it is unJoxwn v*iether the quantity cind quality of the
material is suitable for industrial purposes. Ihe resource is
assigned a lew potentieil for occurrence under the BIM classification
system.

There were no operating mines in the WSA cis of December, 1987.

However, es^loration interest remains hi^. West of the Eagle
Mountain Mine, a mining claimant continues annual drilling for
assessment work cdong the WSA's north boundary. Urpatented mining
claims located in the WSA are summarized in the following table
taken from the BIM mineral records dated December, 1987.

Table 4 - Mining Claims

TYPE NUMBER ACRES
MINING CIAIM SriTTABU! NONSUIT. TOTAL SUTTABIE N(»JSUIT. TOTAL

Lode
Placer
Mill Site

4 61

28

65

28

80 1,220

140

1,300

140
Ttotal 4 89 93 80 1.360 1.440

10



E. Summary of Environmental Oonsecaienoes of the Proposed Action

1. Impact on Wilderness Values : Within the suitable cireas, wilderness
vcilues will be maintained. In the ncxisuitable area, naturalness
will suffer localized adverse impacts due to mineral es^loraticai and
developroent. These iirpacts will be ocMioentrated on areas covered by
mining claims, ccnprising approximately tvro percent of the entire
WSA.

2. iJipact on locatable Mineral Exploration and Development : Within the
suitable area, this activity will suffer adverse impacts. In the
nonsuitable area, mineral esqjloraticai and develc^ment will be
allcwed to continue subject to the regulations stated in 43 CFR 3809
regarding surface disturbance, as well as any additional constraints
stated in the CDCk Plan.

3. Impact on Cultural Resources : These sites, located within the
suitable portion of the VKA, will enjoy increased protection under
the prc^xDsed action. Designation of the area will result in sli^t
adverse iirpacts because study of the sites will be hairpered by the
restrictions placed on the use of mechanized equipment and motorized
vehicles.

4. Impact on Desert Bictfiom SheepAlabitat : The bi^om she^ habitat,
located within the suitable area, will remain in its present
condition. Placement of new water sources and general herd
management will be somev^Aiat impaired by the restrictions placed on
mechanized equipment and motorized vehicles.

5. Impact on Desert Tortoise/Habitat : Tortoise habitat within this WSA
will remain in its present condition.

6. Impact on Sensitive Plant Species : Habitat for these species is
located within the suitable portion of this WSA. The proposed
action will have no iirpact on the habitat or individual plants.

7. Impact on Vehicle Dependent Recreational Opportunities : Activities
d^jendent on the use of vehicles, specifically rockhounding, will be
sharply curtailed within the suitable portion of the WSA because of
the vehicle ban. In the nonsuitable area, these activities will
continue as usual.

F. Local Social and Economic Considerations

No local social or economic considerations were identified in the CDCA
Plan and EIS. Therefore, no further discussion of this tcpic will occur
in this document.

11
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G. Summary of WSA - Specific Public Ccmnents

Public ccniments were solicited throu^out all phases in the develcpnent
of the CDCA Plan, finalized in 1980. Issues raised by the public during
the Inventory and Study Phase were taken into account during develcpnent
of the Draft Plan Alternatives and Prcposed Plan. Ihe follcwing is a
summary of cdl comments received. Inaccuracies that are kncwn to exist
are noted in pcirentheses.

1. Inventory Phase : Ihe majority of public comments supported further
consideration of this area as an extension of Joshua Tree National
Monument. Several of those v*io ccanmented sij^^'oi^'ted the findings
regarding roads and mining activity. Other comments exposed to
inclusion of this area were too general to validate in the field.

2. Studv Phase : Of the 55 letters received on this VSA, 28 exposed
inclusion of this area for wilderness study or reccanmended reduction
in its size. Those supporting multiple use designation described
extensive mineralization in the area, including deposits of copper,
iron, lead, metallic sulfides, borates, and precious metals.
Coirprehensive studies, including aerial gec^ysical surveys, were
strongly urged for this WSA to determine mineralization prior to
wilderness study designation. The geology of the area clLso attracts
rockhounds. According to one respondent, roc3<hounding accounts for
850,000 visitor-use days annually in the desert, thereby
contributing considerably to the State's economy and providing a
vital recreational pursuit to its members, particularly to the 42
percent v^o are over 50 years of age and require vehicles for
access. Other comments described good canping, sightseeing, and
motorized vehicle cpportunities in the WSA. Si(^t-and-sound
intrusions pointed out were: Eagle Mountain Railroad, CJolorado

River Aqueduct, Interstate 10, aircraft, and the Eagle Mountain
Mine. Ihe area has also been a- site for the Fast C^mel Race.

Supporters of wilderness designation mentioned most frequently the
contiguity of this area with wilderness lands in Joshua Tree
National Monument. Other features of this WSA vdiich the public felt
merit protection were: colorful metamorf^c rock formation. Class I
air quality, oases of fan palms (none located in this WSA) , bif^om
she^ and mountain lion habitats, and other diverse flora and fauna,
including spring floral displays and the ironwood stands in the
southeast comer of the area, nature study, educational
opportunities, rockclimbing, proximity to metropolitan areas,
hiking—^particularly a walk to Lost Palms fron Cottonwood Springs

—

and access to roads to Joshua Tree National Monument.

Severed comments were received in response to the Public Irput
Wbr>±xx)k (3/15/79) . Ihe recommended that the area be joined with
JINM.

3. Draft Plan Alternatives : Few comments were specific to this
particular WSA. Ihe National Outdoor Coalition (NOC) , a coalition
of mining, rockhounding, and OHV groups, recommended that the area

13



be designated for medium use, exo^rt: for a small sec±ion in the
southern portion, v^iich would be designated for limited use. A
large number of club members sent in coupons and letters supporting
this position. The Sierra Club and many conservation-oriented
organizaticMis favored wilderness status for the entire WSA.

4. Proposed Plan : Kaiser Steel Corporation, the operator of an iron
mine located in a three mile corridor between this WSA and the JINM,
stated that future mineral needs would require ejqjansion of their
mines into the WSA (these mines have since closed) . Mining had been
done in this location in the past, and recent prospecting had shewn
that mining would probably resume in the future. As a result, the
northern boundary of the WSA was adjusted to exclude sections 1

throu<^ 12, T. 4 S., R. 14 E. ; this area was redesignated for
limited use.

One ccamment requested that the intensive use area north of the WSA
be eliminated and change to limited use. Other ccanments repeated
the same positions listed earlier.

No comments were received from local governments.
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APPENDIX 1

ESTIMATED COSTS OF ACQUISITION OF NON-FEDERAL HOLDINGS WITHIN

AREAS RECOMMENDED FOR DESIGNATION

EAGLE MOUNTAINS WSA (CDCA-334)

TYPE OF ESTIMATED

OWNERSHIP COST OF

BY ESTATE ACQUISITION

LEGAL

DESCRIPTION NUMBER PRESENTLY PREFERRED LAND PROCESSING

PARCEL TOTAL OF SURFACE SUBSURFACE PROPOSED FOR METHOD OF COSTS COSTS

No. TWNSHP RNG SEC

5S. 14E. 16

MERIDIAN

SBM

ACREAGE

610

OWNERS

1

ESTATE

STATE

ESTATE

STATE

ACOUISITION

YES

ACOUISITION

EXCHANGE

($1000) ($1000)

1 N/A 4.0

2 5S. 13E. 16 SBM 640 1 STATE STATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

3 4S. 13E. 16 SBM 640 1 STATE STATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

4 4S. 13E. 16 SBM 640 1 STATE STATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

These figures were derived from Bureau Land Records and provide for more detail than GIS estimates and therefore

may differ from acreage summaries in Table 1.
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1. THE STODY AREA

PPnO BftSTTJ WTTnRRNESS SIUDi AREA (WSA)

(CDCA-334A)

— 3,604 acres

The Pinto Basin WSA is located in central Riverside County in the central
portion of the California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA) . Indio, 60 miles to
the southwest is the nearest coaranunity. The WSA consists of 3,604 acres of
BIM land. No private lands cire included within the boundaries of this WSA
(see Map 1 and Table 1)

.

Pinto Basin WSA is roughly square in shape. The northern and western
boundaries are formed by the boundary of Joshua Tree National Monument
(JTNM) . The southern boundary follows Black Eagle Mine Road. To the east,

the boundary follows an unnamed jeep trail between Black Eagle Mine Road and
the ffonument boundary.

This WSA enccxipasses a portion of the bajada kncwn as Pinto Basin. This area
slopes gently, the relative flatness broken only by a few shallow washes.
Vegetation consists of scattered creosote. Elevation varies frcan 2,000* in
the southeast to 1,750' in the northwest.

The WSA was studied under Section 202 of the Federal Land Policy and
;^fenagement Act (FLFMA) . Four alternatives were analyzed in the Draft and
Final Environmental Inpact Statements (EIS) for the CDCA Plan: the
protection, use, balanced and no action alternatives; a summary of the area's
wilderness values was included in ^^pendix III of the Final EIS.

2. REOOMMENDATTCTJ AND RATTOIAIE —

3,604

acres recommended for
wilderness
BLM acres reccaranended for
nonwildemess

No wilderness is the reconmendation for this WSA. The entire acreage in this
WSA is released for uses other than wilderness. This reccanmendation will be
inoplemented in a manner vAiich will use all practical means to avoid or
minimize environmental inpacts.

The Balanced Alternative is the environmentally preferable alternative as
outlined in the CDCA Plan and further e:q)lained in the California Wilderness
Overview.

This area is not reccanmended for inclusion in the National Wilderness
Preservation System (NWPS) because its wilderness values are marginal, and do
not outwei^ the area's potential for mineral exploration and develcprtent.
Within scare areas of the WSA, naturalness has been impacted by mineral
exploration and develc^xrvent. Primitive routes, adits, and trenches exist as
evidence of man's activities. The remaining area, althou<^ influenced solely
by the forces of nature, lacks any unique or interesting features. Here,
nature is expressed as a bleak landscape. C^portunities for solitude and



primitive and uncx)nfined types of recreation are limited by the level
t<^XDgrafiiy. There is little to provide a sense of seclusion to visitors of
the area. The vastness of the area provides the only measure of solitude.
Primitive recreation is strictly limited by the even terrain, leaving only a
few activities available for the recreationists within this VKA. Ihere are
approximately three miles of routes of travel including primitive ways,
washes and other unmaintained routes of access v*iich will remain available
for vehicular use.

Ihe northeast and southwest portions of this VKA possess moderate potential
for the occurrence of cop^per, gold and lead. One prospect in the south
central portion of the WSA developed an extensive cxypper vein. Mineral
potential is discussed further in the Energy and Mineral Resource Values
Section.

Extensions of this ecosystem are already represented in the NWPS in the
adjacent designated wilderness areas of JTNM. These wilderness areas contain
vast tracts of the Pinto Basin bajada. The addition of Pinto Basin VBA would
add no new landforms, ecological systems, nor geological formations. It
would simply be an extension, a miniature replica, of the thousands of acres
of wilderness located in northeastern JTHM.
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TABLE 1 - Land Status and Acreage Summary of the Study Area

Within Wilderness Study Area Acres
BIM (surface and subsurface) 3,604
Split Estate (BIM surface only)

Iriholdings
State
Private

Total 3 , 604

Within the Recanmended Wilderness Boundary Acres
BLM (within WSA)

BLM (outside WSA)
Split Estate (within WSA)
Split Estate (outside WSA)

Total BIM Land Reccsnmended for Wilderness

Inholdings
State
Private

Within the Area Not Reconmended for Wilderness Acres
BIM (surface and subsurface) 3,604
Split Estate (BIM surface only)

Total BLM Land Not Reccanmended for Wilderness 3,604

3. CRITERIA OONSIDERED IN DEVELDPING THE WILDERNESS RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Wilderness Characteristics

1. Naturalness: In only a few areas is man's work evident, and in
every case, these man-made scars are related to mining activity.
Primitive routes, adits, and trenches are located within the
boundaries of this WSA. However, for the most part, this area is
affected primarily by natural forces and man's inprint is
substantially unnoticeable.

2. Solitude; Ihe opportunities for solitude vary within the WSA.
Sparse vegetation and the flat terrain provide miles of unrestricted
views and offer little shielding to conceal users.
This WSA is periodically overflown by military aircraft as part of
the national defense mission taJcing place in approved military



c^)erating areas and fli(^t corridors. Ihe visual intrusions and
associated noise create periodic tenporary effects on solitude v^iich

are deemed necessary and acceptable as a part of the defense
preparedness of the nation.

3. Primitive and Unconfined Recreation: Ihe area's flat terrain
precludes difficult and technical types of primitive or unconfined
recreation. Because the area contains no interesting or unique
features, infrequent hikers using this WSA sinply pass throu^, on
their way to destinations scmev^^iere in the Monument.

4. Special Features: This area has no special features.

B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System

1. Assessing the diversity of natural systems and features as
represented by ecosystems : Ihis WSA contains 3,604 acres of the
American Desert/Creosote Bush ecosystem. It would not increase the
diversity of the types of ecosystems represented in the NWPS.

Table 2 - Ecosystem Representation

Bailey-Kuchler
Classification NWPS Areas Other BLM Studies
Domain/Province/FNV areas acres areas acres

NATIONWIDE

American Desert/Creosote Bush 1 343,753 117 4,264,305

CMJFORNIA

American Desert/Creosote Bush 1 343,753 88 3,650,501

2. Expanding the opportunities for solitude or primitive recreation
within a day's drivincf time (five hours) of major population
centers : The WSA is within a five-hour drive of seven major
pc^xilation centers. Table 3 summarizes the number and acreage of
designated cireas and other BLM study areas within a five-hour drive
of the peculation centers.



Table 3

Wilderness Opportunities for Residents
of Major Population Centers

Peculation NWPS areas Other BIM Studies
Centers areas acres areas acres

California

Anaheim-Santa Ana 25 2,823,534 153 5,703,616
iJDs Angeles-Long Beach 27 2,876,234 135 4,958,751
Oxnard-Ventura 23 2,195,198 85 2,703,260
Riverside-San Bemardino 22 2,031,054 205 7,658,649
San Diego 15 1,043,680 100 3,378,814

Arizona

Phoenix 40 1,758,456 118 4,449,908

Nevada

Tas Vegas 46 3,507,293 311 11,186,463

3. Balancina the cfe(xjraphic distribution of wilderness areas: The WSA
is within 50 air miles of ei<^t BIM WSAs r"ecc«nmended for wilderness
designation. Ihe VKA is adjacent to existing designated wilderness
in Joshua Tree National ^fonument, managed by the National Park
Service. Also within a 50 mile radius are Santa Rosa Wilderness
Area, administered by San Bernardino National Forest, and Anza
Borrego Desert State Wilderness Area.

C. Manageability

The Pinto Basin VKA is easily manageable as wilderness. Readily
definable boundaries and adjacent conpatible use in JINM, positively
influence the area's manageability. However, developanent of valid
mining claims would adversely affect wilderness values and create
manageability pr(±)lems for the WSA.

Military overflights in this WSA must be considered to maintain the
integrity of the existing and future national defense mission as well as
the wilderness resource.

D. Energy and Mineral Resource Values

1. Summary of Information Known at the Time of the Preliminary
Suitability Recommendation : The Pinto Basin VISA is located in the
BIM Eagle Mountain Geology-Energy-Mineral (G-EHM) Resource Area
(GRA) . G-E^ data in the wilderness portion of the CDCA Plan EIS
(Volume B, i^pendix III) stated that mineral resource data for the
WSA had not been fully analyzed, integrated, and interpreted during



the 1980 recoinmendation process. The EIS did state, however, that
the WSA had potential (undefined) for metallic minercils and
limestone. Two patented mining claims were noted within the WSA in
1980.

CRh data in 1980 was insufficient to classic the potential for
occurrence of mineral resources in the WSA.

2. Summary of Sicmificant New Mineral Resource Data Collected Since the
Preliminary Suitability Reccanmendation Which Should be Considered in
the Final Recoinmendation : Mineral surveys for this VKA were
OOTiducted by the U.S. Geological Survey and Bureau of Mines (BM)
and are included in the r^»rts for the Eagle Mountains WSA (CDCA-

334).

Ihe geology of the WSA indicates that it is principally underlain by
Quaternary conglomerate rocks, Tertiary basalt, and alluvium in
drainages. In the southwestern portion of the area, Mesozoic
granitic rocks outcrcp, and in the northeastern comer, Pre-
Cretaceous metamorpiiic rocks outcrop. One mineral devel(^]ment within
the WSA was noted by the California Division of Mines and Geology
vdiich shews in Copper in California (1948, Bulletin 144, pg. 294)
that the Nancy prospect located in the south central portion of the
WSA consisted of a 130 foot shaft develcping a four foot wide vein
of cag^per minerals on a diorite-quartz monzonite contact. No
production was recorded. Ihe WSA is located afproximately six miles
west of the Black Eagle copper mine (Black Eagle Cc^pjper Mining
District). At the Black Eagle mine, approximately 100,000 pounds of
capper, and inportant production of lead and gold was produced
during the period from 1925 to 1926. Production was frcan a vein
cLLong a diorite-quartzite contact.

The area of granitic intrusion in the southwestern portion and
northeastern comer of the WSA is favorable for replacement type
ocpper-gold-lead deposits similar to the Black Eagle mine area.
This coupled with the kncwn occurrence at the Nancy prospect and
Black Eagle Mine suggests, under the BIM classification system, that
the southwestern and northeastern portion of the WSA with ejqxDsed

intrusive and/or Pre-Cretaceous metamor^iic rocks should be
considered as having a moderate potential for copper, gold and lead
resources (see Map 2)

.

Mining claimants have continued exploration in an area between the
eastern WSA boundary and the limit of the Eagle Mountain Mine.
Althou^ the mining claimants have ejqDressed an interest in
exploration of the WSA, they have not submitted a mining plan of
cperation with the BIM for activity within the WSA.

The two patented mining claims noted in the 1980 EIS at the Cactus
Mine are not located within the boundary of the WSA. Unpatented
mining claims located in the WSA are summarized in the follcwing
table taJcen frcm BIM records dated December 1987.



Table 4 - Mining Claims

TYPE NTIMRKR ACRES
MINING CIAIM SUTEABIE NONSUIT. TOTAL SUITABIE NC3NSUIT. TOTAL

Lode
Placer
Mill Site

N/A
N/A
N/A

2 2 N/A
N/A
N/A

40 40

Total N/A 2 2 N/A 40 40

E. Summary of Environmental Consequences of the Proposed Action

1. Irnpact on Wilderness Values : Mineral develc^xnent will cause
localized inpacts in the mineralized areas, coaiprising approximately
15% of the WSA. Elsev^^iere in the WSA, existing management
guidelines, coi^led with extremely lew use levels, will ensure the
integrity of wilderness values.

2. Inpact on Locatable Mineral Exploration and Development ; Mineral
exploration and develcpnent will be allowed to continue subject to
the regulations stated in 43 CFR 3809 regarding surface disturbance
as well as any additional constraints stated in the CDGA Plan.

F. Local Social and Economic Considerations

No local socicil or economic considerations were identified in the Final
CDCA Plan and EIS. Iherefore, no further discussion of this tc^ic will
occur in this document.

G. Summary of WSA - Specific Public Comments

Public comments were solicited throu^out all phases in the develc^anent

of the CDCA Plan, finalized in 1980. Issues raised by the public during
the Inventory and Study Hiase were taken into account during develc^xrvent

of the Draft Plan Alternatives and Prcposed Plan. The following is a
summary of all ccanments received. Inaccuracies that are known to exist
are noted in parentheses.

1. Inventory Phase ; A few comments were received si^porting the
inclusion of the western portion of the area for further wilderness
study. Most ccsnments also urged the addition of the eastern two-
thirds of the area. Other respondents mentioned the presence of
mining activities v^iich affect the natural character of the area.
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2. Study Phase : Nine of the fcxirteen cxxnments on this area supported
WSA designation for this small area. Most of these noted that
designation of this area as wilderness would ccmplement the existing
wilderness within JINM; in fact, three of those responding urged
that this area be added to the National Monument. Other values
vdiich were mentioned for WSA 344A were its primitive and untouched
nature, the c|portunities it provides for solitude and primitive
recreation , and its outstanding scenic qualities. Also included in
the area is a tiny oasis of fan palms and habitat for bi<^om sheep,
vdiich do not occur within this WSA. One respondent described the
unique "angulcir gracefulness" of the Eagle, Coxcoarib, and Black
Mountains, eis seen frcan the Pinto Basin and urged protection of the
north face of the Eagle Mountains (outside this WSA) frcm mining
disfigurement

.

Those v*io qfposed wilderness for this area emfiiasized the presence
of mining scars, active mines, roads and other evidence of man's
activities. The prediction was made that the Eagle Mountains Mine
will esqjand into WSA 344A.

3. Draft Plan Alternatives ; No comments specific to this WSA were
received in response to the Draft Plan Alternatives. The National
Outdoor Coalition (NOC) , a coalition of mining, rockhounding, and
off-hi^way vehicle groips, reccsnmended a multiple-use designation
of medium use for the area; this was in agreement with the Use
Alternative. A large number of club members sent in letters or
cot^xDns supporting the NOC position. Conservation organizations
and their sipporters wrote may letters recommending wilderness
consideration for a large number of WSAs, including 344A. This
position was in agreement with the Protection Alternative.

4. Prqposed Plan ; Again, there were no specific ccanments on this
particular WSA in response to the Proposed Plan. The NOC
organizations and conservation groups maintained the same general
positions as for the Draft Plan.

No ccsnments were received from local governments.
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PENTO MJUNT?mis whoerness grupy area (wsa)

(CDCA-335)

1. THE STUDY AREA — 33,858 acres

Ihe Pintx) Mountains WSA is located in San Bernardino and Riverside Counties
within the south central portion of the California Desert Conservation Area
(CDGA) . Ihe ccmitiunity of IWentynine Palms is less than five miles from the
northwest tip of the WSA. The WSA includes 31,878 acres of public land
under the jurisdiction of the Bureau of land Management (BIM) and 1,980
acres owned by the State of California (see Map 1 and Table 1)

.

The WSA is ameboid in shape because it is located in an cirea that has a long
history of mining activity. Ihe west, north, and east boundaries meander
around developed mining areas, generally approximating ridgelines or dry
washes. Ihe southern boundary of the WSA abuts the designated Joshua Tree
Wilderness in the Joshua Tree National Monument (JINM)

.

Ihe WSA consists of portions of the northern Pinto Mountain Range and the
eastern half of the Twentynine Palms Mountains. Most of the area is
dominated by steep but generally rounded hills, vegetated with creosote and
mixed desert shrubs. Vegetation becomes more diverse in the washes,
consisting of smoke tree and other typical wash-type plants. Stands of
M±iave yucca exist within many of the interior valleys. Elevations in the
WSA range from 1860 to 4562 feet.

Ihe WSA was studied under Section 603 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FLEMA) . Four alternatives were analyzed in the Draft and
Finad Environmental Impact Statements (EIS) for the CDGA Plan, protection,
use, balanced, and no action, a summary of the area's wilderness values was
included in i^pendix III of the Fined EIS.

2. REOOMMENDAITC^ AND RATIONALE —

31,878

acres recommended for
wilderness
BLM acres recommended for
nonwildemess

No wilderness is the reccsnmendation for the Pinto Mountains WSA. Ihe entire
acreage in this WSA is released for uses other than wilderness. Future
activities will be controlled by moderate intensity management as
prescribed in the CDCA Plan. Ihis reccomendation will be implemented in a
manner v^ich will use all practical means to avoid or minimize
environmental inpacts.

Ihe Balanced Alternative is the environmentally preferable alternative as
outlined in the CDCA Plan and further explained in the California Wilderness
Stucfy Overview.



The adjacent wilderness in JIUM will not be negatively inpacted by this
recicnimendation. While designation of this WSA as wilderness would expand
existing opportunities, Joshua Tree Wilderness has more than sufficient
values to stand on its cwn without further alteration or SL^plements.

¥nicsm and potenticil mineral values plus the potential for vehicle d^jendant
recreation were of greater significance than the area's value as wilderness.
The scenery in the cirea is not distinctive. Designation of the area as
wilderness would not contribute any additional unique or distinct features
to the Nationcil Wilderness Preservation System (NWPS) . Other WSAs in the
California Desert that are reccammended suitable offer a more extensive and
diverse r^resentation of desert wilderness values. There are afproximately
two miles of routes of travel including primitive ways, washes and other
unmaintained routes of access v>*iich will remain available for vehicular use.

YrncMn areas of mineral reserves permeate the bulk of the entire WSA. Hi^
potentials for gold are located in the southeast area of the WSA. The
eastern one third of the VISA has moderate potentials for gold, limestone,
and uraniuiVthorium. The western one third of the WSA has moderate
potential for the occurrence of the rare earth elements, yttrium and cerium.
The north central portion of tlie WSA has moderate potential for the
occurrence of dimension stone.

The east, north, and west boundaries of the Pinto Mountains WSA are rimmed
with historic evidence of mineral exploration and production. Music valley
is just west of the WSA and contains at least five historic gold mines. The
Marbolite, Gypsy, Maria, Groover, Star, and Dalton Mines rim the WSA to the
north and east. Numerous other mines are also located within several miles
of the WSA boundaries.

Historical recreation use within the WSA boundaries is low. However,
potentials for increase are good. Immediately west of the VISA within the
Gold Peak, Music Valley area, there currently exist moderate levels of
vehicle d^jendant recreation use including canping, hunting, trail riding,
photography, driving for pleasure and prospecting.

CXiltural resource sensitivity is hi^, most of vdiich is related to historic
mining activities. Increases in vehicle-dependent recreational
opportunities, because of an esqjanded network of access routes for mining
ejqjloration and develc^xnent, could negatively impact cultural resource
sites.

The wildlife and vegetative resources within the area are typical of the
surrounding desert. The area contains no unusual plants or State or State-
or Federal-listed threatened or endangered plant or animal species.
Habitat for two BIM sensitive species, the desert tortoise and the desert
bighorn she^, is kncwn to exist within the WSA. However, the she^ habitat
is transitory range and only three square miles of the WSA contains tortoise
habitat.



The WSA would be best managed under nonwildemess and moderate intensity
management guidelines as prescribed in the CDCA Plan. Full develc^anent of
the mineral resources would be possible. Significant iirpacts to other
resources would be minimized v*iere possible.

TABLE 1 - Land Status and Acreage Summary of the Study Area

Within Wilderness Study Area Acres
BLM (surface and subsurface) 31,878
Split Estate (BIM surface only)

Inholdings
State 1,980
Private

Total 33,858

Within the Reccanmended Wilderness Boundary Acres
BLM (within WSA)

BIM (outside WSA)

Split Estate (within WSA)
Split Estate (outside WSA)

Total BIM Land Reccxnmended for Wilderness

Inholdings
State
Private

Within the Area Not Recommended for Wilderness Acres
BIM (surface and subsurface) 31,878
Split Estate (BIM surface ordy)

Total BIM Land Not Reccanmerded for Wilderness 31,878

3. CRETEE^IA OC^SIDERED IN DEVEIDPING THE WILDERNESS REOO^MENDATICa^S

A. Wilderness Characteristics

1. Naturalness : The majority of the area geneirally appears to have
been affected primarily by the forces of nature. Scenic quality
within the area is considered only moderate. Ihe area contains a
large cluster of contiguous mountains vtiich from an enclosed
landscape with interior valleys and rolling hills. Ihe Pinto
mountains are a massive but rounded chain of dark colored granitic
rock. Their smooth texture is broken by bands of rock.
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2. Solitude : Outstanding c^portunities for solitude are available in
the area due to tcpographic variations. Hovever, the surrounding
influences of the extensive man made features related to mining are
often visible from within the WSA boundaries and are a constant
reminder of man's presence in the area.

This WSA is periodically overflown by military aircraft as part of
the national defense mission taking place in approved military
operating areas and fli^t corridors. The visual intrusions and
associated noise create periodic tenporciry effects on solitude v^ch
are deemed necessary and acceptable as a part of the defense
pr^)aredness of the nation.

3. Primitive and Unconfined Recreation : Ihe adjacent designated
wilderness in Joshua Tree National Monument expands opportunities
for solitude as well as providing for outstanding opportunities for
primitive and unconfined types of recreation.

4. Special Features : Ihe WSA contains 11 square miles of transient
desert bi^om sheep habitat. The sheep, on an infrequent basis,
use the habitat to travel between adjacent mountain ranges. There
is also three square miles of desert tortoise habitat with densities
of 20 to 50 individuals per square mile. The tortoise is currently
a candidate for listing as a threatened species by the U.S. Fish &

Wildlife Service. The remaining landforms, ecological diversity,
and geological features are not unusual, they are typical of
features common throu^out the surrounding deserts and mountains.

B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System

1. Assessing the diversity of natural systems and features as
represented by ecosystems : The WSA contains 31,878 acres of the
American Desert/Creosote bush (Larrea ) ecosystem, v^iich is
represented in other VKAs that are recommended suitable for
wilderness in the CDCA. The Pinto Ifountains WSA would not increase
the diversity of the types of ecosystems represented in the NWPS.

Table 2 - Ecosystem Representation

Bailey-Kuohler
Classification NWPS Areas Other BIM Studies
Dcgnain/Prcivince/FNV areas acres areas acres

NATTCMTIDE

American Desert/Creosote Bush 1 343,753 117 4,236,031

CALIFORNIA

American Ctesert/Creosote Bush 1 343,753 88 3,622,227



2. Expanding the opportunities for solitude or primitive recreation
within a day's drivincf time (five hours) of major population
centers : The WSA is within a five-hour drive of ei^t major
pc^xilaticHi centers. Ihe wilderness values cire not distinguished.
Table 3 summarizes the number and acreage of designated areas and
BEM study areas within a five-hour drive of the population centers.

Table 3

Wilderness Opportunities for Residents
of Major Peculation Centers

Population
Centers

NWPS areas
areas acres

Other BIM Studies
areas acres

California

Anaheim-Santa Ana
Bakersfield
Los Angeles-Long Beach
Oxnard-Ventura
Riverside-San Bernardino
San Diego

Arizona

Fhoenix

Nevada

Las Vegas

25 2,823,534 153 5,703,616
32 4,071,358 128 3,998,548
27 2,876,234 135 4,958,751
23 2,195,198 85 2,703,260
22 2,031,054 205 7,658,649
15 1,043,680 100 3,378,814

40 1,758,456 118 4,449,908

46 3,507,293 311 11,186,463

3. Balancing the qeoqra]±iic distribution of wilderness areas : The WSA
is within 50 air miles of ten ELM. WSAs recommended for wilderness
designation. The closest designated wilderness area is Joshua Tree
Wilderness, administered by Joshua Tree National Monument, v^ch
abuts the southern border of the VKA.

C. Manageability

The Pinto Mountains WSA is manageable as wilderness. However, one
significant issue would conplicate manageability of the area for
wilderness.

The WSA and surrounding area has a long and intense history of mineral
exploration and development. The area contains known mineral values.
Full scale development of any valid mining claims has a hi^ potential
to impact significant portions of the entire WSA. Access requirements
for such develcpnent would result in similar impacts.



The WSA clLso contains four parcels of inholdings cwned by the State of
California that possess identified mineral potentials. Ihese lands are
managed to produce inccame for the State. Unless the State chooses to
exchange these lands, any mineral use, develcponent, and associated
access requirements would not be compatible with wilderness values.

Military overfli^ts in this WSA must be considered to maintain the
integrity of the existing and future national defense mission as well as
the wilderness resource.

D. Enei?crv and Mineral Resou2x:e Values

1. Summary of Information Known at the Tijtie of the Preliminary
Suitability Recommendation : The Pinto Mountains VKA (aXA-335) is
located in the BLM Dale Lake Geology-Energy-Minerals (G-E-M)

Resource Area (GRA) . BtM G-E-M data in the wilderness portion of
the Desert Plan EIS (Volume B, Appendix III) indicated in 1980 that
resource data for this WSA have not been fully analyzed, integrated,
and interpreted, but that the WSA had potential for metals and
uranium. About five urpatented mining claims were knew to be
recorded with BIM and in the WSA as of December 12, 1979.

Ihe GRA files in 1980, indicate that the eastern one-third of the
WSA had moderate to high potential for the occurrence of gold, and
moderate potential for the occurrence of limestone and
uraniuiVthorium. Several past producing mines lie along the
northern and eastern border outside the WSA. The western one third
of the VSA had moderate potential for the occurrence of the rctre

earth elements, yttrium and cerium.

Ihe GRA files indicate that the hi^ potential area for gold in the
southeastern part of the WSA was based on favorable geology (meta-
sedimentary rocks intruded by granitic rocks) extending west frcm an
area of similar rocks. Ihese rocks sufported numerous past
producers of gold frcan lode and placer deposits in the Dale Mining
District to the east of the WSA. A large, northwest trending,
moderate potential area for gold in the northern and eastern part of
the WSA was based on the same favorable geology mentioned above,
extending southwest into the WSA frcm numerous gold occurrences in
the Humbug Mountain area to the northeast. Ihe GRA file shews that
the western part of the WSA (at Twentynine Palms Mountain) had
moderate potential for the occurrence of yttrium and cerium based on
geoehemical aneanalies and favorable geology (Precambrian Pinto
Gneiss) extending eastward into the WSA. Occurrences of the yttrium
mineral xenotime, and the cerium mineral, monazite are knewn frcm
Twentynine Palms Mountain. Ihe strongest rare earth mineral anom-
alies in Riverside County were knewn to occur in southern Music
Valley (Evans, 1964, Xenotime Mineralization in the Southern Music
Vallev Area . Riverside County, California, S.R. No. 79, California
Division of Mines) , bordering the western edge of the WSA. Ihe
moderate potential classification for the occurrence of limestone in
the eastern part of the WSA was based on the occurrence of small
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limestone bodies with potential for small, local production. Ihe
moderate potentieil zone for uranium in the eastern portion of the
WSA was based on the "IM" mining claims in association with uranium
and four thorium gamma-ray ancsonalies detected in the late 1970 's by
the NaticxTcLL Uranium Resource Evaluation airborne gamma-ray survey.

The eirea between Music Valley and the Dale Mining District (WSA 335)
is still relatively unknown. Only small scale regional mapping
(1:250,000) of the geology has been ccaipleted for this WSA by the
California Divisicai of Mines and Geology. Mapping, field
examinatiCTi, and sairpling are required before the potential for
metals, rare earths, and radioactive minerals can be assessed with
greater certainty.

Ihe north centred portion of the WSA has moderate potential for the
occurrence of dimension stone based on past production of several
hundred tons prior to 1980 from the Marbolite mine. Ihis mine is
located one third of a mile north of the WSA boundary.

Summary of Significant New Mineral Resource Data Collected Since the
Preliminary Suitability Reccanmendation Which Should be Considered in
the Final Reccanmendation : No. U.S. Geologic Survey or U.S. Bureau
of Mines mineral survey was conducted for the Pinto Mountains WSA
because the WSA is reccramended nonsuitable for wilderness
designation.

Urpatented mining claims located in the WSA are summarized in the
following table taken from BIM records dated December 1987.

Table 4 - Mining Claims

TYPE NUMBER AORES
MINING CLAIM SUITABI£ NONSUIT. TOTAL SUTTABIE NONSUIT. TOTAL

lode
Placer
Mill Site

N/A
N/A
N/A

8 8 N/A
N/A
N/A

160 160

Total N/A 8 8 N/A 160 160

E. Summary of Environmental Consequences of the Protxtsed Action

1. Impact on Wilderness Values ; Noise, surface disturbance and access
requirements for mineral exploration and develcpnent will negatively
inpact naturalness, solitude, and primitive and unconfined types of
recreation. Althoi*^ the majority of the WSA has identified mineral
Vcilues and the long term probability of development is good, impacts
will be localized to specific areas of development.

2. Impact on Joshua Tree National Monument Wilderness ; Ihere will be
no iitpacts on management or values in the adjacent wilderness.
Althoui^ the wilderness would be enhanced by designation of the WSA,

values in the designated wilderness have sufficient values that
they stand on their cwn merit.
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3. Impact on Minerals Exploration and Develocanent : C^portunities for
exploration and develcpment of minerals will continue to be
available subject to applicable laws, regulations and the moderate
intensity multiple use management guidelines established in the CDCA
Plan.

4. Impact on Vehicle Dependant Recreation ; Opportunities for vehicle
d^)endent recreation will continue to be available. New access
neoessciry for mir^ral exploration and develc^ment will provide
additional routes of travel.

5. Impact on Desert Bicfliom Sheep and Desert Tortoise Habitat : There
will be negligible impacts. The she^ range is transient habitat
and only three square miles of the WSA contains tortoise habitat.

6. Impact on Cultural Resource Values : Any increase in the
availability of access throu^out the area because of mining, will
result in long term adverse iirpacts to historic cultural resource
sites.

F. Local Social and Economic Considerations

No IocclL social or economic considerations were identified in the Final
CDCA Plan and EIS. Therefore, no further discussion of this tcpic will
occur in this document.

G. Summary of WSA - Specific Public Comments

Public ccitiments were solicited throughout all biases in the develcpnent
of the CDCA Plan, finalized in 1980. Issues raised by the public during
the Inventory and Study Phase were taken into account during develcpnent
of the Draft Plan Alternatives and Prqposed Plan. Ihe following is a
summary of cill comments received. Inaccuracies that are known to exist
are noted in parentheses.

1. Inventory Phase : Most of the comments favored the area's inclusion
for further study based on wilderness value criteria and its
location adjacent to the Joshua Tree Wilderness.

2. Study Phase ; Thirty nine ccaonments were received on this WSA. A
majority of 23 favored the area's inclusion for further study and
mentioned most often its potential for protecting and enlargir^ the
adjacent wilderness in the JTNM. The ccanments stated that the area
meets the wilderness criteria and provides solitude and ample
c^^portunities for challenging primitive recreation. Several
respondents urged ejq)ansion of the boundaries on the southwest and
northeast and, particularly on the south edge next to the JTNM
boundary. They stated that scars of old mining operations that are
new inoperative could be reclaimed and that many roads have already
practically disappeared.
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Most of the 16 respondents v^o exposed further stut^ for this WSA
pointed out the scars of extensive mining activity. Also noted were
the roads to many mines, the si(^ts and sounds of vehicles on nearby
roads, and the interference caused by li^ts frcsm the city of
Twentynine Palms. Some stated that the flat land with its many
scars provided little chance for a wilderness experience. They felt
that the best use for the area would be family recreation requiring
vehicle access. Ihey noted that formerly the area had been a
special design area under the Interim Critical Management Policy and
was open to this activity, cilong with other family recreation such
eis caitping, hunting, prospecting, photography, hiking, and
roddiounding. With the Joshua Tree Wilderness so close, there was
no need for this area to be wilderness. One miner state that gold
d^x3sits can be found in the area.

Three ccsnments were received in response to the Public Iiput
Workbook (3/15/79) . One favored wilderness for this WSA. The
others exposed further study, the first because of the presence of
heavily mined areas and the needs of off-hi(^way vehicle users, and
the other because of the presence of thorium and rare earths in the
region.

3. Draft Plan Alternatives : Few coaranents specific to this WSA were
received in response to the Draft Plan Alternatives. Hovever, this
WSA was one a large number vrtiich were exposed by the National
Outdoor Coalition, a coalition of mining, rock collecting, and off-
hi(^way vehicle groi^DS. The organization requested that he subject
area be classified "medium use," v^ch was in agreement with the
recommendation of both the No Action and Use Alternatives. A large
number of club members sent in printed coupons and letters
si^porting this position. Conservation oriented individuals and
organizations reccanmended wilderness designation for this WSA, as
did the Protection Alternative.

4. Proposed Plan : There were few ccmments on this particular WSA in
, response to the Prc^xDsed Plan, vdiich recaranended for this area a
classification of "medium use." The organizations represented by
the National Outdoor Coalition were in agreement with this
recommendation. Conservation groi^js disagreed and made a general
request for more wilderness.

No ccnments were received frcan local governments.
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1. THE SIUDY AREA 69,642 acres

Ihe Santa Rosa Mountains WSA is located in south central Riverside County in
the central portion of the California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA) . Palm
Desert, • located seven miles north, is the closest ccstimunity. Ihe WSA
includes 47,417 of public land under the jurisdiction of the Bureau of Land
Management (BLM) , 1,495 acres of State land, and 20,730 acres of private
inholdings (see Map 1 and Table 1)

.

Because of the checkerboarti land ownership pattern, the WSA boundary is
extremely ragged and the study area's shape irregular. Its western
boundary joins the Santa Rosa Wilderness Area, a U.S. Forest Service
wilderness area located within the San Bernardino National Forest. Ihe
southern boundary, formed by the Riverside/Inpericil county line, coincides
with a State designated wilderness area in Anza Borrego State Park. Ihe
remaining boundaries to the east and north follow section lines and were
established to avoid agriculture, private land and disturbed public lands.
Section 10, Township 8S, Range 5E is within the WSA boundaries. It was
patented to the State of California in 1983 for State Parks Wilderness under
the Recreation and Public Purposes Act.

Ihe terrain is rugged with the elevations rising dramatically frcm just
above sea level to around 7000 feet in a relatively short distance. Ihe WSA
is laced with de^ washes and shallow drainages and sL^ports numerous
riparian springs and streams vAiich flow year round. Here, desert and
mountain environments blend together to form a ccwoplex overlapping of
vegetative patterns. Numerous life zones cire r^resented as the elevation
changes and each reflects a unique plant environment. Abundant water
sources found throu^out the area create riparian oases v*iere plants and
animals are found in great abundance and diversity.

Ihe WSA was studied under Section 603 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FLFMA) . Four cdtematives were analyzed in the Draft and
Final Environmental Iirpact Statement (EIS) for the CDCA Plan: protection,
use, balanced, and no action; a summary of the area's wilderness values was
included in Appendix III of the Final EIS.

2. RE0CM1ENDATIQN AND RATIONAIE 69,316 acres recommended for
wilderness

276 BLM acres reocnimended

for nonwildemess



Partial wilderness (99% suitable) is the recotimendation for this WSA. Ihe
276 acres in this WSA reccjnmended nonsuitable are released for uses other
than wilderness. In addition to the Federal acreage reccaranended for
wilderness, BIM reconmends that 11,153 acres of private land be acquired
throu^ exchange or purchase and designated as wilderness. Additional State
lands totalling ajproximately 11,023 acres, managed by the State for
wildlife preservation, will be reccaonmended for wilderness but are not
reconmended for acquisition. With acquisition of these inholdings, a total
of 69,316 acres are reccaranended for wilderness. J^:^)endix 1 lists all
inholdings and provides additional infonnation on their acquisition. This
reccanmendation will be inplemented in a manner viiich will use all practical
means to avoid or minimize environmental iirpacts.

The Balanced Alternative is the environmentally preferable alternative as
outlined in the CDCA Plan and further eoqslained in the California Wilderness
Study Overview.

The suitable portion of the Santa Rosa Mountains WSA is reccammended for
wilderness designation because: (1) in all measured values, it exceeds the
criteria specified in Section 2(c) of the Wilderness Act of 1964; (2) the
area is replete with special features; and (3) few conflicts exist with
other resources. These boulder strewn mountains, v*iere steep walled canyons
are eroded by perpetual springs cind streams that feed hidden palm oases, are
the essence of a wilderness experience. Ihe remoteness and priineval
character of this desert-mountain area enhances the area's wilderness
values. As the southern backdrcp of the rapidly growing Coachella Valley,
this rugged range provides an inportant seasonal recreational outlet to both
residents and visitors to the area. Because wilderness values are so
significant, the suitability reccanmendation will preclude any further
vehicular use of approximately nine miles of primitive routes of travel.

The WSA boundaries encompass a truly unique environment that includes
unequalled natural beauty, diverse populations of wildlife and vegetation,
and a variety of habitats that range frcm Creosote Bush scrub to palm oasis
woodland and fincilly to mixed conifer forest. A multitude of wildlife and
vegetation, traces of ancient Native American cultures and unlimited
panoramic ridge tap vistas are found in abundance. Ihe area is enhanced by
the fact that it joins designated wilderness in the San Bernardino National
Forest along its western border and designated California State Wilderness
in Anza Borrego Desert State Park to the south.

Within the California Desert Conservation Area, the Santa Rosa Mountains VISA

was determined to have scxm of the best wilderness values of all study
areas. This hi^ rating is reflected in other recognitions that the area
has received. Ihe Santa Rosa Mountains have been recommended for inclusion
into the Man in the Biosjiiere Reserve. This area is also an integral part
of the Santa Rosa Mountains Wildlife Habitat Management Area, a Sikes Act
project. This area is managed to si^port the largest population of
Peninsular bighorn she^ (Ovis canadensis cremnobates ) remaining in the
United States.



within this WSA, wilderness values are in c»nflic± with mineral resource
values. However, no develcpment of these mineral resources has yet ocx:urred

and there are no mining claims on record with BLM. In the southern portion
of the WSA, areas having hi^ potential for the occurrence of tungsten and
limestone and moderate potential for the occurrence of gold are located.
Also, within the WSA boundaries are two areas having moderate potential for
the occurrence of geothermal resources.

Only 276 acres of public land within the study area boundary are not
recommended for wilderness designation. Located in the extreme northwest
comer of the WSA, this small parcel abuts Hi<^way 74, known as Palms to
Pines Hi^way. As the only throu^ route across the Santa Rosa Mountains,
this hi^way receives considerable traffic. The sights and sounds of the
passing vehicles greatly diininishes the feeling of solitude, detracting from
the wilderness ejqjerience to be had at this parcel. Manageability of this
portion of the WSA is also a factor in the nonsuitable determination. At
this comer, the WSA boundary follows section lines, private land
boundaries and the hi^way. Manageability is constrained by this confusing
boundary. The area will serve as an effective buffer for the designated
wilderness by reducing the existing noise and visual impacts of the hi^way.
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TABLE 1 - Land Status and Acrreage Summary of the Stuc^ Area

Within Wilderness Study Area Acres
HEM (surface and subsurface) 47,417
Split Estate (BIM surface only)

Iriholdings

State 1,495
Private 20,730

Total 69,642

Within the Reconmended Wilderness Boundary Acres
Bm (within WSA) 47,140
BIM (outside WSA)
Split Estate (within WSA) ^

^lit Estate (outside WSA)1

Total BIM Land Pecoinmended for Wilderness 47,140
Inholdings-'-

State

Private 11,153

Within the Area Not Recommended for Wilderness Acres
BIM (surface and subsurface) 276
Split Estate (BIM surface only)

Total BIM lands Not Recommended for Wilderness 276

^ i^^jendix 1 is a detailed description of inholdings and split
estate tracts included within the study. For purposes of this report,
split estate lands are definai only as those lands with Federal surface
and non Federal subsurface (minerals) . Lands that have Federal
minerals but non Federal surface should be classified in this report by
the owner of the surface estate.



3. CRITERIA CXaJSIDERED IN DEVELOPING THE WILDERNESS RECXaiMENDATK^S

A. Wilderness Characteristics

1. Naturalness ; The Santa Rosa Mountains WSA has generally retained
its primeval character and influence and man's iitprint is
substantially unnoticeable. Ihe rugged terrain has historically
limited access into the area. Exc^t on foot or horseback, de^
penetration of the area is virtually iirpossible. With the exception
of Indian village ruins, Indian artifacts, one abandoned stone cabin
and a few scattered wildlife drinkers, the area is truly pristine.
Even ways, so numerous in most of the desert study areas are scarce.
Vegetation has remained untouched and the abundance of wildlife
attest to the fact that humans have been, and are still, only brief
visitors to the area.

2. Solitude : The screening effect of the natural barriers combine to
provide truly outstanding opportunities for solitude. In spite of
the WSA's relative closeness to the Coachella Valley, it is buffered
from its activity by miles of open space. Designated wilderness
protects the western and southern borders from intrusion. The
eastern boundary is isolated by rugged foothills and agriculture.
The only immediate threat to solitude is frcsn Hi<^way 74 in the
north vhich passes close to the boundary. However, this threat is
mitigated by the small area reccmnended as nonsuitable, and more
importantly, the extreme ruggedness of the terrain vhich tends to
discourage all but the most determined hikers.

Internally, the sense of loneliness and isolation is reinforced by
rugged, varied terrain and areas of dense vegetation vhich form
barriers that separate users and divide the study area into
relatively remote parcels. The views of the surrounding mountains
and Vcilleys provide a sense of spaciousness vhile the canyons ensure
c^jportunities for intimacy and a sense of isolation. The diversity
of both the tcpogra^iy and vegetation ensure c^portunities for a
variety of adventures and exciting wilderness experiences for all
users.

This WSA is periodically overflown by military aircraft as part of
the national defense mission taking place in approved military
operating areas and fli(^t corridors. The visual intrusions and
associated noise create periodic teroporary effects on solitude v^ch
are deemed necessary and acceptable as a part of the defense
preparedness of the nation.

3. Primitive and Unconfined Recreation ; The Santa Rosa Mountains and
foothills support steep walled canyons, isolated valleys, hidden
palm oases, aboriginal trails and numerous panoramic ridge tcp
vistas. They provide an outstanding backdrcp for recreationists
seeking primitive and unconfined types of recreation. There are few
man made features within the study area and these have no impact on
primitive recreation. The sense of ccarplete freedcm and lack of



cxanfineanent is enhanced by the designated wilderness and natural
areas in the adjoining Anza Borrego Desert State Park and San
Bernardino National Forest.

Current primitive recreational activities in the Santa Rosa
Mountains WSA includes backpacking, and horseback riding, day
hiking, nature study and hunting. The Boo Hoff equestrian trail
locps throu^ a comer of the WSA. Ihis is OTie of the few trails in
the WSA, constructed and maintained by a IocclL equestrian club. The
Cactus Spring Trail v*iich is an ancient aboriginal pathway, links
the Santa Rosa plateau with the desert floor in the Coachella
Valley. To the west, this trail connects the WSA with designated
wilderness areas in the San Bernardino National Forest.

Other pcpulcir destinations for hikers are Bear Creek Oasis, Lost
Canyon Oasis, Guadelupe Canyon and Devil Canyon. These areas,
located in the northeast, are favored by day hikers and horseback
riders. RocWiouse Canyon and valley, in the extreme south, offer
glinpses into the area's past. Remnants of early Native American
and Eurcpean settlers can still be found. Access by foot or on
horseback is relatively easy frcm Anza Borrego State Park. Ral±)it

Peak, located near the southeastern boundeiry of the WSA is a notable
desert peak. The ascent to the 6623 feet summit is recognized as
one of the most challenging and rewarding climbs of any of the
desert mountain peaks located in Southern Ccilifomia. Local Sierra
Club chapters lead organized day and ovemi^t trips to the summit
of this mountain.

Opportunities for nature stucty and photograptiy are rated hi^ in the
WSA. The area displays a diverse mixture of topography and
vegetation v*iich ranges from the desert floor to mountain peaks.
Numerous life zones are r^resented and each reflects the unique
plant life identified with the zone. Universities and local
colleges utilize the Santa Rosa Mountains frequently as a living
laboratory for scientific and informal studies and outings.

Hunting is restricted to the southern half of the WSA since the
northern portion is located within a State Wildlife Refuge. Deer,
quail and dove are hunted in season.

4. Special Features ; The Santa Rosa Ifountains abound with aireas of
known cultural resources and/or sensitivity. Many locations
containing sherd scatters, primitive trails, rock cairns, roasting
pits, milling stations, rock alignments, rock shelters and
outstanding exairples of rock art have been documented. Remnants of
entire villages and tenporary canps still remain. Native Americans
have identified areas that are currently used for temporary
habitation, resource collection and ritual hunting.



The mountains are well known for their Peninsular bi^om she^.
This subspecies (Ovis canadensis cremnctoates ) is listed by the State
of California eis threatened. It is limited to the Peninsular Ranges
of Southern California and Northern Baja California, Mexico. With
an estimated number of 350 animals, the Santa Rosa Mountains si^jport

the largest herd in the United States. Ihe herd utilizes the entire
range between the 1000 feet and 4000 feet levels. Bear Creek, De^
Canyon and Martinez Canyon are extremely iirportant as summer
concentration areas and along with one existing guzzler, provide the
water and rugged escape terrain necessary for lanibing. Mule deer

(Odoooileus hemionus ) are abundant throuj^out the coniferous forests
at the hi^er elevations and can be found throu^out the area above
the 3500 feet level. Mountain lion (Felis concolor ) , bcix^at (Lynx
rufus ) , grey fox (Urocyon cinereoargenteus ) , coyote (Canis latrans )

and ringtail (Bassariscus astutus ) round out the diverse animal
populatiOTi in the WSA.

Avian predators include the great homed cwl, pirairie falcon, and
golden eagle, eill of vdiich nest and forage throughout the area.

Ihe r^jtilian fauna found in the V^A is as varied. The elevation
span and undisturbed nature of the area provides broad
r^resentation of the species characteristic of the Icwer Sonoran
life zones. Frogs, toads and a relic salamander, the desert slender
salamander, v^ch will undoubtedly be added to the FedercLL and State
species list, ccnplete the cast.

Scenic quality throu^out the area is hi^ overall and during the
scenic quality evaluation was rated extremely hi^ in the categories
of landform, color and vegetation.

B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation Svstem
(NWPS)

1. Assessing the diversity of natural systems and features as
represented by ecosystems : The WSA contains 23,221 acres of the
California Chapjarral/Juniper-pinyon woodland (Juniperus-Pinus ) and
24,196 acres of the American Desert/Creosote Bush-Bur Sage (Larrea-

Franseria ) ecosystem. Adjacent to two designated wilderness areas,
the Santa Rosas provide the missing piece vtiich links the two
distant environments together. It ties the heavily vegetated
mountains of the San Bernardino National Forest to the dry, barren
sands of Anza Borrego State Park. Its transition frcm desert to
mountain ccmpletes an environmental sequence that includes
landform, wildlife and vegetation. Few, if any, such unique
environments can be found within the NWPS.
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Table 2 - Etoosystem R^resentation

Bailey-Kuchler
Classification
Dcgnain/PrpviiToe/H^

American Desert/Creosote Bush-
Bur Sage

California Chajparal/Juniper-
Pinyon Woodland

American Desert/Creosote Bush-
Bur Sage

California Chapparal/Juniper-
Pinyon Woodland

NWPS Areas Other Bm Studies
areas acres areas acres

NATIONWIDE

3 126,033 48 1,547,244

1 42,971 1 13,736

CAUPORNIA

2 26,427 20 952,783

1 42,971 1 13,736

2. Expandincf the opportunities for solitude or primitive recreation
within a day's driving time (five hours) of major population
centers : The WSA is within a five-hour drive of nine major
peculation centers. Table 3 summarizes the number and acreage of
designated areas and other BIM study cireas within a five-hour drive
of the population centers.

Table 3

Wilderness C^portunities for Residents
of Major Peculation Centers

Population NWPS areas Other BIM Studies
Centers areas acres areas acres

California

Anaheijm-Santa Ana 25 2,823,534 153 5,703,616
Bakersfield 32 4,071,358 128 3,998,548
Los Angeles-Long Beach 27 2,876,234 135 4,958,751
Oxnard-Ventura 23 2,195,198 85 2,703,260
Riverside-San Bernardino 22 2,031,054 205 7,658,649
Santa Baitoara-Santa Maria--Lcmpoc 20 1,166,142 35 528,590
San Diego 15 1,043,680 100 3,378,814

Arizona
Fhoenix 40 1,758,456 118 4,449,908

Nevada
Las Vegas 46 3,507,293 311 11,186,463



3. Balancing the aeoqraTiAiic distribution of wilderness areas : The WSA
is within 50 air miles of eleven BLM WSAs recanmended for wilderness
designation. The WSA is adjacent to the Santa Posa Wilderness Area,
administered by San Bernardino National Forest and Anza Borrego
Desert State Wilderness. Also within a 50 mile radius are the
following designated wilderness areas: San Jacinto and San Gorgonio
Wilderness Areas, administered by San Bernardino Nationcil Forest;
Pine Creek and Agua Tibia Wilderness Areas, administered by
Cleveland National Forest; Joshua Tree Wilderness Areais,

administered by Joshua Tree National Monument; and Cuyamaca
Mountains and Mount San Jacinto State Wilderness Areas.

C. Manaqeability

The Santa Rosa Mountains WSA is manageable as wilderness. Althou^ much
of the area reflects a checkerboard land cvnership pattern, projected
private land uses are ccarpatible with wilderness management. The
majority of private land in the WSA is owned by the State of California
and managed by the California Department of Fish and Game as a wildlife
refuge. Since their goal is to maintain the habitat in as pristine a
condition as possible, there should be no conflict with wilderness
values. On the remaining private lands within the WSA's borders, little
develcpi>ent could take place, and, v*iat could, by the nature of the
rugged terrain, would be isolated. BLM has determined that the land
ownership pattern, v^iich under most cirxnjmstances would preclude
wilderness designation, in this case, has virtually no inpact on the
manageability of the area.

Once designated wilderness, an administrative determination will be made
to provide for maintenance of the bi(^om guzzler.

Adjoining designated wilderness on the west and south enhances the
manageability not only of the Santa Rosa MDuntains WSA but also of the
two existing wilderness areas. Signing will be required along these
borders, however, since each administrating agency has their own set of
rules and regulations concerning wilderness use. The extremely rugged
terrain along the eastern and northern boundaries virtually preclude
penetration except in a few isolated canyons.

The single location v^ere manageability is constrained is the parcel in
the extreme northwest comer recommended nonsuitable. The manageability
concerns involve an irregular boundary following section lines, private
land boundaries and Highway 74. Because positive on the ground
identification of this boundary is difficult as is delineation by
signing, inadvertent encroachments may occur, degrading the parcels
naturalness and invading solitude.

Military overfli^ts in this WSA must be considered to maintain the
integrity of the existing and future national defense mission as well as
the wilderness resource.
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D. Energy and Mineral Resource Values

1. Summary of Information }^:)CMn at the Time of the Preliminary
Suitability Recommendation ; The Santa Rosa WSA (CDCA 341) is
located in the BIM Santa Rosa Mountains Geology-Energy-^lineral (G-E-

M) Resource Area (GRA) . The G-E^ section of the wilderness portion
of the CDCA Plan EIS (Volume B, i^pendix III) stated that mineral
resource data had not been fully analyzed, integrated, or
interpreted during the 1980 recconmendation process. However, the
1980 EIS did state that the WSA had possible potential for metallic
resources based on geochemical data, but the data were insufficient
to evaluate the potential for other mineral resources. The G-E-^
data in the EIS did not indicate the number of mining claims within
the WSA as of December 12, 1979.

In 1980 vAien the suitability reocanmendation was made, little data
was available in the GRA file concerning this WSA. The 1980 GRA did
contain scane evidence that indicated there was potential for
metallic minerals, limestone, and geothermal resources; however the
exact extent of this mineralization was not known nor classified.

2. Summary of Significant New Mineral Resource Data Collected Since the
Preliminary Suitability Recommendation Which Should Be Considered in
the Final Recommendation : The U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) and
U.S. Bureau of Mines (BOM) conducted a mineral survey for the
suitable portion of the WSA. In July 1987 a draft of the USGS
R^ort for the WSA was ctotained by ELM. This report identifies
several areas in the WSA with moderate or hi^ potential for gold,
tungsten, and limestone.

The USGS/BCM report identified several areas in the recommended
suitable southern portion of the WSA possessing hi^ and/or moderate
potential for mineral occurrence. In one area, replacement
d^x>sits, found along contacts between granitic intrusive rocks and
Paleozoic carbonate rocks, have a hi^ potential for the occurrence
of tungsten and construction quality limestone. These deposits were
also found to contain aronalous concentrations of beryllium,
bismuth, cc^per, molybdenum, tin, and zinc. At a second site,
quartz veins, cutting throu^ quartz monzonite, gneiss, schist, and
mylonite rocks, were classified as having a moderate potential for
the occurrence of gold (see Map 2)

.

The California Division of Mines and Geology (CEMG) majped a large
shear zone (Rogers, T. , 1965, Geologic map of California: Santa Ana
sheet . Olaf P. Jenkins, edition) as trending northwesterly and
ending at the point that reaches the western boundary of the WSA.
All of the mineralized areas lie in the southern portion of the WSA
and are largely associated with this shear zone and its associated
faults.
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The USGS/BCM r^»rt extends the faults of this shear zone into and
across the WSA to an area with kncwn hot springs at the east
boundary of the WSA. Generally, the east boundary of the WSA is
eilso the west boundary of the Coachella Veilley area classified by
BIM (1982) as prospectively valuable for geothermal resources. The
USGS r^x>rt stated that no evidence of hot springs or other

^ geothermal indicators were noted in the WSA. However, the
reccmmended suitable south portion of the WSA is classified under
the BIM classification system as having a moderate potential for the
occurrence of geothermal resources (see Map 2) . This classification
is based on the connection between the shear zone, an area with
kncwn hot springs, and the portion of the WSA mapped by CLM3 as
having favorable geologic conditions for geothermal resources
(Majmundar, H. , 1983, Technical Map of Geothermal Resources of
California . Technical Map No. 5)

.

Alder Canyon, in the recanmended suitable west portion of the VKA,
has been assigned a moderate potential for geothermal resources by
the BIM. This canyon contains the Buck Ridge Fault v*iich is a
branch fault of the San Jacinto fault zone, an area classified by
CEM3 as favorable for the occurrence of geothermal resources.

Sand and gravel resources occur in Alder Canyon. To date no
production or interest has been e5q)ressed in developing these
resources. As of December, 1987, no urpatented mining claims were
recorded with BIM in this WSA.

E. Summary of Environmental Consequences of the Proposed Action

1. Impact on Wilderness Values ; "ntcxxj^t^out the suitable area,
wilderness values will be maintained. Minor beneficial inpacts to
naturalness will occur because of the restrictions placed on fire
sufpression activities. In the small nonsuitable area, rugged
terrain precluding entry will protect existing wilderness values.
Should any developaient of private inholdings occur before Federal
acquisition, wilderness values will be adversely impacted.

Based on the current lack of interest in mineral develcpment, inpact
on wilderness values frcan any develcpment on areas of mineral
potential are considered very lew.

2. Impact on Bicdiom Sheep/Habitat : Habitat throu^out the area will
remain in its present condition. Placement and maintenance of
inprovements such as water guzzlers, and herd management will be
constrained by wilderness designation because of the restrictions
placed on motorized vehicles, specifically heliccpters, and
mechanized equipanent. Guzzler maintenance will be provided for
throu(^ administrative designation.
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3. Impact on Desert Slender Salamander/Habitat : Habitat within the WSA
will remain in its present condition. Study and inventory of this
elusive species may be constrained by wilderness designation because
of restrictions placed on the use of mechanized equipment.

4. Impact on Cultural Resources ; Designation will have little inpact
on the preservation of cultural resources in the WSA. Existing
Federal laws and BIM management guidelines, as well as rugged,
inaccessible terrain, already provide adequate protection for these
special values.

5. 3j[ipact on Native American Values : Ihe prc^xased action will result
in sli^t beneficial iirpacts by preserving the traditional
collection areas and ritual sites in their present state for
generations to ccaofte.

6. Impact on Mineral Exploration and Develoorient : Unless claims are
filed before designation, opportunities for mineral develc^anent on
99% of the WSA will be eliminated by wilderness designation.

F. Local Social and Econcanic Considerations

No local social or econcmic considerations were identified in the CDCA
Plan and EIS. Iherefore, no further discussion of this tcpic will occur
in this document.

G. Summary of WSA - Specific Public Comments

Public ccanments were solicited throu^out all biases in the develc^snent
of the CDCA Plan, finalized in 1980. Issues raised by the public during
the Inventory and Study Phase were taken into account during develcpnent
of the Draft Plan Alternatives and Proposed Plan. Ihe follcwing is a
summary of cill ccanments received. Inaccuracies that are kncwn to exist
are noted in parentheses.

1. Inventory Phase : Public ccanments stated overv^^elmingly that this
area is one of the most pristine and potentially spectacular
wilderness areas in the desert. These ccanments will be evaluated in
the study phase to determine if an enlarged area should be
considered.

2. Study Phase : Of the 71 comments received on this WSA, all but 11
si^ported wilderness designation. Many respondents stated that
this is one of the most outstanding wilderness candidates in the
California Desert. The two reasons given most frequently for
supporting wilderness were the contiguity of WSA 341 with USES RARE
II lands (Cactus Springs) and the presence of the rare Peninsular
bighorn sheep.

Ot±ier featuires mentioned by wilderness proponents as needing the
protection of wilderness status were: the desert slender
salamander; at least three rare plants - Santa Rosa sage, redshank
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chamise, and agave; fossil mairanals; and circhaeological values. The
area provides an exaitple of a mountain-to-desert transition area and
excellent opportunities for education and research. Proximity to
urban areas was considered to be a positive feature, since it
provides unusual "escape terrain." Specific areas within the WSA
vAiich were noted were Cactus Springs trail, Toro Peak, Martinez
Peak, Coyote Canyon, Mexican Hat, and Horsethief Creek. A few
letters mentioned the lack of v^iicle access and the damage vAiich

vehicles could have in this special area. Ihe contiguity of the WSA
with Fish and Game wildlife lands and with Anza Borrego Desert State
Park were additional reasons for designating this area eis

wilderness.

Extensive non-public land ownership within the WSA was addressed
both by prc^xDnents and c^^xjnents of wilderness status. Prcponents
noted the willingness of the Nature Conservancy and the California
D^>artment of Fish and Game to sutanit their holdings for wilderness
designation. They also suggested that school districts would
benefit from a trade of their lands here for hi^ revenue producing
lands elsevAiere. exponents of wilderness said this checkerboard
area did not contain 5,000 acres of contiguous land and, therefore,
did not meet the wilderness requirements. The cost of acquiring
private lands would be prohibitive to overburdened tasqayers.

Those v*io objected to wilderness designation gave the following
reasons. The area's plant life is typical, not unique. The western
and southern portions of the WSA should be eliminated from further
study since the communications facilities on TVDro Peak (outside the
WSA) degrade scenic quality. Opportunities for vehicle access are
few and must be continued so that people can enjoy the wilderness.
Environmental impacts of such access would be minimal and would be
c±)literated by weather. Mineral resource developnent is a primary
concern, and provisions should be made to allow meaningful
develc^xnent on private lands withdrawn from multiple use.
Geothermal potential exists within the area. The Array Corps of
Engineers noted that WSA 341 may affect dam and debris basin sites
under consideration in the Indian Wells-Dead Indian Creek-De^
Canyon areas.

Thirty-nine ccaranents were received in response to the Public Iiput
Workbook (3/15/79) . The vast majority encouraged wilderness
classification to protect the fragile ecosystem and requested
ej^)ansion of the boundaries and acquisition of private lands. A few
of those vdio coanmented were opposed to wilderness because of the
great amount of private land in the WSA and the lack of access for
motorized vehicles. The University of California wanted to acquire
land in the northern portion of the WSA to add to its De^ Canyon
Desert Research Center.

15



3. Draft Plan Alternatives : Both the cxsnservation oriented public, as
r^resented by the Sierra Club and the Audubon Society, and the
multiple use proponents, as represented by the National Outdoor
Ctocilition (NOC) , supported a wilderness recommendation for this WSA.

No new arguments were presented. The Coachella Valley Water
District opposed any actions vdiich would hinder construction of
projects which would protect the valley from periodic floods from
mountain canyons.

4. Proposed Plan ; General inpit was similar to that for the Draft
Plan. The Coachella Valley Association of Governments favored
wilderness for this area. Several of those vAio commented, including
the California Depjartment of Fish and Game, recommended acquisition
of the checkerboard private lands as early as possible for
protection of the Bi^om She^.
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APPENDIX 1

ESTIMATED COSTS OF ACQUISITION OF NON-FEDERAL HOLDINGS WITHIN

AREAS RECOMMENDED FOR DESIGNATION

SANTA ROSA MOUNTAINS WSA (CDCA-341)

TYPE OF ESTIMATED

OWNERSHIP COST OF

BY ESTATE ACQUISITION

LEGAL

DESCRIPTION NUMBER PRESENTLY PREFERRED LAND PROCESSING

PARCEL TOTAL OF SURFACE SUBSURFACE PROPOSED FOR METHOD OF COSTS COSTS

No. TWNSHP RNG SEC MERIDIAN ACREAGE OWNERS ESTATE ESTATE ACQUISITION ACQUISITION ($1000) ($1000)

J 6S. 6E. 25 SBM 160 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 16.0 2.5

2 6S. 6E. 25 SBM 160 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 16.0 2.5

3 6S. 6E. 25 SBM 160 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 16.0 2.5

4 6S. 6E. 25 SBM 176 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 17.6 2.5

5 7S. 7E. 7 SBM *(648) 16 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 648.0 40.0

6 7S. 7E. 19 SBM *(650) 20 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 650.0 50.0

7 7S. 7E. 35 SBM 640 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 640.0 2.5

8 8S. 5E. 3 SBM 320 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 320.0 2.5

9 as. 5E. 3 SBM 320 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 320.0 2.5

10 as. 5E. 15 SBM 160 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 160.0 2.5

n as. 5E. 15 SBM 160 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 160.0 2.5

12 as. 5E. 15 SBM 160 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 160.0 2.5

13 as. 5E. 15 SBM 160 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 160.0 2.5

14 as. 6E. 2 SBM 160 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 160.0 2.5

15 as. 6E. 7 SBM 987 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 987.0 2.5

16 as. 7E. 1 SBM 492 FEDERAL PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 12.3 0.85

17 as. 7E. 3 SBM 492 FEDERAL PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 12.3 0.85

18 as. 7E. 13 SBM 640 FEDERAL PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 16.0 0.85

19 as. 7E. 15 SBM 640 FEDERAL PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 16.0 0.85

20 as. 7E. 21 SBM 640 FEDERAL PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 16.0 0.85

21 as. 7E. 23 SBM 640 FEDERAL PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 16.0 0.85

22 as. 7E. 25 SBM 640 FEDERAL PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 16.0 0.85

23 as. 7E. 27 SBM 640 FEDERAL PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 16.0 0.85

24 as. 7E. 33 SBM 660 FEDERAL PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 16.5 0.85

25 as. 7E. 35 SBM 648 FEDERAL PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 16.2 0.85

Indicates that exact parcel acreage is unknown. Total acreage for all parcels in a particular section are

shown i n ( )

.

These figures were derived from Bureau Land Records and provide for more detail than GIS estimates and therefore

may differ from acreage summaries in Table 1.
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MFrrA HTTTfi WTTITRRNESS gTUPy AREA fWEA)

(CDCA-343)

1. THE STODY AREA 21,542 acres

The Itecca Hills WSA is Icx^ated in central Riverside County, in the southern
portion of the California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA) , ^proximately 15

miles southeast of Indio. The WSA includes 18,175 acres of public land under
the jurisdiction of the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and private
inholdin^s totalling 3,367 acres (see Map 1 and Table 1)

.

To the south, the WSA is bounded by the Coachella Canal to the cherrysteramed
Painted Canyon Road. From that point, the boundary continues east, excluding
private land until it intersects with Box Canyon Road, State Hi<^way 195.

Box Canyon Road forms the eastern boundary. The northeastern boundary is
formed by tc^xDgraj*iy of the badlands. Finally, the boundary on the northwest
is formed by tcpograpAiy and an unnamed wash.

This WSA contains the extremely colorful, deeply eroded, and sparsely
vegetated Mecca Hills. Small, narrcw, steep walled canyons wind throu^out
this area, creating a natural maze within this badlands labyrinth. Sand/
washes dissect the area and contain stands of ironwood, smoke tree, and palo
verde, v^le scattered stands of ocotillo grew on the gentler slopes. Some
portions of the Mecca Hills shcM evidence of the presence of the San Andreas
Fault v^iich has i:5)lifted in areas, adding to the erosion and creating
uniquely faulted and folded geologic formations. Within this area, the
elevation varies from sea level to 1,800 feet.

Because of the area's outstanding recreational cpportunities, the Mecca Hills
Recreation Area was designated in May, 1972 (43 CFR Subpart 2070) and has
subsequently been managed with enphasis on recreation. The recreation area
unit covers the entire WSA as well as surrounding public lands.

This WSA was studied under Section 603 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FLEMA) . Four alternatives were analyzed in the Draft and
Final Environmental Iinpact Statements (EIS) for the CDCA Plan: protection,
use, balanced and no action alternative, and a summary of the area's
wilderness values was included in i^^spendix III of the Final EIS.

2. RECOMMENDATION AND RAnO^^AIE 7,860 acres recommended for
wilderness

10,976 BLM acres reccanmended for
nonwildemess

Partial wilderness (36% suitable) is the reccaranendation for this WSA. The
remaining 10,976 acres in this WSA recommended nonsuitable are released for
uses other than wilderness. In addition to the Federal acreaqe reoGanmended
for wilderness, BIM reccanroends that 661 acres of private lands be acquired
throu^ exchange or purchase and designated as wilderness. With acquisition



of these inholdings, a total of 7,860 acres are recommended for wilderness.
Appendix 1 lists cdl inholdings and provides additional information on their
acquisitiOTi. This reocmmendation will be iirplemented in a manner v^iich will
iise all practical means to avoid or minimize environmental iirpacts.

The Balanced Alternative is the environmentally preferable alternative as
outlined in the Desert Plan and further ejqplained in the California
Wilderness Study Overview.

A portion of the Mecca Hills WSA is reconmended for inclusion in the National
Wilderness Preservation System (NWPS) because it possesses exceptional
wilderness values, iirportant special features, and unique landforms which
will add to the diversity of the NWPS. These striking rescHirces far outwei^
any other potenticil use of the suitable area.

Within the nigged interior portion of this WSA, man's work is substanticilly
unnoticeable. Inaccessible terrain and vehicle closures have ensured the
area's naturalness. This same rugged terrain vtiich precludes intrusions by
man provides unlimited c^portunities for solitude. The intricate passageways
and ccstplex canyon systems create a myriad of remote hideawa^^.
Opportunities for primitive and unconfined types of recreation also abound in
this WSA. The remarkable ejqxjsures, and the unsurpassed views mate the
suitably reccammended interior of the Mecca Hills a magnificent stone park.
From the hi(^er elevations, outstanding, unctostructed views of the Coachella
Valley, Salton Sea and majestic mountains vs*iich suirround the area, are
available. Because wilderness values are so significant, the suitability
recommendation will preclude any further vehicular use of ^proximately 15
miles of primitive access routes of travel.

This WSA is r^lete with special features vtiich add to the wilderness
experience. The area contains three BLM sensitive plant species and four
animal species of concern to BIM. The Mecca Hills are important culturally
and ethnographically to Native Americans having been used extensively for
countless generations. Lastly, the Mecca Hills is an iirportant area for
scientific research.

Located on the San Andreas Fault, the area's geologic characteristics
continue to provide significant information on fault movement, erosional
forces, and paleontological resources. A more conplete discussion of these
special features is given in the Wilderness Characteristics Section.

The diversity of geological features in this WSA is seldom found in the
California Desert. Brilliant rock colors, exotic natural rock sculptures,
narrow ste^ walled labyrinthine canyons, caves and overhangs combine in a
constantly changing pattern to provide visitors with a continually intriguing
set of iirpressions and experiences. The scenery is one of great geological
i:5*ieaval. Immense layers of strata have been tilted, folded, uplifted and
subsequently e>qx)sed to erosional forces. In many areas, the various colors
of strata stand out vividly and contrast both with each other and the
surrounding terrain.



within the suitable area, few resource cx>nflicts exist. There are no current
mining claims within the suitable area. Hovever cireas classified as having
hi^ potential for the occurrence of sand and gravel and moderate potential
for clay cire is located in the southwestern portion of the suitable area.
Ihe entire WSA also has moderate potential for geothermal resources.
Motorized recreation c^portunities have been virtucdly eliminated by a
vehicle closure with approximately the same boundary as the suitable area.
Within this area, vehicle use has been prchibited for many years.

A portion of the Mecca Hills WSA is reccaranended nonsuitable because
cpportunities for motorized recreation and for the develcpment of existing
mineral resource values exceed the area's value as wilderness.

In the nortwest comer there cire hi^ potentials for the occurrence of clay
and sand and gravel. The entire WSA also has moderate potenticil for
geothermal resources.

Outside of the vehicle closure, off-hi^way vehicle use has always been one
of the most significant uses of the nonsuitable portion. Because of the
extremely rugged terrain, most use is found in the washes and the canyon
bottcsnns. The terrain v*iich is the primary attraction in the area is also the
single most iitportant ctostacle to entry. However, v*iere the terrain is less
severe, vehicle use is extensive. There are approximately 25 miles of routes
of travel including primitive ways, washes and other unraaintained routes of
access vdiich will remain available for vehicular use.
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TABLE 1 - Land Status and Acreage Summary of the Study Area

Within Wilderness Study Area Acres
BLM (surface and subsurface) 18,175
Split Estate (BIM surface only)

Lnholdings
State
Private 3,367

Total 21,542

Within the Reccanmended Wilderness Boundary Acres
BLM (within WSA) 7,199
BLM (outside WSA)
Split Estate (within WSA) ^

Split Estate (outside WSA)

^

Total BIM Land Recanmended for Wilderness 7,199

lnholdings-'-

State
Private 661

Within the Area Not Recanmended for Wilderness Acres
BLM (surface and subsurface) 10,976
Split Estate (BIM surface only)

Total BLM Land Not Reccsnmended for Wilderness 10,976

•'- ^^pendix 1 is a detailed description of inholdings and split
estate tracts included within the study. For purposes of this report,
split estate lancJs are defined only as those lands with Federal surface
and non Federal suteuirface (minerals) . Lands that have Federal
minerals but non Federal surface should be classified in this r^xDrt by
the cwner of the surface estate.



3. CRITERIA OONSIDERED IN DEVEIDPING THE WIIDERNESS RECXXf4ENDA!nONS

A. Wilderness Characteristics

1. Naturalness ; The suitable area has remained pristine. Pc^)ular for
weekend winter recreation, its "fortress-like" structure has
prevented any significant damage or loss of its primitive quality.
The unique tcpogr^Dhy, sparse vegetation and "moonsc^^e" environment
that the area provides is not duplicated anyv*iere within the CDCA.

A few primitive ways affect naturalness in the nonsuitable portions
of this WSA. Hcwever, generally, like the suitable area, the
environment has been influenced primarily by the forces of nature.

2. Solitude : Althou^ the study area is only sparsely vegetated by lew
graving shrubs, the terrain provides the screening needed to ensure
that the c^portunities for solitude are outstanding. The canyons
and washes slice the area into a myriad of individual spaces vAiich

provide conplete isolation.

This WSA is periodically overflown by military aircraft as part of
the national defense mission taking place in approved military
(^Derating areas and flight corridors. The visual intrusions and
associated noise create periodic tenporary effects on solitude v^ch
are deemed necessary and acceptable as a part of the defense
pr^jaredness of the nation.

3. Primitive and Unconfined Recreation : The study area lends itself to
primitive types of recreation by virtually barring any other type.
The cirea is pristine and evidence of past use is limited. What
evidence there is will revert to a natural condition in time. There
are no man-made barriers or surface disturbances vhich would tend to
be confining. The (importunities for primitive recreational
experiences are outstanding.

The tcpograf^y of the entire WSA ensures ideal hiking exjperienoes as
well as providing for many other types of primitive recreation
c^portunities. Recreationists have the option of walking along
relatively flat surfaces or of climbing steep canyons.
Photographers and painters have attenpted to capture the spirit of
this harsh environment for years. The scenic hills, picturesque
badlands, and spectacular geology combine in a harsh desert setting
to provide recreationists with a truly unique environment in v*iich

they can pursue their endeavors.

4. Special Features : The study area falls within the broad
classification of the American Desert Province, containing the
creosote bush bur sage (Larrea-Franseria ) vegetative assemblage.
Vegetation is sparse and the most notable is found in the washes.

Three plants, Mecca aster (Xylorhiza cognantha) , California ditaxis

(Ditaxis California ) and Orocopia sage (Salvia greatai) all
candidates for Federal listing as rare or endangered, can be found



here. Bi^om she^ have been cAjserved crossing into the Mecca
Hills frcm the Oroccpia Mountains vdiere they water. Prairie falcon,
desert tortoise and spotted bat have also been seen in the area.

All these species are in soaue way endangered, and therefore
protected by law. The desert tortoise (Gof^ierus aaassizi ) is under
status review by the Fish and Wildlife Service. Currently, they are
protected from collection and harassment by State law. The bighorn
she^ (Ovis canadensis nelsoni ) is listed as sensitive by the BLM.

Prairie feilcons have been cfcserved in the Mecca Hills, one of the
known nesting sites in the California desert. The area is generally
•believed to sujport several pairs. This species has been placed on
the Audubon Society's Blue list, an early warning list of those
species ejdiibiting declines throui^out the majority of their range.
The spotted bat (Euderma maculata ) is the rarest North American bat
(Brown, 1979) . Four specimens have been ta]cen within the CDCA, all
before 1956. One of the specimens was found in the Mecca Hills.

The Mecca Hills have been utilized by human populations for a
variety of purposes for a considerable length of time. They have
traditionally been used by Cahuilla Indians for collecting, and are
currently used for the procurement of a variety of floral, faunal
and mineral resources vdiich are essential to their culture.

The Mecca Hills are kncwn to have been utilized by aboriginal
populations rather extensively during the Late Prehistoric Period,
from afproximately 900-1000 A.D. to approximately 1500-1600 A.D. It
is hii^y likely that the area was used prior to this time, but
evidence for this earlier period is inadequate. In spite of the
fact that the Mecca Hills are kncwn to be widely used, the potential
for the presence of archaeological sites is rather low due to the
tcpografiiy of the area and to factors of extreme erosion. The area
of greatest potential for sites has already been destroyed by
construction of the Coachella Canal. The Mecca Hills have more
iitportance ethnografiiically than archaeologically. The hills fall
within the traditional territory of the Desert Cahuilla. A Cahuilla
village, Maswat Helaanut . is documented to have been located at the
mouth of Painted Canyon. This village is said to be that of
Cabezon, a Desert Cahuilla leader.

The area was traditionally used by the Cahuilla for collecting
certain plant and animal species, and for collecting a certain type
of clay, not available elsewhere, v^ch was used for maJdjig pottery
vessels. These hills are still used for Cahuilla collection
activities.

Finally, the Mecca Hills figure prominently in Cahuilla oral
tradition and cosmology. Among other things, the Jfecca Hills are
known as the place to vMch Coyote ran to eat the heart of Mukat
and, in doing so, stained the hills red. For this reason, these
hills are still ritually significant to the Desert Cahuilla and
other groups.



Ttiis airea lies on the east side of the southern end of the San
Andreas Fault System. Its geological charac±eristics continue to
provide significant information on the cumulative offset and
displacement by the fault zone of the earth's crust in California.
This unusucil resource has been used extensively by local colleges
for study and research. The geologic features are remarkably
ejqxDsed and constitute probably one of the most unique geologiccil
sites of its kind in the world. The hills abound with regions of
upended, folded, faulted and eroded layers of rock ccnpletely
exposed to the viewer.

B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System

1. Assessing the diversity of natural systems and features as
represented by ecosystems ; This WSA contains 18,175 acres of the
American Desert/Creost^te Bush-bur sage (Larrea-Franseria ) ecosystem.
Althou^ this ecosystem is relatively ubiquitous throui^out the
Colorado Desert, diversity can be found geologically. The effect of
the major faults in the region have been to bring together five
distinct geologic terrains v*iich are rarely found so compactly
juxtaposed. Designation of the Mecca Hills VKA will be a
significant addition to the NWPS.

Table 2 - Ecosystem Representation

Bailey-Kuchler
Classification NWPS Areas Other BLM Studies
Dcgnain/Province/FNV areas acres areas acres

NATIONWIDE

American Desert/Creosote Bush-
Bur Sage 3 126,033 48 1,553,890

CAUFORNIA

American Desert/Creosote Bush-
Bur Sage 2 26,427 20 959,429

2. Expandincf the opportunities for solitude or primitive recreation
within a day's driving time (five hours) of major population
centers : The VBA is within a five-hour drive of nine major
population centers. Table 3 summarizes the number and acreage of
designated areas and other BLM study areas within a five-hour drive
of the population centers.
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Table 3

Wilderness Opportunities for Residents
of Major Pcpulation Centers

Peculation NWPS areas iOther BIM Studies
Centers areas acres areas> acres

California

Anaheim-Santa Ana 25 2,823,534 153 5,703,616
Bakersfield 32 4,071,358 128 3,998,548
Los Angeles-Long Beach 27 2,876,234 135 4,958,751
Oxnard-Ventura 23 2,195,198 85 2,703,260
Riverside-San Bernardino 22 2,031,054 205 7,658,649
Santa Barbara-Santa Maria-Lcsrpoc 20 1,166,142 35 528,590
San Diego 15 1,043,680 100 3,378,814

Arizona

Rioenix 40 1,758,456 118 4,449,908

Nevada

Tas Vegas 46 3,507,293 311 11,186,463

3. Balancing the1 qeoqrai:^iic distribution of wilderness areas: The WSA
is within 50 air miles of nine BLM WSAs recommended for wilderness
designation. Ihe closest designated wilderness areas are in JINM,
managed by the National Park Service, seven miles north. Ihere are
four other designated areas within a 50 mile radius: San Jacinto and
Santa Rosa Wilderness Areas, administered by San Bennardino National
Forest; and Anza Borrego and Mt. San Jacinto State Wilderness Areas,
administered by the California State Parks System.

C. Manaqeability

Ihe Mecca Hills V^A is manageable as wilderness. Hcwever, there are
several factors v*iich will create significant manageability problems.

Manageability is coiiplicated by the existence of a powerline that
traverses the southwest portion of the WSA. The pcwerline, v*iich

parallels the Coachella Canal, is primarily located in the nonsuitable
portion of the VKA. However, approximately one-half of a mile of the 25
foot ri^t-of^way is located in the suitable area. Ihe powerline was
constructed prior to the passage of FLFMA and its inclusion in the VEA
was an inventory error. Therefore, the ri^t-of-way is a valid existing
right that will not be abrogated by the passage of wilderness
legislation. Manageability will be affected by maintenance of the tower
structures and ancillary road.

The suitable area boundaries are, for the most part, defined only by
subtle tcpograf^c features. Not readily definable on the ground, these



bcfundaries will require extensive signing and detailed majping to ensure
their integrity.

The suitable porticai of the WSA contains no iJipatented mining claims;
the nonsuitable portion contains 21 uipatented mining claims.
Management of the nonsuitable portion as wilderness would be conplicated
by the potential for valid existing mineral ri^ts.

In the nonsuitable area, manageability is more difficult than in the
suitable area. In addition to management problems generated by the
pcwerline and poorly defined boundaries, the nonsuitable area has long
attracted motorized recreationists. This activity will be extremely
difficult to curtail should the area be designated as wilderness.
Constant patrolling, signing and barricades will be needed to reduce
vehicle use in the area.

Military overfli^ts in this WSA must be considered to maintain the
integrity of the existing and future national defense mission as well as
the wilderness resource.

D. Energy and Mineral Resource Values

1. Summary of Information IOia<m at the Time of the Preliminary
Suitability Recanmendation ; The Mecca Hills VJSA is within the BtM
Coachella Geology-Eneixgy-^tlnerals (GEM) Resource Area (GERA) . The
1980 suitability reccramendation for the VKA was based on information
from the Coachella GI^ file v*iich identified clay, sand and gravel,
geothermal, and oil and gas resources in the VISA. The 1980 GRA
indicated that sand and gravel had been mined outside the western
boundary since the 1960 's. This deposit also occurs in the alluvial
fans along the hill slcpes within the VSA. Oil and gas leases
covered most of the VGA in 1980. The 1980 GRA identified a moderate
potential for the occurrence of oil and gas resources in the
southwest portion of the WSA based on the leases held in the stucty

area in 1980.

Hot springs and geothermal resources are documented in the GRA as
occurring in the WSA. The entire VGA was identified in the GRA as
having moderate potential for geothermal resources and was
classified by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) as a Potential
Geothermal Resource Area (PGRA) in 1978.

2. Summary of Significant New Mineral Resource Data Collected Since the
Preliminary Suitability Recommendation Which Should be Considered in
the Final Reccanmendation ; In 1984, the Bureau of Mines (BCM)

published MLA 35-84 and in December 1987, a draft preliminary r^»rt
was dDtained from USGS and BCM assessing the results of the mineral
survey in the WSA. Both reports evaluated the mineral resources of
the suitable area of the WSA.

In the BCM report, potential (not quantified) for clay, and sand and
gravel was identified in the WSA. The USGS/BJfl r^x>rt indicated
that the WSA had a lew potential for occurrence of oil and gas
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rescfuroes. Since the suitable recxanmendation was made, all oil and
gas leases in the WSA have been abandoned and no additional leases
were issued since the congressional moratorium on leasing issued in
1983.

In the northwest comer, a mining claim has been located within an
area that has a hi(^ potential for clay. BUM has approved a mining
plan of operation, determined to be noniitpairing, for the extraction
of this resource. A reclamation bond has been filed with the BIM.

However, as of December 1, 1987, no mining has begun. Ihe USGS and
BCM r^x)rts document the occurrence of moderate potentials for clay
resources in the southern portion of the suitable area. Ihere are
clLso hi^ potentials for sand and gravel in the suitable portion and
in the nonsuitable segment A.

Unpatented mining claims located in the WSA are summarized in the
follcwing table taken from BIM mining claim records dated December,
1987.

Table 4 - Mining Claims

TYPE NIJMRKR ACRES
MINING CIAIM SUITABLE NONSUIT. TOTAL SUITABIE NONSUIT. TOTAL
lode
Placer
Mill Site

21 21 840 840

Total 21 21 840 840

E. Summary of Environmental Consequences of the Proposed Action

1. Impact on Wilderness Values : In the suitable area, wilderness
values will be maintained. In the nonsuitable area, impacts caused
by motorized vehicle recreation will affect naturalness, solitude
and the quality of primitive and unconfined types of recreation
along ajproximately ten miles of designated routes of travel vdiich

will remain c^Den. Mineral extraction will iirpact naturalness in
small, loccdized spots on the WSA's western edge.

2. Impact on Motorized Recreation Opportunities : Ofportunities for
motorized recreation on designated routes of travel will continue to
be available. Future trends indicate that use here will increase.
Because of the existing vehicle closure, designation of the suitable
area will have no iirpact on this activity.

3. Impact on Native American Collectincr Activities ; Iitpacts to Native
American collecting activities will be negligible. In the suitable
area, access has previously been restricted. In the nonsuitable
areas, collecting activities will continue as normal. Soma loss of
collection materials may occur as a result of mineral develc^xnent.

4. Impact on Bicdiom Sheep/Habitat : The prcposed action will have no
iitpact on bi^om or their habitat. Protective measures as outlined
in the CDCA Plan and Oroccpia Habitat Management Plan are already in
place.
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5. Iinpact cm Desert Tortoise/Habitat ; Desert tortoise and their
habitat will not be significantly affected by the proposed action.
State laws and management guidelines in the CDCA Plan protect this
species throughout the WSA.

6. Impact on Scientific Research ; Scientific research in the suitable
area will be affected by the restrictions placed on the use of
mechanized equipment. In the nonsuitable areas, research will be
cillcwed to continue subject to any restrictions outlined in the CDCA
Plan.

7. Impact on BIM Sensitive Plant Species : In the suitable area,
habitat for these species will be maintained. In the nonsuitable
area, habitat loss will be restricted to small, localized areas of
mineral develc^xtent. Management guidelines as listed in the CDCA
Plan will help protect these sensitive species.

F. Local Social and Economic Considerations

No local social or econcmic considerations were identified in the CDCA
Plan and EIS. Therefore, no further discussion of his tcpic will occur
in this document.

G. Summary of WSA - Specific Public Comments

Public ccsnments were solicited throui^out all phases in the develcpivent
of the CDCA Plan, finalized in 1980. Issues raised by the public during
the Inventory and Study Riase were taken into account during devel<:^3ment

of the Draft Plan Alternatives and Proposed Plan. The following is a
summary of all cc«nments received. Inaccuracies that are known to exist
are noted in parentheses.

1. Inventory Phase : Ccanments against inclusion of this area in the
wilderness study cited the history of motorized vehicle use. Field
examination confirmed that evidence of this use was, for the most
p>art, confined to sandy canyon bottcans and would pass with time;
therefore, the impact was not long term and would not iitpair

suitability of the area for consideration as wilderness.

2. Studv Itiase : Of the 39 letters received in response to this WSA, 19

(50%) supported wilderness designation, and the remaining 20
preferred to leave the area open for multiple use. The major reason
for urging wilderness status were the unique geological character of
the area and its outstanding opportunities for solitude and
primitive recreation.
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One persCTi sut)niit±ed a University of Arizona r^x)rt, "Ihe Mojave-
Sonoran Natural Region Study," pr^)ared for the National Park
Service, vAiich described the area as having the most diverse
geology, ccHx»ntrated in one place, of any eirea studied and felt it
was of natiorval park caliber. Ihe ncirrcw canyons are reminiscent of
Canyonlands National Monument, according to another ccrament.

Besides its geological wonders, the area has botanical attractions,
backpacking and hiking c^portunities, comfortable fall, spring and
winter weather, and prehistoric and historic values.

Several reocmmendations for e3q>ansion of the VKA were made.
SectiOTTS 15, 16, 17, 20 and 21 of R. 9 E. , T. 6 S. were listed for
acquisition, and the northwest Mecca Hills and Thermal Canyon areas
were also mentioned. Others suggested that all of the polygon be
acquired exc^jt the northwest part of Thermal Canyon to the
micrcwave tcwer. The area ccatplements Joshua Tree National
Monument. Opponents of wilderness designation mentioned the above
values but felt that vehicle access was necessary to enjoy them.
Several recreational activities were noted, including hiking,
caitping, pnotograpby , nature study, geological study, and hunting.
Seme v^o ccanmented felt that motorized vehicle access is possible in
the washes and would produce little damage; the geology of the area
controls the extent of this use.

Si^t and sound intrusions v*iich detract from wilderness quality and
necessitate boundary adjustments include: Interstate 10, pipelines,
pumping stations, telephone and electrical facilities, old State
Route 195, the Coachella Canal, li^ts from the cities of Indio,
Coachella and Mecca, and noise from shooters in the area. Concern
was expressed over a transmission line along Interstate 10, vdiich

was believed to be detrimental to wilderness quality. Deletion of
the southwest portion of the WSA, just east of the Coachella Canal,
was suggested in order to leave sufficient width for a proposed
utility corridor. The potenticil for oil, gas, or geothermal
resources in this area was mentioned by three companies.

Four comments were received in response to the Public Irpjt Workbook
(3/15/79) . TVro favored wilderness designation. One believed the
area should be used for primitive canping, and the fourth stated
that both sides of the canyon were degraded by off-hi(^way vehicle
(CHV) use.

3. Draft Plan Alternatives : The National Outdoor Coalition (NOC) , a
coalition of mining, rockhounding, and dN grotps, recommended that
a small portion of the WSA (in the general area of Painted Canyon
and Box Canyon) be recommended wilderness, v^iile the remainder would
be designated for intense use. The Sierra Club and several other
conservation organizations recommended that the VBA be e>q>anded and
that all of it be recommended suitable for wilderness. Thousands of
members of these interest grotps sent letters and coupons supporting
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these points of view. Ihe Coachella Valley Association of
Governments, a regional planning groi^) \4iich r^rcjsents the
incorporated cities of the Coachella Valley, endorsed wilderness
designation for this WSA.

4. Proposed Plan : Conservationists protested the designation of the
eastern portion of the WSA for medium levels of use. IWo hundred
fifty-one letters were received requesting that this area be
designated for only limited use and that the WSA be added to the
JTNM. Off-hi^Tway recreationists were pleased with the medium use
status; six letters asked that no additions be made to JINM.
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APPENDIX 1

ESTIMATED COSTS OF ACQUISITION OF NON-FEDERAL HOLDINGS WITHIN

AREAS RECOMMENDED FOR DESIGNATION

MECCA HILLS WSA (CDCA-343)

TYPE OF ESTIMATED

OWNERSHIP COST OF

BY ESTATE ACQUISITION

LEGAL

DESCRIPTION NUMBER PRESENTLY PREFERRED LAND PROCESSING

PARCEL TOTAL OF SURFACE SUBSURFACE PROPOSED FOR METHOD OF COSTS COSTS

No. TWNSHP RNG SEC MERIDIAN ACREAGE OWNERS ESTATE ESTATE ACOUISITION ACOUISITION ($1000) ($1000)

1 7S. 9E. 3 SBM 40 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 4.0 2.5

2 7S. 9E. 3 SBM 40 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 4.0 2.5

3 7S. 9E. 3 SBM 40 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 4.0 2.5

4 7S. 9E. 3 SBM 40 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 4.0 2.5

5 7S. 9E. 3 SBM 40 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 4.0 2.5

These figures were derived from Bureau Land Records and provide for more detail than GIS estimates and therefore

may differ from acreage summaries in Table 1.
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OBOCaPIA MJIWEMNS vmvTBtFRS gTOEY AREA fWSA)

(CDCA-344)

1. THE STODY AREA 72,857 acres

The Oroccpia Mountains WSA is Icxated in Riverside CJounl^ in the southern
portion of the California Desert Conservation Area (OXA) . Ihe closest
coMiunity is Indio, located approximately 20 miles northwest. The WSA
includes 50,356 acres of public land administered by the Bureau of Land
Management (BIM) , 2,974 acres of State land, and private inholdings
totalling 19,527 acres (see M^ 1 and Table 1)

.

The western boundary of the WSA runs along Hi^iway 195, Box Canyon Road, to
v^ere it intersects with the Coachella canal. The southern boundary follows
the canal right-of-way, excluding diversion dikes, until the canal is joined
by the Bradshaw Trail. The remaining portion of the southern boundary
proceeds along the Bradshaw Trail, a railroad, and small private land
boundaries to Red Canyon Jeep Trail. This trail forms the eastern boundary.
The northern boundary is formed by section lines between Red Canyon Je^
Trail and Box Canyon Road.

This WSA included both the Oroccpia Mountains and the southeastern portion of
the Mecca Hills. This portion of the Mecca Hills consists of highly eroded
badlands. The Oroccpia Mountains are an extremely diverse and vciried

mountain landform. The northern portion is characterized by cpen valleys and
dissected ridges. The southern portion consists of hi^ily colorful and
dramatic eroded canyons and ridges. Vegetation is sparse but varied. In the
cpen valleys, creosote can be found. Stands of ironwood are lcx:ated in the
washes and ocotillo is found on the hilly slcpes. A small cluster of yucca
is lcx:ated near the Red Canyon je^ trail. Elevation ranges from near sea
level along the Coachella Canal to peaks which rise over 3,600 feet.

The WSA was studied under Section 603 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FLEMA) . Four alternatives were analyzed in the Draft and
Final Environmental Iirpact Statements (EIS) for the CDCA Plan: protection,
use, balanced and no action, and a summary of the area's wilderness values
was included in i^pendix III of the Final EIS.

2. REOCMIENDATIC^ AND RATTONAIE 38,463 acres recommended for
wilderness

22,149 BIM acres reccanmended for
nonwildemess

Partial wilderness (62% suitable) is the recommendation for this WSA. The
22,149 acres in this WSA recommended non-suitable are released for uses other
than wilderness. In addition to the public land recommended for wilderness,
BIM recommends that 1,940 acres of State land and 8,316 acres of private land
be acquired throu^ purchase or exchange and designated as wilderness. With
the acquisitions of these inholdings, a total of 38,463 acres are



reccntmended for wilderness, ^^jendix 1 lists all inholdings and provides
additional information on their acxjoisition. Itiis recotranendation will be
iirplemented in a manner vdiich will use all prac±iccLL means to avoid or
minimize environmental iitpacts.

The Balanced Alternative is the environmentally preferable alternative as
outlined in the CDCA Plan and further ejq)lained in the California Wilderness
Study Overview.

The suitable portion of the Oroccpia Mountains WSA is recxanmended for
inclusiort in the National Wilderness Preservation System (NWPS) for the
following reasons: (1) the area's wilderness values are outstanding and by
far exceed the Vcilues of ccxrpeting resources; and (2) the area possesses
numerous specicil features which would be enhanced by wilderness designation.

The forces of nature at work in this area have produced a strildjTg

landscape, accentuated by a variety of landforms. The mountains fall within
the San Andreas fault system and display regions of upended, folded, faulted
and eroded layers of rock. The general lack of vegetation tends to
accentuate the intricate patterns. Deep canyons and washes dissect the
entire area esqxjsing walls that range in color from bri^t red to black.
Here, man's inprint is substantially unnoticeable. Enhanced by the coarse
relief, opportunities for solitude and for primitive and unconfined types of
recreation are available throut^out the suitable area. Because wilderness
values are so significant, the suitability reccramendation will preclude any
further vehicular use of ajproximately 60 miles of primitive access routes of
travel.

Within the Oroccpia Mountains, bi^om sheep, burro deer, desert tortoise and
many small ipland game species can be found. The area also si-^ports four
plant species recognized by the California Native Plant Society as rare,
threatened, or endangered. Also, the VISA contains areas of cultural resource
concentration and Native American significance. A more detailed discussion
of these special features are described in the Wilderness Characteristics
section.

Wilderness designation of the suitable area would result in conflicts with
mining activities. As of December, 1987, 398 mining claims had been located
within the suitable portion of the WSA. Minercil surveys conducted by the
U.S. Geological Survey and Bureau of Mines identified areas possessing hi^
potential for the occurrence of lew grade disseminated gold and moderate
potential for the occurrence of lead, zinc, talc, actinolite, boron and
gypsum. The entire WSA is classified as having moderate potential for the
occurrence of geothermal resources. Mineral resources appear to be this
area's only resource v^ich conflicts with wilderness designation.

The remaining portion of the WSA is reccanmended nonsuitable to allow
continued access for geologic, energy, and mineral ej^loration and
develcpment, for motorized vehicle recreational cpportunities, and for Native
American collecting activities. The mineral surveys indicate that within the
nonsuitable portion, there are areas possessing hi^ potential for the



occurrence of fluorite. Also, known d^xjsits of manganese and gold are found
in the nonsuitable area. Potential for the occurrence of geothennal
resources is moderate within the nonsuitable area.

The nonsuitable western portion of the WSA, especially the southern Mecca
Hills, is extremely popular with motorized recreationists. A network of
vehicle ways traverses the area's washes and rolling hills. Because of the
badlands tx^xDgrc^y, these ways are c±)scured with each rain and, ther^efore,

do not iropair the area's wilderness values. Closure of this area, should
wilderness designaticxi occur, would displace hundreds of recreationists vAio

visit the area annually. There aire approximately 25 miles of rcxites of travel
including primitive ways, washes and other unmaintained routes of access
v*iich will remain available for vehicular use.

The area surrounding Hidden Springs, located in the nonsuitable Mecca Hills,
contains Native American resources of both sacred and secular significance.
Native Americans continue to collect basket weaving material throu^out the
western portion of the WSA. Wilderness designation would preclude access to
traditional collecticai areas, negatively iitpacting this activity.
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TABIE 1 - Land Status and Acreage Surranary of the Study Area

Within Wilderness Study Area Acres
BIM (surface and subsurface) 50,356
Split Estate (BIM surface only)

Inholdings
State 2,974
Private 19,527

Total 72,857

Within the Reccanmended Wilderness Boundary Acres
BIM (within WSA) 28,207
BIM (outside WSA)
Split Estate (within WSA) ^

Split Estate (outside WSA)^

Total BIM Land Reccanmended for Wilderness 28,207

Inholdings-'-

State 1,940
Private 8,316

Within the Area Not Recommended for Wilderness Acres
BIM (surface and subsurface) 22,149
Split Estate (BIM surface only)

Total BIM Land Not Recommended for Wilderness 22,149

^ ^pendix 1 is a detailed description of inholdings and split
estate tracts included within the study. For purposes of this report,
split estate lands are defined only as those lands with Federal surface
and non Federal subsurface (minerals) . Lands that have Federal
minerals but non Federal surface should be classified in this r^ort by
the owner of the surface estate.



3. GRTTEERIA OONSIDERED IN DEVEIDPING THE WIIDERNESS REXXMMENDATIONS

A. Wilderness Characteristics

1. Naturalness : Within the suitable area, the iitprint of man's work is
substantially unnoticeable. Much of the suitable area was closed to
motorized vehicles until 1987 vAien a CDCA Plan amendment changed the
access classification frcxn "closed" to "limited to existing roads
and trails." Ihis vehicle closure, coupled with rugged,
inaccessible terrain, precluded most vehicle entry and therefore,
the area's primitive character has been maintained. Scsne primitive
ways penetrate the nonsuitable portion of the WSA. Several water
sources, located in the VKA, have been irrproved to provide year-
round water for wildlife, hcwever, they do not significantly affect
the area's naturalness. The immensity and ruggedness of the
terrain remain the dominant feature of the Oroccpia Mountains WSA.

2. Solitude ; Opportunities for solitude abound. The rugged character
of the terrain and the diversity of landforms ensure a sense of
seclusion throu^out the VKA. Rocky outcrcps and numerous canyons
add to the ability of the landscape to screen visitors and add to
the sense of isolation.

This VKA is periodically overflown by military aircraft as part of
the national defense mission taking place in approved military
operating areas and flight corridors. The visual intrusions and
associated noise create periodic tenporary effects on solitude \4iich

are deemed necessary and acceptable as a part of the defense
preparedness of the nation.

3. Primitive and Unconfined Recreation ; C^portunities for primitive
and unconfined types of recreation are available throu(^out. The
cirea is free of trammels and lends itself to this type of activity.
De^ washes and canyons within a variety of desert vegetation types
provide numerous challenges.

4. Special Features ; The Orocopia Mountains provide permanent range
and seasonal range for Nelson's bi^om she^ (Ovis canadensis
nelsoni ) . Based on recent si(^tings and field work, the Oroccpia
Mountain herd is estimated to be as large as 80 individuals. One
bi^om guzzler is located within the WSA and provides permanent
water for this heard.

Desert tortoise (Go]±ierus agassizi) , a BIM sensitive species, is

found in the eastern portion of the WSA. Desert tortoise densities
ctre expected to range froan 0-50 per square mile.

There ctre four plant species of special concern within the WSA.
Three of these species have been included on the California Native
Plant Society's List of Rare and Endangered Plants in California.
Oroccpia sage (Salvia greatai) is a very localized species known
from washes of the Orocopia Mountains, Mecca Hills and the
Chuckwalla Mountains. Several individuals of this spiny-leaved



shrub are documented at Clemens Well in Salt Creek Wash.
Alverson's foxtail cactus (Coryyi^-iantha vivipara var. alversonii ) has
been found in the extreme northeast portion of the study area. Ihis
mound type cactus grows on areas of stony slcpes from the Little San
Bernardino Mountains to the Eagle and Chuckwalla Mountains.
Orcutt's woody aster fXylortiiza orcutti) is found in gypsum soils
below 1,000 feet in creosote bush scnib communities in the
southwestern Colorado Desert and Iirperial and San Diego Counties.
These three species are candidates for Federcil listing as rare and
endangered and have been included on California BIM's list of
sensitive species. Ihe Mecca aster (Xvloriiiza cognata) has been
included on the California Native Plant Society's List of Plants of
Limited Distribution. This is a species of limited distribution
found in and around the Mecca Hills. It is not currently a
candidate for Federal listing.

This WSA contains Native American resources of both sacred and
secular significance. The area of Hidden Spring in the northeast
section of the WSA is both sacred and an ancient habitation site
called Pa-Ha-Pe-Che . The Dos Palmas area, referred to as Par-Nes-Pa
by Native Americans, is a sacred place located on the extreme
southern border of the WSA; it is known as a shaman initiation
center and place of cremation and worship. Basket materials are
collected throu^out the entire western portion of the WSA (Kiack,

1980, p.48) . The Serrano-Cahuilla territorial boundary runs east to
west throu^ the center of the VKA.

B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System

1. Assessing the diversity of natural systems and features as
represented by ecosystems : This WSA contains 50,356 acres of the
American Desert/Creosote Bush-Bur Sage ecx>system. The variety of
geologic formations found throu^out the site is seldom seen in a
single WSA. From steep, red Wcdled canyons, to black volcanic
masses, to flat sandy washes, its diversity is unique. The suitable
cirea is exerrplary of the ecosystems contained within the Colorado
desert portion of the California desert.

Table 2 - Ecosystem Representation

Bailey-Kuchler
Classification NWPS Areas Other BIM Studies
Dcgnain/Province/FNV areas acres areas acres

NATIONWIDE
American Desert/Creosote Bush-

Bur Sage 3 126,033 48 1,521,709

CALIFORNIA
American Desert/Creosote Bush-

Bur Sage 2 26,427 20 927,248



2. Expanding the opportunities for solitude or primitive recreation
within a day's driving time (five hours) of major population
centers : Ihe WSA is within a five-hour drive of seven major
population centers. Table 3 summarizes the number and acreage of
designated eireas and other BIM study areas within a five-hour drive
of the pc^xilation centers.

Table 3

Wilderness Opportunities for Residents
of Major Peculation Centers

Population NWPS areas Other BIM Studies
Centers areas acres areas acres
California

Anaheim-Santa Ana 25 2,823,534 153 5,703,616
Ids Angeles-Long Beach 27 2,876,234 135 4,958,751
Oxnard-Ventura 23 2,195,198 85 2,703,260
Riverside-San Bernardino 22 2,031,054 205 7,658,649
San Diego 15 1,043,680 100 3,378,814

Arizona

Fhoenix 40 1,758,456 118 4,449,908

Nevada

Tas Vegas 46 3,507,293 311 11,186,463

3. Balancing the geographic distribution of wilderness areas: The WSA
is within 50 air miles of ei^t BIM WSAs reccsnmended for wilderness
designation. Ihe closest designated wilderness areas are in Joshua
Tree National Monument managed by the National Park Service,
situated five miles north. The following designated wilderness
areas are cilso within 50 air miles: San Jacinto and Santa Rosa
Wilderness Areas, administered by San Bernardino National Forest,

Mount San Jacinto State Wilderness Area, and State wilderness areas
located in Anza-Borrego Desert State Park.

C. Manageability

The Oroccpia Mountains WSA is manageable as wilderness. However,
manageability of the suitable area is coatplicated by an irregular
boundary, numerous private inholdings, and existing private rights
associated with mining claims.

The suitable area boundary is delineated by contour lines for much of
its length; a portion of the northern bojndary is marked by section
lines. Only the northeastern boundary, vMch follows Red Canyon je^
trail, is readily identifiable on the ground. Because of the lack of



easily recxsgnizable features along most of this boundary, some signing
and detailed mapping will be required so inadvertent intrusions by
motorized vehicles can be avoided.

Ihe suitable portion of the WSA cxjntains 200 s^aarate private partzels.

Acquisition of at least the majority of these parcels is necessary to
ensure the integrity of the WSA's wilderness values. Develcpnent of any
these parcels would significantly irrpair wilderness values on the
surrounding public lands.

Presently, one bi^om guzzler is located within the nonsuitable portion
of the WSA. Maintenance is required approximately two times per year
and normally requires mechanized equipment and vehicles for
transportation of matericils to the site.

Ihe portion of the WSA reccramended suitable for wilderness designation
contains 398 urpatented mining claims. After designation, valid claims
are allowed to continue with mining activities that are necessary and
reasonably incidental to the mining operation after designation occurs.
The only restrictions placed on these activities is that they not cause
unnecessary or undue degradation, leaving sufficient latitude to cause
severe impacts to existing wilderness values. These claims must be
cleared or the minercil ri<^ts purchased to avoid inpacts to wilderness
values.

The nonsuitable area would be equally as difficult to manage. Here,
there are more private parcels that require acquisition, and more mining
claims that require clearance or purchase. Althou^ the western,
southern, and eastern boundaries are easily discemable on the ground,
the northern boundary would still require signing and mapping for
identification by the public. Lastly, manageability would be
ccsrplicated by attenpts to displace the current motorized vehicle use
occurring in the western portion of the WSA. This pcpular activity
would be difficult to curtail without intensive patrolling and the
installation of signs and barriers.

Military overfli^ts in this WSA must be considered to maintain the
integrity of the existing and future national defense mission as well as
the wilderness resource.

D. Enerctv and Mineral Resource Values

1. Summary of Information Kncwn at the Time of the Preliminary Suitability
Reccanmendation ; The Oroccpia Mountains WSA is located within the BLM
Oroccpia Mountains Geology-Energy-Minerals (G-E-M) Resource Area (GRA)

.

The wilderness section of the 1980 CDCA Plan (Volume B, Appendix III)
stated that the WSA had potential for talc, manganese, and other metals
in the western and central portions of the VISA. Public ccmments to the
1980 draft EIS stated that geothermal potential existed in the western
third of the WSA. Oil and gas potential in the western portion of the
WSA was also noted.



Hie 1980 GRA file shews that most of the WSA had been classified by the
U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) in 1978 as a Possible Geothermal Resource
Area (PGRA) . An occurrence of manganese was identified in the GKA in
the extreme west end of the Oroccpia Mountains, at the Big Bullet mine.
A gold occurrence at the Dos Palmas mine is cited in the reccsnonmended

suitable, south central portion of the WSA. Ihis gold mine is located
within the Dos Palmas gold mining district on the Oroct^ia thrust fault
zone. No production was recorded. An occurrence of fluorospar at the
Oroccpia mine is noted north of the WSA boundary in the Oroccpia mining
district. Talc d^xDsits were noted as being mined at the Tunnel Mine in
the south central portion of the WSA. The 1980 GKA noted geochemical
anomalies for lead, molybdenum, and boron occurring in the east part of
the WSA. M^ 2 illustrates the mineral classification of the VBA.

2. Summary of Significant New Mineral Resource Data Collected Since the
Preliminary Suitability Recommendation Which Should Be Considered in the
Final Reccgnmendation : Ihe USGS and Bureau of Mines {BJfi) conducted a
mineral survey of the suitable portion of the WSA in 1983. A r^x)rt of
the B04 findings was released in 1984 as Mineral Land Assessment MLA 7-

84. In December, 1987, a preliminary draft summary r^xjrt for the WSA
was c±)tained for the USGS and BCM. New data from these surveys
indicates a hi^er potential for occurrence of mineral resources within
the suitable area than was indicated in the 1980 BIM GKA file.

The USGS classified a north-south trending strip of crystalline rocks as
having a hi^ potential for the occurrence of lew grade disseminated
gold cutting across the north-central to the southeastern recc«nmended

suitable portion of the VKA. An area located within the Orocqpia
Schist Formation was classified as having a hi^ potential for the
occurrence of hydrothermal vein type gold and a moderate potential for
the occurrence of lead and zinc within a belt extending from the north-
central to the southeastern recosnmended suitable portion of the WSA.
There is also a moderate potential for the occurrence of talc and
actinolite in isolated pods of altered basic rocks. BCM sanpled the
Oroccpia Mine. The analysis of the ore showed a calcium fluorite
content in the ore as hi^ as 97.8%. Reserves are estimated in the USGS
and BOi report at 5000 tons. The granitic rock body in viiich this
d^xDsit occurs extends into the VISA frcm the north.

This area, located in the northeast portion of the nonsuitable area was
not classified by USGS or BCM. However, under the BIM classification
system the area is considered as having a high potential for the
occurrence of fluorite.

The USGS and BCM suggest that the eastern portion of the WSA has a
moderate potential for the occurrence of boron and gypsum in evaporite
d^xDsits. They also indicate that there is little potential for oil and
gas, because the Tertiary sediments are too thin to be a hydrocarbon
source rock. A moderate potential for the occurrence of geothermal
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resources under the BIM classification system is assigned to the WSA.

This classification is based on the BIM prospectively valuable
classification for geothermal resources, and proximity to hot springs or
hot water wells in the same geologic environment to the southwest and
northwest of the VJSA.

Since 1980, there have been four exploration plans of operation filed
with the BIM. Utah International operated in the south central portion
of the WSA to evaluate possible gold d^XDsits. In 1987, U. S. Borax
completed and exploration drilling program for borates in the western
Orooopia Mountains. *Ihe results of these operations were not kncwn eis

of Deoeiriber, 1987. tftpatented lode mining claims are concentrated in
the southeastern portion of the reccanmended suitable and nonsuitable
portions of the WSA. Urpatented mining claiins located in the WSA are
summarized in the following table taken frcro BIM records dated December,
1987.

Table 4 - Mining Claiins

TYPE NUMBER ACRES
MINING CIAIM SUITABIE NC»ISUIT. TOTAL SUTTABIE NONSUIT. TOTAL

Lode
Placer
Mill Sites

398 120 518 7,960 2,400 10,360

Total 398 120 518 7.960 2^400 10.360

E. Summarv of Environmental Consecaiences of the ProDosed Action

1. Impact on Wilderness Values : In the suitable portion of the WSA,
wilderness Vcilues will, for the most part, be maintained.
Develcpnent of any claims possessing valid existing ri^ts will
adversely affect naturalness. In the nonsuitable area, mineral
develcpnent will cause loccilized adverse iirpacts to naturalness.
Ihese impacts will occur in the mineralized portion of the VKA,
covering rou^ily 40% of the WSA. C^portunities for solitude and
primitive and unconfined types of recreation will be adversely
inpacted along vehicle route corridors by the continued use of off-

hi^Tway vehicles. In the nonsuitable area, approximately 25 miles
of routes will remain cpen.

2. Impact on Locatable Mineral Exploration and Development : Ihe
proposed action will cause significant adverse impacts to this
activity in the suitable portion of the WSA, except for those claims
possessing valid existing ri^ts. In the nonsuitable area,
exploration and development of mineral resources will be allowed to
continue, subject to the regulations stated in 43 CFR 3809 regarding
surface disturbance, as well as any additional constraints stated
in the CDCA Plan.
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3. Impact on Acx:;ess and Motorized Recreation Opportunities : In the
suitable portion of the WSA, motorized access will be eliminated.
In the remaining area, motorized vehicles will continue to be
allowed an designated routes of travel, ^proximately 25 miles of
routes, located within the boundaries of this WSA, will remain open.

4. Impact on Bic^om Sheep/Habitat ; Habitat in the suitable area will
remain in its present condition. Herd management and placement and
maintenance of water guzzlers will be constrained by wilderness
designation because of restrictions placed on the use of mechanized
equipment and motorized vehicles. In the nonsuitable areas, habitat
will receive localized adverse iirpacts fran mineral ejqjloration and
develcpnent. Individual animals may be discouraged from using areas
of hi(^ recreational use because of noise and human intrusion.
However, management actions outlined in the Oroccpia Mountains
Habitat Management Plan will mitigate these inpacts by providing
seasoned vehicle closures and other appropriate protective
measures.

5. Impact on Desert Tortoise/Habitat ; Inpacts on the desert tortoise
will be negligible, consisting of localized habitat loss caused by
mineral develqproent and occasional disturbances of individual
animals by human intrusion. State laws and BLM management
guidelines help protect this species and their habitat throu^out
this WSA.

6. Impact on Sensitive Plant Species/Habitat : Ihose species v*iose

habitats coincide with the suitable area will gain some additional
protection. In the nonsuitable area, localized inpacts caused by
minercil exploration and develcpnent and vehicle use in designated
washes will adversely affect these species' habitats. However,
total habitat loss attributable to these activities will be less
than five percent of the suitable habitat in the WSA. Management
guidelines listed in the CDCA Plan and the Oroccpia Mountain Habitat
Management Plan adequately protect these sensitive species
throui^out the VISA.

7. Impact on Native American Collecting Acrtivities ; Most of the
traditional collection areas are located in the nonsuitable portion
of this WSA v*iere vehicle access will continue to be allowed.
Iherefore, this vehicle dependent activity will not be iitpacted by
the prcposed action.

F. local Social and Economic Considerations

No local social or econoanic considerations were identified in the CDCA
Plan and EIS. Therefore, no further discussion of this tcpic will occur
in this document.
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G. Summary of WSA •- Specific Public Ccanments

Public ccaoonents were solicited throu^out all phases in the develqpment
of the CDCA Plan, finalized in 1980. Issues raised by the public during
the Inventory and Study Phase were taken into account during develc^xnent

of the Draft Plan Alternatives and Prcposed Plan. Ihe following is a
summary of all conments received. Inaccuracies that are known to exist
ctre noted in parentheses.

1. Inventory Phase : Ccxnments received pointed out the popularity of
'the area to recreational v^iicle users and the overcill hi^ natural
value of much of the area. Ihey also questioned the deletion of the
extreme eastern end of the roadless area.

2. Study Riase : Of the 71 coanments received in response to this VISA,

41 recommended multiple use designation of the area or a
considerable reduction in the size of the WSA. Most of these felt
that the area's highest value was for recreation v^iich required
vehicle access. Cultural values, pleasant year-round climate,
wildlife refuges, and scenic vistas provided outstanding
opportunities for driving pleasure, rockhounding, photograpiiy,

hiking, and other activities for v^iich at least initicil vehicle
access was needed and had been used extensively in the past. A
lack of water in the area would make family recreation iirpossible

under wilderness management. The central area, the Mecca Hills in
the southwest portion, and the je^ trail to the Grotto and Hidden
Springs in the northwest comer were noted as requiring access.

Other multiple use concerns included the following: mining
potential in the Orocopia Mountains; geothermal potential in the
western third of the area v^ch should be ejq)lored and develcped;
and, provision for the Palo Verde-Devers transmission line. Si^ts
and sounds v^iich detract from wilderness quality include: noise
from the Chcxx)late Mountain Bombing Range and frcxn low level, hi^
speed overfli^ts of aircraft from the Marine Corps Air Station at
Yuma, Coachella Canal, Bradshaw Stage Road, Kaiser Industrial
Railroad, energy transmission lines, and Interstate Highway 10.

Seme vAio responded noted that private land holdings in the area
negate the legality of wilderness according to FLPMA (Section 603)
provisions.

Wilderness proponents added the following natural values to those
mentioned by multiple use proponents: bighorn she^ habitat, scenic
rock spires in the northeast section, and historical mining sites,
inactive since the 1880 's. Ihey noted the educational opportunities
provided by the presence of the San Andreas fault, the unique
conjunction of five geological terrains, and the transition here
from Colorado Desert to Mojave Desert. Also noted were the
accessibility to the interior provided by perimeter roads and hiking
trails, in particular, the primitive trail off of State Route 195.
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Suggestions were made to acquire private land holdings in the
central porticai, south and east to the railroad tracks, to increase
management effectiveness. The inclusion of the northeastern section
as a buffer zone was urged. One suggested that the entire WSA was
suitable for wilderness because of its solitude and recreational
qualities. A suggestion was made to allcw limited scientific access
to Hidden Spring. Hi^ research values and the need for protection
frcsn vehicle damage may warrant a special designation.

Twenty-nine conments were received in response to the Public Input
WorWxok (3/15/79) . IV^enty-seven reccsnmended wilderness
designatic»i. Most of these urged that the area be ejqjanded to
include the entire original roadless area, that private lands be
acquired, and that unique and diverse wildlife and plants be
protected. One respondent thou^t that access roads should be
maintained for the safety of visitors in this extremely dry area.
Another wanted to drcp the area frcm wilderness consideration
because of traditional uses.

3. Draft Plan Alternatives : The National Outdoor Coalition, a
coalition of mining, rockhounding and ON groips, reccramended that
the area be designated for intensive use, or cpened to motorized
vehicles. Conservationists, led by the Sierra Club, prc^josed

wilderness for the entire WSA. Thousands of organization members
sent in letters, postcards and coupons supporting these points of
view.

The Coachella Valley Association of Governments, a planning group
r^resenting the incorporated cities of the Coachella Valley,
endorsed wilderness for the area. The Marine Air Corps Base at Yuma
warned of lew level, hi^ speed aircraft averfli(^ts.

4. Proposed Plan : The Sierra Club recanmended extension of the Joshua
Tree National Monument and a major new Cahuilla Unit to include the
Mecca Hills, Oroccpia Mountains and Qiuckwalla Mountains. Many
letters were received supporting this proposal.

No comments were received from local governments.
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APPENDIX 1

ESTIMATED COSTS OF ACQUISITION OF NON-FEDERAL HOLDINGS WITHIN

AREAS RECOMMENDED FOR DESIGNATION

OROCOPIA MOUNTAINS WSA (CDCA-344)

TYPE OF ESTIMATED

OWNERSHIP COST OF

BY ESTATE ACQUISITION

LEGAL

DESCRIPTION NUMBER PRESENTLY PREFERRED LAND PROCESSING

PARCEL TOTAL OF SURFACE SUBSURFACE PROPOSED FOR METHOD OF COSTS COSTS

No. TWNSHP RNG SEC MERIDIAN ACREAGE OWNERS ESTATE ESTATE ACQUISITION ACOUISITION ($1000) ($1000)

1 6S. HE. 31 SBM *(560) 13 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE (56.0) (32.5)

2 6S. HE. 33 SBM 160 1 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 16.0 2.5

3 6S. HE. 33 SBM 160 1 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 16.0 2.5

4 6S. HE. 33 SBM 160 1 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 16.0 2.5

5 6S. HE. 33 SBM 160 1 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 16.0 2.5

6 6S. TIE. 35 SBM 160 1 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 16.0 2.5

7 6S. HE. 35 SBM 160 1 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 16.0 2.5

8 6S. HE. 35 SBM 160 1 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 16.0 2.5

9 6S. HE. 35 SBM 160 1 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 16.0 2.5

10 6S. HE. 36 SBM 360 1 STATE STATE YES EXCHANGE 0.0 4.0

n 6S. 12E. 27 SBM 360 1 FEDERAL PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 9.0 0.85

12 6S. 12E. 31 SBM (240) 6 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE (24.0) (15.0)

13 6S. 12E. 33 SBM M640) 16 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE (64.0) (40.0)

14 6S. 12E. 36 SBM 640 1 STATE STATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

15 6S. 13E. 31 SBM *(640) 34 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE (64.0) 85.0

16 7S. HE. 16 SBM 320 1 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 32,0 2.5

17 7S. 12E. 5 SBM 640 1 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 64.0 2.5

18 7S. 12E. 7 SBM (640) 9 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE (64.0) (22.5)

19 7S. 12E. 9 SBM *(640) 8 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE (64.0) (20.0)

20 7S. 12E. 16 SBM 640 1 STATE STATE YES EXCHANGE 0.0 4.0

21 7S. 12E. 17 SBM (640) 10 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE (64.0) (25.0)

22 7S. 12E. 19 SBM 160 1 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 16.0 2.5

23 7S. 12E. 19 SBM 160 1 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 16.0 2.5

24 7S. 12E. 19 SBM 160 1 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 16.0 2.5

25 7S. 12E. 19 SBM 160 1 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 16.0 2.5

26 7S. 12E. 21 SBM (640) 18 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE (64.0) (45.0)

27 7S. 12E. 29 SBM (480) 22 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE (48.0) (55.0)

28 7S. 13E. 7 SBM 634 1 FEDERAL PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 16.0 0.85

Indicates that exact parcel acreage is unknown,

shown in ( ).

Total acreage for all parcels in a particular section are

These figures were derived from Bureau Land Records and provide for more detail than GIS estimates and therefore

may differ from acreage summaries in Table 1.
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1. THE STUDY AREA 159,229 acres

The Chuckwalla Mountains WSA is Icxiated in east central Riverside Ccfunty, in
the southern portion of the California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA) . Ihe
Chuckwalla Mountains, vdiich cire the dominant visual feature within the study
area boundaries, are located approximately 40 miles west of Blythe. The WSA
includes 146,009 acres of BUM lands, 8,024 acres of State lands and
privately cwned inholdings totcilling 5,196 acres. There are no split estate
lands within the WSA boundary (see M^ 1 and Table 1)

.

The WSA boundary to the north follcws the mountain-Vcilley interface, south of
both Interstate ten and Ford Dry Lake Road. To the west, the boundary
follows a north-south trending gas line ri^t-of-way, excluding roads in the
Red Cloud Mine area, then departs frcm the ri^t-of-way to follcw the base of
the foothills. The southern boundary follcws the Bradshaw Trail; and the
eastern boundary follows Graham Pass Rpad to Chuckwalla Springs Road, then
trends northwest across the bajada, excluding several disturbed areas within
the WSA.

This broad study area includes the Qiuckwalla Mountains, portions of the
Chuckwalla Bench in the south and Chuckwalla Valley in the northeast. As
with most of the larger mountain masses within the CDCA, the Chuckwalla
Mountains rise abn^ly, as an island from the vast sea of sand and rock.
Included within the Wcills of this rock fortress, are an infinite variety of
landform, spatial features, textures and colors. Ste^)-walled canyons,
inland valleys, large and small washes, isolated rock outcrcps and vast
expanses of desert pavement interact with each other and with the other
resources and elements to form a constantly changing panorama. Elevation
varies widely from the lew-lying bajada at 800' elevation to the area's
hi^est peak. Black Butte, reaching up to 4,450 feet.

The diverse tcpografAiy of these areas support an equally diverse plant and
wildlife ocanraonunity. Oootillo, cholla, yucca, creosote, barrel cactus and
nolina are scattered throughout. Iron tree washes lace the surface and
support many types of wildlife. Bi^om sheep, burro deer, desert tortoise,
raptors, snakes, coyotes and fox are just a few of the many creatures that
make their home here.

i^roximately 15% of the Chuckwalla Mountains WSA is overlapped by the
Chuckwalla Bench Area of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC) . This area
contains inportant habitat for desert tortoise, a BIM sensitive species.
Also, within the northeastern cherrystemmed area lies Com Springs ACEC,
designated in recognition of its outstanding cultural resources and
recreation potential. Both these ACEC's were designated in the CDCA Plan,
finalized in 1980.



This WSA was studied under Section 603 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FLFMA) . Four alternatives were analyzed in the Draft and
Final Environmental Iirpact Statements (EIS) for the CDCA Plan: protection,
use, balanced and no action, and a summary of the area's wilderness values
was included in i^pendix III of the Final EIS.

2. REaMlENDft.Tia^ AND RATIONAIE 60,073 acres recommended for
wilderness

88,979 BLM acres reccanmended for
nonwildemesjs

Partial wilderness (38% suitable) is the reconimendation for this WSA. The
remaining 88,979 acres in this WSA are released for uses other than
wilderness. In addition to the Federal acreage reccmmended for wilderness,
BIM reccxnmends that 2894 acres of State land and 149 acres of private land be
acquired throu^ exchange or purchase and designated as wilderness. With
acquisition of these inholdings, a total of 60,073 acres are reconimended for
wilderness, i^pendix 1 lists all inholdings and provides additional
information on their acquisition. Ihis reccratvendation will be inplemented in
a manner v^iich will use all practical means to avoid or minimize
environmental inpacts,

Ihe Bcilanced Alternative is the environmentally preferable alternative as
outlined in the CDCA Plan and further explained in the California Wilderness
Study Overview.

Two s^>arate sections within the WSA are recommended suitable as shewn on the
Chuckwalla Mountains WSA Map. These sections constitute the most rugged,
inaccessible portions of the Chuckwalla Mountains. For clarity, throu^out
the rest of the report, should the two areas need to be distinguished, the
northern suitable section will be referred to as Segment A and the southern
area as Segment B. Because of their similarities in landform, ecosystems
and wilderness values, hcwever, more often they will be referenced together
as siitply the suitable areas.

These areas are reccanmnended suitable because they possess outstanding
wilderness values and because of the many special features found within.
Because of these inportant factors, preservation of these areas as wilderness
outwei(^is any alternative uses of the area.

The portions of the Chuckwalla Mountains being recommended for designation
possess exceptional opportunities for primitive recreational experiences and
solitude in a setting of unsurpassed naturalness. Rich in historical,
biological, and geological values, this area offers carping, hunting,
rockhunting, si^tseeing, 0iotografiiy and many other activities. Although
extremely rugged in appearance, the Chuckwalla Mountains include many
interior va].leys, gently slcping bajadas and washes in addition to an
intricate pattern of canyons that can be easily traveled on foot. An
infinite number of wilderness experiences await the recreationist. The
Chuckwalla Mountain ViSA will provide many cpportunities for challenging
outdoor experiences to future enthusiasts. Because of the acknowledged
versatility of the area, it was designated as part of the "Recreation Lands
of the California Desert" by the Secretary of Interior in May, 1972.



Surrounded by the suitable areas but not included within, is the Com Springs
Cairpground. Ihis HLM facility is heavily used throu^out the winter,
providing a staging area for excursions into either suitable segment. From
this developed cairpground, wilderness ofportunities for activities such as
day hiking are excellent.

Within these pristine interior reaches, naturalness has been preserved,
protected by inaccessible terrain. Few imprints of man are visible. Those
that exist such as wildlife guzzlers, are shielded fron view, and thus, are
virtually iirpero^jtible. Ihe same terrain that sustains the mountains'
natUTciln^s provides countless 0|^»rtunities for solitude. Rou^,
boulderstrewn hillsides and washes, thick with vegetation, allow anple
c^portunities for visitors to enjoy seclusion.

A variety of special features are present within the suitable areas. Ihey
include sensitive plant species, a population of desert bi^om she^,
prairie falcon eyries and areas of cultural resource
significance/sensitivity. A more detailed discussion of special features is
given in the Wilderness Characteristics Section.

Within the suitable areas, wilderness VeLLues conflict with minercil resource
values. Designation would constrain mineral exploration and develc^Dment
within these areas. Seventy-three (73) mining claims currently exist within
these suitable portions. These conflicts are most significant near the Fed
Cloud Mine and the Com Springs arecis vdiere many mining claims are located.
The most heavily disturbed portions of these locations have been excludai
from the suitable areas or the WSA altogether. Nevertheless, areas with hi^
mineral potential for gold, mol^iDdenum and tungsten are included in the
suitable boundary. In the decision making process, this conflict was noted.
However, it was determined that the suitable arecis* wilderness values
outwei^ed the value of these mineral resources. Because wilderness values
are so significant, the suitability recanmendation will preclude ciny further
vehicular use of ajproximately 35 miles of primitive access routes of travel.

The majority of the Chuckwalla Mountains WSA is reooanmended nonsuitable
because: (1) the wilderness qualities only marginally satisfied the Section
2(c) criteria outlined in the 1964 Wilderness Act; (2) much of the area has
hi^ and moderate potential for mineral resource occurrence; and (3) the area
has traditionally received widespread use by recreationists utilizing
motorized vehicles.

Within the nonsuitable cirea, wilderness values, particularly naturalness, are
marginal. This portion of the WSA is more accessible and therefore has
endured more manipulation by man. The mountainous areas of the nonsuitable
portion have been prospected extensively. The area's hi^ mineral potential
as shewn in the recently ccarpleted mineral reports has been known for years
by desert prospectors in search of mineral wealth. Countless trenches,
adits, and holes are scattered throu^out these mountains. Thou^ most have
beccane inconspicuous over the passage of time, their cumulative effect acts
to significantly reduce the area's naturalness.



South of the Bradshaw Trail, the road forming the WSA's southern boundary,
lies the Cliocolate Mountains Aerial Gunnery Range, an area administered by
the military and used for bcsitoing practice and maneuvers. Almost daily,
military jets fly over the Chocolate Mountains dropping huge bombs an the
targets belcKn^. Ihe stcirtling noise of jets tearing throu^ the mountain
passes and the ensuing explosions, i:5)set the usual peacefulness of the area,
therety affecting opportunities for solitude. This disturbance is roost

^parent in the southern portion of the WSA. The maze-like topogr^iiy dairps

out the noise before reaching the WSA's suitable eireas. Ihe intrusicxis from
the Gunnery Range were frequently noted in public ccraments vAiich si5}ported a
nonsuitable reocraraendation for this portion of the WSA.

Much of the nonsuitable area has traditionally si:53ported a wide variety of
vehicle d^)endent recreational activities. A network of primitive ways,
punctuated by oocasicaial hill climbs, threads throu^ these mountains.
Vehicle touring is an increasingly popular activity in this area. Enjoyed by
many part time enthusiasts, serious four-v»^eel drive club grxx^DS as well as
outdoor oriented families, this activity accounts for the majority of
recreation use in the Chuckwalla Mountains. There are ajproximately 45 miles
of routes of travel including primitive ways, washes and other unmaintained
routes of access vAiich will remain available for vehicular use.

Another popular recreational pastime in the Qiuckwalla • s is rockhounding.
Within the nonsuitable area, there are excellent rockhounding opportunities
for calcite, chalcedony, geodes, jasper, and petrified wood. Concern for the
loss of this activity cdso generated public response and is so reflected in
the public comments received for this WSA.

A large portion of the nonsuitable area possess hi^ to moderate potential
for mineral resource occurrence. These mineral resources include d^xsits of
gold, silver, tungsten and molybdenum. Access to these mineralized areas for
ejq^loration and development would remain qpen under the management
guidelines identified for this area.

This nonsuitable area is not entirely devoid of interesting features.
Surrounding the mountains, eilluvial fans formed by centuries of erosion, join
to form broad aprons vAiich slcpe gradually downward in swe^ing cuives. The
surface of these bajadas cire laced with a network of washes v*iich form an
intricate pattern of sand and vegetation. These washes support burro and
mule deer and a variety of both resident and migratory birds. The bajada
located south of the Chuckwalla Mountains is known as the Chuckwalla Bench.

This area was designated an ACEC because of its outstanding wildlife habitat.
Here, desert tortoise densities can reach i?) to 150 animals per square mile.

One unusucil plant assemblage, munz cholla, is located on Chuckwalla Bench,

near the Bradshaw Trail. Althou^ it is reccramended nonsuitable, stringent
management guidelines as outlined in the Chuckwalla Bench ACEC Plan (1986)

,

will preserve the special features of the area vtiile providing for a limited
measure of multiple uses.
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TABLE 1 - land Status and Acreage Summary of the Stun^ Area

Within Wilderness Study Area Acres
BIM (surface and subsurface) 146,009
Split Estate (BIM surface only)

Iriholdings

State 8,024
Private 5,196

Itatal 159,229

Within the Recoaomtended Wilderness Bcxindary Acres
BIM (within WSA) 57,030
BIM (outside WSA)
Split Estate (within WSA) ^

Split Estate (outside WSA)^

Total BIM land Reccmmended for Wilderness 57,030

Inholdings^
State 2,894
Private 149

Within the Area Not Recoinmended for Wilderness Acres
BIM (surface and subsurface) 88,979
Split Estate (BIM surface only)

Total BIM land Not Reccmmended for Wilderness 88,979

^ Afpendix 1 is a detailed description of inholdings and split
estate tracts included within the study. For purposes of this report,
split estate lands are defined only as those lands with Federal surface
and non Federal subsurface (minerals) . Lands that have Federal
minerals but non Federal sur^face should be classified in this r^»rt by
the owner of the surface estate.



3. CRITERIA OONSIDEEM) IN DEVEIDPING THE WILDERNESS REOC^IMENDATIC^JS

A. Wilderness Characteristics

1. Naturalness: Prior to the 1960 's, historic use of the Chuckwcilla
Mountains and the surrounding bajadas was generally restricted to
mineral exploration and develc^xnent. In the suitable areas, a few
abandoned mines and access routes exist but these are gradually
reverting back to a natural appearance. Ihe area, in general, has
more recently attracted recreationists interested in off-hi^way
vehicle use. Ihe mountains are rugged and, for the most part,
preclude vehicular use, but the washes si:5port off-highway vehicles
of all types. Damage to vegetation in the washes is minimal and the
visual iirpacts of this use is erased follcwing each rain. Overall,
the suitable area has maintained its natural condition.

Ihe nonsuitable area is more accessible and therefore, man has had a
greater influence on the land. A history of prospecting has
resulted in trenches, adits and primitive ways scattered throu^out
the area. Ihe cumulative inpacts of these intrusions, acts to
significantly reduce the nonsuitable area's naturalness.

2. Solitude: Opportunities for solitude vary between locations. In
the suitable areas, the rugged landform varies considerably. These
areas support a coiplex network of large and small washes, ridges,
canyons and inland valleys. Vegetation of all types and sizes
reinforce the surface variation to provide seclusion. In most
areas, visitors, even at relatively close range, would be shielded
from each other.

Ihis WSA is periodically overflown by military aircraft as part of
the national defense mission taking place in approved military
cperating areas and fli^t corridors. Ihe visual intrusions and
associated noise create periodic terrporary effects on solitude v^ch
are deemed necessary and acceptable as a part of the defense
preparedness of the nation.

3. Primitive and Unconfined Recreation; Ihe same features that provide
the background for solitude in the suitable area, tend to ensure
outstanding cpportunities for primitive recreation. Ihe overall
ruggedness of the interior Chuckwalla Mountains has precluded the
use of vehicles and man-made intrusions, and the area has been left
in a natural state. Outstanding opportunities for primitive
recreation abound. Ihe eirea is untrammeled. Ihere are no
restrictions vAiich would confine users.

In the nonsuitable area, c^portunities for primitive and unconfined
types of recreation are also present. However, in many cases, the
inprints of man create constraints that inpose a sense of
confinement.



4. Special Features: Historically, the Oiuckwalla Mountains have
supported Native American peculations, and they have left their
marks throu^out the study area. Petroglyphs, aboriginal rock
rings, quarry sites and other remains attest to the early presence
of these pecple. One area of hi^ sensitivity/significance is
included within the suitable boundary.

Within the suitable areas a variety of sensitive plants and animals
persist. The following BIM sensitive plant species are found here:
Alverson's foxtail cactus (Corvphantha vivipara var. alversonii )

.

and Ccilifomia ditaxis (Ditaxis califomica ) . Glandular ditaxis fP.

adenr^ora ) . listed in the California Native Plant Society's
Inventory of Rare and Endangered Vascular Plants of California , is
also located in this area. In the nonsuitable area, one unusual
plant assemblage can be found. This feature consists of severed
large specimens of Mjnz cholla, the largest cholla in the Ccilifomia
Desert and known only from the Chuckwalla Bench and parts of the
Chocolate Mountains.

The varied topography and relative abundance of water within this
area, support a diverse faunal assemblage. Ihis area includes areas
of permanent and seasonal range for desert bi^om sheep (Ovis

canadensis nelsoni ) , a BIM sensitive species. The bi^om she^
herd in these mountains was estimated at 25 individuals in 1980.
These mountains also contain a population of burro deer and at
least one prairie falcon aerie. Two big game guzzlers are located
within the WSa to provide water for bighorn sheep and deer. Ihe
lower mountain slcpes contain peculations of desert tortoise

(Gop^erus aqassizi ) , currently identified as a BIM sensitive
species, and under consideration for state listing as threatened or
endangered. The tortoise is under status review by the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service for possible listing as a threatened or
endangered species.

The alluvial fan located south of the Chuckwalla Mountains, in the
nonsuitable area, is known as the Chuckwalla Bench. This area, well
known for dense desert tortoise peculations, contains outstanding
habitat for a variety of birds, animals and reptiles. Its quality
and diversity were distinctive enou<^ to merit designation as an
ACEC. Ihis area is protected by stringent guidelines, identified in
the Chuckwalla Bench ACEC Plan, completed in 1986.

B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System

1. Assessing the diversity of natural systems and features as
represented by ecosystems : Ihis WSA contains 41,706 acres of the
American Desert/Creosote Bush-bur Sage and 104,303 acres of the
American Desert/Palo Verde-Cactus Shrub ecosystem. Ihe variety of
landforms and surface variation found in this VSA reflects that of
the surrounding mountains, including those in Joshua Tree National
Monument viiich have already been designated wilderness.



Table 2 - EcxDsystem R^resentation

Bailey-Kachler
Classification
Dcgnain/Province/FNV

NWPS Areas
arecis acares

Other BIM Studies
areas acres

WmOtMLDE

American Desert/Palo Verde-
Cactus Shrub

American Desert/Creosote
Bush-bur Sage

American Desert/Palo Verde-
Cactus Shrub

American Desert/Creosote
Bush-bur Sage

2 271,403 42 1,441,288

3 126,033 48 1,530,296

CMSLFOPmA

11 489,309

2 26,427 20 935,835

2. Expanding the opportunities for solitude or primitive recreation
within a days driving time (five hours) of major population centers ;

The WSA is within a five-hour drive of seven major pcpolation
centers. Table 3 summarizes the number and acreage of designated
cireas and other BIM study areas within a five-hour drive of the
population centers.

Table 3

Wilderness Opportunities for Residents
of Major Population Centers

Pc^xilation

Centers
NWPS cireas

cireas acres
Other BIM Studies

arects acres

California

Anaheim-Santa Ana 25 2,823,534 153 5,703,616
Los Angeles--Long Beach 27 2,876,234 135 4,958,751
Oxnard-Ventura 23 2,195,198 85 2,703,260
Riverside-Scjn Bernardino 22 2,031,054 205 7,658,649
San Diego 15 1,043,680 100 3,378,814

Arizona

Ehoenix 40 1,758,456 118 4,449,908

Nevada

Tas Vegas 46 3,507,293 311 11,186,463



3. Balancing the aeograiAiic distribution of wilderness areas ; The WSA
is within 50 air miles of 19 BIM WSAs reccanmended for wilderness
designation. The closest designated wilderness areas are Joshua
Tree Wilderness Areas, administered by Joshua Tree National
Monument, located 15 miles to the northwest. Also within a 50 mile
radius is the Santa Rosa Wilderness Area, located in the San
Bernardino National Forest and state designated wilderness areas in
Anza Borrego Desert State Park.

C. Manageability

Ihe Chuckwalla Moiuntains WSA is manageable as wilderness. However,
managoonent would be complicated by the pressure to develop mineral
resources, irregular boundaries, private inholdings, and existing use
patterns. These conflicts would be greatest in the nonsuitable portion
of the WSA, making management extremely difficult.

Within the suitable areas, there are 73 mining claims. Unless validity
examinations could clear all claims, claimants could exercise their
valid existing ri^ts to continue with mining activities that are
reascaiably incidental to their claims. While these activities cannot
cause unnecessary or undue degradation, they may cause severe enou^
irrpacts to greatly haiiper manageability of the area to preserve
wilderness values.

Management of the suitable areas would cilso be hairpered by the
irregular boundaries of both segments. In general, the boundaries of
both areas follow only tcpogra^iic features vAiich are difficult to
locate on the ground. Frequent signing and detailed maps would be
required to ensure the integrity of the two areas. Without adequate
identification, inadvertent penetration by off-highway vehicles and
mineral exploration equipment could result.

Ihe suitable areas surround two small patented mining operations, vAiich

combined, cover 110 acres. Both areas are proposed for acquisition (See
i^pendix 1) . If not acquired, large-scale mining ac±ivities, vtiich

could potentially be developed on these private parcels, cxDuld

significantly inpac± naturalness, solitude and primitive and unconfined
recreation. Development of these areas could reduce manageability
significantly

.

The nonsuitable area has the same management problems as the suitable
areas. However, in this area, the conflicts are larger in scale. There
are more mining claims, more private land, and the boundary would be
more difficxilt to manage. In addition, traditional recreational use
patterns involving motorized vehicles would have to be controlled.
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As of December 1987, 130 mining claims were located in the nonsuitable
portion of the WSA. As with those in the suitable areas, those that
retain veilid ri^ts have the potential to create manageability problems.
Also included within this boundary are 10,177 acres of private and state
inholdings that would affect manageability. Acquisition of these
private lands would be a costly venture with those wilderness VcLLues

acquired constituting only minimal benefits.

Althou^ along iruch of its length, the WSA boundary is marked by easily
identifiable features, it is so extensive that it would be difficult to
prevent intrusions by motorized vehicles. E)ctensive signing cilong the
eastern boundary would be required since for many miles, the boundary
lines follow no f^iysical features. Mining operations, cherrysteramed out
of the VISA, could also generate intrusions of noise, dust and visual
inpacts.

Control of traditional vehicle dependent recreational use would be
another manageability pn±)lem. Closure of the area to vehicles would
require extensive signing and constant patrol to ensure ccaipliance.

Once designated wilderness, an admnistrative designation will provide
for maintenance of the existing big game guzzlers.

Military overflights in this WSA must be considered to maintain the
integrity of the existing and future national defense mission as well as
the wilderness resource.

D. Energy and Minerctl Resource Values

1. Summary of Information Kiown at the Time of the Preliminary
Suitability Reccgnmendation : Ihe Chuckwalla Mountains WSA is in the
BLM Chuckwalla Mountains Geology-Energy-Mineral (G-E^) Resource
Area (GRA) . G-E-^ data in the wilderness portion of the CDCA Plan
EIS (Volume B, i^pendix III) stated that silver, cop^per, lead, and
gold have been produced from the VISA. The EIS states that zinc,
thorium, and tungsten also occur in the VKA. In addition, the EIS
states that geochemical studies indicated enormously hi<^
concentrations of barium, boron, beryllium, cerium, chromium,
ccfcalt, iron, lanthanum, lithium, manganese, mol^lxienum, niobium,
strontium, tin, titanium, tungsten, vanadium, yttrium, and zirconium
v^ch may indicate mineral deposits in the WSA. In 1980, the EIS
stated that there were over 100 unpatented mining claims in the WSA.

Information available in the 1980 GRA files indicates that the area
around Red Cloud Mine had a hi^ potential for the occurrence of
precious and base metals. Ihe area to the north and west of the Red
Cloud Mine had a moderate potential for the occurrence of precious
metals. GRA files show that numerous old mines and prospects
existed within the VSA. Many of these are concentrated around and
near Red Cloud Mine Road and the Com Springs area. Both of these
locations contain patented mining claims that have been excluded
from the WSA.
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2. Summary of Significant New Mineral Resource Data Collected Since the
Preliminar/ Suitability ReccHnmendation Which Should Be Considered in
the Fined Reccatimendation : A mineral survey of the suitable portion
of the WSA was conducted by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) and
the U.S. Bureau of Mines (BCM) during the period between 1981 and
1983. The joint ojpen file report (OFR 84-674) was completed by USGS
and BCM in 1984. Ihe BCM published their investigation of mines and
mineral properties in Mineral Land Assessment R^xDrt MLA 4-85 in
1984. For these studies, USGS took about 400 random stream
sediment sanples, and BCM took 712 saroples frcm selected mineral
prcperties in the reocnimended suitable portion of the WSA.

OFR 84-674 found, throu^ geologic and geochemical investigations
and a survey of mines and prospects, that those parts of the western
portion of the Chuckwalla Mountains WSA that are intruded by altered
mafic dikes associated with quartz veins and shear zones have a
moderate or hi^ potential for the occurrence of undiscovered gold,
silver and tungsten deposits. Ihis classification es^ands the
potential classification in the 1980 GRA and is reflected on Map 2.

Hi^ stream-sediment concentrations of moli^Ddenum strongly suggested
in the r^xDrt, that parts of those areas intruded by the dikes also
contain molybdenum-bearing minerals and thus, have moderate or hi^
potential for the occurrence of molybdenum resources. The 1980 GRA
did not classify the WSA for molybdenum resources. This data is a
new change frcm the 1980 G-E^ classification. All areas with
moderate or hi^ potenticil for gold, silver, tungsten, or
molybdenum resources also have low potential for the occurrence of
associated cc^per and lead. Low potential for the occurrence of tin
and thorium resources exists in the north part of the WSA. Sand,
gravel, and stone suitable for construction materials are found in
the stucfy area but were not classified by the USGS and BCM.

On Map 2 it can be seen that the western portion of the WBA includes
hi^ily complex areas of hi<^ and moderate potential for the
occurrence of gold, silver, tungsten, and mol^iDdenum resources.

Between 1980 and December 1987 mining interests have continued to
ej^lore and evaluate areas near Red Cloud, Com Springs, Aztec Well
and the western boundary of the WSA. Numerous mining plans have
been filed for both the suitable and nonsuitable areas with the BLM.
Hi(^ interest has been shown in the alluvial deposits of the
northeast and eastern portions of the WSA and the area around Aztec
Well and Chuckwalla Springs. A heap leach cperation at Chuckwalla
Springs has received state permits and BIM approval of the mining
plan is anticipated in early 1988. Urpatented mining claims located
in the WSA are summarized in the following table taken from BIM
records dated December, 1987.
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Table 4 - Mining Claims

TYPE NUMBER ACRES
MINING CLAIM SDITAHIK NONSUIT. TOTAL SUITABLE N(»TSUIT. TOTAL

lode
Placer
Mill Sites

55
17
1

84
45
1

139
62

2

1,100
680

5

1,680
1,800

5

2,780
2,480

10
Total 73 130 203 1.785 3.485 5.270

E. SummarY of Environmental Consequences of the Proposed Action

1. Impact on Wilderness Values ; In the suitable portion of the WSA,
wilderness values will be maintained. In the nonsuitable areas,
adverse inpacts to wilderness values will occur. Mineral
exploration and develc^xnent will cause localized adverse iirpacts to
naturalness in the mineralized areas consisting of ajproximately 25%
of the entire VGA. Vehicle use, associated with both access and
recreation, will effect solitude and primitive and unconfined types
of recreation along rouj^ily 15 miles of designated routes of travel
v^ch will remain open. Solitude over roost of the southern portion
of the WSA will be affected by continued military overfli^ts.

2. Impacts on Locatable Mineral Exploration and Development ; In the
suitable portion of the WSA, locatable mineral exploration and
develcYSf^snt will suffer significant adverse inpacts. In the
nonsuitable area, mineral ejqjloration and development will be
allowed to continue subject to the regulations set forth in 43 CFR
3809 regarding surface disturbance as well as any additional
constraints as listed in the CDCA Plan.

3. Impacts on Vehicle-dependent Recreation Opportunities ; In the
suitable areas, these opportunities will be significantly curtailed
by restrictions placed on vehicle entry. In the nonsuitable portion
of the WSA, these activities will be allowed to continue,
^proximately 15 miles of designated routes of travel will remain
open.

4. Impacts on Bicdiom Sheep/Habitat ; Ihat portion of bighorn habitat
located in the suitable areas will be maintained by designation. In
the nonsuitable area, adverse inpacts are expected in localized
areas as a result of noise and surface disturbance frcm potential
mining activities. Administrative designations will be made to
provide for maintenance of the existing big game guzzlers. However,
the location of additional guzzlers to expand the bi^om
population will be constrained by restrictions on mechanized
equipment and vehicle access.
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5. Impacts on Desert Tortoise/Habitat : Irnpacts on desert tortoise will
be minor, consisting of localized habitat loss caused by develcpnaent

ancillary to mineral extraction and occasional disturbances of
individual animals by human intrusion. Impacts are not more severe
because tortoise habitat and areas of potentieil mineral development
do not coincide. State laws and management guidelines outlined in
the Qiuckwalla Bench ACEC Plan provide seme protection for this
species and it's habitat.

6. Impacts on Sensitive Plant Species/Habitat ; Ihose species vdiose

habitats coincide with the suitable areas will gain scame additional
protection. In the nonsuitable area, localized iirpacts caused by
mineral ejqjloration and develcpnent and vehicle use in designated
washes will adversely affect these species' habitats. However,
totcil habitat loss attributable to these activities will be less
than one percent of the suitable habitat in the WSA. Management
guidelines listed in the CDCA Plan, Qiuckwalla Bench ACEC Plan, and
Chuckwalla Mountains Habitat Management Plan adequately protect
these sensitive species throu^out the WSA.

7. Impacts on Cultural Resources : The proposed action will not affect
the one area of cultural significance in the WSA. This area, in the
suitable portion of the VSA, has been protected in the past by
inaccessible terrain, stringent management guidelines, and Federal
law. Designation will have an adverse effect, on stucty of this site
by curtailing vehicle access.

F. Local Social and Econcmic Considerations

No local social or economic considerations were identified in the Final
CDCA Plan and EIS. Therefore, no further discussion of this topic will
occur this document.

G. Summary of VKA - Specific Public Comments

Public conments were solicited throu^out all phases in the develcpment
of the CDCA Plan, finalized in 1980. Issues raised by the public during
the Inventory and Study Kiase were taken into account during development
of the Draft Plan Alternatives and Prcposed Plan. The following is a
summary of all coraments received. Inaccuracies that are known to exist
are noted in parentheses.

1. Inventorv Phase : Ihe majority of ccstiments addressing inventory
criteria mentioned the effects of man. Other coanments stated that
the present boundaries were good. The area was reevaluated, and
changes were made v*iere ajprcpriate. Other comments address the
study phase.
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2. Study Phase ; Approximately 65 ccxranents addressed this WSA. Twenl^-
three favored wilderness designation for this area. Ihirty
preferred irultiple use management because motorized access was
essenticLL, usually for rocWiounding, or mineral exploration, or
because they felt the area did not meet wilderness requirements.
Ihe remainder of the letters mentioned factors v*iich detracted frcm
wilderness values in certain portions of the area, only.

A major argument against wilderness classification was the
pc^xilarity of the region for rockhounding. Iris agate, jasper, and
chalcedony were mentioned as minerals found there. Ihe ctrea is
referred to in Strong's Desert Gem Trails . Minerals present in the
area were said to include gold, silver, and tungsten. Oil and gas
and geothermal resources were also r^orted to be present.

Other pcpuleur recreation activities requiring the use of motorized
vehicles included deer hunting, canping, photography, driving for
pleasure, mine e>q)loration and four-wheel driving. Ihe area
provides c^portunities for advanced motorized vehicle users and is
pcpular with Blythe ON recreationists. A route ip Augustine Pass
and a corridor from Com Springs to Red Cloud Mine were mentioned as
scenic routes v*iich should be Ic^jt open.

Several pecple vdio ccanmented noted the extreme noise produced by
bombing on the nearby Chocolate Mountains Gunnery Range. Its inpact
throu^out the entire region was felt to nullify wilderness
qualities for ip to 20 miles frtsn the range's border—it has "driven
eill wildlife in the area out." Ihe railroad, transmission lines,
pipelines, radio tcwers, punping stations, and the Interstate
freeway (all located outside the WSA) were also listed as intrusions
on qualities of solitude and naturalness.

One respondent noted that the area contains less than 5,000 acres
vdien private lands are excluded and thus should not be considered
for further study (not true) . According to another comment, the
area's flora and fauna are not unique. It was suggested that since
the eastern half of this WSA is similar to the Little Chuckwalla
WSA (CDCA-350) , it could be considered for deletion from this WSA.

Si:pporters of wilderness designation value the "vivid primeval
character" and the scenic and tcpographical diversity. Ihe
Chuckwalla Bench was considered a hi^ priority area, with its
overlap of desert terrains and indigenous wildlife. Com Springs
was mentioned as deserving protection for its siQport of native
wildlife. Coryi^iantha vivipara and California Ditaxis, as well as
a rich variety of spring annuals, reptiles, and bighorn sheep and
their habitats are found in this diverse region. Archaeological
values mentioned include Native American trails. Good (importunities

for scientific research were said to exist here. Primitive
recreation activities which are pcpular here are hiking,
photography, baclq>acking, and nature stuc^. Many springs provide
water for extended stays.
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Several cxwiments were received in response to the Public Ir^xit

Workbook (3/15/79) . The majority of ccamients reccramended that the
area be left open for rocOdiounding, vAiich they consider-ed to the
primary existing use in the area. Other respondents urged
wilderness designation because the area is an inportant transition
zcaie between the Colorado and Mojave Deserts.

3. Draft Plan Alternatives t A variety of public comments specific to
this WSA were received in response to the Draft Desert Plan
Alternatives. Some agreed with the Protection Alternative, and
others agreed with the Balanced or Use alternatives. Several
respondents wanted more wilderness than was reccramended in the
Protection Alternative, v*iile others favored designating only the
mountainous portions as wilderness. General ccraments included the
desire to retain existing vehicle access routes for rockhounds and
to allow exploration for and develc^xnent of oil, gas, and geothermal
resources.

The National CXitdoor Coalition (NOC) , a coalition of mining,
rockhounding, and ORV groups, reccramended medium use, for the entire
area. In contrast, the Sierra Club favored designating the entire
WSA as wilderness. Ihousands of members of these organizations sent
in letters and coi^xDns supporting these positions.

The Marine Air Corps Base in Yuma coaranented that lew level, hi^
speed air routes cross this WSA and should be considered. Ihe
California D^jartment of Transportation wanted cissuranoe that they
would have access to sand and gravel sites located on the northern
edge of the WSA.

4. Procxjsed Plan : Hundreds of members of conservation groups
requested wilderness designation of the entire area reccanmended as
wilderness in the Protection Alternative of the Draft Plan, ffeny of
these respondents also urged protection of the Com Springs area.
Ihey proposed removal of public caitpgrounds and closure of the Com
Springs Wash vehicle corridor. Ihese positions were also taken by
the California State Resources Agency.

Protection of the desert tortoise in the Chuckwalla Bench area was a
major concern of many respondents.

Several respondents, particularly roddiounds, requested that the
area not be closed to ORVs and to vehicle-oriented recreation.

No ccraments were received frcra local governments.

5. 1982 Plan Amendments ; An amendment was prcposed and adopted to
change the multiple use classification of public lands in the Red
Cloud Mine area, consisting of 8,450 acres, frcra limited use to
medium use. The rationale was that this area has many routes of
travel and much past and present mining activity. Most of the area
is within the western portion of WSA 348 v^iich was reccramended
nonsuitable.
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Ihirty-nine respondents conmented on the Draft Environmenteil Inpact
Statement oti this amendment, 32 exposed and seven in favor. The
major reason for exposition was the fear that increased vehicle and
mining activities would have deleterious effects on the cruciad
desert tortoise habitat in the Qiuckwalla Bench ACEC. Ihe State
ID^sartment of Fish and Game objected because of potentieil inpacts on
the tortoise, the Burro Deer, and the Desert Bi^om She^.

Only caie supporting reason was given for favoring the amendment.
The State Lands Conmission ccammented that the State of California
may benefit since it owns sane land or mineral ri^ts within the
subject area.

Ei^t respondents commented on the Final EES, one in favor and seven
cpposed. The National Audubon Society and several individuals
ej^ressed the same concern for wildlife described for the Draft EIS.
The one letter in favor gave no reason.
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APPENDIX 1

ESTIMATED COSTS OF ACQUISITION OF NON-FEDERAL HOLDINGS WITHIN

AREAS RECOMMENDED FOR DESIGNATION

CHUCKWALLA MOUNTAINS WSA (CDCA-348)

TYPE OF ESTIMATED

OWNERSHIP COST OF

BY ESTATE ACQUISITION

LEGAL

DESCRIPTION NUMBER PRESENTLY PREFERRED LAND PROCESSING

PARCEL TOTAL OF SURFACE SUBSURFACE PROPOSED FOR METHOD OF COSTS COSTS

No. TWNSHP RNG SEC MERIDIAN ACREAGE OWNERS ESTATE ESTATE ACOUISITION ACOUISITION ($1000) ($1000)

1 6S. 15E. 32 SBM 70 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 7.0 7.5

2 6S. 16E. 31 SBM 20 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 2.0 2.5

3 6S. 16E. 31 SBM 20 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 2.0 2.5

4 7S. 15E. 16 SBM 520 STATE STATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

5 6S. 15E. 16 SBM 640 STATE STATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

6 6S. 15E. 16 SBM 640 STATE STATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

7 6S. 15E. 36 SBM 480 STATE STATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

8 7S. 16E. 16 SBM 640 STATE STATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

9 5S. 15E. 36 SBM 40 STATE STATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

These figures were derived from Bureau Land Records and provide for more detail than GIS estimates and therefore

may differ from acreage summaries in Table 1.
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1. THE glUDY AREA 47,583 acares

Ihe Little Qiuckwalla Mcfuntains WSA spans the conmon boundary of Riverside
and Iirperial Counties in the southern portion of the California Desert
Conservation Area (CDCA) . Ihis VSA is situated approximately 25 miles
southwest of Blythe, California. The WSA includes 44,889 acres of public
land under the jurisdiction of the Bureau of Ijand Management (HLM) , 546
acres of State land eind 2,148 private inholdings. There are no split
estate lands within the WSA boundary (see Map 1 and Table 1)

.

Frcm the southwest oomex, the boundary proceeds east along the Bradshaw
Trail, excluding an area of surface disturbance, until it meets Wiley Well
Road. Ihe eastern boundary follows this north-south trending road
approximately five miles. The northern boundary is a strai^t line from
Wiley Well Road to an unnamed wash v*iich identifies the western boundary.
Tlie boundary proceeds along the wash in a southwesterly direction until it
meets the base of the Little Chuckwalla Mountains. It then follows this
tcpografiiic feature until it intersects Graham Pass Road, which it then
follows back to the Bradshaw Trail.

Rugged mountains surrounded by a large, gently slqping bajada laced with a
network of washes describes the VKA's terrain and landforms. The elevation
within the WSA varies between 400 feet on the bajada to the north, to over
2100 feet along the rugged crest. Vegetation here is sparse, characterized
by creosote bush and bur sage.

^proximately ten percent of the Little Chuckwalla Mountains WSA is
overlapped by the Chuckwalla Bench Area of Critical Environmental Concern
(ACEC) . This ACEC, designated in 1980 by the CDCA Plan contains iirportant
wildlife habitat.

The WSA was studied under Section 603 of the Federal Land Policy and
Managoivent Act (FLFMA) . Four alternatives were analyzed in the Draft and
Final Environmental Iirpact Statements (EIS) for the CDCA Plan: protection,
use, balanced, and no action; a summary of the cirea's wilderness values was
included in i^jpendix III of the Final EIS.

2. REOCMMENDATTON AND BATlOtJALE

44,889

acres recommended for
wilderness
BIM acres recommended
for nonwildemess

No wilderness is the recommendation for this WSA. The entire acreage in
this WSA is released for uses other than wilderness. This recorameixiation
will be iirplemented in a manner vtiich will use all practical means to avoid
or minimize environmental iirpacts.



Ihe Balance Alternative is the environmentally preferable alternative as
outlined in the CDCA Plan and further explained in the California Wilderness
Study Overview.

The WSA is recxanmended as nonsuitable for wilderness designation because its
minercil resource potential and motorized recreational c^portunities outwei^
the cirea's marginal wilderness values. Althou^ the area possesses
wilderness values that adequately satisfied the criteria set forth in
Sectioi 2(c) of the 1964 Wilderness Act, they are not distinctive enoo^ to
override the area's potential for other uses nor warrant inclusion into the
National Wilderness Preservation System (NWPS)

.

The Little Chuckwalla Mountains have areas of hi^ potential for perlite, a
li^tweight aggregate used in manufacturing concrete and plaster. This
resource has proven reserves of over 380,000 tons. Along Graham Pass, there
is an area that has geochemical evidence for the occurrence of rare earths.
This same area has moderate potential for gold. Another area, south of
Graham Pass has moderate potential for chrcanium. The extreme northern
portion of the WSA is included within the Ford Dry Late Known Geothermal
Resource Area and has moderate potential for geothermal resources.

Recreational use of the area is d^sendent upon the use of motorized
vehicles. This highly mineralized area has long attracted rocJdiounds, who
collect such minerals as chalcedony, moss plume agate, selenite, banded
agate, iris agate, jasper, calcite geodes and petrified wood. Because of
the remoteness of the prime rockhounding areas and the ruggedness of the
terrain, access for this activity requires the use of a motorized vehicle.
This WSA is located adjacent to the Mule Mountains Long-term Visitor Area
(LTVA) . This area is used by carpers, most of whcam are retired senior
citizens, for stays of ip to ei^t months. Due to this proximity, the
majority of recreationists in this WSA are older people \A\o d^send heavily
on off-hi^way vehicles for mobility. By eliminating vehicle use in the
Little Chuckwalla 's, wilderness designation would preclude traditional
recreational activities of the area. There are approximately 30 miles of
routes of travel including primitive ways, washes and other unmaintained
routes of access vAiich will remain available for vehicular use.

The wilderness vsLLues displayed by the Little Chuckwalla Mountains WSA eire

ccmmoiplaoe. The mountairybajada landforms are typical throu^out the
California Desert. Better r^resentations of these landforms and their
associated wilderness values can be found in many suitably reccammended WSAs
nearby.

Within this WSA, naturalness has been reduced by a long history of mineral
ejqjloration and develcpnent. Primitive trails and areas of surface
disturbance can be found at many locations in this WSA. Many trails, vAiich

were abandoned toy miners, have been tept cpen by recreationists seeking
remote rockhounding areas. Evidence of vehicle use in the Little Chuckwalla
Mountains also acts to reduce the area's naturalness.



Opportunities for solitude can be found throu^out the VKA. However, this
pero^jtion is more easily achieved in the irxDuntain's rugged interior than in
the c^Den bajada belcw. Develc^xnent has occurred on scare of the private
inholdings within this WSA v^ch now significantly iiipact solitude on the
northern bajada and the mountain slc^ses vAiich overlook it. Jojoba fields,

v*iich have been in production for several years, and a State prison
facility, currently under construction, are visible from r^arly every
locaticHi in the northern portion of this WSA.

Opportunities for primitive and unconfined types of recreation are
available throu^out the WSA. Rugged terrain and harsh weather situations
provide demanding challenges for even experienced recreationists.
Traditionally, primitive recreation use levels here have been extremely lew.

TABLE 1 - Land Status and Acreage Summary of the Study Area

Within Wilderness Study Area Acres
ELM (surface and subsurface) 44,889
Split Estate (BLM surface only)

Inholdings
State 546
Private 2 , 148

Total 47,583

Within the Reccanmended Wilderness Boundary Acres
BIM (within WSA)
BIM (outside WSA)
Split Estate (within WSA)
Split Estate (outside WSA)

Total BIM Land Reccsomiiended for Wilderness

Inholdings
State
Private

Within the Area Not Recommended for Wilderness Acres
BLM (surface and subsurface) 44,889
Split Estate (BIM surface only)

Total BIM Land Not Recommended for Wilderness 44,889
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3. CRITERIA CX^SIDERED IN DEVELDPING THE WIIDEraJESS REOOMMENDATTONS

A. Wilderness Characteristics

1. Naturalness : Naturalness in this WSA has been reduced by a
history of mineral exploration and develc^snent, and the passage of
many off-hi^way vehicles. Several primitive ways, originally
constructed in support of mineral exploration, criss-cross the
area. These ways are kept cpen by the passage of off-hi<^way
vehicles accessing remote locations within these mountains. Areas
of surface disturbance caused by mineral exploration can be found
in many locations throu(^out this WSA.

2. Solitude : Within the Little Chuckwalla range itself, the
numerous canyons, rou^ terrain and deep washes provide screening
from other users and could sij^jport a large number of visitors at
the same time. However, on the bajada and the northern slcpes of
the mountains, c^portunities for solitude have all but been
eliminated by developments that have occurred on private
inholdings within the VKA. JojdDa fields cover approxijmately 320
acres in the northeast portion of the VISA. Ihese fields, vAiich

have been in production a number of years, are hi^ily visible
because of their regular patterns of vegetation. A second
develcpnent to inpact solitude is a State prison facility,
currently under construction in the northeastern portion of the
WSA. In addition to the prison buildings, many ancillary
facilities and a prison work farm are also planned for this site.
These develcpnents have a significant iirpact to solitude.

Ihis WSA is periodically overflown by military aircraft as part of
the national defense mission taJdng place in approved military
operating arecis and fli^t corridors. The visual intrusions and
associated noise create periodic tenporary effects on solitude
vdiich are deemed necessary and acceptable as a part of the defense
pr^jaredness of the nation.

3. Primitive and Unconfined Recreation : For the most part, there are
no fiiysical restrictions in this WSA vAiich would hinder movement.
Therefore, cpportunities for primitive and unconfined types of
recreation are widely available. The harshness of terrain and the
severe desert weather provide demanding challenges for eJ5)erienced
recreationists

.

4. Special Features : Portions of the Little Chuckwalla Mountains WSA
consist of suitable habitats for bi^om sheep and des€irt tortoise
both of v^iich are BIM sensitive species. The tortoise is
currently being considered by the United States Fish and Wildlife
Service for official listing as a threatened species. The
mountain slopes provide potenticil range for the loccil bighorn
sheep population, estimated at approximately 15 individuals. One
existing big game guzzler is located within the WSA. The southern
bajada, located within the Chuckwalla Bench ACEC, has desert



tortoise densities of 50 to 100 animals per square mile. Mach of
the WSA has been identified as hi<^iLy crucial habitat for
tortoise. This area may also support marginal populations of
(touch's ^)adefoot toad, a sensitive species.

Several sensitive plant species may also be found in the Little
Qiuckwalla Mountains. California snakeweed (Colubrina
califomica ) has been identified by the California Native Plant
Society as endangered. TVro other species present, Alverson's
foxtail cactus fCorvrfiantha vivpara var. alversonii ) and bcirrel

cactus (Fercxactus Acanthodes var. Acanthodes ) , are candidates for
listing on the Federal threatened and endangered species list.

B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System

1. Assessincf the diversity of natural systems and features as
represented by ecosystenis : This VGA contains 44,889 acres of the
American Desert/Palo Verde-Cactus Shrub ecosystem. The Little
Chuckwalla Mountains WSA would not increase the diversity of the
types of ecosystems r^resented in the NWPS.

Table 2 - Ecosystem R^resentation

Bailey-Kuchler
Classification NWPS Areas Other BLM Studies
Domain/Province/FfJV areas acres areas acres

NATIONWIDE

American Desert/Palo Verde-
Cactus Shrub 2 271,403 42 1,501,259

CALIFORNIA

American Desert/Palo Verde-
Cactus Shrub 11 549,280

2. Expanding the opportunities for solitude or primitive recreation
within a day's driving time (five hours) of major population
centers : The WSA is within a five-hour drive of six major
population centers. Table 3 summarizes the number and acreage of
designated areas and other BIM study areas within a five-hour
drive of the population centers.



Table 3

Wilderness Opportunities for Residents
of Major Peculation Centers

Population
Centers

California

Anaheim-Santa Ana
Los Angeles-iong Beach
Riverside-San Bernardino
San Diego

Arizona

Ehoenix

Nevada

Las Vegas

NWPS areas Other BIM Studies
areas acres areas acres

25 2,823,534 153 5,703,616
27 2,876,234 135 4,958,751
22 2,031,054 205 7,658,649
15 1,043,680 100 3,378,814

40 1,758,456 118 4,449,908

46 3,507,293 311 11,186,463

3. Balancing the qeoqratAiic distribution of wilderness areas : The WSA
is within 50 air miles of 20 BLM WSAs reccanmended for wilderness
designation. Ihe closest designated wilderness areas are Joshua
Tree Wilderness Areas, administered by Joshua Tree National
Monument, 40 miles northwest.

C. Manageability

The Little Chuckwalla Mountains WSA is manageable as wilderness.
However, two issues, develcpnent of private inholding and valid mineral
ri^ts, would greatly oanplicate manageability.

This WSA contains many acres of State and private inholdings of vdiich

over 1500 acres have been or soon will be developed to soaue degree.
Ihis develc^xnent will, no doubt, make acquisition of these lands more
difficult and more costly. However, without their acquisition,
manageability would be significantly reduced because of the significant
iirpact incurred on wilderness values.

Presently, cxie big game guzzler is located within the WSA. Maintenance
is required approximately two times per year, and normally requires
mechanized equipment and vehicles for transportation of vehicles to the
site.

Similarly, mineral ri^ts would have to be acquired on all valid mining
claims to ensure manageability in large portions of the WSA. The WSA
contains 83 urpatented mining claims. While many could be cleared
thrcuc^ validity examinations, there will, no doubt, be some that retain
their valid existing ri<^ts. These ri^ts allow claimants to develcp



their claims in a manner reasonably incidental to their mining cperation
even if wilderness designation should occur. Ihe only restrictions
placed on these activities is that they not cause unnecessciry or undue
degradation, leaving sufficient latitude to cause severe iitpacts to
existing wilderness values.

Military overfli^ts in this WSA must be considered to maintain the
integrity of the existing and future national defense mission as well as
the wilderness resource.

D. Energy and Mineral Resource Values

1. Summary of Information "KncMn at the Time of the Preliminary
Suitability Reccanmendation : The Little Chuckwalla WSA is located in
the BIM Chuckwalla Mountains Geology-Energy-^lineral (G-E-M) Resource
Area (GRA) . The G-E-^ data in the Wilderness portion of the CDCA
Plan EIS (Volume B, ;^)pendix III) stated that the Little Chuckwcdla
Mountains, v*iich corprise the WSA, had a favorable geologic
environment for metallic mineral deposits. The EIS indicated that
in 1980, active gold ejq)loration was occurring in the southeast
portion of the WSA. There were ei(^t uipatented mining claims
identified in the EIS that were recorded with the BIM within the VBA
on December 12, 1979.

GRA files had classified three areas for mineral occurrence
potential. An area classified in 1980 as having a hi^ potential
for occurrence of perlite was located in the southeastern portion of
the WSA. Map 2 reflects the mineral resource potential of the WSA.
The hi^ potential rating was based on two perlite mines held by
Great Western Ejq)loration Co. at this location. The 1980 GE?A file
indicated that there was an estimated 1.5 million tons of perlite
resources with a proven reserve of 388,400 tons.

Along Graham Pass in the southwest portion of the WSA, the 1980 GRA
identified an area that has geochemical evidence for the occurrence
of rare earth elements, and chrcmium, a strategic mineral. This
same area has also been explored for gold. The 1980 GRA file shewed
the area around Graham Pass having a moderate potential for the
occurrence of gold, chrc«nium, and rare earth minerals.

The 1980 GRA file shewed that the Little Chuckwalla Mountains had a
lew potential for the occurrence of metallic mineral resources based
on limited geologic data. The EIS indicated that further mineral
ejqDloration work could be ej^jected vrtiich may increase the potential
of the area.

2. Summary of Significant New Mineral Resource Data Collected Since the
Preliminary Suitability Recommendation which Should be Considered in

the Final Recommendation : Mineral surveys for this WSA were
conducted by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) and U.S. Bureau of
Mines (BCM) associated with this WSA. Open File Report OPF-85-293
assesses the mineral potential of the WSA.
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l&patented mining claims located in the WSA are summarized in the
following table taken frcro BIM records dated Decentoer, 1987.

Table 4 - Mining Claims

TYPE NUMBER ACRES
MINING CLAIM SUITABIE NONSUIT. TOTAL SUITABLE NONSUIT. TOTAL
Tnde
Placer
Mill Site

N/A
N/A
N/A

76
7

76
7

N/A
N/A
N/A

1,520
280

1,520
280

Total N/A 83 83 N/A 1.800 1.800

E. Summary of Environmental Consequences Of the Proposed Action

1. Impacts on Wilderness Values : locatable mineral exploration and
develc^xnent will cause localized adverse inpacts to naturalness in
the areas of moderate and hi^ mineralization, conprising
afproximately ten percent of the WSA. Continued vehicle use on
rou^ily 15 miles of designated routes of travel will affect solitude
and reduce the quality of primitive and unconfined types of
recreation along the road corridors. Military aircraft engaged in
lew-level training maneuvers will continue to mcsnentarily disrupt
solitude.

2. Impacts on Bicdiom Sheep/Habitat : Iirpacts to bi^om sheep and
their habitat will be negligible, consisting of insignificant
habitat loss caused by mineral development. Management guidelines
in the Chuckwalla Mountains Habitat Management Plan will provide
adequate protection for this species.

3. Impacts on Desert Tortoise/Habitat : Iitpacts on desert tortoise will
consist of localized habitat loss caused by mineral develcpnent and
occasional disruption of individuals by human intrusion. Management
guidelines as outlined in the Chuckwalla Bench ACEC Plan and
enforcement of State laws will p2X)tect this species and its habitat.

4. Impacts on Sensitive Plant Species/Habitat : Localized iirpacts

caused by mineral e>q)loration and develcpnnent will adversely affect
less than one percent of these species' habitats within the V^A.
Management guidelines listed in the CDCA Plan, Chuckwalla Bench ACEC
Plan, and Chuckwalla Mountains Habitat Management Plan adequately
protect these species throu^out the WSA.

5. Impacts on Locatable Mineral Exploration and Develoranent :

Opportunities for e)q)loration and development of locatable minerals
will continue to be available throu^out the WSA. Exploration and
develcpment of mineral resources will be subject to the regulations
stated in 43 CFR 3809 regarding surface disturbance as well as any
additional constraints as listed in the CDCA Plan.
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6. Impac±s on Access and Motorized Recreation Opportunities ;

Opportunities for notorized recreation and access on designated
routes of travel will continue to be available. The LTVA will not
be iirpacted.

7. Impacts on Develconents and Activities Occurring on Private
Inholdings : Develc^xnent of the prison facility and related
activities as well as agricultural developanent (jojc±>a) will be
allowed to continue without threat of acquisition or constraint.

F. Local Social and Economic Considerations

No loccil social or economic considerations were identified in the Final
CDCA Plan and EIS. Therefore, no further discussion of this tcpic will
occur in this document.

G. Summary of WSA - Specific Public Comments

Public comments were solicited throu^out all pdiases in the develc^xnent
of the CDCA Plan, finalized in 1980. Issues raised by the public during
the Inventory and Study Phase were taken into account during develcpnent
of the Draft Plan Alternatives and Proposed Plan. Ihe following is a
summary of all comments received. Inaccuracies that are known to exist
are noted in parentheses.

1. Inventory Phase : Of the 37 comments received, 25 (68%) were against
inclusion of this roadless area into the National Wilderness
Preservation System. Although, the overriding reason for not
recommending the area as suitable was its history of genercil

recreation and rockhounding lase, the correspondents listed many
other reasons. Hunting, the need for vehicular acx^ss to overcome
the rugged terrain, past use of the area for coatpetitive and
nonocitpetitive off-hi^iway vehicle (CHV) events, the existence of a
network of roads and many old mines, and scars from Desert Training
Center maneuvers during World War II were all identified as reasons
for exclusion. Texaco ejqpressed concern over the restrictions to
oil, gas and geothermal energy exploration and the Los Angeles
Department of Water and Power stated that transmission lines had
already iirpac±ed the area.

Nine of the comments were in favor of including the prcposed area as
shown, or in some cases, increasing the total size. Some of the
reasons given for inclusion were the existence of "Indian sites" and
the related archaeological potential and the need to protect
wildlife and vegetation. The remaining three letters either
provided general information or recommended partial inclusion.

2. Study Phase ; Seven replies were received during the Study Phase.
Of those, six were against a suitable recommendation. The reasons
given for exclusion of the area were; aircraft noise, the site's
value for rockhounding, the need for multiple use management, and
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the number of roads in the area. IV/o of the replies were provided
by the Searchers Gem and Mineral Society and the San Diego County
Mineral and Gem Society.

The lone letter in sufport of WSA status for the area declared that
if BIM were follcwing the intent of the Wilderness Act, this
roadless area would have been included.

3. Draft Plan Alternatives ; Numerous coanments were received in
response to the Draft Plan Alternatives. Ihe majority of the
letters favored the no wilderness reccanmendation. However, some
respondents suggested that the all wilderness alternative with an
e^qsanded boundary was more appropriate. Generally, the consensus of
cpinion was that rocWiounding and vehicle oriented activities were
the best use of the WSA.

No comments were received from local governments.

4. Proposed Plan : Practically every comment received in response to
the Proposed Plan was general in nature and reiterated the overall
positions as stated in the Draft Plan Alternatives.
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EMD VERDE MJDWnvTTK wrrnraajigy; fTfUEY AREA fWSA)

(CDCA-352)

1. THE SIUDY AREA 29,843 acres

The Palo Verde Mountains WSA is located in the southeastern portion
of the California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA) , in the northeast
comer of Iirperial County. About 200 acres of the WSA's northern
tip extends into Riverside County. Ihe closest tcwn is Blythe,
about 18 air miles northeast. State Hi(^way 78 passes within three
miles of the WSA's east boundary; the unincorporated cornrnunity of
Palo Verde straddles Hi^way 78 five miles frcm the study ar-ea.

Ihe WSA contains 28,293 acres of public land administered by the
Bureau of Land Management (BIM) , 1,271 acres of State land, and
private iriholdings totalling 279 acres (See Map 1 and Table 1)

.

On all four sides the WSA adjoins other public lands administered
by the Bureau of Land Management, althou^ on the south and west
the public land is heavily checker-boarded, with approximately
every other section in private ownership. However, the neighboring
private parcels remain undeveloped. A 161-KV powerline forms the
WSA's east boundary, located within a two mile wide utility
corridor recognized by the CDCA Plan. The irregular south boundary
follows section lines, avoiding private property and public lands
lacking wilderness characteristics. Milpitas Wash Road (v^ch
beccsmes Wiley Well Road) forms the WSA's west boundary. Ihe north
boundary is not aligned with any physical feature.

Ihe WSA is readily accessible by two-v^eel drive vehicle, via the
graded dirt Milpitas Wash Road frcsn State Midway 78. Ihe Old Palo
Verde Road, also graded dirt, closely parallels the WSA's east
boundary for about three and a half miles. From the Old Palo Verde
and Milpitas Wash Roads, unmaintained primitive ways requiring an
off-hi^way vehicle extend into the interior of the study area.

Elevations within the WSA range from 440 to 1,604 feet. Ihe hi^
point is in the center of the study area on the more southerly of
the twin buttes kncwn as the Flat Tops. Ihese buttes stand out as
a landmark, since the rest of the Palo Verde range is jagged peaks,
running throu^ the WSA from northwest to southeast. Palo Verde
Peak, at 1,795 feet the hi^ point of the range, lies outside the
WSA on the east side of Old Palo Verde Road. Vegetation on the
mountain slopes and the rolling alluvial plains flanldjig them is
primarily creosote bush scrub. Ihe landscape is heavily dissected
by dry washes, the larger of v^iich support desert microphyll
woodland dominated by palo verde, roesquite, and ironwood.

Ihe WSA was studied under Section 603 of the Federal Land Policy
and Management Act (FLEMA) . Four alternatives were analyzed in the



Draft and Final Environmental Irrpact Statements (EIS) for the OXA
Plan: protection, use, balanced and no action, and a summary of
the area's wilderness values was included in i^pendix III of the
Final EIS.

2. REOCMffiNDATIC^ AND RATIONALE

28,293

acres reccxnmended for
wilderness
BIM acres reccsnmended
for nonwildemess

No wilderness is the reccsnmendation for this WSA. The entire
acreage in this WSA is released for uses other than wilderness.
Iftider the reccinmendation selected, the majority of the Palo Verde
Mountains WSA (afproximately 94%) will be managed for lew
intensity, carefully controlled use. This designation will permit
access for both motorized recreation and mineral e3q)loration and
development, vdiile as much as possible preserving the area's
natural character and protecting biological and cultural resources.
A 1,760 acre area at the southeastern edge of the VISA ccmprising
about six percent of the total acreage will be designated for
moderate intensity use, to allow increased levels of mineral
ej^loration and potential develcpment, and utility corridor
maintenance and develcpinent. This reccinmendation will be
inplemented in a manner v*iich will use all practical means to avoid
or minimize environmental irtpacts.

The Balanced Alternative is the environmentally preferable
alternative as outlined in the CDCA Plan and further ejqjlained in
the California Wilderness Study Overview.

The no wilderness recommendation is based on the following
rationale: (1) the Palo Verde Mountains VKA is very similar to
nearby study areas that have been reccanmended for wilderness; (2)

portions of the area have hi^ potential for gold, and moderate
potential for manganese, mercury, and barite; and (3) wilderness
designation would displace 90% of the recreation use that the area
presently receives.

This WSA is similar to the nearby Indian Pass and Picacho Peak
WSAs, both of v^ch are recommended for wilderness designation.
The Palo Verde Mountains VISA does not provide unique wilderness
recreation c^portunities, nor does it contain natural features that
would make it a unique addition to the National Wilderness
Preservation System. There are approximately 25 miles of routes of
travel including priinitive ways, washes and other unmaintained
routes of access v^ch will remain available for vehicular use.

Small portions of the WSA ejdiibit hi^ potential for gold, v*iile

other areas are judged to have moderate potential for barite and
mercury. In addition, major portions of the Palo Verde Mountains
WSA exhibit a moderate potential for manganese, a mineral for vdiich

the United States is heavily dependent on foreign sources.



An estimated 90% of recreation use (approximately 1,500 visitor use
days annually) in the Palo VertJe Mountains VKA is motorized, use
that would be displaced by wilderness designation. Mthou^
rockhounding, off-hi^iway vehicle touring, canping, nature stucfy,

and hunting for deer, chukar, and quail all occur, the foremost
opportunity and the greatest demand appears to be for rockhounding,
for vtdch the Thumb Peak area, in particular, has an established
r^jutation. The area is kncwn as a source of paisley, moss, and
black agate; banded nodules; geodes; and tarrite. If the WSA were
to be designated wilderness, rocWiounding opportunities would be
severely curtailed by the exclusion of motor vehicles. To date,
motorized recreation has not caused a significant decline in the
area's visual quality or had significant adverse iirpacts on
biological or cultural resources. The area appears capable of
continuing to support lew intensity motorized recreation in an
essentially natural environment, along with hiking and other non-
motorized uses.

The majority of public comments on the Palo Verde Mountains urge
that the area continue to remain accessible by motor vehicle,
citing its recreational and mineral values. BIM has concluded that
the cirea's pxDtential for these two uses, motorized recreation and
mineral esqploration and developsment, outweigh its value as
wilderness.
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TABLE 1 - Land Status and Acxeage Suinmary of the Study Area

Within Wilderness Study Area Acres
BLM (surface and subsurface) 28,293

Split Estate (BIM surface only)

Inholdings
State 1,271
Private 279

Itotal 29,843

Within the Reccanmended Wilderness Boundary Acres
BIM (within WSA)

BIM (outside WSA)

Split Estate (within WSA)

Split Estate (outside WSA)

Total BIM land Reccanmended for Wilderness

Inholdings
State
Private

Within the Area Not Recommended for Wilderness Acres
BIM (surface and subsurface) 28,293
Split Estate (BIM surface only)

Total BIM Lands Not Recommended for Wilderness 28,293

3. CRITERIA OC^JSIDERED IN DEVEIDPING THE WIIDERNESS RECX^f4ENDATIQNS

A. Wilderness Qiaracteristics

1. Naturalness : The area remains affected primarily by the
forces of nature, althou<^ a number of minor surface
disturbances have resulted from vehicle use and mining.
The area contains approximately 32 miles of primitive ways.
The majority of these ways are unobtrusive; many follow dry
washes v^ere vehicle tracks are c±»literated with each
storm. But about a third of the mileage crosses desert
pavement, vdiere vehicle tracks are firmly etched as a li^t



line in the dark pavement surface. Ihe spine of the Palo
Verde Mountains extending acaross the WSA from northwest to
southeast has been a barrier to east-west vehicular travel.
Routes penetrating the WSA from either direction terminate
vdien they reach the steep, rocky slcpes. Hcwever, at the
northern terminus of the coannpact Palo Verde range, one
primitive way spans the WSA from west to east, connecting
with the graded roads on either side of the study area.
Ihe WSA also contains small prospect holes and other minor
surface disturbances on mining claims. Most of these are
uncijtrusive, but one that is visible for a considerable
distance is on the south-facing slcpe of the north Flat
Tcp, at about the 1,100 foot elevation. The red color of
the material exposed by the prospect contrasts with the
otherwise brcwnish mountainside. The concrete foundation
of an old building is found near this prospect.

2. Solitude : Opportunities for solitude vary depending on
location, inproving as one moves away fran points v*iere

approved vehicle routes meet the WSA boundary. Topography
helps to screen visitors from each other to a moderate
extent, althou^ about 35% of the Palo Verde Mountains WSA
is rolling plains, v*iich lack the screening ability of more
heavily dissected lardforras. Nevertheless, low visitation
ensures that the seeker of solitude will normally be
successful here.

This WSA is periodically overflcv/n by military aircraft as
part of the national defense mission taking place in
approved military operating areas and fli^t corridors.
The visual intrusions and associated noise create periodic
teitporary effects on solitude v^ich are deemed necessary
and acc^jtable as a part of the defense preparedness of the
nation.

3. Primitive and Unconfined Recreation : Opportunities exist
for primitive recreation such as hiking, backpacking,
nature study, and j±iotograj^y. Current primitive
recreation use levels are lav, estimated at 200 visitor use
days annually.

4. Special Features : Several plant and animal species of
special concern occur within the WSA. The area provides
seasonal habitat for the desert bighorn sheep a BIM
sensitive species. Desert tortoise inhabit the WSA, a
species under status review by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service for possible listing as threatened or endangered.
The population size is unknown. Saguaro cactus occurs in
the southeastern part of the study area as a few isolated
individuals. This species is listed by the California
Native Plant Society as "rare or endangered in California
but more common elsevy^ere."



wild, free roaming burros are also found within the WSA,

with management efforts guided by the 1984 Colorado River
Herd Management Plan. Ihe WSA is part of the
Chocolate/Mules subunit delineated in the plan, viiich in
1986 had a total estimated burro population of 500 to 600
head, growing at a rate of approximately 23% annually.
However, most of these animals are outside the VKA on other
portions of the subunit.

Cl^p Spring and its palm oasis are unique in the loccil

cirea, there is no other kncwn permanent water source in
the WSA. Althou^ it is not unusual to find a small palm
oasis at a desert spring, springs themselves are scarce in
the Colorado Desert. Another unusucil aspect of Clapp
Spring is its location in a relatively qpen landscape.
Most desert psQm oases are tucked away in a canyon.

Considerable archeological inventory has been conducted
within the Palo Verde Mountains WSA, resulting in the
discovery of 25 sites, one historic and 24 prehistoric.
The prehistoric sites consist of cleared circles, rock
rings, several lithic and ceramic scatters, tenporary
cairps, small rock shelters, and at one location, the
unusual occurrence of two cached ollas (s^ierical clay pots
with a small mouth) . Five aboriginal trail segments were
included in the inventory. Ihe single historic site
ajpears to be a series of military fojdioles, possibly
related to tank tracks that have been documented just
outside the WSA. Ihis area is within the California-
Arizona Desert Maneuver Area, vAiere trocps were trained
during World Wcir II. None of the sites have been
considered for ncmination to the National Register of
Historic Places, though seme are probably eligible.
Additional data would be required to fully assess their
potential for listing. Ihe abundance of intermittent
streams and the presence of stable desert pavement surfaces
within the WSA suggest that additional undiscovered
archeological resources are likely.

B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System

1. Assessing the diversity of natural systems and features as
represented by ecosystems ; Ihe Palo Verde Mountains WSA
contains 28,293 acres of the American Desert/Creosote
Bush-bur sage (Larrea-Franseria ) ecosystem. It is
ecologically very similar to the Indian Pass and Picacho
Peak WSAs about 13 miles south, both of v^ich are
reccanmended for wilderness designation. It is also
similar to the Chuckwalla Mountains WSA about 22 miles
northeast, a portion of v*iich is reccanmended for
wilderness.



Table 2 - Etaosystem Representation

Bailey-Kuchler
Classification
Doinain/Province/FNV

NWPS Areas
areas acres

Other BLM Studies
areas acres

NATIONWIDE

American Desert/Creosote Bush-
bur Sage 3 126,033 48 1,543,772

CAUFORNIA

American Desert/Creosote Bush-
bur-Sage 2 26,472 20 949,311

Expandincf the opportunities for solitude or primitive
recreation within a day's driving time (five hours) of
major population centers ; The WSA is within a five-hour
drive of five major population centers. Table 3

summarizes the number and acreage of wilderness areas and
other BLM study areas within a five-hour drive of these
population centers.

Table 3

Wilderness Opportunities for Residents
of Major Population Centers

Pcpulation
Centers

NWPS areas
areas acres

Other BIM Studies
areas acres

California

Anaheim-Santa Ana
Riverside-San Bernardino
San Diego

Arizona

Fhoenix

Nevada

Las Vegas

25 2,823,534 153 5,703,616
22 2,031,054 205 7,658,649
15 1,043,680 100 3,378,814

40 1,758,456 118 4,449,908

46 3,507,243 311 11,186,463

3. Balancing the geographic distribution of wilderness areas :

Ihe closest designated area is Joshua Tree Wilderness,
managed by the National Park Service, approximately 50 air
miles northwest. In addition, ten BLM study areas



reccramended for wilderness designation are within 50 air
miles, seven in the California Desert District and three
in Arizona's Yuma District.

C. Manaaeabilitv

The Palo Verde Mountains WSA is manageable as wilderness.
Althou^ the area has a long history of motorized use and is

currently managed as a Limited Use Area v*iere vehicles are
allowed on approved routes, the intensity of this use is
li^t. If the area were to be designated wilderness,
increased ranger patrols would be required to ensure against
vehicular trespass. However, the prediction based on current
usage is that the frequency of violations would be lew.

Develc^ment of valid mining claims would also create
manageability prctolems for the WSA if designated wilderness.
Surface disturt>ance, noise, and dust caused by mining would
all degrade wilderness values.

Military overfli^ts in this WSA must be considered to
maintain the integrity of the existing and future national
defense mission as well as the wilderness resource.

D. Energy and Mineral Resource Values

1. Summary of Information Kncwn at the Time of the
Preliminary Suitability Recommendation : Prior to
publication of the CDCA Plan, BIM prepared a Geology-
Energy-Mineral (G-E-M) Report for the Palo Verde Mountains
G-E-M Resource Area (GRA) , of v^ch the VKA is a part.
However, the CDCA Plan did not fully analyze and interpret
the Palo Verde Mountains GRA Report as it specifically
relates to this WSA. Ihe CDCA Plan shows the WSA to have
a known potential for manganese, and a possible potential
for barite and uranium. Althou^ mineral resource
potential classifications were not conpleted, the GRA
R^xDrt documents kncwn occurrences of barium in the
northwestexn and western portions of the WSA, the location
of gold in the southern portion, and manganese mines and
occurrences scattered throo^out the WSA. In addition,
the GRA Report shovs a mercury occurrence in the west
centTcil portion, and an iron occurrence in the central and
southeastern portion of the WSA. This mineralization
occurs at the boundaries of the Chocolate Mountain thrust
plate, and in pegmatite intrusives into Paleozoic granitic
rocks. The GRA file data did not contain any evidence
sii^porting uranium mineralization in the WSA.

This latter period was the most productive, stimulated by
the General Services Administration former stockpile
purchasing program, vy*iich terminated v^en the stodq^ile



quota was reached in 1960. Ihe 1977 California Division
of Mines and Geology (CCMG) County Report 7 indicates that
the Cone Mountain Mine within the WSA produced mercury;
however, production figures were not available. The
geologic environment surrounding this occurrence supports
a BIM moderate potential classification for mercury in the
south-central portion of the WSA.

Ihe CCMG R^»rt indicates barite was produced from an area
immediately outside the western boundary of the WSA in the
1960s. Ihis data, together with verified occurrences in
the western portion of the WSA, and deposits reported in
the northeastern portion of the VGA, support a BIM
classification of mcderate potential for occurrence in the
northeastern and southwestern portions of the WSA.

HcA±yist mineral specimen collectors cite the presence of
black and paisley agates, chalcedony, and geodes in the
northwestern part of the WSA. BIM inventory data shews an
area in the northwestern portion of the VSA as being an
excellent location for collecting semi-precious gems,
rocks, and mineral specimens. Ihis area is classified as
having a high potential for the occurrence of these
minerals (See Map 2)

.

2. Summary of Significant New Mineral Resource Data Collected
Since the Preliminary Suitability Recommendation Which
Should be Considered in the Final Recommendation ; There
were no U.S. Geological Survey and U.S. Bureau of Mines
mineral surveys conducted in the WSA because it is
recommended nonsuitable for wilderness designation.

Under the BIM classification system, the central,
northwestern, and southeastern portions of the WSA are
considered to have a moderate potential for the occurrence
of manganese and iron. The most inportant mines within
the WSA, in terms of past production and potential
reserves, are the C3iocolate Drop groip on the northwestern
boundary and the lugo Mine in the southeastern portion of
the WSA. Ihou^ all of its mines are now inactive, the
VKA has yielded 25,000 tons of manganese ore, about 47% of
Iirperial County's historic production. Periods of notable
activity occurred from 1945 to 1948 and 1952 to 1959.

In 1984, a miner reported to BIM the recovery of gold from
both urpatented placer and lode claims in the southern
part of the VSA. Additional development and recovery has
not been reported by the miner, but operations were
ongoing in 1987. Production figures were not given. The
grade of ore was lew to moderate, with the best showings
in hi^ grade pockets and lenses of quartz. TMs
information, together with 1980 GRA occurrence locations,
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SLqpports a hi^ potenticil for the cxxurrence of gold in
two areas in the south-central and southeastern portions
of the WSA.

The WSA is within the Palo Verde Mountains Mining
District. Iftpatented lode mining claims are concentrated
in the western and central portion of the WSA, and
unpatented placer mining claims are located in the central
portion. Uipatented mining claims recorded with BIM as of
December 1987 are summarized in the following table.

Table 4 - Mining Claims

TYPE NTIMBFR ACBES
MINING CIAIM SUTTABIE NC3NSUIT. TOTAL SUTTABIE NONSUIT. TOTAL
Tode
Placer
Mill Site

N/A
N/A
N/A

36
6

36
6

N/A
N/A
N/A

720
240

720
240

Ttatal N/A 42 42 N/A 960 960

E. Summary of Environmental Consequences of the Proposed Action

1. Impact on Wilderness Values : In the short term there will
be no inpact. Over the long term, naturalness and
c^jportunities for solitude and primitive and unconfined
recreation will ejqjerience major, thou^ site specific,
negative impacts as a result of mineral development. The
cumulative effect of continued GtN use will have a minor,
generalized negative inpact to naturalness. Current
opportunities for solitude and primitive recreation will
be retained away from areas of mining activity. Military
aircraft engaged in lew-level training maneuvers will
continue to momentarily disrupt solitude.

2. Impact on Sensitive Plant and Animal Species : Ihere will
be no significant inpact. Patrol efforts and mitigation
measures to be stipulated as part of any authorized
activity will help assure that populations of desert
bi^om sheep, desert tortoise, and saguaro cactus receive
adequate protection.

3. Impact on Cultural Resources ; All prcposed surface
disturbing activities will be subject to environmental
analysis to allow the detection and salvage of any
resources.

4. Impact on Motorized Recreation : No inpact. Motorized
recreation can continue on approved routes.
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5. IniDact on Enertr/ Transmission : Developjivent of the
designated utility corridor on the east boundary of the
WSA can proceed in accordance with the CDCA Plan.
Prc^xDsals to e3q)and the corridor westward can be
considered, subject to CDCA Plan guidelines.

6. Impact on Locatable Mineral Exploration and Development :

Further ejqsloration, as well as develcpuent of the 42
existing claims, can prxDceed subject to a plan of
operations.

7. Impact on Colorado River Project : BLM can consider
requests from the Bureau of Reclamation, as well as other
entities, for use of rip-rap rock resources within the
stuc^ area.

F. Loccd Social and Economic Considerations

No local social or economic considerations were identified in
the CDCA Plan and EIS. Therefore, no further discussion of
this tcpic will occur in this document.

G. Summary of WSA - Specific Public Comments

Public comments were solicited throu^out all phases in the
development of the CDCA Plan, finalized in 1980. Issues
raised by the public during the Inventory and Study Fhase were
taken into account during development of the Draft Plan
Alternatives and Proposed Plan. The following is a summary of
all comments received. YiKMn inaccuracies are noted in
parentheses.

1. Inventory Phase : The majority of the public comments
described routes v*iich were needed for access for rock
collecting. Following further field examination by staff,
apprcpriate changes were made and are reflected in the
current map and narrative.

2. Study Fhase : Twenty-four of the 27 comments received on
this WSA exposed further wilderness study for this area.
Most letters were from rock collectors or from
individuals or businesses desiring to keep the area open
to exploration and develc^jroent of the area's mineral
resources.

The northern portion of the Palo Verdes is a favorite cirea

for amateur gem and mineral collection. It is popular
with families and with the many retirees v^o spend much of
the winter in nearby canpgrounds. Wilderness designation
would limit access to many trails v^ich are needed to
reach favorite collecting spots. Prospectors and mining
coaipanies stated that the area is highly mineralized.
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Ihey wished to keep roads and trails ojp&n and pointed out
the econcinic inpacts to the cxjunty and the nation of
closing this eirea. Minerals found in the area were said
to include barite, gold, silver, manganese, and cc^per.
Rockhounds cited the WSA as a source of black, paisley,
and fire agates, desert float, chalcedony roses, jaisper,

and geodes.

Two petroleum cannpanies wanted the area left open to
exploration for oil, gas, and geothermal resources. The
U.S. Water and Fewer Resources Service mentioned the need
for quarry areas for rip-rap to be used for maintenance of
Colorado River projects. San Diego Gas and Electric
Ccstrpany asked that the eastern border be moved to the west
to allow space for future energy transmission lines. (The

eastern border is at the edge of a two mile wide utility
corridor presently containing one 161-KV pcwerline)

.

Si^t and sound intrusions mentioned were low-flying
aircraft, various manmade facilities, and noise from a
nearby gunnery range.

Three comments were received v^ich made statements v*iich

could be interpreted as favoring wilderness for this WSA.
One said that several tanks in the area offer habitat for
a scattered toad peculation; the second said the hills are
being chewed up by off-hi<^way vehicles, and the third
stated that the area offers good c^^ortunities for
solitude.

Six ccanments were received in response to the Public Iiput
WorWxxDk of 3-15-79. One favored wilderness because of
the ecological values of the Palo Verde Mountains and the
lack of significance of manmade intrusions. Five
respondents exposed wilderness, noting again the need for
access to favorite rockhounding and family canping spots.
The County of Inperial wanted access to a material site on
the east boundary.

3. Draft Plan Alternatives : Few comments specific to this
VKA were received in response to the Draft Plan
Alternatives. However, this WSA was one of several vdiich

were opposed by the National Outdoor Coalition, a groip of
mining, rockhounding, and off-hi^way vehicle
organizations. A large number of club members filled in
coupons and sent letters supporting a multiple use
designation of intensive use for this area. This
recommendation was not in agreement with any of the
alternatives. The Sierra Club and other wilderness
proponents also submitted many letters si^porting
wilderness for this area, v*iich was in agreement with the
Protection Alternative. Petroleum ccatpanies, the U.S.
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Water and Pcwer Resources Service, and the San Diego Gas
and Electric Ccxtpany made the same requests for access as
in the Study Riase.

4. Proposed Plan : In response to the reocanmendation of the
Prcposed Plan to designate this area for lew intensity
multiple use, many comments were received frcm wilderness
proponents, led by the Sierra Club and the Wilderness
Society, urging that the area be reccanmended as suitable
for wilderness. Reasons given were the striking scenery
and rich stands of Sonoran vegetation in the washes. Also
noted were the excellent c^^portunities for hiJcing and
climbing, as well as other less strenuous activities.
Several rock collectors stated again that this is a
favorite area and that vehicle access is usually needed;
they asked for a change from the recommended low intensity
multiple use to moderate intensity.

No cxanments were received from local governments.
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INDIAN PASS (.TTTTTAM WA5JT) WTTnEFNESS STUPy AREA fWEA)

(CDCA-355)

1. THE STODY AREA. 32,287 acres

The Indian Pass WSA is located in eastern Inperial County, in the southeast
comer of the Ceilifomia Desert Conservation Area (CDCA) . Nearest cities
are Brawley, 50 miles east; Blythe, 40 miles north; and Yuma, Arizona, 35

miles south. The WSA includes 31,493 acres of public land under
jurisdiction of the Bureau of Land Management (BIM) , 640 acres of State
land, 140 acres of California Department of Fish and Game lands, and 14

private acres (see Map 1 and Table 1) . The stucfy area borders other public
lands on the west and south. The WSA's west and south boundaries follcw a
combination of dry washes and other tcpograjiiic features, and a portion of
the Black Mountain Road and primitive vehicle ways. Inperial National
Wildlife Refuge and Picacho State Recreation Area adjoin the WSA on the
east. The north boundary follows the boundary of public and private or
State lands.

Two-v^eel drive vehicle access to the southern edge of the WSA is available
via the Picacho Road north frcxn Winterhaven, California (near Yuma, Arizona)
or via the Indian Pass Road east frcan County Highway S34 (Ogilby Road)

.

Two-if\*ieel drive vehicle access to the west boundary of the VKA is available
via the Black Mountain Road east frcam State Hi^way 78. All three of these
graded access roads are maintained by Iitperial County. Four v^^ieel drive
vehicle access is available to the north edge of the WSA via Vinagre Wash
and Arrcwweed Spring.

The Indian Pass WSA is a distinctive subunit of the Chocolate Mountains, a
range v*iich extends from south central Riverside County to the Colorado
River near Yuma. Quartz Peak (2,177 feet) is the hi^est point in the WSA.
Elevations generally decrease frcm west to east with the Icwest elevation
(250 feet) occurring along the east boundary at Para Wash. Within the WSA
the Chocolates form a picturesque land of jagged multi-colored pea>cs and
spires. The rugged mountains are dissected by mazes of twisting canyons
v^ch carry the runoff of occasional desert cloudbursts into several broad
tree-lined washes, v^ch in turn transport the floodwaters eastward to the
Colorado River. One of these large washes, Gavilan, forms the south
boundary of the WSA. Another passes through the heart of the area and gives
rise to the region's local name, "the Julian Wash country." These large
washes also serve as primitive ways, providing access for both primitive
and non-primitive forms of recreation.

The WSA was studied under Section 603 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FLFMA) . The area possesses a variety of plants, described
in the Special Features section. Four alternatives were analyzed in the
Draft and Final Environmental Iirpact Statement (EIS) for the CDCA Plan:
protection, use, balanced, and no action; a summary of the area's
wilderness values was included in i^pendix III of the Final EIS.



2. REOCMMENDATION AND RATIONALE 32,147 acres recxxranencJed for
wilderness

891 BUM acres reccaomvended

for nonwildemess

Ninety-four percent suitable partial wilderness is the reconmendation for
the Indian Pass WSA. In addition, 891 acres of adjacent public lands
outside the WSA cire recaranended for wilderness designation. These Icinds

bordering the southwest comer of the VBA were determined to have
outstanding wilderness vcilues during the study phase. Ihe 891 acres in
this WSA recaranended nonsuitable are released for uses other than
wilderness. In additioi to the Federal acreage reocramended for wilderness,
HLM reocanmends that a 640-acre State inholding and a 14-acre private
inholding be acquired throui^ exchange or purchase and designated as
wilderness. With acquisition of this inholding, a total of 32,147 acres are
reccmnended for wilderness, ^jpendix 1 lists cLLl inholdings and provides
additional information on their acquisition. The 160 acres belonging to the
California D^jartment of Fish & Game on the study area's east boundary, is
recoaratvended for exclusion from the prcposed wilderness cirea and retention by
that agency. During the wilderness inventory, conflicting records on the
master title plats led to the erroneous belief that this parcel was public
land, vdiich is probably vtiy it was included within the WSA. It is new
reccammended for exclusion frcm the wilderness, since the title dispute has
been resolved in favor of CDPG v*io does not wish to dispose of the parcel,
and because the parcel's position at the edge of the study area does not
haiiper management of BIM lands reccramended for wilderness. This
reocjnmendation will be iirplemented in a manner v*iich will use cdl practical
means to avoid or minimize environmental inpacts.

The Balanced Alternative is the environmentally preferable alternative as
outlined in the CDCA Plan and further explained in the California Wilderness
Study Overview.

The partial wilderness reccaotimendation is based on the folloving rationale:

(1) The area recommended for wilderness exemplifies the definition of
wilderness outlined in section 2(c) of the Wilderness Act; (2) the area
reconmended for wilderness is iitportant wildlife habitat, ecologically
unique among California Desert District VKAs; (3) althou^ it was
recognized that wilderness designation would conflict with mineral
develcprvent, it was determined that the area's wilderness values were more
significant than its mineral resource values; and (4) the areas reccramended

for nonwildemess ejdiibit Icwer quality wilderness values than the rest of
the stucfy area, such that resolution of the mineral conflicts would not be
justified. The suitability reaatanendation will preclude any further
vehicular use of approximately 10 miles of primitive access routes of
travel.

The lands reccnimended for wilderness designation possess an outstanding
primitive character vMch exerrplifies the qualities described in the
definition of wilderness contained in Section 2(c) of the Wilderness Act.

Here "the earth and its caranunity of life are untrammeled by man," and man
himself is a visitor v*io does not remain." The land retains its "primeval



ciiaracter and influencje, without permanent inprovements or human
habitaticxi. " Opportunities for hiking, badqjacking, ea^loring, and other
primitive and uncxxifined types of recreation are limited only by the stamina
of the visitor. Low visitaticxi and the screening effect of rugged
topography insure arople opportunities for the seeker of solitude.
Excellent scenic quality and opportunities to view desert bi^om she^ and
view or hunt burro mule deer contribute significantly to the appeal of this
primitive region.

Proximity to the Colorado River contributes to a ccanbination of
recreational opportunities found in few other California Desert wilderness
stut^ areas. The east boundary of the Indian Pass WSA is s^sarated frora the
river by a strip of Inperial National Wildlife Refuge land averaging less
than a mile in width. Ihe President has reocaoravended to Congress that most
of these contiguous refuge lands and nearby lands on the east bank of the
river be included within the National Wilderness Preservaticxi System.
Inclusion of both BUM and refuge lands in the Wilderness System would result
in a caoobined wilderness of over 37,000 acres on both sides of the Colorado
River, affording unique c^^x>rtunities for a ccaiibined desert
hiking/backpacking/canoeing experience. Since the wildlife refuge is closed
to canping, BIM wilderness lands within a mile of the river would be an
iirportant component of the overcdl ejqjerience.

The combined BLM - Fish and Wildlife Service wilderness would also enhance
overall protection of the unusual variety of wildlife habitats found in the
area. The flora and fauna of the area are influenced by the proximity of
the Colorado River, v*iidi hcts resulted in an environment seldcan found in the
California Desert.

Portions of the lands reccnimended for wilderness appear to have moderate to
hi^ potential for gold, silver, and tungsten. It is likely that seme of
the 233 claims in the recommended wilderness area contain develcpable
resources. Mining could result in significant cumulative adverse impacts to
the area's wilderness values, a subject that is discussed further in the
"Manageability" section of this r^xDrt.

In the event that Congress designates this WSA as wilderness, BIM
reccramends that the area be named the "Julian Wash Wilderness." The popular
name for the WSA region is "Julian Wash country" or "Julian Wash area."
This name is more ^jprcpriate for the area than "Indian Pass," since the
latter feature is actually outside of the prcposed wilderness. Ihe Indian
Pass Road is a maintained county road providing access from County Highway
S-34 to Picacho State Recreation Area via Indian Pass. Use of the name
"Indian Pass" for the wilderness would be misleading and confusing to the
public because the name is most commonly associated with ttiis inportant
motorized vehicle access route.



Ilie California D^jartment of Fish and Game has recxanratnended that vehiculeir
acx3ess in Julicin Wash be retained, both for administrative acx:ess to the
CDPG parcel and public access for recreational purposes, especially hunting.
Althou^ cOTitinued vehicle use of Julian Wash has not been formally prc^xDsed

by BIM via a CDCA Plan amendment, the CDFG reoorranendation appeeirs to be a
viable nanagement option.

Manageability of the reccnimended wilderness area will be enhanced by
excluding that portion of the WSA recommended for nonwildemess. Ihe public
lands recommended for nonwildemess are located in two areas, i^roximately
931 acres are adjacent to Gavilan and Para Washes on the southeastern margin
of the WSA. This area contains surface disturbance and vehicle ways related
to prospecting activity and receives moderate off-hi^way vehicle use. The
recommended wilderness boundary follows natural features vAiich preclude
further encroachment by vehicles. The remaining 905 acres of reccramended

nonsuitable lands are located southwest of Black Mountain, on the
southwestern margin of the WSA. Nearly this entire area is judged to have
moderate potential for copper, vMle a smaller portion has hi^ potential
for gold. Ihese lands are already moderately to heavily inpacted by
prospecting and mining activity.
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TABLE 1 - Land Status and Acreage Summary of the Stucty Area

Within Wilderness Study Area Acres
BIM (surface and subsurface) 31,493
Split Estate (BIM surface only)

Inholdings
State 640
Private 14
California D^>t. of Fish and Game 140

Total 32,287

Within the Recommended Wilderness Boundary Acres
BIM (within WSA) 30,602
BIM (outside WSA) 891
Split Estate (within WSA)
Split Estate (outside WSA)

Total BIM Land Raccranended for Wilderness 31,493

Inholdings^
State 640
Private 14

Within the Area Not Reccanmended for Wilderness Acres
BIM (surface and subsurface) 891
Split Estate (BLM surface only)

Total BIM Land Not Pecatimended for Wilderness 891

^ i^pendix 1 is a detailed description of inholdings and split
estate tracts included within the study. For purposes of this r^xjrt,

split estate lands are defined only as those lands with Federal surface
and non Federal subsurface (minercils) . Lands that have Federal
minerals but non Federal surface should be classified in this r^»rt by
the cwner of the surface estate.



3. CRITEKEA OOTSIDERED IN DEVEIDPING THE WILDERNESS REOCMIENDAnONS

A. Wilderness Characteristics

1. NaturcLLness ; Ihe cirea recommended for wilderness designation is
essenticilly untraiiiineled by man. The only signs of man are
archaeological features such as trails and cleared circles, posts
and other monuments associated with mining claim location, and
prospect holes and other minor disturbances associated with mining
claim annual assessment work (primarily on claims predating
interim WSA management) . All of these man-made features are
substanticilly unnotioeable with the WSA. Ihe areas reccsranended

for nonwildemess contain more human intrusions, including ORV
trails and mining scars.

2. Solitude ; Ihere are numerous c^portunities for solitude within
the portion of the WSA reccanmiended for wilderness. At present,
human use of the area is very limited. Even if visitation
increases dramatically, the size of the area and the screening
effect of rugged tc^xjgrafiiy will work to preserve c^portunities
for solitude. Opportunities for solitude also exist within the
lands recanmended for nonwildemess, but these areas are generally
more frequently used than the other portions of the WSA because of
their location on the perijiiery of the study area.

Ihis WSA is periodically overflown by military aircraft as part of
the national defense mission taking place in approved military
operating areas and fli^t corridors. The visual intrusions and
associated noise create periodic teitporary effects on solitude
v*iich are deemed necessary and acceptable as a part of the defense
preparedness of the nation.

3. Primitive and Unconfined Recreation : OppDrtunities for
primitive recreation abound on the lands reccanmended for
wilderness designation, limited only by the necessity for the
wilderness user to carry water into the area. The area presents
fine opportunities for hiking, bacJq)acking, si<^tseeing, nature
study, wildlife viewing, and hunting under primitive conditions.
Primitive recreation opportunities are of a lower quality in the
lands recommended nonsuitable for wilderness, due to the presence
of man-made intrusions.

4. Special Features : One sensitive plant, the California ditaxis,
has been found in Gavilan Wash and may be found in other parts of
the WSA. It is a candidate for listing as endangered or
threatened by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.



Ihe WSA's proximity to the Coloirado River and the deserts of
Arizona cxjntribute to the presence of wildlife species not
commonly found in the CDCA. Ihe Colorado River toad (the largest
species of toad in North America) , great plains toad, and tree
lizard are exairples of species v^ich, vdiile ccmmon in other
states, are seen in few eirecis of California.

Burro mule deer occur over the entire WSA. The California
D^)artment of Fish and Game (CDFG) has not attenpted a census in
recent years, but the deer are present in appreciable numbers.
CDPG research indicates that the peculation is generally in
excellent health, with sane bucks wei^iing in at over 200 pounds.

The rugged inountains of the WSA also provide ideal habitat for the
desert bi^om she^. The sheep are commonly ctoserved over most
of the area. The latest CDPG census was conducted in July 1978,
v*ien 43 she^ were observed. One factor in the success of the
she^ in this area is the presence of large natural rock "tanks"
v*iich trap water in the bottcsns of a number of rugged, remote
canyons. Several, including Ewe Tank, 39-Stick Tank, Indian
Writing Tank, and Sheep Trap Tank occupy protected locations with
northern exposures, and ccanmonly contain water throu^out the
year. The rugged terrain limits competition for the water frcm
deer and wild burros.

^proximately 24,000 acres of the WSA are included within the
Picacho National Cocperative Land and Wildlife Management Area.
BLM and CDFG have entered into a cocperative agreement v*iich

provides for special management consideration for wildlife values
in such areas. Ihe hi(^ quality deer and bi^oim sheep habitat of
the area was a major factor in this designation.

Wild, free-roaming horses and burros are found within the WSA,
v^ch is part of the Colorado River Herd Management Area.
Management efforts are guided by a Herd Management Plan ccitpleted

in 1984. The population of horses in the area is stable at about
40 animals, centered in two small herds on the river near Draper
Lake and Picacho State Recreation Area (north and south of the
WSA, respectively) . Ihou^ centered in areas outside the WSA,
the herds ccramonly wander into the Julian Wash country, especially
vdien the river level is hi<^ and rivertoank vegetation is
unavailable for their use. In contrast to the horse population,
the burro population is estimated to be growing by 23% annually.
Ihe present pcpulation of burros within the WSA and the area
immediately north of it is estimated at between 500 and 600 head.

Ihe rugged nature of the WSA limited its use by prehistoric
Native Americans, but scarve cultural resources remain to indicate
teitporary hunting canps and passage of groups through the area.

Ihou^ not present in great numbers, archaeological features
include aboriginal trails, lithic scatters and core reduction
areas (created by stone tool production) , cleared circles (thou^t
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to be slewing or meditation areas) ,
potsherds, and isolated

oocaorrences of petroglyphs. Scare of the most significant
circhaeological remains are found in the Indian Pass Area of
Critical Environmental Concern (ACEX:) , v*iich is partially located
within the WSA (see M^ 1) . In addition to the features mentioned
previously, the ACEC contains a unique feature - "inscribed
cobbles." These are dark-colored cd±)lestones containing
miniature petroglyph inscriptions, often found near aboriginal
trails. They may have been used to record the use of the trails
by p&3ple or game, thou^ their actual significance is unkncwn.
The least disturbed exairples of inscribed cddbles in the ACEC cire

within the non-WSA lands reccaranended for wilderness designation.

The Julian Wash country and nearby areas remain iirportant to
modem Colorado River area Native American groups, most notably
the Quechan. Black Mountain is cissociated with Coyote (Kuryih)
Clcin rituals, and also contains burials. Other ritual and sacred
localities are distributed throughout the area, often associated
with permanent or semi-permanent water sources. Both the Quechan
and the Chemehuevi continue to use WSA lands for hunting and
gathering of traditionally-used plant resources. Eagle feathers
are sanetimes collected for ritual purposes in various parts of
the WSA.

B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System
(NWPS)

1. Assessing the diversity of natural systems and features cis

represented by ecosystems : The Indian Pass WSA contains
31,493 acres of the American Desert/Palo verde-cactus shrub

(Cercidium-Opuntia ) ecosystem. The flora and fauna of the
area cire influenced by its proximity to the Colorado River.
The infusion of river species and species found principally
to the east in Arizona make this area unusual in the CDCA.
If designated, this wilderness would share with Inperial
National Wildlife Refuge the distinction of preserving the
southernmost Colorado River-influenced ecosystem in the NWPS.

Table 2 - Ecosystem Representation

Bailey-Kuchler
Classification NWPS Areas Other BIN Studies
Domain/Province/FNV areas acres areas acres

NATIONWIDE
American Desert/Palo Verde-

Cactus Shrub 2 271,403 42 1,515,146

CALIFORNIA
American Desert/Palo Verde-

Cactus Shrub 11 563,167
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2. Expanding the opportunities for solitude or primitive recreation
within a day's drlvlncr time (five hours) of major population
centers ; Ihe WSA is within a five-hour drive of six major
pcpulatic»i centers. Table 3 summarizes the number and acreage of
wilderness eireas and other BIM study areas within a five-hour drive
of these pc^xilatioi centers.

Table 3

Wilderness Opportunities for Residents
of Major Pc^julation Centers

Population
Centers

California

Anaheim-Santa Ana
Riverside-San Bernardino
San Diego

Arizona

Rioenix ^

Tucson

Nevada

las Vegas

NWPS <areas C

acres
>ther BIM Studies

areas areas acres

25 2,823,534 153 5,703,616
22 2,031,054 205 7,658,649
15 1,043,680 100 3,378,814

40 1,758,456 118 4,449,908
41 2,547,144 78 2,263,137

46 3,507,293 311 11,186,463

3. Balancincf the aeoqra]:Jiic distribution of wilderness areas : The
closest designated area is the Joshua Tree Wilderness, managed by
the National Park Service, approximately 70 air miles northwest. In
addition, seven other BIM study areas recoanmended for wilderness
designation are within 50 air miles, four in the California Desert
District and three in Arizona's Yuma District.

C. Manageability

The Indian Pass WSA is manageable as wilderness. Manageability of the
reccsnmended wilderness area could be greatly enhanced throu^
acquisition of valid existing ri(^ts. Several factors create
significant differences in the ease of manageability between the
recoammended wilderness and nonwildemess portions of the study area.

Manageability of the reccaranended wilderness area would be greatly
enhanced throui^ acquisition of the valid existing ri^ts, v^ch would
ensure that wilderness values could be permanently protected and
maintained at their existing level. Significant portions of the
reccammended wilderness area have moderate to hi^ potential for gold,
silver, and tungsten. This portion of the WSA has 232 mining claims.
To assure the long-term protection of existing hi^-quality wilderness
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values, it may be neoessciry tx) acquire the valid mineral ri^ts.
Otherwise, naturalness and opportunities for solitude will suffer e»s

future mineral develc^xnent occurs.
<

Natural tcpographic features v*iich limit vehicle travel ehhancje

manageability along the south, east, and west boundaries of the area
recxxnraended for wilderness designation, vdiich includes 94% of the WSA
and 891 acres of Federal land adjoining the WSA's south bcwndary. The
eaist boundary is contiguous with lands prc^xjsed for wilderness in the
Irrperial National Wildlife Refuge, v*iidi further enhances
manageability. The north boundary, v*ddi follows prcperty lines, will
require extensive posting to be identifiable on the ground, but patrol
requirements will be low because of the very lew level of use in the
area. One State section and 14 acres of private land must be acquired
for eill lands within the reccnimended wilderness boundary to be in
Federal ownership.

Lands recojimended nonsuitable for wilderness were so recommended in
order to increase wilderness manageability by excluding areas v^ch
contain numerous human alterations to the naturcil environment, and in
which enforcement of vehicle closures would be extremely difficult due
to the lack of natural barriers to vehicle access.

^fotor Vehicle Use in Julian Wash

Julian Wash runs from west to east throui^ the center of the WSA, about
five miles. Julian Wash presently serves as a primitive vehicle way,
providing public access to the interior of the WSA for recreational
purposes, both motorized and nonmotorized. It also provides administra-
tive access to a California D^jartment of Fish and Game (CDPG) parcel,
section 36, T. 12 S., R. 21 E. Ihe wash is used by approximately 200
vehicles annually, mainly for day touring, rocJdiounding, hunting access,
and access for primitive recreation.

Ihe CDPG has prcposed that in the event of wilderness designation,
Julian Wash be excluded frcan the wilderness and thus remain qpen to
motorized use. CDPG wishes to retain ownership of its parcel at the
mouth of Julian Weish, and wishes to preserve vehicular access via Julian
Wash for both administrative purposes and public access, primarily for
deer and ii^jland game hunting, but eilso for fishing on the Colorado
River. (Althou^ public fishing access was the original reason CDPG ac-
quired this parcel, that objective faded in inportance with the subse-
quent establishment of the Picacho State Recreation Area, vAiich assures
public boating and fishing access to the river in this general vicini-
ty.)

Althou^ this reccmnendation for continued motorized use of Julian Wash
was not incorporated into the BIM wilderness prcposcil via a CDCA Plan
amendment, it is a viable management cption should Corgress decide to
acc^jt it. In fact, motorized access in the wash would, in comparison
to the prxposed action, enhance the value of the wilderness area for
weekend primitive recreation.
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Points in Julian Wash presently serve as trailheads for hiking and back-
packing. Unlike some wilderness areas, the Indian Pass WSA is not a
major primitive recreation destination v*iere peqple on vacation take ex-
tended trips. As is the case in most California Desert arecis, existing
backpacking use is primarily overnight trips on winter weekends.
Because of the rugged tcpography of this WSA, the lack of formal trails,
the necessity of carrying water, the distance traveled during backpack
trips in this WSA is typiccilly short. Seme of the more scenic portions
of the WSA are within two to three miles of Julian Wash, and convenient
trailheads for day hikes and ovemi^t badq^ack trips are v*iere

tributaries join the main wash. If motorized access is eliminated frcm
Julian Wash, the cirea will be unreachable by many day hiJcers and
ovemi^t baclq>ackers.

Motorized use has taken place in Julian Wash at lew levels for decades.
Fhysical barriers of rough tcpography have confined vehicle travel to

the washes, so that the surrounding landscape remains unmarred by
vehicle tracks. Because of these physical barriers and because use
levels are lew, confining vehicle traffic to the wash bottean would not
be a difficult management task. Julian Wash appears capable of
continuing to support lew levels of motorized use without adverse
inpacts to the surrounding wilderness. If Julian Wash remains
accessible to motor vehicles, measures will be develcped to limit the
amount of vehicle use to a level ccaipatible with preserving wilderness
values.

Military overflights in this WSA must be considered to maintain the
integrity of the existing and future national defense mission as well as
the wilderness resource.

D. Enercry and Mineral Resource Values

1. Summary of Information KTCwn at the Time of the Preliminary
Suitability Reccanmendation ; Prior to publication of the CDCA Plan,
BLM pr^jared a Geology-Energy-Mineral (G-E-M) R^xjrt for the Picacho
G-E-M Resource Area (GRA) , of v*iich the Indian Pass WSA is a part.
Ihe G3RA Ri^xDrt noted that the souliiwestem section of the WSA is a
favorite area for gem and mineral collectors. Ihe GRA Report
indicates a hi^ potential for the occurrence of cc^per
mineralization in the southwestern portion of the WSA. The r^xDrt
cites cc^:per mineralization within the northwestern section also.
Geological r^xDrts on file describe mineral evaluation and
occurrences in the Blue Star copper prospect in the southwest
secticai of the WSA.

Also noted in the GRA R^xDrt is a moderate potential for the
occurrence of silver in the eastern and southern sections of the
WSA. Walter Van de Mark, metallurgist and geologist in Riverside,
California, r^xDrted in 1967, the occurrence of ore containing up to
four percent cc^per and i:?) to 23 ounces per ton of silver. George
Quick, consulting geologist, reported in 1976, that the copper
appears as djurleite and reccsnmended further ejq^loration and
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euTcilysis. EcJmond Lawrence, consulting mining geologist of West
Lafayette, Indiana, r^»rted in 1972, that oqpper is a secondary
ocx:xirrenc5e in the main ajpearing as chrysocolla. He concluded that
there may be a large mineralized area below the surface outcrops of
the cogfper minerals.

Ihis WSA lies within the Picacho and Cc^jper Basin mining districts.
As of December 31, 1979, there were 20 mining claims recorded with
the BIM.

2. Summary of Significant New Mineral Resource Data Collected Since the
Preliminary Suitability Recommendation Which Should be Considered in
the Final Reccmnendation : From 1982 to 1985, the U.S. Geological
Survey (USGS) and U.S. Bureau of Mines (BOM) conducted a mineral
survey of the Indian Pass and Picacho Peak Wilderness Study Areas.
Ihe results of the USGS/BCM survey were published in 1987 as USGS
Bulletin 1711-A. For the most part, the USGS bulletin si^ports the
previous BLM GRA classifications; have\'er, it recognizes new areas
of mineral potential (shewn on Map 2) recognizing new concepts in
disseminated gold mineralization not recognized in the 1980 GRA
R^XDrt. In the southwestern part of the WSA, there is a hi^
potential for gold. The host rock for this gold is the quartz
feldspathic gneiss of the i-^jper plate of the Chocolate Mountains
thrust plate that is the same host for Goldfields' gold operation 12
miles to the west of the WSA.

The northwestern section is classified as having a moderate
potential for tungsten, gold, and silver. The northeastern portion
of the WSA is classified as having a moderate potential for gold and
silver.

Gem and mineral societies locally and in San Diego and Yuma have
r^orted that the southwestern section of the WSA is hi^ily rated as
a mineral collecting area. Dumortierite, petrified wood, geodes,
and mineral specimens have been collected in this section of the
WSA. tfrder the BLM classification system, the southwestern portion
of the WSA is considered as having a hi^ potential for hcA±>y gem
cind mineral collection.

Iftpatented lode mining claims are concentrated in the reccramended
nonwildemess southwestern, and reccinmended wilderness western,
southern, and northeastern portions of the WSA. Unpatented placer
claims are concentrated in the recosonmended wilderness northeastern
and south-central portions of the VKA. A millsite is located in the
reccanmended wilderness south-central portion of the WSA. Urpatented
mining claims located within the WSA and recorded with BLM as of
December 1987, are summarized in the follcwing table.
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Table 4 - Mining Claims

TYPE NUMBER ACRES
MINING CLAIM Sr.TITABIE NONSUIT. TOTAL SUTTABIE notisurr. TOTAL
Lode
Placer
Mill Site

224
8
1

31
1

255
9
1

4,480
320

5

620
40

5,100
360

5
Total 233 32 265 4.805 660 5.465

E. Summary of Environmental Consequences of the Proposed Action

1. Impact on Wilderness Values : For 94% of the WSA plus 997 acres of
contiguous public land to be designated wilderness, management will
focus on maintaining the area's hi^ quality wilderness values by
excluding uses that are inccarpatible with wilderness management.
However, values may be lost in areas of moderate to hi^ potential
for gold, silver, and tungsten throu^ develc^xnent of valid existing
claims. On the six percent of the WSA to remain nonwildemess,
v*iere wilderness values have already been negatively affected by
mineral prospecting and dN recreation, these activities will
continue to cause a gradual decline in wilderness Vcilues. On both
the wilderness and nonwildemess portions of the WSA, military
overfli^ts will continue to occasionally disrupt solitude as they
do at present. .,

2. Impact on Motorized Recreation : ^proximately ten miles of off-
hi^way vehicle routes will be closed, mainly in Julian Wash and its
tributaries. Ihe California Department of Fish and Game has
recommended that Julian Wash itself remain op&n to motorized travel.
If this reccinmendation is adopted by Congress, there will be
minimcil negative inpacts to motorized recreation. If the
recoaomendation is not adopted, a moderate negative inpact to
motorized recreation will result. Julian Wash is used by an
estimated 200 vehicles annually, mainly for day touring and hunting
access.

3. Impact on California Depairtment of Fish & Game Administrative
Access : Ihe proposed acrtion will restrict administrative access to
the CDFG parcel to nonmotorized means only, v*iich will have a major
negative inpact on CDPG's capability to effectively manage the
parcel. This inpact could be mitigated if Congress adepts CDPG's
proposal to leave Julian Wash open to motorized travel, or if
special language to allow CDPG motorized access were written into
the legislation establishing the Julian Wash Wilderness.
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4. Impact on Native American Uses and Values : Ihe prcposed action will
help protect from surface disturbance a number of Quechan hunting
and gathering ctreas. Traditional hunting and gathering activities
can continue, thou^ access will be restricted to non-motorized
means. Sites with religious significance will be protected under
the American Indian Religious Freedom Act. Any changes in physiceil

^jpearance or use of sacred sites will be made only in consultation
with the c^:propriate Native American grot^).

5. Impact on Locatable Mineral Exploration and Developtnent ; 32,147
acres will be withdrawn from mineral entry, precluding further
exploration. Developnent of 234 mining claims in the reooinmended
wilderness area will be subject to proof of a valid discovery. Six
percent of the VKA, containing 32 claims, will be unaffected by the
prcposed action.

6. Impact on Habitat of California Ditaxis : No inpact. Ihe ditaxis is
laiown to occur only in Gavilan Wash. Management of Gavilan Wash
will not change as a result of the proposed action.

7. Impact on Habitat of Wildlife Species of Special Concern :

Important habitat for deer, bighorn sheep, various amphibian
species, and other wildlife will be preserved in its natural state
to the maximum extent possible through wilderness designation. Ihe
six percent of the WSA to remain nonwildemess does not contain any
features v*iich give it specicil value as wildlife habitat.

8. Iitpact on ManagoTient of Wild Horses and Burros : Some adverse impact
to horse and burro management may occur as a result of restrictions
on mechanized equipnent. Final determinations on management
techniques allowed will be made in the wilderness management plan.

9. Inpact on Archeoloqical Resources : Resources such as the inscribed
coi±)les are concentrated in the portion of the recommended
wilderness that is also within the ACEC, v^ch will receive special
management consideration as outlined in the CDCA Plan. Wilderness
designation will help protect sites within the designated area from
surface disturbance, but will also place limitations on scientific
research and excavation. Ihroughout the study area, all formally
proposed activities will be subject to environmental analysis to
allow the detection and salvage of resources.

F. local Social and Economic Considerations

No local social or economic considerations were identified in the CDCA
Plan and EIS. Therefore, no further discussion of this tcpic will occur
in this document.
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G. Summary of WSA-Soecific Public Coanments

Public coranents were solicited throu^out cill phases in the development
of the CDCA Plan, finalized in 1980. Issues raised by the public during
the Inventory and Study Phase were taJoen into account during develcjpuent

of the Draft Plan Alternatives and Proposed Plan. Ihe follcwing is a
summary of all comments received. Kiicwn inaccuracies are noted in
parentheses,

1. Inventory Phase : Ccsranents pointed out the extent of man's inprint
in the northern and southwestern portion of the units and the
naturalness of the core of the area. Field checks confirmed these
conments, and apprcpriate changes to the WSA boundary were made.

2. Study Phase : ^proximately 90 canments were received on this WSA.
Ihe majority, 54, opposed wilderness in favor of multiple use. Ihe
desire to continue prospecting, rockhounding, and other hckfcies

requiring vehicular access was given as a major reason for
discontinuing consideration of this area for wilderness.

Ihe scenic, archaeological, and wildlife values of the area's wash
systems were mentioned by many rockhound enthusiasts vtio use these
areas to explore for and collect jasper, agate, dumortiertite, and
petrified palm root and fiber. Many felt that, at the very least, a
vehicle corridor into the beautiful Julian Wash was needed for this
recreation. Ihe Wallace geode beds were also mentioned. Ihe Julian
Wash was also viewed as good for prospecting and mining. Copper and
perlite mineralization exist in this WSA.

It was said that excellent c^portunities for family cairping and
four-^i^eel-driving exist in the area, and hunting for dove, quail,
and deer is good. Bey Scout canping ejqDeditions, requiring partial
vehicle access, have occurred here. A comment was made that there
are no true roads in Iirperial County outside the farming areas;
ways are primitive and constantly eroded by flash floods but are
inportant as motorized vehicle access for hunting, fishing, mining,
boating, etc. Rockclimbing among the area's crumbly rocks is
treacherous, and lack of water precludes hiJcLng.

Other multiple-use concerns included: ri^t-of-way access for
Pacific Tel^3hone Cosnopany, rip-rap sites on the eastern border for
Colorado River project work, and access for geothermal resource
exploration.

Wilderness prcponents noted several qualities in need of protection:
Ihe area's diverse vegetation includes cholla (Opuntia bigelgvii)

,

mesquite, creosote, and palo verde; Gavilan Wash contains California
ditaxis. Milpitas Wash (this wash is not within or adjacent to the
Indian Pass WSA) has excelloit scenic variety and the finest exaitple

of a palo verde-ironwood association in
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California, with significant scientific and educational value; and
Julian Wash has hi^ scenic and archaeological values. Several
suggestions were made to include Vinagre Wash for wilderness
consideraticai

.

Wilderness prcponents also noted the presence of the Colorado River
toad, the Great Plains toad, the tree lizard, and the Yuma
rattlesnaJce (BIM is not aware of the existence of any subspecies
with the ccanmon name of "Yuma rattlesnake") . The penetration of
Colorado River flora and fauna into this area's washes is a rare
California Desert phencsoaenon that warrcints protection from vehicle
damage. Ihe proximity of the Colorado River also provides a unique
recreational opportunity to combine canoeing and wilderness hiking
into a "special area with a unique flavor." Some respondents noted
that river-oriented wash areas were rare among California Desert
wilderness candidates and that extensions to protect wash areas to
the north and buffers to the wildlife preserve were needed, with
exclusions for microwave towers and mining scars, and arrangements
made for Southern Pacific land exchanges.

Ei^teen comments were received in response to the Public Irpjt
Workbook (3/15/79) . Seventeen supported wilderness classification
for the area; several recommended extending the area northward to
take in the "checkerboard" area. Other pro-wilderness comments were
similar to those noted earlier. One letter requested that existing
access routes be left open,

3. Draft Plan Alternatives : The County of Iirperial Planning
D^>artment recommended that this area be designated for moderate-
intensity multiple-use management, in order to conform with the
County General Plan vMch calls for recreation use in this location.
The Marine Corps Air Station in Yuma noted that lew level, hi^
speed air routes cross this WSA. The National Outdoor Coalition
(NOC) , a coalition of mining, rockhounding, and ORV qrcxips,

recommended wilderness designation for most of the WSA. The Sierra
Club favored wilderness status for the entire WSA. Members of these
organizations sent in thousands of letters and coi^xDns si^jporting

these positions.

4. Proposed Plan : Comments and positions of governmental agencies and
special interest groups were similar to those described above.
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LEGAL

DESCRIPTION

PARCEL

APPENDIX 1

ESTIMATED COSTS OF ACQUISITION OF NON-FEDERAL HOLDINGS WITHIN

AREAS RECOMMENDED FOR DESIGNATION

INDIAN PASS WSA (CDCA-355)

TYPE OF

OWNERSHIP

BY ESTATE

NUMBER PRESENTLY PREFERRED

TOTAL OF SURFACE SUBSURFACE PROPOSED FOR METHOD OF

ESTIMATED

COST OF

ACQUISITION

LAND

COSTS

PROCESSING

COSTS

No. TWNSHP RNG SEC MERIDIAN ACREAGE OWNERS ESTATE ESTATE ACQUISITION ACQUISITION ($1000) ($1000)

1 12S. 10E. 36 SBM 640

2 12S. 20E. 15 SBM 14

STATE

PRIVATE

STATE

PRIVATE

YES

YES

EXCHANGE

EXCHANGE

N/A

N/A

4.0

4.0

These figures were derived from Bureau Land Records and provide for more detail than GIS estimates and therefore

may differ from acreage summaries in Table 1.
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1. THE STUDY AREA 5,958 acres

Ihe Picadio Peak WSA is located in eastern Inperial County, in the
southeastern comer of the California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA) . The
nearest cities eire Brawley, 50 miles east? Blythe, 40 miles north; and Yuma,

Arizona, 25 miles south. The study cirea consists entirely of 5,958 acres of
public land under the jurisdiction of the Bureau of Land Management (ELM)

(see Map 1 and Table 1)

.

The WSA is bounded by public lands on all sides exc^jt for the northeast
comer, vAiere it adjoins Picacho State Recreation Area. The west WSA
boundary follcws the Indicin Pass Road to Indian Pass, v^iich is located at
the northwest comer of the study area. Fran there the north WSA boundary
follows Gavilan Wash for approximately two and a half miles, then swin^
south to avoid an area lacking wilderness characteristics. The boundary
then follows a major unnamed tributary of Gavilan Wash east to the Picacho
State Recreation Area boundary, v^ch it follows for approximately one mile
until it meets Carrizo Wash, vAiich forms the east WSA boundary. The south
WSA boundary is formed by a line that leaves Carrizo Wash approximately four
miles i^Dstream, heading cross country due west until it meets a primitive
way, vdiich it follows further west approximately one mile to Indian Pass
Road.

TWo-vdieel drive vehicle access to the west edge of the WSA is available from
County Road S34 (Ogilby Road) via Indian Pass Road. Four-v*ieel drive
vehicle access is available to most sections of the northern, southern, and
eastern boundaries. The Indian Pass (Julian Wash) WSA is located
immediately to the north, s^jarated from Picacho Peak WSA by Indian Pass
Road and a narrow band of land inpacted by mining activity.

The WSA encxxrpasses three distinctive tcpograpiiic units. The central and
western portions of the area are dominated by a massive range of dark gray
mountains extending southeast from Indian Pass. Mica Peak, the hi^est
point in the WSA at 1,400 feet, is located near the center of this range.
South of the central mountains is a rolling benchland coaiposed of alluvial
material washed down from the peaks to the north. Thou^ the landscape at
first appeairs to be gently rolling, hikers quickly discover that it has been
de^ly dissected by narrow, vertical walled arroyos v^iich complicate cross
country travel. The third distinctive tcpograpAiic region within the WSA is
the northeastern area of small peaks, open basins, and large washes. Li^t
colored tuff d^x^its lend a mottled or calico aspect to the landscape in
this section. The lowest elevations in the VISA (320 feet) occur in Gavilan
and Carrizo Washes on the east boundary of the VKA. The Indian Pass Area of
Critical Environmental Concern is partially within the WSA. It was



designated to provide specicil management eirphasis and protection for
inportant cultural resouroes (see Special Features) . Vegetation is
discussed in the Specicil Features and Diversity Section.

Ihe WSA was studied under Section 603 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FLFMA) . Four alternatives were analyzed in the Draft and
Final Environmental Inpact Statements (EISs) for the CDCA Plan, protection,
use, balanced, and no acticai, and a summary of the cirea's wilderness values
was included in ^^pendix III of the Final EIS. Ihis recanmendation also
included cin additicMial 1,724 acres of contiguous public lands outside the
stuc^ area within the prcposed wilderness.

2. REOCMMENDATION AND RATIONAIE 5,455 acres reocramended for
wilderness

2,179 BIM acres reconmended
for nonwildemess

Partial wilderness is the reccjnmendation for this WSA. A total of 1,676
acres of contiguous public lands outside the WSA are also reccanimended for
wilderness designation. The 2,179 acres in this WSA recommended nonsuitable
are released for uses other than wilderness. This recanmendation will be
iirplemented in a manner viiich will use all practical means to avoid or
minimize enviironmental iitpacts.

The Balanced Alternative is the environmentally preferable cLLtemative as
outlined in the COCA Plan and further ejqslained in the California Wilderness
Stucfy Overview.

The partial wilderness reccsnmendation is based on the following rationcile:

(1) The area reccinroended for wilderness exenplifies the definition of
wilderness outlined in section 2(c) of the Wilderness Act; (2) the area
recooranended for wilderness is iirportant wildlife habitat, ecologically
unique among California Desert District WSAs; (3) the area's recreation and
wildlife values have been previously recognized by other actions, and
wilderness designation would further enhance the maintenance of these
values; (4) althou^ it was recognized that wilderness designation would
create conflict with the area's mineral potential, it was determined that
the area's wilderness values were more significant than its mineral
resource values; and (5) the areas reccanmended for nonwildemess exhibit
lower quality wilderness values than the rest of the study area, such that
resolution of the mineral conflicts could not be justified.

The lands reccxranended for wilderness designation possess an outstanding
primitive character as defined by the Wilderness Act. The land retains its
"primeval character and influence, without permanent iirprovements or human
habitation." Opportunities for hiking, backpacking, ejqjloring and other
primitive and unconfined types of recreation are limited only by the stamina
of the visitor. Lew visitation and the screening effect of a rugged
topography ensure airple c^portunities for the seeker of solitude. Excellent
scenic quality and opportunities to view Nelson's bighorn she^ and view or



hunt burro mule deer cxaitribute significantly to the appeal of this
primitive region. Because wilderness vailues are so significant, the
suitability reocramendation will preclude any further vehicular use of
c^jproximately one mile of primitive access refutes of travel.

The lands outside the VISA boundaries reccanmended for wilderness possess
wilderness values that fully equal those within the WSA. Their exclusion
fron the stuc^ area was an oversi^t that should be corrected. Furthermore,
the addition of these lands will contribute to a more readily manageable
wilderness boundary, c»nd will fully incorporate iirportant natural features,
such as Carrizo Falls. The boundary of the original wilderness study area
cuts Carrizo Falls in half, with caie wall of the canyon inside and the
other wall outside the WSA.

Wilderness designation of the reoaranended area would protect iirportant

wildlife habitat. The fauna and flora of the area are influenced by the
proximity of the Colorado River, v*iich passes less than a mile frcm the east
boundary of the WSA and has resulted in an environment unccaranon within the
California Desert. Here, typical desert plant and wildlife species cx)-exist

with species common to a riverine environment and to the deserts further
east in Arizona. The area's outstanding wildlife habitat for Nelscai's

bi^om sheqp and burro mole deer led to its inclusion within the Picacho
National Cocperative Land and Wildlife Management Area, vdiich is
administered under a oocperative agreement between ELM and the California
D^)artment of Fish and Game. The area's outstanding wildlife and recreation
values were also recognized by BUM in 1970, v4ien 5440 acres of the WSA and
contiguous lands were segregated from afprcpriation under the mining laws,
i^roximately 1700 acres of the segregated lands, including Carrizo Feills

and Carrizo Spring, are within the reccanmended wilderness area.

Wilderness designation would compliment management of Picacho State
Recreation Area by augmenting the recreation alternatives existing there
with additional c^portunities for primitive recreation. Recreation Area
lands adjacent to the WSA are managed primarily for primitive recreation,
/proximately 700 acres in the eastern portion of the WSA are managed
cocperatively ty the State Recreation Area and BIM throu^ a cooperative
agreement.

Portions of the lands recanmended for wilderness appear to have hi^
potential for gold, mineral and energy resources. It is likely that some of
the many claims in the reocsomended wilderness area contain developable
resources. Develcpnent could result in significant cumulative adverse
inpacts to the wilderness values (See Manageability)

.

In the event that Congress designates this WSA as wilderness, BUM
recommends that the area be renamed "Gavilan Wilderness." This name is more
apprcpriate for the cirea than "Picacho Peak," since the latter feature is
situated several miles outside of the prcposed wilderness area. The WSA
forms the southern portion of an area commonly referred to as the "Gavilan
Wash area." Gavilan Wash forms part of the northeastern boundary of the
WSA, and a survey benchmark designated "Gavilan" occupies a promontory
within the WSA.



Four portions of the WSA are recxaranended for nonwildemess. These lands
cx)ntain surface disturbances and vehicle ways related to prospecting
activity, and receive moderate levels of off-hi^way vehicle recreationcil
use. These previous iirpacts to naturalness mate it undesirable to incur the
ea^jense of resolving the mineral resource conflicts, v^ch would involve
Vcilidity examination of 84 existing mining claims, and acquisition of at
least some of the valid rights to maintain wilderness values. By excluding
the four parcels frcsm the wilderness recommendation, manageability of the
reocanmended wilderness area is enhanced. The proposed wilderness boundary
follows natural barriers which will preclude further vehicle encroachment,
and excludes lands disturbed by prospecting activity.

TABLE 1 - Land Status and Acreage Summary of the Study Area

Within Wilderness Studv Area Acres
BLM (surface and subsurface) 5,958
Split Estate (BIM surface only)

Inholdings
State
Private

Total 5,958

Within the Reccanmended Wilderness Boundary Acres
BIM (within WSA) 3,779
BIM (outside WSA) 1,676
Split Estate (within WSA)

Split Estate (outside WSA)

Total BIM Land Reccmmended for Wilderness 5,455

Inholdings
State
Private

Within the Area Not Reccmnended for Wilderness Acres
BIM (surface and subsurface) 2,179
Split Estate (BIM surface only)

Total BIM Land Not Recoranended for Wilderness 2,179
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3. CRITERIA OONSIDERED IN DEVEIDPING TBE WIIDERNESS REOOMMENDftTIONS

A. Wilderness Charac±eristics

1. Naturalness ; The area recaranended for wilderness is essentially
untrainmeled by man. Ihe only signs of man are archaeologiccLL
features such as trails and cleared circles, posts and other
monuments associated with mining claims, small prospect holes and
other minor disturbances associated with mining claim annucil

assessment vrork. Some vandalism (painted graffiti) has occurred
at Carrizo Spring. All of these man-made features are
substanticilly unncticeable within the WSA. The areas recotimended
for nonwildemess contain more human intrusions, including ON
trails and mining scars.

2. Solitude ; There are airple ofportunities for solitude within the
recoranended wilderness area. At present, human use of the area is
at lew levels. Even if visitation increases dramatically, the
rugged tcpograp^iy will serve to screen the presence of other
visitors. Opportunities for solitude are scanev^iat less within the
area recojtimended for nonwildemess, because these lands eire

generally located in more cpen country and lack the screening
effect of rugged tcpogra^iy.

This WSA is periodically overflown by military aircraft as part of
the national defense mission taking place in approved military
operating areas and flight corridors. The visual intrusions and
associated noise create periodic tenporary effects on solitude
v^ch are deemed necessary and acceptable as a part of the defense
pr^)aredness of the nation.

3. Primitive and Unconfined Recreation ; C^Y'OJ^'tunities for primitive
recreation in the lands reccanmended for wilderness are limited
only by the necessity for the wilderness user to carry water into
the area. Possible activities include hiking, bac]q)acdcLng,

si^tseeing, nature study, wildlife viewing, and hunting under
primitive conditions. The wilderness study area is readily
accessible to recreationists via two-vdieel and four-vAieel drive
routes. While any point within the WSA can be reached on a
weekend backpack trip, it would take much longer to ejqjlore every
aspect of the area. The diversity of the area requires
considerable tine in order to e^lore and become familiar with the
variety of scenic and natural features present. Primitive
recreation c|portunities are of lower quality in the lands
recommended for nonwildemess, due to the presence of human
intrusions.

4. Special Featui-es ; One sensitive plant species, the Ccilifomia
ditaxis, has been found in Gavilan Wash and may be found in other
parts of the WSA. It is a candidate for listing as an endangered
or threatened species by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.



The rugged mountains of the WSA also provide good habitat for the
desert bi^om sheep, a BIM sensitive ^jecies. Ihe she^ have
been observed throu^out most of the area. The latest CDPG census
for tlie region including WSA 355 and WSA 355A was conducted in
July 1978, v*ien forty-three she^ were observed. One factor in
the success of the ^e^ in this region is the presence of natural
rode "tanks" vAiich trap water in bottoms of a number of rugged,

remote canycais.

Canrizo Wash si?]ports one of these natural tanks at the base of
Carrizo Falls, a major attraction to visitors in the eastern
portion of the lands recommended suitable. At Carrizo Falls,
runoff from desert cloudbursts periodically cascades over a series
of rock ledges v*iich drcp 40 verticcLL feet in an ei^th of a mile.
While carrizo Fcills is an intermittent feature, a large
cattail-lined pool at the base of the falls is permanently
maintained by Carrizo Spring. Ihis desert oasis provides water
and habitat for a variety of wildlife species including desert
bi^om sheep.

^proximately 5,100 acres of the WSA are included within the
Picacho National Cocperative land and Wildlife Management Area.
BUM and the Ccilifomia D^artment of Fish and Game have entered
into a cooperative agreement viiich provides for special management
consideration for wildlife values in such areas. The high quality
deer and bi^om sheep habitat of the area was a major factor in
the inclusion of the area within the cocperative wildlife
management designation.

Wild free roaming horses and burros are found within the
Wilderness Study Area, v*iich is included within the California
Desert District's Colorado River Herd Management Area. Ihe
population of horses in the area is stable at about forty
animals, centered in two small herds on the Colorado River near
Draper Lake (to the north) and Picacho State Recreation Area
(adjacent to the WSA) . Ihou^ centered in areas outside the WSA,
the Picacho State Recreation Area herd commonly uses Carrizo
Spring, especially vdien the river level is hi^ and riverbank
vegetation is unavailable for forage. In contrast to the horse
peculation, the burro peculation is estimated to be grcwing by 23%
annually. Ihe present peculation of burros within the WSA and the
areas surrounding it is estimated at between 500 and 600 head.

Ihe Desert tortoise (G^herus aggassizi) , the official California
State Ri^jtile, has found a niche in the soft volcanic soils in the
WSA. Ihe tortoise is a BIM sensitive species and is currently
being considered by the United States Fish and Wildlife Service
for eligibility as a threatened species. Tortoises live in
underground burrcws vAiich shelter them from the summer sun and
provide a place to hibernate in the winter. Ihese burrcv/s are
often found under perennial bushes v^ere the root systems
stabilize the burrow, and the foliage provides additional shade.



Cultural resources cxjnsist of terrporary caitps and other evidence
that prehistoric pecples passed throu^ the cirea. Archeological
features include aboriginal trails, lithic scatters and reduction
areas (associated with stone tool producticai) , potsherds, and
cleared circles (thoo^t to be slewing or meditation areas)

.

Sane of the most significant archeological remains are found in
the Indian Pass Area of Criticcil Environmental Cjoncem (ACEC)

v*iich is partially located within the WSA. In addition to the
features mentioned previously, the ACEC contains a unique feature
— "inscribed cctiDles." These are dark colored cobblestones
containing miniature petroglyph inscriptions, often found near
aboriginal trails. The cctolestones may have been used to record
the use of the trails by pecple or game, though their actual
significance is unknown.

B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System
(NWPS)

1. Assessincf the diversity of natural systems and features as
represented bv ecosystems : This WSA contains 5,958 acres of the
American Desert/Palo Verde-cactus shrub (Cercidium-Opuntia )

ecosystem. The flora and fauna of the area are influenced by its
proximity to the Colorado River. The infusion of river species
and species found principally to the east in Arizona make this WSA
and the adjacent WSA 355 unusual in the CDCA. If designated, WSA
355A would share with WSA 355 and the Inperial National Wildlife
Refuge the distinction of preserving the southernmost Colorado
River influenced ecosystem in the NWPS. Outstanding habitat for
burro mule deer and Nelson's bi^om sheep is included.

Table 2 - Ecosystem Representation

Bailey-Kuchler
Classification NWPS Areas Other BIM Studies
Domain/Province/Ft^V cireas acres areas acres

NATIONWIDE

American Desert/Palo Verde-
Cactus Shrub 2 271,403 42 1,539,788

CAIJFORNIA

American Desert/Palo Verde-
Cactus Shrub 11 587,809
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Expanding the opportunities for solitude or primitive recreation
within a day's driving time (five hours) of manor ixxxilation

centers ; The WSA is within a five-hour drive of six major
populaticxi centers. Table 3 summarizes the number and acreage of
wilderness areas and other BLM stuc^ areas within a five-hour drive
of these population centers.

Table 3

Wilderness Opportunities for Residents
of Major Population Centers

Pcpulation
centers

California

Anaheim-Santa Ana
Riverside-San Bernardino
San Diego

Arizona

Fhoenix
Tucson

Nevada

Las Vegas

NWPS iareas C

acres
)ther BIM Studies

areas areas acres

25 2,823,534 153 5,703,616
22 2,031,054 205 7,658,649
15 1,043,680 100 3,378,814

40 1,758,456 118 4,449,908
41 2,547,144 78 2,263,137

46 3,507,293 311 11,186,463

3. Balancing the geographic distribution of wilderness aireas ; Ihe
closest designated area is the Jcshua Tree Wilderness at Joshua
Tree National Monument, approximately 75 air miles northwest.
There are seven BIM study areas reconmended for wilderness
designation within 50 air miles of Picacho Peak WSA. Four are
within the California Desert District and three are within
Arizona's Yuma District.

C. Manageability

The Picacho Peak WSA is manageable as wilderness. Manageability of the
reccmtiended wilderness area could be greatly enhanced throu^
acquisition of Vcilid existing ri^ts. Additional factors create a
significant difference in ease of manageability between the portion
recoannmended for wilderness and the portion recommended for
nom^ildemess

.



The bcfundaries of the area recxanmended for wilderness, vAiich includes
the contiguous lands outside the WSA, have been drawn to follcw
physical features that make the boundary readily identifiable and
enforceable. As it has in the past, the area's rugged terrain will
continue to protect the existing hi^ quality wilderness Vcilues fron
motorized intrusions.

The areas reocmmended for nonwildemess are in more open country, v*iere

it would be more difficult to ensure against vehicular trespass.
Because of the relative ease of access, this area contains more
primitive ways than the reccmmended wilderness portion.

Significant portiois of this WSA have moderate to hi^ potenticil for
gold and silver (See Energy and Mineral Resource Values) . The WSA has
306 mining claims, sli^tly over two-thirds of vdiich are in the
reccanmended wilderness area. To assure the long-term protecticai of
existing hi(^ quality wilderness values, it may be necessary to acquire
the valid mineral ri^ts. Otherwise, naturalness and c^portunities for
solitude will suffer if future mineral develcpnent occurs.

To be more descriptive the designation of the suitable area should
carry the name "Gavilan".

Military overfli^ts in this WSA must be considered to maintain the
integrity of the existing and future national defense mission as well
as the wilderness resource.

D. Energy and Mineral Resource Values

1. Summary of Information Kncwn at the Time of the Preliminary
Suitability Reccanmendation : Prior to publication of the CDCA
Plan, in 1980 BIM prepared a Geology-Energy-^lineral (G-E-M)

rqport for the Picacho G-E-M Resource Area (GKA) , of vAiich the WSA
is a part. (Ihe Picacho GRA Report is a BIM administrative rqport
available in the California Desert District G-E^ resource files)

.

The Picacho GRA R^xDrt indicates that the north half of the WSA
has moderate potential for the occurrence of gold and silver, and
that the north half also has a lew potential for the occurrence of
industrial mineral resources. Ihe south half of the WSA was not
classified due to lack of sufficient data. BIM mining claim
records dated December 31, 1979, identified at least 13 urpatented
mining claims within the WSA.

Ihe GKA R^XDrt references the 1977 California Division of Mines
and Geology (CCMG) County Report No. 7, Geology and mineral
resources of Inperial County, California. Ihe CCMG R^x)rt
identifies two ccpper occurrences in the southeastern extension of
a belt of ccpper-bearing rocks (diorite intrusions and aplite
dikes in the metamorphic rocks of the McCoy formation) . In the
central and western portions of the VSA, a large body of
hydrothermally ciltered schist of the Oroccpia formation was noted
to contain uranium and rocks bearing clay d^xjsits.
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2. Summary of Significant New Mir^ral Resource Data Collected Sinoe
the PrelJJtdnarv Suitability Reccannmendation VBiich Should be
Considered in the Final Recommendation : Ihe U.S. Geological
Survey (USGS) and the U.S. Bureau of Mines (BCM) conducted mineral
surveys of the Indian Pass and Picacho Peak WSAs during the period
frcm 1982 to 1985. A joint r^xDrt was published in 1987 as USGS
Bulletin 1711-A. Ihis new data, not available during the
development of the CDCA Plan, ij^jgraded the quality of the mineral
data regarding the WSA. Map 2 shews areas of potential for the
occurrence of mineral resources based on the USGS and BCM mineral
surveys under the BIM mineral classification system. Bulletin
1711-A delineated the north central and southeastern section of
the WSA as having a hi^ potential for gold. Ihis assessment, as
well as a hi^ potential for silver, is confirmed by recent BIM
mineral examinations. Five major mining ccsipanies conducted
drilling and assay activities in the WSA in 1987. Mineralization
is exposed in the Oroccpia schist of the Chocolate Mountain thrust
plate. Copper occurs in the Winterhaven Formation throu^out the
WSA and in quartz pods and lenses within the Oroccpia schist.

CDM3 County R^xDrt No. 7 lists mines and production throu^out the
county frcm the late 1800s until 1977. Ihese records of previous
production help substantiate the current mineral potential
classifications. In the northeastern part of the WSA gold and
silver was produced. The silver assayed at 90 ounces per ton in
one mine. Production figures were not given for this 1896
c^jeration. Gold was produced frcm the southeastern part of the
WSA as late as 1962. Ten tons of cc^^per carbonate were shifped
frcm the WSA in 1968, the area's only recorded copper production.
The ore assayed at 0.07 oz/ton gold, 7.58 oz/ton silver ard 15.86%
copper. Three mining claims located in 1959 in the southwest
portion of the WSA produced dumortierite (semi-precious gemstone)
and petrified wood. This area should be considered as having a
hi^ potential for the occurrence of gems and hctoby collecting
mineral materials.

According to BIM records dated December 1987, numerous urpatented
mining claims encumbered both the reccmmended suitable and
nonsuitable areas of the VISA, as summarized in the following
table.

Table 4 - Mining Claims

TYPE NUMRKR ACRES
MINING CLAIM SUTTABIE NONSUIT. TOTAL SUTTABIE NONSUIT. TOTAL
lode
Placer
Mill Site

208
14

81
3

289
17

4,160
560

1,620
120

5,780
680

Total 222 84 306 4.720 1.740 6.460
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E. Suimnary of Environmental Oonseauenoes of the Proposed Action

1. Impact on Wilderness Values : Althou^ the wilderness cirea will
be withdrawn from mineral oitry, sane of the existing mining
claims will prove to have a Vcilid discovery, allowing development
to proceed with associated negative iirpacts on wilderness valines,

unless valid ri^ts can be acquired. With the above exc^>tions,
wilderness values will be protected on the area to be designated
wilderness. On the area to remain nonwildemess, wilderness
•Vcdues will experience a generalized decline over the long term as
a result of mineral exploration and developnent, and motorized
recreation.

2. Impact on Mineral Exploration and Development ; Approximately 5455
acres of the WSA will be withdrawn frcsn mineral entry, precluding
further e3<ploration. Develc^stvent of 222 existing mining claims
will be subject to proof of a valid discovery. The remainder of
the WSA, containing 84 mining claims, will be unaffected by the
proposed action.

3. Iirpact on Motorized Recreation : The portion of the WSA designated
wilderness will be closed to motor vehicle use. However, this
acreage only contains approximately one mile of primitive way,
plus tributary washes vMch serve as vehicle routes. Ihe main
washes on the boundary of the prcposed wilderness cirea will remain
^proved for vehicle use. Within the nonsuitable portion of the
WSA, ^proximately one mile of primitive access routes of travel
will remain cpen to vehicular use.

4. Impact on Habitat of California Ditaxis : No iitpact. Ihis plant
is kncwn to occur only on the WSA boundary in Gavilan Wash.
Management of Gavilan Wash will remain unchanged by the proposed
action.

5. Impact on Cultural Resources : Resources are concentrated in the
portion of the WSA within the ACEC, v*iich will receive specicil

management consideration as outlined in the CDCA Plan.
Wilderness designation will help protect sites within the
designated eirea from surface disturbance, but will also place
limitations on scientific research and excavation. Ihrou^out
the study area, all formally prtposed activities will be subject
to environmental analysis to allcw the detection and salvage of
resources; however, sites within the nonwildemess could be
unintentionally damaged by casual ON recreation activities.

6. Impact on Administration of the Picacho National Cooperative Land
and Wildlife Management Area : No impact. Ihe prcposed action
will not affect BIM's ability to carry out the terms of the
cocperative agreement. Wilderness designation will help preserve
wildlife habitat in its natural state.
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7. Impact OTi Management of Wild and Free Roaming Iforses and Burros :

Some adverse inpact to horse and burro management may occur as a
result of restrictiCTTS on mechanized equiponent. Firal
determinations cai management techniques allcwed will be made in
the wilderness management plan.

8. Impact on Habitat of Wildlife Species of Stjecicil Concern : The
natural tanks vdiich serve as inportant water sources for bighorn
she^ are within the reccaranended wilderness, as is most of the
habitat for this species. Deer and desert tortoise habitat occurs
in both the reccanmended wilderness and nonwildemess portions of
the study area. Within the wilderness area, habitat will be
preserved in its natural condition to the maximum extent possible.
Within the area to remain nonwildemess, all prcposed activities
will be subject to environmental analysis to avoid irrpacts, or
develcp apprcpriate mitigating measures v^ere inpacts are
unavoidable.

F. Local Social and Econcanic Considerations

No local social or econcmic considerations were identified in the CDCA
Plan and EIS. Iherefore, no further discussion of this topic will
occur in this document.

G. Summary of WSA - Specific Public Comments

Public ccxnments were solicited throu^out all fiiases in the
development of the CDCA Plan, finalized in 1980. Issues raised by the
public during the Inventory and Study Fhase were taken into account
during develc^itent of the Draft Plan Alternatives and Prcposed Plan.
The follcwing is a summary of all comments received. Wxwn
inaccuracies are noted in parentheses.

1. Inventory Fhase ; Ccanments pointed out the extent of man's inprint
in the Cargo Muchacho Mountains and other portions of this area.
Field checks validated these coanranents, and apprcpriate changes
were made.

2. Studv Fhase ; Few canments specifically addressed this WSA, since
the area was created late in the inventory jAiase frcm the larger
WSA 355. Of the 37 ccartiments vMch made scatne reference to the area
between Gatuma Wash and Gavilan Wash, the area of this WSA, 25
were cpposed to wilderness classification for this region.

Letters opposing wilderness enphasized the presence of roads and
mining sites, both past and present, throu^out the area. Other
factors said to detract frcm wilderness quality were ovexfli(^ts
of military aircraft, li^ts from Winterhaven and Yuma, and
microwave tcwers. Respondents wished to continue existing uses
v^ch require vehicle access. Ihese included rocJdicunding,

prospecting, hunting, family and groip canping, picnicking, and
jAiotography. Ei^t letters from Winterhaven addressed the need
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for acx^ess by senior citizens and people vtio cannot hike or ride
horseback into the cirea. Other reasons given for keying the area
open were the potential for geothennal resources and for mining
gold, copper, and perlite. One respondent mentioned that the area
is crossed by a •wetback trail," smd reoanmended that access for
patrol of this illegal alien route should be maintained.

Proponents of wilderness classification for this cirea cited its
pristine nature and the c^3portunities for primitive recreatiCTi,

including hiking, photography, and climbing, as well as enjoyment
of solitude. The wash system permits the penetratic»i of severed
Colorado River species of wildlife. Listed amcaig the i^)ecies

found here were the Yuma kingsnake, Couch's spadefoot toad, the
Rocky Mountain toad, the Great Plains toad, and the Colorado River
toad. A rare plant, the California ditaxis, was also said to
occur in Gavilan Wash. Five letters from desert conservation
grcx^js members urged the inclusion of the Cargo Muchacho
Mountains in the WSA.

Only two ccanments were received in response to the Public Ir^xit

Vfc>r}±ook of 3/15/79. One of these encouraged wilderness
classification and ejq>ansion of the area. Ihe other opposed
wilderness because this is a favorite rodJdiounding area and there
is not enou^ access.

3. E>raft Plan Alternatives ; The County of Imperial Planning
D^)artment reccmnended that this area be designated for moderate
intensity multiple use, in order to conform with their General
Plan vAiich calls for recreation use in this location. The Marine
corps Air Station in Yuma noted that lew level, hi^ speed air
routes cross this WSA and should be accounted for. Ihe National
Outdoor Coalition (NOC) , a cocilition of mining, roddiounding, and
C^N qrcAips, reconmended moderate intensity multiple use for the
WSA. The Sierra Club favored wilderness status for the entire
WSA. Members of these organizations sent in thousands of letters
and coupons supporting their positions.

4. Proposed Plan : Coraments and positions of governmental agencies
and specicLL interest groi^ were similar to those described in the
preceding paragraph.
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1. THE SIUDY AREA 42,191 aca^es

Little Picacho Peak WSA is located in eastern Inperial CJounty, near the
southeast comer of the California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA) . The
nearest cities are El Centro, about 55 air miles west, and Yuma, Arizona,
about nine air miles south. The study area includes 39,547 acres of public
land under the jurisdiction of the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) , 2,644
acres of State land and no acres of private land, (see Map 1 and Table 1)

.

On the west, south, and east the WSA adjoins other public lands
administered by BLM vdiere mining, quarrying for gravel and rip-rap, and
motorized recreation have been the major activities. The WSA boundary was
drawn to exclude areas v*iere evidence of these activities is pnaninent and
for most of its length is not aligned with any major physical feature.
Exo^jtions are an ^proximate six mile segment of the east boundary, viiidi

follows the Ferguson Lake Road, and a one mile segment near the northwest
comer vdiich follows the Picacho Road. The north WSA boundary abuts
Iirperial National Wildlife Refuge and Picacho State Recreation Area. In its
northeast comer near Ferguson Lake, the WSA borders BLM Yuma District's
2,915-acre Little Picacho Peak Addition WSA.

The WSA is readily accessible by vehicle. The infrequently graded Ferguson
Lake Road is ste^ and rou^, but marginally passable by two-vAieel drive
vehicle. TVo ways intersecting this road reach de^ into the interior of
the study area. One is an unconstructed, unmaintained primitive way vdiich

parallels Senator Wash; the other is the bladed way to the new inactive Hess
Mine, unmaintained but still two-^vAieel drive accessible. The stucty area can
also be reached via the Picacho Road, a maintained dirt road v*iich

parallels the west side of the study area. From this road, two~vAieel drive
vehicles can cilso negotiate nearby Cofper Basin Road and an unnamed route
vtiich leaves Picacho Road inside the state recreation area. Frcm these two
routes, primitive ways requiring an off-hi<^way vehicle extend into the
interior of the stucfy area.

The Little Picacho Peak WSA incorporates the southern terminus of the
Qiocolate Mountains v^ch extend scane 70 miles to the northwest. Elevations
within the WSA range frcm 200 to 1,523 feet. Tcpogra^iic relief is more
extreme than the range of elevations would suggest — the area is
characterized by jutting spires and ste^ ridges furrcwed with ravines that
gradually broaden into sancfy, tree lined washes. Most ridges taper into
peaks or hcx^backs, but some are flat tcpped. Almost devoid of vegetation,
the sieves and intervening plains are covered instead with a desert
pavement of angular cdbbles. These cc4±>les and the sheer rock faces of the
peaks are predominantly a rusty dark orange to brcwn, contra3ting with the
nearly v*iite wash bottoms and occasional li^t colored outcrcps. Exc^jt
for the washes, vdiich support ironwood, mesquite, smoke tree, palo verde,
and associated plants typical of desert micrc^yll woodland, the WSA's
sparse vegetation consists of creosote bush scrub.



The WSA was studied under Section 603 of the Federzd. Land Policy and
Manageanent Act (FLTMA) . Four alternatives were analyzed in the Draft and
Final Environmentcil Iirpact Statements (EISs) for the CDCA Plan, protection,
use, beLLancsed, and no action, and a summary of the area's wilderness valiies

was included in i^jpendix III of the Final KES.

2. REOCMMENDATION AND BNTlOtlkLE

39,547

acres recanmended for
wilderness
BIM acres reccnrmended
for nonwildemess

No wilderness is the recanmendation for the Little Picacho WSA. The entire
acreage in this WSA is released for uses other them wilderness. This
reocranendation will be irrplemented in a manner v*iich will use all practical
means to avoid or minimize environmental inpacts.

Ihe Balanced Alternative is the environmentally preferable alternative as
outlined in the OXIA Plein and further ei^lainad in the California Wilderness
Study Overview.

The Little Picacho Peak WSA and surrounding aurea has long been used for
motorized recreation, mining, and mineral exploratioi, and many sites within
the WSA ejdiibit the physiccd evidence of such use. Numerous public comments
received frcra both organized ^Decicil interest groups and individual citizens
urged that the Little Picacho WSA continue to reannain available for motorized
recreation and mining. ELM has concluded that the 2c:ea's potential for
these two uses outwei^ its value as wilderness. There are approximately
30 miles of routes of travel including primitive ways, washes and other
unmaintained routes of access v*iich will reanain a^railable for vehicular use.

The Little Picacho Peak WSA does not provide unicjue wilderness recreation
c^portunities, nor would it be a unique addition to the Naticxial Wilderness
Preservation System (NWPS) . It is very similar to the nesirby Indian Pass
and Picacho Peak WSAs, both of v^iich are recxximencied for partial wilderness
designation. These other two WSAs shew less evi(tenoe of prior human use
than does Little Picacho Peak WSA.

Recreation use of the WSA has traditionally been motorized, use that would
be displaced by wilderness designation. The WSA receives very little hiking
or other nonmotorized recreation. Annual visitaticMi is estimated at
approximately 6,600 visitor use days (VUDs) , with about 6,000 VUDs of
motorized use and 600 VUDs of nonmotorized use. Off-hic^iway vehicle (CiN)

touring, roddiounding, and hunting are the predaminEmt activities. The area
contains a wide variety of rocks and minerals collected by rockhounds,
including chalcedony, chalcedony roses, banded emd moss agates, geodes,
petrified wood, malachite, azurite, pyrite, calcite, quartz, hematite,
dumortierite, and sodalite. Over the past several years, there has been a
noticeable i^'surge of dN recreation within the WSA, e^Dparently associated
with increasing use of the adjacent Inperial Dam Uxig Term Visitor Area.
The WSA is currently managed as a Limited Use Area for ONs, with vehicles
cillcwed only on approved roads and trails.



It is iDcely that the WSA cxaTtains valuable dqposits of gold, silver, lead,

and copper, v*iich would be ecxancmically viable if the cirea were released
from wilderness consideratic»i. Although significant d^xDsits are as yet
undiscovered, effective e^qploraticn using modem techniqi^s has been
hairperad by the requirements of the 43 CFR 3802 regulations.

Scileable naterieds such as samd, gravel, and rip-rap rock cire abundant
within the WSA. Sediments that cover roost of the south half of the cirea

could be used as a source of sand and gravel for fill, bcise, concrete
aggregate, and tiling sand, assuming that the material was screened and
processed for the latter two uses. During construction of the Senator Wash
Dam in 1966-67, the Bureau of Reclamation removed basalt cobbles frcm the
flcinks of several ridges near the Hess Mine. This same agency later
expressed interest in obtsLining additional rip-rc^ material frcm the Mission
Wash cunea but the Interim Management Policy for WSAs precluded such
authorization

.

Upon release frcm wilderness consideraticai, BIM proposes to manage
^proximately 90% of the Little Picacho Peak WSA for low intensity use, to
provide ccaitinued limited motorized access v*iile protecting the bi^om
she^ populaticai and its habitat and Native American values. An area in the
southeastern comer ccnprising about ten percent of the total WSA will be
designated for moderate intensity multiple use, to provide access for
mineral developnent and more intensive motorized recreation.
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TABLE 1 - Land Status and Acreage Summary of the Study Area

Within Wilderness Study Area Acres
BIM (surfacje and subsurface) 39,547
Split Estate (BIM surface only)

Inholdings
State 2,644
Private

Total 42,191

Within the Reccanmended Wilderness Bourdarv Acres
BIM (within WSA)

BIM (outside WSA)

Split Estate (within WSA)
Split Estate (outside WSA)

Total BIM Land Reccaranended for Wilderness

Inholdings
State
Private

Within the Area Not Recommended for Wilderness Acres
BLM (surface and subsurface) 39,547
Split Estate (BIM surface only)

Total BIM Land Not Reccanmended for Wilderness 39,547

3. CRITERIA (X^SIDERED IN DEVEIDPING TOE WIIJDERNESS REOOMMENDftTiaJS

A. Wilderness Characteristics

1. Naturalness ; Even with this WSA's hi^ily dissected topography,
human irrpacts of one sort or another are widespread enouc^ that it
is rare to find a vista totally free of them. The most prevalent
signs of human activity are prospect holes, old bladed access
routes, and other minor surface disturbances c»i mining claims.
Althco^ few in number, primitive vehicle ways are hi^ily visible
vdiere they cross desert pavement areas within the WSA. The passage
of vehicles has disturbed the relatively dark pavement surface and
ea^xDsed the very li^t colored underlying soil.



significant eilteration of natural conditions prevails around the now
inactive Hess Mine in the south-central portion of the WSA. About
140 acres surrounding the mine were stripped in the 1960s to supply
rip-rap material for the Bureau of Reclamation. In additicMi, the
area contains abandoned structures and machinery and old mine
shafts. However, v*iile the mine is hi^ily visible fran outside the
WSA, surrounding peaks effectively screen it from most locations
inside the study area.

On May 8, 1981, BIM enployees discovered a newly constructed access
road at the northern end of the WSA, 2.8 miles lOTig, leading to a
mining claim in Section 28, T13S, R23E. Ihis road was not part of
an ^proved plan of operations and was consequently in nonccstpliance
with 43 CFR 3802 . 1-1 (a) . ELM determined that the access road had
caused inpairment of the wilderness characteristics of the WSA, in
violation of 43 CFR 3802 . 3-2 (g) . Ihe responsible claimant has been
notified that the road must be reclaimed to a substantially
unnoticeable condition by June 30, 1989.

2. Solitude : Ihere are many qpportunities for solitude, particularly
away from motor vehicle access points. The rugged topogr^ahy helps
to screen visitors froam each other.

Itiis WSA is periodically overflown by military aircraft as part of
the national defense mission taking place in approved military
operating areas and fli^t corridors. The visual intrusions and
associated noise create periodic tenporary effects on solitude vdiioh

are deemed necessary and acceptable as a part of the defense
pr^)aredness of the nation.

3. Primitive and Unconfined Recreation : Opportunities exist for
activities such as hiking, bacJq>acking, si^tseeing, nature study,
photogr^iiy, and hunting. Visitors must carry their own water into
the cunea.

4. Special Features : The precipitous terrain of the WSA is ideal cover
for desert bighorn she^. The WSA provides about 70% of the total
range for the Picacho Peak herd, vAiich numbers afproximately 25
head.

Wild, free roaming horses and burros cLlso inhabit the WSA.
Numbering ip to 25 head, the Picacho wild horse herd ranges over
approximately 5,000 acres in the northwest comer of the study area.
Althou^ burros are more concentrated in the north half, they occur
throu^out the WSA and, v*iile the horse pcpulation is relatively
stable, burro numbers are estimated to be growing by 23% annually.
The burro population within the WSA and the area immediately north
of it are estimated at between 100 to 150 head, but could range as
hi^ as 300 to 400 head; there has been no recent, cotprehensive
census. In contrast, the estimated burro carrying capacity for the
entire California side of the Colorado River between Blythe and Yuma
is only 190 head.



Several uncxKinon plant and animal species are either kncwn to occur
within the WSA, car possibly occur here because of their kncwn
presence nearty. Animal species include the desert tortoise, the
spotted bat, and possibly the Yuma puma, all candidates for listing
by the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service (USF&WS) as a threatened or
endangered species. No sensitive plants have been confirmed with
the WSA, but the following may occur: Ditaxis califomica . a BLM
sensitive species and candidate for listing by USF&WS; and Ditaxis
adenophora and Roeberlina soinosa . listed by the California Native
Plant Society as rare in Ccilifomia but more ccsmmon else^^iere.

Little Picacho Peak in the northeastern comer of the WSA and the
ridge of the Chocolate Mountains in the southwestern section are
currently used as ritually associated collection areas by the
Quechan, Oocopa, and occasionally the Mohave. Ihis area is of
mythological significance to the elders of several Native American
grtx^^s.

B. Diversity in the NatiOT>al Wilderness Preservation System

1. Assessing the diversity of natural systems and features as
represented by ecosystems : Ihis WSA contains 39,547 acres of the
American Desert/Pcilo verde-cactus shrub (Cercidiuro-Opuntia )

ecosystem. It is ecologically very similar to Indian Pass WSA 355
and Picacho Peak WSA 355A, v*iich have been reccammended for
wilderness designation. Ihe three WSAs cire only six miles apart.

Table 2 - Ecosystem Representation

Bailey-Kuchler
Classification NWPS Areas Other BIM Studies
Dcgnain/Province/FNV areas acres areas acres

NATIONWIDE

American Desert/Creosote
Bush-Bur Sage 3 126,033 48 1,532,518

CALIFORNIA

American Desert/Creosote
Bush-Bur Sage 2 26,472 20 938,057

2. Expanding the opportunities for solitude or primitive recreation
within a day's driving time (five hours) of major population
centers : The WBA is within a five-hour drive of five major
pc^xilatiCTi centers. Table 3 suramcirizes the number and acreage of
wilderness eurecis and other BLM stuc^ areas within a five-hour drive
of these populatiai centers.



Table 3

Wilderness Opportunities for Residents
of Major Population Centers

Pc^xilation

Centers

California

Anaheim-Santa Ana
Riverside-San Bernardino
San Diego

Arizona

Rioenix
Tucson

NWPS ,areas Other BLM Studies
areas acres areas acres

25 2,823,534 153 5,703,616
22 2,031,054 205 7,658,649
15 1,043,680 100 3,378,814

40 1,758,456 118 4,449,908
41 2,547,144 78 2,263,137

3. Balancing the qeocirap^c distribution of wilderness areas : Frcm
Little Picacho Peak WSA the closest designated area is Joshua Tree
Wilderness at Joshua Tree National Monument, approximately 85 air
miles northwest. In addition, six other BUM study areas reccanmended
for wilderness designation are within 50 air miles, three in the
Ccilifomia Desert District and three in Arizona's Yuma District.

C. Manageability

The Little Picacho Peak WSA is manageable as wilderness. Hcwever,
several wilderness management issues must be addressed.

The WSA contains 618 unpatented mining claims. Since develcpment of
valid claims could proceed subject to not causing unnecessary and undue
degradation, cis defined in BLM's Wilderness Management Policy, it is
likely that existing wilderness values would be adversely affected.
The only way to assure maintenance of existing wilderness values would
be to purchase the Vcilid mineral ri^ts, an option that could prove
expensive.

The WSA would also be difficult to manage as wilderness because of its
popularity for OtN touring and other vehicle based recreation such as
rockhounding and hunting. The WSA has a long history of motorized use
and is currently managed as a Limited Use Area, v^iere vehicles are
cillowed only on approved routes. Washes wide enou^ for the passage of
vehicles without damage to vegetation are presently considered approved
vehicle routes, and are frequently used for that purpose. Because of
the extensive system of vehicle ways, if the area were to be designated
wilderness an intensive enforcement program would be required to control
vehicular trespass.



Military overfli^ts in this WSA must be considered to maintain the
integrity of the existing and future national defense mission as well as
the wilderness resource.

D. Energy and Mineral Resouroe Vcilues

1. Summary of Information KncMn at the Tiitte of the Preliminary
Suitability Reocantnendation ; Ihe Little Picacho Peak WSA is in the
BLM Picacho Geology- Energy-^Iinerals (G-E-M) Resource Area (GRA)

.

The southwestern area of the WSA was cited in the GRA as haying a
hi^ potentieil for the occurrence of rip-rap and sand and grayel.
That porticMi of the WSA has many rock quarries formerly used in the
Colorado Riyer project by the Bureau of Reclamation, an ongoing
project since the early 1900s. The southwest portion of the WSA was
classified prxDspectiyely valuable for oil and gas by the U.S.
Geological Survey (USGS) in 1978. At the time of the reoanmendation
process, it was kncwn that there had been production of gold,
silver, and lead from mines in the northern secticai of the WSA. In
the northwest and southern portions of the WSA cc^Dper had been
mined. Copper minerals occur in altered diorite intrusives near the
metamorphic rocks of the MoCory Mountains formation in Cc^per Basin
and south of Senator Wash. As of December 1979, there were oyer 100
uipatented mining claims in the WSA.

In 1980 BLM assigned a hi^ potential for the occurrence of gold,
copper, lead, silver, and tungsten to extensive portions of the WSA.
A moderate potential for the occurrence of gold was assigned to the
north portion and centrcil area surrounding the Hess mine. Map 2

shews these areas cleissified for moderate and hi^ mineral
occurrence potential. These assessments of potential were based on
past production and current interest.

California Division of Mines and Geology (CDM3) County R^XDrt 7

cites past production from within this WSA. Gold mining began in
the northwestern portion of the WSA in 1893, in a contact zone of
silicious schist. A mine in this area of the WSA produced 25 tons
of ore grading 90 ounces of gold per ton in the early 1900s, and an
undetermined amount of tungsten in 1953. Other mines in the area
produced silver, lead, and gold, althou^ production figures were
not available. In the central part of the WSA, ei^t mining
operations produced gold. Five mines in the southern part of the
WSA produced placer gold from 1880 to 1887.

2. Summary of Significant New Mineral Resource Data Collected Since the
Preliminary Suitability Reccgnmendation Which Should be Considered in
the Final Reccanmendation ; No USGS or U.S. Bureau of Mines mineral
surveys were conducted in the WSA since it is recommended
nonsuitable. Those cireas classified by USGS in 1978 as potentially
valuable for oil and gas are considered under the BLM
classification system as having a lew potential for occurrence.
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Recent geologic exploration and cinalysis is summcirized in a 1985
administrative r^»rt by Sean Hagerty, BIM geologist. The geologic
environment immediately outside of the VGA has produced over $3
millicxi worth of minerals. The metamorphic rocks mined ccartinue

throu^ the WSA, but a thin veieer of fault thrusted igneous rocks
cover these mineralized structures. (Xrtcrops of these mineralized
metamorphic rocks occur within the WSA, indicating a hi^ potential
for the occurrence of this type of metallic mineralization. In
1987, five different corpanies sutaottitted plans of cperaticai with the
BIM for ejq>loration drilling within the WSA. The results of this
drilling have not been released as the caoopanies consider this
informaticai proprietary. However, perscaial ccmmmicaticaTs by the
BIM with the corpanies tend to si?}port the 1980 GRA classification
for the WSA.

Unpatented lode mining claims eure concentrated in the north, west,
and south-central portions of the VBA. Uipatented placer mining
claims aire concentrated in the south-southeastern and northwestern
portions of the WSA. According to BIM records dated January 1988,
there were 618 unpatented mining claims within the study area, as
summarized below.

Table 4 - Mining Claims

TYPE NUMBER ACRES
MINING CIAIM SUIT'ABLt: NONSUIT. TOTAL SUITABIE NONSUIT. TOTAL

Tnde
Placer
Mill Site

N/A
N/A
N/A

609
9

609
9

N/A
N/A
N/A

12,180
360

12,180
360

Total N/A 618 618 N/A 12.540 12.540

E. Suramarv of Environmental Consequences Of the Proposed Action

1. Impact on Wilderness Values : Over the long term, wilderness values
will suffer severe adverse impacts, primarily from locatable and
saleable mineral exploration and development, and to a lesser extent
from cyffJ recreation.

2. Impact on Native American Values : Native American access to
traditional religious sites will be retained. Sacred features will
be subject to protection under the American Indian Religious Freedon
Act. Any changes in physical appearance or use of sacred sites will
be made only in consultation with the appropriate Native American
groL^.

3. Impact on Bicfliom Sheep Herd and Its Habitat : Future planned
actions will be subject to environmentcil analysis to identic any
potential iirpacts to bi^om she^, cdlowing development and
iirplementation of appropriate mitigation measures.

10



4. Iinpact on Motorized Recreation Opportunities : Motorized recreation
can ocffitinue chi ^proved routes. Present qpportunities for ON
travel between the WSA and Picacho State Recreation Area will
continue to be available. BLM may ocxisider reopening routes within
the WSA that have been closed to protect wilderness values.

5. Iinpact on Iinperial National Wildlife Refuae and Picacho State
Recreation Area : Areas of hi^ potential for gold, silver, and lead
mineralization exist along the five miles of boundary the WSA shares
with the wildlife refuge, and the three miles of shared boundary
with the State recreation area. It is possible that a mine could be
develcY>ed on WSA lands adjacent to the refuge or the recreation cirea

in the future. If such a proposal is received, BIM will work
closely with personnel of the affected agency during the
environmental analysis process, to identic and mitigate potenticd
inpacts to areas under their administration.

6. Impact on Locatable Mineral Exploration and Develoonent ; Further
exploration, as well as development of the 618 existing claims, can
proceed subject to existing regulations and any constraints stated
in the CtCA Plan.

7. Impact on Utilization of Saleable Minerals ; BLM can consider
requests frcm the Bureau of Reclamation, as well as other entities,
for use of sand, gravel, and rip-rap rocJc resources within the stu^
area.

8. Impact on Management of Wild Horses and Burros ; Utilization of
mechanized equipment will still be possible to control and manage
populations.

F. Local Social and Economic Considerations

No local social or economic considerations were identified in the CDCA
Plan and EIS. Therefore, no further discussion of this tcpic will occur
in this document.

G. Summary of WSA - Specific Public Comments

Public comments were solicited throughout all phases in the develcpraent
of the CDCA Plan, finalized in 1980. Issues raised by the public during
the Inventory and Stucty Hiase were taken into account during development
of the Draft Plan Alternatives and Proposed Plan. Ihe following is a
summary of all ccanments received. Kicwn inaccuracies are noted in
parentheses.

1. Inventory Phase ; Many comments were received that pointed out areas
v*iere motorized vehicle use, roddiounding, and mining took place.
Sane additional roads were also identified. A field evaluation led
to exclusion of areas v*iich do not meet wilderness criteria and
inclusicxi of areas in the southern portion vAiich were found to meet
the criteria.

11
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2. Study Fhase : Fifty-fcxar letters were received on this V3SA.

Ihirty-eii^t were exposed to further consideration of this WSA for
wilderness designation because of a concern about access for
recreation and other multiple use activities. Several respondents
stated that the area is a popular family recreation location;
activities include si^tseeing, caroping, horseback riding, hiking,
nature study, rockhounding, and four-vtieel driving. Access by
four-^v*ieel drive vehicles was said to be necessary in order to reach
recreation sites. Gem and mineral associations in Iirpericil County,
Yuma, and San Diego areas, as well as many retired people were
particularly eager to maintain access for their hottoy of rock
collecting. Miners and prospectors also wanted to ke^ the area
open to vehicles. Off-highway vehicle recreationists stated that
the area is excellent for their hobby t because of the varied terrain
and the many established je^ trails and mining roads. Hunting is
another recreation activity vshich the Iitperial County Parks and
Recreation D^)artinent listed eis being in need of motorized vehicle
access.

Several respondents listed factors v*iich they believed make this
area unsuitable for wilderness. These included mines, numerous
roads and trails, and visual detractions such as the All American
Canal, utility lines, and developments. A one-mile buffer area was
suggested for the southern portion of the WSA to screen out the man-
made intrusions. The potential for oil, gas, and geothennal
resources was noted by several petroleum ccarpanies; develc^snent of
this resource would not be possible under wilderness classification.
The San Diego Gas and Electric Ccarpany and the County of Iitperial

wanted exclusion of a portion of the WSA on the eastern border to
allow planned transmission lines to pass throu^ the cirea. (No
established or planned utility corridors identified in either the
CDCA Plan or the 1980 Western Regional Corridor Study pass throu^,
or along the borders of, the Little Picacho Peak WSA) . The Bureau
of Reclamation stated the need for rip-rap sites for Colorado River
Project work and requested that the boundary of the WSA should be at
least 2,000 feet from the river. (The WSA boundary is over one
mile from the river at its closest location) . A miner claimed that
the area contains gold and copper and should be c^jen for e3q)loration
and development.

Wilderness designation for this WSA was requested by 16 respondents.
They noted its hi<^ scenic and geologic values and its iirportance as
one of the few river related VKAs in the California Desert. An
irrpressive list of wildlife vdiich can be found in this eurea,

particulctrly in the washes, includes the Yuma king snake. Couch's
spadefoot toad, the Rocky ^fcJuntain toad, the Great Plains toad, and
the Colorado River toad. A diverse representation of interesting
Colorado Desert flora is also present. Ancient archeological sites
were said to be present and in need of protection. (The WSA has
only one recorded archeological site) . Three natural watering tanks
are also found here for use by desert bighorn and other wildlife.
(BIM knows of no wildlife water sources within this WSA) . Wildlife
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values cire hi^, with Colorado River species living in the wash
system of the area. Three water holes for wildlife cire in the eirea.

Soane respondents reccsiimended acxxranodation for vehicle access in the
south and ecist portion of the WSA, v*iile preserving the remainder
for wildeme^ related recreational opportunities such as nature
study, photography, rock climbing, hiking, and si^tseeing. The
damage caused by vehicles to vegetation, wildlife, and soils was
discussed in sane ccsmnents.

Three ccniments were received in response to the Public Input
Workbook of 3-15-79. One was frcm the County of Imperial; it
exposed wilderness because of the presence of a solid waste site and
a gravel site in the area (the County waste disposal site is outside
the WSA) and a transmission line v^iich is planned to pass through
the area. A second letter mentioned again the long time use of the
area for roddiounding. The leist respondent favored wilderness,
saying that the remnants of human activities will disappear with
time, and that these irrprints cire not a sufficient reason for
designating the area nonsuitable.

3. Draft Plan Alternatives ; There were few ccttiments specific to this
WSA in response to the Draft Plcin Alternatives. However, this was
one of many WSAs exposed by the National Outdoor Coalition (NOC) , a
coalition of mining, rockhounding, and off-hi^way vehicle groups.
This organization requested a moderate intensity multiple use
designation for the area, a position \4iich was not in agreement with
any of the plan alternatives. Many club members sent in letters and
ooupons supporting this position. Conservation oriented individuals
and organizations also wrote many letters favoring wilderness for
this area, as reccammended by both the Protection and Balanced
Alternatives. Conpanies and agencies vdiich responded during the
earlier phase of public input on such topics as mining, transmission
lines, and geothermal energy repeated the same requests in this
portion of the participation process.

4. Proposed Plan : All but a few of the respondents exposed the limited
intensity multiple use designation vAiich the Prcposed Plan
reccanmended for this area. Conservation oriented individuals and
organizations wanted a wilderness reccaitmendation, v*iile vehicle
recreationists, miners, and certain agencies wanted moderate
intensity multiple use.

Wilderness prcponents, v*iich were far in the majority, noted that
Little Picacho has outstanding wilderness values and was ranked by
the Bureau as twelfth among the 137 WSAs. It contains a wide
variety of strikingly scenic terrain, frcm rugged volcanic peaks to
sheer canyons and lush smoke tree washes. It offers outstanding
c|:portunities for wilderness recreation and sufports a bighorn she^
herd. They also said that the Bureau's reasons for not reccafnmending

this exc^jtional area as suitable for wilderness were insufficient,
since human iirpacts had already been mostly excluded fran the WSA.
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A variety of gzxx^ cx3ntini;»d to c|:pose a limited use designati^i
for this area. These included recreationists v*io need vehicles to
reach their favorite recreation spots, off-hi^iway vehicle
enthusiasts, miners, and the OoiDTty of Iirperial, vdiich stated that
medium use designation would be more ocaisistent with their general
plan designaticxi of recreation for this area.
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1. THE STUDY AREA 21 ,161 acres

The North Algodones Dunes WSA is located in Iirperial County, in the southern
portion of the California Desert CCnservation Area (CDCA) . The nearest
cities are Brawley, 20 miles west; Blythe, 60 miles northeast; and Yuma,

Arizora, 45 miles southeast. The study area contains 26,656 acres of public
land under the jurisdiction of the Bureau of Land Management (BIM) , 593
acres of State land, and private and Iirperial County ownership totalling 518
acres (see Map 1 and Table 1)

,

The west WSA boundary follows the Coachella Canal. State Highway 78 forms
the southern boundciry of the WSA, vhile Iirperial County's Niland-Glamis Road
forms the eastern boundary. The north WSA boundary cuts throu)^ the
southern portion of the Mammoth Wash Off-Hi(^way Vehicle (CHV) Area, and is

not aligned with ary physiceil or legal feature.

The VBA enccafrpasses approximately 20% of the Algodones Sand Dunes system,
cilso known as the Iirperial Sand Dunes or Iirperial Sand Hills. This dune
system covers approximately 1,000 square miles and is one of the largest
dune canoplexes in North America. Averaging five miles wide, the dunes
extend for more than 40 miles along the eastern edge of the Iirperial Veilley

agricultural region, continuing across the international border into Mexico.
The WSA is a seven by five mile segment in the north central portion of the
dune system. The remaining U.S. portions of the dunes north and south of
the WSA are open to off-hi^way vehicle recreation, and coitprise the most
intensively used recreation lands in the California Desert (BLM, California
Desert District, Recreation Management Information System data base)

.

Several other special designations overlay the North Algodones Dunes WSA.
i^roximately 90% of the study area is within the Iirperial Sand Hills
National Natural Landmark, and the Algodones CXitstanding Natural Area. A
cocperative agreement signed by BLM, the Navy, and the Bureau of Reclamation
and incorporated into the CDCA Plan eis 1985 Amendment 1, designated
approximately 65% of the WSA to provide a restricted air space for military
aircraft to approach nearby practice bombing targets without interference
from general aviation traffic and other incoitpatible uses, such as
peculation concentrations and above-ground facilities. Under the terms of
the cooperative agreement, BLM retains general surface management
responsibility, but must consult with the Navy v^en potentially conflicting
uses are proposed.

The WSA was studied under Section 603 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act of 1976 (FLEMA) . Four alternatives were analyzed by the
Draft and Final Environmental Iirpact Statements (EIS) for the CDCA Plan,
protection, use, balanced, and no action, and a summary of the WSA's
wilderness values was also included in i^pendix III of the CDCA Plan.



2. REXXMMENDftnON AND RAnONM£ 26,304 acres recxxnmended
for wilderness

940 BIM acres reootimended
for nonwildemess

Ninety-five percent partial wilderness is the reccrarnendation for this WSA.
The 940 acres in this WSA recanmended nonsuitable are released for uses
other than wilderness. Ihis reoaranendation is in accordance with the 1981
COCA Plan amendment. In addition to the Federcil acreage recommended for
wilderness, BIM recaoranends that 76 acres of State land and 512 acres of
private and Trrpericil County land be acquired through exchange or purchase
and designated as wilderness. With acquisition of these inholdings, a total
of 26,304 acres are reccsnmended for wilderness. i^^)endix 1 lists all
iriholdings and provides additional information on their acquisition.

The nonsuitable reoatimendation will be iirplemented in a manner v*iich will
use all practical means to avoid or minimize environmental iitpacts. The
balanced alternative is the environmentally preferable alternative, as
outlined in the CDCA Plan and further e^qjlained in the California Wilderness
Study Overview.

The partial wilderness reccmmendation is based on the following rationale:

(1) the lands proposed for wilderness possess hi^-quality wilderness
values, v^iile these values are Icwer on the areas reocromended for
nonwildemess, (2) the proposed wilderness will proteirt the habitat of
unique pleint and wildlife species, (3) wilderness designation of the
reccsnmended portic»i of the WSA will not have a major iiipact on other uses,
and (4) the reccnitnendation is consistent with existing management cbjectives
for the area.

The lands reccsnmended for wilderness designation possess an outstanding
primitive character v4iich exenplifies the qualities described in the
definiticHi of wilderness contained in Section 2(c) of the Wilderness Act.
The broad system of tall dunes encompassed by the WSA is "untrammeled by
man," and retains its "primeval character and influence." The dune system
provides a genuine challenge for hikers and backpackers. Travel throo^ the
ccaiplex maze of ste^>-sided, shifting sand ridges requires both pAiysical

stamina and ccsipetent orienteering ability. Evidence of previous visitors,
and indeed of one's cwn passage, may be obliterated in a few hours by winds.
Lew visitation and the screening effect of the rolling tcpography ensure
airple qpportunities for solitude. Excellent scenic quality and
opportunities to view or study rare or unusual plant and cinimal species
contribute significantly to the appeal of this unique region. No primitive
routes of travel have been identified within the WSA.

Wilderness designation of the reccammended portion of the WSA would protect
these unique wildlife cind plant species, by assuring that their habitat
remains undisturbed by motor vehicles. Four wildlife species are under
status review by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USF&WS) for possible
listing cis threatened or endangered. One of them, the Andrews dune scarab
beetle, is found caily in the Algodones Dunes. Three plant species are under
status review by the USF&WS for possible listing as threatened or



enciangered, and five additional plant species are considered rare or
endangered by the State of California or the California Native Plant
Society.

If the reocnimended portion of the North Algodones Dunes were designated
wilderness, the ccaiflicts with other resource uses would be minor, overall.
While the WSA does have oil and gas and geothermal potential, there are
presently caily 20 mining claims, no oil and gas leases or geothermal leases
within the stcdy area. Other portions of the Iirperial Sand Dunes and
surrounding areas with kncwn and potential mineral and energy reserves
remain potentially available for exploration and develcpnent. Existing
recreaticMi use patterns in the reconmended area are ccnpatible with
wilderness designation; there would be no displacement of traditional
activities. Special issues requiring resolution are discussed in detail in
the ManageabililY section of this r^»rt.

Designation of the recGaorantended acreage as wilderness would be consistent
with existing management cfcjectives for the area. Ihe importance of
protecting the dunes and their unique flora and fauna was identified by BLM
even before the wilderness review mandated by FLFMA. Prior to their status
as a WSA, the North Algodones Dunes were designated the Inpericil Sand Hills
National Natural Landmark and established as the Algodones Outstanding
Natural Area. Since 1977, the Outstanding Natural Area has been oonpletely
closed to motor vehicle travel in order to protect significant natural
resources and provide opportunities for primitive recreation.

i?^roximately 940 acres of the WSA is reccatimended as nonsuitable for
wilderness designation. Management guidelines for those cireas not
recommended for designaticxi will be iitplemented using all practical means to
avoid or mitigate environmental inpacts. Ihis acreage consists of two
parcels, one in the southeast comer, and one along the northern edge,
v*uch for convenience will be referred to as Parcels A and B throu^out this
document.

These parcels are outside of the established Outstanding Natural Area. If
the boundaries of the proposed wilderness and the existing Outstanding
Natural Area are kept consistent, the boundary of the area closed to motor
vehicles will be maintained in a location already familiar to the public,
thereby minimizing enforcement prcAslems. Parcels A and B have been managed
specifically for intensive dN recreation since 1972, and particularly on
Parcel A, motorized recreation use patterns are firmly established. That
parcel is heavily used as a vehicle camping and staging area, from vAiich

recreationists disperse to the adjacent private lands and ccnmercial
establishments at Glamis, and into the Glamis/Gecko CHV Area south of the
WSA.

The wilderness qualities of Parcels A and B are inferior to those esdiibited
by the recommended wilderness portion of the WSA. Naturalness and
opportunities for solitude and primitive and unconfined types of recreation
have all been affected by the longstanding ON use.
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TABI£ 1 - land Status and Acreage Summary of the Stuc^ Area

Within Wilderness Study Area Acres
BIM (surface and subsurface) 26,656
Split Estate (BEM surface only)

Ihholdings
State 593
Private 518

Total 27,767

Within the Recommended Wilderness Boundary Acres
BIM (within WSA) 25,716
BIM (outside WSA)
Split Estate (within WSA) ^

Split Estate (outside WSA)^

Total BEM Land Pecanmended for Wilderness 25,716

Inholdings^
State 76
Private 512

Within the Area Not Reccamnended for Wilderness Acres
BIM (surface and subsurface) 940
Split Estate (BIM surface only)

Total BIM Land Not Recommended for Wilderness 940

^ i^^)endix 1 is a detailed description of inholdings and split
estate tracts included within the study. For purposes of this r^xDrt,
split estate lands are defined only as those lands with Federal surface
and non Federal subsurface (minercils) . lands that have Federal
minerals but non Federal surface should be classified in this r^»rt by
the owner of the surface estate.



3. CRITERIA OONSIDERED IN DEVEIDPING THE WIIDERNESS RE(XMMENDMTONS

A. Wilderness Characteristics

1. Naturalness ; The portion of the W5A reccnimended for wilcJemess is
essentially untrammeled by man. The only signs of man within this
area cire six wells providing water for wildlife. The wells have
been ccax»aled and are substantieilly unnoticeable within the cirea cis

a v*K>le.

Within the portion of the WSA reccsotimended for nonwildemess in Parcel
A, naturalness has been reduced by intensive ON playriding and
associated cairping and staging activities. The area is laced with
primitive ways. The native vegetation has been further disturbed by
calipers vAio have pruned the trees to obtain firewood and ^lacty RV
parking i^)aces. All of these conditions existed at the time of
wilderness inventory. Parcel B has been subjected mainly to
occasional ON riding rather than intensive canping and staging
activities, so iitpacts to naturalness there are relatively minor, and
less firmly etched into the landscape.

2. Solitude : Solitude can be readily found in the portion of the WSA
reccaranended for wilderness. The challenge of hiking into the dunes
serves to limit use and enhance ofportunities for solitude. The
undulating transverse dunes and the thickly vegetated eastside
valleys and hollcws serve to shield users fron one another, also
enhancing the feeling of solitude.

Si^ts and sounds outside the WSA reduce the perc^ition of solitude
somewhat. The sound of passing trains on the Southern Pacific
Railroad iranvediately east of the WSA carries into the interior, and
is most noticeable at ni^t as trains pass typically every 30
minutes. These si^ts and sounds canbine to reduce the sense of
remoteness.

Opportunities for solitude are limited by additional factors on the
portion of the WSA recaonmended for nonwildemess. Parcel A itself is

designated c^jen to OiN travel, and is adjacent to one of the most
intensively used zones in the Inperial Sand Dunes Recreation Area,

including private property containing commercial establishments
catering to the ON enthusiast. Weekend crowds create hi^ noise and
dust levels, vhich would spill over into Parcel A even if that parcel
was closed to motor vehicles. Parcel B is in a much more li(^tly
used area, less subject to outside inpacts on solitude. Hcwever, it
is currently within the area designated as cpen to cross-country CXiV

travel, and solitude is occasionally interrupted hy dN traffic.

This WSA is periodically overflown by military aircraft as part of
the national defense mission taking place in ajproved military
cperating areas and flight corridors. The visual intrusions and



cissociated noise careate periodic tenporary effects on solitude vtiich

are deeaned necessary and acc^jtable as a part of the defense
pr^)aredness of the nation.

3. Primitive and lfr>confined Recreation : Opportunities for primitive
forms of recreaticai (i.e., hiJcing, backpacking, and nature studies)

abound in the cirea reccnimended for wilderness because of the large
spaces involved and the natural screening of the dunes and
vegetaticxi. The soft sand presents strenuous hiking conditions and
the lack of easily identifiable tcpogrc^^hic features presents a
primitive recreationcil challenge found in no other southern
California wilderness area.

Within the portion of the WSA reccsmmended for nonwildemess. Parcel A
presents limited opportunities for primitive recreation, since for
most individuals the quality of the experience would be reduced by
the obvious human iitprints in this area, and the closeness of Icirge

crowds. Parcel B provides better opportunities than Parcel A,

althou^ if designated wilderness, both of these parcels would
eoqperience conflicts between motorized and nonmotorized recreation
v*iich would reduce the quality of the primitive recreation
experience. Both parcels are currently designated open to CHV
recreaticai, and it would take a significant amount of time to educate
the public if they were to be closed to vehicle entry.

4. Special Features ; Ihe North Algodones Dunes WSA constitutes an
outstanding representative saitple of the entire dune system. Ihe
dunes in this area reach heists of 300 feet, and include classic
exaroples of the following different types of dunes: transverse,
siefs or longitudinal dunes, parabolic, vAialeback, barchan, and sand
sheets. Ihe Algodones Dunes System is the only set of dunes in
California exhibiting extensive v*ialeback dune develcpnent. Ihis
dune type requires unlimited sand and high velocity winds. Whaleback
dunes cover ^proximately 20% of the WSA.

Ihe WSA can be divided into two distinct zones. On the west side are
the primary dunes, the largest, tallest, transverse dunes, ccmoposed

of relatively coarse sand. On the east side are the secondary dunes,
smaller and composed of generally finer sands carried further east in
the prevailing winds. Ihe secondary dunes are intempted in places
by basins or flats vAiich sipport stands of trees, primarily mesquite,
smoke tree, ironwood, palo verde, and desert willow. Ihe difference
in vegetation between the west and east sides of the dunes is due
principally to the amount of water available, vAiich is largely
attributable to the tcpograjiiy of the surrounding lands.
Intermittent streams draining the nearby Chocolate Mountains flew
westward to the eastern edge of the dunes, vAiich act like a dam to
hold the water. Ponds form in the eastside basins during the
springtime of wet years, supporting a flurry of life.



Althou^ the hi^ primary dunes covering the western two-thirds of
the WSA are often viewed as being lifeless, a number of specialized
plants and animals have adapted to this unique environment, including
three plants under status review by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service (US F&WS) for possible designation as threatened or
endangered. Ihese species are Piersons loccweed (Astragalus
maqdelenae var. Piersonii ) , silver-leafed dune sunflower (Helianthus
niveus ssp. tei±Larodes ) , and giant Spanish needle (Palafoxia arida
var. giqantea ) . Pierson's loccweed and silver-leafed dune sunflower
cire listed as endangered by the State of California and as rare and
endangered by the California Native Plant Society (CNPS) . Giant
Spanish needle is listed as rare by CNPS.

In additicMi to the three plant species under review by US F&VK, five
additional species are listed as rare or endangered by either the
State of California or CNPS. These are sand food (Ammcfcrosna

sonorae ) , the Borrego milkvetch (Astragalus lentiqinosus var.
borreqanus ) . ribbed cryptantha (Crvptantha costata ) . Coulter's
lyrepod (Lyrocarpa coulteri var. palmeri ) , and Wiggins croton
fCroton wigginsii) . Sand food and Wiggins croton were reviewed by US
F&WS, v^iich found their status did not warrant listing as threatened
or endangered. While all ei^t of the sensitive species mentioned
above are found in few places other than sand dunes, they are ccanmon

and doing well within the Algodones Dunes.

There are three wildlife species of special significance that inhabit
the primary dunes. The flat-tailed homed lizard flhrvnoscana

mcallii) is under status review by US F&WS. Althou^ the lizard
occurs within the area., its numbers do not ajpear to be high. It is
found mainly in the creosote bush scrub habitat type on the margins
of the dunes, cind is not found in the dunes prc^Der. The desert
tortoise (Gopherus agassizi) has been recorded in the northern
reaches of WSA 360, but it appears that this area is on the margin of
desert tortoise range and that population densities are extremely
low. The tortoise is under status review by the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service for possible listing as a threatened or endangered
species. The Colorado desert fringe-toed lizard is under status
review by US F&WS. It occurs in areas of loose, windblown sand
throu^out the study area.

In the eastern third of the VSA, the fine sands of the secondary
dunes provide habitat for the Andrews dune scarab beetle
(Pseudocotalpa andrewsi ) , a species unique to the Algodones IXmes.
The beetle is a candidate for US F&WS listing as a threatened
species. In addition, the species mentioned above under the
discussion of the primary dunes either actually or potentially also
occur in the secondary dunes. The Colorado desert fringe-toed lizard
occurs throu^out the secondary dunes. In addition, desert tortoise
and flat-tailed homed lizard may occur on the eastern margins of the
secondary dunes. Mule deer from the Chocolate Mountain population
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frequent the tree lined pcxdcets in the secx>ndary dune area, especieilly

after spring or late summer rains have formed ponds and increased
available forage.

B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation Svstem
(NWPS)

1. Assessing the diversity of natural systems and features as
represented by ecxjsvstems : Itiis WSA contains 26,656 acres of the
AMerican Desert/Saltbush-Greasewood ecosystem. The only dune system
of a size and ocmplexity ocnparable to the Algodones Ounes currently
protected within the National Wilderness Preseryation System is
located at Great Sand Dunes National Monument, Colorado. The Great
Sand Dunes were formed by sand-laden winds blowing against the
barrier of the Sangre de Cristo Mountains, vAiich slewed the winds,
causing them to drop their sandy burden. By contrast, the Algodones
Dunes have develc^)ed in flat, open country. Ihis is due largely to
the phenomenon of seasonally exposing winds. Designation of the
North Algodones Dunes WSA would thus add an unr^resented ecosystem
and a dune system to the NWPS vtiich is unique with respect to both
its mode of origin and the outstanding variety of dune structures
present.

Table 2 - Ecosystem Representation

Bailey-Kuchler
Classification NWPS areas Other BIM Studies
Damain/Province/FNV areas acres areas acres

NATIONWIDE

American Desert/Scdtbush-
Greasewood 7 223,053

CALIFORNIA

American Desert/Saltbush-
Greasewood 7 223,053

2. Expandincf the opportunities for solitude or primitive recreation
within a day's drivincr time (five hours) of major population
centers : This WSA is within a five-hour drive of six major
population centers. Table 3 summarizes the number and acreage of
designated areas and other ELM study areas within a five-hour drive
of the population centers.



Table 3

Wilderness Opportunities for Residents
of Major Population Centers

Population
Centers

California

Anaheim-Santa Ana
Ids Angeles-Long Beach
Riverside-San Bernardino
San Diego

Arizona

Ehoenix
Tucson

NWPS areas Other BIM Studies
areas acres areas acres

25 2,823,534 153 5,703,616
27 2,876,234 135 4,958,751
22 2,031,054 205 7,658,649
15 1,043,680 100 3,378,814

40 1,758,456 118 4,449,908
41 2,547,144 78 2,263,137

3. Balancing the geographic distribution of wilderness cireas ; No other
portions of the Algodones Sand Dunes system are new designated or
reocatnmended for wilderness designation by BUM. The closest
designated wilderness areas are the Anza-Borrego Desert State Park
Wilderness, approximately 55 air miles west, and Joshua Tree
Wilderness at Joshua Tree National Monument, ajproximately 60 air
miles northwest. There are nine BUM study areas reconimended for
wilderness designation within 50 air miles of the North Algodones
Dunes. Six are within the Ccilifomia Desert District and three are
within ArizcHia's Yuma District.

C. Manageability

The entire WSA is manageable as wilderness. However, there is a
significant difference in ease of manageability between the portion
reooanranended for wilderriess and the portion reocaranended for nonwildemess.

The recommended wilderness portion has been closed to motor vehicles
since 1977. Off-hi^way vehicle recreationists are alreacfy familiar with
these posted boundaries. Manageability is further enhanced because the
west, south, and east boundciries are cleeirly defined by physiceil

features: the Coachella Canal, Hi(^Tway 78, and the Niland-Glamis Road.

In contrast, the portion of the WSA recommended for nonwildemess would
be difficult to manage as wilderness because motorized recreation use
patterns cure firmly established. Parcel A is not only outside the
existing closed area, but has been and continues to be heavily used for
intensive CHV recreation. While Parcel B is cilso designated c^ien to ON
use, it is not heavily used. However, the northern boundary of Parcel B
cuts across the dune system and is not defined by any readily visible
landmark. The only way to delineate the boundary would be by a line of
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closely-^aoed signs. The currently posted v^iicle closure would have to
be moved north ctie-^ialf to one mile to incorporate Parcel B within the
proposed wilderness. After 10 years of enforcement, the OHV public is
familiar with the existing closed area boundazy relative to both I^roels
A and B.

On the portion of the WSA reoanmended for wilderness, manageability would
be inproved if three situations were resolved that either potentially or
actually ccaiflict with maintaining the area's hi^ quality wilderness
values. The first involves maintenance of Hi^way 78 by the California
Department of Tran^)ortation (CalTrans) . The second involves the non-
Federcil iriholdings within the WSA over viiich BLM has no control, and the
third is the type of wildlife watering facilities that Eire ccnpatible
with wilderness management.

Ihere are three blocks of non-Federal inholdings within the WSA. If the
non-Federal parcels were acquired, the west and south wilderness
boundaries would be uniformly aligned with the Ooachella Canal and
Hi^iway 78 and the north boundary would beccaue a strai^t line, thereby
iirproving visitor identification of the boundary and enforcement
effectiveness. Acquisition would also assure that activities vAiich are
incanopatible with wilderness are not allowed to occur.

As menticaied in Section 3 of this r^xDrt, the WSA contains six wells that
provide water for wildlife. Ihe structures were necessary in order to
ensure the continued welfare of species inhabiting the WSA vtiic±L had been
adversely affected by human activities. For nearly 40 years, mule deer
and other wildlife species utilized the water and streamside vegetation
found alc^ig the earthen banks of the Coachella Canal at the western edge
of the WSA. In 1980, the canal was lined with concrete, killing the
streamside vegetation and creating a deathtrap for animals attenpting to
reach the water. In that year, 29 deer drowned after being tr^^jed in
the canal and numerous others were rescued by State Fish and Game
personnel. In order to disperse the deer away from the canal hazard and
toward areas of natural habitat existing prior to original cc»istruction
of the canal, the BIM, the Bureau of Reclamation, the California
D^>artment of Fish and Game, and sportsman's organizations devised a plan
to develop wildlife watering devices at 19 locations in the region,
including the six within the WSA. BIM determined that these wildlife
facilities were consistent with both the Bureau's Interim Management
Policy for lands under wilderness review as well as the Wilderness
Management Policy . The facilities will be maintained without motorized
access.

Military overfli^ts in this WSA must be considered to maintain the
integrity of the existing and future national defense mission as well as
the wilderness resource.
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D. Energy and Mineral Resource Vctlues

1. Summary of Information Khcwn at the Time of the Preliminary
Suitability Recxanmendation ; Ihe southern portion of the North
Algodones IXines WSA is within the Glands Kncwn Geothermal Resource
Area (K3RA) designated by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) in 1970.
USGS also classified the area as prospectively valuable for oil and
gas in 1978.

Prior to publication of the CDCA Plan, BLM pr^>ared a Geology-Energy-
Minercil (G-E-M) R^XDrt for the East Mesa North G-E-M Resource Area
{GPA) , of v*iich the WSA is a part. Hcwever, the CDCA Plan did not
fully analyze and interpret the East Mesa North GRA R^xDrt as it
^jecifically relates to this WSA. The GRA R^»rt shews the WSA to
have hi<^ potential for geothermal resources. An ^proximate one-
mile wide strip along the WSA's east boundary and a small area eilong

the southwest border are classified as having hi^ potential for the
occurrence of glass sand resources (See Map 2) . No other hi^ or
moderate potenticil energy or mineral occurrences are identified in
the GRA R^XDrt. (The East Mesa North GRA R^XDrt is a BIM
administrative r^»rt available in the California Desert District G-
E-M resource files)

.

2. Summary of Significant New Mineral Resource Data Collected Since the
Preliminary Suitability Recommendation Utiich Should be Considered in
the Final Recommendation : The mineral potential of the WSA was
inventoried by the USGS and the U.S. Bureau of Mines (BCM) , vAio

published their findings in 1984 (Open File Report OFR-84-639) . BCM
released the r^xDrt of their activity in 1983 (MIA-43-83) . This
r^xDrt indicates that the WSA has moderate to hi^ potential for the
occurrence of gas and associated hydrocarbon resources, and moderate
potential for the occurrence of geothermal resources and associated
chemical Scdts and minerals.

The discovery of natural gas and associated hydrocarbons by PEMEX
(the national oil coipany of Mexico) in a well six miles south of the
U.S./Mexican border in marine Pliocene sands of the Iirpericil

Formation sparked new oil and gas leasing interest on Federal land in
the vicinity of the WSA. It is suspected that the hydrocarbon
bearing Iitperial sands extend northward into the Salton Sea area, and
possibly into the WSA. BIM maintains (December 1987) that the area
is prospectively valuable for oil and gas resources.

Geothermal ejqDloration projects oonpleted in 1987 by Magma
Geothermal and Ormat Geothermal ccnpanies indicated that the
productive East Mesa KGRA, two miles west of the WSA, extends further
east than previously thou^t. This extension trends into the
southern one-fourth of the WSA. The determination by the two
ccaipanies indicates that the geothermal resources of the southern
portion of the WSA can be utilized for power generation and direct
lew tenperature uses. In 1987, three geothermal power plants were
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xjnder construction approximately ten miles southwest of the WSA. For
geothermal resources, BIM maintains a prospectively valuable
clcissification for the WSA.

In 1987 BIM received several public inquiries regarding processing
the sands of the Iirperial dunes near State Hi^iway 78 for recovery of
heavy minerals and glass sand. An ajplication to purchase sand for
glass manufacturing under the Material Sales Act was made for an area
immediately north of the WSA in 1986. Ihe scile was not consummated
by BIM.

Ihere has been no production of any mineral or energy resources from
the WSA. According to BIM records dated Etecember 1987, the WSA
contained 20 urpatented lode mining claims encumbering 400 acres
(Table 4) . Ihere were no geothermcil leases or oil and gas leases.
BIM has maintained a moratorium on new leasing in WSAs since 1983 at
the directicai of Congress. However, two previous atteirpts to
ccarpetitively lease the Glamis Yirawn Geothermal Resource Area failed
to produce a single bid.

Table 4 - Mining Claims

TYPE NUMBER ACRES
MINING CIAIM SUITABIE NONSUIT. TOTAL SUTTABIE NC»ISUIT. TOTAL

Tnde
Placer
Mill Sites

20 20 400 400

Total 20 20 400 400

E. SuKunarv of Environmental Consecaiences of the Proposed Action

1. Impact on Wilderness Values ; Ihere will be no iirpact to wilderness
values on the 95% of the WSA designated wilderness; existing hi^
values will be maintained. Ihe Southern Pacific Railroad will
continue to negatively affect solitude, as they do at present. In
the ten percent of the WSA to remain nonwildemess, naturcilness,
opportunities for solitude, and c^portunities for primitive and
unconfined recreation will gradually decline over the long term as a
result of projected gradually increasing CtN use and the cumulative
effect of this use. Ihis adverse iirpact is considered minor, since
values will not decline significantly from their present levels.

2. Impact on Geothermal Exploration and Development : Ihe proposed
action will make develcp:nent of potential resources unfeasible on 95%
of the WSA. Ihe adverse inpact is considered minor, since the WSA
has had no past production, previous lease atterrpts failed, and there
currently are no leases. Ihere are other areas of hi^ geothermal
potential elsevy^iere in the InpericLL Sand Dunes, outside of this WSA.
On the remainder of the WSA not designated wilderness there would be
no impact, since the area will be potentially available for
geothermal develcproent.
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3. IiTiDact on Oil and Gas Exploration and Develotanent : Ihere will be a
moderate adverse iirpact to oil and gas exploration oti 95% of the WSA,

since most of the area considered to have moderate to hi^ oil and
gas potential is within the reocramended wilderness boundaries. Ihere
will be no inpact to oil eind gas exploration and development on the
ten peroart of the WSA not designated wilderness, since the ctrea will
be potenticLLly available for oil and gas extracticai.

4. Impact on Glass Sand Resource Develoonent ; l^ider the prc^xDsed

acticai, most of the area within the WSA considered to have hi^
potential for glass sand resources will beocine wilderness and
therefore unavailable for resource extraction. Ihe adverse inpact is
considered minor, since glass sand is not rare within the Iirperial

Sand Dunes, and resources of similar quality and accessibility exist
throu^out the eastern dune margin, including areas north and south
of the WSA v*iich BIM manages for hi^-intensity multiple use.

5. Impact on Habitat of Candidate Ihreatened/Endancrered Plant and Animal
Species : Ihe prcposed action will have a minor beneficieLL inpact on
95% of the WSA, as a result of permanently excluding surface
disturbing activities such as ON use or energy/mineral exploration
and develc^jment. Ihere will be a negligible inpact in the ten
percent of the WSA to remain nonwildemess. Monitoring and patrol
efforts, and mitigation measures to be stipulated as part of any
authorized activities, will assure that sensitive species receive
adequate protection.

F. Local Social and Economic Considerations

No loccil socicil or econcmic considerations were identified in the CDCA
Plan and EIS. Iherefore, no further discussion of this tcpic will occur
in this document.

G. Summary of WSA-Specific Public Comments

Public ccniments were solicited throui^out all phases in the develc^xnent
of the CDCA Plein, finalized in 1980. Issues raised by the public during
the Inventory and Study Fhase were taken into account during development
of the Draft Plan Alternatives and Prcposed Plan. Ihe following is a
summary of cill ccmments received. Kncwn inaccuracies are noted in
parentheses.

1. Inventory Fhase : A majority of the ccmments addressing the
inventory factors agreed with the present status of the area's
boundaries or felt they should be e3^)anded. Other comments said the
cirea had roads that had not been included or that the works of man
were evident. Ihe area was reevaluated, and changes made v*iere

appropriate.

2. Study Fhase ; Ihe unique nature of the Algodones Dunes generated more
comments than any other WSA in the desert, over 400 for both WSA 360
and WSA 362, with many letters referring to both areas. Many letters
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came from organized grot^js cxsnoemed about the dunes, and the number
of letters received included several ccpies of a single letter signed
by s^arate individuals.

About 215 conments were received about this WSA, with a heavy
majority favoring a multiple-use designation for the area. The
cirea's hi^est value, according to many, is as a recreation area.
For many it is the best motorized vehicle area in the desert, along
with WSA 362. Ihe values of family recreation are described in
several letters: old, young, and handicapped persons can enjoy the
scenic and natural values of this area only in vehicles; children
learn driving skills, nature skills, and family responsibility and,
besides strengthening family ties, these activities give youth the
outlet for energies that may otherwise be used in ways destructive to
themselves or others. Not only do these values far outwei^ those of
protecting unimportant species of dune insects and vegetation, the
activity of vdiicles has little or no effect on these species, many
argue. Ihe vitality of wildlife and vegetation is a function of
moisture, not motorized vehicle use; vehicles actually aid in the
transportation of seeds throu^out the dunes it was claimed. Only
designated rare and endangered species should be protected, not those
prc^xDsed for the Federal lists, it was suggested. The presence of
these species in the area has been ej^loited by groips biased against
motorized vehicles. Hiking is too difficult in the dunes area. Ihe
area, cLLready closed to vehicle access, should be at least partly
reopened — a previous north-south corridor should be reinstituted,
several suggested. One conment said that only the middle half of the
area has true wilderness qualities.

Besides the econanic inpacts on Iitperial County, the restricticxi of
motorized vehicle use may result in heavy use in other, more
sensitive areas and overcrcv^ding in the dunes areas. Ihis WSA
contains the Dunes K3RA (Ihe Dunes K3RA is within WSA 362 to the
south. A portion of the Glamis KSRA is within this WSA.) v*iich may
result in iirportant energy generation and beneficial spinoff effects
for Iirpericil County, particularly in food processing.

Si^t and sound intrusions said to affect this area include: the
railroad on the eastern border; military activities, including
bombing noise and low-flying aircraft; traffic on State Poute 78; the
Coachella Canal; and the visibility of farms and other human activity
in Iitperial Valley. Deletion of the entire area, or boundary
adjustments to the WSA, were reccanmended.

Ihe unique environment of the Algodones Dunes was the strongest
argument for wilderness, according to many writers. Among the many
species existing here are: Eriocfonum . desert sunflower, giant
Spanish needle, Ammctoroma sonorae . Wiggins croton, homed lizard,
Colorado Desert sidewinder, banded desert gecko, scarab beetle.
Ephedra trifarca, Hespericallis undulata . Pro banche cogperi, western
brush lizard, desert iguana, fringe-toed lizard. Astragalus
lontiqinosus . Palofoxia linearis , mesquite, and palo verde. Vehicle
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use was said to have dramatic soil and hydrological effec±s v*iich

reduce the ability of these biota to survive in the delicate balance
of a desert environment. Ihis ecosystem is unique and
irr^laceable, with species of (candidate) rare and endangered plants
and animals. Some letters noted that primitive recreation
opportunities were good, with the dunes providing solitude, scenic
and stark vistas, and a variety of biota for study. Spring floral
dii^lays were said to be outstanding.

Seversd ccaranents were received in response to the Public Ir^xit

Workbook of 3/15/79. Sane coinments favored wilderness classification
to protect rare/endangered ^)ecies and natural values. Others
qpposed wilderness classification because the area borders the
dooolate Mountains Aerial Gunnery Range, and this is no place for
primitive and unoonfined recreation.

3. Draft Plan Alternatives : A variety of public ccsnments were received
during formal review of the draft CDCA Plan/EIS. Two indicated
ccnplete agreement with All Wilderness, vAiile a third was in
agreement with No Wilderness. It was requested that the All
Wilderness reoc«raraendation include more acreage as suitable. Scrae

noted that rare and endangered plant and animal species resided
within the stucty area. More details were requested on what criteria
were used for reducing the size of the wilderness study area. In
addition, one stated that the exploration for and develcpnent of oil,
gas, and geothermal resources under the No Action Alternative were
the best uses of the wilderness study area.

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the U.S. Marine Corps Yuma Air
Station commented on the draft CDCA PlaiVEIS. Ihe Fish and Wildlife
Service stated that the limited amount of the total dunes system
reocinmended for wilderness made it questionable v^ether adequate
protection would be provided for three candidate threatened plant
species and three endemic beetle species. The Marine Corps warned
that aircraft training flints, v*iich cross this WSA at lew levels
and hi^ speeds, must be specifically provided for.

The National Outdoor Coalition, made up of mining, rockhounding, and
ON groj^s, reccmmended that the WSA not be designated wilderness,
and that it be made available for low-intensity management. The
Sierra Club and other conservation organizations favored wilderness
designation. Members of these groi^js submitted thousands of letters
and coi^xDns supporting their respective positions.

4. Proposed Plan ; Few ccmments were received on this WSA during review
of the final CDCA Plar\/EIS. Ihe Imperial County Planning D^>art2nent
requested that the WSA not be designated wilderness, but be allocated
for moderate intensity multiple-use management to conform to the
Ccxmty General Plan v*iich designates this area for motorized
recreation.
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5. 1981 Plan Amendments : A 1981 CDCA Plan amendment changed the
bcfundary of the area recommended for wilderness designation to
exclude a parcel in the southeast comer of the WSA (Parcel A) . Ihis
amendment recognized existing management eirphasis and intensive
motorized recreation uses occurring in the area. Five respondents
approved the change. Ihree respondents exposed the amendment because
they felt Hi(^iway 78 would have been a reasonable, unambiguous
wilderness boundary, and that the newly prc^xDsed boundary would be
ill-defined and unmanageable.
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APPENDIX 1

ESTIMATED COSTS OF ACQUISITION OF NON-FEDERAL HOLDINGS WITHIN

AREAS RECOMMENDED FOR DESIGNATION

NORTH ALGODONES DUNES WSA (CDCA-360)

TYPE OF ESTIMATED

OWNERSHIP COST OF

BY 1[STATE ACQUISITION

LEGAL

DESCRIPTION NUMBER PRESENTLY PREFERRED LAND PROCESSING

PARCEL TOTAL OF SURFACE SUBSURFACE PROPOSED FOR METHOD OF COSTS COSTS

No. TWNSHP RNG SEC MERIDIAN ACREAGE OWNERS ESTATE ESTATE AC0UI$ITION ACQUISITION ($1000) ($1000)

1 18S. 16E. 36 SBM 40 1 STATE STATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

2 18S. 17E. 36 SBM 80 1 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 8.0 2.5

3 18S. 17E. 36 SBM 160 1 STATE STATE YES EXCHANGE N/A 4.0

4 IBS. 17E. 16 SBM *(506) 3 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE (50.6) (7.5)

* Indicates that exact parcel acreage is unknown,

shown in ( ).

Total acreage for all parcels in a particular section are

These figures were derived from Bureau Land Records and provide for more detail than GIS estimates and therefore

may differ from acreage summaries in Table 1.
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SCWIH AD30DCMES DDNES WIIflERNESS STOEY AREA fWSA)

(CDCA-362)

1. TOE STUDY AREA 52,359 acares

The South Algodones Dunes WSA is located in Inperial County, in the southern
portion of the California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA) . Ihe nearest
cities are Brawley, 24 miles west; Blythe, 70 miles northeast; and Yuma,

Arizona, 22 miles east. Itie WSA contains 51,375 acres of public land under
the jurisdiction of the Bureau of Land Management (BtM) , 278 acres of State
land, and private inholdings totalling 706 acres (see Table 1 and Map 1)

.

The WSA's east and west boundaries follow the edge of the dune system. The
south boundary is an unposted line across the dunes vM.ch indicates the
northern limit of substantially noticeable inpacts resulting frcrni v«^iicle

use originating in the Buttercup Valley Off-Hi^iway Vehicle (CHV) Area. The
WSA's north boundary is the urposted south boundary of the Glamis/Gecko OHV
Area. The WSA itself is cpen to cross-country motor vehicle use, and on the
north and south borders the roost intensively used CHV recreation lands in
the Ccilifomia Desert (BLM, California Desert District, Recreation
Management Information System data base) . The North Algodones Dunes WSA,
v*iich is closed to vehicle use and recommended for wilderness designation,
is afproximately five miles north of this WSA.

The WSA enccmpasses approximately 50% of the Algodones Sand Dunes system,
clLso known as the Iirperial Sand Dunes or Inperial Sand Hills. This dune
system covers approximately 1,000 square miles and is one of the largest
dune corplexes in North America. Averaging five miles wide, the dunes
extend for more than 40 miles along the eastern edge of the Iitperial Vcilley

agricultural region, continuing across the international border into Mexico.
The WSA is a 12 by six mile segment in the central portion of the dune
system.

The WSA was studied under Section 603 of the Federal Land PoJ.icy and
Management Act (FLFMA) . Four alternatives were ansilyzed in the Draft and
Final Environmental Iripact Statements (EISs) for the CDCA Plan: protection,
use, bcdanced, and no action; a summary of the area's wilderness values was
included in i^^pendix III of the Final EIS.

2. REOOMMENDATTON AND RATTOIALE

51,375

acres reccanmended for
wilderness
BLM acres recoaranended

for nonwildemess

No wilderness is the reocmraendation for this WSA. The entire acreage in
this WSA is released for uses other than wilderness. Use will be naintained
at lew levels by leaving the eirea undeveloped, with no recreational access
iitprovement or facility development, in accordance with the 1987 Iirperial

Sand Dunes Recreation Area Management Plan. The selected reccaranendation



will offer protection for botanical and wildlife resources vAiile still
allowing traditional off-hi^iway vehicle use and potenticil geothermal energy
develc^ment. Ihis reooranendation will be inplemented in a manner which will
iise cill practiced means to avoid or minimize environmental iirpacts.

The Balanced Alternative is the environmentally preferable alternative as
outlined in the CDCA Plan and further explained in the California Wilderness
Stucfy Overview.

The South 'Algodones Dunes WSA is reccoranended nonsuitable for wilderness
designation for the following reasons: (1) the long tradition of motor
vehicle use; (2) the projected continued hi^ demand for sand dune oriented
off-hi<^Tway vehicle use; (3) the WSA's potenticil for energy and minercil
develc^anent; and (4) the similarity of the area to a nearby WSA reccanmended
for wilderness.

The lands within the WSA have been used for off-hi^way vehicle recreation
for approximately the last 30 years, and have been managed by BLM with the
specific cAsjective of providing off-hi^way vdnicle recreation c^portunities
since 1972. The entire area is currently designated "open" to off-hi^iway
vehicles, and receives an estimated 6000 recreation visitor use days
annually. Almost all of this use is vehicle based, and would therefore be
displaced with wilderness designation. No primitive routes of travel have
been identified within the WSA.

The WSA provides inportant access between the intensively used Glamis/Gecko
CHV Area and the Butterop Vcilley CHV Area, located north and south of the
WSA, respectively. The presence of these two pcpular ON recreation areas
immediately adjacent to the WSA, with no natural barriers or landmarks to
delineate the boundary, makes the WSA effectively unmanageable as
wilderness.

The WSA provides excellent qpportunities for piiotography and nature stucty,

but most visitors using the area for these purposes utilize an CHV for
access. Hiking, backpacking, horseback riding, and other non-motorized
activities occur infrequently. In conparison to the North Algodones Dunes
WSA, the edge of the South Algodones Dunes VKA is, in general, much less
accessible by two-v*ieel drive vehicle. The relative lack of access has
tended to limit its use by nonmotorized recreationists.

Most of the Dunes Known Geothermal Resource Area (KGRA) is within the WSA,

and is considered t^ ELM to have hi^ potential for geothermal energy
development. The WSA may cilso have potential for oil and gas, locatable
glass sand resources, and metal recovery froam the sands. Develcparnent of
these resources would be foregone under wilderness designation.

BLM is reccanmending that the North Algodones Dunes WSA (CDCA-360) be
designated wilderness, and feels that this is an excellent representative
sanple of the dune system. The South Algodones Dunes WSA (CDGA-362)

ejdiibits physical and biological features very similar to those found in
North Algodones Dunes WSA, except its secondary dunes contain fewer and
less well developed exanples of micrc^yll woodland basins, v^ch support



stcinds of trees such as mesquite, smoke tree, ironwood, palo verde, and
desert willcw. This difference is because the southern dunes do not receive
the benefit of runoff from the Chocolate Mountains in the manner of the
northern dunes, resulting in dryer conditions in the southern basins. The
snaller nuirber of tree lined bcisins also maloe the South Algodones Dunes MSA
less favorable as burro mule deer habitat.

In view of the above rationale, BLM is reoonimending lew intensity management
for the South Algodc^ies Dunes VSA,

TABLE 1 - Land Status and Acreage Summary of the Study Area

Within Wilderness Study Area Acres
BIM (surface and subsurface) 51,375
Split Estate (BLM surface only)

Inholdings
State 278
Private 706

Total 52,359

Within the Reccromended Wilderness Boundary Acres
BLM (within WSA)
BLM (outside WSA)
Split Estate (within WSA)
Split Estate (outside WSA)

Totcil BLM Land Reocmmended for Wilderness

Inholdings
State
Private

Within the Area Not Recanmended for Wilderness Acres
BLM (surface and subsurface) 51,375
Split Estate (BIM surface only)

Toted BLM Land Not Reooramended for Wilderness 51,375
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3. CRITERIA OOISIDEMD IN DEVEIDPING THE WILDERNESS REOOMMENDATICWS

A. Wilderness Characteristics

1. Naturalness : The WSA is essentially ijntrainmeled by man, althcxi^
small portions of the landscape have been modified by human
activity. Along the relatively stable, vegetated eastern and
western margins of the dune system cire found a number of CHV
trails ("sand hi^iways") vdiich are 20- to 50-foot wide strips void
of vegetation. OtN tracks are found at tiines throu^out the WSA,
but these tracks are periodiccilly erased by windstorms, exc^jt on
the sand free floors of scroe interior basins. The only other
signs of human activity are itons of une3q)loded ordnance left over
from the days v*ien the dunes were used as a bombing and gunnery
range (1940s throu^ the 1960s) . Although military teams have
swept the area on several occasions, items of ordnance are
periodically exposed by shifting sands.

2. Solitude ; The undulating topography shields users from each
other and provides aitple c^jportunities for solitude. In areas of
actively shifting sand v4iich ccarrprise the vast majority of the
WSA, windstorms periodically erase all evidence of man, providing
a feeling of remoteness.

This WSA is periodically overflown by military aircraft cis part of
the national defense mission taking place in approved military
operating areas and flight corridors. The visual intrusions and
associated noise create periodic terrporary effects on solitude
vAiich are deemed necessary and acceptable as a part of the defense
pr^>aredness of the nation.

3. Primitive and Ifrtconfined Recreation ; There are numerous
opportunities for primitive forms of recreation (i.e., hiking,
backpacking, and nature studies) because of the large spaces
involved and the natural screening of the tcpography. However,
two-^V(dieel drive access to the edge of the WSA is severely limited.
Most sections of the boundary are reachable only on foot or by an
off-hi^way vehicle. This lack of access restricts primitive
recreation opportunities somev»4iat.

4. Special Features ; The South Algodones Dunes WSA (CDCA-362)
contains special features very similar to those found in the
North Algodones Dunes VKA (CIXA-360) . As is the case with the
North Algodones Dune WSA, this WSA contains dunes reaching heists
of 300 feet, and includes classic exaiiples of several different
types of dunes, including transverse, sief, parabolic, vAialebadk,

and barchan dunes, as well as sand sheets.

This WSA's specicilized plants and animals are also very similar to
those found in the North Algodones Dunes WSA. The following
plants and animals, all under status review by US F&WS, occur in
both WSAs; Piersons loccweed (Astragalus maqdelenae var.



Piersonii ) , silver-leafed dune sunflower (Helianthus niveus ssp.
tepharodes ) ,

giant Spanish needle fPalafoxia arida var. qicrantea)

,

Andrews dune scarab beetle (Pseudcojtalpa andrewsi ) , flat-tailed
homed lizard (Rirynosoma mcallii ) , and Colorado desert fringe-
toed lizetrd. Ihe desert tortoise (Gcpherus aqassizi ) , vAiich has
been observed in WSA 360, is not known to ocxzur in WSA 362.

In addition to the three plant species under review by US F&WS,
three additional species within the WSA are listed cis rare or
endangered by either the State of California or CNPS. These eune

sand food, Borrego milkvetch, and Wiggins croton. Sand food and
Wiggins crotcHi were reviewed by US F&WS, vAiich found their status
did not warrant listing as threatened or endangered. While edl
six of the sensitive plant species mentioned eire found in few
places other than sand dunes, they are ccanimon and doing well
within both of the Algodones Dunes WSAs, and are present in large
numbexs chi those parts of the dune system outside the WSAs.

B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System

1. Assessing the diversity of natural systems and features as
represented by ecosystems ; This WSA contains 51,375 acres of the
American Desert/Saltbush-Greasewood ecosystem. Althou^ this WSA
would add diversity in the types of ecosystems r^resented in the
NWPS the Bureau has reccaranended three WSAs with similar ecosystems
(Saline Valley WSA, Inyo Mountains WSA, and North Algodones Dunes
WSA) cis suitable for wilderness designation.

Table 2 - Ecosystem Representation

Bailey-KLxiiler
Classification
Domain/Province/FNV

NWPS Ai-eas

areas acres
Other BIM Studies

areas acres

NATTC»WIDE

American Desert/Saltbush-
GreasewDod

CAUPORNIA

198,334

American Desert/Saltbush-
Greeisewood 198,334

2. Expanding the opportunities for solitude or primitive recreation
within a day's driving time (five hours) of major pooilation
centers : The WSA is within a five-hour drive of six major
population centers. Table 3 summarizes the number and acreage of
designated areas and other BIM study areas within a five-hour drive
of the population centers.



Table 3

Wilderness Opportunities for Residents
of Major Pcpulation Centers

Peculation
Centers

California

Anaheim-Santa Ana
Los Angeles-Long Beach
Riverside-San Bernardino
San Diego

Arizona

Rioenix
Tucson

NWPS areas Other BIM Studies
areas acres areas acres

25 2,823,534 153 5,703,616
27 2,876,234 135 4,958,751
22 2,031,054 205 7,658,649
15 1,043,680 100 3,378,814

40 1,758,456 118 4,449,908
41 2,547,144 78 2,263,137

3. Balancing the geographic distribution of wilderness arecis ; The
closest designated areas are the Anza-Borrego Desert State
Wilderness, ^proximately 65 air miles west, and Joshua Tree
Wilderness, managed by the National Park Service, approximately 70
air miles northwest. The South Algodones Dunes WSA is only five
miles south of the North Algodones Dunes VKA, v^iich BIM has
reccBomvended for wilderness designation. In addition, six other BIM
study areas reoatimended for wilderness designation are within 50 air
miles, three in the Ccilifomia Desert District and three in
Arizona's Yuma District.

C. Manageability

The South Algodones Dunes WSA is manageable as wilderness. However, its
p)articular location within the Iirperial Sand Dunes Recreation Area and
established recreation use patterns would mate wilderness management
hi^ily iirpractical. Ihe intensively used Glamis/Gecko and Butterojp
Valley CHV Areas are immediately north and south of the WSA,
respectively. Glamis/Gecko received an estimated 528,000 visitor use
days in 1987, v*iile Buttercup Valley received 250,000. The WSA itself
has been used for dN recreation for about 30 years, and contains access
corridors kncwn as sand hi^ways by v*iich people travel back and forth
between the two CHV areas. None of the WSA boundaries are defined by
any permanent landmark. The north and south boundaries cross the main
dune system and are not readily definable on the ground. The east and
west boundaries follcw the approximate edge of the dune system, but the
eastern dune margin is irregular and actively shifting. The WSA's



tradition of ON use, cxanobined with the lack of landmarks to delineate
its 40 miles of boundary, would create a need for intensive patrol and
installation of jAiysical barriers and signs requiring frequent
maintenance, should the WSA be designated wilderness.

Military overfli^ts in this VKA must be considered to maintain the
integrity of the existing and future national defense mission as well as
the wilderness resource.

D. Energy and Mineral Resource Values

1. Summary of Information Known at the Time of the Preliminary
Suitability Recoanmnendation : Ihe U.S. Geological Survey (USGS)

classified a small portion of the VISA as the Dunes YrtcMn Gecthermal
Resource Area (KSRA) in 1970. USGS also classified the area as
prospectively valuable for oil and gas in 1978.

Prior to publication of the CDCA Plan, BIM prepared a Geology-
Energy-Mineral (G-E^4) Report for the East Mesa South G-E-M Resource
Area (GRA) , of v^iich the WSA is a part. However, the CDCA Plan did
not fully analyze and interpret the East Mesa South GRA R^xDrt as it
specifically relates to this WSA. The GRA R^xjrt shews the WSA to
have hi^ potential for geothermal resources (see Map 2) . No other
hi^ or moderate potential energy or mineral occurrences are
identified in the GRA Report. Oil and gas resources eire classified
as having a low potential for occurrence. (The East Mesa South GRA
Report is a BLM administrative report available in the California
Desert District G-E-M resource files)

.

2. Summary of Significant New Mineral Resource Data Collected Since the
Preliminary Suitability Recommendation Which Should be Considered in
the Final Reccanmendation : The discovery of natural gas and
associated hydrocarbons by PEMEX (the national oil cotpany of
Mexico) in a well six miles south of the U.S./Mexican border in
marine Pliocene sands of the Iitperial Formation ^jarked new oil and
gas leasing interest on Federal land within the WSA. It is
suspected that the hydrocarbon bearing Imperial sands extend
northward into the Salton Sea area, and possibly into the WSA.

Geothermal e5q)loration projects conpleted in 1987 by Magma
Geothermal and Ormat Geothermal ccatpanies indicated that the
productive East Mesa K3E^, two miles west of the VBA, extends
further east than previously thouj^t. This extension includes the
entire South Algodones Dunes WSA. The determination by the two
companies indicates that the geothermal resources of the WSA can be
utilized for pcwer generation and direct low tenperature uses. In
1987, three geothermal power plants were under construction
ajproximately two to three miles west of the WSA.

In 1987 BIM received several public inquiries regarding processing
the sands of the Iirperial dunes near State Hi^way 78 for recovery
of heavy minerals and glass sand. An amplication to purchase sand
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for glass manufacturing under the Material Sales Act was made for an
area immediately north of the WSA in 1986. The sale was not
ocaisuramated by BIM. In an area just outside the WSA's north
boundary, sand and gravel has been excavated by the Iitperial

Irrigatic»i District for maintenance of their irrigation canal
network. Ihe northeast portion of the WSA is classified by BIM as
having a moderate potential for sand and gravel resources.

Ihere has been no production of any mineral or energy resources from
the WSA. Oil and gas leases covered the WSA in 1980 but cill

terminated without any develcpnent having taken place. In 1982, two
oil and gas leases were issued for cireas in the north and west
portiOTi of the WSA, but these also terminated without any
develcpnent. As of December 1987, the WSA contained no geothermal
leases, or oil and gas leases. A lease ^^lication was pending in
December 1987 for land within the central portion of the WSA;
hcwever, BLM has maintained a moratorium on new leasing in WSAs
since 1983 at the direction of Congress. Uipatented mining claims
located within the WSA are summarized in the follcwing table taken
frcm BIM records dated December, 1987.

Table 4 - Mining Claims

TYPE NTIMRKR ACRES
MINING CIAIM SUITABIE NONSUIT. TOTAL SUITABIE NONSUIT. TOTAL
Tnde
Placer
Mill Site

N/A
N/A
N/A

10 10
N/A
N/A
N/A

400 400

Ttotal N/A 10 10 N/A 400 400

E. Summarv of Environmental Consecaiences of the Proposed Action

1. Impact on Wilderness Values ; Under lew intensity management, as
prescribed by the 1987 Inperial Sand Dunes Recreation Area
Management Plan (RAMP) , there will be no immediate inpact. Over the
long term, existing naturalness and solitude will gradually decline
with projected gradually increasing CHV use of the area.
Wilderness values will also experience major, thou^ site specific,
negative impacts cis the result of geothermal energy develc^anent.

2. Impact on Habitat of Candidate Threatened/Endangered Plant and
Animal Species ; Ihe prcposed action will have a minor negative
impact. Monitoring and patrol efforts, and mitigation measures to
be stipulated as part of any authorized resource develcpnent
activities, will assure that sensitive species receive adequate
protection. Ihe effect of recreation use will be evaluated throu^
extensive baseline data and monitoring studies to be undertaken as
outlined in the 1987 Inperial Sand D nes RAMP. Annual review will
provide a basis for establishing additional protective measures, if
necessary.
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3. ImDact CTi Geothermal Exploration and Develocment ; Ihe hi^
potentieQ. K3RA will continue to be available for geothermal leeising.

4. Inpact cm Oil and Gas Exploration and Develocroent : Uie cirea will
cxMTftinue to be available for leasing. Hcwever, potential for oil
and gas resouroes in this area is lew and development unlikely.

5. Ijnpact on Glass Sand Extraction : The area within the WSA
identified as having moderate potential will ocaitinue to be
available for material sales. However, no industry interest has
been es^ressed for sites within the WSA.

F. Local Socicil and Eooncmic Considerations

No local socieil or econonic considerations were identified in the Final
CDCA Plan and EIS. Therefore, no further discussion of this topic will
occur in this document.

G. Summary of WSA - Specific Public Ccgnments

Public comments were solicited throu^out all phases in the development
of the CDCA Plan, finalized in 1980. Issues raised by the public during
the Inventory and Stuc^ Phase were taJoen into account during development
of the Draft Plan Alternatives and Prc^xDsed Plan.

1. Inventory Phctse : The majority of respondents approved further study
of this area and urged that consideration be given to expanding its
boundaries. Some respondents felt that man's influence on the area
was significant. Many other comments brou^t up stuc^ phase factors
such as potenticd for geothermsil development, recreation use, and
protection of endangered species.

2. Study Fhase t Of the 199 comments received, 119 preferred a multiple
use designation for the area, primarily to aoccmmodate motorized
vehicle recreation. Statements such as the following were made
concerning the need for and the effects of motorized vehicle
recreation in the WSA: "This is the best motorized vehicle area in
the desert for many pecple; it is absolutely essenticil since closure
of the dunes north of State Route 78. Since the closure, this area
is cilready overcrcwded, with estimates of cis hi^ as 125,000
visitors on a long weekend. Further reduction of the area would
increase the number of accidents v*iich already occur. Motorized
vehicle clubs provide friendly coarpetition and family activities for
enthusiasts as well as being a major force for clean up operations
in the dunes. They produce significant income to Iitpericil County
and an essenticil recreational outlet for visitors from Yuma and the
Ids Angeles-San Diego ar-ea. The iitpacts of vehicles on the dunes is
negligible, much less than in other desert areas, because of the
effects of wind and weather."
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Opponents of wilderness designation for this area also stated that
the dunes provide poor primitive recreational opportunities; that
there is no water and no vegetative screening for solitude; and that
hiking in sand is difficult. With regard to rare and endangered
species, opponents of wilderness designation stated that the
recreaticMi values of the dunes far outweigh the value of protecting
endemic ^jecies, and that if the dunes actually contain such
species, the northern section allows a nore-than-adequate haven for
them. It was said that moisture, not vehicles, detennines the
vitality of endemic species. Ihe following factors were said to
detract from wilderness quality: Coachella Canal, a railroad, truck
traffic on State Poute 78, traffic on Interstate 8, military
activity, Iirperial Valley farms, and motorized vehicles.

Many prcponents of wilderness for this area stated that the unique
environment of the Algodones Dunes was the strongest reason for
designating the area as wilderness. Ihey listed many plant and
animal species, including: Erioqonum , desert sunflower, Wiggins
Croton, EpAiedra trifarca, Hespericallis undulata . Pro banche
oooperi . Astragalus lentiqinosus . Palofoxia linearis , mesquite,
palo verde, and homed lizard, Colorado Desert sidewinder, banded
desert gecko, scarab beetle, western brush lizard, desert iguana,
and fringe-toed lizard. Wilderness management was recommended as
the best means to protect these species as well as the fine
opportunities for primitive recreation, the scenic and stark vistas,
and the outstanding spring floral displays. Several boundary
adjustments were reccxmiended. Many supporters of wilderness felt
that the boundaries were unmanageable and needed to be eu^anded to
include eligible surrounding land. Ihey interpreted the boundaries
cis an accommodation of motorized vehicle interests and not a strict
interpretation of the wilderness inventory criteria. Ihe most
commOTi recommendation was to use the Coachella Canal, State Route
78, the railroad, and Interstate 8 as the western, northern,
eastern, and southern boundaries, respectively. Several suggested
that the Gecko Cairpgrcaond area and Osborne County Park and the
surrounding heavy use area be excluded.

Ihirty-two comments were received in response to the Public Input
Workbook (3/15/79) . Twenty-ei<^t favored wilderness consideration
for WSA 362, vAiile four exposed it. Most proponents mentioned the
need to expand the area to the north and south, along with the
outstanding ecological values of this dune system. Opponents of
wilderness status wanted the area cpen for vehicle use, vMch they
claimed had not damaged the area during many years of use.

3. Draft Plan Alternatives : Several public comments with a variety of
opinions were received in response to the Draft CDCA Plan
ciltematives. Some were in agreement with the all wilderness
recommendation; some wanted more wilderness than vdiat was
recommended. Others approved the no wilderness recommendation.
Many noted the rare and endangered plant and animal species v*iioh

were said to reside in the study area. One respondent stated that
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ejqjloration for and develcpmient of oil, gas, and geothermal
resources under the No Action alternative were the best uses of this
WSA.

Ihe National Outdoor Cjoalition, made up of mining, rockhounding, and
OiN groins, recoranended that the WSA not be designated wilderness,
and that it be made available for hi^ intensity multiple use
management. Ihe Sierra Club and other conservation organizations
favored wilderness designation. Members of these gnxps submitted
thousands of letters and coigns si^fporting their respective
positions.

4. Proposed Plan ; Conservation oriented organizations and individuals
made a concentrated effort to change the reccramendation of the
prcposed plan and have this WSA reccaranended for wilderness
designation. Bjndreds of letters made this request. Respondents
noted the excellent scenic values and the opportunities for
wilderness recreation, as well as the need to protect the rare plant
and animal species found here. In contrast, off-hi^way vehicle
enthusiasts favored the Plan's reccaranendations for WSA 362 because
of the traditional use of this area for dN recreation.

No comments were received frcan local governments.
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jacCMEA MJTMTRTTg; WTTnKRMRcy; STUCK AREA (VBh)

(CSCA-368)

1. TOE STODY AREA. 32,837 acres

The Jacumba Mountains WSA is lcx::ated in southwestern Iirperial CJcunty on the
southern boundary of the California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA)

.

Nearest cities are El Centre and Calexioo, approximately 30 miles east; and
San Diego, 70 miles west. The stucty area contains 30,611 acres of public
land under the jurisdiction of the Bureau of Land Management (BIM) , 629
acres of State land, and private inholdings totalling 1,597 acres (see Me^ 1

and Table 1)

.

Interstate Hi^iway 8 and State Hi^way 98 form the WSA's northwestern
boundary. The west boundary leaves the freeway necir the head of In-Kbh-Pah
Gorge to avoid a utility corridor designated by the CDCA Plan, continuing
southwesterly until it meets the Smugglers Cave Read. The boundary then
follows this road until it meets the U.S.^fexican border, vdiich forms the
WSA's south boundary. The eastern boundary runs throu(^ public land,
excluding areas lacking wilderness characteristics. The northern boundary
follows section lines for about two miles, then swings northwest to meet
Hi^way 98. Dirt roads provide access to the WSA boundary at a number of
points. Four-v*ieel drive vehicle access into the interior of the WSA is
available via the cherrysteramed Davies Valley Road.

The Jacumba Mountains are situated on the eastern flank of southern
California's coastal peninsular ranges. The Jacumbas extend from Carrizo
Canyon in Anza-Borrego Desert State Park to the international border
approximately 20 miles to the southeast. Most of the range north of
Interstate Hi^way 8 has been included in the Anza-Borrego Desert State Park
Wilderness. The Jacumba Mountains VISA occupies the portion of the range
south of Interstate Hi^way 8. The southern portion of the Jacumbas
enocaonpassed by the WSA is distinctively different frcm the northern portion
within the State Park. Whereas the northern section consists primarily of
one great ridge, the Jaomibas within the WSA are much broader and actually
consist of several north-south trending ridges and intervening valleys.
Each successive ridge is lower than the one to the west, giving the region
the appearance of a great staircase descending dramatically from the
peninsular ranges into the Colorado Desert.

The WSA was studied under Section 603 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FLEMA) . Four alternatives were analyzed in the Draft and
Final Environmental Iirpact Statements (EISs) for the CDCA Plan: protection,
use, balanced, and no action; a summary of the area's wilderness values was
included in i^^pendix III of the Final EIS.



2. REOCMMENDATiai AND RATIONMJS 28,061 acres recxsnmended
for wilderness

4,483 BUf acres reccmnended
for nonwildemess

Ei<^ty-five percent suitable partial wilderness is the reccranendation for
this WSA. The 4,483 acres in this WSA recotimended nonsuitable are released
for uses other than wilderness. In addition to the Federal acreage
reccnimended for wilderness, BUM reocromends that 629 acres of State lands and
1,304 acres of private lands be acquired throu^ exchange or purchase and
designated as wilderness. With acquisition of these ihholdings, a total of
28,061 acres are recotimended for wilderness, ^pendix 1 lists all
inholdings and provides additional information on their acquisition, this
reccnimendation will be iirplemented in a manner v*iich will use cdl practical
means to avoid or minimize environmental iirpacts. Ihe Balanced Alternative
is the environment£LLly preferable alternative as outlined in the CDCA Plan
and further ej^lained in the California Wilderness Study Overview.

The partial wilderness reocjnmendation is based on the following rationale:

(1) the lands recoanmended for wilderness designation possess an outstanding
primitive character, and designation would provide a hi^ quality wilderness
recreation c^jportunil^ only 90 minutes fron the grcwing San Diego
metrcpolitan area; (2) the reccsrimended wilderness area has unique biologiccil
and cultural resources; (3) the partial wilderness recommendation will
resolve conflicts between motorized and nonmotorized recreationists,
providing opportunities for both types of activities; and (4) the particil

wilderness reccaranendation will result in a readily manageable wilderness
boundary.

The portion of the WSA recoammended for wilderness exenplifies the qualities
described in the definition of wilderness contained in Section 2(c) of the
Wilderness Act. Here "the earth and its coanmunity of life are untrarameled

by man," and "man himself is a visitor v*io does not remain." The land
retains its "primeval character and influence, without permanent
iirprovements or human habitation." Opportunities for hiking, backpaoiking,

exploring, and other primitive and unconfined types of recreation are
limited only by the stamina of the visitor. The screening effect of ru^ed
topogr^Aiy insures aiiple opportunities for the seeker of solitude.
Opportunities to enjoy picturesque desert scenery, view rare wildlife such
as the peninsular bi^om she^, and discover isolated oases of native fan
palms contribute to the appeal of the region. The suitability
recosimendation will preclude any further vehicular use of approximately 11
miles of primitive access routes of travel.

The WSA is a land of remarkable biological diversity, having some
characteristics of the adjoining chaparral and desert environments, and many
characteristics unique to itself. It is an environment not diplicated
elsewhere in the National Wilderness Preservation System. The Jacumba
Mountains encotpass a transition zone between the hi^ coastal chaparral
country to the west and the 1cm basin of the Colorado Desert to the east.

The WSA is an ecological staircase, the steps of v*iich are a series of
intermediate habitats vdiich allow contact between closely related ch^arral



and desert species. The transitional nature of the area has also resulted
in environmental caiditions similar to those of more southerly regicans,

eillowing plants and animals characteristic of Baja California to range into
the Iftiited States. BIM designated the Jacumba Mountains Outstanding Natural
Area in 1975, in recogniticxi of the area's uniqueness.

In additic*! to its biological resources, the WSA contains a wealth of
cultureil resource sites. It is expected that wilderness designation would
help protect these sites frcm vandalism, since previous incidents of
depreciative behavior have been concentrated near vehicle ways. Numerous
prehistoric base cairps, vMch served as seasonal centers for hunting and
gathering in the regicxi, are found in Myer Valley and Davies Valley.
Accounts of prehistoric incidents at scaone of these base camps survive in the
oral traditions of modem Rumeyaay Indians. Many sites are eligible for
listing chi the Naticaial Register of Historic Places, and a National
Register nomination is being pr^>ared for an iirportant district in Myer
Valley.

In addition to outstanding primitive recreation opportunities, the WSA
offers significant cpportunities for off-hi^way vehicle touring and camping
in a natural environment, and other traditionally vehicle based activities
such as rockhounding. Recreation user conflicts occur at times in those
areas of the WSA used for both primitive and semi-primitive motorized types
of recreation. The recommended partial wilderness alternative will resolve
these conflicts, enhancing primitive recreation on the lands recommended for
wilderness, vSiich enccanopass the most sensitive biological, geological, and
circhaeological resources within the WSA. At the same time, opportunities
for vehicle based recreation will be preserved on the recommended
nonwildemess portion of the WSA and on other nearby public lands.

The lands recommended for nonwildemess are located along the periphery of
the VBA on the west, north, and east. The nonsuitable lands are readily
accessible to off-hi^way vehicles from adjacent roads and hit^iways, and
contain an extensive network of off-hi^way vehicle routes. This portion of
the WSA also contains areas disturbed by mining activity.

The exclusion of the lands recommended nonsuitable for wilderness would
contribute to a more manageable and identifiable wilderness boundary
following natural topograjAiic features. The recommended wilderness boundary
follows rugged mountains vMch preclude vehicle access exc^>t at a few
points vAiich Ccin be controlled throu^ the installation of gates and
barricades.

The WSA's location on the international boundary requires that consideration
be given to the mission of the U.S. Border Patrol in ensuring border
security. A 60-foot strip of land cLLong the international boundary is
withdrawn to provide for patrol and detection of aliens and smugglers cis

well as maintenance of intemationcil boundary monuments. In accordance with
the precedent set by Public Law 95-625 (designating Organ Pipe Cactus
Wilderness) , it is recommended that the boundary of the Jacumba Mountains
Wilderness be set back 60 feet from the international boundary to correspond
with the existing withdrawal.





TABLE 1 - Land Status and Acreage Suinraary of the Study Area

Within Wilderness Study Area Acres
BIM (surface and subsurface) 30,611
Split Estate (ELM surface only)

Inholdings
State 629
Private 1,597

Total 32,837

Within the Reocmmended Wilderness Boundary Acres
BIM (within WSA) 26,128
BLM (outside WSA)
Split Estate (within WSA) ^

Split Estate (outside WSA) ^

Total BIM Land Reccaoranended for Wilderness 26,128

Inholdings^
State 629
Private 1,304

Within the Area Not Reccanmended for Wilderness Acres
BLM (surface and subsurface) 4,483
Split Estate (BIM surface only)

Total BIM Lands Not Reccanmended for Wilderness 4,483

^ i^pendix 1 is a detailed description of inholdings and split
estate tracts included within the study. For purposes of this r^xDrt,
split estate lands are defined only as those lands with Federal surface
and non Federal subsurface (minerals) . Lands that have Federal
minerals but non Federal surface should be classified in this r^xDrt by
the cwner of the surface estate.



3. CKETEKIA OraJSIDERED IN DEVEIDPING THE WILDERNESS REOOMMENDATia^S

A. WilcJemess Characteristics

1. Naturalness ; The portion of the WSA recoramended for wilderness is
essentially untrainmeled by man. Ihe only signs of man are
circhaeological features such as trails, cleared circles, and
grinding surfaces; posts and other monuments associated with mining
claim location; prospect holes and other minor disturbances
associated with mining claim annual assessment work (primarily cxi

claims predating interim WSA management) ; cabin ruins; and a few
off-hi^Tway vehicle wa^^. All of these man-made features are
substantially unnoticeable within the WSA as a v*iole. The portion
of the WSA reocramended for nonwildemess contains an extensive
network of primitive ways, and areas disturbed by mining activitr/^.

2. Solitude ; Opportunities for solitude are abundant in the portion of
the WSA recommended for wilderness. At present, human use is very
limited. Even if visitation increases dramatically, the size of the
area and screening effect of rugged tcpography will work to preserve
cpportunities for solitude. While the reccaranended nonwildemess
portion of the WSA currently receives the most recreation use,
visitation is 1cm enou^ that cpportunities for solitude are still
available, particularly on weekdays.

This WSA is periodically overflown by military aircraft as part of
the national defense mission taking place in approved military
operating areas and fli^t corridors. The visual intrusions and
associated noise create periodic temporary effects on solitude vliich

cure deemed necessary and acceptable as a part of the defense
pr^jaredness of the nation.

3. Primitive and Unconfined Recreation ; Opportunities for primitive
recreation are limited only by the necessity for the wilderness user
to carry water into the area. The area presents numerous
c^portunities for hiking, backpacking, si^tseeing, nature
photogr^3hy, nature study, wildlife viewing, and hunting under
primitive conditions. On the reccsnmended nonwildemess portion of
the WSA, the quality of primitive recreation c^portunities are
sli^tly reduced by the greater concentration of human alterations
to the naturcil environment. The presence of primitive vehicle ways
and evidence of mining activity decrease a visitor's sense of
remoteness.

4. Special Features ; Each of the four transitional stair st^>s within
the WSA is a separate region, containing a sli^tly different set of
special features. For ease of discussion, from west to east these
regions will be referred to as the Smugglers Cave Escarpment, the
Myer Valley/Pinto Canyon region, Davies Valley, and the Eastern
Mountains/Skull Valley region. The westernmost portion of the
Smugglers Cave Escarpment contains about 4,000 acres of southern
chaparral vegetation, vMch provides habitat for mule deer,



peninsular bl^iom she^ (listed as rare by the State of
California) , golden eagles and other birds of prey, and a host of
other ^)ecies. One Mexican species, the Trinidad Merriam kangaroo
rat, ranges north of the international boundary only in this area.

The ranges of most sensitive plants include portions of both the
Snugglers Cave Escarpment and the Myer Valley/Pinto Canyon region to
the east. The single most hi^ily sensitive species in the WSA is a
very rare locoweed, Astracralus douqlasii var. perstrictus . It,

alc»ig with the San Diego monkeyflower (Diplacus aridus ) and the
Mountain Springs li:5>ine (lupinus excubitus var. medius ) , are
candidates for listing as threatened or endangered by the US F&WS.
An additic»ial six ^jecies in the western half of the WSA are
considered rare in the State of California by the California Native
Plant Society (CNPS) . These are the Jacumba gilia (Iponopsis
tenufolia) , the el^jhant tree (Bursera microf^ylla ) , Fholisma
arenarium . Mentzelia hirsutisslma var. stenof^ylla . Geraea viscida .

and the Cleveland penstemon fPensteroon clevelandii var connatus)

.

Ihe Myer Vedley/Pinto Canyon region contains small oases of native
California fan palms nestled in isolated canyons cilong the base of
the Smugglers Cave Escarpment and in Pinto Canyon. One of the main
oases is at Mortero Spring, on the State land proposed for
acquisition. Ihe palms provide specialized nesting habitat for
hooded orioles in May and June, and also provide shade and habitat
for other wildlife. Se^js and springs at the palm oases cind at
other locations provide valuable water souin^es for all types of
wildlife, including airfiiibians. Ihe Myer Valley/Pinto Canyon
region is actually a maze of veilleys and canyons separated by
boulder strewn ridges typical of the western half of the WSA. Ihe
difficult terrain limits human access, but provides protection for
sensitive species such as the peninsular bi^om she^. Many of the
boulder formations in this area possess "cap rocks," thin layers of
exfoliating granite v*iich are separated from the main rock mass by a
narrcw space. Ihe spaces under the cap rocks provide habitat for a
number of reptile species, including the barefoot gecko, Anartovlus
switaki, v*iich is more ccoonmonly found far to the south in Baja
California. Ihis gecko was first discovered north of the border in
this area, and is officially listed as rare by the State of
California. Its distribution in the United States is limited to
within 20 miles of this WSA. Ihe Myer Valley/Pinto Canyon region
contains numerous cliff areas that provide nesting sites for
falcons, golden eagles, and other birds of prey, and favorable
lambing sites for the Peninsular Bighorn She^.

Ihe rich and varied plant and animal life of the Myer Valley/Pinto
Canyon region attracted both the Kumeyaay and Coccpah Indians into
historic times. Ihey established a number of base cairps v*iich were
occupied on a seasonal basis. Archaeologists have found extensive
evidence of prehistoric life at these sites, including stone tools,
cooking hearths, pottery fragments, stone mortars, and grinding
surfaces on granite outcrcps. Agave r^resented an extremely



iirportant food source for these pecple, and the remains of agave
roasting pits are frequently encxxmtered. The area is also
noteworthy as a source of stone material used in prehistoric tool
manufacture. A number of canpsites in Myer Valley figure in the
oral history of the modem Kimieyaay pe<^le. Archaeologists have
documented a number of incidents of prehistoric conflicts between
the Coccpah and Kumeyaay in this area from modem Kumeyaay
informants. Sane sites contain human cremations. Many cultural
resource sites within the Myer Valley region are eligible for
inclusion c»i the NationcLL Register of Historic Places.
Documentation is being pr^)ared to naninate several Myer Vcilley base
cairps as an archaeological district. Research within this district
focuses on prehistoric peculation movement caused by environmental
stress.

Rugged mountains separate Myer Valley frcm Davies Valley to the
east. Davies is the largest valley in the WSA, averaging a mile in
width and extending more than five miles north frcm the Mexican
border. The cultural resources of Davies Valley are similar to
those of Myer Valley. Numerous prehistoric base caitp locations have
been identified in Davies Valley, many of vAiich are eligible for
inclusion on the National Register of Historic Places. In addition,
the presence of large areas of "desert pavement" (d^xDsits of
surface ccfcbles colored by a dark patina of oxidized manganese) in
this area and in portions of the WSA further to the east contributes
to the preservation of archaeological features not commonly seen in
Myer Valley. Li^t colored cleared circles (thou^t to mark the
sites of resting or ritusd arecis) and aboriginal trails stand out
prominently against the dark desert pavement.

Ihe Eastern Mountains/Skull Valley portion of the WSA contains two
plant species considered rare in California by the CNPS. Ayenia
ccmpacta occurs in canyon areas, v*iile the crucifixion thorn

(Castela emoryi ) is found in a single stand in Skull Valley, one of
the least disturbed stands of this plant in California. Skull
Vcilley is a closed basin with a sink or dry lake bed on its floor.
Archaeologists have discovered a ring of prehistoric canpsites
encircling the laJce bed. Mjch of the valley floor outside the lake
bed is desert pavement, i^xsn vMch are preserved numerous
aboriginal cleared circles and a number of crisscrossing aboriginal
trails.

B. Diversitv in the National Wilderness Preservation Svstem
(NWPS)

1. Assessincf the diversity of natural systems and features as
represented by ecosystems : This VISA contains 30,611 acres of the
American Desert/Creosote Bush-bur Sage ecosystem. The Jacumba
Mountains WSA enccmpasses a unique ecotone or transition zone
between the Southern California Coastal Chaparral and the Colorado
subdivision of the Sonoran Desert. The flora and fauna of the area
are influenced by its transitional location and by its proximity to
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Baja California. A number of typically Mexican wildlife species
such eis the Trinidad Merriam kangaroo rat and the barefoot gecJoo

(listed as rare by the State of California) range north of the
border only in this WSA and the surrounding area. Ihe ranges of
closely related chapeirral and desert species (such as the Pacific
and California tree frogs) overly in the WSA, resulting in
conditicais favorable for hybridization. In all, the WSA is a land
of reaonarkable ecological diversity vdiich encomopasses a variety of
transiticHTal enviromnents found in no other WSA in the CDCA and not
currently protected in any unit of the NWPS.

Table 2 - Ecosystem R^resentation

Bailey-Kuchler
Classification NWPS Areas Other BIM Studies
Dcmain/Province/RJV cureas acres areas acres

NATIONWIDE

American Desert/Creosote
Bush-bur Sage 3 126,033 48 1,541,866

CAIJFORNIA

American Desert/Creosote
Bur-bur Sage 2 26,472 20 947,405

2. Expanding the opportunities for solitude or primitive recreaticai
within a day's driving time (five hours) of major pcpulaticMi
centers ; The WSA is within a five-hour drive of five major
population centers, and is only 90 minutes from San Diego. Table 3

summarizes the number and acreage of wilderness areas and other BIM
study areas within a five-hour drive of these peculation centers.

Table 3

Wilderness Opportunities for Residents
of Major Peculation Centers

Population NWPS areas Other BIM Studies
Centers areas acres areas acres

California

Anaheim-Santa Ana 25 2,823,534 153 5,703,616
Los Angeles-Long Beach 27 2,876,234 135 4,958,751
Oxnard-Ventura 23 2,195,198 85 2,703,260
Riverside-San Bernardino 22 2,031,054 205 7,658,649
San Diego 15 1,043,680 100 3,378,814



3. BctlancincT the geographic distribution of wilderness areas : The
closest designated area is the Anza-Borrego Desert State Wilderness
^proximately ei<^t air miles west. Within 50 air miles are three
additional cireas: the Forest Service administered Mauser and Pine
Creek Wilderness Areas, and Cuyamaca Mountains State Wilderness.
Four other BIM stucfy eirecis reccammended for wilderness designaticxi
are within 50 air miles of the Jacumba Mountains WSA.

C. Manageability

The Jacumba Mountains WSA is manageable as wilderness. However, there
are significant differences in the ease of manageability between the
recoaranended wilderness and nonwildemess portions.

The west, north, and east boundaries of the area reconimended for
wilderness follcw readily identifiable tcpographic features which will
effectively limit inadvertent incursions by motorized vehicles. The
south boundary along the international border is for the most part
located in rugged mountains, and is posted with monuments at periodic
intervals. Additional posting may be required in order to prevent
inadvertent border crossings by hikers. The U.S. Border Patrol will
periodiccilly need to enter the wilderness with motorized vehicles in
order to meet teitporary emergencies. Such use is consistent with BIM
Wilderness Management Policy. (See the addendum to this r^x>rt,
"Management Issues," for a detailed discussion of this tcpic)

.

Manageability of the reccsnranended wilderness area would be significantly
iirproved by acquisition of inholdings. The State of California and
private inholdings prcposed for acquisition and incorporation into the
wilderness coitain outstanding wilderness resources. All are in an
undeveloped, pristine condition. Two of the parcels contain iirportant

hiking routes necessary for public access into and between different
sections of the wilderness, in addition to iirportant wildlife habitat
and cultural resources.

There is sane potential for a manageability conflict between
maintenance of wilderness values and exercise of valid existing ri^ts.
There are 23 unpatented mining claims within the recaranended
wilderness. Develcpnent of valid claims could proceed subject to not
causing unnecessary and undue degradation as defined in BIM's Wilderness
Management Policy, making it likely that wilderness values would be
adversely affected. Continued maintenance of hi^ quality wilderness
values could be assured through acquisition of valid existing ri^ts.

The portion of the WSA reccramended for nonwildemess would be difficult
to manage for the preservation and enhancement of wilderness Vcilues,

because of the conflicting uses v*iich occur there, primarily motorized
recreation on an extensive network of primitive vehicle ways.
Traditioral motorized recreation activities include rockhounding, four-
v^ieel drive touring and canping, and hunting.
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Military overfli^ts in this WSA must be considered to maintain the
integrity of the existing and future national defense mission as well as
the wilderness resource.

D. Energy and Mineral Resouroe Values

1. Summary of Information Kiown at the Time of the Preliminary
Suitability Recommendation : Prior to publication of the CKA Plan,

BIM pr^ared a Geology-Energy-4tLneral (G-E-^) R^jort for the Yuha
Desert G-E-M Resource Area (GRA) , of v*iich the WSA is a part.
However, the CDCA Plan did not fully analyze and interpret
the Yuha Desert GRA Ri^»rt as it specifically relates to this WSA.

The GRA Rqport shews the western and north-central porticsis of the
WSA to have hi^ potential for limestone (See Map 2) . The western,
oentral, and eastern portions of the study area are classified cis

having a moderate potential for tungsten. Ihe G3RA Report shews
hi^ potentied for the occurrence of sand and gravel resources edc^ig

the eastern edge of the WSA, based on past production immediately
outside the boundary. (Ihe Yuha Desert GRA Ri^xDrt is a BIM
administrative report available in the California Desert District G-
E-M resouroe files.)

2. Summary of Significant New Mineral Resource Data Collected Since the
Preliminary Suitability Reccanmendation Which Should be Considered in
the Final Reccanmendation : From 1983 to 1985 the U.S. Geological
Survey (USGS) and the U.S. Bureau of Mines (BCM) conducted field
examinations of the reocmmended wilderness portion of the WSA. In
1987, USGS and BCM released a joint report on the stuc^ area, U.S.
Geological Survey Bulletin 1711.

USGS and BCM r^»rt identified three areas in the northern petrt of
the WSA as having a hi^ potential for limestone, e}$>anding the area
identified in BIM's GRA Ri^»rt. A fourth area in the reoanmended
suitable southeastern portion of the WSA was also clcissified as
having a hi^i potential for limestone, based on two prospect
locations and known occurrence of limestone. Ihis area was not
identified in the 1980 GRA R^XDrt. Ihese resources are estimated at
1.8 million tons of limestone.

USGS and BCM clcissified the southwestern tip and east-central
portion of the WSA as having lew tungsten potential. This
classification is lewer than that assigned by the 1980 BIM GRA
R^»rt. Hcwever, under the BIM classification system, the geologic
inference combined with the known deposits and occurrences of
tungsten warrant a moderate potenticd for occurrence of tungsten
resources. Morton (1977, Geology and Mineral Resources of linperial

County . County Report 7, California Division of Mines and Geology)
cited the recovery of 2,000 tons of tungsten oxide in 1954 from
mines in the southwestern portion of the WSA. Map 2 reflects the
1980 GRA classified areas, the USGS and BCM classification, and
changes to the GRA classified cureas.
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USGS and BCM identified montmorillonite in the recxxtroended suitable
northwestern portion of the WSA, but did not classic the area for
mineral occurrencje potential. Garnet and c^jal was identified in the
recxxnmended suitable northwestern part along with diatanite.
Because of the poor quality of material, nam of these actual
occurrences were classified for their occurrence potential in the
joint ri^»rt, and are not shewn on Map 2.

The WSA is within the In-Ko-Pah Mining District. In 1983, 106
claims were within the WSA according to the joint r^jort.
Unpatented mining claims located within the WSA are summarized in
the following table taken frcm BLM records dated December, 1987.
All lode mining claims are located within the northern and central
portions of the WSA. As of December 31, 1987, four oil and gas
leases were in effect in the WSA. These leases e>^ire in 1992.

Table 4 - Mining Claims

TYPE NUMBER ACRES
MINING CLAIM SUITABIE NC»TSUIT. TOTAL SUITABIE NONSUIT. TOTAL
Lode
Placer
Mill Site

23 3 26 460 60 520

Ttotal 23 3 26 460 60 520

E. Summary of Environmental Consequences of the ProDosed Action

1. Impact on Wilderness Valuta : The prcposed action will close
approximately 11 miles of vehicle ways, thereby inproving
c5}portunities for primitive recreation by eliminating conflicts with
motorized recreation. On the nonwildemess portion of the WSA, the
cumulative effect of continuing ON recreation and other iraaltiple

uses will result in minor adverse inpacts to naturcilness over the
long term. Sane site specific inpacts on wilderness values will
occur if any valid mining claims are develc^jed.

2. Impact on Motorized Recreation : The closure of 11 miles of vehicle
ways will reduce existing opportunities for semi-primitive motorized
recreation. Motorized activities such as rockhounding, camping, and
touring can continue to take place on the nonwildemess portion of
the study area, as well as on the cherrysteramed portion of Davies
Valley Road.

3. Impact on Cultural Resources : Within the wilderness portion of the
stuc^ area, extensive archeologiccil sites will be protected frcm
vandalism througji closure of 11 miles of vehicle ways. (Illegal

excavation and destruction of these resources has usually occurred
cilong vehicle ways) . Hcwever, access for scientific research will
be reduced, and strict limitations will be placed on
scientific excavation. On the nonwildemess portion inpacts will be
negligible, since the majority of inportant sites are cxitside this
area.
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4. iTDPact OTi Patrol of the International Border : Some OOTistraints will
probably be placed on U.S. Border Patrol vehicle use in the
reccramended wilderness area, to a degree not yet fully determined
(see addendum to this r^ort) . End result will be that agents nay
not edways be able to use the most convenient form of access to
acccnplish particular tasks.

5. Impact on Peninsular Bicdiom Sheep Habitat ; Ihe hi^ quality sheep
habitat of this WSA is fully contained within the portion
reoanmended for wilderness. The habitat will therefore receive
permanent protection from activities that alter the natural
envircMTment. Seme minor site ^jecific iirpacts on she^ habitat
could occur if any valid mining claims cire devel<^)ed.

6. Impact on Other Plant and Animal Species of Specicil Concern :

Habitat for three Federcil candidate plant species, ei^t QIPS listed
species, and the State listed rare barefoot gecko, will be included
in the wilderness, vAiere it will be preserved in its natural
ccxiditicMi to the maximum extent possible. All proposed activities,
both in the reconmended wilderness and the recommended
nonwildemess, will be subjected to environmental analysis to
identify potenticil iitpacts to these species, and develop appropriate
mitigating mecisures.

7. Impact on Locatable Mineral Exploration and Development : Ei^ty-
five percent of the WSA will be withdrawn from mineral entry,
precluding further ejqjloration. Significant resources to be
foregone are limestone (hi^ potential) and tungsten. Ihere is
disagreement on the tungsten potential of the WSA; the BIM
classification is moderate, v*iile the USGS/BCM classify the area as
having lew potential. Develcpment of 23 existing mining claims
will be subject to proof of a valid discovery. Fifteen percent of
the WSA, containing three mining claims, will be unaffected by the
prc^xDsed action.

8. Impact on Extraction of Saleable Minerals : A small area of hi^
sand and gravel potential will be within the wilderness area, and
permits will not be issued to remove any material. However, other
arecis of high sand and gravel potential remain in the nonwildemess
portion of the WSA and on adjacent public land. These areas will be
unaffected by the proposed action.

F. IocclI Socictl and Economic Considerations

No local social or economic considerations were identified in the CDCA
Plan and EIS. Therefore, no further discussion of this topic will occur
in this document.
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G. Summary of WSA - Specific Public Ccmments

Public ocranents were solicited throuc^out all phases in the develcponent

of the C3XA Plan, fincilized in 1980. Issues raised by the public during
the Inventory and Stucfy Fhase were taken into account during development
of the Draft Plan Alternatives and Proposed Plan. The following is a
summary of all comments received. Kncwn inaccuracies are noted in
parentheses, cis are explanations deemed useful for readers evaluating
the ccmments.

1. Inventory Phase : Cotiment was evenly divided between those vAio

favored wilderness designation based on wilderness and ecological
values, and those v*io felt the natural values had been iirpaired by
the numerous vehicle routes. Ihe area was field checked again and
additions and deletions have been made accordingly.

2. Study Fhase : This WSA generated 92 cosooments, with a sli<^t majority
favoring a nonwildemess designation for the area. Ihe principal
eirgument against wilderness was the need for vehicular access for
family recreation. Pinto Canyon and Mountain Springs were other
areas noted e»s recreation sites requiring vehicle access. Myer
Valley and Davies Valley, in particular, were cited as too damaged
by man's inpacts and too pc^jular as canping arecis to be considered
as wilderness. Bi^om she^ and petroglyphs can be viewed here and
in other locations within the WSA. Ihe San Diego County Council of
Gem and Mineral Societies, vhidi r^resents 17 rockhounding cli±)s,

cited the area as the main garnet collecting spot in the southern
desert, and listed the follcwing minerals as present: rhyolite,
pyrite, selenite, petrified wood, cryptocrystalline quartz, ^inel,
jasper, and agate. Other family activities pcpular in this were
nature studies, photography, picnicking, and hunting.

Geothermal, oil, and gas potential was identified as existing within
the WSA, with possible iirportant spinoff benefits for Iirperial

County D^>artment of Pcirks and Recreation and the State of
California D^>artment of Water Resources. A utility ccanoparry, San
Diego Gas and Electric, stated that closing this area would
interfere with utility corridors. (Utility Corridor "N," identified
in the CDCA Plan, is outside the WSA.)

A few respondents noted that the southern border, vdiich is adjacent
to Mexico, could not be protected, and that vehicle access is needed
for government control of smugglers and illegal ciliens. Si^ts and
sounds vAiich were said to detract frcxn wilderness quality included
radio tcwers, Interstate 8, Route 98, Plaster City and Ocotillo,
past and present mines, and aircraft overfli^ts.

Sipporters of wilderness designation for this area noted its hi^
archaeological, geological, and ecological values. The following
plant species were mentioned: Krameria gravii . Castela emoryi .

Simmondsia chinensis . Mamillaria tetrancistra . Arcremone coimbosa .

and Hoffmanseqcfia densiflora . Bighorn She^ habitat is here.
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Paleorrtological emd archaeological values are extensive and warrant
wilderness protection. Motorized vehicles were said to be a source
of severe damage to this environment, causing soil disturbance vdiich

hsmons the ecosystem, as well as damaging the solitude of other
users.

Primitive recreation activities noted cis pc^xHar in this cirea

include bacOqjacking, hiking, photogr^jhy, rock climbing, and nature
study. Scenic values are hi^, with vistas of the Yuha Desert and
the shoreline of ancient Lake Cahuilla. Wilderness designation
would cilso enhance the wilderness qualities of nearby Anza-Borrego
Desert State Park.

Numerous ccsuments were received in response to the workbook.
Seversd conments in favor of wilderness favored preserving this area
for wilderness. Palm oases and bi^om sheep were mentioned, as
were other outstanding wilderness values. It was su^ested that the
boundaries be expanded to include surrounding areas. Several
ocniments e^ressed the desire to maintain existing use of the cirea

since it is a good motorized vehicle area. Another ccanment frcm San
Diego Gas cind Electric Coatpany indicated that the western boundary
ccxitains tracts cwned by CalTrans. They reccinmended a boundary
change.

3. Draft Plan Alternatives : Public ccmnents generally favored the
peurticil wilderness reconmendation for this WSA. The Impericil C3ounty

Planning Department disagreed with cdl three alternatives and
proposed moderate intensity multiple use. They said that a
wilderness designation would conflict with the County General Plan
vdiich Ceills for recreation in this area.

The National Outdoor Coalition (NOC) , a coeilition of mining,
rockhounding, and ORV groi^DS, reccanmended lew intensity multiple use
for most of this WSA. The Sierra Club and other conservation
organizations favored wilderness classification. Members of these
organizations sent in thousands of letters and coi^xjns supporting
their respective positions.

4. Proposed Plan : Ccsnments and positions of governmental agencies and
special interest groi^Ds were similar to those described above.
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APPENDIX 1

ESTIMATED COSTS OF ACQUISITION OF NON-FEDERAL HOLDINGS WITHIN

AREAS RECOMMENDED FOR DESIGNATION

JACUMBA WSA (CDCA-368)

TYPE OF EST IMATED

OWNERSHIP COST OF

BY ESTATE ACQUISITION

LEGAL

DESCRIPTION NUMBER PRESENTLY PREFERRED LAND PROCESSING

PARCEL TOTAL OF SURFACE SUBSURFACE PROPOSED FOR METHOD OF COSTS COSTS

No. TWNSHP RNG SEC MERIDIAN ACREAGE OWNERS ESTATE ESTATE ACOUISITION ACOUISITION ($1000) ($1000)

1 17S. IDE. 4 SBM *(240) 5 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE (24.0) (2.5)

2 17S. lOE. 5 SBM "(80) 5 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE 8.8 2.5

3 17S. lOE. 16 SBM 640 1 STATE STATE YES PURCHASE N/A 4.0

4 IBS. 9E. 1 SBM A
1 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE * 2.5

5 IBS. 9E. 1 SBM (654) 13 PRIVATE PRIVATE YES PURCHASE (65.4) (32.5)

Indicates that exact parcel acreage is unknown,

shown in ( )

.

Total acreage for all parcels in a particular section are

These figures were derived from Bureau Land Records and provide for more detail than GIS estimates and therefore

may differ from acreage summaries in Table 1.
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1. THE SIUDY AREA. 18,804 acres

Hie Fish Creeik Mountains WSA is located in western Inperial County, in the
southern portion of the Ccilifomia Desert Conservation Area (CDCA) . The
nearest cities are Brawley, 50 miles east; Indio, 60 miles north; and San
Diego, 110 miles west. Ihe WSA contains 17,626 acres of public land under
the jurisdicticxi of the Bureau of Land Management (BIM) , a 40-acre state and
1,138 acres of private land (see Table 1 and Map 1)

.

Frc3m the northwest comer, the WSA boundary follows the U.S. Gypsum Conpany
railroad southeast to its intersection with Carrizo Wash. The boundary then
follows the base of the Fish Creek Mountains south to the edge of
Anza-Borrego Desert State Park (Carrizo Iitpact Area) . The WSA boundary then
coincides with the state park boundary, running north and west along section
lines for about six and a half miles. The remaining five miles of the west
boundary cuts northwest throu^ a mixture of public and private lands,
approximately at the base of the west slcpe of the Fish Creeks (See Me^ 1)

.

Two-vAieel drive vehicle access is available to within a short distance of
the northwest comer of the WSA via the Split Mountain Road from State
Hi^Tway 78. The U.S. Gypsum Ccsripany railroad maintenance road extending
along the northern edge of the WSA is normally passable to two-^vAieel drive
pickups. Four-vdieel drive access is available to the eastern edge of the
WSA via Carrizo Wash. The western and southern boundaries of the WSA are
inaccessible by vehicle.

The Fish Creek Mountains are best oharacterized as an isolated hi^iland, ten
miles long by five miles wide, rising 1,500 to 2,400 feet above the
surrounding landscape. In scxob ways the range resembles a plateau, rising
dramatically as it does in a great wall above the monotonous basin of the
Salton Trou^. From a distance, few dramatic pea]<s are visible atop this
plateau — just a rolling ridgeline with an occasional discernible hi^
point. Closer examination from an aerial perspective leaves a much
different impression of the Fish Creek hi^iland, for its crest is revealed
as a rugged land of jagged rocky ridges and peaks rising up to 800 feet
above twisting canyons, with occasional small open valleys situated near the
heads of major drainages more than 1,500 feet above the base of the mountain
range. The study area possesses a significant number of plants and animal
species described in the Special Features section.

A cocperative agreement signed by ELM, the Navy, and the Bureau of
Reclamation and incorporated into the CDCA Plan as 1985 Amendment 1,

designated approximately 40% of the VKA to provide a restrictjed air space
for military aircraft to approach nearby practice bombing targets without
interference from general aviation traffic and other incoipatible uses.
Under the terms of the cocperative agreement BIM retains general surface
management responsibility, but must consult with the Navy v*ien potentially
conflicting uses are prcposed. The cxx^^erative agreement area is a north to



south strip throu^ the middle of the WSA. Within that porticxi of the WSA
east of the cooperative agreement area, the Navy has been issued a ri^t-of-
way. Ihis authorizaticai acxxammodates jet aircraft c^)erating in an eirmed

mode, at lew levels and at speeds in excess of 500 knots, as they manaiver
into position to striJce a practice target to the southeast.

The WSA was studied under Section 603 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FIfMA) . Four alternatives were ancilyzed in the Dretft and
Final Environmental Inpact Statements (EIS) for the CDCA Plan, protection,
use, balanced, and no action, and a summary of the area's wilderness values
was included in ^pendix III of the Final EIS.

REOCMMENDftnON AND RATIONAIE 15,466 acres recommended for
wilderness

2,160 BUd acres reocnimended
for nonwildemess

Ei^ty-six percent partial wilderness is the recommendation for the Fish
Creek Mountains WSA. Ihe 2,160 nonsuitable acres in this WSA are relecised

for uses other than wilderness. A total of 15,466 acres are recommended for
wilderness. This reccsranendation will be iirplemented in a manner which will
use all practical means to avoid or minimize environmental iirpacts.

The Balanced Alternative is the environmentcilly preferable edtemative as
outlined in the CDCA Plan and further explained in the California Wilderness
Stuc^ Overview.

The partial wilderness recommendation is based on the following rationcile:

(1) the portion of the WSA reccmmended for wilderness contains superb
wilderness values cind inportant cultural resources; (2) the prcposed
wilderness area would compliment existing wilderness in Anza-Borrego Desert
State Park, providing a geografiiic and ecological continuum between two
portions of State wilderness; (3) there were believed to be few conflicts
between management of the prcposed wilderness area and other resource uses
vAien the preliminary recommendations were develcped and presented as part of
the CDCA Plan; and (4) the portion of the WSA reccmmended for nonwildemess
has mcirgincil wilderness values, and v*ien the CDCA Plan was finalized in
1980, was believed to contain considerable gypsum reserves.

The lands reccmmended for wilderness designation possess an outstanding
primitive character vAiich exemplifies the qualities described in the
definition of wilderness in section 2(c) of the Wilderness Act. Here "the
earth and its community of life are untrammeled by man," and "man himself is
a visitor v*io does not remain." The land retains its "primeval character
and influence, without permanent inprovements or human habitation."
Opportunities for hilcing, backpacking, exploring, and other primitive and
unconfined types of recreation are limited only by the stamina of the
visitor. Lew visitation and the screening effects of very rugged topography
insure ample opportunities for the seeker of solitude. No primitive routes
of travel have been identified within the WSA.



In additicn to its pristine natural environment, the reooraroendled wilderness
portion of the WSA cxaitains inportant archeologiced sites eligible for
inclusicxi on the National Register of Historic Places. Wilderness
designation would help assure preservation of these sites.

The proposed Fish Creek Mountains Wilderness would conpliment adjacent units
of the designated Anza-Borrego Desert State Park Wilderness. The adjacent
or nearby porticxis of the State Park Wilderness include the Icwlands of the
Carrizo Badlands to the south, and the hi^ilands of the VcLLlecito Mountains
to the west. The Fish Creeks are interroediate in elevation between these
two State Park districts, and r^resent an environment vAiich is related to,

but distinctly different from either of them.

Designatioi of the proposed wilderness would not displace traditional
motorized recreaticai use. Ihe extreme ruggedness of the area has generally
precluded penetration by vehicles, and the entire WSA has been officicilly

closed to motor vehicles since 1974.

When the preliminary wilderness reccinmendations were developed as peirt of
the CDCA Plan, an effort was made to exclude the area of hi^ gypsum
potenticil frcm the eirea recommended suitable for wilderness designaticai.

However, the minercil resource data had not been fully analyzed prior to the
recoBiffnendatian. Portions of the area judged to have a hi^ potential for
gypsum were inadvertently included within the recommended wilderness.
Details are presented in the succeeding sections of this r^jort entitled
"Manageability" and "Energy and Mineral Resource Values."

The porticai of the WSA recommended for nonwildemess is located on the
fringes of the stud^r area. A narrow strip is situated between the northern
base of the Fish Creek Mountains and the U.S. Gypsum Company's narrow gauge
railroad. This creosote bush covered area is relatively flat, and includes
the cilluvial fans of several major drainages. Althou^ these lands have
been closed to off-hi^iway vehicle use since 1974, enforcement is difficult
because of the ease of cross country vehicle travel in the area.
Consequently, this strip is criss-crossed with off-hi^way vehicle trails.
Ihe cilluvicil fans also contain flood control dilces and drainage channels
associated with the railroad. Shifting drainage patterns may well require
periodic relocation of these structures within the nonsuitable lands.
Exclusion of this acreage from the wilderness recommendation places the
recommended wilderness boundary along natural barriers vAiich preclude
further access. The remainder of the area recommended for nonwildemess is
on the west side of the WSA, adjacent to U.S. Gypsum CoBrpany's quarry. This
portion of the WSA was believed to contain considerable gypsum reserves v4ien

the preliminary wilderness reccannmendation was developed.
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TABLE 1 - land Status and Acreage Surnmary of the Stucfy Area

Within Wilderness Study Area Acres
BIM (surface and subsurface) 17,626
Split Estate (BLM surface only)

Inholdings
State 40
Private 1,138

Total 18,804

Within the Reooromended Wilderness Boundary Acres
BIM (within WSA) 15,466
Bm (outside WSA)

Split Estate (within WSA)

Split Estate (outside WSA)

Total BIM land Reccammended for Wilderness 15,466

Inholdings
State
Private

Within the Area Not Reccanmended for Wilderness Acres
BIM (surface and subsurface) 2,160
Split Estate (BIM surface only)

Total BLM land Not Recoinmended for Wilderness 2,160

3. CRITERIA g^SIDERED IN DEVEIDPING 1HE WIIDERNESS REOOMMENDATIONS

A. Wilderness Characteristics

1. Naturalness : The portion of the WSA recommended for wilderness is
essentially untrainmeled by man. The only signs of man are
aboriginal fish weirs, an abandoned prospector trail, and a few
abandoned shallow prospect holes. All of these man-made features
are substanticilly unnoticeable within the WSA. lands recommended
for nonwildemess contain more human intrusions, including
off-hi^way vehicle trails and railroad flood control structures.



2. Solitude ; Within the portion of the WSA recxanmended for
wilderness, the c^jportunities for solitude are many, the
challenging hike into the mountains serves to limit use, enhancing
c^jportunities for solitude. Many peaks, canyons, and hanging
veilleys in the Fish Creek Mountain hi^ country reaonain virtually
une5q)lorBd, wilderness in the true sense. Ihe rugged topography
serves to shield users from one another, also enhancing the feeling
of solitude.

C^portunities for solitude are further reduced in the portion of the
WSA reocmmended for nonwildemess, because of its mostly flat
tcpogr^3hy, lack of remoteness, and on the northwest side, its
closeness to the large gypjsum quarry.

This WSA is periodiceilly overflcwn by military aircraft as part of
the national defense mission taking place in approved military
operating arecis and fli<^t corridors. The visual intrusions and
associated noise create periodic tenporary effects on solitude
vdiich are deemed necessary and acceptable as a part of the defense
pr^jaredness of the nation.

3. Primitive and Uhconfined Recreation : Ihe area reccnimended for
wilderness has high potential for primitive forms of recreaticxi
(i.e., hiking and backpacking), because of the large spaces
involved and the natural screening of the topography. Little of
this potenticil has been realized; the WSA currently receives very
lew recreational visitation. Lack of recreational use can be
attributed to the following factors: a lew level of public
awareness of recreational c^portunities within the WSA, the
formidable appearance of the ste^ northern slope of the Fish
Creeks, and the fact that access up the more gentle south slope is
blocOced by the Carrizo Inpact Area, a portion of Anza-Borrego Desert
State Park formerly used for military weapons practice and now
closed to public use. In spite of these limiting factors, or
perhaps because of them, primitive recreational opportunities await
the person looking for a wilderness experience.

Ihe quality of primitive recreation es^jeriences available an the
nonsuitable portions of the WSA has been reduced by the obvious
signs of motorized activity cilong the base of the mountains, and the
si^ts and sounds of the quan^ operation.

4. Special Features : Ihe steep slcpes of the WSA contain limestone
outcrops vAiich are more resistant to erosion than the surrounding
granitic rocks. As a result, running water from periodic
cloudbursts has created narrow, ste^ chutes at points vAiere canyons
cut throu^ the limestone. At the base of some of these, the
swirling action of water surging thrtx*^ the chutes has created
smooth sided basins. Shielded from the evaporative power of the sun



by the steep walls of the chute, water in these natural tanks or
tinajas typically remains year round (thou^ it is not suitable for
human cc^isuirption) . The limestone chutes are unique within the
aXA.

No Federally listed threatened or endangered plant or animal ^)ecies
or candidates for threatened or endangered listing are positively
known to occur in this area. Data on the actual occurrence of
sensitive plant and wildlife species within the WSA is lacking,
largely because difficulty of access has severely limited scientific
investigaticHi

.

TWO plants of management concern have been found cai nearby Split
Mountain. Ihese two species, Malperia tenuis , considered rare in
California but cxanmOTi else4iere by the California Native Plant
Society (CNPS) , and Xvlorhiza orcuttii . considered rare and
endangered by CNPS, may also be found within the Fish Creek
Mountains WSA. Since the WSA has not been inventoried for sensitive
plants, it is possible that other plants of management concern grew
there.

The rugged, isolated landscape of the WSA has produced habitat
favorable for a number of sensitive wildlife species. The Fish
Creeks are within the range of the peninsular bi^om sheqp, listed
as rare by the State of California. Althou^ the rugged topography
of the WSA is ideal for this species, its numbers are no doubt
severely limited by the lack of available water. The WSA is also
within the range of the barefoot gecko, Anartaylis switaki . a ^)ecies
ooinmcai several hundred miles to the south in Baja California, but of
very limited distribution in California. This species lives under
"cap rocks," vAiidi are thin layers of erfoliating granite v*iich are
oomnon cxi boulders in the Fish Creeks. The species is listed as
rare by the State of California. The WSA provides excellent cliff
habitat for falcons, golden eagles, and other birds of prey.
Prairie falccai nests have been observed in cliffs near some of the
limestone chute areas. CSDservations of other more sensitive species
are lacking, but it is likely that golden eagles and species on the
Audubon Society's "Blue List" of declining species occur within the
MSA.

The WSA contains a portion of the shoreline of ancient Lake
Cahuilla, v*iich ejdiibits important evidence of prehistoric human
occi5>ation. Lake Cahuilla was a great body of freshwater v*iich

covered the Iirperial and Coachella Vcilleys on several occasions
during the last 50,000 years, and vtiich last receded about 500 years
ago. The ancient shoreline was an iirportant seasonal carping area
for Native Americans v*io utilized the abundant aquatic life of the
lake for food. Just inside the portion of the WSA reccsnmended for
wilderness, at the base of the northeast slope of the Fish Creeks,
are row upon row of stone rings thou^t by archaeologists to be
aboriginal fish traps or weirs. Fish traps at different levels on
the slc^)es reflect fluctuations in the level of Late Cahuilla. Some



of the fish traps are thou^t to be as inach as 2,500 years old. BIM
archaeologists consider the portion of shoreline within the WSA to
be eligible for inclusion on the National Register of Historic
Places. Ihe Fish Creek Mountains WSA is the only WSA in the
California Desert Conservation Area to contain an exairple of the
ancient Late Cahuilla shoreline and associated cultural resources,

B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System

1. Assessing the diversity of natural systems and features as
represented by ecosystems ; Ihis WSA contains 17,626 acres of the
American Desert/Creosote Bush-bur sage (Larrea-Franseria )

ecosystem. The general ecosystem of the Fish Creek Mountains VCA is
r^resented in other cireas either already designated or reccnimended
for wilderness designation. Hcwever, this WSA and the nearby
Jacuiriba Mountains WSA ar^e the only two areas either designated or
under consideration for wilderness containing habitat for the
barefoot gecko, vdiich occurs north of the Mexican border only in
this immediate area.

Table 2 - Ecosystem Representation

Bailey-Kuchler
Classification NWPS Areas Other BIM Studies
Domain/Province/FNV areas acres areas acres

NATIONWIDE

American Desert/Creosote
Bush-Bur Sage 3 126,033 48 1,554,440

CAUFORNIA

American Desert/Creosote
Bush-Bur Sage 2 26,472 20 959,979

2. Expanding the opportunities for solitude or primitive recreation
within a day's driving time (five hours) of major population
centers : Ihe WSA is only two hours frcmi San Diego, and would thus
contribute significantly to the wilderness c^portunities available
to the residents of that graving metropolitan area. Ihe WSA is
within a five-hour drive of a total of five major pc^xilation
centers. Table 3 summarizes the number and acreage of designated
areas and other BIM study areas within a five-hour drive of the
pc^xiLation centers.



Table 3

Wilderness Opportunities for Residents
of Major Peculation Centers

Peculation
Centers

California

Anaheim-Santa Ana
Los Angeles-Long Beadi
Qxnard-Ventura
Riverside-San Bernardino
San Diego

NWPS areas Other BIM Studies
areas acres areas acres

25 2,823,534 153 5,703,616
27 2,876,234 135 4,958,751
23 2,195,198 85 2,703,260
22 2,031,054 205 7,658,649
15 1,043,680 100 3,378,814

3. Balancing the geographic distribution of wilderness cireas ; The
closest designated ctrea is the Anza-Borrego Desert State Wilderness,
within two miles of the reccannmended wilderness portion of the Fish
Creek Mcxintains WSA. Four other designated wildernesses are within
50 air miles: Santa Rosa, Hauser, and Pine Creek, administered by
the U.S. Forest Service, and Cuyamaca Mountains State Wilderness
Area. Seven BIM study atreas reccanmended for wilderness designation
are also within 50 air miles.

C. Manageability

With the exc^jticMi of the area of hic^ gypsum potenticd, the Fish Creek
Mountains WSA is manageable as wilderness. Extracting the gypsum
resources would cause essentially the total loss of wilderness values on
about 800 acres vAiich are presently prcposed for wilderness designation.
The gypsum d^x>sits in the reccanmended wilderness area are encumbered by
20 unpatented placer mining claims, 18 of which are held by U.S. C^psum
Coitpany, v*iich cperates a nearby cpen pit gypsum mine. The ccmpany has
submitted a patent application on ei^t of their claims.

Except for the area of gypsum reserves, the reccsnmended wilderness area
is easily manageable as wilderness. The boundaries of the reocnimended
wilderness area follow very rou^ terrain that forms a natural barrier
to norprimitive forms of recreation and to the use of mechanical
equipsnent. Ihe boundaries can be readily identified in the field. No
other conflicting uses exist that would endanger the wilderness
resources.

In contrast, as mentioned earlier in this report, the portion of the WSA
recoinnvended for nonwildemess is subject to additioncil uses that
conflict with wilderness values. Ihe recommended nonwildemess portion
contains flood control dikes and drainage channels vdiich may need to be
periodically relocated in response to shifting drainage patterns. In
addition, much of the area is vulnerable to CHV trespass because of flat
tcpography.



Military overfli^ts in this WSA must be considered to maintain the
integrity of the existing and future nationcd defense mission as well as
the wilderness resource.

D. Energy and Mineral Resource Values

1. Summary of Information KhcMi at the Time of the Preliminary
Suitability Reccgnmendation : Prior to publicaticai of the CDCA Plan,
BIM pr^)ared a Geology- Energy-Mineral (G-E-M) R^»rt for the Yuha
Basin G-E-M Resource Area (GRA) , of vAiich the WSA is a part.
Hcwever, the CDCA Plan did not fully ancilyze and interpret the Yuha
Basin GRA R^Dort as it specifically relates to the Fish Creek
Mountains WSA. The GRA Report indicates an area along the
northwestern boundary of the WSA as having a hi^ potential for the
occurrence of gypsum, as shewn on Map 2, based on kncwn outcrops of
gypsum in the area. Ihe GRA R^XDrt also shews the WSA has potential
for geothermal energy. (Ihe Yuha Basin GRA Ri^xDrt is a BLM
administrative r^xDrt available in the Ccdifomia Desert District G-
E-M resource files) . Two urpatented mining claims were kncwn to be
recorded with BIM as of December 12, 1979.

In January 1979, the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) classified the
north half and southeast quarter of the WSA as a Potentieil

Geothermal Resource Area (PGRA) . As shewn on M^ 2, the PGE?A is
classified as moderate potenticil for the occurrence of geothermal
resources using the BIM classification scheme.

2. Summary of Significant New Mineral Resource Data Collected Since the
Preliminary Suitability Reccgnmendation Which Should be Considered in
the Final Reccanmendation : Between 1983 and 1985, the USGS and the
U.S. Bureau of Mines (BCM) conducted mineral surv^^ of the
reccmmended wilderness portion of the WSA. BCM released the r^»rt
of their activity in 1986 (MtA 23-86) . The results of these
surveys were published in 1987 in USGS Bulletin 1711-C. Ihe
bulletin states that the U.S. C^psum Cctrpany holds 18 ur^tented
mining claims in Tertiary sedimentary rocks cilong the northwestern
boundary of the reccmtiended wilderness portion of the WSA. Ihese
claims are estimated to contain approximately 20 million tons of
gypsum based upon surface outcrcps and drill hole data. As shewn on
Map 2, this area was classified by USGS and BCM as eadiibiting hi^
potential for gypsum and coincides with the area classified in BIM's
1980 GRA Ri^XDrt.

An area in the central portion of the WSA containing Paleozoic
metctsediment£u:y rocks weis classified by USGS and BOM as having a
hi^ potenticil for the occurrence of limestone, as shewn on Map 2,

based on numerous limestone outcrcps and favorable geology. Ihe
USGS Bulletin identifies an area in the central portion of the WSA
as a shear zone containing skam d^josits, and classifies the area
as having lew potential for lead, molybdenum, and tungsten. Based
on the occurrence of these metcils and favorable geologic environment
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identified in the bulletin, this area has been identified on Map 2

as having a moderate potential for the ocscurrence of these metals
using the BIM classification scheme.

Sand and gravel in alluvial fan and ancient shoreline d^xDsits
identified in the bulletin along the northeast and eastern
boundaries of the WSA, and also described in California Division of
Mines and Geology (CIMG) County R^»rt #7, have been classified on
M^ 2 as having a moderate potential for occurrence using the BIM
classificaticffi scheme. This potential rating is based an
producticHi of sand and gravel outside the WSA during the 1960s and
favorable geologic environment. Neither the CEM3 r^ort nor the
USGS bulletin identifies production volumes.

In April 1987, the U.S. C^psum Company submitted an c^plicatiai to
patent ei^t placer mining claims in the northwestern porticai of the
WSA recanmended for wilderness. In November 1987, a second patent
explication for their ten remaining claims was being pr^ared, but
not yet submitted.

As of December 31, 1987, 20 unpatented placer mining claims were
located in the reccramended suitable northwestern portion of the WSA.
Two uipatented lode mining claims are located in the reccxnmended
nonsuitable northwestern portion of the WSA. Table 4 summarizes
urpatented mining claims within the VKA recorded with BIM eis of
December 31, 1987.

Table 4 - Mining Claims

TYPE Nr.JMBER ACRES
MINING CIAIM SUITABIE NONSUIT. TOTAL SUITABIE NC»JSUIT. TOTAL
lode
Placer
Mill Site

20
1

2 2

20
1

800
5

40 40
800

5
Total 21 2 23 805 40 845

E. Summary of Environmental Conseouences Of the ProDosed Action

1. Impact on Wilderness Values ; Wilderness values will be eventually
lost on approximately 800 acres of the prcposed wilderness, throu^
development of mining claims containing gypsum reserves. Wilderness
values will be generally maintained on the remaining acres
designated wilderness, although cpportunities for solitude will be
foregone on the slcpes overlooking the gypsum claims. Wilderness
values will remain marginal on the fourteen percent of the WSA to
remain nonwildemess, and will continue to gradually decline cis a
result of mineral development and ON use.

11
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2. Impact on Minercil Exploraticyi and Development ; Eic^ty-six percent
of the WSA will be withdrawn from mineral entry, precluding further
e}q)loration. Developnnent of existing uipatented claims in this
cunea can occur subject to proof of a valid discovery. Fourteen
percjent of the WSA, containing two urpatented claims, will be
unaffected by the prc^xDsed action.

3. Impact on Geothermal Exploration and Development : Ihe prc^xDsed

acticm will make develcpnent of potenticil resources unfeasible on
the portiOTi of the WSA to be designated wilderness, ^proximately
84% of the proposed wilderness has a moderate potential for
geothermal resources. Hcwever, the cirea of moderate potenticil clLso

includes the entire portion of the WSA to remain nonwildemess.
Opportunities for geothermal e:q>loration and develcpnent will be
unaffected in the nonwildemess portion.

4. Impact on Cultural Resources ; Ihe ircportant ardheological
resources associated with the ancient Lake Cahuilla shoreline will
be protected by wilderness designation, vAiich will eliminate the
possibility of future surface disturbing activities. Ihese
resources are located aatside the area of high gypsum potential
containing the mining claims.

5. Impact on Sensitive Plant and Wildlife Species ; Althou^ data on
sensitive ^jecies is lacking for this WSA, all prcposed surface
disturbing activities on public lands will be subjected to a
thorxxi^ environmental analysis to collect baseline data and develop
mitigation measures to hold potential adverse iirpacts to lew levels.

F. Local Social and Economic Considerations

No local social or economic considerations were identified in the CDCA
Plan and EIS. Therefore, no further discussion of this tcpic will occur
in this document.

G. Summary of WSA - Specific Public Comments

Public comments were solicited throuf^out all phases in the develc^anent
of the CDCA Plan, finalized in 1980. Issues raised by the public during
the Inventory and Study Phase were taken into account during develcpnent
of the Draft Plan Alternatives and Proposed Plan. Ihe following is a
summary of all comments received. Known inaccuracies and esqplanations
deemed useful to the reader are noted in parentheses.

1. Inventory Phase ; Most comments favored inclusion of the area for
further wilderness study. Many also urged esqjansion of the stuc^
area southward based on natural character and hi^ eoologiccd
values, especially in Carrizo Wash. (Field checks revealed manmade
features v*iich detracted from the area's natural character.) Some
comments pointed out the presence of mining and roads, v*iich were
excluded after field verification.
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2. Study Phase : Of the 80 ocraments received, a heavy majority favored
wilderness designation. Ihe inost cxxnmon reason for si^aporting
designaticMi was the protection this wilderness cirea would give to
wilderness lands in Anza-Borrego Desert State Park. To this end,
marry re^xxidents reccsnmnended adding Carrizo Wash to the WSA because
of its inportance as a drainage system and a wildlife habitat.
Other suggestions for es^jansion included: extending the southern
portion to include the strip between the gunnery range and the park;
aoquisiticai and management of the gunnery range as wilderness;
extending the wilderness area to the northwest to protect the border
of the park, but excluding the gypsum operation; extending the airea

to the south to mate WSAs 372 and 373 a single area; extending the
cirea south to Coyote Wash; and transferring ownership of both WSAs
372 and 373 to the State for park expansion. It was acknowledged
that most of the cireas suggested for e>^)ansion were damaged by
vehicle use and mining, but respondents argued that rehabilitation
was feasible within a reasonable time.

Among the values of the area cited by si^porters of wilderness
designation were the following: bi<^om she^ habitat; scenic
floral displays; vistas of the Yuha Desert, Mexico, and the
Ooachella and Iitperial Valleys; hi(^y scenic and scientifically
iirportant geology; archeological values, including trails and
slewing circles; watersheds; and rare plants and wildlife,
including the black rail, Orcutt's aster, and Thurber's pilostyles.
Pecreationcil c^portunities said to be popular here were hiking,
photogr^]hy, nature study, and backpacking. Ihe following features
were thou^t by some respondents to detract from wilderness quality:
U.S. Naval gunnery range activities, cited as noisy and dangerous
for recreationists, ni^t li^ts of cities, aircraft flyovers,
mining scars, noise of mining operations, and railroad visibility
and noise.

Respondents exposing wilderness designation included recreationists
vho felt motor vehicle access was necessary for family canping.
They pointed out that the WSA is accessible to metropolitan areas.
Besides citing mining scars, some believed that vehicle access was
necessary to continue exploration for mineral resources, including
gypsum. The area Wcis said to have potential for oil and gas and
geothermal develc^jment, v»hich might have spinoff benefits for the
agricultural econoany of Iitperial Valley by providing a heat source
for food processing. Ihe Iirperial County Department of Parks and
Recreation noted that closing the WSA to vehicles would block a
transmission route v*uch had been prcposed by the Iirperied County
Transmission Route Selection Committee.

Several comments were received in response to the Public Irput
WbrWxok of 03/15/79. Ihe majority of the comments favored
wilderness designation and ejq>anded boundaries. One respondent
favored maintaining hi^ motorized vehicle use, (the area had been
closed to vehicles since 1974) with no hikers in the area.
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3. Draft Plcui Alternatives : The National CXitdcxDr CJoaliticai, a
cx>alition of mining, roddiounciing, and OH^ grtx^, recxxnrnended that
a porticxi of the V9SA be designated wilderness, with the remainder
managed for moderate intensity multiple uses. (Iheir map was small
and did not provide well defined boundaries) . The Sierra Club and
other ccaiservaticMi orgcinizations favored wilderness designation for
the entire WSA. Members of these organizations mailed in thousands
of coqpons supporting their respective positions. The lirpericQ.

County Planning Department requested that the area be designated for
moderate intensity mltiple use management to conform to the County
Genercil Plem, vAiich calls for recreation and residences in this
locaticxi.

4. Proposed Plem ; Coinments were essenticdly the same as those received
during the draft plan stage for this W5A.
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OOfggiE MPnwmTMS wlTiryNESS gTOPy ARBV (W5A)

(CDCA-373)

1. THE STODY AREA 10,954 acres

The Coyote Mountains WSA is located at the western edge of Inperial County,
in the southwest comer of the California Desert Conservation Area (CDCA)

,

about 35 miles west of El Centro. The 10,954 acre study area consists
exclusively of public land administered by the ELK (see Map 1 and Table 1)

.

The nearest paved road is Inperial Hi(^way (S2) vdiich passes within two
miles of the WSA, and from vAiich the south boundary can be reached via
several primitive routes usually negotiable by hi^ clearance, twD-v*ieel

drive vehicles. On the north and west the WSA abuts Anza-Borrego IDesert

State Park. To the south and east are primarily multiple use public lands
vAiere mining, sand and gravel extraction, and off-hi^way vehicle (CHV)

based recreation have been the major activities. The WSA's irregular south
and east bamdaries resulted from the need to exclude these cireas of
obvious human activity.

The Coyote Mountains themselves comprise approximately the scuthem 40% of
the WSA. A ocrapact, fish hook shaped range, the Coyotes extend westward
into Anza-Borrego Desert State Park and northeastward onto adjacent public
land. Typical of Colorado Desert mountains, the rock strewn slopes of the
Coyotes are covered primarily with creosote bush scrub, v*iich begins to give
way to semi-succulent scrub at hi<^er elevations. A portion of the Carrizo
Badlands makes i:p the northern 60% of the WSA. Sparsely vegetated and cut
by myriad narrcw, twisting gullies, this part of the WSA has the austere,
forbidding landsc^De characteristic of badlands.

On the crest of the Coyote Mountains in the south-central part of the stocfy

area are a groip of unusual sandstone rock formations, cissociated marine
plant and invertebrate animal fossils, and occasional vertebrate fossils.
In 1980, as part of the CDCA Plan, BIM designated the 640 acre Coyote
Mountains Fossil Site Area of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC) to
protect these unique paleontological resources. An ACEC management plan was
coirpleted in 1987.

The WSA was studied under Section 603 of the Federal Land Policy and
Management Act (FUMA) . Four alternatives were analyzed in the Draft and
Final Environmental Inpact Statements (EISs) for the CDCA Plan: protection,
use, balanced, and no action; a summary of the area's wilderness values was
included in ^:pendix III of the Final EIS.

2. REOCMMENDATTON AND RATIOJAIE

10,954

acres recommended for
wilderness
BIM acres reccramended
for nonwildemess



No wilderness is the recsanmendation for the Coyote Mountains WSA. The
entire acreage in this WSA is released for uses other than wilderness.
Management efforts will be guided by the Coyote Mountcdns Fossil Site Area
of Criticeil EnvirrxTinental Concern and the Coyote Mountains Wildlife Habitat
Area Management Plan. Protection will be afforded for biologiced^ cultural,
and paleontologicsd resources, v^le adlcx/ing mineral development to
potentially occur. This reccaonmendation will be implemented in a manner
vAiich will use sdl practical means to avoid or minimize environmentcil
inpacts.

The Bcilanoed Alternative is the environmentally preferable edtemative as
outlined in the CDCA Plan and further eaqjlained in the California Wilderness
Study Overview.

Ihe no wilderness reocmmendation is based on the follcvring rationale:
(1) the WSA is similar to adjacent State wilderress and nearby BIM WSAs
reocaranended for wilderness, and its addition to the National Wilderness
Preservation System would be r^etitive; (2) significant paleontological
resources would be less accessible for scientific research if the area were
designated wilderness; and (3) a portion of the WSA has hi^ potenticil for
limestone, clay, and gypsum, as well as an interest in these resources cis

evidenced by the number of mining claims on record.

The landforms and ecosystem typified by the Coyote Mountains WSA are cilreacfy

well r^resented in other areas identified for wilderness preservation. The
Carrizo Badlands, v*iich constitute about 60% of the WSA, extend
northwestward into Anza-Borxego Desert State Park v*iere ^proximately 25,000
acres have been included in a State designated wilderness area. An
additioncil exairple of badlands is contained in BIM's Mecca Hills WSA,
located about 50 miles due north. About 70% of the Mecca Hills' acreage is
reocmnended for wilderness designation. The Coyote Mountain range vAiich

constitutes 40% of the Coyote Mountains WSA is, overall, a typical
n^resentative sanple of Colorado Desert mountains. TWo larger BIM study
areas reccmmended for wilderness, the Fish Creek Mountains (CDCA-372) and
the Jacur±)a Mountains (CDCA-368) , are located a mere five miles due north
and south of this stucty area, respectively, and contain adequate examples of
similar mountainous terrain. Because the Coyote Mountcdns WSA is very
similar to these other areas v*ien considered as a whole, little would be
gained fron its addition to the National Wilderness Preservation System.

The significant paleontological resources of the Coyote Mountains can be
better managed as an Area of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC) than they
could be as wilderness. Wider ACEC management prescriptions, the fossils
will be accessible for legitimate scientific research, yet protected frcm
indiscriminate collection. Wilderness designation could constrain
scientific researcJi and thereby hanper the contribution this area could make
to the body of scientific kncwledge on the Pliocene Epodi in southern
California.

The southeast comer of the WSA, portions of v*iich eadiibit hi^ potential
for clay, gypsum, and cement grade limestone, contains 46 urpatented mining
claims. Althoui^ wilderness designation could constrain full development of



these resources throu^ withdrawal of the area frcm mineral entry, at least
seme of the existing cledms would probably prove to have a valid discovery,
and their developnnent would constrain BIM's ability to ensure protection of
wilderness values.

Motor vehicle use will ocxrtinue to be prohibited throu^iout most of the
coyote Mountains WSA, including the entire ACEC, allcwing a oc»itinuation of
established ncsi motorized, primitive recreation use patterns. Management
for low^intensity, carefully controlled use with an ACEC designaticxi cxi the
fossil site will protect this WSA's unique features and the quality of the
primitive recreation opportunities without categoriccilly rejecting mining or
other multiple uses within the entire area.

lABIE 1 - Land Status and Acreage Summary of the Study Area

Within Wilderness Study Area Acres
BIM (surface and subsurface) 10,954
Split Estate (BIM surface only)

Ihholdings
State
Private

Total 10,954

Within the Reocmmended Wilderness Boundary Acres
BIM (within WSA)
BLM (outside WSA)
Split Estate (within WSA)
s;plit Estate (outside WSA)

Total BLM Land Rsocnimended for Wilderness

Inholdings
State
Private

Within the Area Not Reooinmended for Wilderness Acres
BIM (surface and subsurface) 10,954
Split Estate (BIM surface only)

Total BIM land Not Recommended for Wilderness 10,954





3. CRITERIA OONSIDERED IN DEVEIDPING IHE WIIDERNESS REXXMMEJdftna^S

A. Wilderness Characteristics

1. Naturalness : Overall, the Coyote Mountains WSA has retained its
primeved character and influence; althou^ minor, site specific
negative iirpacts to naturalness have occurred. A few primitive ways
and several small mining prospects with minor surface disturbance
oc»istitute the most lasting signs of human activity. Scsne of the
unusual dome sh^)ed rock formations have been defaced by graffiti
inscriptiOTis and by campfire building inside natural hollcv^ in the
domes. All of these human alterations to the naturcil environment
are substantially unnoticeable.

2. Solitude ; Opportunities for solitude vary d^^ending csn location.
Most visitor use is concentrated at the dome formaticxis and
cissociated fossil sites in the south centred portion of the WSA, cind

along the trail which leads there frcm the area's south boundary.
Use takes place predominantly on winter weekends; it is unusual to
encounter another person there on a weekday. The north half of the
WSA is a seldom visited, trailless badlands, where the topography
further screens visitors frcxn each other.

Ihis WSA is periodiccdly overflown by military aircraft as part of
the national defense mission taking place in approved military
operating areas and flight corridors. The visual intrusions and
cissociated noise create periodic teirporary effects on solitude vAiich

cure deemed necessary and acceptable as a part of the defense
pr^)aredness of the nation.

3. Primitive and Unconfined Recreation ; The area offers opportunities
for hiking, backpacking, rocddiounding, nature study, and nature
photography. The domes are one of the more popular ovemi^t
backpack destinations on BIM land in the El CJentro Resource Area.
There cire limited pEportunities for deer and quail hunting. The
absence of a permanent water source, extreme summer terrperatures,
and hi^ily dissected tcpography with few trails offer challenges or
pose limitations to recreation, depending on an individucd's point
of view.

4. Special Features : The WSA's major special features are the fossils
and associated sandstone formations in the ACEC. The fossils are
remnants of a shallcw inland sea that covered most of Iirpericd and
central Riverside Counties six million years ago during the Pliocene
Epoch. Within the WSA, the fossils are predominantly shellfish,
closely related to present day forms of bivalves (oysters and clams)
and echinoderms (sand dollars) . Pliocene invertebrate fossil
d^xDsits are rare, and this site is exceptional both for their
abundance and state of preservation. It is a research site visited
by both students and professional paleontologists and is of



scientific interest becaijse an entire fossil ecosystem may be
readily studied. Vertebrate fossils such as vAiale bones were eilso

recently discovered in the WSA.

An unusual petroglyph was discovered within the WSA in 1985,
cc«Tsisting of a series of pits and grooves etched into a verticcil
sandstcaie face. Ihis style of petroglyph has not been previously
r^xsrted in the Ifriited States, althou^ simileir motifs occur in Baja
Ccdifomia. Additicxial exairples possibly occur elsewhere in the WSA
because verticcil sandstone surfaces eire abundant; however,
extensive inventories have not been conducted. Several transects
were examined within the WSA in preparation for the CDCA Plan, which
encountered caily a single chipping station (stone tool manufacturing
site) not considered noteworthy. Ihe probability of encountering
extensive cuxlieological sites within the WSA is considered low,

because the area ^peair^ to lack sufficient econcmic resources to
have attracted past human use or occi^ation.

Althou^ the biological ccanmunities of the WSA are r^resentative of
several vAiidi occur throughout the (Colorado Desert, the area
ccxitains a few plant and animal species of ^)ecial interest. Seven
square miles enocnpassing the mountain ridges eire kncwn range of the
bcurefoot gecko. This reptile is listed as rare by the State of
California, and is under status review by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service (USF&WS) . Althoui^ field checks have not been conducted,
rock nettle (Eucnide rupestris

)
prc±)ably occurs within the WSA,

based cffi its kncwn presence in nearby Painted Gorge. This plant is
classified by the Ccdifomia Native Plant Society as "rare or
endangered in California, but more ccramon elsev^ere." Rock nettle
is not listed eis threatened or endangered by the USF&WS, nor is it
under status review by that agency.

B. Diversity in the National Wilderness Preservation System
(NWPS)

1. Assessincf the diversity of natural systems and features as
represented by ecosystems : Ihe WSA contains 10,954 acres of the
American Desert/Creosote Bush-Bur Sage (Larrea-Franseria ) ecosystem,
an ecosystem that is cilready well represented by other, Icirger areas
recanmended for wilderness designation. Althou^ the curea does
contain seme significant special features, wilderness designation of
the Coyote Mountains WSA would not increase the ecological
diversity of the NWPS.



Table 2 - Ecosystem Representation

Bailey-Ruchler
Classification
Dcaoaain/Province/FWy

American Desert/Creosote
Bush-Bur Sage

American Desert/Creosote
Bush-Bur Sage

NWPS Areas
areas acres

NATIONWIDE

3 126,033

CALIFORNIA

Other BIM Studies
arecis acres

48 1,561,111

26,472 20 966,650

2. Expanding the opportunities for solitude or primitive recreation
within a days drivincf time (five hours) of major peculation centers ;

Ihe WSA is within a five-hour drive of five major population
centers. Table 3 summarizes the number and acreage of designated
cireas and other BIM study areas within a five-hour drive of the
populatic»i centers.

Table 3

Wilderness Opportunities for Residents
of Major Pc^xilation Centers

Peculation
centers

California

Anaheim-Santa Ana
Los Angeles-Long Beach
Oxnard-Ventura
Riverside-San Bernardino
San Diego

NWPS areas Other BIM Studies
areas acres areas acres

25 2,823,534 153 5,703,616
27 2,876,234 135 4,958,751
23 2,195,198 85 2,703,260
22 2,031,054 205 7,658,649
15 1,043,680 100 3,378,814

3. Balancing the aeocrraiihic distribution of wilderness areas ; The
Coyote Mountains WSA is within 50 air miles of eit^t BIM WSAs
reocnimended for wilderness designation. Two of these are only five
miles from the study area. Ihe closest designated wilderness is the
adjacent Anza-Borrego Desert State Wilderness. Less than 50 air
miles west are three other wilderness areas; QQramaca Mcfuntains
State Wilderness, and the Hauser and Pine Creek Wilderness Areas
administered by the Cleveland National Forest.



C. Manageability

The WSA is manageable as wilderness. Ihe only vehicle route leading
into the area was closed in 1974, in order to protect the fossil
d^xDsits. On the north and west, the WSA borders Anza-Borrego Desert
State Park v*iere vehicle use is ccu::efully controlled. Ihe south and
east boundaries, althou^ they abut public lands having an extensive
system of primitive ways, are in rugged terrain v*iere recreational off-
hi^Tway vehicle use has been li^t. Incidents of motor vehicle tre^ass
into the WSA eire infrequent.

Minercil development could make it iirpossible to maintain the WSA's
wilderness values in their present condition. If sane of the 46
unpatented mining claims within the WSA were found to be VcLLid, their
developonent wculd result in a loss of both naturalness and solitude in
the southeast portion of the WSA.

Military overfli^ts in this WSA must be considered to maintain the
integrity of the existing and future national defense mission as well eis

the wilderness resource.

D. Energy and Mineral Resource Values

1. Summary of Information Kncv/n at the Time of the Preliminary
Suitability Reccanmendation ; Prior to publication of the CDCA Plan,
BLM pr^ared a Geology-Energy-Mineral (G-E^) Report for the Yuha
Basin G-E-M Resource Area (GRA) , of vAiich the WSA is a part.
Althou^ the CDCA Plan did not fully analyze and interpret the Yuha
Basin GKA Ri^xDrt as it specifically relates to this WSA, it did
identify some resource potentials. The EIS for the CDCA Plan
indicates possible potential for cc^per, gypsum, and limestone in
the southeast portion; geothermal energy in the southwest; and oil
and gas in the entire WSA. Public ccaranents submitted an the EIS
indicates that the WSA is an excellent producer of jewelry grade
marble, glass sand, cAsidian, and other minerals.

Ihe GRA Ri^xDrt indicates that gypsum had been mined in the feir
southeastern and northeastern portions of the VBA. CX^per was
recovered from the southwestern comer, and cement grade limestone
had been mined in the southern part of the WSA. Ihe eastern portion
of the WSA was classified as prospectively valuable for geothermal
resources by the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) in 1978.

2. Summary of Significant New Mineral Resource Data Collected Since the
Preliminary Suitability Reccanmendation Which Should be Considered in
the Final Decision ; There was no joint USGS/U.S. Bureau of Mines
mineral survey conducted for this WSA because it is reconmended
nonsuitable for wilderness designation. However, the 1973

California Division of Mines and Geology (CDM3) County R^jort No. 3,

Geology and mineral resources of Imperial County , describes the
mining activity recorded for the period of 1925 to 1977,



New data not available during the develc^xnent of the CDCA Plan
i;^)graded the quality of the minereil data regarding the WSA. Map 2

reflects the mineral resource potential of the WSA based on this new
data.

A 1981 BIM GRA Ri^x)rt evaluates the mineral resource potential of
the Yuha Basin GRA based on data frcm the CCMS r^x^rt. The r^»rt
states that in the northeastern portions of the WSA sulfur and
gypsum have been mined, and in the north-central porticxi, manganese,
sulfur, and gypsum were mined. However no production figures are
ai'ailable. In the 1950s and 1960s, 1,000 tons of gypsum and 100
tons of tungsten ore were recovered from the eastern portion of the
WSA. In the southern portion of the WSA, 1,200 tons of silica,

1,000 tans of cement grade limestone, 50 tons of ceramic clay, and
an unknown amount of gypsum were recovered. This activity occurred
from the 1940s to the 1960s. Those areas with past production of
metal and nonmetal resources are considered under the BIM mineral
potenticil clcissification process as having a hi(^ potenticil for the
occurrence of these resources (See Map 2)

.

Nickel and copper occurrences were reported in the southeastern
portion of the WSA, but no production was recorded. An undetermined
quantity of mica rich roofing granules were reportedly mined in the
eastern portion of the WSA. Those areas with no recorded past
production of metal and nonmetal resources, but with r^xjrted
occurrences and favorable geologic environment, are considered under
the BIM minereil potential classification process as having a
moderate potential for the occurrence of these resources and cire

also shewn on Map 2.

BIM has classified the southeast portion of the WSA cis potentially
valuable for geothermal resources, and the north half and
southeastern portions of the WSA as potentially valuable for oil and
gas resources. Due to lack of evidence for oil and gas sources (or
shews) , and geothermcil hot springs, those areas classified
potentially valuable are considered under the BIM mineral
classification system as having a lew potential for the occurrence
of these resources.

The entire WSA was covered by oil and gas leases in 1980; however,
these all terminated without any develc^jment having taken place. No
oil and gas or geothermal leases are presently located in the WSA.
By Congressional mandate, BIM has maintained a moratorium on leasing
in WSAs since 1983. A portion of a block of 128 uipatented mining
claims extend into the southeast comer of the WSA, in areas m^]ped
as having a potential for the occurrence of clay, gypsum, and
limestone. According to BIM records dated December 1987, there were
46 active unpatented claims in the V^A, as summarized below.



Table 4 - Mining Claims

TYPE NUMBER ACRES
MINING CLAIM Sr.TTTARIE NONSUIT. TOTAL .SUI,'rAKl>J NONSUIT. TOTAL
Lode
Placer
Mill Site

N/A
N/A
N/A

29
17

29
17

N/A
N/A
N/A

580
680

580
680

Total N/A 46 46 N/A 1.260 1.260

E. SumnarY of Environmental Consequences of the Prroposed Action

1. Impact cai Wilderness Vcilues : Under lew intensity Multiple use
management, vAiich is the reoommendaticxi of this report, there will
be no irniediate irrpact. Over the long term, adverse inpacts to
wilderness values will occur in the southeast comer of the WSA as a
result of mineral exploration and developnent.

2. Ijopact on Paleontoloaical Resources ; The fossil site will remain
available for scientific research and excavation, subject to the
provisions of the Coyote Mountains Fossil Site ACEC Management Plan.
Cr>siif<1 collection of fossils is prdiibited.

3. Impact on Energy/Mineral Exploration and Development ; The ACEC is
reccnimended for withdrawal fron further mineral entry. The rest of
the WSA will remain available for exploration and develcpnent.

4. IitBjact can Sensitive Plant and Anlmctl Sijecies ; Only small-sccile

projects and management actions cire es^jected under the proposed
acticxi. Because cill of these relatively minor actions will be
subject to thorou^ environmental analysis prior to project
initiaticHi, mitigation measures adequate to reduce iitpacts to
insignificant levels can be develcped.

5. IiTpact on Petroaly|:Ai Site ; The unusual petroglyph discovered in
1985 is incorporated into the ACEC, vAiich is reccnimended for
withdrawal frcm mineral entry.

F. LdcclI Socictl and Economic Considerations

No local socicil or economic considerations were identified in the Final
CDCA Plan and EIS. Iherefore, no further discussion of this tcpic will
occur in this document.

G. Summary of WSA - Specific Public Comments

Public comments were solicited throu^out all phases in the develcpnent
of the CDCA Plan, finalized in 1980. Issues raised by the public during
the Inventory and Study Phase were taken into account during develcpnent
of the Draft Plan Alternatives and Proposed Plan. The following is a
summary of all comments received. Kiown inaccuracies are noted in
pcQ^entheses, eis are explanations deemed useful to the reader.
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Cu Copper

Gy Gypsum
LS Limestone

Mn Manganese
Ni Nickel

RS Rock & Stone

S Sulphur
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W Tungsten MAP'-2
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1. Inventory Phase : Ihe relatively large volume of ooniments
substanticilly supported classification of the Coyote Mountains as a
wilderness study area. Scane felt the area should be expanded to the
south eind east. Ihose public ccsnments c^:posed to wilderness stucfy
area designaticMi identified the roads, mining activity, and
motorized vehicle use in the general area. Most of these locaticxis
have been excluded frcm the Wilderness Stuc^ Area. Other comments
addressed study phase considerations.

2. Study Riase : Ei^ty-three responses were received. Forty-nine
si^ported wilderness designation for the area; 34 preferred multiple
use management. The two reasons given most often by wilderness
proponents were: (1) wilderness in this location would protect the
adjoining wilderness in Anza-Borrego State Park and (2) the area has
varied and outstanding geological resources, a "wonderland of
geology." The area was said to provide outstanding (importunities
for solitude and primitive recreation. Fine educational and
scientific values are present in the paleontologiceil, wildlife eind

botanic resources. One respondent noted the need for protection of
the peninsular bi^om, v^ch may range throu^ this area. There
were numerous requests to expand the WSA into areas in the eastern
Coyote Mountains, Carrizo Wash, Fossil Canyon, and Painted Gorge;
field study shewed these areas to be nonsuitable for wilderness.
Respondents mentioned the desire to get away from the noise and dust
of off-hi^way vehicles to datain peace and quiet for camping,
hiking, and a wilderness experience.

CSajections to wilderness designation centered on the desire to
maintain vehicle access for recreation. (Althou^ much of this corea

was closed by the Interim Critical Management Plan in 1975, adjacent
roads have been widely used) . The proximity to metrc^xDlitan areas
makes this a favorite recreation area, particularly for families
and older retired pecple v^o enjoy such activities as rock
collecting, prospecting, camping, picnicking, si^tseeing, and
nature study. Motorized vehicles are usually used for access. (The

area encompassing the WSA was officially closed to motor vehicle use
from 1975 to 1980)

.

Wilderness opponents said the area does not meet the 2(c) criteria,
because of roads and man-made intrusions (almost eill of these
features have been excluded from the WSA) . Other unnatural
conditions listed included past military use, nearby military use,
airplane noise, signs, structures, power lines and private lands.
Three petroleum coipanies stated that the area has potential for
geothermal resources. A miner listed capper, limestone, and gypsum
as minerals present.

Seven comments were received in response to the Public Irput
Workbook of 3-15-79. Three favored wilderness, mentioning the
outstanding wilderness and ecological values and the contiguity to
Anza-Borrego State Park. One respondent asked that the boundary be
ejqjanded to the south and east, since the iitpacts of man have not
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been significant encfu^ to warrant exclusion of this area. Ihe
other respondents mentioned the closeness of the WSA to Orange
County and other populated areas, the need for potenticil minerals,
the excellent OHV c|:portunities here, and the lack of need for
wilderness designation since the area's rot^ terrain will protect
it from overuse. The County of Iitpericil stated that the southern
portion of the area is one of the Valley's most valuable rock and
gravel sites and that this resource is needed for r^)air or
ocMTstruction of airports, parking lots, bridges, and roads.

3. Draft Plan Alternatives : Most coaranents were general in nature, with
few specific references to this WSA. The Sierra Club, the Audubon
Society, and the Wilderness Society recatimended wilderness
designation for this area. Ihis position was in agreement with the
Protection Alternative. Many individuals wrote ccaranents supporting
this reconmendation. In contrast, the National CXitdoor CocilitiOTi

(NOC) , a coalition of mining, rocWiounding, and off-hi^way vehicle
groups, distributed its own alternative map. It showed a multiple
use designation of moderate use for most of this WBA, with a small
ctrea of lew intensity use in the northwest comer. Ihe moderate
intensity recommendation agreed with the Use Alternative viiile a low
intensity reccammendation agreed with the Balanced and No Action
Alternatives. This position was supported by a large number of
clubs and individuals throu^ letters and coupons. One respondent
preferred the No Action Alternative, stating that exploration for
and develcpment of oil, gas, and geotherrnal resources were the best
uses for this area.

4. Proposed Plan : The reccanmendation of low intensity multiple use for
this ctrea was exposed by both wilderness opponents and prcponents.
Proponents wanted more wilderness within the CDCA and specifically
mentioned this WSA. C|ponents wanted this area to be managed for
moderate intensity multiple use to allow use by vehicle oriented
recreationists and miners.

No oonments were received from local governments.
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SUPPLEMENTAL STATEMENT TO REFLECT POST-STUDY LAND PATENT

Fish Creek Mountains Wilderness Study Area (CDCA-372)

Page Paragraph
1 1
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Original As Amended
17,626 acres public land 17,519 acres public land
1,138 acres private land 1,245 acres private land

2 RECOMMEN- 15,466 acres recommended 15,359 acres recommended
DATION for wilderness for wilderness

15,466 acres

BLANK

HAS BEEN REPLACED

17,626 BLM
1,138 private
15,466 BLM
15,466 BLM recommended
for wilderness

20 unpatented placer
mining claims, 18

ADD

15,359 acres

In January 1990, a
minerals patent was
issued to U. S. Gypsum
for 152.51 acres. One
hundred seven of these
acres were within the
area preliminarily
recommended as suitable
for wilderness
designation. The 107
patented acres were
deleted from the area
recommended as suitable
for wilderness
designation.

Attachment Map 1

17,519 BLM
1,245 private
15,359 BLM
15,359 BLM recommended
for wilderness

12 unpatented placer
mining claims, 10

The validity exam for the
mineral patent
application of 4/16/87
for the eight placer
mining claims was
completed on 7/31/89.
The application was for
162.735 acres. The north
half of the Prickly Pear
Claim was found to be
nonmineral in character
and was withdrawn.
Patent #04-90-0011
(Serial Number CACA
20161) was issued on
1/9/90 for 152.51 acres.
107 of these acres were
within the WSA.






